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IN CAIRO, AS IN GAY CAPITALS
THE WORLD AROUND, THEY SAY:
WONDERFUL!
the

fragrance

em

ey

"Al-ajeeB!" Wonderful! It's the word for it in
Cairo. "Ravissante!" they say in Paris. "Priceless!" in New York. In every language, there's
extravagant praise for this world - preferred
perfume, the fragrance Gemey!
For fragrance Gemey . . . young and fresh
and joyous . . . has captured the feminine hearts
of five continents. They're wearing it tonight,
the loveliest women, in London and Paris, in 75
nations . . . dancing in the starlight of a Durban
night, dining in Egypt's famous Shepheard's
Hotel, riding the Blue Train to the Riviera.
Wear it, then — for know it you must — this
fragrance presented in America by Richard
Hudnut, perfumer international. Wear it for you
— or wear it for him — set the stage for glamorous evenings with a drop or two of magic
...the globe-gracing fragrance Gemey.
Fragrance Gemey (Jem-may'l in crystal-clear
, dressing table flacons, $2.50, $3.75, $5.

RICHARD

HUDNUT

London . . . Toronto . . . Buenos Aires . . . Mexico City . . . Berlin
Barcelona . . . Budapest . . . Capetown . . . Sydney . . . Shanghai
io de Janeiro... Havana... Bucharest . . .Vienna ... Amsterdam

Intelligent

Precautions

against

Common

one can cure a cold . . . but
colds and their usual symptom, a sore or irritated throat,
can often be prevented by the
systematic use of Listerine. Thousands of people in the past fifty
years have written us to that
effect. A few recent letters appear here.
Such convincing personal experiences have been corroborated
in no uncertain manner by a
number of carefully supervised
tests begun in 1930, in which the
health of non-users of Listerine
was compared to that of those
NO

Cold
who used it.
These tests showed that those
who gargled Listerine twice a day
or oftener caught fewer colds
than non-users. When Listerine
users did catch cold, the infections
(for such they are) were milder
and of shorter duration than those
of non-garglers. Against sore
throat, similar results were obtained— Listerine users having
fewer cases than non-users.
To what are such satisfying
results due? The answer is: to
Listerine's safe, though powerful
germicidal action ... its ability
to kill germs of cold and sore
throat deep in the throat, where
so many colds start ... its ability
to relieve inflammation quickly.
Why not get in the pleasant habit
of gargling Listerine morning
and night?
Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri
posed by professional models

Seldom catches cold now
No colds for her 11 year old
" Gladous Listerine
to writehasandbeen
tell for
you myhowsonmarvelof 11.
Last year I started with him going to
school gargling his throat twice daily, and
he did not miss a day of the whole year.
This year he is doing the same and has
the same good results. Now we all use it
and many thanks to Listerine."
Mrs. D. H., Hampton Bays, L. I.

"My husband is a street-car motorman. Being out in all kinds of weather
he developed a hacking cough which
persisted throughout the early spring
months. Last winter I persuaded him
to try Listerine. Within two days his
cough disappeared. From that time
I have kept Listerine handy and so
far this winter he has been entirely
free from colds or any sort of throat
irritation."
Mrs. C. D. P., Fort Wayne, Ind.

LISTERINE COUGH DROPS
The new, finer COUGH DROP wisely medicated yet tastes like candy. For smokers,
singers and speakers.

LISTERINE
THE

SAFE

ANTISEPTIC
Silver

Screen

for

April

1936

Teacher checks sore throat quickly
"I am closely associated every day with
many little people in my public school
kindergarten. I also possess a very sensitive throat. Every sneeze is immediately
followed by the beginning of a sore throat.
But it does not go any further. I fly for
the Listerine bottle. I keep one at school
as well as at home. I certainly appreciate
what Listerine does for me."
Miss H. McK., Cincinnati, O.
3
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Carole Lombard
A LETTER FROM LIZA

Well, the Bamboo Cocktail Room
of the Brown Derby wasd premiered
the other night with a Lombar party, so
that makes everything, all right. Bamboo is
ITOR
EDng
nlyR havi
aiA
rtE
ceD
its day— what with the
t Club and Claudette Colbert's and
Raecqueun
th Co tess di Frasso's bedrooms going in
for it— ah me, I can remember when bamboo.had no more chic than a boiled potato
mo
andnkey
was sort of synonymous with the word
When one recovers from the startling
and beautiful things that can be done with
bamboo one might imagine, if one had any
imagination at all, that one was at the
Duchess' county seat all ready for a jolly
grousing, for never have I seen so much
British Royalty under one roof (bamboo)
before.
There was Lord This and Lady That
and Honorable So and So and two distinct
countesses, well one was a little blurred,
besides di Frasso. American Royalty was
represented by Alfred Vanderbilt, Joan
Payson
the Jock
Whitneys—
and
last,
but Whitney,
not least, Lady
Cavendish,
she who
was Adele Astaire and sister and dancing
partner of Fred Astaire, and they do say
that every producer in Hollywood is trying
to sign her for pictures. Adele is the peppy
and un-proper member of the Astaire tribe
and once figured in a divorce case (not her
own) because she thumbed her nose at
people while driving down Fifth Avenueit doesn't make sense but neither did the
divorce case. Yes, I think Adele will be a
definite asset to Hollywood. Robert Taylor
was dancing like mad with Irene Hervey,
and I wonder how Miss Gaynor let that
happen.
Of course the high spot of the evening,
as far as I was concerned, was when Lil
Missy Lombard, too beautiful for words
in fringe and orchids, suddenly remembered she was a hostess. She had been silting in the "back room" kibitzing our
bridge game and having a swell time when
she recalled the Carriage Trade out front.
"I am so tired," said Miss Lombard with
an
imperious that
gesture, slipped
"of being
—and
on athehostess"
waxed saying
floor and she
did as beautiful
anewly
fall
as Mack Sennctt could ever have wished
for.
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girl

Scene from "Sutter's Gold," the
Edward Arnold-Universal story.
A reproduction of the spot where
the first gold was discovered.

ho's "J^

making yourhours
long for
YOU spend
him to look at.
self attractive
Hair, skin, eyes, lips, fingernails, clothes
. . . you want him to approve of every
least detail.
But don't forget — one ugly thing can
undo in a minute all the care you've
taken with your looks. The unpleasant
odor of underarm perspiration.
Nothing so quickly and surely disillusions a man about a lovely looking girl
as this.
Don't run the risk. Give your underarms necessary daily care, just as you
give your face.
There's a quick, easy way to do it.
Mum!
It takes just half a minute to use Mum.
And you can use it any time, before dressing or after. For Mum is harmless to
clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
use it right after shaving the underarms.
Remember, Mum doesn't prevent the
perspiration itself — just its horrid odor.
Depend upon it to keep you safe from
this danger to your happiness. BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

TAKES
OF

THE

ODOR

OUT

PERSPIRATION

ON SANITARY NAPKINS Mum protects
you from another ever-threatening danger
of unpleasantness.
6

AMATEUR GENTLEMAN, THE— Fine. A
HERE COMES TROUBLE— Good. A luxurromantic costume story of the 18th century filmed
liner travelling from New York to Havana
in England, with Doug Fairbanks, Jr., in the title carriesious two
rival gangs of jewel thieves, both seekrole,
supported
by
attractive
Elissa
Landi.
There's
stone hidden
in the
ship's(Mona
safe.
plenty of color, adventure and comedy to satisfy There'sing a precious
plenty
of color.
Barrie, plenty
Gregoryof action,
Ratoff, and
Edward
Brophy.)
everybody's taste.
ANYTHING GOES— Good. With Bing Crosby
LONE WOLF RETURNS, THE — Enjoyable.
and Ethel Merman sharing the limelight, and little The romantic Lone Wolf comes back, to be sure,
Ida Lupino peeking her nose in now and then, BUT right in the midst of an intriguing jewel
you should take it for granted that this musical snatch he falls in love. So, what happens? He
reforms! However, with Melvyn Douglas in the
farce is highly amusing entertainment.
title role we can accept that step towards the higher
things
of life quite agreeably. (Gail Patrick.)
CAPTAIN JANUARY— Excellent. A new Shirley Temple film is generally a red-letter day for
MAN-HUNT—
Marguerite Churchill and
the nation,
this Rescued
offering from
shouldtheprove
ex- William Gargan areGood.
nicely cast as the small town
ception to theandrule.
sea byno Guy
sweethearts
who
crave
excitement,
only to find it
Kibbee, as the Cap'n, Shirley proceeds to give us suddenly confronting them at their own
front door,
"everything" — sparkling comedy, drama, fantasy, so to speak. (Ricardo Cortez.)
etc. Wewe? couldn't ask for more from the child,
could
MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN-— Fair. No
CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET — Good. We matter where they decide to commit their murders
have the pleasure of meeting the astute Warner these days, we never blink an eye-lash. This one
Oland once more, impersonating Charlie Chan, happens to take place in a hospital on the way to
and endeavoring to solve in his suave, polished the operating room. Pleasant idea, what? (Ricardo
fashion a murder that takes place during a spiritual Cortez, Mary Astor.)
seance in San Francisco. (Henrietta Crosman,
Astrid Allwyn.)
MUSS sadly
'EM involved
UP — Fair.inThere's
an excellent plot
cast
rather
the complicated
of
this
pseudo-thriller
classed
as
a
mysCOLLEGIATE — Fine. Once again that old structure
On a double bill you may get in the
debbiland"Charm
School"
moth mood terytofilm.unravel
its tangled threads. (Alan Mowballs
is turned
on thecomes
other out
sideoffortheanother
bray, Ralph Morgan, Margaret Callahan.)
season's wear. This time, in the form of a musical,
it is highly diverting and worth an hour of anyPADDY O'DAY— Good. Here's that grand
"bad" girl, romping merrily through a plot
Sparks.)body's time. (Jack Oakie, Frances Langford, Ned little
that's brimming over with laughter and tears and
DANGEROUS WATERS— Fair. Jack Holt, assongs
dances,
brogue with
that'syouas tothick
yourandthumb.
Takewiththe achildren
see
Bob Armstrong and Grace Bradley make valiant
attempts to convince us that this is a rousing tale this one. (Pinky Tomlin.)
of the sea that is conquered by strong men and
PETRIFIED FOREST, THE— Excellent Leslie
brave — but the plot foils them somehow at every Howard
does ample justice to the sensitive role of
turn. On a dual bill it may satisfy.
a young intellectual who goes west seeking peace
only
to
find
himself embroiled
in a Bette
situationDavis
seeth-is
DANCING FEET — Fair. A romantic comedy
ing with excitement
and action.
about a girl whose gayly dancing feet take her
away
staid hall.
home Theto the
floorsJoanof splendid as his team-mate.
a ten from
cents her
a dance
cast dizzy
includes
PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY— Good. A
Marsh, Isabel Jewell, Ben Lyon and Eddie Nugent. murder
mystery that has the added thrill of being
solved
in a Hollywood motion picture studio. All
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT — Good. All dyed-in-the-wool
movie fans will get a kick out
simple home-loving people will be tickled with this of this. In cast, Gail
Patrick, Reginald Denny, Ian
storyily,offrom domestic
life
which
gives
the
entire
famthe baby to grandma, a chance to do its Keith, Rod La Rocque.
Roberts.)(Ted Prouty, Spring Byington, Florence
stuff.
ROAD GANG — Interesting. A prison farm, with
a cruel and relentless curriculum, furnishes the
FRESHMAN LOVE — Fair. The younger ele- ifsetting
this melodrama.
It's your
not a entertainment
pretty tale, so
you refor squeamish
and like
may getof some
out campus.
of this flimsy,
heartedment tale
love fun
on the
In the lightcast sugar-coated,
you'd better stay home. (Donald
Woods,
Kay
Linaker.)
Frank McHugh, Patricia Ellis, Joseph Cawthorn.
SONG AND DANCE MAN — Good. This was
GARDEN MURDER CASE, THE — Fine. S.
S. Van Dine authored this opus and because of once
one of Geo.
M. Cohan's
greatandstage
In
version
Paul Kelly
Clairesuccesses.
Trevor
that you can expect the best in cleverly motivated are itsthepresent
dancing
team
which
is
so
unhappily
mystery thrillers. Edmund I.ovve plays Philo Vance The plot is a bit too familiar by now, but split.
it is
this season, and acquits himself very creditably. stilt entertaining.
(Virginia Bruce, Benita Hume.)
Silver Screen

A

SON...

PROUD

OF

HIS

MOTHER

. . . worshipping the ground she
walked on . . . loving her with a
fierce loyalty . . . yet at the same
time stealing his way into the
flinty heart of a proud, tyrannical
nobleman and teaching him the
meaning of kindness.
Freddie Bartholomew breathes

the facts speak for themselves . . .
ance in the world-famous story that
It has a magnificent cast — a perfect
will indelibly stamp itself upon
story — was directed by John Cromyour heart. Dolores Costello Barrywell who thrilled you with "Of
more as "Dearest" his mother, reHuman Bondage" — produced by
David O. Selznick who gave you
turns to the screen lovelier and more
radiant than ever. She will delight
"David Copperfield" and the screenthe millions of fans who have
play was written by Hugh Walpole,
noted
English author.
been
eagerly
awaiting
her
return.
life into Frances Hodgson Burnett's
It is a picture that is marked
We'd like to be modest in our
beloved character, "Little Lord
for major screen honors in 1936!
statements about this picture — but
Fauntleroy" and gives a performSelznick International Pictures, inc., Presents
LITTLE

LORD
FAUNTLEROY
with
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW and DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE
Mickey Rooney • C. Aubrey Smith • Guy Kibbee • Henry Stephenson
E. E. Clive • Una O'Connor • Jackie Searl • Ivan Simpson • Jessie Ralph
PRODUCED
BY
DAVID
O. SELZNICK

j or April

1936
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TROUBLES

Try This Improved
Pasteurized Yeast
That's Easy to Eat
[N case after case, pimples, blotches,
r
and other common skin troubles
are caused by a sluggish system. That is why
external treatments bring you so little lasting relief.
Thousands have found in Yeast Foam
Tablets an easy way to correct skin blemishes
caused by digestive sluggishness.
Science now knows that very often slow,
imperfect elimination of body wastes is
brought on by insufficient vitamin B complex. The stomach and intestines, deprived
of this essential element, no longer function
properly. Your digestion slows up. Poisons,
accumulating in your system, cause ugly
eruptions and bad color.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitamin
B complex needed to correct this condition.
These tablets are pure yeast — and yeast is
the richest known food source of vitamins B
and G . This improved yeast should strengthen
and tone up your intestinal nerves and
muscles. It should soon restore your eliminative system to healthy function.
With the true cause of your condition corrected, pimples and other common skin
troubles disappear. And you feel better as
well as look better.
Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets have a pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really enjoy.
And pasteurization makes them utterly safe
for everyone to eat. They cannot cause fermentation and they contain nothing to put on fat.
A ny druggist will supply you with Yeast Foam
Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only 50c. Get
one today. Refuse substitutes.
YEAST

FOAM TABLETS
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
You may -paste this on a penny
post card
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. S.C.-4-36
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send free introductory package of Yeast
Foam Tablets.
Name - _
Address.
City
8

. State.

Katherine
DeMille gets
aof thrill
a new out
lip
color.
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and garish
the sunUPplenis
Don't be satisfied
ty—
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if (and it's a mighty
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with
from your
the appearance
front view
big "IF") you know
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e
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Get
a
good look
us
the rule -Doun'
more make p than
at both profiles before
you need. If you have a lovely fine-texyou venture out. You may have left lines
tured skin, either creamy white or with a of demarcation w.here the rouge ends and
becoming
patchurge
it upto your natural paleness begins. That will
with
rouge.natural
Confinecolor,
yourdon't
cosmetic
never do! The rouge needs to be blended
better.
your eyes and lips, with only enough powder to cover up unflattering shine. You
"There's such a raft of rouge, lipstick
have a right to be proud of cheeks that can
and powder shades to choose from, how
go undressed. They give you a distinction
can
find into
the ones
that innumerasuit me?"
which is, unfortunately, all too rare. There
we'veI possibly
had wailed
our ears
ble times. The cosmetic manufacturers
are very few feminine faces which cannot
be improved by a touch of rouge, artfully
have done a lot to help you answer that
applied. And lipstick has come to be as question. In most of the large department
much of a necessity as silk stockings!
stores there are cosmetic experts, trained by
The secret of smart make-up is to look as manufacturers, who will help you select
the right shades for your coloring and show
if you're wearing none at all— yet know
within
yourself
that
you're
better
looking
you
how to put your make-up on. Some
than you were before you put it on. You
of the you
stores
have up
"make-up
bars"to
should do such a good job that even your
where
can even
be made
according
mirror smiles back at you and tells you
your oftype
and the colors you are wearing,
charge.
convincingly that you are one of the girls free
Fortune favored with beauty.
Frances Denney has made it easy for you
Speaking of mirrors, be sure you have
to select the right shades for yourself. She
yours arranged so it won't let you down
has
arranged
"matched make-up"
for vawhen you're doing the make-up job. If
rious types. According
to this specialist,
you're
preparing
your
face
for
the
day,
there is a "tone key" for every woman
have your mirror placed so that your face
which sums up the coloring of her hair,
gets plenty of day-light. Put on your makeeyes and skin and which should determine
up by electric light for your evening date.
her make-up shades. So she takes her
You'd be surprised what a dilference light products used in make-up (foundation lotion, "creme parfait," creme rouge, lipstick
makes! There's a good deal of yellow in
electric light which
and
and
makes powder)
them in four
detracts from the colsets of harmonizing
or in your face— so
Beauty Is A Duty But
shades, one set for
you need to put more
make-up on. Again,
Love Is The Reward.
each
[Cont."tone
on key."
page For
68]
you might look ravSilver Screen

Look! — Ruby's got a new dancing
partner! With Paul Draper, sensational Broadway importation, she
does her dandiest dancing to
date to the tune of Warren &
Dubin's new hits, in this swell story
which Alfred E. Green directed.
And what a comedy
team this turns out to
be! Yet Hugh and
Louise are just part
of a convulsing cast
that includes Marie
Wilson, Luis Alberni,
Berton Churchill,
and Olin Howard.

▲GREAT

Go

Round

and

STARS

'Round

in

And just forgood measure,
200 assorted Hollywood
lovelies go to town in an
up-to-the-second fashion
show and other lavish
dance numbers staged
by Bobby Connolly!

for April
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News

SAID
CHARLES
FARRELL

Famous
screen star
tells why
he picked
the girl with
Tangee Lips
• If you met The Tangee girl won when
Charles Farrell CHARLES FARRELL chose
loveliest lips while filming Uniwouldn't
you
versal Picture, "Fighting Youth".
want to have
tender, soft lips . . . the kind of lips that would
appeal to him . . . that he would want to kiss ?
Three girls were with us when we visited Mr.
Farrell. One wore the ordinary lipstick. . .one
no lipstick... the third, Tangee. "Your lips look
irresistible," he told the Tangee girl, "because
they look natural."
Tangee can't make your lips look painted,
because it isn't paint. It simply intensifies your
own natural color. Try Tangee. In two sizes,
39c and $1.10. Or, send 10c for the 4-Piece
Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES . . . when you lay.
Don't let
some sharp
salts
person switch
you you
to anashimitaion. .... there
is only
one forTangee.
hut natural.
when
for
Tangee
.be
sure
to
ask
tanoee
There
is another shade called Tangee Theatrical .. .intended
only for those who insist on vivid color and for proSessional use.
Worfc/'s Most Famous Upstic k■
! jfrf
1 ENDS THAT PAINTED LOO Kins the magic
fcexr face powder rz:T, olor principle
/

1 v-

-A
★ 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY STJ46
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
!
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 1GV («i«»p> or coin). 15(<inCanacla.
SiS □ Flesh □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
N/zme
Address
City
10
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The

Sets Where The Players WorkWitk S. R. Mooh

Betty Jane Hainey, Jane Withers, Sara Haden, Jackie
Morrow and Claudia Coleman in "The Matron's Report." Jane Withers is an expression of modernism —
instead of "America's Sweetheart" she is "America's
ing are very upsetting to a person of my
ys are,
holidaheaven
d us,thethank
behinthat
safely now
WELL,
we can once more turn our atten-Brat."tranquil
"I'll telltemperament."
you what's the matter," Frank
tion to serious things— such as motion pic- says. "When I made the picture I was
tures and why. But, alackaday. The
playing the part Jane plays now. If I
studios are in the doldrums. They always
could only find out which of us was misare at this time of the year due to some
cast I'd feel better!"
sort of tax the government imposes on
With a hard day's work ahead of me I
exposed film, so just before the fiscal year
can't be bothered trying to assuage Frank
ends there are only a handful of pictures
so I get on with my job. Jane is the brat
of
the orphan asylum. Claudia Coleman
in production. But we'll give that handful
(remember she played "The Jumping
a going over— and how!
Whale" in "Frisco Kid") is a rich society
At Fox
woman in this one. She comes with her
FOX is the busiest of all the studios so little son (Jackie Morrow) to adopt a sister
for him, and Sara Haden, the matron, has
we'll get them out of the way.
all the children lined up for them to
First there's a little number starring Jane
choose from.
Withers
called
"The
Matron's
Report,"
the
title of which will probably be changed.
look them over carefully,"
his"Now,
motherJunior,
admonishes.
Arriving on the set, Frank Albertson,
now feels his authority and, in
whom I'm dragging around with me this theJunior
manner of an officer reviewing a squad
morning, lets out a whistle.
of
subordinates,
he starts down between
"Now what?" I ask.
the two lines of girls.
"Well, blow me down," says Frank.
"Oh, I hope they don't take me," Betty
"This is the same picture that Helen
Twelvetrees and I made years ago. It was
Hainey whispers to Jane. So as Junior
comes
to Jane she makes a horrible face
called 'Blue Skies' then. But, bullieve me,
and
pretends
that's how she naturally
we didn't have any orphan asylum like this
looks.
Junior
recoils
in terror. Then he walks
in Heour asks
picture.
Ours
was
a
dump!''
the script girl for the story and
a couple of steps and sees Betty, whom
she gives it to him. "Well, only the first Jane is trying to conceal.
three reels are the same," Frank concedes
"I think I'll take this one," he announces.
and then he gets excited all over again.
Betty is[Continued
ready to break
into la]
tears at the
on page
"What the devil's the matter with you?"
I blurt out. "All these fits you're throwSilver Screen
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GOES TO TOWN
A GENTLEMAN
JEAN ARTHUR
George Bancroft • Lionel Stander • Douglass Dumbrille • Raymond
Walburn • Margaret Matzenauer • H. B. Warner • Warren HymerA FRANK CAPRA production
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STORMING AMERICA IN A MIGHTY SONG CRESCENDO!
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by
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FARLEY and RILEY
and their 'Round and 'Round Music
Douglass Dumbrille • Lionel Stander
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Music and Lyric,
Lew Akst
Brown-and
Harry
Victor ger
Schertzin
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WILL LEAD A LOVELIER LIFE
ALL . . WEEK . . LONG!

[Continued from page 10]
thought of leaving Jane. "I wouldn't adopt
her," Jane says quietly. "She takes fits!"
They pay no attention to Jane. "But,
Mrs. Lewis," Betty pleads to Miss Haden,
"can't Judy come, too?"
"Mrs. Smythe," Sara puts it up to
Claudia, "could
meaningly
towardyouJane.possibly—" she looks
"That Dracula!" Jackie breaks out.
"Nothin' doing!"
"Cut!" calls the director and turns to
Jane. "Now, Jane, in this next scene, you
"It'll
be a face—"
pleasure," Jane informs him.
Jackie's
slap
"He used to live in the same apartment
building with me and every time I went
to ride on my velocipede he'd jump on
behind. And if I'd kick him off he'd run
blubbering to my mother and tell her /
started it. You don't have to tell me how
to Poor
play Jackie.
this scene."
I'm sure
see toVonit
that
there are more
takesJanethanwilleven
Sternberg ever dreamed of.
Next, we have "The Country Beyond,"
from
James
OliverhasCurwood's
seller.is
Rochelle
Hudson
the lead best
and she
aided and abetted by Robert Kent, a newcomer who looks like a youthful Ralph
Bellamy,
and morning,
Paul Kelly.
isn't1
working this
worseRochelle
luck, so
have to content myself with being introduced to Kent (who is a nice chap) and
swapping horse yarns with Paul Kelly.

GLAZO IS WORLD-FAMOUS
FOR BEAUTY AND LONG WEAR

WOMEN are becoming more critical,
more discriminating in the beauty
preparations they use. They expect a
nail polish not only to be outstandingly
lovely but to apply easily without
streaking and to wear for days longer
than polishes they used to know.
Because Glazo has these virtues, its
fame has circled the world. It is famous
for its glorious fashion-approved shades.
It is famous for solving the streaking
problem and for amazing ease of application. It is famous for giving 2 to 4
days longer wear, without peeling or
chipping.
Glazo shares its success with you, and
is now only 20 cents. Do try it, and see
how much lovelier your hands can be!

20

CENTS

IN CANADA, 28 CtNTS

GLAZO
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"The Country Beyond" — Paul Kelly,
Robert Kent and Holmes Herbert.
Robert Kent is a newcomer, but the
movies always get their man.
The scene is the office of the commandant at one of the stations of the Canadian
Northwest Mounted Police. Kent has just
arrived. The door opens and in march
Kelly and Kent.
King, (Holmes
sir," Kelly
explains to
the"Corporal
commandant
Herbert).
"I'm asglad
King,"hisHerbert
smiles
he to
risesseeandyou,extends
hand.
"How's your father?"
"Fine, sir," Kent answers.
"I suppose he's given you some idea of
what
expectKent
out admits.
here," Herbert goes on.
"Yes,to sir,"
"There's plenty of work to do," the C.
O. continues, "and in your case it's going
to be harder. As the Commissioner's son
you'll have to be twice as good as any man
"I'll be satisfied, sir, if I'm as good as
any one of them," Kent replies sincerely.
"Sergeant," Herbert turns to Kelly, "suppose you take him under your wing for a
here."
few days. Introduce him to his fellows,
assign him his mount— acquaint him with
our routine."
This is something Kelly hasn't bargained
for and lie's none too well pleased. But
allAnd,
he says
is, "Yes,
sir." it looks as though
if you
ask me,
Kent were none too well pleased, either.
"That's all," Herbert announces. And

that,inducted
my littleinto
duckie-wuckies,
are
the Northwestis
where men are men and always
men— except on pay day when
their women.

how
men
Mounted
get their
they get

Now we come to another in the apparently endless (but highly profitable)
series of Charlie Chan pictures. This time
he's at the circus. Francis Ford (who spits
tobacco juice so accurately in "Judge
Priest") is addressing a bunch of the performers. "You fellows can help out by
finding
your
If you don't
find
it—" he pausesownas stuff.
Drue Leighton,
Warner

It's "Charlie Chan at the Circus"
this time. Warner Oland, Wade
Boteler, Drue Leighton, Francis Ford
and another collection of Oriental
epigrams.
Oland, Keye Luke and Wade Boteler arrive at the door of the tent. "Well, Nellie," he breaks off to Drue, "Why weren't
"I don't have to answer to you any
you
the Gaines,"
job?"
more,on Mr.
answers
Behind
her Oland
and she
Boteler
can becoldly.
seen
watching her closely. Boothe Howard
(who plays her brother and who is already in the tent) starts forward, pretending surprise
his sister's
attitude.
"What
do atyou
mean by
that?" Ford
asks.
"I'm as much boss here as you are,"
Drue informs him. "I'm Joe Kinney's
widow and I've put in a claim for his
share
the show." and Shirley Deane are
Johnof McGuire
quite surprised at this, as, indeed, are all
the others.
are you talking about?" Howard
asks"What
quietly.
"Wesays.were married five months ago,"
Drue
"Why demands.
didn't you tell me about it?"
Howard
"Why,
with—" Keye
Luketo
starts
but you
Olandwere
accidentally
pretends
knock over a stack of basins which fall
with a crash. Warner is covered with confusion. "So sorry." He and Lee bend
over to pick up the basins. "Better to
slip
with under
foot than
with tongue,"
mutters
his breath
to Keye. Warner
"I didn't tell you, Dan," Drue says to
her
"because
you hedidn't
like brother,
Joe Kinney.
And I Iknew
suppose
was
keeping our marriage a secret because he
was making a play for Marie Norman
"That's not true." Shirley Deane begins
(Maxine Reiner)."
furiously as she rushes forward. "You're
saying
my Maxine
sister."
"You that
keep because
out of you
this,hate
Lou,"
says as she pushes her way forward. And
then she turns to Drue. "I can see through
your
Because
Joe Kinney's
you're game.
trying to
put something
over. dead,
But
I know he never married you or he'd have
"Why should he?" Drue jeers vindic[Continued on page 14]
told me."tively. "You were just another woman to
Silver

Screen

Mae

West

answers

the call of the wild I Victor McLaglen)
Klondike
romance

in Paramount's

Annie/'

a roaring

of the Northern

waists

You Sleigh Me, Big Boy. . . Nome was never
like this 'till Annie hit town . . . these sourdoughs
were just a bunch of cheap skates before Annie
broke the ice . . . but now . . . there's a hot time
in the Yukon tonight!

The Big, Bold Miner Stakes His Claim to Annie's
Heart of Gold . . . But Annie can't see him for (gold)
dust . . . he's just one more fur- bearing animal to her . . .
the glamour Gal of 'Frisco is not going to give her
heart to any lad in a squirrel bonnet. "Get back to the
mines," says Annie.
You're No Erl Painting, But You're a Ferocious
Monster. . . Ah, the secret is out . . . Annie has given her
heart of gold to Skipper Bull Brackett, the toughest lad
that ever knocked the teeth out of a gale with a belaying pin. Which proves true love always wins and
there's no place like Nome.
13
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How Pepsodent Antiseptic helped
774 Illinois people to

GET

RID

OF

COLDS
TWICE

AS

FAST!

The people lived together,
worked together, ate the same
kind of food

Half gargled;
the other half did not!

PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC
reduced number and duration of colds!
• A Doctor made this famous test— he proved
that Pepsodent Antiseptic did reduce the
number and duration of colds!
He worked for two full winters, with 774
people in all. The people lived together.
They worked together. They ate the same
foods. Half of them gargled with Pepsodent
Antiseptic twice a day. The other half did not.
The doctor's report
Those who did not gargle with Pepsodent, had
60% more colds than those who used Pepsodent
Antiseptic regularly.
Those who used Pepsodent Antiseptic, and did
catch cold, got rid of their colds twice as fast as
the others.
That's proof! Pepsodent Antiseptic actually
reduced colds! And cut the average length of
a cold in half!
Goes 3 times as far
To kill germs, ordinary mouth antiseptics must
be used full strength. But Pepsodent Antiseptic kills germs in 10 seconds, even when
it is diluted with 2 parts of water!
For "Breath Control"— Pepsodent keeps
breath pure 1 to 2 hours longer
14

[Continued from page 12]
him. And you thought you were so clever
—taking
him away
from it:me!"
Well, there
you have
the murder for
Chan to solve, with all his homilies thrown
in for good measure.

young dream, and Esther Dale playing his
wife.
Now, Fred has made a moderate amount
of
so he's for
retiring
his
wife,money
who farming
has ambitions
their and
daughter (Jean, of course) to enter the movies,
has talked him into moving to California.
Last iswebased
haveon "The
Country
Doctor," They're just getting ready to leave the old
which
the Dionne
Quintuplets.
homestead, mortgage and all, and Frank
They have reproduced to the most minute is in the farmyard saying fare-thee-well,
detail for this picture the hospital where Annabel, to Jean.
"I'm going to miss you," he whispers.
the Quins live in (Hollander. A log building with a rustic porch and pillars of log
be the same."
from which the bark has been stripped. "Nothing'll
"I know," Jean murmurs, "because that's
It has been put up by the government,
but now it must be blessed by the Catholic theAndway then
I feel,
Mr.too."
Stone, whom I've always
liked on the stage but who is more imChurch
and
this
morning
they're
having
the dedication ceremonies. A couple of
nt to me now
because
he's the
father
Paula portaStone,
appears
carrying
a rocking
real priests and a flock of altar boys are of
in the background on the porch and a chair.
number of officials are sitting about. In
"Hey, Addie," he calls to Jean. "What
front is a crowd of people— curiosity seekers do you think? They tried to sell my
and
townspeople.
John
Qualen
addresses
them:
Mr. Stone
was always noted on the stage
rocker
on me!"
"—where these miracle children will for his clean shows and they weren't that
make their home. They are our sacred sickening
sort you.
of clean either— the kind
that nauseates
His voice is drowned out by that of
This isturnedJean's
first picture
refrom England
wheresince
she shemade
George Chandler, a few feet away, yelling,
mascots—" Peanuts! Popcorn! Candy! A "The Ghost Goes West." And did she do
"Peanuts!
complete line-up and batting order of the herself— and us— proud in that picture!
Don't let the title scare you off, either.
Qualenfamily."
looks slightly annoyed but goes I've
just seen it and it's one of the most
the day.
Wyatt
on: "—our sacred mascots. And it is to side-splitting comedies I've seen in many's
them
we dedicate
this then
building."
"Cut!"
I hear and
Aileen Carlyle,
I don't say goodbye to Frank because I'm
who played the mother of the twins in afraid
he'll offer to drive me to my next
stop
and one ride a day with him is all
"The Virginian" and who plays the mother my nerves
will stand. So I just amble
of the quins in this picture, comes rushing
down from trie porch to show Frances along and stop at—
Deaner and me her outfit. Mrs. Dionne
Columbia
has never been noted for her stylish appearance and Aileen has taken her off like TWO BIG pictures going here. First,
there's "A Gentleman Goes To Town,"
nobody's
business.
She short
has padded
herself
out,
her hat
is nothing
of a sensation
with Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur. The
and she has on a mustard colored tweed scenarists must be slipping this month.
coat that hangs on her as though it were
large enough to cover an elephant.
"How do you like this?" Aileen beams.
"Isn't it the latest thing," as she pirouettes
in model fashion. "Do you think I could
pass for the Glamour Girl and get into
And then
the director calls for another
Harper's
Bazaar?"
take and
Aileen
hurries
away.
isn't
every
girl as
attractive
as she
who Itwould
get herself up like that for a part.
"Under
Flags,"Colbert,
with Ronald
Colman
and Two
Claudette
is shooting
but we can't get on that set today because
some of the girls are doing a nautch dance.
don'tpeople
at allseemind
aAlthough
hundred they
million
them having
do it
on the screen, they're sensitive about having one hungry writer see them do it in
the flesh. So-0-0, the set is closed but I'll
tell you about the picture next month.
Mr. Albertson comes to life once more.
"Come on," he says. "I've got to go to
work."I Socanwepersuade
get intomyFrank's
and
when
hair car
to stop
standing on end from fright, we're at—
R-K-O
THERE are only two pictures going over
here. One of them, "Thoroughbreds
All," which is being directed by that grand
comedian, Glenn Tryon, is being made entirely on location so you'll never hear
about
It's a sort ofof a"Sequoia"
about that.
the friendship
horse andtheme
dog
and a man. Moroni Olscn (who played
Porthos in the "Three Musketeers") is only
interested in thoroughbred animals. The
romantic interest is carried by Johnny
Arledge and Louise Latimer (a newcomer
from the New York stage).
The other picture is one of the kind I
love.
It's called
in the Dell''
and
stars Fred
Stone,"Farmer
with Frank
Alberison
and Jean

Parker

taking care of love's

"A Gentleman Goes To Town" is the
name of the picture that Gary Cooper
and Jean Arthur are making. It appears to be another hit for Gary.
There isn't a murder in this picture, either,
although
eccentricEveryone
uncle dies
and
leaves him Gary's
$20,000,000.
is trying
to cut in on it. Jean, a sob-sister from a
newspaper, pretends to be a starving girl
and he takes her out to dinner. Next
morning
her paper
interview in town
on himcarries
and the
he isonly
ridiculed
from start to finish. He doesn't suspect
Jean, though, and takes her out once more.
When the same thing happens a second
time, he KNOWS.
His money has brought him nothing but
grief so he decides to purchase a lot of ten
acre tracts and give them away with animals and farm implements so the starving
men who are badgering him can be selfsustaining. And then, my friends, all the
dastards
who seecouldn't
trick Gary
his money,
their chance
and out
try of
to
have him judged insane.
We're right in the midst of the trial.
Silver Screen

just come through like a brick.
Jean
She hashasmade the only man she ever really
loved ridiculous in the eyes of the nation.
She goes on the witness stand and tells
how she crucified the man she loved for
the sake of a few headlines, how fine and
noble he is and how she resigned her job
because she would do no more of that
dirty work.
When she finishes, Douglas Dumbrille
(the arch conspirator) steps forward.
"Your honor," he says to the judge, "her
Why shouldn't
of noIt'svalue.
testimony
she
defend ishim.
a tribute to American
womanhood. Her instinct to protect the
weak. We're not saying nobody likes him.
I cherish a fond affection for the boy myself. But that doesn't mean—"
And then good ole honest George Ban(who plays
the
audienceof toJean's
the editor
from the
comes
paper) croft
platform. "When this windbag here, gets
like
says, "I'd
he (Jean)
Honor,"
Your Miss
through,
to
verify what
Bennett
has said.
I'm told
her editor.
quit this
her was.
job
she
me what When
a swellshefeller
And anything Babe Bennett says is okay
with me."
"If you've anything to say," Judge H. B.
Warner advises him, "take the witness
chair."
"I've already said it, Your Honor,"
George replies. "Just thought I'd like to
get
cents in."
He to
turns
Gary
who myhas two
steadfastly
refused
say toa word
in his own defense: "Don't be a sucker,
pal. Get up and speak your piece."
"Your Honor," Lionel Stander cuts in,
"I've got a couple of cents I'd like to get
in, too. I've been with this man since—"
"Sit
the judge
And down!"
then the
crowd thunders.
in the audience
who were to have gotten the land and implements start murmuring: "What about
us, Mr. Deeds?"
"Yeah, what about us?"
"You're not going to leave us out in
the cold!"
"They're just
framing
that's
all!"
"Silence!"
Warner
roars. you—
"In the
interest
of the defendant I have tolerated a great
deal of informality but if there is one more
outburst I shall have the courtroom
cleared."
"Your Honor," Gary begins tentatively,
and I must say there has been enough
"honor" scattered about this courtroom
during the last ten minutes to keep some
of our finest heroines in virtue during the
rest of their careers.
"Yes?" His Honor encourages him.
"I'd decides.
like to get in my two cents' worth,"
Gary
Well, sir— and ma'am, I've been telling
you for months how Gary has improved
as an actor but in this speech he delivers
to His Honor and the sanity commission,
he tops all previous efforts.
But his efforts exhaust him and at the
end of the scene he's too weak to even
mooch a cigarette off me. But there is
nothing the matter with his man Friday,
otherwise known as Cracker Henderson.
"Dick," says Cracker, "I'd like to have you
come
meet and
my new
So down
I go todown
the wife."
new wife is
enough like Mae West to be Mae West.
So I congratulate Cracker and sympathize
with the wife, wonder how it is that everybody can get a girl but me and follow my
guide over to the next set.
Here we have none other than the one
and only Grade Moore in a piece called
"The Ki ng Steps Out." With her is one
of my favorite actors— none other than Mr.
Franchot Tone, with whom, I am happy to
say, I am now on chatting terms.
The film is laid in one of those mythical kingdoms and the plot is another ol
those complicated affairs. Franchot is the
[Continued on page 76]
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These adorable dresses are the
heart's-desire of every little girl
who sees them. What a thrill for
your own small darling to be decked
out in one of these lovable Cinderella frocks ! . . . And don't you worry!
Although the materials are fine, the
colors dainty, the trimming tricks
bright — they'll stay that way, if you
give them gentle Ivory Flakes care.
These Cinderella Frocks may be
washed by hand or washing machine— in lukewarm suds of pure
Ivory Flakes. That's the finest way to
wash dainty little girls' clothes (as
often as you please) — and the safest!
* Makers of the famous Cinderella Frocks
for children recommend that they be
washed in Ivory Flakes. Exact washing

JOO.
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SoME years ago, demand for an artist's
skill was very limited, being confined
chiefly to portrait and landscape paintings.
Financial success was achieved only by
artists of unusual ability.
The situation is entirely different today.
Advertising, most of it illustrated, has
become a necessary part of selling. Advertisers, magazines, newspapers, and publishers spend millions yearly for illustrations. Industry, realizing that design
and color influence sales, is employing
artists to design many of its products before
manufacturing them. The market for
artistic skill has increased many fold and
will continue to increase with public
demand that merchandise be not only
serviceable, but also good looking.
In this commercial art field, youth is not
a handicap as success depends on artistic
talent rather than on age and experience.
Girls can earn as much as men.
- Training that has Brought Results
The Federal Schools, affiliated with a large
art, engraving and printing organization,
has trained many young artists now capable of earning from $1000 to $5000 yearly
as designers or illustrators. Its Home Study
courses in Commercial Art, Illustrating
and Cartooning contain exclusive illustrated lessons by many famous artists.
Practical instruction by experienced men
is the reason for its many years of outstanding success. Courses sold on easy
monthly payments.
Do You Like to Draw ?
If so, test your sense of design, color,
proportion, etc., with our simple Art
Ability Test. Get a frank opinion, free, as
to whether your talent is worth developing. With it you will receive our free
book describing the training and outlining
present opportunities in art. Drawing
may be your surest road to success. Just
fill out and mail the coupon below.
FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.
4946 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Send me your Free Art Test and Book.
Name
Address
Age
16

Occupation

yy
Telling
Me?
The Fifty Best Letters to
"IT SEEMS as if I'll
never win a picture of my
this
Department
Receiveas
MacMurray in Fred
the
Framed
Photographs
have
t
can'
flesEh, Ihow I long for
SINC
Prizes. Specify on the
favorite because I can't put
coupon the name of the star
my conception of her on
e
es
,"
tur
aSaupic
of
him
writ
whose
signed and inscribed
a
ndr Lawson of Cortpaper. I'm
on for
pins Janet
and
needles
waiting
photograph you desire.
landt St., Belleville, N. J.
Gaynor to come to town as
"We movie-goers are fortunate in having such a fine actor who the 'Small Town Girl,' " writes Josephine
Causarano of 34th St., Astoria, N. Y., "with
will undoubtedly last a long time."
the devastatingly handsome Robert TaylYep, Fred looks durable.
Now it comes out!
"OF ALL THE modern, up and coming,
young actresses, Rochell Hudson is the out"WRITING A letter about your favorite
standing one," writes Mary Hura of
Ravenna, Ohio. "I have a scrap book of describe
screen starmyseems
easy, but
simplyenough
can't
favorite,
nor I find
two hundred and forty-five pictures of her,
and a signed photograph would be the words to praise him. In my opinion,"
writes Mildred Edlich of 55th St., Brookcream of my collection."
lyn, N. Y., "Franchot
is one I of
the
"She'slikethea song,
CreamMary.
of My Collection" best character
actors on Tone
the screen.
would
sounds
like to add that I agree perfectly with Liza
when she remarks that Mr. Tone should
"CHARMING, BEAUTIFUL Jeanette get an Academy Award. Give us more of
MacDonald
the reigning
writes
Mary isSiciliano
of W.queen
46th ofSt.,song,"
New
or."
FranchotTone."
(pronounced Fran-show) adds
York, N. Y. "Her pictures give me so much Franchot
joy and pleasure I go and see them over Tone to any cast. Ha ha!
and
done over,
in my which
life. Itisis something
my sincere I've
wish never
that
NOT very good at writing letters,
Jeanette MacDonald become the greatest but"I'M
I sure would like to win a photo of
Alice Faye. Since I saw Miss Faye in the
starOr ofwere
all time."
you looking at Nelson Eddy?
'Scandals' I have been to all of her pictures at least twice," writes Charles Wegner
"OH, MY! Would I be tickled to get a of Arthur Ave., Congress Park, 111.
swell photo of Robert Taylor with that
She's your Faye-vorite!
great big smile," writes Betty Gangitano of
"THIS IS a letter in praise of Ronald
Himrod Robert
St., Brooklyn,
"Whoever
picked
Taylor N.
out Y.sure
picked Colman for his unforgettable performance
in 'A Tale of Two Cities,' " writes Lois
// takes nine tailors to make a man. but Marie
something."
Eli of William St.. Bridgeport. Conn.
one Taylor to make any girl— guess!
"Alter seeing him as Sydney Carton in

"Youre

This coupon must accompany your letter. Not good after April 6, 1936
Editor,
"YOU'RE TELLING ME?"
SILVER SCREEN, 45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
In the event that my letter is selected for a prize, I should be pleased
to have a framed and inscribed photograph of
My name is
Address
City

The fifty
ners ofwinthe
signed,
framed
photo graphs
offereduary have
in been
Jannotified
by
mail.

State
Silver

Screen

LITTLE
JANI UP!
E—
SO GROWN
HAVE YOU LOTS
OF BEAUS?

NOT ONE BEAU,
AUNTIE.
GLAD
YOU'RE I'M
BACK
FROM PARIS.

The framed, inscribed
and signed photograph
of Myrna Loy awarded
to Lois M. Suel for her
letter.
this picture I feel that he should be placed
on the very top of the list. As I have
always been carried away by his acting and
individual charm, I certainly would be one
happy girl if I could have a personally
autographed photo of this screen favorite
lor my very own."
We'll ask him anyhow.
"IRENE DUNNE-charming, beautiful,
poised, gracious and human, and then, to
top all this, the rare ability to be a great
dramatic actress!" writes Catherine Newton
of
Uptonbe Ave.,
Minneapolis,
"It
would
both S.,
a privilege
and Minn.
an honor
to receive her picture."
Only the cultured understand culture.

with
"Stop monkeying with these titles."
Donald Cook resents changes of
titles.
NEW TITLES
"I Will Be Faithful" (Claire Trevor)
has been changed to
"Human Cargo"
"Money Mad" (Bruce Cabot) has been
changed to
"Don't Gamble With Love"
"Sissy" (Grace Moore)
has been
changed to "The King Steps Out"
"Mother Lode" (Richard Dix) has
been changed to "Yellow Dust"
"Preview" (Frances Drake) has been
changed to
"The Preview Murder Mystery"
"Opera Hat" (Gary Cooper) has been
changed to
"A Gentleman Goes To Town"
for April
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SO FRESH — SO FEMININE —
ALL EVENING LONG

UUMM. . . THIS MAVIS IS
SWEET FRAGRANT. . .
I LOVE IT MYSELF.
NOTICE!

Before

you

the

dress!

lasting

IN THE

AVI

RED

S

. . . clothe

fragrance

Recipe for feminine charm ... a daily
dusting with the fragrant glamour of
Mavis. Mavis is more than a talcum —
so protective to your skin, but with the
added allure of tantalizing Parisian
fragrance. You'll love the velvety feel
of Mavis, and the way it protects your

M

MY LITTLEGIRLS
JANIE-YOU
SHOULD
OH,
AUNTIE f AMERICAN
SUE-WHY
KNOW WHAT FRENCH
WOMEN KNOW ! BE
AM I SUCH FEMININE.
LEARN THE
NO DATES
CHARM
OF
EVER!
A FLOP-

of

yourself
MAVIS

skin from dryness. Be lovely, be feminine, keep the constant flower-like
freshness that men adore — try Mavis!
Mavis Talcum in 25^, 50^ and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores— convenient
lOp size at 5-and-10j£ stores. We invite you
to try Mavis — convenient coupon below.
V. VIVAUDOU. INC.,
5S0 F ifih Avenue, New York City.
I enclose KM. Please send by return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum — so
I can try its fragrant loveliness.
Na mc
A ddress
City ,
Slate-
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Salads
Three

Starlets

Salad-dears of Hollywood

Alice Fay: Tells How
To Make Vegetable
Salad. Evelyn V enable— Fruit Salad.
Anne Shirley — Likes
A Wilted Salad.

H as

Alice Faye, from
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is a dancer, singer and saladist.

THE
current
of young
Hollywood
actresses
are crop
a healthy,
happy
lot and
there's a reason for it. They have a
normal leaning towards domesticity instead
of fireworks and temperament.
Alice Faye, for instance, looks like anything but a girl you might need to call out
of the kitchen if you dropped in on her
unexpectedly. She likes night clubs, dance
kept love
rhythm and bright lights, but she likes a
quiet home too, with a kitchen table where
from
your
lips? she can make ice-box cookies, garnish
salads and play at cooking during her inLips that look kissable . . . and are kissable between hours. Her favorite dishes are
must be satin smooth. Never rough! Yet salads. She loves to experiment with them.
The one she likes best has always been
some lipsticks seem to dry and parch !
vegetable salad. Her favorCoty has ended all danger of Lipstick combination
ite vegetables are lettuce, green onions,
Parching with a new lipstick.
chicory, radishes, green peppers, grated carrots (she uses only enough of the carrots
Coty "Sub-Deb" is truly indelible . . . 'warm to show
the color), finely chopped celery
and ardent in color . . . yet it actually smootlis
and tomatoes. In preparing the vegetables,
and softens your lips. That's because it con- she washes them thoroughly first, and
tains aspecial softening ingredient, "Essence places them in the frigidaire until they are
chilled. She cuts the lettuce, onions,
of Theobrom."
chicory and tomatoes into small pieces.
Make the "Over-night" Experiment!
Cleans the seeds from the green bell
Put on a tiny bit of Coty Lipstick before you peppers and cuts them into rings. She uses
go to bed. In the morning notice how soft only two medium sized carrots grated fine
and slices the radishes. Her favorite dressyour lips feel, how soft they look.
ing is what she calls her jiffy mayonnaise,
Coty "Sub-Deb" comes in five indelible for it takes only a minute to prepare. Here
is
her
recipe:
colors, 50c. Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, also 50c.
Come to a new world of beauty . . .ivith
Jiffy Mayonnaise
the new Coty "Air Spun" Face Powder!
condensed milk
a/3 cup sweetened
i/t cup vinegar or lemon juice
i/J cup salad oil or melted butter
i egg yolk
i/i
teaspoon
A few
grainssaltcayenne pepper
i teaspoon dry mustard
ingredients
in mixing bowl. Beat
withPlacerotary
egg neater
until mixture
consistency is desired,
thickens. If thicket- to
chill before serving.
refrigerator
SlIB-DEB
LIPSTICK50c place
Makes ini i/j
cups.
Evelyn Venable spent her girlhood in
18

Ohio, in the quiet atmosphere of a colhome.
died
when legesheprofessor's
was in
her Her
teens,mother
and when
Evelyn arrived at the age when other girls
are
thinking
mainly
and
"proms,"
she took
over of
the "dates"
responsibility
of
running
her
father's
home
and
helping
him with his research work. She has been
an ardent vegetarian ever since she can
remember and naturally salads hold an important spot on her daily menu.
Now, like a native California!!, fresh
fruit salads vie for first place on her table.
Here is her California Fruit Salad.
Wash lettuce hearts and slice in shreds.
To a layer of this, add slices of avocadothin and ripe. Criss-cross on the avocado
slices of grapefruit. Repeat, using two layers of each. Around the edge, place California raisins, and in the center of the
salad put a bit of cottage cheese, and on
the cottage cheese place several halves of
dates. Over the entire salad sprinkle paprika for color. Any kind of favorite salad
dressing or mayonnaise can be used if desired.
Anne Shirley, who is known as the
"youngest
grown-up
star of
in the
pictures"
real cook in
every sense
word is
anda
another young Hollywoodite with a passion for tasty and unusual salads.
Having spent her childhood in actual
"penny-pinching," Anne feels quite happy
in her new little six-room bungalow in
Hollywood, where she lives now with her
mother. They are inseparable chums, and
have been through so many hardships and
privations together that the bonds between
them are stronger than those of most
mothers and daughters.
Since her mother, in order to conform
with California laws, had to accompany
Anne to work and remain on the set with
her when she was a child actress, Anne
helped her evenings with the housework.
Today their housekeeper has an easy time
of it, for Anne still loves to help around
the kitchen. She makes a pastime of origSilver Screen

Anne Shirley is very grateful
to California for everything.
inating new salads, and is especially fond
of the California passion fruits, cherimoya,
blood red oranges, tangerines and pomegranates.
One of the salads which she devised herself, and one which she considers her favorite of favorites, is called Wilted Salad. Here
is her recipe.
Wilted Salad
Take crisp fresh lettuce, preferably
grown head
in your
own butgarden,—
does with
not
mean
lettuce,
bunch this
lettuce,
many loose, grainy leaves. Wash and drain.
In a large skillet, fry bacon and cut in
tiny pieces,— drain most of the fat and add
salt and pepper and a little sugar. Add
one-half cup of vinegar and heat. Dump
in salad leaves and turn quickly for a
moment in the hot fat. If desired add
grated onions to the lettuce leaves and wilt
together. Pour the wilted lettuce into a
warm serving dish. This is delicious as a
hot side dish.
Anne is childishly fond of nuts and often
includes them in dressings and salads. She
has a dish made of chopped nuts with nut
meat dressing, which she serves frequently.
Nut Meat Dressing
2/3 cup sweetened condensed milk
14 cup vinegar or lemon juice
1 egg yolk
1/2 teaspoon salt
Few grains cayenne
1 teaspoon dry mustard
14 cup salted nut meats, finely chopped
Place all ingredients
except finely
chopped nut meats in mixing bowl. Beat
with rotary egg beater until mixture
thickens. If thicker consistency is desired
place in refrigerator to chill before serving.
Just before serving blend in chopped nut
meats. This makes about 1 and % cups. It
is a good dish to serve for cold Sunday
night dinners, in the late spring and earl)
summer.

UNIT

BEAUTY

BATH

W$ Modern life demands much of women — in business, in the
home, the club — and in social duties that are a part of her daily
life. To meet every occasion, with a consciousness of looking her
best, the smart woman tirelessly strives to cultivate every feminine
charm. Today, one of the outstanding essentials of charm is a soft,
smooth skin.
^1 For many years, fastidious women have relied on the Linit
Beauty Bath to give their skin the feel of rare velvet.
^ To those who have not tried the Linit Beauty Bath, why not do
this today: Dissolve some Linit in the tub while the water is running.
Bathe as usual and, after drying, feel your skin. It will be delightfully soft and smooth. And the Linit bath does away with the damp
or semi-dry feeling of the skin that usually follows an ordinary bath.
^

Make it a habit to use Linit in your tub water and join the

thousands of America's loveliest women who daily enjoy its
refreshing luxury.
The Bathway

to a Soft, Smooth
IINIT

Evelyn Venable, an Ohio
girl with a yen for salads.
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for Fine J^aiindering
0 Don't overlook the
directions on the Linit package —
recommending Linit for starching.
Linit makes even ordinary cotron
fabrics look and feci like linen

IS

SOtD

BY

SJ^in

Att GROCERS
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LATER UMI
l/f^
HELEM, 1 HEAR. YOU'RE.
STARTING OUT VERY WELL
IM YOUR TTOB-X MIGHT
ADO, I HEAR YOUR
BOSS'5 SON DATES

YOU HEARD RIGHT AUNT
LAURA. AND SOMETHING
TELLS MBXOWElT ALL
TO MY BEE-UTIFUL NEW
complexion.1 isn't That
FLEISGHMANN's YEAST
MARVELOUS/

YOU'

20

by clearing skin irritants
out of the bl«»od
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Don't let Adolescent Pimples
give YOU a job problem

— at
of adolesc
beginni
theuntil
FROM
— young
longerence
or even
25, ng
about 13,
people are frequently worried by pimples.
Important glands develop and final growth
takes place during this time. This causes disturbances throughout the body. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples
popButout!you can overcome these adolescent
pimples.
Fleischmann
's freshblood.
Yeast Unsightly
clears the
skin irritants
out of your
pimples disappear.
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast 3 times a day,
before meals — plain, or in a little water —
until your skin is entirely clear. Start today.
Silver
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for
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Screen

before Hollywood became James
10 NG
Hilton conscious, Joan Crawford was
J reading his books and enthusiastically
g copies of them to her friends. It
sendin
seems this admiration was mutual, for
when Mr. Hilton arrived in Hollywood
he asked to meet was Joan
the only
ord.person
Crawf
After a dinner in her home
Joan, who gets as excited over authors as
you and I do over movie stars, rushed
Horizo
of "Lost
for her
rs Mr.
upstai
raph it,
n autog
to
have
Hiltocopy
andns"to
's
se,
se,
Mr. Hilton
surpri
to n!herAndsurpri
ered it was
discov
a first and
editio
when
book lovers discover a first edition— my
dear—
it's just
. you and me finding a
thousand
dollarslike
YOUNG Fred Astaire the Third is doing
very nicely, thank you. So far he hasn't
tapped a tap, but when he's ready to go
into his dance he won't have to rush out
and buy dancing slippers because Irving
Berlin, friends,
the song-writer
and Fred,
one ofonFred's
oldest
sent young
the
anniversary of his first week in this world,
a very diminutive but exact replica of his
old
man's dancing
pumps,
with taps.
cleats Fred
and
everything
all ready
for the
thinks
young
a card
of the

it's received.
quite theWith
nicestthepresent
his
son
shoes was
on which was written, "The Sins
Fathers."
BY THE way, did you know that Fred
Astaire's "I'm Building Up to an
Awful Letdown" has become one of the
hit songs of the season? Fred tossed it off
on the set one day and thought nothing
of it until Irving Berlin told him he had
something.
JEAN HARLOW, vacationing in Palm IF YOU'RE planning a new hostess gown
—be sure that you equip it with the new
Springs, was the sensation o.f the Racquet Club in her new sun tan hat. The "Juliet" sleeves! Designed by Adrian, these
hat is made of braided cellophane through sleeves are used in the ball gown worn by
which the sun can filter, thus insuring a Norma Shearer in "Romeo and Juliet" and
tan without a burn.
Norma was so pleased by them that she
— — .
immediately had several new evening
HARVEY, the Oysterman, from the bar gowns made with them. They are long
at the Grand Central Station in New and flowing, reaching to the floor and
York, is now in charge of the oyster bar fashioned of beaded chiffon in sea-green.
at the Trocadero and Hollywood has gone
simply oyster mad. The thing to do is "TJOLLYWOOD is a carnival where there
to drop in of an evening and have an
J- J- are no concessions."— Leslie Howard.
oyster stew in the Trocellar, and see the
■ — "<§>" — ■
screen stars stuffing themselves with "gen- GARY COOPER, who is now starring in
"A
Gentleman
(iocs To Town," was
oysters from
the East."
Did you
see a uine
Western
oyster?
Well, then
you ever
can leaving the Columbia studios the other day
understand why all the excitement over when he was approached by a more-or-Iess
the Eastern oyster.
intoxicated man who thrust an envelope in
»
his face and demanded his signature.
ANITA LOUISE believes in being pre"Sure," said Gary, "but I haven't a
- pared to meet any emergency. She has
finished a very strenuous business course pencil.
you?"sputtered the man, "you
"Seems Have
to me,"
actors ought to carry pencils yourselves.
just
in
case
she
may
have
to
be
somebody's
secretary some day.»—"#"—
You're the ones who have to write your
names, not us." That's telling 'em!
JACKIE COOPER is sporting his first
" long pants and feels just awfully grown RONNIE COLMAN is dining out frc- quently these nights with Benita
up.
He and now
the and
"gang"
his backyard
are have
writinga shack
scenariosin Hume. But it isn't love— Benita 's "heartand acting them out, too.
throb" is very definitely back in England.
for April 1936

Janet Gaynor,
whose wiles
have never
failed, is interested in
Robert Taylor
— just in the
picture,
course. of

for herd
York
from
Y arrive
SIDNE
IA New
SYLV
Hollywood picture
next
looking very smart in a
close cropped shinglse. According to report from
the East the Sylvia SidneyBennett Cerf marriage is
now a matter of time and
divorce courts.
— »#■
wood pee-t
Hollyan
Ewho
THOS
will have
tion"
"situalove a elegan
Walter
when
onepulsoon
Huston's play, "DodsHollyopens
worth," wood,
ng
therebyinbringi
back to the movie capital
Walter Huston and also
y
low
Juliet Crosb
ns Hornb
the
below,
who ofhappe
Hornb
Arthur to
wife
the great romance in
Maybebe
life.will
Loy's
Myrna
lows
the Hornb
their
able to settle
when
monial difficulties matrithey meet.
NOBODY
enjoysWest.
a Mae "But
West the
joketrouble
better
i ban Mae
is," says Mae, "each new one gets dinned
into my ears thirty times or more, and I
have to pretend the story's new and laugh
it whimsy, or call it what you
out'ALL
loud."but
^—
like,
Mr. John Banymore certainly
did all in his power the other evening to
save a little boy's faith in fairy tales.
Reginald Denny took his little four-yearold
visitproudly
the "Romeo
and Juliet"
set, son
and towas
introducing
him
to the director and cast when suddenly
Junior saw John Banymore all dressed up
in his Mercutio costume, and the little
fellow began to shout, "Daddy, it's Prince
Charming
out atof once
my book."
Barrymore
took his cue
and played
up to
the child, who was so cxcitcu over him that
he wouldn't go home until Prince Charming promised to have dinner with him that
night. Sure enough, about an hour before
Junior's
time the
door
bell
rangdinner
and there
was Denny's
Prince front
Charming
with his sword and everything and he tola
fairy talcs until the child, completely
happy, went to sleep.
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Love

THE

Leading

And

Ladie

It is rumored that Kay Fran
cis will try marriage
again, any moment,
with Delmar
Daves.

Ed

Sullivan

'HEN your heart's on fire, smoke gets in your
El
<T▼T ▼ TKspin
eyes." So goes the Russian legend which ine?es spired the hit song in "Roberta," and there ofis
VV truth
as poetry in the single-line explanation
as much
love. In Hollywood, where hearts are constantly on fire, fueled
that
by ambition and newspaper clippings, it is small wonder
Therein I
eyes smart cruelly from the smoke that gets in them.
think is the explanation of the plague of divorces and domestic
the 600 miles that separate Hollyhas reduced
which Nevado,
unhappiness
into a hop-skip-and-jump.
wood from Reno,
It is just about 600 miles from the cinema capital to the reneg
station at Reno, and it is easily followed. Signposts pointing to
Reno are lettered: "Alimony, Straight Ahead." The female of the
species, Reno-bound, has no difficulty in reading the signposts.
ladies are at fault. The
Not, you understand, that I'm saying the
and swelled heads. In fact
ladies have no monopoly on conceit believing
his press clippings,
it is the man who more often starts
by the hero-worship of the
who more frequently is intoxicated
crowds, and who, in the full flush of stardom, decides that the
helpmate who was good enough for him in the lean days of their
, isn't big enough or glamorous enough to share his
partnership
glory.
cinema
The daffy reasons that are advanced for Hollywood divorces
the vanity of these manufactured
indicate the pull and tug onAnn
Harding claimed that Harry
creatures of the celluloid.
Bannister interfered with her career, Eleanor Hunt claimed Rex
Agnes Miller said Tim McCoy had "gone
was,"jealous,
Lease
Vivian Duncan hit a new high by claiming Nils
Hollywood
humiliated
Asther spoke in Swedish to his mother and therefore
Weissmuller because his
her Bobbe Arnst got rid of Johnnie
his wife
that
said
Davidson
brother lived with them, William
ridiculed his profession, the late Lowell Sherman divorced Helene
actor," Mary Poulson decalled him a "ham
because sheMontana
Costello clared
made faces at her, (which is a
that Bull
legitimate reason if you know Bull), Dorothy Perry averred that
in beatthe screen, was vigorous enough
Stepin Fetchit, lazy on declared
that Busby Berkeley tore off her
ing her Esther Muir
Calloway
asserted that Morgan said
dress at'a dance, Dorothy Appleby
that
the late George Hill
actress," ntal.
a "lousy
her as was
ridiculed Marion
too temperame
Frances
marthese
of
The answer is, of course, that one or the other
riage combinations became successful, and left the other one
behind. In the cases where the wife became famous and won a
huge salary, the natural and deep-rooted instinct of the male
ss by ridiculing the money-maker. Any
was to vent his unhappine
man will understand that reaction. In the instances where the
husband became famous, as a result of kissing the leading ladies
audience swooned
of Hollywood so expertly that lemalcs in the picture
labors into
delightedly, he too often extended his motion
resting hours, and so kissed himself into the divorce courts. The
22

wife, beautiful
in contrast young
to
the
things that scamper about
Hollywood, seemed old and
M1UIJWUI
11.
J.
»'v^
0-- than
" " ._
more
tragic
that , of the
shopworn.
There is no
wife who learns, after fifteen years of married life, that she
"doesn't understand" her hubby. On the Coast, wives understand
their hubbies too well, but they are powerless to defend themselves when the hammy husband picks himself a streamlined cutie
and a secluded rendezvous.
It has been advanced as fact that Broadway columnists have
swelled the divorce rate in Hollywood. This is utter nonsense. In
married men or
the first place, the columnists do anot mention
are so open and flagrant
women, unless the domestic violations
ple
but common knowledge. If any Hollyno longer news,
that it is resident
will tell me ONE instance where a line in a
wood
column precipitated a split-up or divorce, I'll buy him a polo
in technicolor.
pony,
are distilled in the heart, no place else, and marriages
Divorces
are sanctified in the heart, and no place else. When a wedding
experienced a shrinkring slips off, the heart of one or both has the
nt.
third finger of
con
.left hand
. , remains
_. .
the size of the
age; althoughsta
Let's look at the record of the successful marriages of the flicker
industry. Lionel Barrymore and Irene Fenwick have been married
for twenty-eight years, yet from 1908 to 1936, these two have lived
normal, intelligent and affectionate lives. Despite the high honors
didn'tto undersuggested
won, Lionel
that hestandhas
make
wished
wherethathe she
the point
reached never
him, never
Gleason and
Jimmy
girl.
younger
a
wooing
by
ridiculous
himself
his Lucille have been married twenty-eight years, Harold and
years, the Eddie Cantors
Mildred Lloyd have been married twelve
have survived twenty-one years, the Joe E. Browns have reached
their twenty-second wedding anniversary, the Ralph Morgans have
been happy for twenty-five years, the Warner Baxters, sixteen
John Boles have been married fifteen years and
and the
years,
have three
fine children.
George Arliss and his Missus are the No. 1 happily married
with a record of almost half-a-century
of theTheprofession,
couple
Thomas Meighans have stuck together for thirty
of affection.
Silver

Screen

Oh, Oh, What

Can

The

Matter

Be?

Loveliest Movie

Stars Seem Unable

Why

To

Do

Our

Stay In Love?

Love flew out of the window shortly after Sylvia
Sidney was
married.

Why
keep
Harlow
can't
married
and in love?
Jean

Mrs. Smith
Regrets. Katharine Hepburn
couldn't make a go
of her marriage to
Ludlow O. Smith.

years. Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky,
eight years; the Chic Sales, twenty-five years;
Harry Joe Brown and Sally Eilers, three
years; Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels, six years:
Richard Arlen and Jobyna Ralston, eight
years; June Collyer and Stu Erwin, six years;
the Wally Beerys, ten years; the Bob Montgomery's, ten years; Charlie Farrell and Virginia Valli, six years; Bing Crosby and Dixie
Lee, five years.
Theda Bara, who was the slinkiest of all
movie vampires in the silent days, is a fine
wife in real life. She and Charles Brahin
have been married between fifteen and
twenty years. Burns and Allen have been
married ten years. The Jack Bennys have
been married about eight years. Fredric March, and the Lord
knows he has plenty of opportunity to go wrong, has been married ten years to Florence Eldridge. Basil and Ouida Rathbone
have been married eleven years. Irving Thalberg and Norma
Shearer, married eight years, have two grand youngsters. Hairy
for April

1936

Carey
and his wifethe
have weathered
storms
for eighteen
nor has only
years. The second mar
Janetmarriage
Gaytried
riage
mess of
has Richard
endured Barthel
for ten
once. ture
Thedid rapnot
last.
years. Joel
Frances
Dee areMcCrea
one of and
the
junior couples of the Coast.
The
Haleysseven
have years.
been
marriedJack for
Other couples who belong on the happily married list
are: the Boris Karloffs, the Warren Williams, the George
O'Briens,
the Johnny
Mack Browns, the Jim Cagneys
and
the Edward
G. Robinsons.
So you see that marital stability is possible in Hollywood, providing the parties of the first and second parts
make an effort to adjust themselves to the artificialities of a community that necessarily is artificial. The record of these successful
marriages is conclusive proof of this. It is only the peanut-intellects of the profession, incapable of deep emotion or deep loyally
either on-stage or off-stage, that crack up when exposed to the
stratosphere of sudden fame. These celluloid crack-pots, complete
"hams''
every respect, become smoked "hams" when smoke gets
in their ineyes.
The common-law marriages of the Coast, and there are quite
a few of them, often create disturbing and embarrassing situations,
exposing either the girl or the husband to a sinister form of
blackmail in the event either one wishes to break away. This has
happened occasionally.
California has been criticized, perhaps justly, for the severe
taxes visited upon the motion picture industry, but there is no
doubt that one phase of ihe California statutes has served as a
powerful deterrent to divorce. I refer to the California community property law, which insists that the wife and husband
must split the assets evenly if they decide to break up. This, of
course, has been turned to abuse occasionally, hut, in the majority
23 58]
of cases, it has been an emotional [Continued on page
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Flower

Gardeners

Think

Of

An

A

Having
Hollywood

Actor

Garden I

Is So Well

Loved By The

Picture

Players Because It Put
An End To BOne
Night
y
Stands

Ben

And

Sleever

Jumvs.
Maddox

Glenda Farrell has in her garden a
pool for lilies and lotus and some
special iris.

month the quaintest thing has happened
THIS
to the Hollywood honeys. They began the
year by dashing to the desert, spent their
February leisure losing their elegant shirts
at the Santa Anita races, and what do you
e I've found 'em up, to now? They've
suppos
over flowers daffy over daffogone frantic
dils, and to interviewers in search of a
nice hot love story they reel off endless
facts about roses. Yes, honestly, and this
isn't a lot of good, clean hooey, either.
to be ofa bear
Overnight
the
a patron
bulbs it'sandthe vogue
with
potted plant. You madly dig up the
dirt in your own yard instead of
dishing it in a smoky cocktail bar.
The inner circle's conversation has
definitely veered from sex to seed.
the stars when they're! just
To seeves,
go into their gardens
themsel
If it seems a little early for it to be
blossom time, remember that everything's advanced in Hollywood, including the seasons. February showers have brought March flowers. And
if Metro
Loy aa
week
off doesn't
soon so give
she Myrna
can locate
house with a handy garden, then
heaven help Louis B. Mayerl For
Jean Arthur poses
Myrna is the leading flower fancier
beside her roses.
on his M-G-M lot, and her desire for
pruning has been suppressed loo
long. She can snip-snip as well as any high-toned horticulturist,
and she's more anxious to clutch her trusty sheers again than to
do anything else she can think of at the moment. Her trouble
is that when she returned from her European jaunt she temporarily parked in an apartment on Sunset Boulevard. She's been
acting so steadily she hasn't had a chance to revert to her normal
way of living. All her precious garden implements, which she
enthusiastically and ably, are still stored in her mother's
wields
garage.so Meanwhile, the chromium and leather chairs in her
tower suite are littered with catalogs from every nursery in town.
It's enough, Myrna declares, to drive a woman screamy.
Of course, I wouldn't put it past the psychologists to try to
rate our glamour crowd by the sort of flowers they prefer. But
I'm bored with folks who are always being technical about our
stars' little quirks. So I'm not going to play up Ann Harding's
24
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partiality for the exotic types. I say the point is that Ann climbs
into those denim jumpers of hers and goes to town with a trowel.
Up there on her secluded Hollywood hilltop she personally shows
the hired help how to proceed.
There is no question of who has the most elaborate gardens.
The honor is Harold Lloyd's. His million-dollar estate in Beverly
HilJs is our finest stellar number and twenty acres of enchanting,
rolling
engulf his mansion. There's every kind of flower
growablegrounds
in Southern
California some place about, and he has
fifteen professional gardeners constantly there to keep things tidy.
You
awed by thesplashing
beauty fountains,
of his extensive
formal with
garden's,
with can
theirbeperpetually
or delighted
the
variety of ferns that grow so luxuriantly. Brooks trickle picturesquely and that waterfall which is electrically lit after sundown
takes you right back to Reinhardt's scenery. The shrubs, arlanged in striking patterns, are a magnificent riot of colors already
this month. Those huge jardinieres on Harold's terraces are
gorgeous with streaming plants. I have a particular hankering
for the children's garden. (What do you make of that, Watson?)
There's an exquisite playhouse hidden in the center.
Next on the grandeur scale is Victor McLaglen's estate. Victor
thought I'd better not mention his adventures in flower gardening, for fear someone might presume he's a sissy. You'd best not
assume
he's ritzy
around!
But,, anyway,
is a knockout overso inif the
La Canada
district"Fairhaven"
near Pasadena.
Two
years ago a flood wiped out all of Victor's flowers, to the tune of
$30,000 damages. I guess that gives you an idea of what he's got
in a floral way, doesn't it? Be terse and speak in terms of cash
and I always get the drift. He's restored everything to its former
glory snazzy
and if conservatory
you'd like to ofknow
about roses,
he's your
authority.
That
his, where
he putters,
is worth
willing home about, too.
Many a star who's lived in the East and has wound up in
sunny Hollywood on a long-term contract celebrates by indulging
in a spacious garden. Warren William has several acres around
his home at Encino in a condition that'd
set you wild with envy. Beneath majestic
Ann Harding is a oa'<s are lawns bordered with the loveliest
real digger, weeder °^ flowers, and Warren has carefully
the
so that
and transplanter. schemed
house every
day there's
of the fresh
year. ones
You for
ought
for April
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A border, always in
bloom, surrounds James
Cagney's lawn and receives" his especial care.

to see him when he's in his old
dungarees and a faded sweater!
He's built a special tool room for
his gardening
it's a
major
crime togadgets
disturband
a spade.
Why, he's almost forgotten about his boat. One part of his
yard is an English rose affair, and there's an Australian
section.
He is marvelously
lucky
with
ferns.
But
I'm
impressed
with
the
gardenias
and camelias which grow on both sides of the front
door. Outside, mind you!
On the Warner lot this month they're singing a new tune
whenever Dick
Powell heaves into hearing distance. It goes:
"Oh, you gardenin' man,
Takin' your fun on the outdoor plan . . ."
After which one shouts, "Didja bring me a petunia, Mr.
Powell?" But this good-natured joshing doesn't faze Dick. The
lad's
his success
As most
soon
as he frankly
moved keen
into over
his Toluca
Lake with
homehis hegardening.
began. His
novel touch is a mass of petunias across the front, rather than
mere lawn. He's got a rose pergola beside his swimming pool
and
fringedcurrently
gentian. Dick's mainly engaged in cultivating the rare
If he needs any precedent he has Jimmy Cagncv and Pat
O'Brien. Jimmy really knows all there is to know about the
fine art of gardening and he revels in tilling his soil on his hands
and knees. His choicest products are lilies of the valley. Their
delicacy lures him. The seed pedlcrs get Pat. He can't tell you
the names of more than two or three" brands of flowers, but he
lov es 'em and he's regularly willing to add
to his
snuggery out in Brentwood. He answers the more
doorbell
and snappy
if it's
a fellow attempting to get rid of packages of seeds Pat'll sow 'era.
He has a lawn around his pool, and his flowers are the margin
about
grass.resembling
He insists that the canary bush is his pet. (It's
a yellowtheflower
that sort of a bird. No kidding!) But
berore I'm through with Pat you must be informed of his snail
remedy. When he learned he had snails he was horrified. Everyone was asked for advice. In the end Pat relied on his own instinct.
One morning, according to his amazed wife, he was up before
dawn. He toted a flashlight in one hand and a salt-shaker in the
other. It must have been tough hiding all ihose snails' tails.
Thai required finesse. Mr. O'Brien! [Continued on page 66]
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In Which
Sally Eilcrs Is "Jinxy" And Jimmi
ed pretty,
chummy
whowasmean
D across
of nice,
strip surpris
like a the
of nature
faceTERE
PLAS
little hellion
whosegirls
heart
pavedwell—
witha
white surgeon's tape, the national good
Her intentions.
little hat was blue as the cornflower
l direcgenera
pointe,d in
highway
seedy by the concrete's brim and her eyes were
the
Ohiothe and
tion of London
d
little Ford that rolled along it pointe
bluer. She was trim, she was pert, she
the same way, guided by one of those was slender as the birch and graceful as the
palm and as she rode, she smiled.
For Sally Van Ranesaleer all nature

©he
Troubles
of Sally Eilcrs,
James Dunn

and

Pinky Tomlm

in

f'DO N'T
GET
PERSONAL"

When

Romance
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Ran

Out
Silver

Oi
Screen

~)unn
In them
Love.
and a little Fall
later encounter
all again
smiled;Absolutely
the birds piped their Will
sweetest lays;J\[OT
Burmaside toShave
signs
trooped
by
the
roadat
a
cocktail
party,
again
at
somebody's
charm her with their nods and dinner and again at a roadhouse. In London, Ohio, life was gay enough for Sally,
becks and wreathed smiles; Socony spread
its billboard gags to beguile. She had but but not variegated— and especially was
to sit still and hold the wheel and some- there no thrilling variety in the persistent
day, somehow she would reach London, attentions of Frederick Miller, who wanted
Ohio to taste the fatted veal cutlet.
to marry her.
A year before, Sally had gone to New
Sally stayed in New York the allotted
York to get away from it all— meaning the twelve months, seeking a career, but there
total lack of surprise you feel when you was a depression, or something wrong. Her
meet the same people at the Country Club bankroll dwindled to a lonesome five, and
now
But lovely
Sally didn't
care— that
she was
had gone.
met two
boys.
At this moment they were behind
the car, out of sight of anybody who
saw it from head on and they were
making
it go by the simple process
of
shoving.
Bob McDonald was a graduate
electrical engineer; Arthur Hale a
architect.
graduateSo
far their one
achievement was
graduation.
Bob
was the
husky,
should broad
ered
youth
withthea
smile like
kewpie
on 1 y smiling
hedoll-a s
not
now. Arthur,
chitect,
being an arfavored
the gothic in
general apthere waspearance,abut
roguish glint
in the hindeyes
behis horn
rimmed spectacles
— at
least there
was when he
wasn't rolling

Jimmie Dunn and Sally
Eilers,
the famous
"Bad
Girl" team,
in a delightful Universal romance.
biles down the hot highway. Sally had
bought the pair of them for her last five
dollars, unable to resist a bargain.
She had wandered into a city park,
thinking of her lonely five dollar bill
and London, Ohio. An auction was in
progress. Standing in a battered little
Ford, Bob was offering himself and Arthur,
guitar included, to the highest bidder. He
recommended himself and his pal modestly
for anything— such as dance escorts, lawn
mowers, dish washers, holders of grandma's knitting ... in fact anything.
A surprised crowd grinned, but plainly
was not in the market for a pair of boondogglers. Then a lone, forbidding spinster forgot herself long enough to offer a
dollar for the pair. Sally's heart was
touched. They were nice boys and, obviously, like herself, out of luck. Sally bid
up the spinster and surprisingly found
herself owner of the boys.
What could they do for her? Bob asked.
Well, they could take her to London,
Ohio. She had meant to get there on her
own
but a Ford looked like
easier initiative,
riding.

"We couldn't drive you to some town
in Ohio if you had twice as much initiative," Bob protested hotly. "We've got
"We've
promised
Arthur
'-"
York — jobs,"
in New
things to dobeen
boasted. "We've only got to wait eighteen
Ford automo- months and we draw regular pay."
Sally her
offered
callthey
it quits
if thev'd
return
money,to but
had spent
that
for grub.
"A bargain is a bargain," she
said
haughtily.
Bob McDonald could be haughty, too.
He started the car. They headed westward.
Somewhere out where the West begins with
Wiiliam Tlnele a sprouting of tourist camps and Jersey
mosquitoes, he stopped the car.
and EdmundHart'
of gas?" Sally asked innocently. She
man, authors of had"Outforgotten
she was mad and was having a perfectly good time sharing the back
the original story.
seat with Arthur, the guitar and a box
of groceries.
"No," Bob snapped, "you're out of
money. We've furnished you with five
dollars' worth of transportation."
Sally got mad all over again and clicked
off down the highway on her cute little
high
Bobheels.
heaved a sigh of relief that made
Arthur wonder if they had a Hat. Now
they were rid' of Sally Van Ranesalccr and
a good job, too. They'd start back to New
Bob (Jimmie Dunn)
York. But they didn't. They were out
has thought things out
of gas, after all.
and decided that he
Meantime Sally was riding in a Packard. It was simple enough, if a girl just
will only marry someone who will be an aswalked down the highway being herself.
set, not a liability.
It was simple except that the Packard had
an owner and the owner had an eye for a
pretty girl. That nighl Sally returned to
the boys, driving the Packard and pursued
by the owner
and theon state
[Continued
jingepolice.
72]
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An Actor Who Has Hever

On

The

Stage Must

Rely On

Instinctive Response To

By

In spite of the fact that Bruce Cabot has
qualified as a "menace," and that Charles
Laughton, as the menacing Captain Bligh,
has suddenly centered attention on stars who
can be villains, Bruce will have no more
parts of that sort — if he can help it.
28

L enore

Each

Been
His
Role.

oamuels

IT WASing conventional
a lucky dayscreen
for Bruce
whenon hethewearied
of acceptroles Cabot
bordering
romantic,
heroic
or plaintively sentimental motif and had the courage to accept
two out-and-out venomous roles, in direct succession, which were
fairly oozing with blatant villainy.
One of these was his characterization of a gangster, closely resembling that extraordinary purveyor of bullets and trouble called
Dillinger, in a picture boldly entitled "Let 'Em Have It." The
other occurred in "Show Them No Mercy," and although his
characterization was not so easily linked up with any familiarly
publicized
realistic andbadfrightening.
man, it was equally as ruthless and' equally as
I say it was a lucky day for Bruce because he had the good
sense to realize that there was gold-beautiful, shining gold-in
"them thar vindictive hills." In his four previous years devoted
to screen acting, he had never once received the commendatory
notices which were his share from
the hard-boiled movie critics
after his appearance in those two films. He may have received
honorable mention before— that much he admits— but raves, no!
And it really is not exaggeration to say that his performance in
both films became the talk of the town the moment the critics
passed judgment upon them.
In fact, so startling was his fame and
overnight success,
that I did not hesitate to ask him on his almost
recent visit to New York
whether he had made definite plans to keep right on portraying
odious characters under his new M-G-M contract. Bruce's response was quick and, as you see, very much to the point.
"I do not," he said. "I couldn't bear being hated so intensely.
I'm afraid my popularity would wane pretty quickly."
I was a trifle surprised at the very determined manner in
which he spoke. He seemed to have the matter figured out to
his own satisfaction. But I remonstrated with him, nevertheless.
"Look at Charles Laughton!" I cried. "Remember the praise
he received for his erotic Mr. Barrett in 'The Barretts of Wimpole
Street' and his Javert in 'Les Miserables? And look at Bette Davis," Iwent on, getting all primed up to my subject. "Why she
was just passed up in the shuffle
until she played an old meanie
in 'Of Human Bondage.' "
Bruce loked at me and smiled. "Why do you think I played
those brute roles in 'Let 'Era Have It' and 'Show Them No
"You tell me," I facetiously replied.
"Because I did remember Laughton and Bette Davis and Claude
Rains and" Peter Lone and— oh, so many others I can't recall offMercy?' hand. But don't forget, I'm no Laughton. I'm not really an
actor in the true sense of the word. I was never on the stage.
I'm smart enough to know I'd never make a go of stage-actiiW.
You see, I'm a natural."
"Just what do you mean I>\ that?"
"Well— there arc two schools of acting as I figure the thing
out. One for the technicians and one for the naturals.. Laughton is a technician. So arc Leslie Howard and Paul Muni. Muni.
I feel, is the greatest of them all. When these men are assigned
to roles, they take the scripis home and read them over thoroughly. Then they work out their own parts— they bring something menial to them as well as physical. By the time they show
up for rehearsals, they are not only letter perfect as to dialogue
but they also know with exactly what intonation they will speak
certain lines, as well as how they must convey certain traits of
character or mental idiosyncrasies to [Continued on pna;e 69]
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viewer's Pen hike
Quicksilver — But,
Like Quicksilver, She
Provides

A

Perfect

Mirror To Reflect
The Characters She
Plays.
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Illusive

MIRIAM HOPKINS is one of the few people in pictures of
whom a true pen portrait will never be drawn. You may
put down on paper her outstanding characteristics, her
dominant traits, her likes and dislikes. You may describe her appearance, preferences in food, sports and clothes and you still
spark and sparkle that is
elusive
That into
got
haven't
words.
be translated
Miriam cannotMiriam.
Only a person who really knows her has any idea of what she
is really like. I've seen her at parties and around Hollywood
and
severalmenyearsto and
tryingthem
to figure
out
what theit studios
is that for
attracts
her, I'm
for still
attract
she does.
Despite her fragile appearance she is probably the most elemental woman in pictures. When a man attracts her that man
soon becomes her devoted admirer without any conscious effort
on her part and often, I suspect, without quite realizing how it
happened.
She is the type of girl to whom one sends books instead of
candy or flowers. On the one occasion I was in her home I
noticed her library table was full of autographed copies of books,
most of the autographs assuring her she was the only person who
could successfully translate their heroine into celluloid.
I would rather go hungry than attempt to interview her. Although she answers all questions intelligently she contributes
nothing of her own volition to an interview— unless she happens
to know the person. She gives the impression of being scatterbrained—but she isn't. You may be in the midst of a discussion
of Freud or Proust and she will' suddenly drag you into the
garden to show you a new rosebush. You may be in the swimming pool and she will rush you into the house to show you a
new edition of H. G. Wells or an antique she has picked up at
an auction.
She is hard to pin down to an interview. My own feeling is
she loathes them. Recognizing them as an unpleasant but necessary adjunct to her business she puts them off as long as possible
and then, after giving in, tries to get them over as soon as possible and make them seem as little like interviews— to herself— as
for April
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she can.
The first time I talked to her the interview lasted perhaps
twenty minutes. At the end of that time she said, "I'm afraid
you haven't got much for your story." Then she smiled engagingly and added, "I'll tell you: you just make up something nice
This current interview was scheduled to take place on the set
about
me." Three." When I appeared she said, "It's a shame to
of "These
work against time like this. Why don't you come for lunch some
time?" We settled on the next day. Miriam heaved a sigh of
relief. The ordeal had been postponed for twenty-four hours
anyhow.
Actors working in pictures with her do not always like her.
Elliott Nugent, who has directed her in several pictures, once
explained
to me:
neversupposed
known another
actress
thoroughly itknew
what "I've
she was
to do, and
just who
how soit
should be done, as Miriam. Before she goes into a scene she has
thought the whole thing out. She knows exactly the effect she
wants and how she's going to get it. Sometimes it would he
necessary to say 'I like your idea but 1 don't believe we can do it
exactly that way. We'll have to do it this way.' Probably we'd
have to change the whole set-up— lights, camera, everything. But
it would be worth it. Most actors are perfectly willing to do
whatever you tell them but they don't think for themselves.
They'll say, 'Where do I stand? Is there any business you want
me to do in this shot?' There's none of that with Miriam. When
she has those conferences with herself before she goes into a scene
it's for the purpose of developing her part— building her performshe's not giving
herself
the
worst ance
of to ittop-notch.
and actors Naturally
not so quick-witted
are pretty
apt any
to come
out at the short end of the horn."
There have been no stories of "temperament" during the filming of "These Three." Joel McCrca has made four pictures with
her. But Joel never has trouble with anyone. Curiously enough.
Miriam and Merle Oberon have got on famously. It was startling
to watch them make a close-up of Miriam [Continued on 29
page 63]
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Right

Pro-

gram For Other People —
Particularly The Failures.
YOU get it on all sides, whether you are a picture actor
or not— but actors get more of it.
Good advice, bad advice, self-seeking advice, helpful
and destructive advice. Especially the young players, newly
arrived in Hollywood. Their future depends so much on
strategic moves— on advances and escapes and retreats and
left-obliques— on admissions, evasions and omissions— that it
is no wonder
they are a baffled and bewildered bunch of
scared
kids.

Remember your first day on a college campus? When
somebody, some well-meaning Sophomore or Junior, took
you in hand and said, "be nice to so-and-so, don't go in
there, you can't walk there, snoot so-and-so because a bigger
so-and-so doesn't like him, don't use more than your permitted chapel-cuts because the Dean is very religious, don't
speak out of turn, don't stay out after ten o'clock, don't wear
that kind of a hat, don't go out with upper classmen, don't
be afraid to look intellectual, and you'll get along here."
Then another well-meaning hander-outer came along and
said, "Listen. Be yourself. Be independent. Walk on the
grass. Make them notice you. Don't be a grind. Get
rushed by a lot of Seniors. Chapel isn't important, you can
sleep that extra fifteen minutes. Don't worry about what
anybody says and you'll get along here."
Well, exactly that is what happens to every player who
comes to Hollywood, only multiplied by a hundred. It
means a lot more to him, or to her. It means his career,
his living, a brilliant success or abysmal failure. It means
turning him from an almost-was to an embittered has-been,
or to an internationally known figure, with the friends, the
adulation, and all the emoluments of fame. It means being
courted or shunned, having wealth or poverty. There is
no half-way. And always there is the haunting knowledge
that he might have made the grade, but . . .
So the advice he takes is pretty darned valuable to him,
and an awful lot of it is handed out.
The most dyed-in-the-wool advicedispensers are the old established stars
on their last legs. Most of them are on
the way out and don't know it, and

Jean Muir has taken advice and found herself in
difficulties. But her career goes on. Difficulties
sometimes help.
30

There never was
more advice on
any subject than
was given to
Franchot Tone
and Joan
ford aboutCrawtheir
marriage.

they poorest
probablyadvice
hand any
out
the
youngster could find. If that sounds
harsh, ture
justbusiness
realize
how along.
fast thisThey
picmoves
haven't kept up with the times, they
usually have the security of a comcontract, they
haven't turned
with thefortable
wheels
of progress.
They
are old-school and many of them are
charming, and they love the role of
wise experienced advisers. But it is
like taking advice from a banker whose
bank is about to fold.
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Once upon a time, a girl named Greta Garbo arrived in this
town. She was a confused, bewildered creature in a strange,
hostile world. But the advice-handers hopped onto her and
ladled it out. They said she had to have publicity, lots of it.
She must pose in bathing suits and hair-dos and trick garters.
She must get out and be seen— yes, indeed, that was very important ifshe expected to land any place. She must give a few
parties for the right people, she must meet the press. Would she
kindly oblige them with a few revealing statements about her
love-life?
So, very much against her will, she went into the publicity department looking like a hunted little fawn, nothing else would
describe it, and tried to cooperate. But when she took recourse
to her own inner strength and resources, she knew she couldn't
do it, it was not for her— so she refused ever to go again, ever.
The publicity department then had her salary check held up
to force her to do as they wished.
As soon as her first picture was released, they let her alone. She was big
enough then to get along without the
well-meaning advice and publicity. Had
M

Hairs

Ruth

Rankin

you say it. If anybody has a picture of one of the typical Hollywood know-it-alls giving some helpful advice to Norma Shearer,
it ought to be framed and preserved for posterity.
The two youngsters who are right now receiving enough advice
to float a dirigible are Robert Taylor and Irene Hervey. Lord, I
don't know how they have stood up under it. One faction says
they should marry, and to hell with the career, that marriage
won't hinder it in any way, that
they are young and in love, and
what is a career compared with
that, anyway?
If the career
should flop, these same advisers

Irene Hervey and
Bob Taylor have an
agreement that no
one knows about.

Joan
Crawford's
new
marriage
has proven
very her
popular
fans. with
she taken it in the first place, it is my
belief that she would be simply a memory
today. As it is, she realized what was good
for her, she maintained her integrity
against all odds, and she stuck to her guns.
For a revelation of character against tremendous opposition, the example cannot
he met by anyone else in this business. She proved
that advice is fine— if you know when not to take it.
Constance Bennett is a classic example of good
advice spurned. She had had plenty of good strong
hints to snap out of it and be a little grateful lo
those who were trying to help her career, and to
stop now
spitting
people's
faces.thatWhat
do you bet
she
wishesin she
had taken
advice?
Just as Norma Shearer is an equally classic
example of a woman who has gone ahead on her
own advice, and outlined things pretty well for
herself. If you know what you are doing better
than your advisers know, then taking advice is
simply going backward. Norma is
about the only woman alive who never
talks without saying something, and
Bob Taylor, who has
never moves without doing something.
had the most outYou can tell a woman like that, as they
standing success resay about the Harvard bovs, but you
cently, has to thank
his own level head.
can'l icll her much. She knows before
for April

don't go on to tell Boh how he could
support his family. Another faction declares in holy horror, "Oh, my, it would
be fatal for them to marry— absolutely
fatal. The public (gr-r-r-r) would lose
interest in them the minute they were
married. It wouldn't be romantic. Irene
should go about with other men, Bob
should be seen with this prominent ladystar and that, in the best places. (Bob
says,should
"Why buy
be just
anothertheyescort?'")
He
should grow.
buy a house, Irene
a house,
should not
buy a house, they should save their money, they should not save
their money at this stage of the game, they should spend it all
on a good front ..." That romance has had more bosses
than the French Revolution. Everybody has muddled in it. And
it will not be surprising if Irene and Bob stage a nice quiet revolution of their own one of these days and tack up a sign, "No
But Advice."
Bob has had some very fine advice too, and he is infinitely
More
grateful for it. When he first arrived and was in the school of
acting on the MGM lot, Louis B. Mayer took an interest in him.
He was rather blunt and honest in his advice, and Bob realized
it was coming from a splendid source. Mayer (old him how to
dress, even selected materials for some suits. He told him a lot
of things— advice Bob did not discount. I here is that good old
line about "consider the source," which applies in a case like this.
Bob has a pretty level head, and one reason lor it is the three
friends he has commissioned to watch him for any signs of domeinflation. They are supposed to tell him about it, at the slightest
indication, and I hope they are good enough friends really to
do it. He had a lot of grand acting advice from John Stahl. w ho
directed
Obsession."
was Before,
the firsthepicture
in
which Boh"Magnificent
had to buckle
down andThat
work.
had just
whisked through, being himself.
All kinds of advice float around on whether an actor should
have his choice of the parts he plays. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. Colleen Mooie. (Continued on page 70)
Stu Erwin has been
repeatedly advised
to go in for social
activities, but he
prefers to stay
home and his popularity continues to
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The

Search

For

The

By Elizabeth

Wilson

Merle Oberon found
a part in a book that
she liked so much
she bought the screen
rights herself.
IT SEEMS to me that in the late twenties, which
we so often refer to as the Speakeasy Era of
American history, there was a fallacy going
around that movie stars never read. That they
were a lot of beautiful but dumb creatures who
could knit (though they dropped more than they
purled), who could wear clothes, who could get
Mexican divorces, and who could paint lovely
water colors— but read they simply could not.
There the
was glamour
an old wheeze
nightly
at "Tony's"
about
queen told
(it was
usually
Harlow
though it changed from time to time in the telling)
who received a book for Christmas and very
petulantly remarked with her lips way out to
there,
I already
book."
My, poor
my, dear,
how
we
used"But
to chortle
overhave
that a one.
Those
dopey movie stars.
It appears that we, who dined nightly and
smugly on the right side of the grilled door in
the West Fifties, were just a bunch of old stuck-up
meanies who read books and who could not give Hollywood a
break. But Fate took care of that— we were all given jobs in
Hollywood and then that was a horse of another color, just like
Agnes in "The Milky Way."
What I am aiming at— and if you're in a hurry about anything,
don't
stop tobooks
read isthis—
this They
nonsense
not reading
a lotisofthat
hooey.
read about
more movie
books stars
than
you and I would ever think of reading; they read avidly, they
read prodigiously, they read like mad. Yes, indeed, Hollywood
is
the book
paradise.
Somedinner
of theconversation,
stars read but
for
pleasure,
and publisher's
some of them
read for
practically all of them read for business. Just let her begin to
ponder over where her next mink coat is coming from and even
Alice
Fayeup,willandreadno alonger
book. can
You a see,
like this,
the movies are
growing
starit'sflaunt
her personality
for
seven reels and clean up at the box office; no, now she has to
have a story. The story has become the most important thing
in Hollywood today. A picture with a good story has been known
to make a star over night, and so the great story hunt is on.
In t he old days, Miss Movie Star, due to the fact that a picture
is never "shot" in sequence, never knew what the story was all
32

about until she saw it later on the screen,
When Una Merkel
but now believe you me she knows every
reads a story she not
line in that script before she faces the
only selects parts for
camera,
and
if
she's
an
important
enough
herself
but for all
star she can go home and sulk and refuse
her friends as well.
to work until the professional story doctors
have fixed things up. So, whether Hollywood wants to read or not, Hollywood has
to read, for the story is definitely the thing, And the midnight
oil burns on and on.
And what comes out of these sessions with the midnight oil?
I wondered, too, so having nothing better to do one rainy afternoon Idropped in on a few sets to see who was reading what
and if anything good would come of it. Merle Oberon and
Miriam Hopkins, two of the better members of our colony, I
Silver

Screen

Every Player Believes That Somewhere
There Is The Perfect Part That Will
Make Him Famous Forever After.

found in a perfect frenzy of perspiration. It seems that they were doing
the walk home from the station scene
in "These Three" and it was supposed
to be an oppressively hot August day,
but both Miss Oberon and Miss Hopkins were feeling extremely good this
cool rainy afternoon and not the least
bit oppressed. So Director William Wyler simply called up the
studio engineer and had him turn on the heat on stage 4 to give
it that realistic touch, and when I arrived it was a good sweltering
ninety-eight,
scrub-women. and Mr. Goldwyn's glamour girls were mopping like
Merle is one of the most avid of the Hollywood readers. So
interested is she in parts that she is going to play on the screen

After a run of sophisticated comedies Claudette
Colbert decided melodrama
was the thing, and signed
up for "Under Two Flags."

for April
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that she reads all the latest
fiction, and at the same time
snoops continuously among the
classics, and the Broadway
plays of the last decade. Her biggest disappointment
latch was "henna Domic." She re-read thai line old
classic just a month ai>o. and so entrained with it was
■
she that it was broad daylight when she put it down.
The thing site wanted most in all the woild was 10
portray Lorna on the screen, and she fairly flew into
Mr. Goldwyn's office with the glad tidings that
Oberon 's next picture was settled— only to learn to
her horror and bitter disappointment that "Lorna
WKt
Doone" had already been done by an English company.
For awhile Merle considered doing "Florence NightM
ingale," but it seems that another cinema queen, Kay
v|j
Francis, was doing a little autobiography reading at
■ the same time and was equally enthusiastic over the
part, so much so that Warners has announced "Florence Nightingale"
as Kay's
next picture.
that Merle
covets above
all others
(now thatThe
she role
has
,
gotten over the "Lorna Doone" disappointment) is
that of "Anne Boleyn," which part, as you well know,
she has already played in "The Private Life of Henry
the Eighth," but it was only a brief sequence and she
would like to do an entire picture of it. Merle has
read everything there is to read about the ill-fated
queen of England.
Another part she longs to do is the princess in Franz Molnar's
famous play "The Swan," which she read in Europe several years
ago,
has re-read
winter.
Jamesfiction,
Hilton's
Horizons"
is herandfavorite
book this
of fairly
recent
and "Lost
she would
like
to play
the
Chinese
girl
in
the
llama's
mystical
castle,
but
Columbia owns the book and the studio is waiting on Ronnie Colman
to put
for
that.it in production, so Merle doesn't hold out much hope
The day I talked with her on the set, between steam baths, she
was reading "The Son of Marietta," which has nothing to do
with Naughty Marietta (unfortunately) but is the latest book by
Johan Fabricius and runs to a mere 813 pages, which makes it
a runner up for "Anthony Adverse." "There's nothing in it for
me," said Merle, "but there are excellent parts for Ronald Colman and Wallace Beery. Do you know what I did the other day?
I read a story
on and
the life
famousthatdancer
and else
adventuress, Lolabased
Montez,
I wasof sotheafraid
someone
would buy it for a picture before I could sell the idea to Mr.
Goldwyn that I bought it myself. I have [Continued on page 64]
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The

Search

For

The

By Elizabeth

Wilson

Merle Oberon found
a part in a book that
she liked so much
she bought the screen
rights herself.
IT SEEMS to me that in the late twenties, which
we so often refer to as the Speakeasy Era of
American history, there was a fallacy going
around that movie stars never read. That they
were a lot of beautiful but dumb creatures who
could knit (though they dropped more than they
purled), who could wear clothes, who could get
Mexican divorces, and who could paint lovely
water colors— but read they simply could not.
There
was glamour
an old wheeze
nightly
at "Tony's"
about the
queen told
(it was
usually
Harlow
though it changed from time to time in the telling)
who received a book for Christmas and very
petulantly remarked with her lips way out to
there, "But I already have a book." My, my, how
we used to chortle over that one. Those poor dear,
dopey movie stars.
It appears that we, who dined nightly and
smugly on the right side of the grilled door in
the West Fifties, were just a bunch of old stuck-up
meanies who read books and who could not give Hollywood a
break. But Fate took care of that— we were all given jobs in
Hollywood and then that was a horse of another color, just like
Agnes in "The Milky Way."
What I am aiming at— and if you're in a hurry about anything,
don't
stop tobooks
read isthis—
this They
nonsense
stars
not reading
a lotisofthat
hooey.
read about
mote movie
books than
you and 1 would ever think of reading; they read avidly, they
read prodigiously, they read like mad. Yes, indeed, Hollywood
is
the book
paradise.
Somedinner
of theconversation,
stars read but
for
pleasure,
and publisher's
some of them
read for
practically all of them read for business. Just let her begin to
ponder over where her next mink coat is coming from and even
Alice
Fayeup,willandreadno alonger
book. can
You a see,
like this,
the movies are
growing
starit'sflaunt
her personality
for
seven reels and clean up at the box office; no, now she has to
have a story. The story has become the most important thing
in Hollywood today. A picture with a good story has been known
to make a star over night, and so the great story hunt is on.
In (he old days, Miss Movie Star, due to the fact that a picture
is never "shot" in sequence, never knew what the story was all
32

about until she saw it later on the screen,
When Una Merkel
but now believe you me she knows every
reads a story she not
line in that script before she faces the
only selects parts for
camera,
and
if
she's
an
important
enough
herself
but for all
star she can go home and sulk and refuse
her friends as well.
to work until the professional story doctors
have fixed things up. So, whether Hollywood wants to read or not, Hollywood has
And the midnight
to read, for the story is definitely the thin
oil burns on and on.
And what comes out of these sessions with the midnight oil?
I wondered, too, so having nothing better to do one rainy afternoon I dropped in on a few sets to see who was reading what
and if anything good would come of it. Merle Oberon and
Miriam Hopkins, two of the better members of our colony, I
Silver Screen

Part

In current literature Madge Evans
has found two
parts that she hopes
will fall to her.

Every Player Believes That Somewhere
There Is The Perfect Part That Will
Make Him Famous Forever After.

JsS '"c>
S5: C?

found in a perfect frenzy of perspiration. It seems that they were doing
the walk home from the station scene
in "These Three" and it was supposed
to be an oppressively hot August day,
but both Miss Oberon and Miss Hopkins were feeling extremely good this
cool rainy afternoon and not the least
bit oppressed. So Director William Wyler simply called up the
studio engineer and had him turn on the heat on stage 4 to give
it that realistic touch, and when I arrived it was a good sweltering
ninety-eight, and Mr. Goldwyn's glamour girls were mopping like
scrub-women.
Merle is one of the most avid of the Hollywood readers. So
interested is she in parts that she is going to play on the screen

After a run of sophisticated comedies Claudette
Colbert decided melodrama
was the thing, and signed
up for "Under Two Flags."

for April
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that she reads all the latest
fiction, and at the same time
snoops continuously among the
classics, and the Broadway
plays of the last decade. Her biggest disappointment
lately was "Lorna Doone." She re-read that fine old
classic just a month ago, and so entranced with" it was
she that it was broad daylight when she put it down.
The thing she wanted most in all the world was to
portray Lorna on the screen, and she fairly flew into
Mr. Goldwyn's office with the glad tidings that
Oberon's next picture was settled— only to learn to
her horror and bitter disappointment that "Lorna
Doone" had already been done by an English company.
For awhile Merle considered doing "Florence Nightingale," but it seems that another cinema queen, Kay
Francis, was doing a little autobiography reading at
the same time and was equally enthusiastic over the
part, so much so that Warners has announced "Florence Nightingale"
as Kay's
next picture.
that Merle
covets above
all others
(now thatThe
she role
has
gotten over the "Lorna Doone" disappointment) is
.P that of "Anne Boleyn," which part, as you well know,
she has already played in "The Private Life of Henry
the
only picture
a brief of
sequence
and has
she
wouldEighth,"
like tobutdo itanwasentire
it. Merle
read everything there is to read about the ill-fated
queen of England.
Another part she longs to do is the princess in Franz Molnar's
famous play "The Swan," which she read in Europe several years
ago,
has re-read
winter.
Jamesfiction,
Hilton's
Horizons"
is herandfavorite
book this
of fairly
recent
and "Lost
she would
like
to play
the
Chinese
girl
in
the
llama's
mystical
castle,
but
Columbia owns the book and the studio is waiting on Ronnie Col man
to put
for
that.it in production, so Merle doesn't hold out much hope
The day I talked with her on the set, between steam baths, she
was reading "The Son of Marietta," which has nothing to do
with Naughty Marietta (unfortunately) but is the latest book bv
Johan Fabricius and runs to a mere 813 pages, which makes it
a runner up for "Anthony Adverse." "There's nothing in it for
me," said Merle, "but there are excellent parts for Ronald Colman and Wallace Beery. Do you know what I did the other day?
I read a story based on the life of the famous dancer and adventuress, Lola Montez, and I was so afraid that someone else
would buy it for a picture before I could sell the idea to Mr.
Goldwyn that I bought it myself. I have [Continued on page 64]
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TORTURED
BY
FOR

A

HIS

NATION

ACT

OF

MERCY!

Tricked by fate into helping an assassin, an innocent
man is torn from trie -woman he loves . . .shackled
condemned to a living death on a fever island where
brutes are masters and sharks are guards]
THE

STARK

DRAMA

of I am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang"
THE

MIGHTY

POWER

of Les jMiserahles"

Starring AVARNER
BAXTER
with
GLORIA
STUART
C LAUD

E

G I L L I N G¥AT

ARTHUR
O.

•JS\

A

BYRON

P. HEGGIE

HARRY
AND

CAST

OF

CAREY
ONE

THOUSAND

F. ZANUCK
L
a DARRY
20th
CENTURY
PRODUCTION
Presented by Joseph JM.. Schench
Directed by John Ford
Associate Producer and Screen Play

The

JL rue
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Story of a Nation's Hidden

Shame

E R

by Nunnally Johnson
Based on the life of Dr. Samuel A. ]Mudd

Spencer Tracy has played many parts and
has succeeded in purring a certain sincerity into each. So Spencer goes on to
better parts opposite more and more
glamorous ladies.

Hp Young Man Can Go Forward To
Screen Honors Unless He Has The
Qualities That Make Women

Feel The

Stirring Of Love.
A CTORS believe that certain "sympathetic" lines and situations
r\
put them over and that other lines in different parts will
■*- cause them to lase their popularity. But the feminine
heart sees through all such foolishness and likes or dislikes the
man himself whatever his part may be. The prejudice against an
actor or the sentiment for him is often so unanimous that one
part will make a player
oust him.
Let the actor study His
technique, improve his voice
and perfect his appearance, of
course, but his destiny may be
secured by a twist of his forelock or a grin that reveals his
bovish heart.

Mich
Whalen. See
him in "The
Country Doctor" and judge
for yourself.

In "The Slty
Parade,"
Jimmie
Allen,
the
broadcasting star,
has his great chance.
HappyJimmie!
Landing,

Eric Linden is the best
of the juveniles, as he
indicated that he would
be in "Are These Our
Children?" years ago.
"Ah, Wildernessl" reestablished him. "The
next. Ann"
Voice comes
of Bugle

"April,

April,

Laugh

Laughter-

Girlish

the
edchathe
adv
s of
an'
rm
peakm scre
of
rsanc
fro
theenwom
yea
THE
thirties to her teens or early
twenties. The days when an
actress studied to act and then
d reher mak
prac
artingin her
"stock"
for
yearstice
befo
bid for
fame are as dead and departed
as Fanny Davenport.
Today, the high school spills
directly on to the screen. Girlish
laughter is real and very fine.
Mr. Watson, who wrote
the lovely April verse,
has today a world joining with him in his
adoration for youth.

Jean Parker, one of
the youngest stars, did
brilliantly in "The
Ghost Goes West."

The
We

Changeable
at her

The "Tarzan" picture
has Maureen O'Sullivan back in the treetops. But her fame is
climbing steadily with
every part.

Of

April Has Girlish Moods. But
The

Girls Of The

Screen Are

Nether Whimsical Hpr Capricious About Their Hard, Determined Pursuit Of Fame.

A

Lesson

for

Lovers

The

in

New Pictures Entertain With Dramas

Of Love And Preach
Little Sermons For All
Two-Timers.

"Wife vs. Secretary" isthe
title of
the100%
new
Jean HarlowClark GableMyrna ture.
Loy pic-

Hollywood

Geometry:

Triangle

!

two men love the same woman or two women love
WHEN
the same man, the dramatic essentials are complete and
the story writes itself, but always in the theme of
tragedy. "Anna Karenina" was a masterpiece of this type. The
Wedding
"Thescreen,
Sten-Gary
Anna
As these
storiesCooper
unreel film,
on the
there Night,"
must be was
manyanother.
times
when there is in the audience someone who is actually living the
part.
We hope these unhappy ones have profited William Gargan,
by the screen lesson. And that is one reason Katherine De Mille
why the hokum happy ending is unfair to and Kent Taylor
the screen and to the audience both. Tri- with their minds on
angle stories do not end happily.
air transports in
"The Sky Parade."

The famous screen rivals-:— Pat O'Brien
and James Cagney. The lady in this picture is Olivia de Havilland.

One side of a great
screen triangle, Ruby
Keeler and Dick Powell.

The other side, Dick
and Joan Blondell,
from "Colleen."

"Love

A

'tis

Is

Of

Thing

Woman's

Man's

life

Apart-

Whole

Existence

Not Only Do The
Girls

Of

Holly

wood

Take

Their

Love

Scenes More

Seriously

Than

The Men, But The
Girls
The

Who

See

Pictures Find

That

Their

Emo-

tions Respond Uwforgettahly.

Dorothy Lee end Bert Wheeler in
"Silly
Billies."
can
be funnier
than Noa comedy
love affair.

Ross Alexander and Anita
Louise in "Brides Are Like

A happy couple, Michael Whalen and
Claire Trevor, in "The Song and Dance
Man." became financially
IT WAS not until women
independent that divorce became so prevalent. It is impossible not to feel that many
d
long-marrie
couples
find girls
a happiness
that have
"can
never be known
by the
who always
the price of a ticket to Reno. Perhaps if
women's whole existence is love, the modern
woman's
job Mr.
is toBrisbane
make love
We quote
to theworth
effectthethatprice.
the
institution of marriage is the first step in civilization. It may be that the institution of
divorcement ofisa the
step toward
establishfinersecond
and more
beautifulthe realization
of the loveliest emotion known to life (at least
we have heard it spoken of highly).

A new
ter andteam.
Carole Preston
LombardFos-in
"Love Before Breakfast."
Each is due for a big hit,
and perhaps this is it.

Edmund Lowe and Virginia Bruce in "The Garden Murder Case."

Beauty

In

Motion

keeps a continuous
A GOOD
flow ofdirector
movement on the screen,
letting his story run on, never stopping, always increasing its pace. One
reason why the singing stars are so difficult
to direct is that they must have solos and
usually the solo means a long close-up with

nothing in motion but the lady's jaw. John
Cromwell, directing Lily Pons in "I Dream
Too Much," very cleverly overcame this
difficulty by having Lily sing while on a
carousel. The result was a solo close-up,
but the whirl of the background and the
motion of the crowd kept the picture alive.

June Travis, during a
game of badminton,
exhibits a natural
grace. She is one of
the student stars at
Warners.

Joan Marsh and
Eddie Nugent take
steps to popularize a
new dance in "Dancing Feet."

Since The First
"Western,"
The Rush And
Swing

Of A

Running Horse
H as JS[ever
Been

Outclassed As

Cinema.

Good

Stories

Go

Way back in the days of
Priscilla Dean they made
"Under Two Flags." It
is once more before the
cameras with Ronald
Colman in the hero's

part.

The
Hew

Success

Of

Films Of Old

Stories Again
Proves That The
Public ResvectsOU
Favorites.

Round

a

The Producers Prefer
To Remake Old Stories
— Certain That

They

Will Be Successful.

S are so imporSTORIEtant
that when a producer has a story that
[thes public once ake
liked he
feel that a rem
with
[good actors is hardly a risk.
The coming of sound, of
purse, made every old story
good again.
i Do you recall the silent
{versions of these great pictures?
I In fact, this remaking
of pictures definitely dates
many of us. They are about
to
do with
"WhatClark
Price
Glory?"
again
Gable
and
Wallace Beery if possible,
and the old Clive Brook, very
successful feature known as
'Forgotten Faces" will soon
be out again as "Heliotrope."
And ture
what
a wonderful picthat was

(Above) "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," once a
silent, is now being remade
|n color with a marvelous
past. Fred MacMurray, Robert Barrat, Fred Stone, Sylvia Sidney, Beulah Bondi —
fcnd Henry Fonda on the
bed.

Het

The

New

Pictures
Stones Writ
r"Y THEN pictures were very young
always was built around
the story
'Wf
V V some
stunt in motion. The dashig hero would ride away from the outlaws
jumping off a cliff top or by swimming

(Left) Fred MacMurray *nd Joan
Bennett in "13 Hours By Air." They
•re together at last after setting
two records. Fred played opposite
more feminine stars last year and
Joan opposite more male stars than
anybody e|se.

In Celluloid.

his steed over the falls. If the hero lived,
then they made the rest of the picture.
Pictures today have character and humor,
but the old directors still love to have
one hair-raising climax.

Betty
RinTin-TinFurness,
Jr., and
Jackie Cooper in
"Tough Guy."

Dressed

In

tyle

HOLLYWOOD'S
Easter
parade
Spring
fashions becoi
will )
such variety that
anyone
can offind
wonderfully
array! The hostess gown, as flattering a bit of luxu:
frivolity as ever graced a lovely figure, continues strong. ]
neck, long sleeves and low back— or a slit that reveals an
triguing glimpse of back— feature the hostess gown.
It's a suit season! Trim tailored suits of smooth material,
twill or men's suiting, have feminine frills, such as the high,
jabot borrowed from the 90 's. Much braid is" used in trimni
Natty suits with contrasting materials for the skirt and jaJ
run to military decorations— frogs for jacket closings being
much in evidence.
Redingotes, so slimming and flattering to the figure, are 1
with us again. Suit skirts are going up. Hostess and evei
gowns still reach the floor.
There's a great revival in pleats. Some of the new frock'
featherweight materials are entirely pleats— skirt, blouse, sle
and all. They are not too Grecian, having definite waistli
and they do things for the figure. There are new print dr<
in "paper taffeta," which rustles with every move. Flowers
everywhere— a bright spot frock,
of color
strategic
on at
hats,a in
the hair!point on
Fabric as shimmering as Hats g° to extremes . . . high od
hammered gold and tines of shaped crowns with little or no tj
utter simplicity feature this to the wide-brimmed picture hat \
hostess gown worn by Nor- an absurdly shallow crown, or "j
ma Shearer.
The
high neck- all
«»ke"in style
line
metal-studded
one. with the crown and fj
beltandarewidenotes.
important
style

"In

the

Livelier
On

Spring

Iris Changes

The

Burnished

Dove-

Anita Louise starts the
Spring season with one of
those gay, giddy little hats
that look so hard to wear
and are so flattering to
those who canl This felt
hat has a high crown and
is smartly trimmed with a
wide grosgrain ribbon.

The figure-flattering redingote worn by Mona
Barrie (left) is of putty
pebblelaredcrepe.
and cuffed It's
in coldemure white and tied
with three string bows.
Glimpsed beneath is a
scarlet crepe slip. The
stitched
"gob"withhata
is jauntilyputty
trimmed
pair of scarlet coque
feather pompons.

Patricia Ellis (left), does
justice to the new Spring
vogue for tailored lines
with feminine frills. Her
navy twill dress coat is
single-breasted, closed
with buttons all the
way down the front
. nd smartly trimmed
with braid. The squarecrowneda "pancake"
hat
sports
shallow fishnet
veil.

A

BREAD

ON

THE

WATERS

Little
Gable

Did
Ever

To Read

Clark
Expect

This Page.

years ago, some hungry boys
TWO
asked the proprietor of a little
restaurant in Mission, B. C, to stake
them to a meal. Clark Gable happened
to be there and he paid their check.
They recognized him and thanked him.
An incident of this kind, which is so
rarely heard of, is the best proof of the
type of man Clark Gable is off-screen.

J. Fred Hoffman of
East 5 1st Ave., Vancouver, B. C, refor hispaysgenerosity.
Clark Gable

The framed, autopicture
which ClarkgraphedGable
has inscribed to J.
Fred Hoffman.
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Voice
OF

THE

Peepul

B

y

The

C TltlCS

Arc Only Right
Ahout
Thirds

TwoOf The

Al Jolson
is still
"the top"
at
the
box office.
A picture
of his
grossed five million dollars.

Time. The Publie Is Always
Right.

win

Irene Dunne has a
great popular
following, although
Julia G
few critics rave
about her. The clippings her
show how
the
news of
success
reaches Hollywood.

,^tDream'at$1.73m
n Start;
sioe,
Seattl
e ses
Nic'Ob

THERE is an old Latin proverb, "Vox populi vox Dei," or
"the voice of the people is the voice of God" which seems to
indicate that even during the reign of the Caesars the majority opinion ruled the world. Today, back, of each picture
success or failure— or anything affecting the world at large— is
the voice of the people. Sometimes it is thin and small; sometimes it becomes the voice of doom like great waves pounding
on a rock-bound coast. Always and very surely it determines
yourourlife
and mine; our work and our wages— even the destiny
of
movies.
According to Victor Hugo an audience is made up of three
classes: the crowd which wants action; women who want emotion; and thinkers who want character.
Perhaps
this explains
the must
public's
pictures
To be successful
a picture
not choice
rise tooin far
above and
the stars.
level
of its audience. The majority voice of these good old United
States of America has shown its likes in its selection of films
and those who make them. In the past eighteen months it has
proved its preference for decent, wholesome entertainment. The
listing of Shirley Temple and Will Rogers as the two most popular stars for 1935 indicates the popular taste. These two players
specialize in human interest types. They represent the understandable, simple, believable things which audiences the world
over recognize.
When, for example, a Joan Crawford picture comes to the
village emporium of art what does it matter to Mr. and Mrs.
Main Street that most of the critics throughout the land have
"panned" the picture. They do not care that Paul Jones in

Dallas, Texas, called it, as
he did, "an inadequate and
shallow picture with little
to justify
its existence."
They
are not
concerned
whether Frank Daniels in
Atlanta labeled it, as he
did,
Let"old
us stuff"
turn toandthe"boring."
facts, taking this picture on which the
record is complete. "Forsaking All Others" was a Joan CrawfordClark Gable-Robert Montgomery picture, three star names to
crowd the marquee and intrigue the fans. The picture had a
quality that the public liked, emotions that the public knew,
situations the public had experienced. Perhaps Eileen Creelman
of the New York Sun hit upon ii when she wrote of this film:
trash."
box-office
glittering,
it ispictures
be trashy,
may public
"ItThe
speaksbutand
do lively,
fane) things
at the
ticket
booth.
In t he year just ended there were approximately 475 pictures
exhibited, with approximately 96 making the list of box-office
champions, according to the Motion Picture Herald check-up.
When pictures pass the million dollar mark in grosses they
become the Champions of Champions and the delight of their
producers' hearts. In this class the all-time high is held by Al
Jolsonlion's dollars
"The worth
Singing
whichRunning
did something
five milof Fool,"
business.
it a closelikesecond
was
"Cavalcade," a film ahout which critics and public agreed almost
unanimously . . . that here was an [Continued on page 60]
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"

Glorifier!
William

A. Ulman,

Jr.

L . — — —
Myrna Loy and William Powell playing the parts
of Billie Burke and her husband, Florenz Ziegfeld.
(From the New York Daily News, late in 1934)
but to an
The paths of glorifying the American Girl led ....
auction.
With only two people to mourn— a minor principal in
one employe of twenty-two years' service—
"Show Boat" and
the theatrical properties of the late Florenz Ziegfeld went
under the hammer in a 43rd Street warehouse.
The auctioneer's handbill hinted at the marvels to be sold—
"South Sea Tom-Tom brought over by Reri ... 80 West
Point uniforms with plumes . . . Boxes of humming bird
dress ornaments and feathers . . . Japanese trees designed by
Urban made of shells and peach . . . Three very large
mechanical elephants. . . ."
y pay final homage to one of its greatest
did Broadwa
THUS
sons-the
auction of those magnificent props which had
symbolized his success. Homage, indeed! Of the legion of
fair weather friends who had laid siege upon his offices, three
came to this interment of his magnificent ambitions— an usher
who had been with him twenty-two years, Jack Daley of the
"Show Boat" cast and a lady who came to bid on two lovely
French chairs and a settee which once graced the apartment of
Anna Held, Ziegield's first wife and greatest star. The lady was
Anna Held's daughter, who runs a road-house in Peekskill. She
the pieces but lost. An out-of-town dealer outbid her
bid on$55.00.
with
It fell not to Broadway, but to Hollywood, to pay the proper
tribute to America's greatest theatrical entrepreneur. One year
auction in a dusty warehouse, "The Great Ziegfeld"
alter that sad
went inio production on the M-G-M lot.
Hunt Stromberg, the producer, sent out the call. From theatres
and studios, from retirement or obscure road shows came the
the driving ambitroupers who had reached their zenith underthem
came the lore
tion and showmanship of "Flo"— and with
and legend of the past to lend life and substance to the picture.
No ordinary picture is this. Not just the story of a great man,
a which that man
not just the picturization of an extravaganzon
the ample stage
himself would have been proud to produce
of the New Amsterdam Theatre, but the vivid impression of
what he meant to the main stem and to the admiring theatrical
world.
The cast has recaptured the haunting memory of the Ziegfeld
players putFollies— an atmosphere not composed simply of goodsplendor
plus
ting on agood show but possessing an air of open
the glorification of beautiful girls.
One Of Flo Ziegield's stars in the Follies was Harriet Hoctoi.'

storyZieg-of
"TheThe Great
feld" is really the
story of the beautiful
American girl. Above, an informal shot of the Ziegfeld chorus
in the film.
She is here, as lovely as ever, and her ballet has taken on a new
verve. She was tops with Ziegfeld, as were all the others, because
their performances were surrounded with every luxury and
gorgeous spond.extravagance.
They couldn't
feeltheit glamour
and reAnd now, in Plollywood,
they oncehelpmorebut feel
that meant Ziegfeld— and again become inspired.
There is one set which shows what I mean. Harriet Hoctoi'
spins out from the wings, her white costume set oil by the brilliant electric blue of the scenery, followed by a full ballet. Her
nimble feet flash between two crouched— and very alive— lions who
contemplate her with impassive eyes and twitching tails. No
sooner is this tableau complete than a series of tall white columns
rise up from the bclow-stage depths to towering heights. On
each one stands the white, living statuette of a girl, who is
breath-takingly lovely.
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The Story Concerning The Life Of The
Creator Of The "Follies1 Is A Chapter
In A merican Amusement History.
Virginia Bruce
in the part depicting the life
raine.
of Lillian
Lor-

Fannie Brice
again plays her
famous
hits
for "Follies"
the film.

While on the
subject of beauty
and glorification a la
Ziegfeld, even the property men stood around bugeyed when Virginia Bruce came
on the scene singing Flo's favorite
melody,
Girl Ismade
Like aentirely
Melody."of
She was clad"AinPretty
a costume
the iridescent tails of over 700 Chinese pheasants.
Each one is a tiny thing to handle and it had taken
some thirty girls over a month to make it— but the results!
Well, go and see for yourself! Going from the sublime to the
ridiculous, we should take a look at Fanny Brice doing her stuff
at the famous Midnight Frolics on the New Amsterdam Roof, the
night spot where "the right people," inspired by Flo's extravagance in his show, gathered nightly. Fanny was singing "Yiddle
on the Middle of Your Fiddle" and "My Man" when she was
acknowledged
York's leading comedienne both on the stage
and
in the RoofNewGarden.
Immediately following her number on the dance floor, between the tables of the Roof Garden, a curtain pulls away
disclosing a miniature stage. It was originally designed by Urban,
with delicate, shining white trees each leaf of which is a single
brilliantly fashioned shell. As the dancing begins, the whole
thing moves forward, out across the regular dance floor, so that
the chorus is dancing a beautiful and elaborate routine within
touching distance of the spectators.
At Metro it is easy to step from the Frolic Roof to the stage
next door and see another Ziegfeld company shooting Gilda Grey
in her "shimmy"— the dance that shook the world— to the neverto-be-forgotten strains of " 'Neath The South Sea Moon, With
You
A background
palm trees
the shimmering
waters..."
of a South
Sea Islandof lagoon
provideandatmosphere.
It is
no wonder that Gilda swings back into that intricate routine
again with all the vitality that made history, a few years ago, when
her South Sea Island maidens sat about her incredibly undulating
torso and played the accompaniment on ukeleles.
And yet you mustn't get the impression that "The Great Ziegfeld" is merely a revival of the Follies. True, in it you will find
everything that the Follies stood for, and you will find it presented exactly as Ziegfeld did produce them, but interwoven in
the motion picture is the gripping yarn, the true life drama of
Flo, himself. Bill Powell starts the life of Ziegfeld at the time
when he was managing "The Strongest Man in the World."
Sandow, during the Chicago Fair in 1893. Of course, Nat Pendleton, playing Sandow, is one of the revelations of the year. They've

Luise Rainer is cast as Anna Held
in the picture. Early reports are
that she is "terrific!"
him!
taken the big, tough, dumb gangster-strongarm and blondined
From that period on Bill Powell gives an interpretation of
Flo that has left Billie Burke, Flo's widow, gasping at times and
tearful at others. They worked together on the preparation of
the part, but even then, though she had helped to pick him as
the type, Billie is ama/ed at the results.
Added to that, Billie Burke has the unusual distinction of
seeing herself portrayed by none other than Mvrna Loy-as the
screen Mrs. Ziegfeld. A rather weird sensation that-seeing your
own husband and yourself played by friends of yours for the
screen! But, what with the amazing atmosphere created by
the entire cast, the studio and Win. McGuire's story (he was Flo's
it is not surprising that even
Follies'
playwright
Luise
Rainerduring
shouldtheenter
intoyears)
the spirit of the gorgeously openas Flo's first wife, the imFollies,
Ziegfeld
open-hearted
handed, mortal
Anna Held.
Theyof say
that they've
done thev
everything
possible
recapture
the
spirit
Ziegfeld.
I bel icve
have. But,
moreto than
anything
else in that effort they have also recaptured the ineffable beauty
and splendor of the Ziegfeld Follies. It is fitting that the picture
which shows this great showman's life to the world should do so
in the spirit of the man, his limes, his ambitions, his Midas-like
success and his faithful players— his show-girls.
His life and work were both— EXTRAVAGANZA!
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Peaks

Movies

lis

Starts

Seed Of A Perfect Bit.

cha know that the movie industry,
just like the Greeks, the Hebrews,
the Confucians and Grade Allen,
has its own ideas as to when a year shou.d
begin?
No, may
Januar
isn't good
for
them. It
bey good
enoughenough
for you
and me and the President of the United
States, but the movie industry, the zany,
has to have August Why? I'm quite sure
s because
I don't
perhapbetter
the bathing
suit
art know,
is so much
that month,
and
y be gif it wasn't
industr
the
would
where
for Jean Harlow in a bathin suit and
Shirley Temple? Don't tell me, it's merely
a rhetorical question and you'll only upset
knows I've
ing, andthisheaven
answerenough
me byupset
been
morning by six
nice cozy
them
get
to
g
me
people wantin
studio jobs with a southern exposure and
Venetian blinds through which they can
peep at Robert Taylor on his way -to his
dressing room— the dopes, don't they know
ever heard of a job like that I'd
that if
take
it Imyself.
Well, anyway, the motion picture industry selected August to begin its year, and
I was never one to quibble with dissenters,
so August it is if they say it is, and that
makes the fiscal year about to end pretty
soon, so if you have nothing better to do
today we might just as well review some
recent peaks in the cinema. And, inasthat
believe
don't really
and Ireward,
darned
we know
its own
virtue muchisas you
well that money and recognition are pretty
good too, we'll just emerge from a mental
torpor for the nonce (I do love a good
our
let year
torpor,
mental travel
this lastandmovie
over you?)
backdon't
minds
and recall some of the outstanding scenes,
and see if the studios did right by the
DID

In "Sylvia Scarlett," Cary
Grant found a part that
suited him and, most unexpectedly, he made one of
the hits of the year.

Fred MacMurray and
Carole Lombard in one of
their hilarious scenes from
"Hands Across the Table."

fine actors who
them. about
It's perfectly
remarkable,
whenplayed
you think
it, how
a few inspired seconds on a bit of celluloid
can be as important as the seconds when
a prospector discovers gold in the trickle
of a mountainside stream. It may be the
smallest part in the picture, the role may
not even rate a close-up, and certainly the
player didn't
a dressing
room clicks,
or a
stand-in,
but rate
suddenly
something
and Voila, as we say in our native French
Somaliland, a star is made, contracts are
signed, automobiles are bought, houses are
built, relatives arrive, and fan writers move
in to dish up long interviews about what
the
"discovery"
eats for breakfast,
whatnewest
he thinks
of marriage,
and the
women in his life.
And, then too, there is the case of the
poor player who has been buffeted about
from pillar to post, from Dietrich to Cora

Sue Collins, playing all the blah roles in
captivity until the audience is sick of his
pan, and then along comes a scene in a
picture where he is simply marvelous.
"Discovered at last!" He immediately gets
better parts, better reviews, better dressing
rooms, more money, more interviews, more
fans, and doubtless more girl friends.
Cary Grant is a shining example of the
case of the disappearing star. Cary, a very
likeable Englishman and an excellent actor,
has been at Paramount some five years supporting various and sundry leading ladies,
with
perfectly
beautiful
close-ups
the
back of
his neck,
and some
of theof most
stilted dialogue in history. Paramount was
only too pleased to loan him to R-K-O for
"Sylvia Scarlett" and R-K-O was. only too
pleased to got him as he would be a nice
prop lor the glamorous Hepburn. So what
happens? So Mr. Giant finds a part that
is at last worthy of his talents and as Jimmy
Monkley, the sly, cunning cockney bloke
who looks with horror upon earning an
One of the high
honest penny, he
CharlesofLaughton,
spots
193 5 —
gives
performance
in "Ruggles of
that isa the
sensation
of i he year— and
Red Gap," recitpractically
i ea so n forthesec only
in g
ing Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address.
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Li
you'll Goldwyn,
be most who
pleasedknows
to know
Sam
a neatthatbitMr.of
acting when he meets it, signed Douglas
on a long term contract the next day and
is looking for a story specially for him.
While the story is being written Goldwyn
has loaned Jock Whitney an interest in
the young man and he will very likely be
seen in the next Pioneer picture.
Of all places to find a tenor— in a Marx
Brothersto picture!
In fact
ever
expect
find anything
in a you
Marxdon't
Brothers
picture except Groucho, Chico, Harpo and
a lot of noise, and of all places for an
ambitious young singer to make a debut
Inotshould
say that the
would
worst— well
I'm
disparaging
Marxbe the
Brothers,
not too" much, but I'd as soon make my
debut in a boiler factory. But with the
mad Marxes leaving Italy, Harpo kissing
everybody in sight goodbye, and Groucho
In "A Tale of
Two Cities," Isabel
Jewell
herself oneproved
of our most
gifted dramatic actresses. With Ronald Colman.

"Sylvia
Cary leftScarlett."
for his
home in England
before the preview of the
picture, but immediately
Paramount got a looksee at the sporty Mr.
Monkley, cables began to
flyCary's return to Hollywood has been delayed by the death of his father in England, but they do say that when he gets
here Paramount will kill the fatted calf
and give him a chance once more to display his marvelous talents as an actor.
Doubtless there'll be a new contract with
more money, and you're darned tootin'
that there'll
be all
a these
raft ofyears,
Caryeveryone
Grant
stories,
as, after
is busy "discovering"
Cary The
Grantscene
and proclaiming him the best,
that
won meat over
was Cary's
dance
the infoot"Sylvia
of theScarlett"
stairs when,
with
Sylvia and her father, he is celebrating
their plan to become caravan players. It
was marvelous— and so was Cary all through
the picture.
Of course that wonder boy of the Metro
lot, Robert Taylor, was going fairly well
before the movie industry celebrated its
last New Year but it was really "BroadMelody ofPrince
1936" ofthat
suggested
him
as thewayDream
a million
women,
and "The Magnificent Obsession" cinched
it. "He's too pretty," the men insist but
I must say I think it's sour grapes— the gals
certainly don't seem to mind. Bob sang a
song with June Knight, smashed Jack
Benny in the nose, and called Eleanor
Powell darling and immediately a good
percentage of the female population of the
Americas wrote in to Irving Thalberg not
begging, but demanding, that Robert Taylor play Romeo. But unfortunately Bob
came fresh from Pomona, California, without benefit of the New York stage and
Shakespeare so, although he could have

>

The scene in
"Mutiny on the
Bounty"
Franchot when
Tone
pleads for a finer
standard for the
British Navy.
managed the tights
beautifully, he
couldn't the metre.
But he did get
equal star billing
with Irene Dunne in the very fussv
Mr. Stahl's "Magnificent Obsession" and
the manager of the Pantages told me that
when that picture played there, there were
women swooning all over the house for
sheer love of Mr. Taylor. Now I am not
the moonburn type with a rose tucked behind my ear, but I must say that when
Bob Taylor, with powder in his hair and
gravity in his voice, leaned over Irene
Dunne and told her not to be excitedwell I was so excited myself I almost got
up there on the screen and snatched him
away from her. Since "Magnificent Obsession" Bob has been given a new contract
by Metro, with more money and more
privileges, and has been given the lead in
the Janet Gaynor picture, "Small Town
Girl," and they do say that Bob Montgomery and some of the other Metro boys
are that jealous.
Do you remember the bov at the school
for the blind in "The Dark Angel?" The
boy who rose from his chair after the
pompous ass of a government official had
told the soldiers how wonderful it was to
be blind for their country and screamed
hysterically,
"I want to
see my
His heart-breaking
scene
was sweetheart."
applauded
long and loudly at the preview of the picture—he received more applause than any
of the stars, and as I look back over that
very popular picture now it is his scene
that stands out most vividly in my memory.
The boy's name is Douglas Walton and

Lionel Barryinore explains
the facts of life to Eric
Linden in "Ah, Wilderness."
Eric Linden's great scene.
punning awa) on all fours, Allan Jones,
pleasing voting tenor, stood on the wharf
and lifted his voice in song and immediately the preview audience forgot all
about capers and CUt-ups and fell completely under the enchantment of Mr.
Jones'
thrilling
was "discovered"
in that scene as voice.
far as Me
Hollywood
was concerned and Metro signed him on a new
contract, [Continued
gave out publicity
stories, and
on page 59]
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Danged

Actor"
Fred Stone,
In "The Trail Of
Good
Years ago the
straw man of
"The Wizard of
Or" made a million kids happy.
That was Fred
Stone. He has
never lost the
trick.

ther
'j
tmoaoogsd EaloNnhg a
w
y
l
l
wit
Ho H ,
to W
a onspceitoiutse acuagmhetrear,
d inctly
c a
Mam iastedri.st
aya back-se
,M l
y
l
l
a
t
u
o
t
n
c
'l
be a
's I kely
mit,
baed itnhaetfioornbr.sahiens liof thteo,
But still
comb
ite'wss.not Mama who is the
n
Of course, should the
mater be an actress, too,
and simultaneously crash
through to glory, that
would be something to
talk about. Only it has
never happened yet, so
we
shan'tdirection
race our now.
pulses
in that
After which elaborate
build-up I am sure that
you arenize going
to recogan extraordinary
set-up when I plop it
down before you. I beg you to pause and
ponder the Fred Stone case.
Fancy a father racing his three fetching,
grown-up daughters for movie positions!
He, also, is a stranger to Hollywood peculiarities and must face all the puzzling perplexities. Side by side they are figuring out
pictures. They huddle in conferences.
A quartet taking on the town together!
inis an all-'round
Fred Stone's
novation for us.menage
The rambling,
comfortable
house in a conservative section lias no gaudy
modernisms and the people in it reflect the
genuinely homelike atmosphere. They're
"just folks" in spite of their talent.
I was received by a vivid (and in-a-rush)
brunette, whom I learned was youngestdaughter Carol. She was surrounded by an
excited group of chattering chums. "Daddy,"
she cried, "Here's your interviewer!" Beyond, in the lived-in living room Fred Stone
put down his cigar and paper, and arose
from the davenport to give me a genial
greeting.
For a few minutes there was a hubbub
typical of any household full of impatient
youth. Carol and her friends bustled off
10 a preview and no sooner had the front
door slammed than a radiant redhead came

The Lonesome Pine,'1 Brings To
The Camera A Great Talent
And

A

Lifetime Of Experience.

Morley
Dickson
By

d a sh in
down the
stairs. This
was
middledaughter
Paula, en
route to a pal's house in the neighborhood.
The blonde of the family, oldest-daughter Dorothy, is temporarily in the East. She
has attained footlight prominence but will
be back to vie again for a film break. Her
attractive hubby, like Daddy and her sisters,
has a studio start.
To date this remarkable father has outdistanced his daughters in the screen sprint.
That's really as it should be if you are sentimental like I am and remember his marvelous stage record. Yet Hollywood is a
place where recognition depends wholly on
ability. Fred Stone has had to click
present
on
his current competence alone.
he's
about. him,
us handicap
go studious
even
had you
a tremendo
His girls
When
have a fresh loveliness, as well as skill. Producers have been tough on fathers. Many a
gray-haired mother has been a dramatic
pivot, but good old,
middle-aged, homely
dad was thoroughly forgotten until Mr.
father in ly"Alice
Hepburn
Stone, ascharacter
ized's this
Adams,"
universal beunloved type. The patient, well-meaningspent
sophisticate whose years have been
family.
working for security' and happiness for his
With one part Fred Stone went across
Immediately he was prowith a bang.
nounced star material. Special stories are
being programmed because lie's introduced
something original— "Pop appeal!"
month'sn
d from
He hadtripjust
in thea Souther
Big Bear,
to returne
location

I

California mountains. There he'd been
fathering Sylvia Sidney in "The Trail of
the Lonesome Pine." In person I found
him
quite as I for
anticipated.
Certainly
he's
no
handsome
honors,
but runner-up
that occasionalthetwinkle
in his
still
bright
betrays a ginger
can't
resist. blue
He eyes
is, incidentally,
veryyoumodest.
Not until you get his confidence do you
realize what an amazing person he is.
Conquering Hollywood at sixty-two is an
unprecedented accomplishment, but his life
has been loaded with achievements.
Although he may be a new name to filmgoers,one he
is exceedingly
well-known
anyfamiliar
with the theatre.
He hasto been
professionally active since he was a mere
nine years old! A circus stopped in a
Kansas village and he disported himself so
impressively as an acrobat that he was invited to join up as a tight-rope walker.
Which he did! Eventually he got to
Broadway, and topped there for more than
thirty years. He has starred in many of
the most popular musicals, and his acrobatic dancing, songs, and genius for- funmaking have greatly distinguished him.
But he has none of those "hammy" actor
traits. He's because
never been
touched
the
artificialities,
his tastes
are by
simple
and his ideals high. Nor do those hits of
the bvgone era weigh importantly on his
mind. He lives completely in today.
He gave the company a thrill at Big
Bear with a bctween-scenes experiment. A
wagon wheel, in which the spokes were
nearly all nil. intrigued him. So he folded
himself inside and went rolling down a
hill
Sidney
Fondalickety-split.
ran 10 hisSylvia
rescue,
but and
the Henry
child
[Continued on page GS]
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Thermometer

Adolphe Menjou is simply superb— he
plays a gum-chewing fight promoter and is
too comical for words. Lionel Stander, the
man with the deep voice, is the sparring
partner who is none too bright, and Helen
Mack, who shows she knows a thing or two
about
comedy
herself,is issimply
Harold's
sister. as
Verree
Teasdale
elegant
Menjou's wife and wise-cracking fight follower, and many an actress could take
lessons from her in reading lines. William
Gargan is the champion and Dorothy Wilson is the little manicurist sweetheart of
Harold's who shares his deep devotion to
Agnes,
his delivery
daffy
over Agnes.
As you nag.
know,You'll
every gotragedy
except death (Menjou was reported dead
several times) happened to the cast of this
picture while it was in production, and
so all the more credit to Harold Lloyd, Director Leo McCarey, and the cast for turning out a smash-hit picture.
WOMAN

TRAP

Rating: 500—Paramount
A New "Bad Man"—

MODERN TIMES
Rating: 99 And
44/1000—
Laugh!See Yourself
CHAPLIN writes his own story and he
acts the main part (his own Paulette
Goddard does most of the rest). He directs
and produces and does it all perfectly. He
is older, but turns a corner on one
leg with the same perfection of humor. He
will make $2,000,000 from this picture and
deserves it. No one has a better right
to point out the greatness of individualism
than Chaplin. His ridicule of our honest,
dumb, quantity-production worker is the
subject of The Final Fling (page 82).
THE MILKY WAY
Rating: 920— Grade A— Paramount
HAROLD
LLOYD'S
newest ofpicture
the funniest
farce comedy
this cen-is
tury, or of any other century you care to
mention,
you'llbefore.
laugh and
laugh
you never and
laughed
Harold
playslikea
timid and slightly goofy milkman who has
perfected an amazingly efficient knee action
stvle of ducking punches.

HERE'S
with aa crook
bit of picture
mystery,that's
a bitdifferent,
of romance, and a bit of comedy thrown in.
It's not colossal, but it's satisfying. The
picture is about a young reporter (George
Murphy) who is sent by a Los Angeles
newspaper to investigate a mysterious murder "below the border."
On his* way to Mexico Murphy picks up
Gertrude Michael,
one of those society girl
aviators, whose plane has come down in
Mexican waters, and she is so fascinated by
the adventure that she insists upon trailing
along. Thanks to her they immediately
fall afoul of Sidney Blackmer's murderous
gang of jewel thieves, and she is held for
kidnap ransom in the desert.
Akim Tamiroff plays a garrulous and
delightful Mexican bandit, who sees Black mer commit the murder and immediately
cuts himself in on the jewels and also the
kidnap ransom— but in the end he is revealed as a Mexican G-man, and what a
grand surprise. Mr. Tamiroff, it seems, has
been around Hollywood for quite some
time but never has he had such a swell
chance to show his prowess. He makes a
much
"Bad
than Blinn,
either and
Leo
Carrillobetter
or the
lateMan''
Holbrook
methinks
you'll
seeing him
aroundinquite
a bit after
his hepersonal
triumph
this
picture.

Praise should also go to Sidney Blackmer
who can play a nasty crook with conviction. Roscoe Karns, Bradley Page and Ed
Brophy are the other bad boys. The desert
photography
excellent,
you've
never been tois Mexico,
afterandthisif picture
you'll
have
a
very
good
idea
what
it
looks
like.
COLLEEN
Rating: 700— Oakie and Blondell— Warners
T"\ICK POWELL and Ruby Keeler are
teamed together .again in this musical
de luxe which has its moments— but the
moments are all for Jack Oakie and Joan
Blondell. The story's about a pseudo big
business man, Hugh Herbert to be sure,
who suffers
from arrested mental development. He falls
prey to the goo goo eyes
of gold-digging Joan Blondell who puts
nuts on Itsie Bitsie candies, and a couple
of artful antics out of Joanie and he buys
her a dress shop.
Joan Blondell and Jack Oakie simply go
on a comedian's holiday and take everything in sight— as long as they are allowed
on the screen. The high of the picture is
when she and Jack sing "A Boulevardjer
from the Bronx" and do a dance specialty
that is a magnificent take-off on Rogers
and Astaire. This alone is worth the price
of the admission. The gal has been treated
so badly in her pictures of late that it
was just like "discovering" Joan Blondell
over again— and don't think the preview
audience didn't.
TOUGH GUY
Rating: 7o°-A Kid Show— M-G-M
THE kids will go into hysterics over this,
J- and don't let them miss it. The stoi\'s
about Jackie Cooper who runs away from
home because his father doesn't want him
to keep his pet dog, Rin-Tin-Tin. Jr.
Jackie and the dog get mixed up with
a gang of stick-up men and in an attempted escape they ate held In the gang
leader (Joseph Calleia) in his effort to
escape the G-man html. Jackie and Calleia
become first rale pals and when the rest
of the
gang tryCalleia
to hijack
to collect a reward,
noes the
out kid
to retrieve
him. Jackie.
Calleia and Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr..
make
a swell
[Contiteam.
nued on page 58]
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NEXT TIME WE LOVE
Rating: 890— Beautiful
Universal Love Story—

y" has MarYesterda
"Onlygiven
NOT since
such a poignantly
garet Sullavan
l
ance,
and once
beautifu and real perform
more we'll just have to become rabid Sullavan fans. The story's about a struggling
New York reporter and a young college
girl who rush impetuously into matrimony
because they love each other so.
It sort of pries into the human heart,
and women will love it. James Stewart,
new to Hollywood, plays his first important
part in this
the career
reporterhusband
torn picture,
between andloveas and
he
gives an outstanding performance. Also
excellent is Ray Milland, as the rich friend
of the young couple, who hides his love for
Margaret for nine years. Good bits are
contributed by Robert McWade, Anna DeMetrio, and little Ronnie Cosby.
DESIRE
Rating: 88°— Public Glamour Girl
Number 1— Paramount
WHATEVER you have to say about
Dietrich she is still the most glamorous of the glamour girls, and in this picture she is, if possible, even more glamorous
and beautiful than ever. "Desire" is high
comedy with a gay, laughable beginning
and ending, but some place there in the
middle the regeneration of a lost soul
's) sets in and things get a little
(Dietrich
dull
and Marlene
gets an awful lot of

close-ups, but she's so beautiful in them
that you too
really
comedy
much.can't object to the loss of
The story tells how a simply devastating
woman thief steals a pearl necklace valued
at more than two million francs right from
under the pudgy nose of the most famous
jeweler in Paris. This sequence is the high
spot in the picture, with Ernest Cossart, as
the jeweler, and Alan Mowbray, as the
duped psychiatrist reaching a new high in
comedy. Fleeing from France and the
French authorities Marlene meets up with
Gary Cooper, a Detroit automobile man,
on a two weeks' vacation in Spain and
ready for romance.
When the custom inspectors go through
her luggage Marlene drops the pearls in
Gary'sthen
pocket
from
on itwithout
becomes hisherknowledge,
task to get and
the
necklace back, using all her womanly wiles.
And, of course, she eventually falls seriously
in love with this romantic, upright American and has to confess to him that she is
a thief. One of the best performances in
the picture is given by John Halliday as
her suave accomplice, and very effective
bits are played by Alim Tamiroff, as a
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representative of the Spanish police, and
ZefHe Tilbury as Aunt Olga, a fellow crook.
The picture is quite sophisticated and sexy
at times— and not for little kiddies. It's
by far the best Dietrich picture since
"Morocco."
DANCING FEET
Rating: 400— Ten Easy Lessons— Republic
JOAN MARSH is determined to make her
own living and launches herself on a
dancing career which is well seasoned with
foot-baths. Romance with Eddie Nugent
grows out of an unpaid hotel bill. After
several unsuccessful attempts to go on the
air,
Ben School
Lyon promotes
Tap
Dancing
of the Air,Dr.andCassidy's
pretty soon
you get the idea that the whole world is
tap dancing.
THE VOICE OF BUGLE ANN
Rating: 85 "-Swell Dor. Story— M-G-M
A SIMPLE, human interest story, about
dogs and darned good American folks
in the Ozark mountains, that is so sincere
and sympathetic that it fairly warms the
cockles of the heart. Bugle Ann has the
most beautiful voice of any dog in the
world, according to Lionel Barrymore, a
mountaineer whose one great love is for
his dogs, and when Dudley Digges, a nasty
dog-hating neighbor, threatens to kill
Bugle Ann Mr. Barrymore shoots him, and
is sentenced to twenty years in prison.
Ann isn'thears
killed
1 isBut
cell Bugle
Mr. Barrymore
her and
voicefrom
far
away
the hills.whoDigges'
daughter,
Maureenin O'SulIivan,
is in love
with
Barrymore's son, Eric Linden, wins a
pardon for the old man, and then Bugle
Ann has a daughter with a remarkable
voice, and everyone is happy. Mr. Barrymore gives one of his stand-out performances as the simple mountaineer and his
little talk to the court on the faithful
friendship of dogs had the preview
audience blubbering like babies. No doglover should miss this, and aren't we all?
LOVE ON A BET
Rating: 82 "—Good Comedy— RKO
GENE RAYMOND plays a rich meatpacker's nephew who wants to be a
stage producer and loaths the idea of
becoming a meat-packer. He wagers his
old man that he can start from Central
Park, New York, in his BVDs and hitchhike his way to Los Angeles, arriving in
ten days, in a good suit of clothes, with
one hundred dollars in his pocket, and
a girl friend. If he wins he gets $15,000 to
produce his show, but if he loses he must
become a meat-packer.

Love
brake. Erring Romeos think long and hard
before exposing themselves to a divorce
which will strip them of half their possessions, and the femme stars also ponder
deeply on the provision before shelving a
husband for a sleek gigolo. A poke in the
"poke" deters even the hardiest sinner. As
1 say, this law permits a certain latitude of
abuse, but in the majority of cases, it is
an assurance of justice.
Weigh all the pros and cons of the marriage situation in Hollywood and you come
to certain definite conclusions: (1), that
California's liberal divorce laws do stimulate divorces, as does the accessibility of
Mexico to the south, and Reno to the
northwest; (2), that the blaze of publicity
to which every Coast marriage is subjected

Screen

And The Leading
[Continued from page 23]

Well, Gene and his BVDs set out near
the swanky Central Park Casino in one of
the funniest scenes ever written, and he
quickly promotes himself a suit of evening
clothes much too large. The rest of the
picture is concerned with his trip to
California.
He meets up with an attractive girl,
Wendy Barrie, and her acidulous aunt,
Helen Broderick, who are driving to Los
Angeles on a shoe-string so that Wendy
can marry a rich and dull young man who
is on his way to China. Adventure and
romance set in and it's a lot of good, clean
uproarious
fun.
Helen Broderick,
as Aunt Charlotte, is
really something to write home about, and
when she wins the cider drinking contest
it's just too funny for words. What the
movie erick.
industry
moreis Helen
Brod-as
William needs
Collier,is Sr.,
excellent
the uncle, and Eddie Gribbon and Morgan
Wallace do well by a couple of escaped
convicts. You mustn't miss hearing Eddie
call Miss Broderick "Toots."
IT HAD TO HAPPEN
Rating: 850— Georgie's Best— Twentieth
Century-Fox
HERE'S
Raft's
best day.
part He
and plays
best
pictureGeorge
in many
a long
a real he-man
with and
his "pal,
Carrillo,
sets sail who,
from Italy
arrivesLeoin
America expecting to find streets of gold.
But, alas and alack, America isn't like that,
so the two husky immigrants get themselves aditch-digging job.
Through a plot twist George meets the
mayor and gets a political job. He is
straightway launched on a political career
which carries him right to the top in less
than five vears. He does not go in for graft
and chiseling, and he is interested in helping his own people— in fact the rich are
just so much scum to him until he meets
Rosalind Russell, society woman and wife
of the big banker, Alan Dinehart. Dinehart
diverted
depositors'
Georgehas has
to gethishim,
and he funds,
gets theso
wife, too. If only there were more honest
politicians like Georgie. The picture moves
and teems with action.
BRIDES

ARE LIKE THAT

Rating: 8o°— Home
Warnerson the Range—
HERE'S
unpretentious
little
domestic
comedyan that
is so full of
laughs
and
good clean fun that it will probably be one
of the big hits of the year. The preview
audience simply laughed themselves silly
over it. Ross Alexander plays a golf-playing-college-graduate. Anita Louise and
Joseph Cawthorne are featured.

Ladies

is an emotional hazard; (3), that the peril
to marriage is doubled and tripled because
either husband or wife spurts to fame, and
leaves the other lagging behind. Yet after
compiling all of these negatives, you must
return to the record which shows that
Hollywood
also permits
Barry-a
more to remain
married aforLionel
28 years,
Thomas Meighan to preserve his marriage
vows for thirty years, a George Arliss to
reach his golden anniversary.
My advice to the flicker colony is succinct: "Take yourself less seriously." In
every divorce
attention, eitherwhich
husbandhas orcome
wife tohasmytaken
himself or herself so seriously that the
grievances have grown out of all proportion. Jean Harlow, for instance, excited

international mirth when she stepped into
court and asked for a divorce from Hal
Rosson, been use he prevented her from
sleeping by reading books in bed. If either
of these two had a lively sense of humor,
they'dto never
taken such which
an asinine
pica
court, have
but Hollywood,
pays
highhumor
pricesin forits screen
of
private humor,
life. lacks a sense
Let these cinema chickadees re-fertilize
their senses of humor and sanity will return. From the smallest to the biggest, they
take themselves too seriously. This, I think,
is the biggest single factor in the divorce
situation. The marriages that have lasted
the longest
Hollywood
seasoned with in
humor,
leavenedhavewithbeenloyalty
and garnished with love.

Silver

Screen

Recent Peaks In Pictures
[Continued from page 55]
loaned
Universal
for "Show
He can him
now tostretch
his vocal
chords Boat."
all he
likes without fear of being assaulted by a
Marx.
A scene I shall never forget if I live to
be a hundred, and I definitely hope I
won't, was the love scene of Cecilia Parker
and Eric Linden in "Ah, Wilderness," that
magnificent picture which so beautifully
combined the comedy and tragedy of
adolescence. Little Cecilia Parker was uplifting and as inspiring as anything these
old eyes have ever seen, and they have seen
Helen Hayes in "Dear Brutus." There
was something mystical and magical about
Cecilia's
thatplaying
kept you
making
you
think thatMuriel
she was
yourself
as a little girl. And of course Eric Linden's
scene, where his father is trying to explain
sex to him, won great praise for that young
man and definitely established him as
Hollywood's
most didtalented
juvenile.
Of course Eric
some young
good dramatic
work for R-K-O several years ago, then
he left Hollywood for a year and Hollywood naturally completely forgot him, so
'Ah, Wilderness" was his "come-back" picture, and come back he did with a bang.
Both kids have good Metro contracts.
In "A Tale of Two Cities" and in "Ceiling Zero" actress
Isabel Jewell
proves emotional
herself a
charming
with great
power. Except for her brief scene in
"Evelyn
Prentice,"
which very
was few
not saw,
a popular picture
and which
no
one realized that Isabel was an emotional
actress. Wise-cracking telephone operator
parts were considered plenty good enough
for her, and she and Metro parted company. She went to New York, and then
back to Hollywood again and no one
seemed to care what happened to Isabel
Jewell except Isabel Jewell. Then she was
given the part of the little seamstress who
rides hand in hand with Ronnie Colman
to the guillotine in "A Tale of Two Cities"
—a very tiny part, and not until the last
reel of the picture— but Isabel did it so
well that her stark little scene in the prison
received enthusiastic applause from the
preview audience, and the next morning
everyone was saying, "Was that really
Isabel
was. Jewell playing the seamstress?" It
It was also Isabel who played Stu Erwin's
wife in Warner's excellent picture "Ceiling
Zero," actly
andwhat she
Mr. Jimmy
exshe told
thought
of him Cagney
when her
Stu was killed in a plane accident all because of irresponsible Jimmy. That scene
also received tremendous preview applause.
And Metro was beginning to wonder if
perhaps
theydropped
hadn't made
grievousAserror
when they
Miss aJewell.
we
go to press I hear that Isabel's test for
Lotus
in "The
Earth"(andis by
far the
best the
studio Good
has had
practically
everyone in Hollywood has been tested for
thatbe part,
Good Earth"
is going
to
one as
of "The
those pictures)
and that
she
will very likely be cast for the part. Metro
droppeth,
taketh back— with
much betterbut
rolesMetro
and contracts.
And my, my, where would we be withcomedy?
I'd star
be infor the
thankoutyour
lucky
Freddoldrums.
MacMurray.So
Of course folks began to take notice of
Paramount's
sat
on
the benchMr.in MacMurray
front of thewhen
New heYork
library with his shoes off, and ate pop-corn
with Claudette Colbert in "The Gilded
Lily." He looked promising, but after all
it was definitely Claudette's picture, and
no one except Paramount was much concerned about Fred MacMurray. Then
along came "Hands Across the Table," with
that opening shot of Fred playing hop
scotch down the hotel corridor, and I, like

Luise Rainer was told that she should have bodyguards
to protect her from kidnappers.
"What do I need bodyguards for?" she protested.
"There are always three or four agents hanging around
millions of other dames, simply went into
hysterical ecstasies over Fred MacMurray.
He has a flare for comedy that's hard
to beathilarious
and youthan
couldn't
ask forwith
anything
me!"his scenes
more
Lombard in "Hands Across the Table" and
Colbert in "The Bride Comes Home." But
it was that hotel linoleum that really
started MacMurray on his future, with a
hop, skip and a jump. That scene and
the scene where he pretends to telephone
his fiancee from Bermuda, with Carole
breaking in every second as the Bermuda
operator, are quite the most delightfully
funny scenes we've had this fiscal year.
You'll be seeing Fred next with Sylvia Sidney in "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," in
technicolor— and you may be quite sure he's
the fair-haired boy of the Paramount lot.
Of course Errol Flynn is the big sensational find of the year— an easy, charming,
graceful Irishman, with one of the most
pleasing
you've
heard.
The
studiovoices
has two
epics ever
in mind
for him,
"The Charge of the Light Brigade" and
"Robin Hood"— with production starting
on the former immediately. I can hardly
wait for his Robin Hood.
I suppose if we must be technical Nelson
Eddy was "discovered" long before last
August, but as a lot of us didn't get to see
"Naughty Marietta" until late summer, or
maybe we were seeing it the fifth time by
then, I might just as well claim Nelson's
scene in the governor's ball room, where
he
"Sweet Mystery
to Jean-of
nettesings
MacDonald,
one of oftheLife"
big peaks
the movie year. Of course the studio knew
they had something there in Eddy (though
he had been hanging around for a long
time) until
but they
just heard
what they
had
fifty didn't
millionknow
women
him
sing "Sweet Mystery of Life" not once, but
aquickly
dozen became
times, one
and of"Naughty
Marietta"
the big box
office
attractions of the year. If you think another studio will get a chance at Mr. Eddy
you're crazy. Metro has attended to all
that. After "Rose-Marie"— and if you
haven't heard him sing that "Indian Love
Call" you haven't heard anything yet—
Nelson Eddy went on a concert tour which
will take him over the entire country
almost. Then back to Hollywood, and
more pictures, thank goodness.
John Arlcdge's scene in "Shipmates Forever,"
has to leave
because he where
hasheflunked
out onAnnapolis
Ids exams,
was so sincerely and emotionally acted by

Johnny that RKO immediately put him
on
long-term
And inParamount
tooka one
look at contract.
Tom Brown,
the scene
where he has unknowingly killed Sir Guy
Standing and goes to pieces in "Annapolis
Farewell," and put him on a long-term
contract.
Franchot
studioof kept
him andin
white
tie andTone's
tails most
the time
never gave the poor guy a chance to act.
But Paramount borrowed him for "The
Lives of the Bengal Lancers" and he gave
such a grand performance that his home
studio gave him the third most important
part in "Mutiny on the Bounty," and dead
indeed is your soul if you did not thrill
to his speech before the big shots of the
British Navy. But, unfortunately, Franchot's reward for this magnificent bit of
acting was one of the dullest parts of the
year in a very dull picture called "Exclusive Story." Eddie Quillan was another
actor who rose to sublime heights in "Mutiny
Bounty"
and whoseevery
performance onwasthe
praised
by practically
critic
in
the
country—
but
so
far
nothing
good
has come of it.
Luise Rainer gets tight (in a nice way,
of course) with William Powell in "Escapade," in one of scenes,
those Blue
old
world restaurant
and Danube
immediately
half a nation goes mad about her, and
with one picture to her credit she now gets
equal star billing with Powell and Myrna
Loy
in "Theon Great
Ziegfeld."
are
two schools
Rainer:
those whoThere
say she
is too coy and those who will shout you
down that she isn't. I belong to the first
school, it seems, so I can't get horribly excited over her. IfforyouRosalind
don't mind
I'll who
save
my enthusiasms
Russell
dished up an extra dose ol sleeping potion
for Mr. William Powell in "Rendezvous,"
in one of the gayest comedy scenes I have
ever enjoyed— in fact hot performance
throughout the entire picture made me
feel
much
happier.
I'mandall I lor
Russell
becoming
a star,
thinkRosalind
Metro
has that in mind too.
And don't forget Charles Laughton reciting Lincoln's Address at Gettysburg in
"Ruggles
of Red Gap,"
which to
scene
am
reliably informed
has much
do Iwith
his getting the coveted role of Mr. Cliips
in Oh.
"Goodbye,
I could Mr.
keepChips."
this up all night, but
I am sure that by now you must have
cinema
slipping.
grasped isthe
idea that I don't think the
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had

Eyes

tjoua never again tane a
harsh, quick- acting cathartic!

Ralph Bellamy, returning from Palm Springs the other day, was
stopped
thumber. by a hitch-hiker. "Got a radio in your car?" asked the
Bellamy said no, to be dismissed with the remark: "Wal, I guess
I'll wait for a car with a radio in it — there's a program I like
to listen to every day at this hour."

{Continued of
from the
page 51)
The "Voice
Peepul"
excellent picture from start to finish in all
"Yes, they did," replied her companion,
obviously taken back, "first thing you know
of its phases. Some of the success of "The
Singing Fool" may be accounted for by they'll
be playing
'Hamlet'
And the
woman just
smiled.as a tragedy."
the fact that it was one of the first alltalking,
all-singingis pictures.
Yet with all this, "A Midsummer Night's
Entertainment
the main function of Dream"
healthythan
run a onsatisfying
Broadway andenjoyed
is doinga more
Historical
films
without
the
lightening
business
in
the
provinces.
In
this
case it
pictures.
effect of dramatic license are usually stuffy seems to be "name magic" which is drawand loquacious— boring to the point of
ing the crowds into the theatres. The pubtears. Truth may be stranger than fiction,
lic is interested in anything new and unWhen we say that Ex-Lax is a correctly timed but it is often very tiresome. But the
usual on the part of its favorites. No one
laxative, this is what we mean: Ex-Lax takes public has shown in the past two years
can retain a reputation for culture and
from 6 to 8 hours to act. You take one or two that it has nothing against costume pic- pan Shakespeare. Many instances could be
of the tablets when you go to bed. You sleep
cited to show that the "Voice of the Peotures; they are okay if well and interestingly made.
through the night . . . undisturbed! In the
ple" is quite ofindependent
is notlearned.
under
the control
the critics, and
however
The
recent
excursion
into
Shakespeare
morning, Ex-Lax takes effect. And its action
Going
as
far
back
as
December,
1932,
I find
is thorough, yet so gentle and mild you hardly has many of us rubbing our eyes, particuthat
John
S.
Cohen,
Jr.,
said
in
the
coland
"Romeo
larly with the prospect of
know you've taken a laxative.
umns of the New York Sun: " 'A Farewell
Juliet" just around the corner, and with,
to
Arms'
shows
that
the
heart
and
head
of
No stomach pains. No "upset" feeling. No emHollywood are exactly in the right place.
favorites to follow. "A
perhaps, other
barrassment during the day. Ex-Lax is easy to Midsummer
Night's Dream" was a little It is a fine talkie." This seemed to be the
take — it tastes just like delicious chocolate. too much for most of us. "Romeo and
its general opinion of the critics everywhere,
turnof out
shouldmore
Juliet" have
Good for all ages
actors
the better
qualitysince
of the yet when the voice of the people had had
Shakeits say "A Farewell to Arms" went down
Ex-Lax is equally good for grown-ups and chil- traditional Shakespearean player. hard
to in history as a financial and artistic flop.
to read and
speare isnotably
dren .. . for every member of the family. It is cast and
should hard
never be attempted by
May, of
1935,
Informer"
came to
used by more people than any other laxative in actors unversed in the ways of the theatre.
theInscreens
the "The
nation.
For scintillating
brilliance
of
dialogue
and
performance;
for
the world. Next time you need a laxative ask Miss
Shearer should prove a happy excepvisual satisfaction and emotional appeal
tion to the rule.
your druggist for a box of Ex-Lax. And refuse
nothing finer was produced during 1935.
substitutes. Ex-Lax costs only 10c — unless
Of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" the The critics, almost to a man, saw a new
you want the big family size, and that's 25c. London Times said: "It is too much to
era in picture
production.
Of New
"The York
Informer" Eileen Creelman
in the
an adequate performance of ShakeWhen Nature forgets — remember expect speare's plays in the films." The London
Sun
said:
"Worthy
of
all
the
praise
it
is
Morning Post said it was marred by touches
bound
to
have
lavished
upon
it."
"A
film
of "Teutonic coarseness." Vet London
that for grim power and a sense of reality
paid, I understand, five dollars a seat at has hardly a precedent on the American
film. At its New York
this
of
EX-LAX
premier
the
the opinion
of Edwin
MelTHE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE premiere opinions varied but many of the screen"
vin in thewasBoston
Transcript.
In theF. Dailv
who
Johnson
Melvin
with
agreed
News,
New
York,
Kate
Cameron
called
it
critics
------TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE! ■
said: "For Max Reinhardt the spectacle, "the most powerful picture released in New
(Paste
postcard") S-46
not the play, is the thing-too bad wc
York this vear." "A film of major greatEx-Lax,
Inc., this
P. O.onBoxa penny
170
couldn't have the spectacle without the
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ness" said Howard Barnes in the Heraldactors." Shortly thereafter, another critic, Tribune. "One of the few films which
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
havwas
,
Transcript
Boston
the
in
writing
Name
must be
seen"NewwasYork
Regina
Crewe's Bland
comment in the
American.
ing difficulty deciding whether it was
Address.
Johancson in the New York Daily Mirror
Shakespeare, Reinhardt or Mendelssohn.
was bewildered. I overtheonepublic
Even heard
City. . . .
.Age.
woman say on leaving the called it "As exciting and stirring as it is
distinguished." And in the World-Tele(If yon
live
in
Canada,
write
Ex-Lax,
Ltd.
theatre:
736 Notre Dame St. \V., Montreal)
gram. William Bochnel said it was "as fine
"Isn't it too silly. They played that as
a picture as you will ^see this year." All
a comedy."
Youfigure
don't this
need out.
to beWhen
a professor
of physiology
to
you take
a harsh,
quick-acting cathartic that races through your
alimentary tract in a couple of hours, you're
shocking your system.
Unassimilated food is rushed through your
intestines. Valuable fluids are drained away.
The delicate membranes become irritated. And
you have stomach pains.
What a timed laxative means:
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DRAMATIZE

THEIR

with

Hollywood

TYPE

New

Make

- Up

In Hollywood, screen stars know that the secret of
charm lies in make-up that dramatizes their individual type.
That is why they use color harmony powder, rouge and lipstick,
created by Max Factor, Hollywood make-up genius, who discovered the blend of colors that dramatize every type.
Would you like to share this make-up secret with famous
stars, and use powder, rouge and lipstick that not only give you
loveliness, but highlight your individuality as well ? You can ...
Max Factor now creates make-up for you, as well as screen stars.
Are you a Redhead like Anne Shirley?
Vivacious Anne Shirley dramatizes the youthful charm of her
typewithMaxFactor'sRachellePowder,FlameRouge andFlame
Lipstick. Instantly, the subtle blend of harmonized colors individualize her from all others, make her interesting, appealing.
Or Blonde like Betty Grable?
Being a blue-eyed blonde, with fair complexion, Betty Grable
dramatizes her type with Max Factor's Rachelle Powder, Blondeen Rouge and Vermilion Lipstick. The minute her make-up
is applied, it emphasizes the romantic beauty of her type, makes
her exquisite, lovely.
Or a Brownette like Margaret Callahan?
Margaret Callahan has the poised, gracious type of loveliness.
She accents these desirable qualities with Max Factor's Brunette
Powder, Carmine Rouge and Carmine Lipstick.
Atyour favorite store, there is a color harmony powder.rouge
and lipstick for every type of blonde, brunette, brownette, redhead. Discover how lovely you can be, how interesting your
type is, by using your color harmony make-up as screen stars do.
Max Factor's Powder, one dollar;
Max Factor's Rouge, fifty cents ;Max
Factor's
one dollar.Super -Indelible Lipstick,

Margaret Callahan IN RKO's "muss 'em up"
Betty Grable in rko's "follow the fleet"
Anne Shirley in rko's "chatterbox"
Rouges
Powd er
The
harmonized
colors in
You too, like screen stars,
Lipstick
can give your skin youthful Max Factor's Rouge will Max ibleFactor's
Lipstick
willSuper-Indelkeep your
smooth, young.you Being
your cheeks an exqui- lips
radiance
Max Factor's
moisture-proof,
may
Powder. with
Satin-smooth
and give site
youthful
glow,
soit will
natural
and
lifelike
that
clinging
; alluring
in itsUsed
col- appear to beyourown lovely applyit to the inner as well
or harmony
shade.
as rhe outer surface of the
exclusively, its purity will coloring.
Creamy-smooth,
lips giving
blends easily,
evenly, and even
keep
your skin fine textured itlasts
color. them
Lasts aasperfectly
long as
and young.
for hours.
you wish.

Max ^aclor * Hollywood
society make-up: Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmony
Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK IN YOUR
Vm, Light __ n
Crr.rny
Mtdmm
□□□
Ruddy
S>ll°w
Frcrldcd □□□
Olive
OilySKINa NormtlI *r, D11

COLOR□ HARMONY,
Blue
EYES
HAIR
G.»y
□□
Orrrn
H*«*1
Brown DD BROWNETTE
BLx-k
Ughi.-O
Dirk--D
BRUNETTE
D»rk._D
DLONDl1
D.rk _ _□ Ligh«__a
Light.
.a
Ditk..D
LASHES,Co]*.i
Ught a Light.REDHEAD
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AGE
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this praise from the men and women closest
to the industry didn't mean a thing when
the public decided against this picture. It
was one of the most disappointing pictures
of the year financially.
Here is the mysterious voice of the people,sionstheare answer
final. of that jury whose deciIn the newly released book, "Movies on
Trial," Seymour Stern, editor of Experimental Cinema, appears not too impressed
with that sublime classic, "David Copper"This embarrassingly over-rated film,"
says Mr. Stern, "was neither fish nor fowl;
itfield."
was only middling Dickens and it was
decidedly
poorthecinema."
Aside from
fact that many judges of
Dickens have been equally sure that this
picture is good Dickens, the astounding
success
of "David
Copperfield"
office seems
to indicate
that at
it the
was boxnot
"embarrassingly over-rated" so far as the
public is concerned. As to its being "poor
cinema,"
public dollars
renderedto adate.
verdict in
excess of the
a million
A check-up reveals the interesting fact
that for the month of February, 1935,
"David Copperfield" was the unqualified
box-office champion while, for the entire
year's record, it ranks second in the list.
In deciding what it wants the public
doesn't in the least mind making monkeys
of wise men who are supposed to be its
betters.
Another picture which is piling up
smiles in the box-office and profits for the
producer is the recently released "Magnificent Obsession." Personally I thought
it a grand picture, yet I have read dozens
of reviews and most of them have been
unfavorable. Thornton Delehanty in the
New York Post called it "A picture that
would have been long at half the length."
Regina Crewe said in the New York American: "It is Miss Dunne, and in a negative
character, who will hold you throughout
duration."
the itfilm's
hours ofsaid
dragging
Athecritic
in Cincinnati
was a "routine
picture, dull and slow, interesting because
of the young Metro hopeful, Robert Taylor." Another critic in Des Moines called
it "cheap and shoddy." It is too early to
say what
the run
picture
do for
tion of its
but, will
so far,
it the
has durabeen
playing to capacity business, piling up new
scores in the box-office and winning the
stamptainoffashion.
the public's approval in no uncerIt is a strange business. Producers, authors, directors, actors— all the cogs in a
great machine pour into the making of a
picture a part of themselves. Critics are
called in for a private screening to gage
their reactions; the picture is then shown
under the least auspicious conditions to a
preview audience in some small out of the
way house. Perhaps the results are indicative ofwhat may be expected when the
film
"takes
to the toroadsuit"—perhaps
Often it is re-edited
the needsnot.of
that audience, but who can tell how it will
be received by other audiences.
According to William J. Perlman, of the
Cinema Research Bureau in Hollywood, a
recent estimate places the average weekly
moving picture attendance in the United
States at approximately seventy million,
each with a mind of its own.
Good pictures fail . . . poor pictures
succeed! How can you tell what the majority vote of preference will be? Critics
may voice opinions in the newspapers but
the public makes its opinions felt at the
place where they count— at the box-office.
When a critic is good (or lucky) twothirds of his reviews are bull's-eyes; so his
opinions are valuable to those who read
i and depend on him. But often a good
I story from the viewpoint of the critic will
I not even gross production expenses while

a picture, which to the reviewer has appeared downright bad, will be taken up by
the public and borne to an unprecedented
success.
In more or less this fashion did "Imitation of Life" attain a vogue. Dozens of
critics agreed that it was a "cheerful orgy
of pathos with no great originality of direction." Scores of others felt that the
New York Times' criticism was justified . . .
that "despite the sincerity of John M.
Stahl's direction, he scarcely managed to
conceal the shallowness of the play's ideas,
the commonplace nature of its emotions,
nor the rubber stamp quality of its writing." Despite this I have yet to talk with
athink
single
non-critical
observer
whoperfectly
didn't
"Imitation
of Life"
was "a
swell picture" and the cross country boxoffice check-up bears them out.
The same type of criticism fell on "Mrs.
Wiggsout of
the Cabbage
which,brought
withthe benefit
of a Patch,"
name cast,
the customers flocking to the theatre and
chalked
new records,
earning a place
with
the upchampions
for 1935.
A foreign
"The Scarlet
was
anotherfilm,picture
which Pimpernel,"
the critics
joined hands in condemning, and it was
another on which the public placed its
approval.
The "Scarlet list.
Pimpernel" also
made the championship
Something of the same thing can be said
of
"It Happened
One Night,"
Motion
Picture Academy
of last
Arts year's
and
Science Award winner. Few of the critics
were particularly
enthusiastic just
in their
reviews. It was, apparently,
another
program picture. Yet a diligent search
through Variety, in the files of the New
York Public Library, yielded the informationnered
that more
"Itthan
Happened
Onedollars
Night"in gara million
the
first three months after its release.
"Flying Down to Rio" is another picture
on which the critics and Variety went haywire. New York critics labeled it "movieish and silly," "foolish and unbelievable,"
"important only because it has Fred Astaire
in it," etc. Variety said "this picture is
not destined to do big things." It was,
they
continued,
"too shyif and
story
to rate
much above,
any,slow
the onnormal
deadline." Yet "Flying Down to Rio" is
one of the all-time best sellers in pictures.
Greta Garbo is one of the stars who can
always be relied upon to win the approval
of the public. Her unusual and compellingsuccesses.
personalityThis
make isher
pictures
incredible
proven
by the
fact
that although she has had consistently bad
stories for several years she is still the
Divine Bernhardt of the screen. Her
"Queen Christina" was knocked because of
its
story throughout
the land,Some
but Garbo's
performance
was praised.
papers

Wide Worli
Mae West in the shadow of Jim
Timony at the boxing matches
in Los Angeles.
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neglected to even give the picture a review.
Denver and Omaha definitely went thumbs
down on the film, voicing a loud disapproval in box-office receipts. In London
Garbo
"Christina"
smash
business,andsixty
thousand played
dollars toand
no
stage show on its first showing, and the
total gross was sufficient to put it on the
list of champions in the check-up for 1935.
The wants of the public rule the movies,
but unfortunately, public taste is as variable as the weather. Also, unfortunately,
the glittering, brilliant, artistic picture
which Broadway heralds with great publicity will often be viewed with alarm in
Rockmart, Georgia. They may be sisters
under the skin but these smaller towns
usually like their cinema with a little more
of the tradition of the old time drama
which rewards the hero and punishes the
villain. To the public at large human interest is more important than actors. All
they are interested in is the entertainment
value of a picture and they do not give a
whoop how this phenomenon is brought
about. They seek realism as the predominant note, not poetry and romance, and
they
demand
the screen's
presentation offaithfulness
human life,in thought
and
feeling. The audience wants to be told a
good story; to be shown interesting people
doing interesting things.
"The great characters in drama are motivated byemotion rather than by reason,"
says Professor Hubbell and Beaty, "and
they represent fairly simple types. The
themes of great plays are usually simple
and they are often old. The audience
likes to see the old situations and types
of character reproduced with slight variation; it loves to laugh at jokes on all the
stock subjects, to weep over the same
pathetic situations."
This majority voice controls every phase
of every day life, it determines more than
the fate of movies. It is the barometer of
a nation's progress.
The voice of the people is indeed the
voice of Fate— ask Louis B. Mayer or
Darryl Zanuck.
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The SoTllusive Lady
[Continued from page 29]
and to watch the reactions and encouragement Merle gave her.
Despite her slight appearance, her vitality
is amazing. Joel once remarked to me,
"Her
remarkable
she saysvitality
or doesis isso done
with sucheverything
force it
is bound to compel attention. You have
to listen intently to anything she says."
She has less real beauty than many extra
girls but she has a sparkle that is far more
fascinating than mere physical beauty. One
of her mottoes is "Live Dangerously." Fear
of over-taxing her strength is never a deter ent—either inher work or anything she
wants to do in her private life.
Notwithstanding the intensity with which
she works, she has learned the trick of
relaxing and can fall asleep on the set
when she has as little as fifteen minutes
between shots.
The thoroughness with which she prepares for her roles is demonstrated by the
fact that, before she started work on
"Barbary Coast," she spent two hours a
day for weeks learning to manipulate a
roulette wheel and cards so she could make
the audience believe she could do it as
crookedly as it was clone in the days of
the old West, and still do it so skillfully
that they'd
detect
it. believe the customers wouldn't
When she made "The Richest Girl in the
World"liardshe
the world's
player had
coaching
her. champion bilHer intelligence is illustrated by her
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most popular girl in her set— with invitations,over
dances, and
galore.whenever
It's the
same story
and parties
over again,
a girl first discovers the secret of fascinating eyes.
Every day more girls are realizing how unneces ary itis to have dull, lifeless eyes. A
touch of Winx Mascara to the lashes gives
eyes the sparkle, the radiance, men love!
Winx Mascara makes the lashes appear
longer, softer, and more lustrous. It brings
out the natural beauty and charm of your
eyes. Try Winx today and see for yourself
how quickly it enlivens your whole appearance, how its emollient oils keep your
lashes luxuriantly soft at all times.
Winx Mascara is offered in black, brown
and blue— and in three
convenient forms —
Creamy, Cake and
Liquid. All are harmless,
easy to apply, smudgeproof, water-proof, and
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feeling as she approaches an unpleasant
part: "I have never been worried that the
public would confuse me, as a person, with
the characters I have played on the screen.
I have never hesitated about playing unsympathetic roles— as long as they were
good
roles. never been able to understand
"I have
the attitude of fans who rush around with
a flaming sword, attacking anyone who
said anything at variance with their preconceived impression of a star— an impression gained solely from watching her on
the screen.
"No player lives his life on the screen.
Yet, knowing that cinema audiences identify screen personalities with their real
lives, many stars demand sympathetic roles
merely for that reason. I have little sympathy with this ridiculous attitude.
"I am sure the thinking public does not
believe simply because she portrays a sexy
girl on the screen that Jean Harlow, in
the privacy of her home, spends her time
on a sofa with a bottle of gin in one hand
and the head of a male star in the other.
Or that Janet Gaynor, just because she
plays goody-two-shoes'
parts inClaus.
movies, still
believes
in storks and Santa
"Would you accuse me of being a golddigger
real life because,
in 'Becky
Sharp,'as
I used ineverybody
who crossed
my path
a means to an end? Surely no one would
be so foolish as to assume that Becky
Sharp and Miriam Hopkins were one and
the same person!
"Actors are merely players. They submerge their own personalities— or should—
into those created by the author. Perhaps
it is because in these days villains are not
so black nor heroes so spotlessly pure it is
possible to make them more human and,
consequently, more easily confused with
real people.
"Most people are like Becky— good and
bad. Among my own circle of friends there
are very, very few who are either wholly
admirable
whollyis detestable—
glad of it. orThere
bad in theand
best I'mof

The

a keen
of humor. She tells
us She
and hasgood
in thesense
worst."
that when she first went to New York to
break into theatricals she heard they were
casting for the chorus of the first "Music
Box Revue." She marched up to the dance
director and said, "Mr. Hassard Short told
meTheto man
see you
job."
was about
a triflea amazed.
He merely
said,
"I
am
Hassard
Short!"
There was another time when she was
scheduled to do a picture with Clark
Gable. The studio called for love-making
tests. She and Clark were introduced and
immediately fell into heavy clinches all
over the room. When it was over Gable
stood up, bowed politely and said, "Good"Goodbye,"
Miriam responded, and they
Miss Hopkins."
have bye,
never
seen each other from that day
to this.
Her powers of fascination are intangible
but potent. At the house-warming the
Elliott Nugents gave, Miriam was attired
in a pair of pleated shorts and a middy
blouse. She was surrounded by men. Most
of the other women were dressed within
an inch of their lives. They played bridge
with each other.
Society is the breath of life to her. She
goes out very little while she is on a picture but between pictures— whether she is
in Hollywood or at her home in New York
—she is in the centre of all sorts of social
activities. Usually she is surrounded bv
authors, artists (in any branch of endeavor)
and critics.
She is one of the most generous people
imaginable. Her home, her swimming
pool, tennis court, garden and ice-box are
open to her friends whether she is there
or not. But she cannot abide bores and
She . . . Nuts! I've told you practically
everything I know of Miriam and I still
haven't shown her to you as she is. You
prigs.
can'tcanputdescribe
her into
more than
you
the words
sparkle any
of champagne.
She's Miriam Hopkins— The Illusive Lad\.

Search For The Right Part
[Continued from page 33]

never been so enthusiastic over anything
before and if Mr. Goldwyn or Mr. Korda
won't star me in 'Lola Montez' why I'll
myself." by the life and
too, was itfascinated
justI, produce
adventures of the glamorous Lola Montez,
and I think it would be a grand picture
for Merle
and I hope
we aren't
going to
have
any trouble
with Mr.
Goldwyn.
But I was definitely going to have
trouble with Miriam Hopkins. Miriam
and I have had sort of a secret understanding ever since Broadway that she is not to
aid or abet me in any way in my nefarious
career as a fan writer. If it's fun I want,
a hearty laugh, or a cup of tea Miriam is
right there to give it to me— so after all I
suppose I shouldn't expect a paragraph in
a fan mag too. "Never," said Miriam, but
emphatically, when I asked her if she read
books trying to find a part that would give
her a marvelous
opportunity.
hatethree
fiction. Iwas married
to a writer"I for
years and I had to read everything he wrote
and discuss plots, plots, plots morning,
noon and night. He wrote so many novels
he finally had to get the names of his
characters out of the Cornell Year Book.
I like to read verse because it has no plot.
(It was Miriam who entertained Gertrude
Stein on her last visit to Hollywood, and
now I see what the girls had in common,
for one could never accuse Gertie of sheltering aplot.) The best book I have read
this winter is Walter Duranty's '1 Write

As I Please'— but don't you dare say that I
was
part other
in it!" asWell,
and looking
I glaredforat a each
usualMiriam
for a
few moments, and then she suggested a
glass of sherry and a laugh in her dressing
room and all was forgiven.
When I arrived on the Myrna Loy set I
was reminded of a cartoon out of the New
Yorker of several years ago. Remember the
one of the man and the girl in a passionate clinch, and the girl suddenly remarks, "Have you read any good books
lately?" Well, Myrna and Bob Montgomare co-starring
now, eryand
Myrna playsinthe"Petticoat
beautiful Fever"
young
aviatrix who gets lost in her plane, somewhere in the frozen north, and drops in on
a virile and handsome young government
radio man who hasn't seen a white woman
in years and years, and he gets one whiff
of Myrna 's Parisian perfume and simply
goes off his head— and feet too. (Sh-h-h
—don't tell the censors, you'll spoil the
fun.) But somehow or other Myrna and
Bob didn't seem to be the least annoyed
when I popped up with "Have you read
any good
I
don't
think books
screen lately?"
kisses are (Personally,
real.)
Myrna assured me that she hadn't read
anything
Grimm's
was about since
to give
her a Fairy
HopkinsTales,
glareandandI
not settle for a glass of sherry this time,
when she finally broke down and confessed
that she would have given a year's salary
to play Velvel in "National Velvet." "Para-

Silver
mount owns it, why don't you ask to be
loaned out?" I suggested, always the helpful one. "Velvet," said Myrna, giving me
the icy look, "was fifteen years old. I'm
not. And not by any stretch of the imagination."
Myrna read Dashiel Hammett's "The
Thin Man" one night and said to herself
that that would be a perfect part for her
but, of course, things like that never happened to her. But, as you well know, she
got the part. Of recent fiction she has
enjoyed
"Vein
Iron"
by Ellen
Glasgow
but thinks
it aof far
better
part for
Ann
Harding than herself. The part she wants
most of all to play is the role played by
Jane Cowl in Robert Sherwood's "Road
to Rome." She thinks that the most fascinating play she has ever read and she'd
like most awfully to do the part in a picture—but of course it would have to be
cleaned up somewhat first.
In the Metro commissary, which is just
about to yield to the ax and civilization, I
found Una Merkel and Madge Evans having afternoon tea. Una and Madge are
what publishers dream of— they actually
buy books— and I imagine read more than
any other players in Hollywood. "Have
you read any good books lately?" I started
off and got my glares all ready, for I can
usually count on smart talk from those
two, but I had the surprise of my life,
Madge went serious on me. m
"There are two parts I would give most
anything to play," Madge said quite, quite
seriously, "Jenny in Victoria Lincoln's
'February Hill'— wasn't that a charming
book?— and Cissy in Sinclair Lewis' 'It Can't
Happen Here.' But it can't happen here
to me," she said rather morosely, as who
wouldn't be when one is young and pretty
and can act and gets such lemons as "Exclusive Story." Well, all I've got to say is
that talents
if Madge
worthy
her
soondoesn't
I will get
havea topart
speak
rudelyof
to the "front office."
Una entered into the spirit of the occasion, thank goodness, and got all excited
over "Dia Mala" for Garbo, and "Butterfield 8" for Jean Harlow, and the famous
"Saint" stories for Robert Donat. "And
how'se
it seemsabout
thatyourself?"
Una hadI suggested.
just read Well,
Eric
Hatch's "Irene, the Stubborn Girl" in
Liberty (it probably will be put in book
form under another title) and she thought
the girl who was "teched in the head"
would be a splendid part for her. Another
part she would like to play is Pearl, the
night club hostess with a big heart, in
"The Case Against Mrs. Ames," the Arthur
Somers ent.Roche
detective
story Colbert
that's differUna thinks
Claudette
and
Clark Gable would be grand for the leads,
and that Pearl would be a good break
for her.
Claudette I found later that afternoon
having fun with a French accent over at
Twentieth Century on the "Under Two
Flags" set. She plays Cigarette, you know,
in Ouida's famous novel which is going to
be 1936,
Twentieth's
colossal
production
of
and for super
the first
time speaks
with
an accent in a picture, and you can be
darned sure Miss Colbert's French accent is
quite authentic.
Claudette likes comedies, she knows she
owes a lot to "It Happened One Night,"
"The Gilded Lily" and "The Bride Comes
Home," a and
she doesn'tShemind
at all
beingto
called
comedienne.
has no
desire
play Hamlet BUT she does want to get
away from comedies for just a few minutes.
She wants to do one of the old novels, or
else a costume picture, and with that in
view she has been reading like mad. But
it's a case of "read 'em and weep." She
read "Alice Adams" and wanted the part
most awfully, but Katy Hepburn got it.
Then she set her heart on "Mary of Scotland" and the most disappointed movie
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same story over and over again, whenever
a girl first discovers the secret of fascinating eyes.
Every day more girls are realizing how unneces ary itis to have dull, lifeless eyes. A
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eyes the sparkle, the radiance, men love!
Winx Mascara makes the lashes appear
longer, softer, and more lustrous. It brings
out the natural beauty and charm of your
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feeling as she approaches an unpleasant
part: "I have never been worried that the
public would confuse me, as a person, with
the characters I have played on the screen.
I have never hesitated about playing unsympathetic roles— as long as they were
good
roles. never been able to understand
"I have
the attitude of fans who rush around with
a flaming sword, attacking anyone who
said anything at variance with their preconceived impression of a star— an impression gained solely from watching her on
the screen.
"No player lives his life on the screen.
Yet, knowing that cinema audiences identify screen personalities with their real
lives, many stars demand sympathetic roles
merely for that reason. I have little sympathy with this ridiculous attitude.
"I am sure the thinking public does not
believe simply because she portrays a sexy
girl on the screen that Jean Harlow, in
the privacy of her home, spends her time
on a sofa with a bottle of gin in one hand
and the head of a male star in the other.
Or that Janet Gaynor, just because she
plays goody-two-shoes'
parts inGlaus.
movies, still
believes
in storks and Santa
"Would you accuse me of being a golddigger
real life because,
in 'Becky
Sharp,'as
I used ineverybody
who crossed
my path
a means to an end? Surely no one would
be so foolish as to assume that Becky
Sharp and Miriam Hopkins were one and
the same person!
"Actors are merely players. They submerge theircreated
own personalities—
or should—
into those
by the author.
Perhaps
it is because in these days villains are not
so black nor heroes so spotlessly pure it is
possible to make them more human and,
consequently,
more easily confused with
real people.
"Most people are like Becky— good and
bad. Among my own circle of friends there
are very, very few who are either wholly
admirable
whollyis detestable—
glad of it. orThere
bad in the and
best I'mof

The

a keen
of humor. She tells
us She
and hasgood
in thesense
worst."
that when she first went to New York to
break into theatricals she heard they were
casting for the chorus of the first "Music
Box Revue." She marched up to the dance
director and said, "Mr. Hassard Short told
meTheto man
see you
job."
was about
a triflea amazed.
He merely
said,
"I
am
Hassard
Short!"
There was another time when she was
scheduled to do a picture with Clark
Gable. The studio called for love-making
tests. She and Clark were introduced and
immediately fell into heavy clinches all
over the room. When it was over Gable
stood up, bowed politely and said, "Good"Goodbye,"
Miriam responded, and they
Miss Hopkins."
have bye,
never
seen each other from that day
to this.
Her powers of fascination are intangible
but potent. At the house-warming the
Elliott Nugents gave, Miriam was attired
in a pair of pleated shorts and a middv
blouse. She was surrounded by men. Most
of the other women were dressed within
an inch of their lives. They played bridge
with each other.
Society is the breath of life to her. She
goes out -\ery little while she is on a picture but between pictures— whether she is
in Hollywood or at her home in New York
—she is in the centre of all sorts of social
activities. Usually she is surrounded by
authors, artists (in any branch of endeavor)
and critics.
She is one of the most generous people
imaginable. Her home, her swimming
pool, tennis court, garden and ice-box are
open to her friends whether she is there
or not. But she cannot abide bores and
She . . . Nuts! I've told you practically
everything I know of Miriam and I still
haven't shown her to you as she is. You
prigs.
can't put her into words any more than
you can describe the sparkle of champagne.
She's Miriam Hopkins— The Illusive Lady.

Search For The Right Part
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never been so enthusiastic over anything
before and if Mr. Goldwyn or Mr. Korda
won't star me in 'Lola Montez' why I'll
myself." by the life and
I, produce
too, was itfascinated
just
adventures of the glamorous Lola Montez,
and I think it would be a grand picture
for Merle and I hope we aren't going to
have any trouble with Mr. Goldwyn.
But I was definitely going to have
trouble with Miriam Hopkins. Miriam
and I have had sort of a secret understanding ever since Broadway that she is not to
aid or abet me in any way in my nefarious
career as a fan writer. If it's fun I want,
a hearty laugh, or a cup of tea Miriam is
right there to give it to me— so after all I
suppose I shouldn't expect a paragraph in
a fan mag too. "Never," said Miriam, but
o
UJTNX
emphatically, when I asked her if she read
books trying to find a part that would give
fichatethree
opportunity.
her a marvelous
tion. Iwas married
to a writer"I for
years and I had to read everything he wrote
If you find it more convenient, you may order a trial and discuss plots, plots, plots morning,
package of WINX direct. Send 10<» lo Ross Company, 243 noon and night. He wrote so many novels
West 17th Street, New York City. Check whether you wish he finally had to get the names of his
□ CAKE OT □ CREAMY grj.4 characters out of the Cornell Year Book.
O BLACK Or □ BROWN or □ BLUE
I like to read verse because it has no plot.
Name
(It was Miriam who entertained Gertrude
Stein on her last visit to Hollywood, and
Street
now I see what the girls had in common,
City
Stole
for one could never accuse Gertie of sheltering aplot.) The best book I have read
this wintei is Walter Duranty's 'I Write

As I Please'— but don't you dare say that I
was
part other
in it!" asWell,
and looking
I glaredforat a each
usualMiriam
for a
few moments, and then she suggested a
glass of sherry and a laugh in her dressing
room and all was forgiven.
When I arrived on the Myrna Loy set I
was reminded of a cartoon out of the New
Yorker of several years ago. Remember the
one of the man and the girl in a passionate clinch, and the girl suddenly remarks, "Have you read any good books
lately?" Well, Myrna and Bob Montgomare co-starring
now, eryand
Myrna playsinthe"Petticoat
beautiful Fever"
young
aviatrix who gets lost in her plane, somewhere in the frozen north, and drops in on
a virile and handsome young government
radio man who hasn't seen a white woman
in years and years, and he gets one whiff
of Myrna 's Parisian perfume and simplv
goes off his head— and feet too. (Sh-h-h
—don't tell the censors, you'll spoil the
fun.) But somehow or other Myrna and
Bob didn't seem to be the least annoyed
when I popped up with "Have you read
any
I
don't good
think books
screen lately?"
kisses are (Personally.
real.)
Myrna assured me that she hadn't read
anything
Grimm's
was about since
to give
Iter a Fairy
HopkinsTales,
glareandandI
not settle for a glass of sherry this time,
when she finally broke down and confessed
that she would have given a year's salary
to play Velvet in "National Velvet." "Para-

Silver
mount owns it, why don't you ask to be
loaned out?" I suggested, always the helpful one. "Velvet," said Myrna, giving me
the icy look, "was fifteen years old. I'm
not. And not by any stretch of the imagination."
Myrna read Dashiel Hammett's "The
Thin
Man"would
one be
night
and saidpartto for
herself
that that
a perfect
her
but, of course, things like that never happened to her. But, as you well know, she
got the part. Of recent fiction she has
enjoyed
"Vein
Iron"
by Ellen
Glasgow
but thinks
it aof far
better
part for
Ann
Harding than herself. The part she wants
most of all to play is the role played by
Jane Cowl in Robert Sherwood's "Road
to Rome." She thinks that the most fascinating play she has ever read and she'd
like most awfully to do the part in a picture—but of course it would have to be
cleaned up somewhat first.
In the Metro commissary, which is just
about to yield to the ax and civilization, I
found Una Merkel and Madge Evans having afternoon tea. Una and Madge are
what publishers dream of— they actually
buy books— and I imagine read more than
any other players in Hollywood. "Have
you
read gotanymygood
books
I started
off and
glares
all lately?"
ready, for
I can
usually count on smart talk from thone
two, but I had the surprise of my life,
Madge went serious on me. „
"There are two parts I would give most
anything to play," Madge said quite, quite
seriously, "Jenny in Victoria Lincoln's
'February Hill'— wasn't that a charming
book?— and Cissy in Sinclair Lewis' 'It Can't
Happen Here.' But it can't happen here
to me," she said rather morosely, as who
wouldn't be when one is young and pretty
and can act and gets such lemons as "Exclusive Story." Well, all I've got to say is
that talents
if Madge
worthy
her
soondoesn't
I will get
havea topartspeak
rudelyof
to the "front office."
Una entered into the spirit of the occasion, thank goodness, and got all excited
over "Dia Mala" for Garbo, and "Butterfield 8" for Jean Harlow, and the famous
"Saint" stories for Robert Donat. "And
how'se
it seemsabout
thatyourself?"
Una hadI suggested.
just read Well,
Eric
Hatch's "Irene, the Stubborn Girl" in
Liberty (it probably will be put in book
form under another title) and she thought
the girl who was "teched in the head"
would be a splendid part for her. Another
part she would like to play is Pearl, the
night club hostess with a big heart, in
"The Case Against Mrs. Ames," the Arthur
Somers ent.Roche
detective
story Colbert
that's differUna thinks
Claudette
and
Clark Gable would be grand for the leads,
and that Pearl would be a good break
for her.
Claudette I found later that afternoon
having fun with a French accent over at
Twentieth Century on the "Under Two
Flags" set. She plays Cigarette, you know,
in Ouida's famous novel which is going to
be 1936,
Twentieth's
colossal
production
o£
and for super
the first
time speaks
with
an accent in a picture, and you can be
darned sure Miss Colbert's French accent is
quite authentic.
Claudette likes comedies, she knows she
owes a lot to "It Happened One Night,"
"The Gilded Lily" and "The Bride Comes
Home," a and
she doesn'tShemind
at all
beingto
called
comedienne.
has no
desire
play Hamlet BUT she does want to get
away from comedies for just a few minutes.
She wants to do one of the old novels, or
else a costume picture, and with that in
view she has been reading like mad. But
it's a case of "read 'em and weep." She
read
and Hepburn
wanted thegotpartit.
most "Alice
awfully,Adams"
but Katy
Then she set her heart on "Mary of Scotland" and the most disappointed movie
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• You're at a movie. Look, there's a closeup of the star. What gorgeous hair ! Where
did she get it? Wishing-ring — or what?
The Soapless Oil Treatment! That's
what puts the highlights into so many
screen stars' hair. And Admiracion Soapless Shampoo Treatment, the new modern
olive oil preparation that mixes with
water, will do the same thing for you.
More than a shampoo, Admiracion is a
complete beauty treatment. It does things
the finest soaps cannot do. Cleanses to
perfection, requiring no special afterrinse. And by removing the film which
gives hair that dull drab look permits you
to recapture the beauty hidden beneath.
No dry brittleness after using — your
hair is pliant and manageable. And
radiant! Admiracion is guaranteed to add
richness and luster from the very first use.
Starbrighten your hair!
Toiletry counters U. S. and Canada

SOAPLESS SHAMPOO TREATMENT
SEND
10c FOR GENEROUS SAMPLE
Admiracion Laboratories, Inc., Harrison, N. J.
Olive Oil base for dry hair ( ) Pine Tar blend for oily hair ( ) 20c for both. ^
Name
- —
- ~~
Address _
SS4
© 1!>36 Admlraclom Laboratories. Inc.
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star I have ever seen was the day her
Is the Word for Carrie." She thinks that
the most charming and well written book
agent informed her that "Mary of Scotshe has read in months. And next to Carland" would be the next Hepburn picture.
rie she would like to play the Tallulah
She did her best to figure a part for herself
Bankhead role in "Dark Victory." But
out
of
Booth
Tarkington's
"Turmoil,"
and
the studio is still working on it, but withMerle Oberon has been given "Dark Vicout holding out much hope. For months
tory" as her next picture, and Paramount
thinks Carole too young for Carrie and is
she read and re-read Edith Wharton's "The
dickering
for Ruth Chatterton to star in
Old Maid," which is both costume and
"Valiant
Is
the Word for Carrie."
tragedy, asbutthesomehow
herself
Old Maid.she just couldn't see
So li'l missy Lombard very likely is
Then came the chance to play a part in doomed to a little dancing number called
a good old meller of a bygone day (she "Concertina" with Master Georgie Raft.
read "Under Two Flags" three years ago
Well, it looks like that if there isn't a
and decided then that if anyone ever went
Hepburn in your ointment there is always
to the trouble and expense of producing it, a Chatterton or an Oberon, and some davs
she would ask for the role of Cigarette)
you just can't get any place at all. Carole
and so, tossing aside a batch of lovely also
has a great desire to do "Marie
sophisticated comedies whipped up spe- Antoinette" on the screen and she has read
cially for her, Claudette now wanders over
almost everything written about the unfortunate French queen, but methinks that
deserts with Ronnie Colman, for better or
for worse.
the fly in that ointment looks mighty like
Carole Lombard's heart's desire in the
Norma Shearer. Well, that's the way it
way of a starring role is Carrie in "Valiant
Read
in Silver courtesies
Screen forthatMay,
Elizabeth
Wilson's
article
on
the sentimental
leading
men must
show charming
their leading
ladies.
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• Dashing, springlike Red
Poppy! Gay Red Geranium! Vibrant Red Coral! Red Raspberry
— and the new Terra Cotta-Light!
All the famous Helena Rubinstein
Red Lipsticks are blossoming out
with a smart LUSTRE !
To be completely smart, your
lipstick must give your lips the
dewy gleam of youth ... an alluring
lustre. And the ingredient which
gives this lustre is exclusive with
Helena Rubinstein.
So be sure the lipstick you choose
is by Helena Rubinstein. Every one
of her lipstick shades is a masterpiece. Lipsticks, 1.25, 1.00, .50 . . .
Rouges to harmonize
1.00.
Clinging, flattering Powders. 1.00.
that smart, dewy look
Achieve it with Helena Rubinstein
Town & Country Make-Up Film.
Ne w ! It gives the skin a smart dewiness and — what's more — it preserves the natural skin moisture!
Town & Country is wonderfully
flattering! In addition this biological beauty creation actually conceals blemishes. Your make-up
takes on added enchantment and
stays fresh for hours. 1.50.
Helena Rubinstein's beauty
preparations are available at her
salons and at smart stores.
Helena rubinstein
8 East 57th St., New York City
PARIS
LONDON
© lj>36. H. R.. INC.
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Flower Gardeners
[Continued from page 25]

No snail would dare intrude in Edna
May Oliver's trim little flower plot. She
knows every bug on her place and behaves
exactly like Aunt Betsy in "David Copperfield." For some reason this reminds me
of Bellamy's Weed. It seems Ralph was
proud of the flowers his gardener got under
way at his new Holmby Hills home. One
plant was accorded extraordinary care and
Ralph came to revere it. That is, until a
wise lady reporter abashed him after listening to his build-up about it. She told
him it was only a weed! One never fails
to inquire about
Mr. B.'s weed
encountering this gentleman.
And when
then one
runs like— heck.
There's nothing like having to teach
your gardener the facts of this game, and
Charlie Chan (nee Warner Oland) can
prove this. He employed Signor Danelo
Benedetti and even agreed to take his wife
on as a cook, in spite of the Olands already having a swell Norwegian in their
kitchen. It shortly appeared that the
signor was better as a model for Mrs.
Oland's painting. Mr. O. had to tutor
him assiduously in the difference between
geraniums and petunias. He has sixteen
species
and wants toin keep
'em.rivalry,
With two
cooks alternating
earnest
the
Oland table is cosmopolitan and how.
The comic Helen Broderick simplified
matters.
She'd lived break.
in big cities
her
recent Hollywood
She until
promptly
bought a home in the San Fernando Valley and instructed the landscaper to lay
out the front to suit himself. But the
backyard was to be hers to play with. She
doesn't care for spectacular flourishes, so to
date she's put in shasta daisies, marguerites,
and marigolds precisely as the spirit directs
her. Another
gal worse
who's luck
a panic,
Farrell,
is having
at herGlenda
new
homestead. She moved in gleefully, planted
a flock of hyacinths— red, blue, pink, while,
yellow were a few of the shades!— and then
Glenda made the worst discovery a flowerlover ever makes. Her land was just bad
and
bloomed soil
butbytothe
fadetruckloads.
away. She's
busilythey
importing
No one's dumber on the screen than
Hugh Herbert. But oh my, he isn't so
crazy when he's among his petals. He's a
whiz. Indeed, every da\ he isn't slaving
a 1 being sappy he's endeavoring to cross
lady slippers, a member of the orchid family, with chrysanthemums. II his noble

experiment
jells he's titling his creation
the chrysorchid.
You'd be surprised at how many stars
rent houses according to how they like the
gardens attached. Leslie Howard, for example, won't set foot on premises that
haven't artistic floral trimmings. Back in
England he grows such native things as
sweet William, Canterbury bells, and rosemary. (Ah, ducky— rosemary for remembrance! Or don't you go in for the
language of flowers?) In California Leslie
invariably casts his eyes about for a garden
where white predominates. Only buds of
this hue are allowed in the Howard drawing-room. Jan Kiepura selected the most
ornate garden he could find when the real
estate agents carted him about Beverlv.
Then he consented to glance at the edifice
that went with it. We artists!
When a player rises in the world the

Charles Laughton returning from
a vacation during which he grew
a moustache, a part of his make-up
for his next character — Cyrano de
Bergcrac.
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fashionable step now is to seek a bigger
flower spot. Anne Shirley lived in a plain
little apartment in the noisiest part of
Hollywood until this last winter when her
future was assured by a starring contract.
She had one tiny balcony where she tended
to a dozen flowering plants. But today
she's reveling in the sweet peas, pansies,
and marigolds she's had put in at the
house to which she's moved. Carnations
are her pet, though, and she keeps a fresh,
long-stemmed one in a silver vase in her
bedroom. Josephine Hutchinson okays the
carnation, too, quoting Shakespeare at me.
She vows he said, "The fairest flowers of
our season are our carnations."
All the same, Una Merkel would rather
have a rock garden where the hardiest
stalks zoom up triumphantly. To be less
flowery, Una gets a kick from cactus. Basil
is forheChinese
plants.
Being
aRathbone's
most politeyenactor,
hired two
secretaries
to assist him in replying to the fans who
deluged
with lettersthat
last hemonth.
He'd
informed him
a columnist
was dying
for a kumquat tree as the piece de resistance in his sunken garden. Neither
Basil
nor
realized that the Hollywoods are thefullscribe
of such.
Luise Rainer is determined to give
America the Garbo treatment. She won't
be interviewed.
But theshe
gal'sleftnot behind
so stony-in
hearted to the public
Vienna. The editor of a film journal there
asked her to send him flowers from her
garden in this country, so he could enclose
one in each copy of his spring edition.
Darned if she didn't go to all the bother
of picking, pressing, and mailing 'em! Left
practically flower-lorn, Luise has turned
water lily booster and now no other flower
ever crosses her doorstep. Great bowls
with the lilies afloat decorate her rooms.
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In a few weeks Grace Moore is departing
for a sojourn at her villa in Cannes, and
what is Gracie packing but a royal assortment of seeds! It appears she already has
many grape vines and plenty of fruit rampant on her estate by the sea, but henceforth she'll look at American flowers and
enjoy their fragrance, too. She personally
has made out the list of what she'll be
taking. It includes marigolds, orange cosmos, sweet peas, pinks, petunias, zinnias,
double dahlias, asters that won't wilt, and
California wild flowers. I'll bet the Riviera
will be a whole lot brighter.
When a feminine star steps into her
garden on a dewy March morning, to do
serious things, she never forgets her floppy
straw hat or her cotton glovelets from the
five-and-dime. Wally Ford is the only
man who's splurged for $35 boots, but the
high-heeled footwear he sports was actually
bought for a film role. And you forgive
him when you note that cheerful gap between his sweatshirt and pants. Wally 's
transplanted a hundred and eighty rosebushes so far this month. He's about to
tackle a mess of gladiolas.
I've told on our foremost, i.e. the
"planters." Here's a word on some of
those who are just climbing onto the band"pickers." Ann
Sothern
the urge andwagon—the
devoted
an entire
day felt
to
spading up the earth in her yard. She
planted and watered with zest. But even
while she was in the tub, cleaning up, her
pet puppies discovered a new place to play.
And when Ann came outside, her garden
had gone fooey. Since then she picks and
lets it go at that. Both Warner Baxter
and Bill Powell dally in their splendid
formal gardens. Jean Harlow's hilly front
yarda looks
as though
scattered
seed
in
whoopsy
manner. she'sInstead
of lawn
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letteve
from women all over the
country in every mail . . .
becausewe find that most
rfolastic wearers reduce
ire than 3 inches in ten days
. . . we know we are justified
in making YOU this amazing
offer. We are upheld by the
experience of not one but
thousands of women. The
statements reproduced here
are a few examples chosen
from their astonishing letters.
"A GIRDLE I LIKE "
"I never owned a girdle I liked so
much.MissAndEsther
I reduced
pounds."Calij.
Marshall26, Vallejo,

" REDUCED FROM 43
TO UlA INCHES ! '
"My
measured
inches hips
. . . now
they an43
only 34!/2 inches! I knov
the girdle is responsible fo:
myMissnotBiilie
getting
Br\an,tired."
La Grange, Ky.
"SMALLER AT ONCE "
"I immediately became 3
inchesMisssmaller
the hips."
Ouida inBrowne
Briarclifi Manor. H- T.
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it's a fragrant mass of flowering bushes.
But it was the gardener who was whoopsy.
However, Jean herself raises camelias in
her backyard hothouse. It's a camelia to
you if you click with this honey.
Trust Bette Davis to be extra friendly.
Her garden is right smack in front, for
every passerby to enjoy. She lives on a
principal Hollywood street and the oldfashioned New England flowers behind her
petite wicket fence are a refreshing sight.
Certainly you want to know which child
star
is most
fascinated
this Withers.
month's
hobby.
The award
goes by
to Jane
When she finished her first lead she was
presented with a completely furnished doll
penthouse. There were miniature window
boxes, and Jane found them large enough
to install real pansies and dwarf snapdragons. She waters her plants every
morning before breakfast, rakes the top
soil with a toy spade and rake each Sunday, and, since the Withers moved to a
hilltop home above Los Feliz Boulevard,
Jane has added a lawn with a sweetpea
border and a cacti circle in the middleto set off her prize possession. Cut-up, take
a bow!
In your next note to your secret cinema
sorrow, just follow up your suave compliments (before you progress to the request
for an autographed photo) with some juicy
tidbits on how to make a garden grow.
That'll bring out the true person behind
the pomp and the darling will probably
make you a pen-pal. There I go again,
always telling you how to get in good with
these movie stars. Yet why shouldn't you?
They're up to new tricks all the time and
they're more fun! But now I must beg off.
I can't afford not to stay in the Hollywood
swim, so I'm running out to plant petunias
in my patio. That'll slay Myrna Loy!
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■ You need not diet or deny
yourself the good things of
life. You need take no dangerous drugs or tiring exercises.
The excess fat is removed
solely of
by the
the new
massage-like
action
Perfolastic
material.
■ You appear inches smaller
the minute you step into your
Perfolastic, and then comfortably, quickly . . . without effort
on your part . . . you actually
reduce those spots where the
excess fat has accumulated.

12 INCHES
SMALLER
"I' HIPS
can'tpraise
your girdle
enough."
Miss hips
Z. Richardson.
Scot smaller."
[dale, Pa.
are ,12 inches
My
""Used
FROMto SIZE
42
TO
SIZE
wear size 42 dress 18"
and
now
wear
an
I eat everything.
Mrs. E. Faust, 18!Minneapolis,
Minn."

to

Owe

Their
" MASSAGES
Perfolastic I
'Massages like
magic.
a 30r
LIKE Wore
MAGIC"
Miss need
Kay Carroll,
soon
26!"
Xetu Yorka City.

"Reduced
Inches"
"My hips 9have
been
reduced 9 inches
without the slightdmm
Miss Jean Healy.
299 Pari; Ave. NTThe
from unsolicited letters
est diet."excerpts
herewith
are genuine and are quoted
with full permission of the writers.
Notary Public
Let us send sample of
material and FREE
illustrated booklet
giving description of
garments, details of 10day trial offer and amazers.
today
ing Mail
letterscoupon
from wearPERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 734, 41 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET
describing and illustrating the new
Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift Brassiere,
also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your
lO DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name
Address
City
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Half way dental care is simply gambling with your teeth. Even in youth,
soft spongy gums are the warning of
disaster ahead — lost teeth, dental ruin.
There is no excuse for taking this
chance. You can use a tooth paste
that whitens your teeth and Safeguards Your Gums at the same time.
Forhan's was perfected by a famous
dental surgeon for this Double protection.
Why quit half way in caring for
your teeth whenjobsForhan's
at the does
priceboth
of
• most ordinary tooth
pastes? Notice how
much better Forhan's
makes your whole
mouth feel right away.
You'll soon see its benefits, too— whiter teeth,
firmer gums. Begin using Forhan's today.
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SAYS
"YOU CAN REALLY LOOK

YEARS YOUNGER!"
Foremost Authority © Your face, not your birthday, tells your
on
Face
&t,e
Look young! This amazins new
Rejuvenate YOUTH
METHOD drops years from
your
apparent
age,
corrects
oily or dry skin, overcomes
wrinkles and fiabbiness.
10 DAY INTENSIVE TREATMENT Si
produces thrillingSend
results.
1936 Money
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todaySpecial
Check,
Order, C. offer.
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order, herand beauty
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Years Younger
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as You Grow Older".
EUNICE SKELLY, Salon of Eternal Youth
"Suite V.^Park Central, 56th St. & 7th Ave., N. Y.
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Make-Up News
[Continued from page 8]
instance, if Russet is your "tone key," you
use
the make-up
itemsshade
calledis "Russet."
This
the same
for alldoesn't
items. mean
But alltheharmonize
with
each
other and with your own coloring. Russet,
Paris Blend, Castilian and Champagne are
the names she has given to express the four
"tone keys." They're arranged to suit each
type from the dark, exotic siren to the girl
with delicate Dresden-china coloring. You
can try out your "matched make-up" with
an inexpensive trial set of the five harmonizing items.
When you put on your lipstick, start well
inside the lips and work out. Then smooth
it over with the tip of your little finger.
Press a cleansing tissue between your lips,
then against the upper and lower lip.
The art of "powdering to look un-powdered" is the contribution of Mello-glo,
who have invented what they call "modeling." There are two ways of doing it, but
we prefer the French technique. This is a

method of patting and pressing with Melloglo Soft-tone powder, and it gives the skin
a lovely fine finish. First you pat and press
the powder
forehead
from
the centerliberally
outward over
to theyour
hairline
and
temples. Then down between the brows.
Pat powder over your neck, upward from
the gown-line. Be especially careful to do
the under-chin and around the ears and
nape
of the
Nowfromthethecheeks—
downward
pat neck.
and press
templesa
to the under-chin. On the chin, use an
inward patting, blending into the underchin. Also treat the upper lip to a downward pat. Finally, the nose. Pat and press
on all surfaces. Then finish with a light,
circular and downward motion, blending
all the powdered sections together. Upward motions may accent the tiny down
on the upper lip and cheeks. To be
doublv sure of a soft, natural, complete
finish— brush off any excess with a powder
brush.

[Continued from page 56]
"A Danged Good Actor"
actors in the cast beat them to him.
He may be a novice in movieland, exactly
Nonchalantly he dazed one and all with, as they are, but he couldn't have triumphed
in the theatre without gaining much ap"That's nothin'. I used to do that every
plicable for
information.
night
on
Broadway!"
As
a
matter
of
fact,
In return
being treated as equals,
athletic stunts were indeed routine for him.
Because daughter Paula had a location
they keep his dates in order. They aren't
trip before he was sent on one, Mr. Stone
so
puzzled by Hollywood's amazing idiosyncrasies.
was as anxious as could be for such an
experience. He rented a cottage at Big
Quite the up-to-date, as well as wise
Bear so Mrs. Stone and the girls could
week-end with him. And he admits he parent, he's eager to sample all the grand
things
this toworld
has tosecond
offer.best.
But The
he's
had to dig out his woolen underwear to not
given
accepting
withstand the nippiness. This second as- secret of his record success has been nothing more complicated than Work, and lots
he's of it.
was in Technicolor
sharing hissignmentdiscoveries
about theandspecial
He considers easy short cuts fallacious routes. Deliver the goods and he
make-up with the Misses Stone.
"I'm not crazy to be a star out here," he
overlooked.
declared to me. "If I can keep busy in promises
He isn'tyou'll
afraidnotthebe hey-hey
laddies will
roles that are interesting I'll be satisfied.
They're too
either.
girls,
his
tempting
be
It's the girls I'm most ambitious for. I sold on the way they've been reared
think Hollywood is a wonderful spot for lured off on any foolish tangents. I tocamebe
us all. The thing that makes me happiest
away from Fred Stone with a swell feeling.
This dear old dad is not only arousing our
is He
our believes
being together."
men and women are meant
emotions on the screen. He's revived our
for vital,
stimulating
lives, andOften
that hea natrespect for honest-to-gosh home life.
ural mode is the smartest.
has
been buoyed up by his dependence on the
divine power available to those who search
their own hearts for strength to carry on.
Too, he has a passion for sports and has
excelled in most of them. The girls, practically from infancy, have been tutored in
outdoor fun.
"They're all different," he fondly exa splendid
tainer, if Iplained.
do "Dorothy
say sois myself.
Carol,enterthe
baby, is most inclined towards straight
studied
She's But
drama.coach.
finest
it waswith
PaulaNewwho York's
beat
me to the cameras. While I was waiting
and began."
right toout
she went
cast, under
to be she's
Now
contract
Warners.
These adored daughters aren't helterskelter. They've always had a real home.
the public
to please
raised
beenStone
They've
acting
has found
himself
because Mr.

a rich road to a full life. He's demonstrated
that the erratic and the tragic are avoidable trimmings. Mrs. Stone, who quit a
stage career of her own at marriage, was
out the evening I visited. I am certain she
must be exceptional, too.
Father's prestige isn't being capitalized
on by the girls, who're tackling Hollywood
has her agent to seindependently. Eachrelies
on her individual
cure jobs and each
abilities. Yet it was easy to detect that this
lather is the
understanding, encouraging
fount to which they all turn lor advice.

Young Doug Fairbanks, who once
was such a prominent figure in
Hollywood, has recently been
working in England, where he has
his own company. His first picture,
"The Amateur Gentleman," is soon
to be released.
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"A Natural"
[Continued from page 28]
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their audience without saying a blessed
word or acting all over the place. You understand?"
Apparently I looked as if I grasped his
meaning, for he went on
"Now if I followed that pattern I'd be
a perfect ham. If I studied my script and
said 'Ah!' for instance with well-rounded
effect as taught by the best schools of elocution, the result would be terrible. I have
to say it naturally, just as I'm talking with
you. I musn't worry about effects. I must
be simple and unaffected. And the best
way to be that is to read over my lines just
once before rehearsal and then go before
the camera and speak them just as any
ordinary person in normal life might speak
them. That's what I mean by being a
natural. Gary Cooper's in that class, too.
So is Franchot Tone. And yet both of
them have done outstanding work.
this,something
I reasoned that
that stood
I should
be "Knowing
able to do
out
above the rank and file of film roles, too.
I'd been working for almost four years on
the screen and I liked it. But I wasn't getting anywhere in particular. Living in
Hollywood
help but notice how
the trend Iofcouldn't
film characterizations
was
changing. The romantic heroes were taking a back seat consistently and sinister
characters were being glorified with all
the congratulatory trappings once conceded only to the upright and noble.
"It's true that most of these malevolent
characters had moments in which they
could show some decency, some instincts
that might be termed humanitarian. That
saved them. The public gloats over bad
men with streaks of gold in their craven
hearts. When I took those roles in 'Let
Havequite
It' and
No no
Mercy'
I'Emknew
well'Show
that Them
they had
redeeming moments. Somehow I didn't mind.
I said to myself, 'Bruce, if you handle
those roles properly, they'll be the making of you.' And they were."
He's darn right, they were! M-G-M has
already hesigned
him some
to a ofyear's
contract
which
dictated
his own
terms.in
One of the first of these is that he will not
play a succession of roles depicting defiant
men badly maladjusted to the life and
times in which they are living. He doesn't
mind being cast as an old meanie now
and then, of course, but he insists upon the
streak
of gold showing up somewhere in
the characterization.
In his first film under the M-G-M banner, "Robin Hood of Eldorado," Bruce reverts to the straight and narrow paths of
righteousness and fine instincts. In fact,
as he laughingly informed me, he is quite
a hero, with enough of the milk of human
kindness to last a long while. So much so
that he was not averse at all, when loaned
to Columbia for- "Don't Gamble With
Love," to playing a shrewd gambler who,
when hit below the
belt, decides to play
the game as it is not taught in school. He
also seemed tp be delighted with the fact
that, even though he played a so-called
heavy in this, the part was romantically
written-on the type of the Edward G.
Robinson roles-and he could dress like
a man of the world and have his hair
slicked back for a change, in magnificent
contrast to his get-up in his two "success
pictures."
M-G-M tells me that they have great
plans for Bruce Cabot. They are terribly
impressed with his heroic role in "Robin
Hood of Eldorado" as contrasted with his
insatiable villainy in "Let 'Em Have It"
and
"Show Them No Mercy," and feel
that with
his versatility they will have little difficulty casting him.
They are al-
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ready going ahead with plans for a story
called "Gram," in which they will have
him play
with theandillustrious
Madame along
Schumann-Heink
the popular
May
As Robson.
for Bruce himself, at the moment he
is not concerned so much with .his career
or his finances as he is with his love life.
For, as you may remember, Bruce fell in
love a few brief years ago with Adrienne
Ames— also of the films. And Adrienne,
being a tender hearted girl, reciprocated
the emotion. BUT there were complications! Adrienne was married to Stephen
Ames, a New York business man whose
millions were not to be sneezed at. But
love, as they say in the story books, conquered all. And soon Adrienne took a
trip to the divorce courts and returned triumphantly to the altar once again, this
time with tall, handsome Bruce Cabot, nee
Etienne Jacques du Bujac, as the lucky
bridegroom.
If this were a story book I could write
finis to the chapter, but it is not a fairy
tale even though it happened against the
background of Hollywood, which spells
fairyland to most of us bread and butter
workers. And it seems that Adrienne and
Bruce, now that they had been congratulated and publicized as the happiest love
match in the film capital, agreed to dis-

who's a fast worker
agree andofAdrienne,
no doubt
courts.that, paid another visit to the
divorce
BUTfinalthis
But, vorceand
decree awasbig not
andtime,
will the
not dibe
so until April. And this is where Bruce
enters the picture again. For he does not
want that decree to be final. That is why
the moNew York
a plane
he hopped
ment he heard
thatforAdrienne
stepped
off
the
ship
from
England,
where
she
hadworked in a film, and called her up on the
telephone
constantly
it's astopping,
wonder
the Hotel soPierre,
where that
he was
didn't object to their telephone wires being held up for so many hours at a stretch.
I ought to know, for I persistently held on
to the house phone downstairs for one
hour the morning I visited him, only to be
told with equal persistence that "Mr.
Cabotwhen
is still
talkingdidon gettheadmitted
other phone,"
and
I finally
to his
apartment he nonchalantly murmured, "I
'C'est lato Vie,'
I murmured with
my "ex-wife."
just talking
was"Well,
obvious relish and appreciation of the fact
that even though the Greeks boast about
always'
a wordbyforalways
it, thehaving
Frencha
go themhaving
one better
nice, tasty phrase for it, too. Which always makes things so much easier for us
interviewers. Or don't you think so?
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Wide World

Jimmy Gleason and his wife, Lucille, and their son,
Russell, standing outside the bus, filled with their
train on
guests, which escorted Boris Karloff to the
the occasion of his leaving Hollywood to make a
picture abroad.

It's The

That
Free Advice
[Continued
from Brings
page 31] The

Richard Barthelmcss. Ruth Chatterton,
Corine Griffith those
George Arliss andIt was
rather a disastrous
their own roles.
other hand,
procedure lor them. On thesorts
of oppoBene Davis had to buck all and practically
sition from her own studio
everybody she knew when she wanted to
Bondage."
girl into"Of
knows
play the
right. She
be Human
happened
Bette
can do, and that was her first
what she
chance to prove it.
Bin a lot of beefing goes on about parts

Gray Hairs"

"they" make the poor long-suffering actor
to hold tofast,
He is advised
play.
to
free-lance,
to breakto strike,
his contract,
go
to England
for
awhile,
to
make
fewer
pictures, or to make them as fast as he can
while his luck holds. God knows how he
ever makes a decision. His agent sa\s one
thing, his wife 01 his girl-friend says another, his masseur gives him a load of
what to do. ami his barber has the whole
thing
figured
on theandcorner
will also
workout.it The
out boys
for him.
the
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studio make-up man has an earful all
ready.
Jean Harlow walked out of her Howard
Hughes contract, early in the game, because she didn't want to continue in parts
like the girl in "Hell's Angels." She has
been playing them ever since— so what?
Bill Powell would have Philo Vanced himself into oblivion, if that had kept up
much longer. Either he took some good
advice or gave it to himself, and one "Thin
Man" make him a big, BIG star. He is
always stewing about investments and everybody, including his brother, advises him
—then Bill does just what he was going
to do all the time.
The Marx Brothers are so busy giving
each other advice they can hardly get any
work done. Bob Montgomery was deluged
with it before he went to Europe— where
to go, what to do, whom to meet, be sure
and see so-and-so. Finally he threw away
all his addresses and started from scratch
.and
counts.had a pretty good time, from all acJoe E. Brown is the pater familias adviser over at Warners'. He tells 'em to
behave and do as they're told and save
their money. Dick Powell and Pat Ellis
go to his school.
Jimmy Cagney says fight 'em and never
give 'em a break. Jean Muir is an outShe's
of Jimmy's
good breaks,
She gets advice.
water.
hot example
always in standing
too, if you have noticed. Jimmy is such a
remarkably grand gent I almost wish this
were a Cagney story so we could tell you
heart
has done
lad who
things'in that
neededto it,putandtheneeded
people
back
it badly . . . But what works for CagHe
everybody
worktheforcleanest
on earth,
guy else.
about
must neybedoesn't
he has lived in hot water so long. Cagney
takes advice from no one, and that's that.
It would take colossal presumption to walk
up to Jimmy and begin telling him how
to handle his affairs. I can't quite visualize the person who would be dumb enough
to do it. He handles 'em all right— a little
roughly sometimes, but he gets things
done.
A whole army of busy-bodies tried to
scare the voice out of Jeanette MacDonald.
Imagine! They told her not to stick to
a singing career, that no singing star ever
could make good, that she must vary her
roles, that the public would tire quickly
of a voice. What is your score? She almost weakened, perish the thought. She
took many a singing lesson with a heavy
heart, but she felt she was right and so
did her teacher who backed her up in it.
Jeanette has proved that a singing star
can have everything, and I hope all the
dim-wits who advised her to talk, which
anybody can do (and a lot of persons do
entirely too often), will have the grace to
blush.
Rosalind Russell says hordes of people
rushed up wringing their hands and advisto "go
Hollywood."
That ago.
was
whening hershenot first
arrived,
some months
So far, she has been too busy to find out
just what "going Hollywood" means. She
hopes to keep on being too busy, thank
you very much and hoping you are the
same. She says she has had enough advice
to run the Normandie over and back, single-handed, ifit could only be converted
into steam or whatever they use to run
boats. Anyway, something useful.
Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone are
a stalwart pair or they would be groggy
from taking it, pro and con. Don't marry,
do marry, and God-bless-you-my-children,
and of-course-it-can't-last.
All separations leave a big wide-open
spot for advice, and has Clark Gable been
taking it on the chin! You would think
people could draw the line somewhere and
let a man have a shred of privacy. No
stranger walks up to John Jones and tells

YES! DENTYNE IMPROVES YOUR TEETH. Dentists
know why Dentyne is such an aid to sounder, more beautiful
teeth. Because, they say, Dentyne's specially firm consistency
induces more vigorous chewing — gives your gums and mouth
tissues stimulating exercise and massage. It stimulates the salivary
glands, too, and promotes natural self-cleansing. Chew Dentyne
— make it a daily health habit — and see how it helps you to a
healthier mouth, and teeth more lustrous- white!
A "DIFFERENT" AND DELICIOUS FLAVOR! a tingling delight to your taste! A little spicy — a lasting flavor —
altogether refreshing and satisfying! The Dentyne package is
different, too — made conveniently flat in shape, to slip handily
into your pocket or handbag (an exclusive feature)
Keeps teeth white —
mouth healthy
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him how to run his married or his unmarried life.
isn't John
JonesStatue
and
his Liberty.
life
is But
aboutClark
as private
as the
of
Jean Harlow's new hair— I guess the girl
explained
that's Joan
why
she
had toherself
escape hoarse
for a and
vacation.
Crawford's mouth. There isn't an editor
in the country who hasn't taken a crack
at it, along with thousands of fans, wellwishers, busy-bodies, helpful Susies and
Johns. Joan put on a national campaign
with her lip-stick, and then suddenly everybody shut up about it. The fact is
Joan
cut down
her girls
lip-rouge.
Not ahasn't
bit. But
all theonother
have

'ilLLad ^Ldd 1lihjliI
THE woman with lovelv,
lustrous, well-kej)t hair can
face the world with assurance. Noth
much £>oise and confidence
as the certainty of perfect
grooming. Colorinse is the
ideal hair beauty treatment.
This harmless vegetable
coloring" compound rinses
youth and brightness into
your hair . . . gives it a
soft, shimmering, satin-like
' ^* age containpack~ sheen and leaves it soft,
10ingc2 rinsesforata all
5
and 10 cent stores.
yet manageable, too.

put on more, so Joan's doesn't look startlonger.
Dietrich's
setling
the anywhole
world,
she hadeyebrows
tons of upadvice. But eyebrow tweezers became part
of the equipment in every office, and if a
girl had a spare moment she could always
pluck out another hair. It became part
of the daily ritual, and if Dietrich ever lets
her eyebrows grow as nature intended,
time will hang heavy on many a girl's
hands.
Stu Erwin, one of the nicest young men
in pictures, gets a load of advice against
being too much of a home boy. They tell
him he's no Romeo, and to make up for
it he must get out and kick up his heels
in the Trocadero and be terribly gay. He
practically has to be pried loose from the
fireside, but now and then he gives in.
Any time you look settled and "happy and
serene it.in You
Hollywood
can't
stand
have to bethey
doingsimply
something
else, no matter what it is. Just something
different. And in a case like Stu's, it's a
pretty good chance for the adviser to horn
in and get invited. Very little unsolicited
advice is entirely innocent of a suspicious
motive.
When
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picture.
There's one thing Hollywood players are
pretty well agreed on. Advice is free— and
there is an old adage about being suspicious of something you get for nothing
Sometimes they remember it in time— often
they just chalk it up to experience.
A lot of them say they can take it or
leave
alone— the
hum" itlisteners
witholdtheexperienced
cultivated "umfaraway look, to
for plough
instance.their
But way
it's through,
the kids
who have
and God keep them. Very little of the free
advice ever will.

Romance Ran Out
[Continued from page 27]

Bob pondered this bitterly while he
shoved the car. That girl was getting in
his hair. With all her cuteness, her kind
heart and her good intentions, she was a
pest, a boll weevil, a corn borer, a plague
of Japanese beetles, a termite— a jinx. That
was it! Jinxy! The name suited her.
Do what he would, he couldn't shake off
Jinxy and he noted angrily they were still
"headed for London, Ohio. Why? Jinxy
had the thirty-five cents that would buy
them gas— provided she could remember
where
keeping.she had squirreled it away for safe
They neared a post that said State Line.
Bob shouted, "Hold it, Arthur." The car
out and walked
climbed
stopped.
across
the Jinxy
state line,
saluting the signpost
demurely. The Ford followed her, thus
diplomatically avoiding any imputation
thatesttheir
expedition was not of the highmoral tone.
Bob bent his aching back and exhorted
Arthur, "Come on now, give!" They gave
like congressmen at election time and still
the going got harder. From behind the
car
they offcouldn't
it, but
the Ford
ambled
a bend see
of the
concrete
and had
was
headed up a gentle rise, straight toward
a creek. Jinxy could have told them, but
Jinxy had been snubbed once too often for
offering advice.
The Ford landed in the middle of the
creek. Arthur saved his guitar. Bob barely saved himself from apoplexy. Jinxy
came up beaming, her lingers thrust into
the lining of her cute little jacket.
"I've got it "
"Got what?"
"The thirty-five cents. There was a hole
in my pocket."

Fan mothers are asking Jean Hersholt how to bring up their babies
since he played Dr. Dafoe in "The
Country Doctor," the quintuplets

Of

Gas

The farmer that came along looked like
something the government forgot to plow
under along with the other crops, but he
drove a husky team. Sure, he could get
the
crick.wrinkled,
And wasn'tgolden
that
niceFord
of out
him,of the
simple,
hearted growth of the soil that he was!
They thought
untildollars
he mentioned
would
cost themso two
and a half.it
Bob saw just one thing to do, work it
out andfactor do
quick, before
their benecame toit collect.
They hustled
into
the farmyard to do their daily Boy Scout.
Bob'sthose
eye neat
flew logs
to a into
woodpile.
split
all
kindling;He'd
it never
occurred to him that the neat logs were
the new fenceposts.
Jinxy found a pail of paint and started
on
der. the side of the barn, assisted by a ladWoodpiles and paint buckets were nothing in Arthur's life. He followed the
farmer's little
wife, white-haired
guitar in hand.
was hea
demure
womanShe and
suggested singing to her quaint folk songs
—or
like? old fashioned hymns, or what did she
"Torch songs, like the fellow on the
radio,'' said she. Beaming like a cherub
she forgot to feed the chickens and settled down for a long winter's nap.
The future looked about as sunny as
the inside of a cow when the farmer returned, towing the Ford behind his team.
He took one look at his new fence posts
and began looking for Bob. Bob was arguing violently with Jinxy, whom he caught
red handed at her painting. Both had
taken on a gory look because the paint
bucket thetwined
Then
farmeritself
saw around
his barn.Bob's shoe.
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It was Arthur who saved the day, Arthur
and his guitar. Arthur was discovered in
the kitchen, chair tipped back, feet on
the table, twanging chords.
"You young jackanapes," Pa observed.
"I'll have you arrested for illegal entry.
I'll run you till" you got legs like a dachshund. I'll
"You'll do nothing of the kind," said
Ma. Not harshly. Not raising her voice.
Just smiling and taking the roast turkey
out of the oven. "That young man's stayin' to dinner," said she, and the words
included the crooner's friends.
After dinner the scene was almost idyllic. Pa had his jug of applejack; Ma had
her torch singer; Arthur had his guitar
and the center of the stage; Bob had a
comfortingly tight feeling around the belt
and Jinxy had an idea.
At heart she was a good girl and friendly
as a stray pup. Mellowed by a square
meal she grew tender and optimistic again.
Arthur was singing "When You and I Were
Young parts
Maggie"of and
a languor
composed
of
equal
turkey
dressing
and the
milk of human kindness stole over them
all. To Jinxy it looked like a splendid
chance to make it all up with Bob. She
hadn't pulled any boners for at least
two hours, or hardly any, except that job
on the barn with the paint meant for the
new fence posts.
Bob sat by himself on the sofa and
Jinxy went and sat beside him. She felt
in the mood for a little tenderness, a little
recognition of herself as a rather charming
personality. She tried slipping her warm
little fingers ingratiatingly between Bob's.
Bob dozed, comatose like the python
after an extra large rabbit pie. He was
humming in harmony with Arthur. The
small fingers that touched his were soft and
pleasant to hold and he pressed them gently.
Jinxy smiled and swayed nearer, wonderwasn't startled
going to him.
like Bob
a lot.
Hering if she
movement
He found
he
holding
hand.he Hepreferred
pushed toit
awaywaswith
a lookJinxy's
that said
fondle a rattlesnake.
In London, Ohio, people didn't treat
Jinxy like that— especially young men. The
Van Ranesaleers were the best people in
town and Jinxy was used to queening it
over loyal subjects. And now a young
nobody named Bob McDonald didn't like
her! Jinxy liked puzzles and this standoffish young man from nowhere wasn't
going to be easy to solve.
She concentrated for the present on
wangling a tankful of gas out of the farmer
and encouraging Ma to pack a lunch for
them in Arthur's guitar case. It was raining when they started and the top of the
Ford had a hole in it. But Jinxy had a
slicker and she spread it out nicely over
the hole where it collected several gallons
of rain water, causing it to sag lower and
lower through the hole. Meantime they
were dry and snug and she could think of
some more helpful things to do for Bob.
By the time they reached the outskirts
of the town, of Fairview the rain was a
downpour. The slicker sagged closer to
their heads, bulging with the water it imprisoned. Darkness was coming.
Fairview had caught the dog racing craze.
The new dog track was just about ready
to open. Through a rain streaked windshield they spied an inviting little building, deserted and waiting to welcome them.
Bob halted the Ford. The overworked
slicker went blah with the jolt and the rain
Jinxy had patiently impounded all that
time poured down their necks. There was
nothing to do but streak it for the shelter
of the building.
A match showed lighting fixtures and
wiring, not yet finished. Bob began to
splice together the unfinished job and
Jinxy, always helpful, spied the light
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switch and turned it on. His hands twined
in hot wires, Bob glared through a sheet
of flame and something told her she had
done wrong.
They found they were in a dog house,
not the humble one room kennel that
used to stand near the kitchen steps, but
a dog house de luxe. It had running water
and unit heat and electric lights and rows
of cute little stalls, each with a dog
blanket and straw, each bearing the name
of its famous racer. They began settling
down to lead a dog's life.
Jinxy retired to a stall and began throwing out wet clothing for the delighted Arthur to drape over the steam radiator.
Bob thought about her while he smoked
and toasted, eyeing the array of intimate
little garments Arthur had spread to dry.
Undoubtedly she was a jinx. And he
didn't believe for a minute that Van Ranesaleer was her name. When first they met
she called herself Sally Brown. No, she
there was something
was a phoney. . But
about her . . that certain, indefinable
something . . .
He smiled and collected the name plates
off several stalls. They were made of
movable cardboard letters and by scrambling them he made out a plate for her
stall . . . JINXY. Well pleased with his
jest he put it in place.
Presently Jinxy wandered but. She was
wrapped in the dog blanket and looked
dreamily at the name Bob had put above
her door. Then she turned to gaze wonderingly at him.
It was a tingling moment for them both.
They stared and fireworks sizzled in their
hearts like more live wires.
The blanket
slippedtheagain
ffomyouthful
Jinxy's
shoulder,
disclosing
pretty
sculpturing. She moved toward him:
"Am I really a jinx?" she asked, softly.
His arms opened and she came into
them. She came closer with a happy sigh
and their lips met. She snuggled there,
starry eyed with delight until Bob thrust
her away. He was shaken more than she
knew and spoke firmly because he was
scared.
"Wait a minute, let's get this straight!
You don't know anything about me and I
don't know anything about you except that
right now you're wrapped in a blanket and
I've"What
got myelseshoes
off—"
matters?"
"Nothing, "if that's how you feel about
than that—"
more snatched
any heel,
if it means
but whirled
it,She
on her
up
her dry clothes and slammed into her stall.
Bob continued to orate, tangled up in the
sticky fly paper of his mingled emotions.
"You're a nice enough kid, but you're a
a dame she's
fall for position,
liability.
gonna be anWhen
asset./ Money,
influence—connections that'll help me get some
place in the world— even if I have to
marry a rich widow. You'd be a weight
around
neck.to Iftheyougrindstone,
think I'm slaving
gonna
keep mymy nose
for some dizzy dame and getting her outa
jams—"
,
• At this point Arthur refurrjed with news
the storm was oxer. But he was wrong.
It had only begun. Jinxy slammed out
of the dog house and Bob forbade pursuit. They were rid of her at last.
They were rid of something else, Bob
didn't reckon on. A kindly milk truck
driver happened along, saw the Ford and
didn't
if sheThe
asked her did!
and certainly
Jinxy She
tow.
Ford,want
witha
the
down
off
trundled
it,
steering
Jinxy
highway, headed again toward London.
Ohio.
architect and a graduate elecA graduate
trical engineer arrived in London, Ohio,
footsore, to discover their lost Ford sitting
lawn of the finest resion thedence inimposing
town. They presented themselves

at the door of the big house, met the butler
andMr.then
Jinxy's father.
Van metRanesaleer
had heard all about
them from Jinxy. Tactfully he welcomed
them in and tactfully offered each a job
with corporations he controlled. Arthur
and Bob accepted with smiles. Their luck
had turned at last.
Then Jinxy showed up to congratulate
them.
Bob's face went deep red. His spine
stiffened;
bristled
with Van
pride.
"Oh, I
see!
You hereally
are Miss
Ranesaleer
and you want to play Lady Bountiful
handing the poor boys a job on a platter.
Well, before I take that kind of a job, I'll
"Maybe
youmiffed
should,"
said Van Ranesaleer, a little
himself.
dig ditches."
go"Maybe
I will," Bob growled. "I'm certainly not going to have some dame throwing a thing like this up to me for the rest
of Jinxy's
my natural life."
was you
a tearful
"But
last night voice
you said
wanted wail,
somebody
"That was last night . . . I'm telling you
to help
now
I'm you!"
not going to go through lile dependent on my wife's
"And whatever
gavefamily—"
you the idea this
was
be your
Jinxy'sarsenic
voice
was tosweet,
but wife's
it wasfamily?"
filled with
and ground glass.
"You did," Bob growled, glaring at her.
Jinxy exploded. "Of all the pig-headed,
conceited— You're nothing but the fellow
who picked me up in New York . . . You're
a liability. When I marry a man he's got
to That
be an was
assettire
. . moment
."
Freddie Miller
chose to barge in. Freddie had heard over
the phone that Jinxy was home and he
hastened around to get in his dirty work.
For once Jinxy greeted him with a
smile she meant. "Mr. McDonald, this is
Freddiea look
Miller,
fiance,"
with
thatmysaid,
You she
askedannounced
for it!
Papa Van Ranesaleer was worried. Jinxy,
her pride roused, declared she would
marry Freddy. Now Freddy was all right
in
parent byknew
he his
couldway,buybutmenJinxy's
like Freddy
the where
gross.
Bob McDonald was another matter . . .
Bob looked as if he might be able to
pound a little sense into Sally's head. But
BobVanhadRanesaleer
vanished and
couldn't
be found.
talked
it over
with
Arthur, who seemed to have something beside torch songs inside his gothic skull.
"This may sound screwy," Arthur said,
"but what I say is work on Jinxy to marry
Freddy
right away,
quick—" want—"
"Marry
"I know him!
Bob. ButHe'sI don't
stiff necked as the
devil.
But
he
loves
her.
Right now
he's
got himself a job as a telephone
lineman
because he won't take help from you.
Just silly pride! Well, if he hears the
girl he loves is about to make a nose dive
he'll come running here like Young
Lochinvar." It didn't sound like much of
an idea, but it was all they had.
On the day of her wedding a pallid
little Jinxy huddled alone in her bridal
gown, terrified. She had agreed to it because she was mad at Bob. She hoped
up to the last minute Bob would come
back. Mad or glad she longed for him.
Now she faced tragedy.
A queer scratching outside her window
made her look out. A telephone lineman
was swarming up the wall. She saw his
face . . . Bob!
He swarmed in through her window and
she gazed at him with breathless radiance.
Her eager smile died when she saw the
look in Bob's face breathing its last as the
her
at herdied.
like that!
hopeandin look
her heart
He couldn't love
"I could never be happy in a little white
bungalow,"
sad dignity.
"I was bomshetoexplained
all this. with
I need
monev.
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lots of it—"
Didn't he care at all? Had he never
cared! He didn't give a sign of it.
"I was a silly child that night in the
dog house," she went on pathetically. "But
that's all over and done with. Today is my
wedding
day.leaped
Won'twhen
you hewish
Her heart
tookmeherluck?"
into
his arms. But his kiss was only brotherly.
He put her away from him and scowled.
"Go
on and again
get married,"
snapped and
disappeared
out of thehe window.
Downstairs the wedding march was
pealing, the minister waited, Freddy and
his best man stood at the altar. The
music swelled to triumph. Yay, here she
comes! Jinxy, pallid and lovelier than
ever, walked slowly down the aisle on the
arm of her despairing father, ogled by
Arthur whose terror made his eyes stick
out crabwise. Poised on the roof of the
Van Ranesaleer house, peering through a
skylight, Bob saw and heard.
She was doing it ... ! His Jinxy!
Throwing herself away on that little fussbudget! She had taken him at his word!
Something had to be done— and done
quick.
startled
eye ran
of Bob's
shingles.
He spied
the over
main the
lightexpanse
cable.
His pliers were in his hip pocket and he
knew what he was doing as he crouched
over that cable. Clip . . . the lights sputtered out. He paused a moment longer to
grin at the shouting pandemonium that
broke out below.
Then he was off into the dark, swarming down the side of the house.
Inside the wedding had turned into a
riot— a stampede in the dark. Through the
milling confusion, trampling on feet, Bob
dashed, dragging Jinxy after him.
The Ford still sat on the front lawn.
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Eddie Robinson visited an art dealer.
"It is a pleasure," said the dealer, "to show you my pictures. Ihave so often enjoyed yours."
"Yeh," grunted Eddie, "mine cost you a quarter and
yours cost a couple of grand."
When she him.
saw it she dug in her feet and
anchored
"I won't. I hate you. I'll make life
miserable
for you.
I'm something
a jinx— " had to
Bob yanked
so hard
give and that something was Jinxy. "Get
in there and shut up," he shouted.
Jinxy glared up into his enraged face.
SI owly the fury faded from her own little
face, giving way to a starry eyed, flushing
loveliness. "Yes, dear," said Jinxy meekly

and she got in.
Arthur and Papa Van Ranesaleer stood
arm in arm, flushed with triumph and
cocktails, staring after the vanishing Ford.
"Great girl," Arthur said. "Giving up
all this for a poor mug of a telephone
of her!"
proud him
to befavored
linesman.
Papa Van Y'ought
Ranesaleer
with a
cockeyed wink.
"She knows I own the telephone company," he answered.
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lovely complement to a lovely hand? PLAT-NUM nail polish has the
unusual ability to transform your nails . . . gives them a soft, shimmering,
satin-like surface. PLAT-NUM goes on smoothly, sets evenly, is long
lasting and does not chip, crack, peel, fade or streak.

you are entitled. You'll
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and 10 cent store.
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Young"elseandcan.
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News

emperor who has been ordered by his
mother to marry his cousin, Frieda Inescourt, whom he has never seen. She
doesn't love him, so her father and sister
(la Moore, two jours amour) set off for the
castle in a donkey cart. They meet—
Franchot and Grace— they love, they
The only trouble is that although Grace
knows who Franchot is, he doesn't know
who she is. He sneaks away from his
mamma, disguises himself, and meets Grace
and they go to a Bavarian fete.
What a set! What atmosphere! What
gayety! Grace looks too beautiful in her
white gown with a lot of silver trimmings,
and Franchot in his blue and red jacket
with white breeches and a sword (that he
keeps damning because it gets in his way
every time he goes to. sit down) makes quite
a snazzy young emperor.
They're
throughandtheromance
crowd who
little
reck strolling
that royalty
are
walking hand in hand among them.
"Cissy," says Franchot, "I feel I never
want to be with anyone else."

Miss Elizabeth Husted. Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay Co.,
Suite 2745-E, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Send
7-day packages
package Sem-pray
Jo-ve-nayandCreme.
Includegenerous
introductory
Face
Powder
FREE. I enclose
10c Sem-pray
for packingRouge
and mailing.
Name . .
Address
HOLLYWOOD'

FLIGHT
You pay for the (omenta, not the
container. Flight safe cosmetics^
are uncoiiditionalJy guaranteed to
be of highest quality . . . yet their
price is Jess than you
would pay for ordinary cosmetics.
35C EVERYWHERE

WESTCRAFT
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ANGELES
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Year Courses. For information write
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5 DeWitt Park
tthaca, N. Y.
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Dept.
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Grace Moore sings again in "The
King Franchot
Steps Out,"
the very
Toneandcarries
on. busy
"But tomorrow," returns the practical
Grace, mand"her
Highness
you to Imperial
forget your
feelingswill
and comthe
Emperor, like a good boy, is going to do
exactly what his mother wishes."
Franchot stops and faces her. "That
doesn't sound like I'm very much o£ a
man,
does it?"Majesty," says Grace in what,
for"No,
her, your
is quite a humble tone.
"I suppose
it's up to me to prove I am,"
Franchot
surmises.
"Yes," Grace sighs, "I'm afraid you'll
have
provethenit."the hand of Providence is
And to just
clearly seen for Franchot is suddenly
jostled by an aggressive roughneck who
is evidently looking for trouble in A BIG
WAY.
"Hey!" snarls the bruiser. "Why don't
you look where you're going? How'd you
like"Well,"
a punch
the nose?"quickly to Grace,
saysinFranchot
"here's someone else who thinks I'm not
much of a man." And he turns to the
bruiser: "Suppose the young lady likes
my"Suppose
nose the she
way likes
it is?"it better when I get
naciously.
through with it," snarls the bruiser pug"Don't tell me you're going to fight!"
the blood-thirsty Grace cries in gladsome
tones.
"Gut!" yells Von Sternberg through his
loud speaker.
So Franchot and I chat for a lew moments ol this and that— of his bride, his
sword and his performance in "Mutiny on
the Bounty" which I thought was gnat but
which he's not so enthusiastic over, and of
ihc picture itself which he doesn't think

[Continued from Page 15]
shows that two million dollars and eighteen weeks of hard labor were spent on it.
Then I remember that life is not all chats
and pleasantries and that I have not yet
Paramount
coveredMY CONSCIENTIOUSNESS is rewarded.
There is not a thing to tell you about
over here. "Sky Parade" with William
Gargan and Katherine DeMille is on location. The set
of "Too
Parents"
with Frances
Farmer,
GeorgeMany
Ernest,
Billy
Lee and Henry Travers is closed because
it's full of children (the picture, I mean)
and they're having so much trouble if they
allow visitors on the set they'll never get
any work done.
The other picture, "Thirteen Hours by
Air," which covers a transcontinental flight
from New Y'ork to Los Angeles or viceversa and which features Joan Bennett and
Fred MacMurray is on the process stage
and no visitors are ever allowed there,
either.
And that's all there is over here so I
don't even stay for lunch. I just take the
breeze to— Warner Brothers
"ANTHONY ADVERSE" starring Fredric
March and "The Gentleman from
Big
featuring Warren William are
both Bend"
on location.
But there are three others going.
"Green Pastures," of which we've heard
so much, is the first set I visit. What a
set
they've
made with
for thisslight
one.hills,
Therewillow
is a
rolling
meadow
trees, oak trees, a brook purling its way
through, and fleecy clouds made of cotton
and all of them mounted on rollers and
pulleys that
so they
be stationery.
'clouds
are won't
not being
used today The
are
carefully covered with muslin so they won't
getThey're
soiled. shooting "the heavenly fish fry."
Ithedoubt
who hasn'tthis
lived
Souththat
willanyone
fully appreciate
scenein
but it is to-rific. There are two darkies
silting up on a cloud with fishing poles
and lines, the other end of which is in
the brook. All of a sudden a tiny cloud,
which a nine-year-old cherub is propelling
with his wings, collides with the larger
cloud.
"YVhut you
fishermen
asks. tryin' to do?" one of the
"I'm bumpin'
into ev'a'thin'," the cherub
answers
pleasantly.
And then a. young man cook, smoking
a cigar and wearing an apron and a straw
hat, looks up in the direction of the fisheimen. "Hurry up, Cajey," he calls, "dis
yere
cryin'be fo'
mo' fish."
"Deyfat'sgotta
ketched,
ain't dey?" Cajey
demands. "We cairi't say: 'C'mon, little

Mr. Marc Connelly's famous play,
"Green Pastures," is a triumph of
imagination and folklore.
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fish,
c'mon
and stay
gethere
yourselves
I wish
I could
all day. fried!'
There"
are few things in the world that matter to
me as much as the South and if I can't be
there this is the next best thing. But
there's
worktheto next
be done
myself on
set. so I presently find
"I Married a Doctor" is one more filming
of Sinclair Lewis' novel, "Main Street,"
which never seems to grow old. This time
it has Josephine Hutchinson in the role of
the girl who married the doctor and set
out to reform the entire community. Pat
O'Brientheplays
the doctor
Louise
enda
Swedish
maid. and
They
tell Fazme
Louise played it years ago. I don't know,
I didn't see it. All I know is I have
rarely seen such a transformation as there
is in her appearance and Garbo, herself,
couldn't have a more perfect Swedish
accent.
This scene is, apparently, where Pat and
Jo have just returned to his old home
town. They're in their bedroom and a
more hideous room I've never seen with
its nondescript golden oak furniture.
he "So
asks.you really like your home, honey?"
"Ya, ya. Ay tank Ay never see such a

HOW'S

THIS FOR BALANCE? We've blended KGDLS
to suit your tongue. We've mildly mentholated them to cool
your throat. We've cork-tipped KGDLS to save your lips. And
we've added a valuable B & W coupon in each pack, good for
handsome, nationally advertised merchandise. (Offer good U. S.
A. only.) So try KQDLS . . . they've got what you need. Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.
Pat O'Brien, Josephine Hutchinson
and Louise Fazenda in "I Married a
Doctor."
What, no Cagney?
swell house," Louise answers, although he
isn't speaking to her.
"You heard the answer," Jo laughs.
"I left it just as it was," Pat says. "You
can fix it up any way you want to."
"Oh, may
I!" Jo responds with unguarded enthusiasm.
"Well,swers, notanything
within reason," he anso unguardedly.
Hutchinson's
is startling
to Miss
say the
least. Thegown,
skirtgirls,
is black
velvet
and the blouse is nothing but ermine. I
haven't seen anything like it since years
ago— when in a picture— Valeska Suratt
climbed into bed in an ermine nightgown!
Lastly— on this lot— we have "Murder by
an Aristocrat" which features Lyle Talbot
and Marguerite Churchill. I suppose it's
a good title but I can't figure out where
it's ananyaristocrat
more pleasant
being else.
bumped off
by
than anyone
Be that is it may, a gent in the family
of aristocrats has just been shot. Lyle,
as the doctor, has brought in his fiancee,
Marguerite, as the nurse.
They meet in the library. "How goes
it, darling?" he puts it up to her.
"Allen," she answers earnestly, "I've got
to talk to you."
"Why, what's the matter?" he asks.
"Ssh-h-h," she whispers mysteriously and
pulls him into another room. "Bayard
Thatcher
informs 'shim.shooting wasn't accidental," she
"What!!!" Lyle ejaculates.
"Somebody tried to murder him," Marguerite states positively.
Well, that's that. "Say, Lyle," I grin
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Relieves
Teething
Pains
WITHIN

1 MINUTE

s from teethsuffer
baby rub
WHEN ingyour
pains, just
a few drops of
Dr. Hand'sTeetbing Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved within one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for almost fifty
years. It is strongly recommended by
doctors and nurses instead of the unsanitary teething ring.
JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS
DR.HANDS
Teething

lotion

Buy Dr.Mand's from your druggist today
WAKE

UP

YOUR

BILELIVER
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing infreely,
your food
doesn'tup digest.
It just
decays
the bowels.
Gas bloats
your stomach.
You getsonedconstipated.
Your
v.hole
system
poiand you feel sour, sunk and the isworld
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause.
Little freely
Liver
Pills toItgettakes
thesethose
two good,
poundsold ofCarter's
bile flowing
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up."
Harmless,
gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow freely.
Ask forbornlyCarter's
Little Liver
Stubrefuse anything
else. 25cPillsat byall name.
drug stores.

"Murder By An Aristocrat" has Lyle
Talbot and Marguerite Churchill in
the leading roles.
when
the inscene's
"Did you extolling
see that
fan letter
one ofover.
the magazines
you because there's nobody on the screen
who"Wasn't
can saythat
'Hi'ya,
toots?' like
you can?"
a helluva
recommendation?" Lyle comes back. "I suppose I ought
to go 'round saying 'Hi'ya, Toots' to everybody I meet since I do it so well!"
I chuckle over Lyle's sally and beat it
Universal

goes
Gold" about
OUT on here,
you heard
on. But"Sutter's
and children,
that last month and, as teacher is in a
to"Show
he'll spare
today, Dunne
mood Irene
benign
got
finally
has you.
Boat" with
doing
they're
scene
the
but
way
under
today is an unimportant one and as this
favorite
of teacher's
is
tell
he can he'll
whenoperettas
next month
waitoneuntil
you about it in a BEEG way.
Thatfast"leaves
only Carole
"Love Lombard
Before Breakwhich stars
and
Preston Foster, with Cesar Romero thrown
in for good measure. This is based on one
of Faith Baldwin's stories and it ought to
be a knock-out.
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t A
uicklu
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Why suffer embarrassment? Amazing new
treatmentishes,quickly
blackheadsbanishes
and pimples, blemother unsightly skin disorders. Safe, quick, last-no
soaking,ing. Nonorubbing,
dangerous
method
mar the skin.
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Try
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you
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Send $1.00.
THE SEEDA LABORATORIES
2485 65th St., Dept. A-4, Brooklyn, N. Y.

You have to get up early to beat
Carole Lombard and Cesar Romero
in "Love Before Breakfast."

Carole is engaged to Romero but Foster
(filthv with money) is in love with her and
harassing her constantly to marry him.
LOSING
which Ro-to
for Romero
the sooil hecompany
He buys
mero works
can send
China and get him out of the way. He
HAIR?
buys a horse on which Carole has gone
riding so he can take it away from her
in the middle of the park and make her
Glover's
jit
will
saveg your
hair —if ride back to the stable with him' rather
p usin
jKee
'anything can! Promotes (ban walk. He gets Bill engaged to anlhair growth and stops
other girl (in China) and finally wins
Dandruff. Get Glover's Mange Medicine with Carole, giving her not one engagement
a package of Glover's Medicated Scap for the ring but" three, which I call being rather
Then he
shampoo today — or have your Hairdresser princely about the whole thing.
tells Carole he has ordered Romero back
give you Glover's treatments regularly. to
New York to give him a sporting
chance. But Carole is furious over the
way he runs other people's lives and gives
GLOVER'S

STAMMER
Send
todaySTAMMER."
for beautifullywhich
illustrated
"DON'T
describesbookthe entitled
Boguo
Unit Method
for the scientific
stam-at
mering and stuttering.
Method correction
successfullyofused
Bogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians.
concerningBenjamin
correction of stammeringFullsent information
free. No obligation.
N. Bogue, Dept. 553, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.
D
/"N CUC
to Music
r \J
L iVl D SetPublished
Free Examination — Send Poems to
Bachelor of Music
1582 West 27th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
ITCHING
TORTURE STOPPED Uf <me ntlnute!
For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotches,
eczema, athlete's foot,rashes and other skin eruptions,
apply Dr. Dennis'Itscooling,
D. D.
Prescription.
gentle antiseptic,
oils sootheliquid
the D.irritated
skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless — dries fast. Stops
the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial bottle,
at drug stores, proves it — or money back. Ask for —
D.D.D. PJls^cAZ^^Iovl,

Silver

Screen

him back the engagement ring she happens
to be wearing at the time.
On Romero's return, Foster invites them
to spend a week-end on his palatial yacht
but Carole tells him Romero has already
chartered a yacht and they have made arrangements to go on that. Then she tells
Romero to rent the biggest yacht he can
find. Imagine her consternation when they
get down to the dock to find the luxurious
tender from Foster's magnificent yacht
while Romero has only rented a tiny sailboat for their week-end.
At dusk when she and Romero are preparing their dinner of scrambled eggs,
Foster's side.tender
suddenly
up to
alongCarole rushes
up pulls
on deck
see
what's happening and the steward says:
"Mr.
compliments
and would
Colby Miller's
and her
party come
aboard Miss
his
yacht for dinner?"
"Mr. Miller!" Carole ejaculates. "Is he
in this cove?"
"Yes, miss," the steward (Forrester Harvey) informs her. "We're lying right off
your starboard bow."
Carole gets that exasperated look on her
face as she gazes off in the direction indicated. "No!" she finally screams.
"He thought you wouldn't," Harvey announces, "so he sent you this with his
compliments."
And forthwith
up
a hamper of delicious
food andhea hands
magnum
of champagne.
Carole, in a rage, promptly dumps the
hamper into the bay but the resourceful
Romero rescues the wine on which he
promptly proceeds to get thoroughly lit.
Carole jumps into the water to swim
ashore and when Foster comes after her in
his tender she won't go aboard. So he
jumps into the water, knocks her unconscious, takes her aboard his yacht and the
captain
them while
screamingmarries
imprecations
at eachthey're
other. still
This is being directed by Walter Lang
who did such a swell job on "The Warrior's Husband."They
And have
the set built
is something
to remember.
a cove
right on a Universal stage. There are
rocks, trees, water, and hills. A wind machine furnishes the breeze and a dozen
men, along the edge of the water with
pushers, make the waves.
swell,"in Itheyellsailboat.
at Carole who
is "Gee,
out on this
the iswater
"Wait till we've been on the set a week
or so and the water begins to have a slight
odor," she screams back.
Universal is a bitter disappointment to
me
Carole's
one ofof fun
the and
few
wheretoday.
I always
haveset ais lot
here she's stuck out in the water and I'm
stuck on the land so there's no chance for
any banter. Oh, yes! The tender used
in this sequence is actually off Preston
Foster's own yacht.
Nursing my chagrin over not being able
to talk more to Carole, I transfer my activities to—
M-G-M
'"pHERE are two pictures shooting here.
-*- One of them is "Romeo and Juliet,"
but after about fifteen years of picturemaking Norma Shearer still suffers from
stage
her set.fright and no visitors are allowed on
The other picture is "Small Town Girl"
starring Janet Gaynor and Robert Taylor.
Janet lives in a little town between New
Haven and Boston— right on the edge of
the football crowd but not of it. She goes
for a walk one night, meets Bob who is on
his way to a road-house to join some
friends, accepts his invitation to join the
crowd,
that start
he's drunk.
have anotbigknowing
time and
for an They
even
bigger one in New York. They lose their
way and Bob, by this time as drunk as
Romero was when I left him at Universal,
suggests they get married. Janet, realizing
this is her chance to get away from the
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GOOD

NIGHT, SISTER!

HAVE

A GOOD

WAS

79

TIME!

TOO

FAT!

And then she made up her mind to get thin and
did, without hard exercise or starvation diet
The excess fat has simply slipped away,
Nobody loves a fat girl — but whyrevealing the trim and slender figure
mope about it when you can so easily
underneath.
get rid of that excess fat by means
of a tried and true corrective, known
Sounds like a miracle, but thouand recommended by physicians the
sands of women who have taken
world over?
Marmola as directed — 4 tablets a
Many years ago medical science
day — mightonstratedwell
tell you since
it's a 1907,
demdiscovered that obesity — when an
fact. Indeed,
abnormal condition — is caused by the
more
than
20
million
packages
of
lack of an important element which
Marmola have been purchased —
the body normally supplies.
proofsuccess.
positive Marmola
that nothing
That element — which is the chief
like
is putsucceeds
up by
ingredient of Marmola — has since
one
of
the
leading
medical
laboratobeen prescribed to thousands of
ries of America.
overweight women, with amazingly
beneficial results. It is taken with
_ Start today! You will soon experience Marmola's benefits. When
their meals. They do not wear themselves out with exercising, do not
you have gone far enough, stop takstarve themselves, nor drain their
ing Marmola. And you will bless the
day when reducing
you first agent!
discovered this
systems with drastic purgatives. Yet
marvelous
day by day they have felt lighter,
more alert, more energetic. Soon
Marmola is on sale by all dealers
— from coast to coast.
they find their weight satisfactory.
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Rivals Professional Massage

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK!
Manying bigof money.
our successful
studentsmethods
are nowmakemak-it
Our simple
fun to learnat Commercial
Art. time.
Cartooning
Designing
home, in spare
New and
low
tuition
rate.
Write
for
big
free
book
"ART
for STUDIO
Pleasure 174.
and Profit."
todav.
State
age
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF
1115— I5TH ST., N.W., WASHINGTON, D.

own
home 4-Irt-l
daily withELECTItN
the ii(J]y. i
amazing
IJEK.M fying
AS.Vattachments
J ICR. Huh
4 cleanse
^unithat
the
pores with a gentle, velvety
TiassiiKing

THE TH1EOE CO.
P.O.Box 3590, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. ;
r/^ p

GRAY

HAIR

Wife Wins
with
Kidney

Fight

Acids
Sleeps
Fine, Feels 10
Remedy is Made at Home
Years Younger Cystex
— Uses
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy Guaninteetl
Test
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small
Thousands of women and men sufferers from
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of poorly
functioning Kidneys and Bladder have
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can discovered a simple, easy way to sleep fine
and feel years younger by combating Getting
mix it yourself at very little cost. Up
Nights, Backache, Burning,
Leg Pains,Smarting
Nervousness,
Apply to the hair twice a week until Stiffness,
and
the desired shade is obtained. Acidity dueNeuralgia,
to poor Kidnev and Bladder funcBarbo imparts color to streaked,
tions,(Siss-tex).
by using a Works
Doctor'sfast,
prescription
called
safe, and and
sure.
faded or gray hair, makes it Cystex
In 48 hours
soft and glossy and takes years guaranteed
toit must
do thebring
worknew invitality,
one week oris
off your looks. It will not money back on return of empty package.
costs protects
only 3cyou.a dose at druggists.
color the scalp, is not sticky or Cystex
The guarantee
greasy and does not rub ofL
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Silver
Yes, Madam
NOT ONLY THAT,
THEY GIVE ADDED
PROTECTION, AND
ARE SO CONVENIENT
i AND DEPENDABLE."

PAIMOGEN
(Pronounced PAR-T-O-JEN)
• TABLETS
•
COUND reasoning and commonsense reo
^ ommend the form, the convenience,
and the dependability of PAR-I-O-GEN
Tablets, features which are often so difficult adequately to describe.
They are neatly packaged in tubes almost as small as the daintiest fountain
pen, each tube containing twelve tablets,
and may be conveniently carried in one's
purse or hand-bag, for use while traveling
or at home.
A tablet dissolves in a few moments and
the solution thus formed has been found
by thousands to be entirely adequate and
dependable without the use of water or
other accessories.
PAR-I-O-GEN Tablets are non-caustic,
stainless, greaseless. They provide an effective deodorant although practically odorless. It is a long-acknowledged fact that
they offer the practical, commonsense
answer to the problem of
FEMININE
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life she loathes, accepts him. When he
wakes up he realizes what he's done and
after
he'll honeymoon
never love
her. aSo time
they Janet
go forrealizes
a loveless
on
his parents'
yacht,They
intending
to getanda
divorce
afterwards.
catch cold
Bob is confined to his cabin. Janet sends
him some Carvel remedy.
"Tell her," Bob instructs the Chinese
boy, "to take that Carvel remedy and pour
it downjustthe—"
thenhoarsely.
Janet comes in. "Hello,"
BobButwhispers
Janet
glances
angrily
the pitcher
SoSo has put on the table.atThere
is a pause
as Janet confronts Bob. "I'll drink it," he
agrees
"I'm licked."
givesboy.it
to him meekly.
and he drinks
it like aShesmall
Then, looking up guiltily, he observes, "I'm
tired
of being
grouch,
you?"
"/ never
was aone,"
snapsaren't
the unrelenting
Janet, "but I was getting to be."
"Forgive me?" Bob pleads.
"Of course," Janet smiles.
"As long as we have to put on a show,"
Bob observes,
at the doing
ceiling,
"we
might
as well begazing
comfortable
it. And
this boat isn't big enough for a cat and
it?" Janet answers with an
fight,it isisn't,"
dog"No,
embarrassed laugh. "I'm glad you're not
"You're
right, Kay," Bob concedes.
more."
any all
angry
He
reaches
out and pours another drink

HYGIENE

The Price of the Regular Size
Tube of 12 Tablets Is $1.00
FREE OFFER: If you can find a Druggist who does not have PAR-I-O-GEN
Tablets when you ask for them, send us
his name and address and we'll send you
a trial package FREE. Simply address:
AMERICAN DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.
Dept. 1 54, 420 S. Sixth Street
Minneapolis, Minn.
IF YOU

HAVE

GRAY
HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color
Specialist
American
experience,
I am with
proud forty
of myyears'
ColorEuropean
Imparter
for
Grayness»
Use
it
like
a
hair
tonic.
"Wonderfully
GOOD
for
the
6calp
and
dandruff;
it
can't
leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 5, LOWELL, MASS.

— needs more than cosmetics
Beauty of skin comes from
within. When constipation
eloRs tinal
thewastes,pores
with intesCLEANSE
INwith Garfield
Tea. Holps TERNALLYrelievo
tho
oloKtred
system promptly,
mildly, effectively.
At your
drug store — 10c ami 25c.
GARFIELD

TEA

Robert Taylor and Janet Gaynor in
"Small Town Girl." The indications
are that this will be a great hit.
of medicine. "You take your troubles like
a gentleman and a scholar." Then he
jerks his head towards Priscilla's picture
(Priscilla
he's really
in loveas
with
and being
whom thehegirl
intends
marrying
soon as he and Janet are divorced). "Pris
and as
I drink
to you."
starts
and
he does
so, she Helooks
overto atdrink
the
picture of the other girl, drops her eyes
and looks into her lap.
There being nothing more to see here, I
take a drive out to—
Republic
FIRST shot here, we have the famous
"House of a Thousand Candles." This
is a tenfamous
years ago.old mystery melodrama writEverything in the lives of Rafael Storm,
Mae Clarke and Phillips Holmes is very
gay on the surface, except for the fact
that Rafael's butler is a kleptomaniac.
Mae is protesting to Rafael as she puts
down the cocktail shaker and various other
articles the butler has taken for no reason
at all. Suddenly she looks past him.
clutches her heart, gives a small shriek and
her eyes widen, fascinated at what she
sees. There, in the doorway, stands Phil
with shirt,
a veryetc.loud lounging robe over his
dress
"Ah!" Phil exclaims to her, "you admit
seizesof afascination."
pair of scissors and holds
powers
my Mac
I he hole in one handle up to her eye

CLEAR

with

YOUR

SKIN

Dr. RENARD'S

CREAM/
3t COLD
Here is an ALL OCCASION cold cream that
clears the skin — by cleaning it! Beneficial ti
all types of skin. A treatment for PIMPLES,
BLEMISHES, BLOTCHES, BLACKHEADS,
and IRRITATION. A scientific preparation
developed in the laboratory of a famou?
dermatologist. Soothing, Healing, Antiseptic
and Astringent. Keeps skin GLOWING,
HEALTHY.
Send $1. cash or money order for full size jar.
Complete satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
DR. RENARD'S LAB., Dept. 4A
5 ALL OCCASION COLD CREAM
681 West 193d St., New York City

for a Half Dollar
gttnll pay CASH for
k OLD COINS,
and0STAMPS,
*-G
H40
G©BILLS
e YOURSELF!
ShPOST
It pays!
. I paid $400.00 to Mrs. Dowty ISS
, IofJ.D.Martinof
$200.00 Vws
Texas, for oneVirginia
Half Dollar;
for a single
Copper $2,500.00
Cent. Mr.
Manningof
New York,
for /■
Mra.G.F.Adams,Ohio,V
received $740.00oneSilverDollar.
for a few old coins.
I will pay big prices ,
for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
WILL$50.00PAYfor 1913
$100.00 FOR
A DIME!
1894
S.I Mint:
and hundreds
of other amazingLiberty
pricesHeadlor Nickel
coins. tootSendBuffalo)
4c for r^
Large much
Illustrated*
furtherto
particulars. It may M
mean
profit Coin
to yon.FolderWriteand today
6. MAX MEHL, 251 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)
Free For Asthma
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of Asthma at this seayou trial
chokeof and
gasp for breath
fail to
send sonatof theonceyear;
for aif free
a remarkable
method.don't
No matter
where you live nor what your age or occupation nor whether
you have
faith cost
in anyyouremedy
Sun, and
send test
for this
free
trial. any
It will
nothing.underWritethe now
the
method free on your own case. Address:
Frontier Asthma Co. 214-A Frontier Bldg.,
462 Niagara Street Buffalo, N. Y.
A Perfect
OSE
Can Now Be Yours
by Dr. Radin's plastic Methods, developed by many years
of experience. STANDING
All EARSkinds
of NOSES RESHAPED
; OUTCORRECTED;
lips rebuilt;
lines,
wrinkles, blemishes
scarsDr.removed.
Reduced
fees.
Consultation
and bookletandfree.
Radin, 1482
Broadway,
New York, Dept. S.
DIVORCE EYE CRUTCHES!
Get Rid cf the Spectacle Handicap
The Natural Eyesight System tells how
to do it at home. Full information FREE.
NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Inc.
Dept. 64-P
Los Angeles, Calif.
> TALKING
PICTURES
paid bybooklet
Music describes
Publishersmost
and complete
Talking Picture
Producers.
Free
song
service
offered.
Hit
writers
will
revise,
arrange,
compose
musicever
your lyrics or lyrics lo your music, secure U. S. copyright, broadcast
yourto
souk
oyer
(lie
radio.
Oar
sales
department
submits
to
Mu-ie
!'ulH-l
aial ll„llv,c,,,d I'iniiro Mudi.,.. Will lli TODAY for FRIiE liljOKLET.,:s
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE.
604 Meyer Bldg., Weslern Avenue and
SieiraG
Visla.S
Hollywood. California
SON
TROUBLES
Do symptoms
Constipation,
Indigestion,
Dizzyot Spells,
d Sleeplessness
youSweatirriLUsted
and gloomy:keepMedicines,
:
probably
will
not
relieve
Your
asv nerves.
n now flynualn.il
will
wonderful
bookhelp" IIyouMeh regain
Jour
26cthattoJersey
104 FullerSendBldg.,
City, N. J.
mi n DANCING BY MAIL
j I_l
l\ |
|Lr Bee.Beg.or with
Adv. Standard
Tap $1. TimeSample Tap lesson
\\
I
I For
2V. lios;. Waltz
& FoxtrotStep$1.& Break,
HAL
*
*
m*
I.KROY
studied
liere.
for list "S."
KINSELLA ACADEMY. 2532 May St.,Send
Cincinnati.
Ohio
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tMaraoci
invites

ifoul

.-^^ A
T-TERE'S
invitation
to be
a Larkinan Club
Secretary.
Just by introducing our new
Edna May Dress Club you can
earn charming frocks for yourself, as well as other big Rewards. Get our new Edna
May Dress Folder just off the
press!
est dressIt brings
bargainsyoulikeAmerica's
the smartgreatlittle street frock in this advertisement.
Mail a postcard to-day. Just say:
"Send me the Edna May Dress folder and Club information."
693 Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
ECZEMA
TORMENTS
quickly pacified by
help of
ficie
^^efefficient
PO
A CO NCE NTRATED

OINTMENT

civil Service
Start $1260 to $2100 Year
MEN tion
— usually
WOMEN
— Common
sufficient.
Short Educahours.
Write
immediately
for
32page book, with list of Free
positions
we train
youhowfor toandgetfullthem.particulars telling
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. G-321, Rochester, N. Y.
As Told By Your Stars
What is the romance in store for you . . .
destined from the day of your birth? Whom
should you marry? What is your luckiest day?
Send fullenvelope
birth-datefor with
Return
your DimeChartand atStamped
once.
THURSTON, Dept. N-16
20 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago. III.
LADIES— ADDRESS
ENVELOPES—
at home. Spare time.
CASH
$5.00 — $15.00 weekly.
Experience unnecessary,
fiir
Ffl^Y Dignified work. Send
IUI tnm
Jt
for particu|ars.
HOMEWORK DeptTWK,NSBOX75
Hammond, Indiana
No. Joke To Be Deaf
—Every
deafhimself
person
Mr. Way made
hear hisKnows
watch tickthat—
after
.being deaf for twenty-five years, with his ArtiJficial
Ear
Drums.
He
wore
them
day
and
night.
iThey
stopped
head
noises.
They
areI e his
invisible
and
comf
ortab
,
n
o
w
irefor3
orTRUE
batteries.
WriteAlso
STORY.
booklet on Deafness. Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
755 Hofmann Bide. Detroit, Michigan
KILL

THE HAIR ROOT
The Mahler method positively prevents hair
from growing again. Safe, easy, permanent.
Use fulitrelief
privately,bring
at home.
The delighthappiness,
freedom
ofBacked
mind byand35will
greater
success.
years of successful use all over
the
world.
Send
6c
in
stamps
TODAY
for
Illustrated Booklet.
We Teach Beauty Culture
D.J.MAHLER C0..Dept.306D. Providence. R.I.

WHEN BUYING SHEET MUSIC
ask ujour dealer to show you
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION:
IT Catalogue
COSTS ONLY
I5<
A COPY
Selections
FREE ofON 3000
REQUEST
ICENTURY
PUBLISHING
239 W.MUSIC
40th STREET
N.V.C.CO.

EffliOES!
OR MONEY BACK!

Phillips Holmes, Mae Clarke and
Rafael Storm in "The House of a
Thousand Candles."
as a lorgnette. "So that's your technique
Tony?" she inquires. "You stun them."
"Merely the frill on the lamb chop,"
Phil replies, flipping back his dressing
gown and winking at Storm.
"Some frill!" Mae scoffs. "A decent
American gangster wouldn't be found dead
in that thing."
"Ah, you Yankees," Phil chafes her.
"Always boasting."
It's getting late and I haven't time to
stop and chat with Mae and Phil but you'll
agree, I think, that this is what picture
dialogue should be— gay and yet with nothing forced about it.

There's still another picture going out
here, called "Laughing Irish Eyes." It is
being directed by Joseph Santley who recently completed "Her Master's Voice" and
it features Phil Regan whose singing voice
is second to none in the business.
In County Cork, Ireland— or some county
over there, Cork being the only one I know
—they're
a contest,
in connection withhaving
the fair,
for a run
tenor.
Phil is
timid but his girl, Evalyn Knapp, makes
him enter it. That's the only false note
in the whole thing. His worst enemy
could never accuse Phil of being timid, but
he may be a better actor than I think so
we won't get captious.
Just now, 1 late in the afternoon, the
judges are assembled on the platform. Bob
Homans who is, apparently, the spokesman, speaks to the other three judges and
then steps to the fore, raising his hand for
silence. "I'm pleased to announce," he
announces in a brogue so thick you could
cut it, "that the judges
unanimously
selected Danno O'Keefe have
as the winner of
the contest." There is a pause during
which much applause is heard. "Come up,
Danno, me bye," Homan urges Phil. More
applause is heard as Phil mounts the steps.
"And it gives me great pleasure," Homans
concludes, "to give you the keys to the
car that the winner wins."
After the scene is over, Phil takes me
over to a machine, gives me a pair of earphones and I listen to his recording of
"The Londonderry Air."
"That's swell, Phil," I congratulate him,
"but how'd you ever hit that real high
"Oh," says Phil modestly, "I went shot
tenor. He strained
for shot with another
little
a note?" harder than I did so I hit it."
"Well, that's fine," I encourage him.
"And now as the sun sinks in the west, I'll
hit for home and mother."
And another month's copy is in the bag.

The Cream of the May
C'ilver Screen, next month, ivitt tell all about
the golfing set. The stars hare a nay of forming cliques; polo enthusiasts fraternize with polo
players, tennis experts are found in groups and
golf players foregather with kindred spirits. Read
the story by Ben Maddox in the May Silver Screen.

• Get rid of fat in
PL
a hurryl
. . . ButFood
reJnfi
duce
SAFE
Methodthe way
... not
l/\et
with dangerous %
I UM
drugs! SLENDRETS
m ■
remove fat by a new
II
I
principle
conll/j
verts fatwhich
and food
S ■Le•
into energy . . . You
JmL
I D5.
feel better . . . look '^J&Ji
years younger I NO
1,
DRUGS ... no dangerous dinitrophenol, no thyroid. Not laxative . . . Even if a baby should eat
them by mistake, it would not be harmed, because
SLENDRETS only redistribute stored fat. Delicious, to . . . taste just like candy!
READ HOW OTHERS LOST FATs "Reduced 17
lbs. in 4 weeks. My flesh is firm and solid," writes
Miss Goodrow (Conn.). "Lost 5 lbs. this week, 41
lbs. in all," writes Miss Nolan (Calif.). "36 lbs.
of fat(N.gone,
gell
Y.). never felt better," writes Miss AnREDUCE QUICKLY... OR AT NO COST!
If youful results
are notfromentirely
satisfied
with the wonderthe very
first package,
you get
your money back in full. You can't lose one cent.
ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY
Don't give FAT another day's start! . . . but be
sure you- reduce the safe SLENDRETS Food
Method "Way.ous-supply
Don't
drugs ! Send
$1 for generpackage use
containing
84 SLENDRETS.
Or $5 for 6 packages.
(Currency,
Money Order,
Stamps, or C.O.D.) Sent to you in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products Inc. Dept. S43S
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your money-back offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or, if C.O.D. send 10c fee.)
Name
Address
City
State

NO MORE BULGING SHOES
Don't let bunions make life miserable for you.
Dr. Scboll's Bunion Reducer relieves the pain at
once and removes shoe pressure on the tender
joint It reduces by the natural process of absorption. Worn invisibly. Hides the bulge,
preserves the shape of shoes. Made of soft
rubber. 50f? each.
For wear
the stocking.
Protector. outside
Made of leather
with soft Dr.
felt Scboll's
padding Bunion
to protect
loint from shoe pressure and preserve shape of shoes.
75(! each. Sold at all druc, dept. and shoe srores. Write
for
Bunion",
Inc.FREE
584 WBOOKLET,
Schiller Sr.."The
Chicago,
111. to Dr. Scboll's

FOOT COMFORT APPLIANCES
AND REMEDIESSc
FOR bo
ALL ll
FOOT 's
TROUBLES
Dr
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Crossword

By Charlotte

Charles Chaplin and Paulette Goddard.
"MODERN TIMES"
shoves his creation,
artist
WHEN
o door
into the world
out theanstudi
after five years of thought, study
and revision, we may analyze it, secure in
the knowledge that there are hidden deeps
and, possibly, touches of irony and satire
which a casual glance might not detect.
Charles Chaplin, in his new and very
amusing picture, has made a record of his
growing-older thoughts. They are bitter
and each jibe carries venom-tipped humor.
In "City
hokum,
but, Lights,"
when heChaplin
did, theresorted
emotionalto
situation was handled so perfectly that it
reached the stoniest heart. You recall the
blind
girl, cured,
laughing
at theAnd
funny-a
little fellow
outside.
Beautiful!
marvellous example of contrasts. Did you
laugh with the girl or weep at the cruel
jest of fate?
Now, Chaplin sees a funnier comedy in
the tragedy of our economic life. It is based
on Truth, with little stretching of facts for
dramatic effect. First, a flock of sheep,
that's
work! Then
the grim
humor you,
of agoing
man topractically
geared
to a
quantity production machine— laugh you
slaves, again that's you! The twitch thatcontinues after he stops working. That's a
good laugh for the pneumatic tool workers,
phosphorus and silicosis victims. And then
the perfect jest at our day and age, when
the jail has all the comforts. We realize
that work is for fools, the wise go on relief. No wonder Chaplin grins as he notes
the taxes that are piled on the workers, and
the sentimental mush and creature comforts
spread before the feet of those merry men
in jail who know a joke when they see one.
Charlie is no communist, and the propaganda isonly to spur the downtrodden to
laugh and get wise. When the red flag falls
from the tail end of a truckload of steel
girders, Charlie, always anxious to lend a
helping hand, picks up the banner. Of
course, a parade of revolutionists comes
around the corner and Charlie becomes
their leader. What a perfect comment on
pop-up dictators generally.
Paulette Goddard is delightful, a perfect preachment for liberty (which lies
outside of our stuffy laws), and when, once
more, Charlie walks down the road into
the adventurous future, we are quite happy
that little Paulette is beside him.
Did I say
Times"from
is a beginning
hilarious
comedy?
It "Modern
is. You laugh
to end.

ACROSS
1 The
foppishteacher
marquisin in"Follow
"A TaleTheOf Fleet"
Two Cities"
The music
137 Upon
14
bibulous uncle
16 The
The two-toed
sloth in "Ah, Wilderness"
17 Sydney Carton's law partner in "A Tale Of Two
19 With
Spencer Tracy in "Whipsaw"
20
Unharmed
23 Conforming to a standard of perfection
27
Glourie in "The Ghost Goes West"
29 Murdoch
Negative
"
Citiespicture
30
His
next
31 An interrogative will be "Petticoat Fever" (initials)
33
degree
(abbr.)
34 AElder
(abbr.)
35 North River (abbr.)
36 To sow or plant
38 The drunken candidate in "Thanks A Million"
41 He is excellent in "The Story Of Louis Pasteur"
43 Co-starred with Gladys Swarthout in "Give Us
44 Exclamation
of disgust or contempt
46
More
49 Energy
ThistidyNight"
51 A powerful alkali
54
Irish poet
and playwright
55 Chief
Edwards
in Million (initials)
'The Bride Comes
57 Behold
58 The Justice of the Peaceions In The Air"
60 She was so delightful in "Hands Across The
63
64 Elongated
A maxim fish
65 The orb
66 Our own e"country (abbr.)
68 A tornHompiece of cloth
Table"with Marlene Dietrich in "Desire"
70 Reunited
72
in "The
InvisibleforRay"
76 ADiana
musical
composition
the voice
77 For example (abbr.)
78 Seventh letter of Greek alphabet
80
82 Anger
Tellurium (abbr.)
83 The queen in "Three Kids And A Queen"
84 Her last picture was "I Found Stella Parish"
85 Tommy Thomas in DOWN
"Ceiling Zero"
21
43
5
6
7
89
10
11
12
15
17

The
faithfularticle
slave in "The Littlest Rebel"
Indefinite
He possess
is now making "Romeo and Juliet"
To
A continent (abbr.)
A measure of length
Grass, cut and dried for fodder
AThesuffix
(Fr.)
To communicate news to
The sun god
"Desire"
is herpiece
latestof picture
An
undressed
timber
Type of lettering (abbr.)

18
21
22
24
25
26
28
32
33
37
38
40
39
42
43
45
47
48
49
50
53
52
55
56
59
58
61
62
67
69
71
72
73
74
75
76
79
81

Puzzle

Herbert

A beautiful shade tree
Public notices
AFemale
prefix deer
She was charming in "If You Could Only Cook"
He stole the acting honors in "Sylvia Scarlett"
She was
superbbe-spectacled
in "Peter Ibbetson"
The
famous
Measure
of weight (abbr.) comedian (initials)
AArmed
periodconflict
of time
ATheshort
sleepin "Ah, Wilderness"
mother
Jeanerte
in "Rose
The littleMacDonald's
seamstress in maid
"A Tale
Of TwoMarie"
Cities"
With
Before Anne Shirley in "The Chatterbox"
The (Roman)
rising young architect in "Dangerous"
Six
Doctor of Medicine (abbr.)
AShetitle
of respect
appeared
in "Forced Landing"
The sentimental killer in "Show Them No Mere
Slant by
Close
Appeared
"Ladyof air
of Secrets"
Combining inform
physician food
in "Mutiny
AATheprefix
granulated
starch On The Bounty"
denoting against
Affirmative
An enthusiastic admirer
Noah's
Modest haven
Occupy a seat
The ocean
AToward
mode of transportation (abbr.)

Answer To Last Month's Puzzle
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lux

"The

best

have

care

ever

for

washables

found/'

says

BINNIE

I

m

glamorous
BARNES

"|UX is like a fahy godmother," declares
L this lovely but intensely human British
star, who has acquired a Texan drawl, and
a store of American slang !

Universal's
"Sutter's
Gold"
is another
triumph for Binnie. In
her Hollywood home
(above), she is devoted
to country-house simplicityfrom
and Luxables
ranging
her
own—
smart clothes
to crisp
organdie and chintz.

" Getting the breaks may be luck, but looking like a million dollars is a cinch with Lux.
I've had so much experience pinching
pennies, Iknow ! My blouses and sweaters are wows after they're Luxed.
"And, boy, does Lux stymie ladders
— runs, as you say. Lux saves the
elasticity of stockings, so they

Binnie is keen about
active sports, tailored

last longer."

Binnie doesn't think cake-soap ^^v^tajS
rubbing is "so hot." Rubbing, or '//IK.
using soaps with harmful alkali
weakens threads, fades colors. Lux has
no harmful alkali. As Binnie knows,
anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

clothes, and Lux ! "It's
a honey for woolens,"
she
themsays.
so "Lux
soft Ileaves
And
little silk scarfs and
ingerie Lux like

SPECIFIED IN ALL THE BIG HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS! "I
take care of all washable costumes with Lux," says
Vera West, wardrobe supervisor at Universal. "It
cleanses even badly soiled fabrics like magic . . .
colors come out of their Lux bath as lovely as new."

hankies."

Uotbfwood

soys

DON'T TRUST
THE CUNEO PRESS, INC., CHICAGO

TO

LUCK

TRUST

TO

LUX

Unless

Camels
they

thoroughly
cost

you

please

you-

nothing!

Camels are mild in the best sense
of the word — mild in flavor and,
even more important, so mild you
can smoke all you want.
To emphasize our confidence that
you will recognize the superiority
of Camel's costlier tobaccos... we
want you to try them at our risk.
See if you don't agree with Mrs.
Allston Boyer, Miss Dorothy Paine,
Mrs. William Wetmore, and the
other discerning women throughout the country who have learned
that in cigarettes the cost of the
tobaccos and the skill with which
they are blended are all-important.

MRS. ALLSTON BOYER (Above): "I notice that if I'm tired
a Camel freshens me up. Lots of people have told me the
same thing. I can smoke all I want, too, and they never
upset my nerves."
MISS DOROTHY PAINE (Above right): "Of course I smoke
Camels. They have such a grand, smooth flavor. And they
never make my nerves jumpy. When I'm all tired out, a
Camel sets me right again."
MRS. WILLIAM T. WETMORE (Right): "Everywhere you
go they're smoking Camels. Their smoother, richer flavor
seems to fit in with the gayer life we are leading again. They
are made from more expensive tohaccos."

hon

_

,

if YOu don't find

/
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS— Turkish and
Domestic— than any other popular brand.

(c)ujnod)
P
{una your lull

cc0 COMPANY

1986, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

GALLANTRIES

OF

HOLLYWOOD

a bridesmaid
Often
etic one. Like every
EDNA'S case was really a pathtion was to marry
woman, her primary ambi
ned-or about to
Most of the girls of her set were mar e or charm or
one possessed more grac
Yetss not
be?line
than she.
love
y toward that
And as her birthdays crept graduall
her from her
fart
ed
seem
ty-mark, marriage
k thirever.
trag
life than
never a bride.
She was often a brid* esma*id but
*
easant breath). You,
That's the insidious thing about halitosis (unpl

tf^lns smari
@osnielic
WITH

but

never

a bride

when you have it. And even your closest
yofknow
rareltell
yourse
you.
slf,won't
friend
Sometimes,
course, halitosis comes fi^^^fSffiS
organic disorder ^^^^^n
SSt^Jfto

ties as a breath deodorant.
leaves the .breath
It halts food fermentation in the mouth and
Lou.s, Mo.
jTolite side. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.

Qfloire
c^Bag

PURCHASE

OF

LARGE

SIZE

LISTERINE

At your druggist's while they last
This offer good in U. S. A. only

"PINK

TO

OTH BRUSH" makes her evade all
teeth and tender gums destroy her
You naturally expect
m9y
— from any
see
to
Too many soft foods . . . not enough
lovely woman you meet — a lovely smile.
hard, fibrous foods . . . and consequently
(A flask of sound, white teeth. A glimpse
not enough work to keep teeth and gums
of firm, healthy gums.)
normally healthy — these are the primary
You don't expect to see — from a lovely
woman — an unlovely smile.
reasons why
"pink tooth brush" is so
common
nowadays.
(An unpleasant glimpse of dingy teeth,
EXERCISE KEEPS GUMS HEALTHY
tender gums.) And you shouldn't. And
So
modern
dental practice encourages an
youTheneedn't!
modern dentist knows how to
oral health measure that's not only effective but very easy and simple — Ipana
avoid "pink tooth brush." How to correct it. How to treat the unpleasant
plus massage. All you do is to put a little
mouth conditions due to soft foods and
extra Ipana on brush or fingertip, and
lack of massage. He will tell you what to
rub it into your gums. Massage them
thoroughly. Do it regularly, every time
do about it. And it's very reasonable.

close-ups —
cnarm

gums are grateful by the healthier,
cleaner "feel" to them. New circulation
tingles through them. They feel less lazy.
More alive . . . Less sensitive.
Make this gum massage with Ipana
a part of your daily routine — morning
and night. And "pink tooth brush" will
probably always remain a stranger to
you . . . gingivitis, pyorrhea and Vincent's disease probably will be just words
in a book. And the new whiteness of
your teeth, the new brilliance of your
smile, will make you wonder why every
woman isn't using Ipana plus massage.
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you
*brush your, teeth,
You can tell that your
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ALLURING"
,
^
SAID
Eliot
WARREN
WILLIAM

Read why this
well known
movie star
picked the
girl with the
Tangee Lips
• We presented warren William makes the
Mr. William to lipstick test on the set of 'The
GentlemanBrothers
from Production.
Big Bend ".a
three lovely girls Warner
...One wore the
ordinary lipstick . one, no lipstick . . . and the
third used Tangee. Almost at once he chose the
Tangee girl. "I like lips that are not paintedlips that have natural beauty!"
Tangee can't give you that "painted look" —
because
Tangee principle,
isn't paintTangee
! Insteadchanges
by its magic
color change
from
orange in the stick to the one shade of blush
rose to suit your complexion. Try Tangee. It
comes in two sizes, 39c and $1.10. Or for a
quick trial send 10c for the Special 4-Piece
Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES . . . when you tut/.
Don't let
some sharp
sales Tantjee.
person switch
imiis only
But natural.
whenyou youto anaskThere
for
Tannee.taion. . .. there
. he sure
to askone for
tangee
is another shade called Tannee Theatrical, hut it is
intended ovlu for those who insist on vivid color and for
professional use.

ous lipstick
T| Worlds Most Fam
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
FACE POWDER TnZ^IZ^XZl

* 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY SU56
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Cteme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 1(V (atompa or coin). I5f!in Canada.
Shade □ F,esh □ RacheI □ Light Rachel
Name
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The
eagerly

motion
awaited

picture
the

that

world

is

over

with
JOHN
BARRYMORE
EDNA
MAY OLIVER
• VIOLET KEMBLE-COOPER
BASIL
RATHBONE
• CONWAY
TEARLE
REGINALD
DENNYRALPH
FORBES
C. AUBREY SMITH • HENRY KOLKER • ANDY DEVINE
To the famed producer Irving Thalberg go the honors for bringing to the screen,
with tenderness and reverence, William Shakespeare's imperishable love storv. The
director is George Cukor. A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE.
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A LETTER FROM LIZA

stacks them up, as she buys them, and inI have jundster returned from a sohrodp,sists upon carting them herself out to her
ng be iencweith Joan Crawf ng big black Cadillac waiting in front of the
pi
which is an exper
well worth writi
store.
She also slips her feet out of her
home about, BnateOonStdesSk:thadt I ceorn-scirdoerwdeydour stetr-e slippers while she is shopping, and you can
wa
EAR mite-e an ov
the seeout-of-town
tourists'
surpapDer, basket homsiev.e I hav,e been enterinyg, well imagine
prise when they
their favorite
Glamour
s
u
s
shop and excl
shop too, I daresa
Girl, quite shoeless, dashing about the store
to at, with her arms piled high with dresses,
r s,well dnight on ceto, wse wyon't trgaoncin
foar
ye
an no on ha ,m en gh e cauthsed lingerie, robes, and things, and with
ry
t
u
the leas bit of a flur tho
I did see Pupchen and Baby, with bits of Schiatwo detectives edge
parelli dangling
y
e
from their teeth,
in on me th da eI
tt
d
e
re
k
loo
at ciga
her feet.
yapping wildly at
cases at Cartier's.
But the very secsource
Joan ofis joy
bothanda
ond Joan Crawford
horror
to
the
salesentered
Magnin's
this morning,
with
girls. They worship
me bringing up the
her as a big movie
rear as sort of a
star, and they love
Do candlelit dinner tables appear in your backdrop, as we
her as one girl to
When-to-be-Beautiful Chart these early say in the theatre,
another (Joan alspring months? Then make this simple, I suddenly found
wayswithchatsthem)
and gosamusing experiment: First, make up your myself in the midst
whensips it
comes butto
face. Then, with Kurlash, curl the lashes of the most excitement I have seen
of one eye. Add Lashtint to these lashtips
doing over their
and touch the eyelid with Shadette. Now in all those years
sacred Hattie Carlight a candle and look in a mirror. Notice we won't go into.
negies, Chanels, and
how the side of your face with the eye un- Salesladies rushed
that Crawford
buys,
and thither
John
Fredericks
beautified "fades away" ... but how the hither
other seems more delicately tinted, glow- like mad, models
it
pains
them
to
heart. No one theis
ing and alive. It's the best way we know to dove into tasty little
discover how eye make-up and curled and numbers, and deever allowed to fit
glorified lashes can make your whole face
the fact that
lovelier. Kurlash does it without heat, Joan spitehad
Joan.
She does She
her
really
own fittings.
cosmetics or practice. ($1 at good stores.) come to buy a hat,
takes charge of the
sort of
tion aEastercombinabonnet
pins
tucks and
the
dress and
in here
and chapeau for
flares
it
there
and
her cocktail party,
in honor of the
ups thethe hem
and
downs
neckline
famous conductor
and all they can
Leopold Stokowski,
do is to sit hopeWide World
lessly by and say,
practically every"Yes, Miss CrawFranchot Tone and Joan Crawthing in the store
ford
step
out
at
the
Biltmore
was
in
front paraded
of her.
Ever since she
Hotel, an unusual occurrence
in the Tone family.
was a little girl
Joan said I came
to buy a hat out
and played
the
loud and they said
floor,
Joanon has
making and designing clothes, first
that's what yoh think under their breath. adored
for her dolls and then for herself, and when
Naturally, the candlelight test will show up Before an hour Had elapsed Joan had hats, she can do over and improve upon the
dresses,
pajamas,
hosiery,
lingerie,
slippers,
straggly, bushy, or poorly marked brows.
exclusive and expensiveford."
models in the
And that will be your cue to send for perfumes, powder, bags and even gadgets. most
Tweezette, the automatic tweezer that Joan is a most amazing shopper. The country, ah that is fiesta day for Joan. But
whisks away offending hairs, roots and all, slightly mad type. As' I sat over in the cor- I leaveways itdressed
to with
you, the
her most
public,
isn't shetaste?
alexquisite
ner on a couch, trying to persuade Pupchen
Pooh to the couturiers.
painlessly!
Probably
you'll
want
a
Lashpac also, with a unique stick of mascara, and Baby, Joan's two puppy dachshunds,
littlemisses
habitsa
like a lipstick, to darken lashes and mark not to chew up the frou-frou on a little is Another
waiting of
on Joan's
herself.annoying
She never
brows. It has a clever little brush for groom- Hattie Carnegie something for the cocktail chance
to dart behind the counter and pick
hour,
I
simply
went
into
one
amazement
after
ing too! Each, $1 — at good stores.
just exactly what she wants without
another. And here's how Joanie shops . . . out
When she finds a hat she likes she im- any of the chi chi of having it sold to her.
has it copied in a dozen or more And to the floorwalker's horror, often she
• Have you tried colors. She mediately
buys expensive straws and brings disappears, when no one is looking, into
Twissors — the new them back year after year to be re-blocked. the holy of holies— the stock room. Through
tweezers with scissor
shopping orgy (even when a cusShe prefers
simpleof tailored
vaga- all this tomer,
not recognizing her behind the
bond hats, but,
course, ifhats
the and
Occasion
ha ndles — marvela picture hat Joan wears a picture counter, asks to see something in washable
ously efficient — 25c. demands
hat. Her Stokowski party hat, which she gloves) Joan keeps in a gay, rollicking
Write Jane Heath for advice about eye beauty. Give your selected the day I was with her, was one humor. The one and only way to make
coloring /or personal beauty plan. Address Dept. SS-5.
of the loveliest I have ever seen her wear. her furious is to try to sell her something
It was an enormous, floppy blue straw, that looks like what the cat dragged in.
not a pushworn back on her head sans crown and She's overdefinitely
for truck. And speaking
showing the top of her head. (Not for the of truck I got a date to go
subways, dearie.)
Joan hatessort,waiting
any thing,
she'sshop
the truckin' . . .
The Kurlash Company. Rochester, N. Y. The Kurlash impatient
so sheforrarely
lias the
Company oj Canada, at Toronto, J.
deliver things to her home— she simply
Silver Screen
G

So Ai Jolson, Sybil Jason, The Yacht Club
Boys, Cab Calloway & His Band, Edward
Everett Horton, Wini Shaw, Lyle Talbot,
Allen Jenkins and Claire Dodd Have Joined
Forces and Voices in a Celebrity- Packed
Warner Bros. Song Show That Recalls the

m P

Glories of Al's Immortal "Singing Fool.
THE

SINGIN

'Sonny Boy' in skirts! The world's
greatest
and form
the world's
youngest
entertainers
one of the
most
delightful picture partnerships in years.
AI knocks 'em dead with 'I Love To
Sing-a'( 'Save Me Sister' and other
torrid tunes by E. Y. Harburg and
Harold ('Stormy Weather') Arlen.

Those Yacht Club Boys, boast of Broadway's and Hollywood's niftiest night
spots, are musically madder than ever in
'My! How This Country
Has Changed'.
•
The
how
Cab
Cot

King of Swing & his hot band show
they do it in Harlem to the tune of
Calloway's own new song/You
To Have Hi-De-Ho In Your Soul'.

for May

1936

Girls! Girlsl 100's of 'em! bring Harlem
to Hollywood in lavish dance numbers
staged by Bobby Connolly, forming a
gorgeous backdrop for the dramatic
story which was directed by William
Keighley for First National Pictures.
7

"Youre

Telling

Me?"
The fifty winning
letter writers in
test have been
the February"
confied by mail.

A Letter About
A Picture Or A
Star Will Win
A Prize.

"Yes"
THE TIME OF MONTH CAN'T
DICTATE TO MODERN GIRLS:

The authors of the
Fifty Best Letters
received this month
will win beautiful,
original photographs, The
framed
under glass.
photographs
be inscribed to will
the
winners and signed
by the
the coupon.
star. Use

This framed photograph of Leslie
Howard measSent Rainge.
to 8y2"xioy2".
Marjorie
ures

"T SPEND my spare time wondering whv
I Jean Parker is not the most popular
-■- person on the screen," writes Delfred
Few of N. Fredonia, Longview, Tex. "To me,
her unlimited acting ability and childlike
beauty make her the most wonderful actress
in Inthe our
movies."
spare time we wonder about—
The modern girl doesn't decline an
invitation just because of the time of Polly Moran!
month! She knows how to keep going,
"I HAVE just seen Clark Gable's picture
and keep comfortable — with Midol. 'Mutiny on the Bounty,' " writes Lucille
For relief from painful periods, this is Riley of Blythe, Calif. "I can see now why
the girls in this town are crazy about Clark
all you have to do :
Watch the calendar. At the veryfirst sign of approaching pain, take
a Midol tablet and drink a glass
of water, and you may escape the
expected pain altogether. If not, a
second tablet should check it within
a few minutes.
Midol 's relief is lasting; two tablets
should see you through your worst
day. Yet Midol contains no narcotic
and it forms no habit. But don't be
misled by ordinary pain tablets sold
as a specific for menstrual pain!
Midol is a special medicine, offered
for this particular purpose.
You will find Midol in any drug
store, it is usually right out on the
counter.
So, look for those trim, aluminum
boxes that make these useful tablets
easy to carry in the thinnest purse
or pocket.

Now they're Blythe and Gable!
Gable."
"HENRY FONDA is my idea of a young
man who is boyishly handsome, ruggedly
charming, and altogether captivating in his
own inimitable manner," writes Catherine
Moylan of East 167th St., New York, N. Y.
"Although I greatly regretted it, I missed
'The Farmer Takes a Wife,' for it seems that
Henry took, not only a wife, but many young
hearts
by storm."
You grow
Fonda and Fonda.
"THIS IS the third time I am writing
about my favorite actor," writes Emma
Shipman of Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Mr. Robert Taylor deserves a medal for
his excellent portrayal of Bob Merrick in
'Magnificent
Obsession.'
sincerely
hopesuited
that
he
will continue
to have I roles
so well
O. K. Emma! We know, you want a picture.
to him."

To the guillotine with her!
" 'THE DARK ANGEL' played here not
so long ago. What a picture and what an
angel Merle Oberon made. She won my
that!"
heart
completely. Her English accent . . .oh,
it is so becoming to her. She has an individual radiance that no other star will ever surwrites Bernice
Avenue, pass,"Nashua,
N. H. Sullivan of Coburn
The incandescent Miss Oberon.
"I FEEL THAT I must write a few
words of praise for Robert Taylor, that up
and coming
youngCanada.
man," writes Mary Lambert of Calgary,
"If I could go with Gable,
If I could go with Tone,
I'd rather go with Taylor,
Or else I'd go alone!
"Here's wishing him lots more good luck."
You'd be good fun too, Mary.

This coupon must accompany your letter. Not good after May 6, 193 6
Editor,
"YOU'RE
ME?"W. 45 th St., New York, N. Y.
SILVER TELLING
SCREEN, 45
In the event that my letter is selected for a prize, I should be pleased
to have a framed and inscribed photograph of

Address . . .
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"IN EUROPE there was, and still is, the
'German' or 'Continental' style of knitting,
in whichMargaret
the yarnRhoades
is held by
hand,"
writes
Motttheofleft
Eglantine
Ave., Pennington, N. J. "In this country we
have the 'American' way. The yarn is held
in the right hand. Madame La Farge in 'The
Tale of Two Cities' knits furiously through
the picture our own 'American' way. Fancy

City

Which
Picture
Did You
Like Best,
And Why?

State
Silver

Screen

BEYOND

QUESTION THE GREATEST SHOW-EVENT
OF THE YEAR FOR ALL AGES

Ferber's superb story of the
I "SHOW BOAT," compared with which every production
of its type pales into insignificance, is characterized by
GLAMOUR — FASCINATING ROMANCE — BEAUTIFUL, LONG-TO-BEREMEMBERED NEW MUSIC, new lyrics plus your old favorites,
by the masters of melody, Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II, SCENIC MARVELS and ARTISTS OF RENOWN. We can't
enumerate it s multitude of attractions. It will be a striking
event in all theatres.
A CARL LAEMMLE, JR, production — directed by JAMES WHALE.
IT'S A UNIVERSAL, OF COURSE!

REVIEWS:
THERE'S A GIRL I'D
LIKE TO MEET! A

to

Yet 3 weeks ago they
laughed at her skinny shape
BOHEMIAN GIRL, THE
— Entertaining. This may not
be the opera that staid habitues of the Metropolitan remember, but it is a hilarious
version of the theme nevertheless, and retains several of the
most precious melodies. Of
course with Laurel and Hardy
performing in it, you can exit ! pect almost anything-=-and get

Again a radio singer breaks into pictures. Harriet Hilliard and her husband, Ozzie Nelson. She clicked in
"Follow the Fleet."

BRIDES ARE LIKE
THAT — Fine. This is one of
those edies
bright,
wholesome
about the
first yearcom-of
marriage that is always good
for a hearty laugh from every
member of the family. Well
acted by Ross Alexander,
Anita Louise and Joseph Cawthorn.
COLLEEN— Entertaining.
A musical that boasts the team
oj
Dickis Powell
Keeler
sure to and
rate Ruby
many
followers, and when, in addition, itgives us those swell
comedians, Joan Blondell and
Jack
theassured.
box-office
"high" Oakie,
should be
NEW "7-POWER" ALE YEAST
OFTEN ADDS 5 to 15 LBS.
— in a few weeks!
NOW there's no need for thousands to be
"skinny" and friendless, even if they
never couldforgainthembefore.
new, easyof
treatment
that Here's
puts ona pounds
naturally attractive flesh — in a few weeksl
Doctors now know that the real reason
why many find it hard to gain weight is
they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron
in their daily food. Now with this new discovery which combines these two vital elements in little concentrated tablets, hosts
of people have put on pounds of firm flesh —
normal curves -in a very short time.
Not only
are thousands
quickly gaining
goodlooking
pounds
but also naturally
clear normal,
skin, freedom
from indigestion _and constipation,
glorious
new
pep.
This amazing
Ironized
Yeast, new
is madeproduct.
from
special,
yeast,of
the richestimported
known ale
source
Vitamin B. By a new procis concentratedess7 this
timesyeast— made
7 times
more izedpowerful
— thenof ironwith 3 kinds
iron.
E Ifandyou.irontoo,to need
build Vitamin
you up.
get these new Ironized Yeast
tablets
druggist
at once.fromDayyourafter
day
watch round
flat chest
skinny
limbs
out and
to normal
attractiveness, skin clear to
natural
— you're an
entirely beauty
new person.
Guaranteed
No matter how skinny you
may
be from
lack iron,
of enough
Vitamin
Ji new
and
this
marvelous
Ironized
Yeast should build you up
in a few weeks as it has
thousands. If not delighted
with the results of the very
first package, your money
back, instantly.
FREE offer!
To start you building up
your health right away, we
make this
FREE ofoffer.
Purchatablets
se a package
Ironized
Yeastseal
at once,
cut
out
on box
and mail
to us with a clipping of this
will send
aparagraph.
fascinatingWe new
book youon
health, "New Facts About
Your Body."
Remember,
results guaranteed
with very
first package
—At all
or money
refunded.
druggists.
Ironize.d Yeast Co., Inc.,
Posed hy professional modota
Dept. 266, Atlanta, Ga.
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DESERT GOLD— Fine. A
Zane Grey western that packs
enough punch to interest even
dyed-in-the-wool sophisticates
who ought to get the breath
of the great open spaces into their nostrils once in
a while. (Buster Crabbe, Marsha Hunt, Tom
Keene, Monte Blue.)
DESIRE— Colorful. Jewel stealing on the Continent can certainly be made a fascinating occupation when indulged in by the glamorous Marlene
Dietrich (not directed by Von Sternberg). Both
Gary Cooper and John Halliday add considerable
verve to the exciting events.
DON'T GAMBLE WITH LOVE— Fair. When
Ann Sothern persuaded her husband, Bruce Cabot,
to give up his gambling establishment and play the
stock market instead, she didn't realize that one
form of gambling
as unsafe
discovers
her error issoon
enough.as another — but she
DON'Tabout
GET a PERSONAL
Fair. A good
slightinlittle
comedy
girl who, not —making
the
Big City, returns to her well-upholstered existence
in a small town, trailing behind her two irrepressible college youths whom she annexed on the way.
(Sally Eilers, Jimmy Dunn, Pinky Tomlin.)
HELLSHIP MORGAN— Fair. The tuna fishing
industry seems to be going romantic all of a sudden— it's furnished plot material for several films
lately, including this. Besides tuna fishing, fortunately, we have love — in the shape of a triangle
once again — with Ann Sothern, Victory Jory and
George Bancroft involved.
HER Horton
MASTER'S
VOICE—
Edward
Everett
is perfectly
cast asGood.
the henpecked
husband
whose
well-timed
"revolt"
leads
the
plot
into many strange and amusing situations. (Peggy
Conklin, Elizabeth Patterson, Laura Hope Crewes.)
LADY— that
OF ofSECRETS—
Fair. who
The isplot's
pre-war
a lovely lady
forceda bit
to
bring up her war baby as her sister because of her
father's peculiar reaction to the situation — but this
modern
year heavens.
of 1936 fixes(Ruth
everything
okey-dokie
for
her, thank
Chatterton,
Marian
Marsh, Otto Kruger, Lionel Atwill.)
LOVE
ON A a BET
tic farce about
youth— Amusing.
who bets Athatlively
he romancan go
from New York to Los Angeles in 10 days, starting from scratch, and arriving plus a sweetheart,
a new suit of clothes and $100 in cash. (Gene
Raymond, Wendy Barrie, Helen Brodenck.)
MILKY WAY, THE— Fine. Don't pass this up
elsefor anything
program
for your
it's
a lulupetof radio
a comedy
withorHarold
Lloyd at his
milkman who
most amusing best as the dumb-cluck amazing
prizethe world's most
out intoStander,
blossoms fighter.
(Lionel Wilson.)Adolphe Menjou, Verree
Teasdale, Dorothy

MODERN TIMES — Excellent. A real event in
the cinema world. Charlie Chaplin is with us again
in a rollicking comedy that touches subtly on various phases of our so-called economic civilization
and
manages
to keep
us laughing
most un-)
subtleyetfashion
all the
way thru.
(PauletteinGoddard.
MUSIC plays
GOESthe'ROUND,
— Good. favorite
Harry
Richman
role of anTHE
exhausted
of
Broadway's
musical
comedy
stage
who
recovers
nolly.)
his
he teams
up (for
love'sthatsweet
withpepa when
decrepit
showboat
troupe
wantssake)to
make "big time." (Rochelle Hudson, Walter ConPRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND— Fine. A
dramatic film telling the story of the unfortunate
young doctor who was so terribly tortured after
he
gave medical
the manin who
shotunwittingly
Lincoln. Warner
Baxteraidis toexcellent
the
title role. (Gloria Stuart.)
RHODES — Interesting. The story of Cecil
Rhodes, the English student who visited Africa for
his health and remained to carve out an Empire for
Queen Victoria. The Diamond King, he was somecalled, which
and if isyou've
read his
see thistimesfilm
rich innever
historical
data.biography,
(Walter
Huston, Basil Sidney.)
TOUGH GUY — Good. The kids will enjoy this
film hugely. Joseph Calleia is the gangster whose
tough old heart turns to mush and milk when he
happens across Jackie Cooper, who is running away
from
stepfather won''' tolerate
Rin TinhomeTin, because
Jr., his his
pet dog.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE— Fine.
Afamous.
Kentucky
Mountain
feud with
storytechnicolor
that has become
Filmed
this time
which
catches the somber atmosphere of the tragedy, it is
engrossing film fare. Fine cast includes Sylvia Sidney, Fred MacMurray, Henry Fonda.)
VOICE OF BUGLE ANN, THE— Good. For
those
getting
every oftimeyouyouwhoseecan't
a dogresist
flashed
on sentimental
the screen,
this story
of ofa desperate
feud
over
the fate
a marvelousOzark
canineMountains'
named Bugle
Ann should be right up your alley. (Lionel Barrymore, Dudley Digges, Maureen O'Sullivan.)
WOMAN TRAP — Good. A diverting crook
story, with the adventurous Mexican border for its
setting and dealing with such exciting undesirables
as jewel thieves and bandits — as stacked up against
an intrepid American reporter, a charming aviatrix
and a Mexican G-Man. (Gertrude Michael, George
Murphy, Akim Tamiroff.)
Silver

Screen
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Girl

who

Married

your

Husband

Have gnawing fears and worries
withered the bloom of her
romance? Or did she discover
"Lysol" in time?

LIKE every woman, you started
out with certainty that your
marriage would be different. No misunderstandings. Al harmony.
Some marriages do succeed in preserving those ideals. You might be
surprised to know how often they
owe much of their success to "Lysol".
Doctors know that back of most
marriage failures is the old, old story
of a woman's fear — bred of misinformation and half-truths about
marriage hygiene. Fortunately, more
and more women today are learning
the facts... that much of their fear is
needless. "Lysol" has earned the
confidence of the millions of women
who have used it.

qualities of "Lysol"
Two itspecial
exceptionally valuable in
make
antiseptic marriage hygiene. First,
it has the property of spreading, of
reaching germs in folds of tissue
where ordinary methods do not
reach. And second, "Lysol" remains
effective in the presence of organic
matter (such as mucus, serum, pus,
etc.) — when some other antiseptics
lose their germ-killing power partly
or even totally. Yet the dependability and gentleness of "Lysol" — •
in the solutions recommended — are
such that leading doctors commonly
use it in the delicate operation of
childbirth.

for May

You will find that the use of
"Lysol" brings you a reassuring sense
of antiseptic cleanliness. But more
important — it relieves your mind of
that constantly recurring worry, fear
and suspense, which no husband
ever really understands.
A booklet of valuable information
on this important subject, is yours
for the asking.. .just mail the coupon
below.

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. Safety... "Lysol" is gentle and reliable. It contains no harmful free caustic
alkali.

under practical conditions... even in the
presence of organic matter (such as dirt,
mucus, serum, pus, etc.). Some other
antiseptics
work when they meet
with
these don't
conditions.
3. Penetration.. ."Lysol" solutions, because oftheir low surface tension, spread
into hidden folds of the skin, and thus
virtually search out germs.
4. Economy... "Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an
application in the proper solution for
feminine hygiene.

2. Effectiveness. .."Lysol" is a true
germicide, which means that it kills germs

5. Odor.. .The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
disappears immediately after use.
6. Stability . . ."Lysol" keeps its full
strength, no matter how long it is kept,
no matter how often it is uncorked.

NEW! LYSOL HYGIENIC SOAP...
for hands, complexion, bath. A
fine, firm, white soap, with the
added deodorant property of
"Lysol". Protects longer against
body odors,' without leaving
strong after-odor. Washes away
germs and perspiration odors.
Get a cake at your favorite drug
counter.

FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
LEHN & FINK, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept.SS-5
Sole Distributors of ''Lysol" disinfectant
Please
send about
me theFeminine
book calledHygiene
"LYSOLand vs.other
GERMS",
with facts
uses of
"Lysol".
Name
Street.
Ci(y_
State_
C 1936. Lrhn 4 Fink. Inc.
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Coloring

*

new
thing the
one
'Shatsjust
all
in common—
have
Spring
THERE
They aretheyevery
of hairl
show scads
shape and color under the sun. The trimmings and veils strive to be feminine,
probably in atonement for the mannish
tailleurs and high necklines which reduce
glimpses of white throat to a minimum.
If your hat is simple in line, like the
shallow-crowned, wide-brimmed sailor
Betty Furness is wearing, it should be gay
in color— Chinese red (like Betty's)— purple,
peacock blue and bright green are only a
few of the rainbow hues that will center
attention
Milady's
head!appears
Even now
brownin
has taken on
on new
life and
the rich, tawny color of
a"saddle
brand brown,"
new saddle.
Henry VIII served as the inspiration for
a shallow-crowned hat of straw or felt, with
a grosgrain ruching brim reminiscent of
the 16th Century ruff. Another style born
of the same period has a swooping brim,
turned up at the sides and topped by an
ostrich
plume that
droops
a ridiculously
giddy
littleforward.
model, There's
hardly
large enough to be called a hat, that
perches aslant over one eye and shows
practically
one's hair.
AVhatever alltheof shade
and shape of your
Easter bonnet, you can be sure it will put
Jessie

id attn

e ids
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IT/LOVf
ROBERT

AGAIN

with
YOUNG

Romance,
Comedy, Adventure in
Rhumba Rhythm . . ,
COMING TO YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE
Production
12

Lilies and Rita Cansino,
and both so beautiful!

in a
Betty ness
FurChinese red
straw sailor
for the first
Spring days.
your hair in the spotlight. Treat it accordingly! For most of us, a good permanent
wave is the basis of hair beauty. Your next
permanent should be done in a way that
will permit smoothness or loose waves on
top and plenty of saucy curls at the sides
and back where they will do justice to
A good
to insure the success of your
your
hat. wayis to
permanent
use a soapless shampoo,
like Admiration, for several washings before and after you have the wave. This
strengthens
the hair besides adding to its
life and lustre.
of permanents,
seen
oneSpeaking
given that
looked as if itwe've
were just
actually
fun to have! It was the new Nestle-Undine
"one-minute" wave that avoids both overhead wires and chemical heating pads.
The secret is pre-heating of featherweight
clamps, so they have to stay on your head
only one minute— or two if your hair is
unusually fine. There's automatic control
of heat and a system of lights and bells
that tells the operator just when each step
is finished.
The bright, shining clamps made the
model look like a Hindu goddess. And her
hair came out as soft, silky and naturallooking
a child's
Thishead
new than
method
can waveas hair
closercurls!
to the
has
ever been possible before, so it's longer
before the curl "comes out." A special
cream is put on the ends of hair that still
retains some of the old wave, in order to
prevent brittleness.
The makes
vogue evening
for curlscoiffures
clusteredmore
atop interone's
head
esting, too. There is so much that can be
done to embellish curls— a jewelled ornament at a flattering spot, flowers or a band
of velvet ribbon that brings out the color
of your eyes. You may dress up the velvet
ribbon by tucking a few fresh flowers into
it. Baby rosebuds, pansies or violets are
especially nice for this purpose, depending
upon what colors you are wearing.
Speaking of violets, these shy little
flowers are coming into their own again!
Bouquets of violets, real or fabricated, are
important accessory notes— especially if one
is wearing fashionable gray. And most of
the perfume manufacturers are bringing
out new violet fragrances, or paying more
attention to their old ones that have been
kept on the shelves for mothers and grandmothers the last few years. Lentheric has
a perfectly delightful new violet perfume.
Your new gray bonnet may not have blue
ribbons on it— but it's very likely to be tied
under the chin or one ear! And here's a
tip if you're going in for the Season's
Silver Screen

smartest color— in suit, hat, frock or accessory touches. Gray is one of the hardest
colors to wear after you've passed the
youthful years when natural circulation
sends color to your cheeks. Coty has made
a. real contribution to the gray vogue by
bringing out its famous Air-Spun face powder inceived"blushing
shades,"
especially
conto make gray
becoming
to anyone.
"Soleil d'Or" is the warm, sunny shade for
the olive-skinned, and "Rachel Nacre''
gives the effect of a peach-like blush to
blondes and light brunettes.
Another misdemeanor of which gray is
guilty is stealing the brightness from your
hair. So, whatever the color of your hair
by Nature or "by art," be sure that it
shines
when
wearing gray!
Every
shade of
hair you're
is fashionable
this season,
even brown. But drab, lack-lustre tresses
or those that look dry and dead from overbleaching are absolutely taboo. If you're
lucky enough to have bright hair naturally, use a shampoo that will bring cut all
its highlights, and give it plenty of brushing to increase its sheen.
You who feel that your hair needs
"touching up" to achieve the most becoming shade, should know about a Continental shampoo-oil-tint that is now being used
in beauty shops in America. It's called
"Clairol" and is made by Mury of Paris.
Rich,
re-conditioning
oilsatinfuse
the time
hair
with new
life and lustre
the same
the coloring ingredients penetrate the
shafts, lastingly, and not to be washed off
with the next shampoo. Our own personal
hairdresser, who has done tinting for
decades, is enthusiastic about the Clairol
treatment. He says it makes it easy to give
a woman exactly the shade she wants (there
are 21 from which to choose), that the
effect is natural-looking and the oils prevent continued use from making the hair
dry and brittle. It disguises gray hair most
effectively, too. And there's a "silver white"
shade that gives real charm to yellowtinged gray or white hair.
The eyes that shine beneath a flowerdecked bonnet or a brilliant hued "Hornberg"
should
given the
make
them look
theirbeloveliest.
Long,caredarkto lashes
and well-shaped brows can double the attractivenes of eyes.
Mosttheyeyelashes
don't
show their length
unless
are darkened,
because the tips are naturally light. The
most natural effect is gained by using
liquid mascara, as it simply lends color
and does not leave a coating to thicken the
lashes.
However, many women want to make
their lashes look heavier, as well as longer,
and mascara in cake form is the most efficient way to do it.

Everybody Makes Mistakes
So . . .
NEW

TITLES

"A Gentleman Goes To Town" (Gary
Cooper) has been changed to. . .
"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town"
"United States Smith" (Charles Bickford) has been changed to ....
"Pride of the Marines"
"Bless Their Hearts" (Melvyn Douglas) has been changed to
"And So They Were Married"
"One To Two" (William Powell)
has been changed to
"The Ex-Mrs. Bradford"
"Thoroughbreds All" (John Arledge)
has been changed to
"Two in Revolt"
"For the Service" (Buck Jones) has
been changed to "Word of Honor"
for May
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TOM FORGOT TO KISS ME
GOODBYE AGAIN. I GUESS OUR
SWEETHEART DAYS ARE OVER.

CLAIRE, HOW DO YOU KEEP MEN
INTERESTED? TOM TAKES ME FOR
GRANTED ALREADY.
I LEARNED A SECRET FROM FRENCH
V WOMEN, MY DEAR. THEY KNOW THE
CHARM OF ALL-OVER FRAGRANCE.
MEN ADORE IT. IT'S SO FEMININE !

MMM ! IT'S LOVELY TO
START THE DAY WITH MAVIS.
I LOVE ITS FRESH FLOWERGARDEN FRAGRANCE. WONDER
IF TOM WILL NOTICE?

Before

you

dress! —

HUSBANDS

LIKE WIVES
TO BE FEMININE
NO,
JUSTSWEET
TO TELL
OH.TOM! FLOWERS!
YOU IT'SHOW
BUT IT'S NOTOUR
ANNIVERSARY—
YOU ARE.ASDEAR.
YOU'RE
LOVELY
THESE
MY BIRTHDAY !OR
FLOWERS,

use

fragrance —
Keep lovely with Mavis. At least twice
a day . . . before you dress . . . after
every bath . . . smooth your skin all
over with Mavis Talcum. Mavis is so
pure and soothing. It guards the youth
of your skin . . . protects it from drying
. . . keeps it velvety and soft. And the
use of Mavis is so Parisian ! Its subtle

the secret
-MAVIS!

of all-over

fragrance clothes you in glamour. And
protects your feminine daintiness . . .
gives you a fresh adorable charm that
lasts the day or evening through.
Mavis Talcum in 25(*, 50j£ and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
10^ size at 5-and-10^ stores. We invite you
to try Mavis — use coupon below.

MAVIS

IN THE
CONTAIN

RED
ER
13

STUDIO

LEE.P tossed lieads c(uickly ruin the
effects of ordinary waving lotions. But Superset
sets Lair as it should be set and keebs it that
way. With buberset, your hair is always manageable—sleet, burnished and well groomed.
Superset dries Quietly and leaves absolutely no
flaky deposit. Use Superset and be broud of
your Tasting, natural, lustrous waves. lOc at all
5 and i o cent stores. In two formulas — regular
and No. 2 (Faster Drying).
SUPERSET

Joe E. Brown and Joan Blondell prepare for a scene in "Sons O'
Guns," while Director Lloyd Bacon watches from behind the camera.

c/ Kj046{iUWAVING LOTION
The NESTLE - LeMUft COMPANY. N.V.
Over

700,000

have

Studied Music
You, too, can learn to play by this
remarkable home-study method
Learn how to play your favorite instrument
and
friends. The
No private
teachersurprise
could all
makeyourit clearer.
cost is
surprisingly
low
—
averaging
only
few
■ cents a day. You play real apieces
II by
note
—
right
from
the
start.
Learn to play the Piano, Violin,
I Ukulele, Banjo. Guitar, Piano
I Accordion, Saxophone or any
I other instrument you like.
I FREE BOOK Write today for
Free
Booklet
and
Free
Demonstration
Lesson Instruments
explaining
this method in detail. Mention
instrument.
supplied when needed, cash or credit.
U. S. School of Music, 1195 Brunswick Building, New York City
51 Jl. SAYS
"YOU CAN REALLY LOOK

YEARS YOUNGER!"
i >emoat Authority C Your imi your I ' i ri 1I 1 i;i v. ii-ll-' reur
»JSIL£™lvv»
young! This amazing new
mjuvenatu
m YOUTHLook METHOD
from
your
age. corrects oily or drydrops
skin, years
overcomes
wrinklesapparent
and flabbiness.
10 DAY INTENSIVE TREATMENT
produces ductory
thrillingSend
results.
1936 Money
introtodaySpecial
Check,
I
Order. C. O. ofter.
D. it preferred.
Pnrr
wlthorwithout
order,
her
beauty
booklet,
"How
f rvLC toLook Years Younger and Grow More Beautiful
as You Grow Older".
EUNICE SKELLY, Salon of Eternal Youth
Suite V, Park Central. 56th St. & 7th Ave., N. Y.
FA^D
HAIR
Women,
with gray , faded,
streaked With
hair.newSha French
m poo
and colorgirls,yourmen hairatthe
samotimo
discovery
"SHAMPO-KOLOR,"
takes
few
minutes
leaves
halrsoft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curL
Free Bookld, Monsieur L. P. Vallifny. Dept. 20. 254 W. 31 Si.. New Vork
14
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P WITH the birds and out to
watch them make movies. First,

there is— Paramount
AT AN unbelievably early hour in the
-^"V- morning there's a big restaurant scene
in
a picture
"Till WeandMeetGertrude
Again," Michael.
starring
Herbert
Marshall
It's a Viennese restaurant in London in
the year 1914. Everything is very gay and
most of the people are in evening dress.
Gert is an actress who is also an Austrian
spy. Herbert, too, is an actor. Suddenly a
newsboyrush
is heard
"Extra."
people
outside,shouting
buy papers
and Some
come
back. "England has declared war on
Germany!"
the hubbub
this creates. You
Therecanareimagine
ad lib exclamations
all over the place. Then, one feeble voice
starts singing "God Save the King" and the
others take it up. It's all very thrilling
and stirring for everyone except the musicians. Idon't suppose a Viennese orchestra gets much kick out of playing "God
Save the King" when they know darned
well it's only a matter of a few days until
England
will declare war on their country,
too.
Suddenly a familiar voice falls on my
ear. It belongs to Robert Florey who used
to direct about twenty-five pictures a year
at Warner Brothers. Now he's at Paramount
directing
"Till We
Meet who
Again."
is an excellent
director
has Mr.
neverFlorey
lost
the human touch and, with time enough at
his disposal to do things as they should be
done, I look to see him turn out some
really fine pictures.
"You see," he exclaims, "I always promised ifyou would just come at the right time
I would
shoot Bob!
my biggest scene for you!"
Good luck,

For some reason I can't fathom I sudfeel the Artists,
urge to and
find asoutthere
what'sis going
on at denly
United
nothing to stop me, I make this the next stop.
United Artists
NO realize
SOONER
on theurge
lot is.
thanIdaI
what amtheI secret
Lupino is working here with Francis
Lederer
in "One
Afternoon."
Just wait
until Rainy
you get
a view of Ida
in this picture. She really wears some
clothes. And what clothes! And Lederer, for
the first time, gets a chance to sing in a
picture. He used to play in comic operas
on the other side. Mr. Jesse Lasky was so
intrigued with this play he bought the
rights to it last summer when he was
abroad— bought them with no other
thought in mind but that it would make
a good picture for Francis.

Herbert Marshall and Gertrude
Michael in "Till We Meet Again,"
a story of World War days.
Silver

Screen
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"One Rainy Afternoon" is being prorelease. duced by Pickford-Lasky for United Artists
Also being produced for the same release,
but by Pioneer Pictures (which gave you
"Becky
Sharp"),
is "Dancing
Pirate." (Fred
The
time is the
year 1820.
Charles Collins
Stone's son-in-law), is a dancing teacher.
Steffi Duna, daughter of the chief of
police (Frank Morgan), is going to her
wedding. The procession starts towards the
mission with Victor Varconi leading, followed by Steffi and Morgan, two little girls
holding up her wedding veil.
When the director yells "Cut!" Steffi is
almost in front of me. "I feel so good
today," she confides to me, "and pure. Almost like a bride— and I'm just a little
embarrassed
she hides her byfaceit inall."
her Inveil.mock modesty
And I'm just a wee bit embarrassed myself so I beat it out to—
Warner Brothers
PLENTY doing out here, let me tell you.
First there's "Sons O' Guns," starring Joe
E. Brown and Joan Blondell. This picture
has a war background but don't esk for
the plot. As Jane Withers and Jackie Searle
say in "Gentle Julia," "when did one of
Mr. Brown's pictures ever have a plot,
pray?" The scene is one of those estaminets
so popular in France during the late war.
Joan looks gorgeous in a pale green skirt, a
black basque with a figured yellow top, a
little yellow ribbon in her hair and a
chartreuse apron. And is she French! BUT
French. Accent and all.
A bunch of the boys are whooping it up
in the Malamute saloon. No. That's wrong.
That's Service and this is Brown— Joe E.
Brown. Anyhow, in the midst of the festivities somebody yells "Jiggers! Here comes
the lieutenant."
So everyone dives for the cyclone cellar
except Mr. Brown and he dives under the
table. In walks the lieutenant who is really
nobody
an officer's
uniform. but
AndCraig
rightReynolds
away he instarts
getting
fresh with Joan.
"How about a slug of Scotch, baby?" he
puts it up to her.
"Sorry," Miss Joan regrets. "Streect
orders. No drinks to soldiers."
"I'm not a soldier," Craig informs her.
"I'm an officer."
"No dreenks anyway," says Joan.
"Forget the liquor," Craig, who didn't
want it anyhow, suggests. "There's a moon
out. Suppose we look at it together."
"Suppose we don't," Joan retorts unromantically.
"How about a stroll around town with
me? You really owe it to yourself," is
Craig's
suggestion
his most
modest
manner, next
as he
reaches inacross
the bar
for
her hand.
"Please!" Joan suggests. "Keep your mind
on the war."
for May
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"One kiss, baby," is Craig's next offer, set is open to visitors, including myself.
"and I'll win the war for you myself." And The set is one of the few bedrooms I've
with that he pulls her around the end of
the bar towards him.
seen
pictures
I'd like
livable.in Soft
wood that
paneling
on tothehave.
walls,It'sa
leather
easy
chair,
a
fireplace
with
a
couple
"Stop, you peeg!" Joan screams as she
of brass candelabra on the mantel, a large
struggles. "You cockroach!"
Now Joe E. Brown has been watching centre table with another candelabra on it,
all this byplay from under the table and an old mahogany shaving stand, a four
he doesn't care a whit for it. Not even a poster bed, an old round leather trunk
jot. Sodenly
when
stop, the
Joe table,
sud- against the wall, etc., etc. It's a period
scramblesCraig
out doesn't
from under
period of 1800.
turns Mr. Reynolds around and delivers a picture—
Dick Powell, with sideburns reaching alsock on the button. All of which just goes
most to his chin, is in bed asleep. Suddenly
to show you chivalry is not dead and the Etienne Girard and Walter Kingsley enter
American doughboy still comes through— with a determined air.
eighteen years after the war's over!
"Captain Bonaparte!" Girard calls, shak"Where've you been?" Joan demands
when the scene is finished. "Your nephew,
Norman Scott Barnes, won't know you
So I
up."Barnes
showScott
pretty a soon
Norman
buy don't
note ifto you
make
a rattle and proceed to the next stage.
It is on this next stage one encounters
Margaret Lindsay and Warren Hull in a
scene from "The Law in Her Hands."
Miss Lindsay is the lawyer woman. The
scene is her office and what an office. There
is the usual impressive and depressing
array of law books on some shelves but
a glorious adventure in loveliness.
So safe .... so quick . . . . so easy!
-i , ;■ , ■ *
;
/- ?,
q
Send forSlint
FreeCo.,
Sample
Golden
Inc.
0
Seattle, U. S.. A.
^ ::::X;/:^;^ ;
Offer Expires July 1st.
\ ^^

In "Heart Divided," Walter Kingsley and Etienne Girard wake Dick
Powell, who is giving a lifelike performance of a man asleep.
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Warren Hull calls upon Margaret
Lindsay in her elaborate office,
in "The Law in Her Hands."
after that the feminine influence enters in.
Modernistic paintings that have nothing to
do with law, a lovely modernistic desk,
some modernistic chairs with modernistic
end tables and modernistic ash trays and
cigarette lighters.
Maggie is behind her desk when the door
suddenly opens and in walks Mr. Hull.
"Well, Mr. Prosecutor," she greets him,
coming around from behind the desk and
holding out both hands, "Welcome to my
lair. I've been wondering when you were
going
to call
on me."
"You're
looking
grand, Mary," he answers, genuinely glad to see her.
"I feel grand," she replies airily. "The
practice of law with its technicalities and
tricks seems to agree with me. Have a
chair. Have a cigarette?"
"Thanks," says Warren, taking one.
"Well," Margaret goes on with a nervous
little gesture, "you haven't told me how
you"I like
don'tourlikenew
it," layout."
Warren answers bluntly.
"Meaning what?" Margaret bristles.
"Need English.
I tell you?" Mr. Hull counters in
flawless
Mr. Hull is supposed to have one of the
really good male voices in pictures but they
never let him use it. The reason, I'm told,
is because Warner Brothers already have
a singing star in Dick Powell, and I suppose that is a swell reason for not letting
Hull sing even though he has a good voice.
Also shooting out here is "Hearts
Divided," starring Marion Davies and Dick
Powell. Marion isn't working today so the

ing"He's
him. not here," Dick answers
sleepily.
"Captain Bonaparte!" Girard repeats.
"Captain Jerome Bonaparte! M'sieur Captain JeromeamBonaparte!"
"What
I late for now?" Dick
"A race, m'sieu," Girard announces.
grumbles.
"Am I in it?" Dick asks.
"It's a horse race, monsieur," Kingsley
puts in patiently.
"Then wake up the horses," Dick suggests burying his head in the pillow.
"Stick around for lunch," Dick calls over
to me before the next take.
"You're a cinch," I promise. "See you
So 1 dash over to the next set which is
"The Golden Arrow," starring Bette Davis
and George Brent. There's no dialogue in
this
scene. It's a nickel dance hall and my
later."
guide grumbles because it's the only dingy
set in the whole picture, which is about
two girls each claiming to be the richest
girl in the world. Bette and George drift
in to the dance hall, fall into step and,
though the orchestra is playing a hot number (vintage of 1925) they waltz dreamily,
"the
forgetting,
the world
forgot."
Thisworld
idyllic
scene isby being
directed
by
Al Green who is one of the most heartless
practical jokers extant.
"Hi, Dick," Al observes at the finish of
the"Naw,"
scene. I"Going
the races
today?"
answer.to"Gotta
work."
"Too bad," says Al. "I paid a hundred
dollars for a tip on a horse in the sixth.
He's a cinch to come in and the longest
shot on the board. It wouldn't pay you to
play him in town because the bookies onlypay fifteen for one and he'll pay more than
"I'll go," I decide suddenly, "if I have
to "It's
break a leg getting there."
whispers.Pompey's Squaw in the sixth," Al
"I'll be there," I assure him and, in a
perfect frenzy to get through with my
work,
that."I drive hell bent for election to—
Silver

Screen
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Bette Davis and George Brent In
"The Golden Arrow." The scene
shows a nickel dance hall where
you would hardly expect to find
the richest girl in the world.
Pathe
here we find Prof. Sol Lesser making two pictures. One of them is called
"Let's Sing Again" and it boasts quite an
imposing cast: Henry Armetta, Grant
Withers, George Huston, Vivienne Osborne,
Inez Courtney and Bobbie Breen. Bobbie
is the eight-year-old singing marvel, and
he really is a marvel.
This is all about a little boy whose father
leaves him to go to France to study music.
He's aand
greatleaves
tenor.him,
The soboy's
away
he ismother
put inruns
an
orphan asylum. He runs away from that
and joins a circus. When the star of the
circus gets temperamental, Armetta suggests
to the owner that he put in Bobbie. I
come on the set as Bobbie is singing "Donna
e Mobile" from "Rigoletto." And how he
sings it.

OUT

The other picture is "O'Malley of the
Mounted,"we starring
GeorgeBush
O'Brien.
George,
have James
(whomBesides
you
saw as the radio operator in "Ceiling
Zero"), Stanley Fields and Irene Ware (one

Odor

Test

If you deodorize only— because it
is easy and quick— you will always
have an unpleasant, stale "armhole
odor"— test yourself tonight by
smelling your dress at the armhole

more fastidious you are, the more
THE
surprised and shocked you may be
when you realize that you cannot prevent
"armhole odor" unless your underarm is
kept dry as well as sweet.
Tonight, as soon as you take off your
dress, smell the fabric under the arm. No
matter how careful you are about deodorizing your underarm, you may find that
your dress carries the embarrassing odor of
stale perspiration.
This is bound to happen if you merely
deodorize. Creams and sticks are not
made to stop perspiration. They do not
keep the underarm dry, so perspiration
collects and dries on the fabric of your dress.
And the very next time you wear that
dress, the warmth of your body brings out
an unpleasant, stale odor.
Only one way to be SURE
Women who care deeply about good grooming know that there is no short cut to true
underarm daintiness. They insist on the
complete protection of Liquid Odorono.
WOMEN who want to be sure their
dresses are free from "armhole
odor" gently close the underarm
pores with Liquid Odorono.

With Odorono, not even the slightest drop
of moisture can collect on your dress to
spoil the pleasant impression that you
would otherwise make.
Odorono's action is entirely safe . . . ask
your doctor. It works by gently closing the
pores in that little hollow of the underarm.
Perspiration is merely diverted to less confined parts of the body where it may
evaporate freely and inoffensively.
No more ruined frocks
It takes a little longer to use Odorono, but
it is well worth your while. In the end you
save, not only embarrassment but your
lovely clothes as well! You do away forever
with those horrible underarm stains that
even the cleaner cannot remove, that can
ruin expensive frocks and coat linings in just
one
no grease
stick day's
to yourwearing.
clothes And
and there
make isthem
messy.to
Odorono comes in two strengths. Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) need be used only
twice a week. Instant Odorono (Colorless)
is for especially sensitive skin or emergency
use — to be used daily or every other day.
On sale at all toilet-goods counters.
If you want to feel the utter security and
poise that Odorono brings, send for the two
sample vials and leaflet on complete underarm dryness offered below.

Bobby Breen is a marvelous singer.
You will hear him in "Let's Sing
Again." Henry Armetta is co-starred.
of the "Miss America's").
This is from an original by your old
favorite of the silent days, William S. Hart.
I don't know all the story but Bush is
Irene's
Mr. Fields
to beat weakling
him up, brother.
Irene rushes
in to starts
save
him, so he gives Irene a smack or two for
good measure and then in rushes George
and saves the day. And what a fight it is
I sit there with my eyes bulging out of my
for May
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Hollywood
thanno one
has lostthathermore
job
because of constipation.
Movie
directors
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can't
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for
lack ofachespep,
eyes, pimples, sick headcaused dull
by constipation.
That's why you should follow Hollywood's example and not let a second day pass
without coming to nature's aid with a beauty
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Olive Tablets are popular in Los Angeles,
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AGAIN/" h
. .and. so easy
ta Safety

head as they make eight or ten takes of
the scene. I guess it's the tomboy in me.
When the scene is over George tells me
about the trip he and his wife, Marguerite
Churchill, took to Russia and he tells me
about the race he's trying to have put on
out at Santa Anita between all the cowboy
stars, each to ride his own mount. But the
pay-off comes when I learn that the company was on location at Idlewild in the
San Jacinto mountains. Although there was
no snow it turned very cold and Missy
Ware hadn't brought her red flannels

Stanley Fields and George
O'Brien in a stirring bit of action
from "O'Malley of the Mounted."

this, there are still three to report.
The Myrna
first of Loy,
these Robert
is "Petticoat
Fever''
with
Montgomery,
Reginald Owen and the Eskimo servant.
Otto Yamaoka. Well, this is one of those
delightfully nonsensical things both Myrna
and
well,'
not forgetting Mr.
Owen'sBobflairdo forso the
nutty.
Bob is a wireless operator in Labrador,
ninety miles from the nearest settlement,
and ninety miles in ice-bound Labrador is
aMyrna
goodish
I'd haveMr.you
to know.
and step,
her fiance,
Owen,
crash
in a plane and Bob is delighted to have
them as his guests. So delighted, in fact, he
virtually keeps them prisoners, sending out
phony messages instead of the ones they
give him. Then, while figuratively holding
off Owen with one hand, he makes desperate love to Myrna with the other— freefeeling Bob they call him up in Labrador.
He's doing swell, too, and his coup is a
dinner he gives for his two guests. He and
Myrna appear in full evening regalia but
the unimaginative Owen only comes to the
table in some brown Harris tweeds. From
here on out I have no sympathy for him.
There's a lot of by-play between Bob
and Reggie before Myrna comes in, but
never mind that. We'll skip to where we
have Myrna at the table, all seated. Suddenly the door opens and Yamaoka enters
bearing a tray of cocktails. His hair is
quite, quite uncombed, he has on Eskimo
reindeer pants and a woolen coat, but over
this is a badly fitting full-dress coat. There
is already a stain on the side where some
food has trickled down across it. Myrna
and Reggie are quite fascinated by the
sight of Yamaoka and I may add that I,
too, am under his spell.
"Most idiotic thing I've ever seen," Reggie barks. "Where'd he dig it up? I didn't
know there were ash cans up here."
"There aren't," Bob says blandly. "It
happens to be yours. We thought you

along. So good old George, who aids ladies
in distress off-screen as well as on, loaned
her a suit of his! But suppose (horrible
thought!) George had been a real cowboy
and hadn't taken a change along!
Brooding over this dire possibility and
the calamity so narrowly averted, I shake
hands and set sail for—
M-G-M
JUST when everything is going swell and
mind." Yamaoka has now finished
Reggie chokes.
I think maybe I'll get to the races after wouldn't
all, in spite of the devil and the weather, I serving the cocktails but he has spilled a
run into a whole mess of pictures shooting little on his hand. As he starts to the
kitchen he dries his hand on the coat tail.
out here. "Romeo and Juliet'' is on location, "The Great Ziegfeld" I've told you Reggie sputters but realizes the futility of
and lapses into snorts.
about, and likewise "Small Town Girl," it "To—
our lady," Bob proposes raising his
and none of the principals have started
work
yet
in
"Absolute
Quiet"
so
that'll
keep until next month. But, despite all
Reggie, the old boor, slaps his glass down

glass.
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Eric Blore and William Powell in "The Ex-Mrs. Bradford." Bill is being very nonchalant with the champagne.
Silver

Screen

1
on the table without drinking.
"Better," Myrna suggests hastily, "to
rescue."
speedy
"Oh, I can't drink to that," Bob objects.
"Why not to the three of us, then?"
Myrna asks quickly. "Long health and happiness to the three of us."
"The three of us," Bob smiles, raising
his glass.
"Beastly shame there isn't one less of
us," Reggie opines sourly.
"I'll drink to that, too," Bob agrees
pleasantly, quickly.
And then Yamaoka comes in again to
serve. The way Yammy serves has to be
seen to be appreciated. I shan't spoil his
performance by attempting to describe it.
But about the time he finishes. Reggie explodes. "This," he announces furiously,
"has gone far enough. Remove that coat
immediately." Yammy pays no attention.
"Do you hear me?" Reggie shouts but the
Eskimo goes right on. Reggie turns to Bob.
quite beside himself. "This must be one of
those periods when he doesn't understand
English," he yells.
"I wouldn't irritate him if I were you,"
Bob whispers confidentially to Reggie. "At
least, not till after dinner."
Myrna looks lovely, as usual, in a pale
pink crepe, but the one who really steals
the scene is Yamaoka, who never opens his
trap but just goes about his business with
a pan as dead as dead.
Next is "The Unguarded Hour." This is
Loretta
first ispicture
months inanda
months Young's
and, boy!
she anin eyeful
dress of white tulle over bows of pink
lame.
This picture, too, is just starting. Loretta
and Franchot Tone are married. They're
giving a big ball preparatory to going to
Biarritz for another honeymoon.
At the moment Loretta and Roland
Young, an old friend of the family, are
chatting.
"Off to Biarritz, eh?" Roland muses,
shaking
his head
"Doesn't
get
awfully dull
with sadly.
the same
chap itevery
time?"
"You'll turn up," Loretta smiles. "You
always do."
"Darling!" Roland protests. "I'm an old
friend but don't make me feel like a hangnail."
"Please come," Loretta urges.
"Not Biarritz," Young protests.
"Romantic spot," she assures him.
"That's the trouble," he mutters.
"You haven't anything against romance,
have
horror. you, Bunny?" she asks in mock
"No-o," he admits, "only romance has
something
me."
"No!" sheagainst
breathes.
"Yes," sadly, "romance sort of whisks by
me. But, of course," lightly, "that gives
me a chance to suffer."
"And how you enjoy that!" Loretta
teases.
And then the general comes up. And
when
to go. a general appears it's time for me
So presently I find myself on the set of
"Moonlight Murder." It's a dull month, I
always say, that doesn't uncover at least a
couple of murders in the making. This one
takes place in the Hollywood Bowl where,
along with our murders, we have symphonies under the stars.
A crazed musician has threatened the
life of the leading tenor. The district attorney has assigned Chester Morris to guard
the tenor and as Chester is in love with
the D. A.'s niece, Madge Evans, who will
be at the Bowl, he takes the assignment.
We find Chester and Madge seated opposite each other on a couple of rocks.
[Continued on page 83]
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Between scenes, Rochel'
her dressing room on the set.
Its furnishings have the same
crisp freshness she insists
upon for her personal things.

TXfHILE I'm usually lucky, I don't
* * count on 'luck' to save me from
stocking runs or faded colors," declares
Rochelle Hudson. "Lux is my secret
of keeping things like new for ages!"
Why risk spoiling your smart washables this summer? It's so easy — and
economical — to keep lovely prints and
pastels, sheer cottons and fine linens,
always superlatively fresh with Lux.
Rubbing with cake soap, or using
ordinary soaps which may contain
harmful alkali, is apt to fade colors,
weaken threads. Lux has no harmful
alkali. Safe in water, safe in Lux!
Specified
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new picture," Rochelle
says. "So many of them
are Luxable. They're
terribly smart looking."

in all the big Hollywood

"Washing failures, by holding up
production, would cost us thousands
of times what they would an individual," says Arthur Levy, wardrobe su-
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I love the clothes in my
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pervisor. "That's why at Twentieth
Century-Fox studios it's a rule that
only Lux be used for stockings and ^
washable costumes— we know it's safe!" j
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Roger Pryor is footloose and fancy free —
footloose anyway.
marry
Ruth Moffett,
daughter of the former
Federal tratorHousing
Adminisand Standard
Oil
tycoon, but blond Warren
Johnson wooed and won
her in a whirlwind courtship. He went with "Timmie" Lansing, another eastEdmund Lowe and
ing, would be Carl Laemmle, Jr. He is
ern girl, for some time, but she married Peter Arno. Just why
the busiest Romeo on the Coast, and his
his
wire-haired terHughes
his native
habitat and
rier, "Daisy." Leap
the Coastdoesn't
eyefulsstayis in
difficult
to determine.
He hold
knowshands
themwith
all affections have encompassed the entire
and was thrown into direct contact with a lot of them when he feminine half of the industry. Count that
year will probably
be too much for
week lost that does not find me reporting
produced "Hell's Angels." The ravishing film femmes should consider him the leading target in the Leap Year
Junior with a new
Eddie.
girl-friend in my Moncannonading,
for
he'd
be
distinctly
worth
while.
day gossip column. Occasionally he is so
Rudy Vallee, another youthful millionaire,
swayed by his own love-making that he hurries to a jewelry shop, and slips an engagehas
unscathed
Rue passed
de Beauty
since his through
separationHollywood's
from Fay
ment ring on the gal's finger. How he's
Webb. His attachment for Alice Faye has been
escaped
marriage
I'll never
is the
Houdini
of Hollywood,
and know.
if he He
writes
his
one of those off-again, on-again affairs, but
own
dialogue
for
love-making,
his
output
Rudy has
steered
clear
of
a
definite
entanglement. The best bet is that when he marries
would equal the literary product of Gene
Fowler. Leap Year may bring him to earth.
again, and if he weds a celluloid siren, she'll
Probable Leap Year casualties, in addition
be brunette and exotic. That's his type and
to Junior Laemmle. will he Directors Eddie
he rarely deviates from that coloring— Alice
Buzzell, Al Rogcll, Alan Crosland, Dudley MurFaye probably is the only blonde who ever
excited the Megaphone Man. Buddy Rogers,
Harry writer,
D'Arrast.
Daves,
Warnerphy andcontract
is a Delmar
fairly safe
bet toa
probably the handsomest guy who ever walked
into camera focus, is another who has made
lead Kay Francis to the preacher's and John
Mahin and Leon Gordon may capitulate belove to famous Hollywood ladies- on the screen,
but left them cold when the director dismissed
fore 1937 rolls around. Edmund Lowe is still
another. He recentlv popped the question to
(he company for the day. Outside of a plaRita Kaufman. Dick Powell and Joan Blontonic relationship with Mary Pickford, Rogers
dell have made several hesitant elopement
has had no truck with the peaches of Beverly
gestures and may choose Leap Year as the
Hills. He furnishes few lines for the Broadway
columnist.
time and Yuma as the place. Ditto oft-married
Henry Fonda and his exEddie Sutherland, who has been concentrating
wife, Margaret Sullavan,
However, some of Hollvwood's bachelors are
all of his affections on lovely Loretta Young,
are working together.
forever in a frenzy of romance. Public Sentiat
least in the absence [Continued on 23
page 76]
Will they remarry?
mental No. 1, in any Broadway column listfor
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When

The Picture Is

Over And The

Stars

THE

Want To Forget And
Rest, There Is Hp Other
Place In Which They
Can Have Peace.

OT so long

minutethea
N ago,
motion picture was
completed, the stars set
up a toplaintive
want
get away dirge,
from "Iit
Edward Arnold was
all." Then they'd drag out
the swanky new traveling
worn out by the fuss
made in Honolulu.
bags
they'd board
speed
to dearandoldaway
Broadway,
a steamer for Europe, or check
in at a popular resort. Now, the
tune has changed and they're
chorusing, "Let me stay in Hollywood where
I'm safe!"popularity of
f
With the
increasing
the screen, film players discovered
that just as soon as they poked their
famous noses outside of the old home
movie town they were mobbed by friends
and admirers. While all this is flattering
and tremendously gratifying, it is also, too
often, a wrecking experience.
Clark Gable's South American tour was
as exciting as a Revolution; Wally Beery
When Ann Dvorak
and Fredric March also found their Eurorests she goes to her
pean trips turned into a series of riots;
ranch, near Hollywood.
New York proved pretty hectic to Joan
Crawford and her Franchot during their
honeymoon visit last autumn.
Even the tropical Paradise, the Hawaiian
Islands, have become celebrity-conscious.
When
Shirley toTemple's
tookbeach
her
to Honolulu,
play on parents
the poetic
of Waikiki, she never even had a chance
to find out if it was all it was cracked up
to be because she had to remain in her
hotel room and play with her dolls. Every
time Shirley stepped into sight she was literally mobbed by thousands who waited
for
child!hours just to glimpse this WonderLittle Janet Gaynor, who has been quietly
vacationing at her secluded home, thirty-six
miles down the beach from Honolulu, for
George Raft, always
a number of years, was astonished and a
an exception, has
bit dismayed to see crowds welcoming her
Broadway in his bones.
at the dock on her recent visit.
Then there's the case of Edward Arnold.
After months of strenuous picture making, he and his pretty wife blithely
sailed for Honolulu, dreaming of a perfect relaxation under the tropical skies.
Poor Eddie, he found out just what
it means to be a screen idol. The
Arnolds were quickly swept into the
island's
gaiety;
wereandwined
and dined
and they
danced,
the
visit turned into a mad social
whirl that was a lot of fun but
There was a snug
completely wore Arnold to a
wreck. He had to come home
hideaway on a
tropic isle where
to rest up for his next picJanet Gaynor used
ture, "Slitter's
He told
me Gold."
about it one
to find peace — but,
day as he lay in bed nursalas, the
out. secret's
ing a sprained ankle, and
even
quenchthehispain
jovialcouldn't
spirits
nor his hearty laugh.
With utmost sincerity
he said, "Why, I
never dreamed anyone would recogThere is a little known
nize me and the
amazing thing
retreat in the mountains, above Hollywas that everywood, where Warner
body over there
Baxter recuperates.
actually seemed
familiar with
all my roles.
24

r
They were very
polite,
there
wass
no rude
a
t
jostlingS
and few autograph seekers. When
I'd drop
shops,grintheandolder
men
wouldinto
givetheme native
a friendly
tip
their hats, the younger ones sidled up with
I appreciated this applause
abut"Naturally,
cheery,
'Hello!'
nothing
ever looked so good to me as
familiarcidedHollywood
and safest
I've definitely
that it is the
hideout defor
Claudette
Colbert used to hurry right
screen
players."
back to Broadway between each film,
homesick to see the old friends and anxious
to see the new plays. Later, when her
popularity invited crowds at every turn,
she began seeking recreation near at home
and she hasn't been out of California for
a long time.
Claudette asked, "Why should I go away?
I can find every locale for rest and the ensports and
withindo anotcouple
drive fromjoyment ofhome
have ofto hours'
sacrifice mythere
privacy.
There'scharming
the magic
the
desert,
are many
dudeof and
guest ranches scattered among the nearby
mountains, there are the private swimming pools. I can go back to nature,
or turn social, according to my mood.
What
wish?"
Now more
that could
she hasanyone
a beautiful new home among the
picturesque hills above
Beverly, and has. also,
acquired
husband ina thenew
dashing
Dr.

Claudette Colbert
would rather bathe
in a bucket than
brave the beach
crowds. But this is
a scene from "Under Two Flags."
Joel Pressman,
Claudette
she'll
probably
leave
townsaysnever
except
for an occasional
week end at Palm
Springs, or a few
days at Catalina
Island.
Before Gary Cooper married the lovely,
cosmopolitan Sandra Shaw, he shied from
crowds and bright lights, invariably seeking his pleasures in hunting and fishing,
and he knew every mountain trail for
miles around. Now, however, he dutifully
accompanies his wife to New York, where
he patiently accepts the plaudits of the
crowd, goes to theatres and parties.
Silver Screen
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While the handsome, lanky Gary can
wear tails and a top hat with the best of
them, and knows all the company manners,
he will always be a cowboy at heart, preferring starlight to Neons, and loving the
"visible" silence of plains and mountains.
Warner Baxter's palatial home, with its
spacious gardens, its tennis court and swimming pool, is all very fine. But his chief
delight is a secret retreat, away up among
the mountain peaks twenty miles beyond
San Bernardino. This started out to be
nothing more than an unpretentious cabin,
for May
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The eager fans wait and watch. Pity the star who finds herself unprotected! Sometimes the souvenir hunters actually take buttons, fur tails
and anything they can grab. A scene from "The Moon's Our Home."

m
but he got the building bug and kept adding this and that, until it emerged an ideal
mountain chalet which put him back some
ten thousand dollars.
Here, on top of the world, either alone
or with one of his pals, Bill Poxvell, Ronald
Colman or Herbert Marshall, Warner enjoys a hermit-like existence among the
glorious pine woods and singing streams.
Ronald Colman is the male Garbo when
it comes to seeking solitude. His visits away
from home are very scarce. His typical stunt
in "getting away from it all," is to engage
the special hillside bungalow at the Arrowhead Springs Hotel, some ninety miles from
Hollywood, where he has an undisturbed
view of towering mountains from every
side. Even his meals are sent from the hotel
to be served from his own kitchenette. He
sees no one; no one sees him, and he
calls this the successful vacation. George
Brent often takes over this same cottage and he dittos Colman, their ideas
on this subject being identical.
Jean Harlow likes this secluded
nook, too, and she and her mother
frequently spend a week there. Jean
enjoys the famous steam baths and
always counts on losing a few pounds
of excess weight on these visits. She also
has a favorite guest ranch, just beyond
Santa Barbara, where she slips from
view and rests between pictures.
Before Clark Gable developed a
yen for exploring far away lands,
via airplane, his idea of a real vacation was to go hunting or fishing, and some of his best friends
are trappers, prospectors and
dyed-in-the-wool mountaineers,
who know nothing of the screen
and care less. They only know
that Clark is a swell guy, and
he used to spend most of his
free days in high top boots
and cords sleeping out under
the stars and cooking over
acome
campbackfire.to Some
day he'll
his woods
and
streams; they are too much
a part of him to be forgotten.
There's a rustic little cabin
hidden away among the San
Bernardino mountains that belongs to Myrna Loy, and,
loaded with books and a few
simple clothes, she makes a
bee line for it whenever she
can get away. In the winter
a nearby hill offers ski jumping and she's an expert at
the art.
[Continued on page 60]

A quiet trip to Europe
turned into a riot for
Freddie March.

Shirely Temple went to
Honolulu, but found
no rest.

Charlie Ruggles
goes to the dogs on
his vacations. The
pups are
allribbon
pedigreed blue
winners, and they're
kept near his home.

Louise Fazenda owns
a ranch so near to
Hollywood that a
movie curiosity.
star is not a
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"I

Protest!"

In Hollywood
Always

The

Stars

Are

Registering

Complaints.

fun to be made to talk and act like
a sap in one picture after another,
particularly when the movie-going
public
so apt
to believe
that (Any
you
are
likeis that
in real
life, too.
time Mr. Franchot Tone wants to go
berserk and do away with a couple
of Metro executives who stick him
in one
quickie
after another
I'll
be
rightsillythere
to re-load
the gun.)
But, at the same time most of the
actors, and this means actresses too,
become such chronic complainers
that even when a good part is tossed
them they are too busy protesting to
recognize it.
Just a minute now, and I'll give
you someamples ofawfully
cutelittle
exLike
ewe lambs that.
the actors
come
to Hollywood, from the
New York stage and points
east, only too glad to eat
out of the big producer
man's hand and bleat pretfor thesuccess,
fan magazines—
but tilyone
but one
— and Mr. Movie Star
promptly
that all
he
must writedecides
and direct
his them.
pictures as well as act
in
Of course,
the studio
assumes the Mother
Knows
Best attitude and pats Mr.
Movie Star on the head, or
else gives him a kick in the
pants, depending upon the
mood they're in that day,
and reminds him that at
terrific expense they have
cornered all the best writers
and the best directors in
the country, and that, after
all, he's only a screwball
nitwit anyway and awfully

Sometimes the star is
right. Wallace Beery did
not want to play in "Ah,
Wilderness."
Luise Rainer walked in
Sylvia Sidney
when
Myrna Loy walked
d?
oo
out — a break for her.
Hollyw
of S
eaI
protested
and
id
ur
yo
the
public
you
that
WHATju'st bet oo
backed
her
up.
d
is a
think that Hollyw
quaint little village, sort of
a Petite Trianon, with lovely blue waves satisfied. It's the professional touch. You
from the Pacific ("and the Pacific isn't so really haven't "arrived" in movie circles
ly pping the shores whilnge until you have "halted production,"
rrific") daintiea
te
e sun toasti
gr t lalie in th
the cinema
"walked-out," or gone "off salary."
l
The louder you protest your parts, the
their beautifu bodies and thanking their
lucky stars for moving pictures, Louis B. more important you are. And if you can
rry Cohn, Jack Warner, the
Mayer,unHa
keep that yapping up, and don't wear
Paramo t studio, and fan magazines. But just
out,
you'll
be ait Dietrich
or down
a Garbo
in
time.
Yes, when
comes right
to the
g—
e you're wron so, so wrong.
's er
that
re
u,
an
es
is huwh
t
rtsllus
bu
yo
do
it
th
mo
me
Th
er
final
analysis,
class
distinctions
in
Hollyas
ch
nis now about to
Liza-the-i io
wood are all a matter of protests. Last year
break down and make you face the facts you could hear Connie Bennett protesting
of life.
as far as Catalina on a clear day.
Hollywood, Mrs. Worthington, is not the
Now I, the greatest fence straddler of
city of dreams-come-true and dancing on my day, am not going to take sides in this
the greensward. Hollywood, Mrs. Worth- little affair of the pot calling the kettle
ington, is the city of protests and wailing black. Sometimes the actors have every
iti the "front office." Every actor kicks at right in the world for protesting the
every part always, and no actress is ever asinine parts they are given to play. It's no
26

lucky not to be washing dishes at Childs.
No producer ever thinks an actor has an
ounce of sense, and every actor knows
darned well that no producer has an ounce
of
bothsense.
right.And sometimes I think they're
What with Garbo in Sweden and Connie
Bennett in Twickenham and George Arliss
being chillily aloof, I suppose our best, and
certainly our most expensive protester, is
Marlene Dietrich. Marlenc protests nracSlLVER SCREKN

tically everything in sight. Several
years ago she refused to do "Song
of Songs" and went home in a
pout, and Paramount took her off
salary and got ready to sue, when
suddenly Marlene returned to the
studio all ready to work. Just the
other day she went home in a pout
again (the
tank I ladies
go home"
racket)
but oldthis"I time,
and
gentlemen, our little Marlene was
clever enough to have the law on
her side.
Marlene didn't like the story of
her newest picture "I Loved a Soldier" though, it seems to me that
the flower of Hollywood writerdom
has been running up a script since
last
"green-up."
her new
contract When
not soshelongsigned
ago
Marlene had it written into the
contract that Ernst Lubitsch would
supervise her pictures in the future (and if you saw "Desire" you
saw the famous "Lubitsch touch"),
and so, with the maestro supervising, Marlene started to work on
the picture though the script was
just about one hour ahead of the
production.
At the end of three weeks of
this Paramount went into an upLubitschherwascontract
"out," with
and
Marlene heaval,
waved
the Lubitsch clause— and went
home.
She has issued her ultimatum:
which is that she will not continue
on the picture until she has seen a
finished script and approved it.
And she is within the law. Whether

Myrna Loy has been in
pictures for years and
knows when a part does
not fit her personality.

discovered to her amazement that she had
a smash hit on her hands. Of course you
know that last year all the Academy Awards
practically went to the picture and to
Claudette and Gable— and if you think Mr.
Harry Cohn of Columbia Pictures didn't
say
told you
so" you've got another
think"Icoming
to you.
Almost every star of note turned down
John Stahl's Universal picture "Only Yesterday," which, as you recall, was finall)
done with Margaret Sullavan, an "unknown" from the New York stage, and was
one of the big box-office pictures of 1 he year
and established Miss Maggie as a star without further ado. This same thing happened

Clark Gable was furious because
Metro "sold him down the river"
James Cagney is a
to
and and
he was
didn'tannoyed
think
scrappy young man
muchColumbia,
of the part
but big box-office.
about
wholeto thing.
girl's
role wastheoffered
MiriamThe
Hopkins
but she turned it down • cold. So
she will approve the new story treatment, did several other actresses. Then Claudette
or whether she will leave for London to Colbert finished a picture at Paramount
do a picture there, nobody knows. Anyway and was contemplating a vacation in New
this is the second halt on the picture (she York when Columbia called. She didn't
out onsitting
"Escapade."
and Mr. Glazer came to words not long think much of the script or her part but when
Luise Myrna
Raincr, Loy
whowalked
had been
aroun I
ago and he resigned) and to date it has she had always wanted to be directed by the studio for a long time, with nothing
more
to
do
than
bile
her
nails,
was
shoved
cost a mere $500,000— if Marlene refuses to Frank Capra and co-star with Gable, so
return it will all have to be scrapped. she decided quite reluctantly to lake a into the vacancy left by Lo\ and .11 the
chance on it.
That's an expensive protest in any lanwas enthusiastically "discovered."
I remember the night of the preview of preview
guage.
her second picture, "The Great ZiegOf course the studios gloat like fat "It Happened One Night" in Pasadena. I In
Eeld," Luise Rainer co-stars with William
buddhas when a star protests a part and was having dinner with the Colberts, and Powell and Myrna Loy. Myrna's famous
the picture turns out to be the smash hit it was raining tals and dogs, and Claudeite "walk-out" also gave Rosalind Russell .1
of the year, with the star receiving un- nonchalantly remarked thai ii reall) wasn't chance. Rosalind bad been al the studio i<h
mitigated praise for her or his perform- worth driving all the way i<> Pasadena to -.onie time playing nothing more noi less
bni when Myrna
that picture— bin we finall) persuaded than biiv [Continued
on page failed
70] to show
ance. This was the case of "It Happened sec
One Night," originally called "Night Bus." her and, as she sat there in the theatre, she
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Away

By

Terry

Asher

The Author Worked
Studio
And

Once

Now

At Garhos

Upon

A

Time

It Can

Be

Soldi

IF THIS be treason, may Garbo and Metro forgive me. Not that
Greta is aware of my existence— even if I have seen her. talked
to her and what's more— actually touched her! Yes, mv gentle
readers, she's real flesh and blood. She's all the glowing adjectives
that have been used for and against her. Name your own simile
and
youras most
too. toI
couldembellish
go on andit with
on, just
otherspoetic
have phrase.
gone onShe's
and that,
ori. But
be perfectly truthful. I'm just a little annoyed with myself.
For years I've worshipped Garbo. For years I've gone around
carrying her secrets locked safely in my heart. I've known intimate
and humorous stories, but I've guarded them carefully from the
world. I've respected Garbo's love for silence. In my inimitable little
way, I've protected her from harm. At times it's been so tempting
to repeat innocent but unusual anecdotes. But I've held my lips
tight.
_ ' little
Did my sell-inflicted nobility matter to Garbo? Not one tiny
bit. Did she know of my great admiration and secret devotion?
No, a thousand times no. While I worshipped and protected in
silence, Greta went about her business taking trips to Sweden and
walkingEvenin had
the she
lain.guessed,
As far iiaswould
she was
1 just didn't
exist.
have concerned,
been jusi another
good
reason loi hei getting tired ami going home.
In m\ time, l have read hundreds ol stories on Garbo. To my
knowledge, onlv one or iwo were written by people who actually
had contacted her. Greta has been quoted [Continued on jxige 66]
Silver

Screen

Helen Broderick, Gene
Raymond and Wendy
Barrie. Gene was just a
kid when doughboys
were in demand. Scene
from "Love On A Bet."

GENE

TAKES

A

a

Termer
"A Free-Lance Actor Is A Lone
Wolf"

Says Gene

Is

Raymond.

enore

oamue

By L
ken of film journals,
outspo
moste to
TY, notthathesitat
VARIE
INwhich
place the exalted picture
does
in its own somewhat
players in their proper places—
understandable, idiom— I found an anblunt, but always
nouncement that Gene Raymond had recently arrived in
the East from Hollywood. It also went on to say that he
had already made personal appearances at theatrengs in
punctilious Boston and in staid Philadelphia, finishi up
with the remark that Gene was "not just another guy from
Hollywood; this filmster is undeniably hot stuff where the
femmes are concerned; and regular enough, all around, to
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men."that, coming as it does from a journal that
satisfy
praise,
Neat the
The
would have expressed its disfavor just as cogently.
writer of those lines had placed his subject in a picture
frame, so far as I was concerned, and arranged him as
er might have done.
nicely as any superior photograph
And so, when I called up for an interview during his
brief sojourn in New York, during the following week, I
was not surprised when he immediately invited me to
and "break bread with him," an excome to the
hospitality that fitted in perfectly with the
pression ofLombardy
portrait drawn of him from the above.
During the ordering of luncheon I had a moment or
filmster
two to quietly observe for myself just why "thisit be
that
Could off a high
the femmes."
with waved
stuff that
is undeniably
so smoothly
of russethot hair
shock
that
eyes
forehead? Could it be those penetrating blue
looked straight into yours when he talked? Or was it that
tremendously virile physique of his that he displays to
such definite advantage even when swinging into an almost
empty hotel dining-room— it being early enough to avoid
the crowds— with no other eyes but the waiters' and a very
polite
him. interviewer's (that's me taking the bows now) upon
No. Definitely, no. These outward attractions,theoutstandanswer.
ing as they undoubtedly are, did not furnish
There was something else about him— ah, there! I had it!
The spirit of everlasting youth. In spite of his twenty-eight
years, this very successful screen actor apparently had not
up yet, and I suddenly felt very low, for, while
quite
Pan was being eulogized all over the land while I was
Peter grown
a little girl, I was mouthing the pre-war equivalent to the
my still
between
emphatic "nerts"
but very .
unlovely
rather
77]
on page
[Continued
lips
unrouged
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Gallantries

The

Leading Men

To

Their

Send Roses

Leading

Ladies —

Some Stars Shower Presents — ■
Others Give Parties.

Warner Baxter expresses his thanks
and regrets, at the
end of a picture,
with a chile con
carne party.

WELL, the day I received anes assignment
for a story on the courtesi of Hollywood, you could have knocked me for
a whole row of tenpins.
Only that morning, through the well-known
Hollywood grapevine, I had heard rumors of a
feud, the likes of which would make a Tennessee mountaineer turn pale with envy, among
the Rogers and the Astaires, and the MacDonalds and the Eddys; only that morning I had
heard, oh so confidentially, that all was not
sweetness and light among the three stars of
"These
Three"—
Hopkins,
Oberon and
only had
that walked
morning I had
read in
the newspaper
how McCrea;
George Raft
out on Carole Lombard the first day of .production of "Concertina" because Ihehaddidn't
her gossip
selection
of a ofcameraman;
only
that morning
read like
in the
column
the Hollyiuood
Reporter "—What star eats fragrant cheese all day on the set
when she is doing love scenes with her leading man?" (I don't
know who it is, do you? But she probably got the idea from Dick
Arlen, who used to eat onions before he had to kiss Nancy Carroll for the camera.) Courtesies, I sniffed, couttesies— phooey. It
was just one of those days.
But came the dawn of another day and I decided that perhaps
there were a few quaint old courtesies and customs in Hollywood
that I had overlooked. That perhaps I was going with the Wrong
People.perhaps
That perhaps
I didn'tof appreciate
the were
finer things
That
those rumors
feuding stars
figmentsof oflife.a
busybody's imagination and that the star who ate cheese on the
set just naturally loved cheese without malice or aforethought. I
decided, in short, to give courtesies a break. And maybe you'll be
interested in my findings. You'd rather hear about the discourtesies? Come, come, now— don't be difficult.
Of course we haven't got a Mayflower heritage in Hollywood,
and we haven't seen a Puritan or a First Family in years, and we
don't celebrate Founders Day, or Flag Day, or Paul Revere, and
we've atcompletely
the Maine,
but you'd
surprised
was)
the numberforgotten
of courtesies
and customs
of thebecinema,
village(I
we have acquired in our scant twenty-five years— as far as anconcerned
just aI think
brat, but
we all. of the
One oftiquity isour
prettiestwe're
gestures
is ye aren't
olde courteseye
leading man sending gifts to his fair leading lady the first day
of production of a picture. Of course all the male stars don't go
in for this. Sometimes they have objecting (and objectionable if
30

Sometimes the courteous attitude leads to
romance, particularly
when Ann Sothern is
the girl.
you ask me) wives and sometimes they are just too darned stingy.
But it is a pretty custom, especially when the two stars have never
played together before. A lovely gesture, and a marvelous icebreaker.
The first
day sent
of production
Girl" and
handsome
Robert
Taylor
Janet Gaynorof a"Small
box ofTown
chocolates,
Janet
was
most pleased
though Bob
she indoesn't
like candy,
chocolates.
Janet thanked
her prettiest
mannerparticularly
and that
brought on more talk, and the next thing Bob had invited Janet
to have dinner with him at the Beverly Brown Derby. I was
sitting
in the
next booth not
and meant
of course
wouldn't
to listening in on
a conversation
for 1me,
but canstoop
I help
it if I
have extraordinary hearing? Anyway, from what I could gather
(the fool I was with kept eating celery) it sounded like the
foundation stone of a tender romance was being laid. And my
ears didn't deceive me, for two nights later I saw them dancing
Silver Screen

Hollywood
Elizabeth
Wilson

The party B
Powell gave to the
entire cast and
crew, after finishing
"The Great Ziegfeld," was very special because the
picture is, too.

custom since the
advent of Mr. Leslie
Howard, but who ever heard
of morning tea before? Janet is
probably starting a new custom for us.
Now, how long do romances started on sets
last? Well, custom decrees that they have to last
only up to the preview of the picture. Bob will most likely
escort Janet to the preview, they will pose for the photographers,
they will tell each other how marvelous they are in their respective parts, they will dance all night at the Troc— and then Bob
will return to Irene Hervey. Don't worry about Janet— there are
plenty of fish left in the sea.
The first
worked and
in "Under
Flags" Claudette
Colbert
was day
mostshesurprised
delightedTwo
to receive
a box of
exquisite roses from Ronald Colman. A pretty gesture that, without a follow-up, for as you well know Claudette is quite happily
married to Dr. Joel Pressman, and as far as she is
concerned the gallant Ronnie is not a heart-throb
but just another actor. Yes, it makes better reading
when the stars aren't married.
Cavanagh,
"tall,flowers
dark and
of
thePaul
nonce,
sent MaetheWest
the handsome"
first day they

Mae West entertains her
company at a party
when the last curve has
been photographed.
like mad at the Trocadero, and
since then they've been more or
less every place together.
Naturally
doesn't
Irene
Hervey this
any too
much.please
But
that little Janet, she certainly has
captivating ways. Nearly all her
leading men fall in love with her
and when she was making "Servants Entrance" with Gene Raymond, that young man was so
smitten he sent orchids and gardenias nearly every day. I hear
that on the "Small Town Girl"
set Janet stops production every
morning and every afternoon
while she and Bob sit in a corner
and have tea and cookies. Afternoon tea is rather a common
for May
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worked together in "I'm No Lady" and Mae responded by inviting Mr. Cavanagh to her dressing
room for afternoon tea (Mae is one of our best tea
drinkers), and one invitation followed another until
when the studio wanted Mr. Cavanagh they could
always
certain
him for
in aMae's
room. Itbe was
quiteof afinding
romance
whiledressing
there,
especially as Mae, the recluse, actually dined out
with him several times, and my, my, how the gossips were buzzing, but as soon as the picture was
previewed Mr. Cavanagh disappeared from the
Paramount
lot and
roomman
completely,
and
when last
heardMae's
fromdressing
was head
in Mrs.
Rhea Gable's social life. Just another courtesy
romance.
When Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern were
working
together
"Hurray
Love,"
Gene
started sending
Ann inflowers.
Theyforwent
to several
parties together and it looked like a pretty good
romance. Then Gene took Ann to the swanky
premiere of "Tobacco Road" and there was a Hash
of temperament, and Miss Sothern and Mr. Raymond finished t lie picture in icy silence. As far as
Twice
Glenda Farrell Gene was concerned Annie didn't live there any
throws
more,
party it her home, to
celebra te when
J list the other day when [Continued an page 68]
a picture is done.
year
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LOVE
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The

Rain

The
"One

CONSIDER the blonde, the most stared
at, thought about, talked about and
generally publicized variety of the female of the species. Other women, black or
mousey, may scheme for romance, fight and
die for love, but not the blonde. Where
there is a blonde there is romance. Where
there is a pretty blonde there are sure to
be complications and where there is a
blonde like Monique Pelerin . . .
She was chic. From the top of her golden
crown to the toes of her smart little boots
she was all youth and allure. Her young
eyes had the crystal purity of the Swiss
Alps at dawning, but her dimpled smile
hinted things like the breath of the sirocco
languishing over tropic shores. Ice and fire,
that was Monique; Innocence singing a
torch song!
It was springtime in Paris. Chestnuts
bloomed in the Champs Elysee and taxis
cheeped to their mates as they pursued one
another madly. Yes, springtime . . . and
the rain, half sleet, dripped down the necks
of blondes and brunettes alike. It was a
good day to go to the cinema and that was
where Monique went.
The film was about love, strangely
enough. Monique had heard a lot about
love from Alfredo, her fiance. Count Alfredo Donstelli de Pignacelli di Rostigassi
and-a-lot-more-of-it talked about love
whenever they met. Sometimes, in the
midst of his discourses, Monique's pretty
lips couldn't help making a round, pink
yawn
right indove
Alfredo's
face.lilyHe incalled
her
his innocent
and his
the field
at moments when Monique longed to be
called Toots, like the girls in the so-amusing films from America. She had a sneakidea that
Alfredo
Clark ingGable
or even
Eddiewasn't
Cantorquite
and like
she
settled back in her loge seat in the warm
dusk of the cinema to study the technique
of the film lover who was planting a ladder
againstpareahimlady's
began toprocess
comwith balcony.
Alfredo, She
a mental
which caused her a doubting frown.
An usherette came down the aisle, flashing her torch like a benevolent firefly.
Behind her a young man stumbled over
knees and stepped on toes, groping his way
toward the seat her torchlight indicated.
He sank
into only
the chair
Monique's.
She
saw him
as a next
vague tobulk
in the
dimness and turned her eyes back to the
film lover with the ladder.
I. ike Monique, Philippe Martin had
come to the cinema to do some research
work in love. He had come at the pressing
imitation of a lady named Yvonne, a fellow student.
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Story Of
Rainy

Yvonne was of a discreetness most amazing.
She had a husband and First Pickfo
e
rd
Afternoon" Th
a position high in sowasn't
taking cietyanyand she
chances
on
-Las ky
losing either, not even {Mar
Pry)
oduction.
for the love of a good
looking young actor like
Philippe.
had buy
insisted that She
Philippe
the tickets for loge seats,
slip one of them to her,
then wait outside while
she found her seat. Then Philippe
was to follow after, incognito in
the friendly darkness of the house,
and find his seat. Thus, reunited,
they might
the day's
lesson.
For a take
lady upalready
married discretion was, no doubt, an
admirable trait, but Philippe had
begun to think her caution just
a little boring. He found it rather
difficult to be reckless with a lady
who
reminding
must kept
be discreet,
darlinghim,
. . ."We
We
must
On be
the discreet!"
silver screen a beautiful
blonde had strolled onto the balcony while, below, her lover was
planting the ladder that was to
lead him to paradise. Monique
was getting
deeply showed
interested.
fredo had never
up Al-at
her house with a ladder and she
doubted if he could climb one
without falling off.
The man in the seat next hers
spoke of the actress on the screen.
"Ugh," he said. "A blonde! I hate
blondes!"
startled. Monique drew away,
The film lover reached the balhis sweetheart's
hands cony.
andHe clasped
burst into
song. Monique wished that Alfredo could
sing
that! beside her leaned
Thelikeman
closer. "You know this might
turn out all right, after all," he
said more cordially. "In America
they always make love on baldoors, too!" He
shiveredconies ..at. out
the ofthought.
Monique shivered, too, but not
at that thought. She was wondering if she could change her seat
without
undue
attention. She attracting
had come to
the cinema
to learn about love, but not from
this unknown.
Silver

Screen

Fictionized

The Picture, Directed By
Rowland V. Lee, is From
The Stephen Morehouse
Avery Adaptation Of A
French Comedy.

by Jack

Bechdolt

raised, quite obviously, to sock him again.
"Who is it?"
"What's going on?"
"It's a pickpocket!"
"Call the police!"
"Mademoiselle!" Philippe cried in shocked
horror.
"Don't you dare to speak to me—"
"But I assure you you're only making
"Well, really! You'd think it was / who
matters worse—"
"Did you?" he said hopefully. When he
kissed you!"
smiled
like this, and that little gleam came
in his eyes he was really a most presentable
young man. A young man to melt the heart
of any girl. But his behavior . . . !
She turned to the staring questioners.
"This creature kissed me!"
The announcement aroused mingled emotions.
A lady said, "Oh, is that all!" Somebody
else
"Bravoif the
. . . culprit
encore!" had
A humorist
askedcalled,
to know
brought
his ladder and somebody else said it must
all be the fault of the government.
"Of course it is," agreed a horse-faced
lady who sat in the same row, surrounded
by a bevy of scrawny females, all of them
out for the express purpose of spoiling
anybody's budding romance.
The gesture.
lady made
an "Messieurs
imposing
et MesHe tried to
stammer his
dames, in this emerthanks to her,
gency our Society for
the Protection of Pubbut terror seized
lic Morals, of which I
have the honor to be
Monique.
you think I"Do
did
president, will show its
nsieurshe,
it for "Mo
you?"
"What are you, the

The screen lovers
finished their duet.
The man drew the
girl into his arms,
their lips joined in
a long kiss. Monique
could
'easilyin
imagine
herself
the girl's place.
The ardent
pressure of a strong
man's lips to hers . . . the thrill of
yielding to that hungry embrace . . .
"At last!" sighed the voice beside
her. Then real arms encircled her,
real lips pressed her own. A young
man she
didn't
began to behave exactly likeknow
Adamfromin Adam
the Garden.
His arms released her at last.
Monique, more fire and ice than ever before
in her life, leaped to her feet. He sprang up, too.
"You . . . you! Why this is . . . How dare
Her small hand slapped his face and the slap
echoed like a pistol shot in the dusky quiet of
the theater.
He stared at her, his mouth open, his eyes
bulging with astonishment. He looked so funny
in his surprise she almost smiled. Really, he
was you?"
a very presentable young man . . . and
what drollncss!
Now the theater was in an uproar. The film
stopped suddenly. Lights flashed up. The audience was on its feet, staring at Philippe Martin
whose hand was pressed against a red. stinging
cheek and at Monique Pelerin whose baud was

gasped.
said Madame the President,
her manner
impressive, "we censor the
censors." She spoke to the scraggly femcensors?"
inine weed beside her.
"Sidonie, our banners!" The gallant girls unfurled banners
and began a parade of the aisles. One flag
bore the cartoon of a gentleman with a
wolf's head leering atpower—"
a frightened girl
and, below, the inscription, "It Might Be
Your Sister "; another screamed, "Make the
Streets of Paris Safe for Working Girls."
"Our society will take charge of this, you
monster," said Madame President, distributing pamphlets as she threatened.
The police came. Philippe had to give
his name. Monique had to give her name.
Madame President gave hers without being
asked.
In the midst of the confusion Yvonne,
the lady who had come to the cinema to
be kissed by Philippe, drew her furs close
about her face and discreetly vanished.
Philippe was in distress. The newspapers
of Paris talked of nothing but the Love
Monster. The chorus girls at the Savoy
Theater where he was rehearsing for a new
piece did nothing but read the newspapers
and giggle when he went by. Monsieur
Maillot who managed the theater, declared,
"You couldn't act in my theater— even if
you could act. There'll be no monsters in
my theater!" So he lost his job, not much
of a job to be sure, but something in a
world filled with creditors who harassed
a handsome young actor.
And not only creditors. He walked sadly
out of the stage door, an actor at liberty
to starve to death, and was served a summons to answ er I rial at the Court of Correction upon complaint of Madame Presidenl ol i he Society to Protect Public
Morals. [Continued on page 72]
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Ruby

Keeler

Danced
Life, And

All

Has
Her

Dancing

Loves It
Thru

Her heart sings from the
tree-tops and her happiness
shines out from the screen.
By Dell

. . unbefairyFortalein . no
THIS is anlievableIrish
but true.
other
way can certain events be explained. Ifwe followed logic, it would
be impossible for the beguiling blue-eyed pixy born twenty odd
years ago to be the Ruby Keeler of today.
Now she surveys the world from the silver screen, in thousands
of theatres, in hundreds of different countries, as the irrepressible
Colleen. And those amazing blue eyes, as they look out over the
audience,
be able to discover no stranger story than her own
remarkablewill
romance.
There is wisdom in folklore. An old Gaelic legend maintains
that no person can experience a fairy-story life unless he possesses
certain attributes. Ruby had them all. She didn't defy fate. She
didn't want too much. She accepted each blessing with humble
grace.
So her life seemed to be in hands other than her own.
When her parents emigrated from County Antrim they didn't
go to New York— the usual destination of the restless Irish— but to
Nova Scotia. There, in Halifax, Ruby was born. But Fate soon
showed its hand. Poverty drove the Keelers to New York when
their first child was but three years old.
And hardship pursued them as four other children were born.
Ruby was the shepherdess of this small flock. She'd dress them,
wash
mother's
times them,
she ledand
themkeepup them
to thefrom
roof under
of the her
tenement
and heels.
dancedMany
for
their diversion. She was always improvising ways to keep them
amused. They were her first audience.
When misfortune again came to the Keeler clan Ruby was
thirteen.
family. Her father was ill. She had to go out and support the
In the meantime, unknown to herself, her way had been prepared. Ruby was enrolled in St. Catherine of Sienna's School less
than a year when the mother-superior sent for Mrs. Keeler. "Your
girl," she
the nervous parent, "has a fine spirit. And she
dances
like told
an elf."
Due to her persuasion Ruby was transferred to the Professional
Children's School, where she met a little boy by the name of Gene
Raymond, and a girl by the name of Lillian Roth. But all this
was in the spirit of childish play; she never dreamed of putting
her twinkling feet to work.
So the sudden responsibility of supporting her household should
have embittered her little heart. If it had, her luck would have
ended, not begun. But Ruby didn't defy fate, neither did she
want much, and each blessing was accepted with humble grace.
34

Hogarth

"We will
theatres,"
her
mother
said, goas first
handto inthehand
they went
out in search of a job. The first manager they saw shooed them away, the
second was charmed but thought Ruby too young, the freckled
face of the third cracked wide in a grin. "In the chorus," he said.
"Come tomorrow at nine o'clock."
So the little girl who had never even dreamed of the stage
found herself behind the footlights in "The Rise of Rosie
O'Reilly." Ruby was enchanted. This was fun.
Unfortunately, seven people can't live on a chorus girl's salary.
Especially when a doctor must be paid. But this didn't dismay the
dauntless spirit of the bright-eyed pixy. The superstitious mind
of the child was already beginning to understand the secret of
Fate— whomever it would raise up, it first knocks down.
So hard luck drove her to leave the stage for more lucrative
work in a night club. Here she danced by herself and not in a
chorus. In a short while she was dancing in three different clubs;
from eleven to twelve in one, from one to two in another, and
from three to four in the last. For months she didn't see daylight.
A hard life? If you pity the petite fourteen-year-old adolescent
you miss the point of the story. For Ruby never pitied herself. It
was too much fun. She was content to hand 6ver her earnings to
her mother and receive, in return, an allowance no greater than
her sisters and brother.
Remember, we have a person here to whom things can happen
—and
when misfortune is so gayly accepted the result is never
in doubt.
Things happened. Ruby became the protege of the famous
Texas Guinan. All of her time was devoted now to that dazzling
garden of femininity— the El Fey Club.
And New York discovered that here was somebody entirely
different— a girl who went about her work in the spirit of elfin
When she spun but on the smoke laden floor in the flame of
the
Play- spotlight, masculine eyes narrowly observed her blossoming
figure and quickly changed their expression when they raised to
her face. A demure face, with a half-frightened smile. She appeared so defenseless. Like some woodland sprite who had become
entangled in the maze of the city. All the men wanted to protect
her. And when that famous line boomed out, "Give this little girl
a great
thundered
enthusiastic
By allbig
oddshand,''
Ruby applause
should be
somebodyin else.
For yearsanswer.
the lure
of easy wealth was dangled before her eyes; she observed all the
bejeweled darlings who gained such a {Continued on page 64]
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"Romeo

Down"
"Low
Director Clarence Brown Discusses Trie

and

Latest Exciting Happenings In Hollywood.

Juliet" Be Popular? —
Margo Is Coming
Strong —

Will

Jean Harlow, Great
Actress —

a television receiver that
theyis will
theatre.
It
the in
rulea of
mob
psychology.
"It is like seeing a picture," he said, "in a
studio preview room. It
may look terrible. But
in a packed house the
same picture will be a
riot. And the larger the
crowd the more definite
the results.
"As far as color is concerned—it will never be
popular
or
until they successful
learn to

Myrna Loy, Good —
A BOUT a year and a half ago
/\ Director Clarence Brown made
Clarence
Brown,
J- certain predictions in this
magazine, all of which have proven
Ace
Director.
surprisingly accurate. One of them
concerned the then almost unknown
dancer, Margo. Mr. Brown had seen
her only once before— dancing in a club in Los Angeles. He had
been so impressed that he had tried to interest several people
in her.
Margo'sfinished,first
picture,
Passion,"
was still
but when
it was"Crime
releasedWithout
she jumped
overnight
into unthe
theatrical spotlight.
The other day in the office of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer I ran into
him again and commented on how right his judgment had been
regarding this girl.
"Wait," he said, "until you see her with Warner Baxter in
'Robin Hood of El Dorado.' I saw it before I left the Coast and
she is excellent. I still think she is one of the best bets in pictures.
I hope
I can work
Mr. Brown
was inwith
New herYorksometo day."
attend the opening of his latest
"Wife vs. Secretary," and to shop for
picture atforthehis Capitol,
ranch. This place, which was formerly the old
antiques
Gillette ranch, is about 35 minutes from his studio, absolutely
isolated, yet boasting of every modern convenience. Aside from
an adobe style house, with four master bedrooms, there are six
guest cottages around the place.
five-room
completely
Each room equipped
in the Brown
ranch is to be furnished in a different
avoid monotony. Later, Mr. Brown plans to breed horses
period
on
the toranch.
"Wife vs. Secretary." He enjoyed workBrown
ing with enjoyed
three of making
his favorite stars in one picture. Myrna Loy is
He thinks she has progressed more
his.
of
favorite
a particular
in recent years than any other actress in pictures.
little actress and a joy to work with," he
is a asgreat
"Myrna
said.
"I think,
she appears on the screen, she is the wife every
man would like to have."
"Do you mean," I asked, "that Myrna is destined to play that
on?"
type
"No.of Ipart
don'tfrom
meannowthat. She is entirely too capable to be typed.
I mean that she symbolizes in such parts the ideal most men have
of the women they want to marry."
Over Jean Harlow, he was also enthusiastic. I recalled that,
much of an advance for her,
previously, he had not predicted
but had said she would be able to hold her own with the best
of them. This time he spoke of the complete reversal, in her latest
the type which had made her famous. How it would
picture,hertofuture
he could not say.
affect
"But this I do know," he explained. "I have stood in the lobby
and watched the people coming out and they are all talking
the best performabout Harlow. And that isn't because she Itgave
is because she makes
ance in the world or even in the picture.
the sacrifice— she is the heroine— which means the public is for her.
"I like to work with Jean," he smiled, "because she makes me
ambitious and confeel I am important. She is so intensely different
ways if you
scientious she will play a scene a hundred
ask her to. You can't keep a person like that down. She is an
comedienne
exceptionally
in thatof
this fact,tooformany
trackwe ofhaven't
never loseand
should
them. Producersclever
field she is a natural."
Ever so often he would return to the subject of his ranch, and
after one of these excursions I asked him what he thought of
television and color with relation to pictures. He docs not think
pictures have anything to fear from television, at least not in our
lifetime. It is too undeveloped at the present time to even consider. Mainly, however, television will fail to affect pictures because the public will never be able to get the same reaction over
for May

The main ranch house
on Clarence
Brown's
3 60-acre estate.

One of the guest houses.

photograph our Norma
Shearers
and Joan
Crawfords more
beautiful
than they are now being
and
white. Eighty
per
photographed
in black
cent of pictures is from
the waist up and the
other twenty per cent is
background. With backteriors,
old man
ground,where
particularly
exnature has had a chance
to get busy with his
paint brush, they do
very
well, but
somestarsof
the effects
on our
are utterly ghastly. Color
must ticundergo
some draschanges before
the

Myrna Loy and Robert Montgomery.
Both have brilliant futures.
public
will pictures
accept it.are
Producers
this and
are going
slowly."to
Costume
going toknow
continue
popular,
according
Mr. Brown. The performances of such stars as Leslie Howard.
George Arliss, Charles Laughton, etc., have done much to break
down the fear with which such roles were formerly approached.
"Actors," he explained, "have learned to accept these characters
as human beings and are now able to forget about the period or
theThen
clothesI asked
they wear."
him about the much talked of "Romeo and
"What about 'Romeo and Juliet?' That's hard to say, though I
hear John Barrymore's running away with the picture. Bui. of
course. Shakespeare's right up his alley.
"I don't know that the picture public wants Shakespeare. I have
thought about this a lot. Often I have [Cntinued on page 74]
Juliet."
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UNITED

IN

LAUGHTER

DANGER
and

LOVE!

Three great stars together ...
glorious and courageous
decided

in a

venture that

the fate of three nations!

-' .

Wally"(VivaVillol)
Beery's lovable villainy
was never so uproarious!

Wallace

Barbara

S

BEERY-

STANWYCK
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ALAN

HALE

• HERBERT

A DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

MUNDBN

• MONA

BARRTE

20fh CENTURY PRODUCTION

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Suggested by Elbert Hubbard's Immortal Essay
and the Boak by Lieut. Andrew S. Rowan
Associate Producer, Raymond Griffith
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Directed by George Marshall
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Came

ra

Personality
He has the gift
of making us feel
better about our
own dull wits.

Jack

Oaki

e

He has solved the
aroblem of eternal
/outh — Oaltie is the
Jcreen All-American
for Always.

A

With Frances
Langford in the
toils of love.

Star

Gets The

Billing But Oakie
Gets The
To
Show
Put Over,

With Arline Judge
in a "straight" part.

IF A film-goer cons his memory for great performances, he will come across Oakie's great
part in "Touchdown," and the peak of that
picture when Oakic hung one on Allen's chin. If
you will recall "Call of the Wild." you will find
one of the most convincing bits of character playing. Oakie actually looked half Esquimau. But lie
is really a song and dance man, and happiest when
in a light comedy role. Everyone knows him, likes
him and respects him. He is a clever actor, who
understands how to give the "human" touch. A
veteran on the screen and a bachelor. |ack Oakie
is one son who is good to his mother.

Tkat

CerU,

Something Ti
Beauty.
Is More Tl

Ann Harding goes on,
the loveliest of blondes,
even to the eyes. Does
a blonde have to possessof greater
refinement
features?

glint
in a some
times. It is manifest
wome
ndinng have
in
in the iteye,
understa
of LY
HOME
a generous, wise smile and a provocative way of moving. The camera is
able to catch it for the screen, but it
would be difficult indeed to say wherein the magic lies. Some girls are most
alluring when they appear in the
rough- and tumble clothing of a shipwrecked heroine, whereas others will
develop this charming trait only when
they are glorified with the freshest of
frocks and presented with a background of luxury, flowers and glitter.

Determinatio
written on J<

Margot Grahame is an
fog. without
English the
actress

but not at
Crawford'sfa
charm. Light
expense
i n g her e )
brows ma
beat

Insist

Upon

Kllure

!

Carole Lombard, with her
perfect proportions, is very
much what every woman
would like to be, but
Carole, more than most
girls, fascinates by the brilliancy ofher mind.

The dignified Rochelle Hudwith the straight-loolcmq gray eyes,
the irresistible allurehas
of youth.

n

l Is A

Hollywood

Unique City

)f Curious Contrasts.

INHERE is a craziness about
Hollywood that would bear
P- study. They do extraordinary
lings but their minds are not
(.iscle bound. There is an atmosere of belief in almost anything,
matter how wild the idea. This
llingness to grasp the unusual
d the novel propositions results
their attempting many very difult stunts, and getting away with
;m, too.
They have shivered for years beuse someone once said that teleJion was going to put them out
: business. They never doubt the
ith of any imaginative statement,
ery bull market finds all Hollyiod perfectly convinced that the
cks will go up forever.

Marc Connelly, author of
"The Green Pastures," and
a couple of pickaninnies who
appear in the picture. Anything for a laugh.

Only in Pictureville could
you find a millionaire in
blackface. Al Jolson is
making "The Singing Kid."

Marlene Dietrich stops work
on "I Loved a Soldier."
$500,000 thrown away —
that's Hollywood.

That

First

Time

Together

IT HAPPENS every day, and yel
there is nothing more dramaticno one event that may have such
fat -reaching consequences —as the
meeting of two people, a man and a
woman. They may fall in love and
bring happiness to one another, or
their meeting may upset many lives
other than their own and bring unhappiness instead of joy. For these are
no casual meetings. Sometimes these
strangers have to go through the motions of love making when they are
in emotional and tempestuous moods,
and when so very little more will become for them the very truth. No one
has more vanity than a successful star, and when an utterly
desirable girl, in her part, looks
upon him worshipfully, it is not
to be wondered at that he takes
it for a personal triumph and
finds himself answering love
with love.

Herbert Marshall and Gertrude Michael
in "Till inWeloveMeet
he girl?
help
falling
withAgain."
such a Can
pretty

Robert Young went
the way to England to
be exposed to the
charms of Madeleine Carroll in "Secret Agent."

(At right) Franeetl
Langford
and Smith
Bal-Kl
lew
in "Palm
Springs."^
They
were program
together^!
on a radio
i

When

Two

Fates Weave

Strangers Meet, The
Furiously On

Pattern Of Their Lives.

The

Hollywood

From

Rw-Tw-Tw

Animals

Have

is

To Donald

Fared Well

first animal to conquer the
THE
screen with an undeniable popularity was the saddle horse of
the "Westerns." Tom Mix rode on
Tony— and Tony became famous, better known, in fact, than thoroughbreds
like Twenty Grand and Top Row.
Their fame usually lasts but a year,
or until a faster horse comes along.
There was good reason for the popularity of these hell-for-leather pictures. In the first place they had
motion and rhythm and speed, or, as
we say nowadays, tempo. Every picture, in the beginning, had a chase in
it, probably near the climax, and what
better for a chase than into the saddle
and thudding away, ovet bridle paths
—or, more frequently, over broken,

a

Worktown

to

Duck, The

In Cme-City.

rocky trails, up hills and down, as
those sheriffs' posses used to ride.
Every animal screens well, and
that's the secret of Hollywood's animal
love. We love people who love animals, and that's another reason for
Hollywood to have turned itself into
the land of pets. The naturalness of
the animal in the picture helps the
actor to make the scene seem real.
These pets are all carefully trained,
and people who train them live on
the earnings of their pupils. They are
very valuable, and when they are an
essential part of a picture they are
insured for large sums until the picture is finished. "Buck," the dog of the
"Call isofinsured
the Wild,''
is inmillion
a picture
now
and
for one
dollars.

John Carroll and
the pet of the Car-

1

Marguerite,
Churchill
and
"Jerry," an airedale

tion.distincof

Actors

but

Heaven

to

Animals

The

Future

Looks

V

en

And It All Defends Upon Your Apjrroval And Ours. We Can Make
Them

Rich and Famous — Shall We?

THE most comfortable state for a person to be in, is,
according to the philosophers— "With a lively appreciation of favors yet to come." Many of the
players find themselves, after good work done and accepted, with a rosy tinted future breaking upon them. A
future that will provide great parts, plenty of reward and
many electric lights. And, not too dimly in the distance,
should be heard the cheers of the populace. These are
the days when life seems
good, and a warm, deep feeling of gratitude keeps them
humble and happy. The
swelled head comes later.

Now and then
along
theyco j
intenseandbit
What is an actor, anyway? Victor
McLaglen, soldier and scrapper,
turns out to be a very great one.

it to Isabel
O.K.
knowing
that Je<
it
be taken care

Lovely

To

Some

Of

The

Players

V

Beautiful Dolores Costello Barrymora has
had beauty, fame, love and children, a
home, a divorce— and now she brings
all these experiences of life back to
the screen.

n "Dancing Pirate," which is anIther Robert Edmund Jones' fulljolor film, Charles Collins dances
to the scaffold to save his neck.
I The idea has possibilities.

siSt

The smiling
Joseph Calleia
is one of our
best on-coming
menaces.

Dick Powell is in the
big money and his
popularity
is still$7,500
gaining. Dick refused
a week for personal appearances because the
tax would be $5,500
He must be a Repub

The future of Freddie Bartholomew will
have to be as brilliantly spectacular as
a fire in a skyrocket shop, to match the
unparalleled successes of his boyhood.

A

Change

Of

Get-Up
a

New

Makes
Player

An Actor Really FEELS

A l^cw \

Personality In Every Make-Up.

Claude Rains as Don
Luis in "Anthony Adverse," aTotallyfromdifferent character
his
previous roles.

*0

/fa/aw

Glamorous
checks

Screen

to be sure

Star always
her hand-

bags feature the security and
constant

dependability

REG

of the

fastener
U.S PAT. OFF

The Talon fastener
creates a continuous,
trim closure — keeps
handbag contents safe
and secure. When you
buy* he sure to see that
it is the dependable
Talon fastener that operates perfectly always.

There's method in the way Hollywood Stars choose their handbags. They refuse to gamble with careless, slipshod handbags
that spill out contents, cause the loss of valuables. They look
before they buy — check to be sure the handbags they choose
are Talon -fastened.
Hollywood's way is your way to be sure that your handbag
closes securely — stays fast until you open it. The Talon fastener featured on this year's models is easier than ever to
identify. New decorative pull tabs are easy to recognize. And
they lead you to models with the Talon fastener that closes a
bag swiftly and easily, and guards contents securely.
Moreover, when you buy handbags completed with the
Talon fastener, you are certain to get a model that is smart
in design, fine in quality, too.

BOOKLESS FASTENER CO., MEADVILI.E, PA. . NEW YORK . BOSTON . dill v. . CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO . SEATTLE . PORTLAND

HOLLYWOOD

Walter Connolly,
Grace Moore and
Franchot Tone in
"The King Steps
Out." Grace was
the first to give us
famous arias from
the great operas as
an interesting touch
in a modern picture.

ACHIEVES

RT
A

CHARLES
flown ambition.
the mail Shirley
for sevenTemp
yea
before he LINDBERGH
accomplished had
his great
had been in many short subject comedies before she play<
"Little Miss Marker." Art is rarely a result of beginner's luck. Bu
after an artist has tried, failed, learned, thought and come to b
lieve, then he may do something that is blessed with the mag
touch of genius. We do not understand how Cab Calloway cou!
possibly know that the curious noises which I
makes are weird and strange, with the exotic beau?
There is modern- of primitive naturalness, but he does and he ca
istic art in this even express this beauty in his grouping. He is a
shot of Cab Callo- artist,
way
doing numthe
"Hi-De-Ho"
•
ber for "The Sing-

ng Kid."

John Barrymore, Edna May Oliver and Leslie Howard in "Romeo and
Juliet." This production is said to be one in which the cast wags the star.

DRAM,
DRAWING-ROOM
A
Yo
New
to
Chicago
limited,
Century
Twentieth
Scene:
Drawing Room "A"

ANTHONY

AMBERTON

"So the great Cherry Chester,
sweetheart of the screes, is
on this train. Ugh! Those
marshmallow - faced movie

CHERRY CHESTER
"H-m-m! Anthony Amberton, the great novelist, the
one and only, on this train!
Bet they've put the big

stars make me sick."

monkey in the baggage car."

ANTHONY AMBERTON
"Miss Chester says marriage should be like a ski
Sudden, reckless.
jump.

CHERRY CHESTER
"Mr. Amberton has conquered the highest peaks
known to travelers. Bilge!

Blah...!"

ANTHONY AMBERTON
"I would like to see her
just once . . . perhaps . . .
no, I must be moonHENRY stFONDA
ruck."
as Anthony Amberton . . . explorerauthor, the darling of the women's clubs.

Absolute bilge!"

CHERRY CHESTER
"I wonder what he really
does look like . . . maybe . . .
but, no, it's probably that
silly old moon."
MARGARET SULLAVAN
as Cherry Chester . . . sensationa
young movie star, darling of Hollywood

What the "silly old moon" does to two celebrities who yearn for romance in the moonlight
instead of sensation in the spotlight, is entertainingly told in Paramount ! "THE MOON'S
OUR HOME" starring MARGARET SUllAVAN, with Henry Fonda, Charles Butterworth,
Walter Brennan, Beulah Bondi, Henrietta Crosman . . . Adapted from Faith Baldwin's Cosmo
politan Magazine Serial ... A Walter Wanger Production . . . Directed by William A. Setter

In the Beverly Hills home of Gloria Stuart the Spanish
fireplace in the living room shows an attractive grouping of furniture. Walls and beamed ceiling are white,
the moss-green rug has off-white fringe, and warm
shades of beige are used in the upholstery of sofa
and chairs.

The
LOVELY

OF

This view of the living room shows
a period Steinway grand piano
and a glimpse of the reception
hall.

The cool simplicity of this dining room
bespeaks good taste and hospitality.

Gloria

HOME

V:5.J

Stuar

G;
ILORIA STUART S home
• reflects in its controlled
and intelligent taste the
very
popular
little ingirlwholewho
has made a success
some characterizations. Her
home is like Gloria herself— a
place where you would like
know.
to be, a girl you would like to

The reception hall is circular in shape
and Spanish in architecture. The graceful lines of the wrought-iron stairway are
shown in this view. The ceiling is beamed,
and there is an attractive side balcony,
which serves as a hall.

j
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Bette

By Virginia

Wood

Boston

Bette Davis Wins
Academy
Best

Award

The

for the

Performance

of

1935

SHE'S not the ordinary blue-eyed
blonde, this
g,
laininamcourageous, girl.
bitious, Davis
uncompShe's
with a distinct mind of her own. When
Bette walks on the set, you get a definite
reaction from the people with whom she
works. There's a little sparkle of welcome
for the girl who makes
things just a bit easier
for them all, and her
winning of the coveted
trophy has not changed
her.
"Bette Davis?" they'll
tell
you, "she's
A darned
good swell!
little
trouper."
Off the screen, as Bette
herself puts it, she and
her husband, Harmon O.
Nelson, Jr., are "simple
people."
play no
part in They
the Hollywood
social life, and spend as
much of their time together as possible. This
hasn't
been
any too what
easy
a matter, however,
with Bette working pretty
consistently at her job,
and with his career as a
musician and orchestra
leader to consider. For a
long time, he was stationed in San Francisco, some five hundred miles away. Every minute she
could possibly find, Bette would dash
up
to payaway
him fora avisit.
to duck
few They'd
days at manage
a time
to some nearby resort, where he could
play golf, and they really had fun. It
was somewhat of an ordeal, though, as
the studio would invariably find something
ishedfortheirBette
visit. to do before they'd fin"Thank goodness that's over," Bette
said, gratefully. "I hope Ham won't ever
have to go that far away again."
her."Do you play golf together?" I asked
very good
often. atI'mthat
afraid
not"No,
verynotmuch
sortI'mof
thing. There are very few women who
are really good golfers, and I think
their husbands must get awfully sick

Warren William
and Bette Davis
working out the
theme of "Men on
Her Mind."

up their games for them."
having toas hold
of "Spuds,"
he calls Bette, and "Ham" live in a little cottage
in a very nice, untheatrical section of Hollywood. It has a
a garden, too, where Bette
small white fence around it. There's spare
time. They have two
loves to read during much of her
servants, a woman cook and a chauffeur.
"I'm not very domestic," Bette confided, smilingly. "I guess
I've been fortunate in having people do that sort of thing for
me, to a great extent. I do like to superintend the running of
the house, though. That's about the extent of my domesticity."
Then there's the cottage down at the beach, where Bette's
mother lives. When she's not working, she loves to run down
for the day and get in a little sun-bathing and swimming.
"I think you simply have to get away from Hollywood and
such a
"You getliveinto
said,' infirmly.
picturesrutoccasionally,"
it twenty^
this business
if you don't.shePeople
terrific
four hours a day. It's practically impossible to keep your perspective unless you take a vacation whenever you possibly can.
"And it's always been a constant source of amazement to
me," she added, wonderingly, "why most people
I can'ta
go. want
places
the same
here seek out
understand
it. After
all, the
reasonto you
vacation is to get away from the same things
you've been doing for weeks on end.
"I used to go to Palm Springs all the time,
until it got to be so fashionable. Why, you
might just as well stay in Hollywood as go down
there, nowadays. I love the desert. There's somejust
peaceful
thing soautterly
heard of
grand place
way about
out on it.theI've
Mojave
that I'm going to try, just as soon as I have an
opportunity— you know, when I get that six
weeks' vacation I've been after for so long!"
There's one thing I admire tremendously
about Bette Davis— the biggest asset most an\ one can have— and that is her remarkable patience—her ability to wait for things. Most of
isn't
discouraged ifandsuccess
so utterlysilver
us becomeus on
platter—
big
handed
But
Bette has adiscovered
the
surer way instantly.
and the
safest. She has found that hard work is bound
to bring its reward.
Bette was born in Boston and attended high
school and the dishing [Continued on page 68]
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Nickname
The
RogeGinger
r s . Her
nickn ame
stuck.

They used
to call Jeanette MacDonald "Carrots,"
but
now she's
18 carats.

the editor of
ONCE magtold
I this
azine that the
bugaboo of my youth
had been a name fastened on
me by my baby brother, who, unl,"
iceesto of"Murie
achievableedto do ajustseri
gurgles had
that
sounded like Mu-Mu.
And "MuMu,"frotom my
e on.and annoyance, I
was
that hor
timror
Whereupon, the editorial glint came into
his
he said,
whateyetheandstars
were pensively,
nicknamed"I inwonder
their
youth. I wonder if they had atrocities
tacked onto them by fond relatives or
friends. Why don't you find out when you
go Well,
back Mr.
to Hollywood?"
Editor, I have been sleuthing
a bit in Hollywood, and I have, after considerable research, unearthed some nicknames that beat mine all to pieces.
One of our most glamorous and lovely
stars was known as "Shoestrings" in her
youth.
tell the
you story
her name
until I tellNo,youI won't
more of
and how
she suffered ignominiously until not only
was she driven to change her whole name,
but she found herself driven on by such a
burning ambition to be SOMEONE that
she studied and worked until today she is
an actress of distinction and one of Hollywood's best loved stars.
The
littleandgirl's
nameabout
waseleven
Lily
Chauchoin,
when real
she was

Stars

Always

Quite

Were

J\[ot

So Glamorous.

or twelve, she was far from the beauty that
you see today. To be truthful, she was a
funny-looking little French girl who was
terrified of the other cocksure little Amerof the Lexington Aveican School,
girls andandboys
nue
who suffered real torture
from hearing herself designated cruelly as
Shoestrings— a contraction of the name
Chauchoin. So deeply did this name cut
into her that as soon as she was old
enough to go to art school, she went to
her parents and told them from now
on she would have an American name.
She would also drop the name Lily,
she told them, and would be henceforth known as-Claudette Colbert.
One of our best two-fisted heroes of the screen had the childhood
of who
"Sissy,"
because nickname
his mother,
adored
her sturdy, self-reliant little
cherub-like
son, insisted
upon dressing him up in
Little Lord Fauntleroy
suits. On fine Sunday
mornings, after stalling
about the house as
long
he could
find as excuse,
he

her husband doesn't call her by this name
—bequeathed upon her by a sentimental
mother in Kansas City long ago— but one of
our most loved singers is known as "GladEyes." Mrs.
Her sister
and Tibbett,
one of her
friends,
Lawrence
call best
her
this even today. It is, as you may have
guessed, worked out of the name Gladys,
and
the young
singer's
nameof is
Swarthout.
The more
I think
thisGladys
nickname, the more I like it and think it a fitting and proper name, for there is a sparkle
in Miss Swarthout's eyes which gives you a
feeling of gladsomeness and belief in the
goodness of the world.
I won't make you guess on this one. Jean
Harlow's nickname is "Baby." Our sirenish
platinum blonde, our ermined lady who
swishes her hips through the glittering
scenes in our more rough and ready dramas
of the lower class, is still Baby to her
mother and even to a couple of old family
retainers. The nurse in Kansas City who
brought her through the measles, the
mumps, and whooping cough, still begins
her letters to Miss Harlow in the words,
"Dear Baby." You may remember that
Jean's real name is Harlean, a combination
of her mother's first and her father's last
would go out on names. But she was never called Harlean.
Oh no, it was always Baby. It seems for
the
pavements
of New
York
dressed fit four years before Jean was born she lived
her mother's and father's imaginations,
to kill in in
ruffled and they talked and dreamed of what they
would do when "Baby" was born. They
never had a doubt but what they would
have a girl, and when Jean did come into
the world it was natural enough that she
is today.
wasshetheir
long awaited "Baby." And Baby
There is a tall lanky young male
starwhen
who still
he stops
hears and
the answers
name,
"Buck," so firmly is this
childhood nickname
implanted
upon his
subconscious
mind, al-

Bing by's
Crosnickname
must have had
the right number of
letters to be lucky.
shirts, big buttons, and short
knee pants, only to hear his pals
of the weekdays start up a chorus of
"Here comes Sissy Cagney!" It was defending himself in these moments of stress
and injured pride that Mr. Cagney, who
has since become famous for his fistic
prowess on the screen, first learned to
wield a tough uppercut.
Very few people know this, and certainly

Some people still call Ann
Harding by her affectionate
nickname of "Do-Do."
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THEY
Grew

Up

By
— .

With

Muriel
Babcock

Perhaps a nickname is responsible for James
Cagney's short
temper.
though nobody, not even his
father and mother,
think of calling him
that today. As a small boy
on a Western ranch, he learned
to sit a saddle almost before he
was out of baby dresses. When he was
four, he was given, at his urgent request, a
pinto pony all his own. The gift pleased
his boyish heart, but it did not quite fulfill
his ambitions. He had wanted an honest
to goodness critter that would buck, such
as the cowhands rode and bragged about.
Dissatisfied, therefore, but always hopeful that from this pinto he might extract
some skittish caperings, he would ride
along, admonishing it, not with giddaps
and whoas, but always with "C'mon, buck,
buck,
often toandbuckso loudly
did
he callbuck."
to thisSopinto
that when
the cowhands saw him approaching, they
would heyell,
"Here known.
comes Buck!"
And as
Buck
became
The
lad, quite a good rider to this
day, but NOT a western hero, is
better known to us as Gary
Cooper.
Did I tell you that I had a
most awful time living down the
name given me by my brother—
the name of Mu-Mu? My heart
[Continued on page 79]
His boyhood friends
called Gary Cooper
"Buck." They still do.

iff:

lilli

Kat ha rin e
arrogance grows
weak when she hears
Hepburn's
her childhood
nickis^ name.
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Among the regulars at
Lakeside is Jimmy Dunn.

Bing keeps fit as a hero and readyto
by popping
around
the every
first
ninesingholes
at Lakeside
early
morning when he's on a picture.
When he isn't, he tarries until noon.
Nothing snooty about Bing— he generally selects a couple of caddies for
his partners, because they both play
and talk an excellent game and offer
him subtle pointers. The last I heard
of him, though, he was practically
having
kittens.and
He'dBing
beenhad
out blithely
with a
Mr. Hennau
shot two birdies and four pars on
their first six holes. (A birdie is one
under par, which is what you do if
you're
swell made
and don't
slice.) But birdthe
other man
six consecutive
ies!Crosby
.
decided it was a day and

our very good
trailing
beenmovie
HAVE the
I friends
stars, as usual, and
they want to ditch their duties and escape to the outdoors, too. On these balmy
days in Hollywood nearly all the sweetie- best record is a 67 Irene ^u.nnf oncf
pies of screendom have Spring fever.
When
a 75. made a hole m one!
and hersyouis shoot
They're fed up with mooding around in eighteen
holes
in that number of strokes
ic interiors
modernist
and they're
even bored
with what
Tessie Tellsall
columned
this you're some punkins. The Arlens thoughtfully settled only three blocks from the
morning. It seems, pals, that they've re- Lakeside
club, and maybe Joby remembers
golf!
discovered
This
weather
has
'em
lilting it up on the links about town and what happened to the Fairbanks, Srs. Mary
"Fore!" is their new password for fun. Mrs.
Pickford
colony's
first golfapt
widow.
A. was
has the
become
athletically
and
There's no foolin' when they're on the
fairways, either. (Except between Jean her husband's as proud as a kid that she
can give him a run for his money any
Harlow and Bill Powell.)
Most everybody has the urge to make afternoon. He scoots about the country,
two hundred yard drives and romances are participating in tournaments, and he plays
in full bloom as twosomes jauntily sally exhibition matches with renowned professionals like Walter Hagen. Whenever Lawforth
for this
fashionable
can assure
youmonth's
that many
a clever sport.
actressI son Little, who holds the American and
is winning an eligible male by beseeching British amateur championships, is in Holhim to teach her to swing her sticks corlywood he parks
Aliens'.devotee Dick
To prove
whatat anthe ardent
and you'vewhile
no learning
idea how thechummy
you canrectly,become
minor is, I'll tell you of an extraordinary clause
intricacy of the proper grip.
in the contract for his current picture. He's
I've encountered all kinds of golfers in London for it, and he insisted upon the
among the stars. Some are indeed snappy. privilege of quitting acting during this
We have our cheerful clubs, also. The year's main amateur meet in England. The
entering!
trouble, they've all moaned to me, is that lad's
But while the Aliens are away who do
they
haven't
time
to
attack
it
religiously.
Of course, practice is the true secret of you imagine are kinging and queening it?
improving your score.
Crooner Crosby and high-kicker Keeler!
After
looking
over
all
their
cards
I'd
say
I'll bet you never expected those placid
Richard Arlcn and his little woman, Mrs. stars
would work up much golf zeal, but
Arlen (Jobyna Ralston), are the tops. Dick's they have— enough to beat all comers.

Fred Astaire refuses to take golf
too seriously.

they headed straight for
the nineteenth hole (i.e.,
the bar— for a glass of
soda pop, silly!). Crosby,
Alien, and Johnny Weissmuller (and it's not
about a to73.get a Tarzan cheer when you're
strange
poking in
front of the runner-up) average
Ruby Keeler seldom golfs with Al Jolson.
Perhaps she has her happy marriage rules!
She participated in the Southern California
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mixed foursomes last year and is entering
them again next month. George Levee will
repeat
as her
partner.
who'ssetourof heaviest better,
received
his Al,
elegant
clubs
by broadcasting for Ben Bernie. They were
a gift for his appearing as a guest artist.
A dozen fine golf courses spangle the
hills
and the
stars onlyhave around
a shortHollywood
ride to their
favorite.
The
particular California attraction is the marveloussprinkler
greennesssystems
that's cost
maintained.
matic
a fortune,Autobut
they scare away would-be brown patches.
You
don'tofhave
to develop
an air
for none
the links
are soggy,
andgame,
you
don't have to shoot into winds.
MostA offewthestars
movie
belongthere,
to Hillcrest.
can execs
be found
and
at the Riviera, Bel-Air, Los Angeles, Brentwood, Hollywood, Rancho, and Westwood
Hills clubs. But Lakeside boasts by far the
majority of place,
the stellar
not a
pretentious
but a names.
friendly,It'sinformal
hang-out
the Toluca
Lake indistrict.
The clubhouse itLittle Jane Withselfish,is pseudo-Spaners is as precocious
of stone, and
at golf as she is at
with red tile roofs.
everything else.
The big lounge has

dition Helps
Them

To Make

Brilliant Scores.

Harold Lloyd
has his own private links.

Marian Marsh
putting under
the expert eye of
George Murphy.

a high beamed ceiling and when the members throw a party the free talent is something to recollect. The course dips alongside
the small lake and whenever you take your
eyes off the ball you glimpse the Universal
and Warner sets on the nearby hills. And
if you don't plop your ball into the water
American
wall. it over Dick Powell's Early
you
may shoot
Lovely homes line the north border and
Dick's
is to the Heright
of there
the middle
of the
third fairway.
built
on purpose,
so he could
vault
over
his
gate
and
be
[Continued on page 60]
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Picture
Thermometer

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR
Rating: 89°— Those Dionne Quints
Twentieth Century-Fox
HERE'S the picture you've been waiting
for all these months and it doesn't disappoint. They're
there
in person,
five
favorite movie
stars—
Yvonne,
Cecile, our
Emilie,
Annette and Marie— and what more can
you ask? At the preview in Hollywood
Marlene Dietrich, Joan Crawford, Claudette
Colbert, Janet Gaynor and practically all
the big stars simply fought their way into
the theatre and "ohed" and "ahed" in
utter sincerity over those precious babies.
And so will you.
The picture begins with a diphtheria
epidemic in the Canadian northwoods, with
a country doctor and his valiant nurse
doing all they can. Jean Hersholt plays the
now famous Dr. Dafoe, and Dorothy Peterson is the nurse. Finally we come to the
scene where Slim Summerville, as the constable, and John Qualen, as the bewildered
father, react as the doctor brings out one
quint niest
after
Thisscreened.
is one ofAndthe then,
funscenes another.
ever to be
thank goodness, a whole reel of the Quints,
as they are today, playing around in their
nursery.

THESE

THREE

Rating: 94°— Excellent in Every Way—
Goldwyn-United Artists
A SENSITIVE and deeply moving pro'1 duction done in the best Sam Goldwyn
manner. Adapted from Lillian Hellman's
"The Children's Hour."
The plot concerns two college girl
graduates, Miriam Hopkins and Merle
Oberon, who remodel an old New England
farmhouse as an exclusive school for young
girls. A young doctor in the village, Joel
McCrea, helps the girls rebuild the house,
and a close friendship grows between
them.
The two child actresses, Bonita Granville
and Marcia Mae Jones, give magnificent
performances, and never have you seen a
"menace" so effective as Bonita's. Of course
the two girls simply walk away with the
picture.
But that's
three
stars. Miriam,
Merle not
and belittling
Joel are the
excellent.

GIVE US THIS NIGHT
Rating: 83 °— Music
Lovers, Pour Vous—
Paramount
INTRODUCING Jan Kiepura in his first
and Gladys SwarthoutHollywood
of the Newpicture,
York Metropolitan
Opera
in her second. It's a highly romantic
operetta, done in exquisite taste, and
couldn't possibly offend a music lover even
though it does come out of Hollywood.
When operatic arias and romantic ballads come in as large quantities as they do
in this picture you can expect a simple but
pleasing plot. Jan Kiepura (he who sings
so enthusiastically) is a fisherman of Sorrento who goes to Naples to appear in a
new opera, but dress rehearsals seem to
take the starch out of the new singer. The
opening night finds the opera on the verge
of not existing, but of course Jan rushes in
and saves the day, or the opera to be more
exact.

Chester Morris, Lewis Stone and Walter
Brennan in "The Three Godfathers," a
good old-fashioned picture.
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TO GARCIA

Rating: 86°— Mr. Elbert Hubbard's
Message— Twentieth Century-Fox
AN EXCITING adventure picture, with
- enough real American history in it to
make it doubly thrilling. The time is the
Spanish-American war, which was fought
for Cuban independence, and the picture
deals with that episode of the war which
was immortalized by Elbert Hubbard in
hisJohn
famous
to Garcia."Rowan, who
Boles"Message
plays Lieutenant
is entrusted by President McKinley with a
message to General Garcia, which message
if delivered will bring about a coup that
will end the war. But General Garcia and
his Cuban army are far in the interior of
Cuba, and there seems to be small chance
of the brave lieutenant ever reaching him
alive.
In Havana he meets Sergeant Dory, i
renegade ex-marine, and thanks to him and
to a highborn Cuban girl patriot the lieutenant finally makes it, but not until he
has been shot at by practically every
Spaniard on the island.
Wallie Beery plays the ex-marine, who
has double-crossed both the Spaniards and
the Cubans and has the unenviable reputation of being a liar and a cheat, and Beery
gives one of his great portrayals, surpassed
only by his Villa. His death is the dramatic
high spot of the picture.
Barbara Stanwyck plays the Cuban girl
patriot who accompanies John Boles on his
adventurous trek through the swamps, and,
of course, there among the flies and alligators love is born. Alan Hale is the
Spanish spy, who goes in for a little of the
Spanish Inquisition torture in his effort to
extract the message meant for Garcia, and
makes a venturefirst
stuff. class "heavy." It's great adGENTLE JULIA
Rating: 8o°— Good Comedy— Twentieth
Century-Fox
NOWjuvenile
that character
Booth Tarkington's
favorite
has been brought
to the screen by Jane Withers the whole
family from Junior to Grandma can sit
back and rest assured that they are going
to see a wholesome, American, fast-moving,
and thoroughly delightful comedy. Mr.
Tarkington's precocious little smarty who
goes inbanana
for running
her blackmailing
family's affairs,
eating
royals, and
for
decided gains fits little Miss Withers to a
T, and she proves again what a grand little
trouper she is.
The picture belongs to Jane from the
time she determines to marry off her Aunt
Julia until the final scene when she holds
down the villain while the ceremony goes
on. Along with her triumphs in the matrimonial world, she has some decisive victories with Jackie Searle and Jackie
Hughes. Marsha Hunt is Jane's charming
Aunt Julia, who is pursued by many suitors: George Meeker, is the city-slicker in
need of money; Maurice Murphy the coweyed boy who recites Wordsworth, and
Tom Brown, the bashful scatterbrain who
suddenly and fearlessly asserts himself
under the uncanny influence of Jane. The
setting is a small town during the longblack-stocking era. The picture is grand
entertainment for young and old.
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
Rating: 92°— Art
and Emotions— Selznick
International

organized Selznick InterTHE newlynational
Pictures (releasing through
United Artists) gets off to a fine start with
," which
is oneandof
Fauntleroy
"Little
y written
beautifull
the mostLordartistic,
exquisitely acted productions it will ever,
be your good fortune to see. You're a

Preston Foster and Carole Lombard in a
merry farce, "Love Before Breakfast."
modern and I'm a modern and you probSuddenly Preston abandons the chase,
ably thought just as I did that Frances
does
theandnoble
thingintoby the
Carole's
fiance
China,
retires
silences.
Thenin
Hodgson
Burnett's
a past generation would
be justbook
too ofsentimental
and
the tables are turned— Carole becomes the
sugary mawkish for words. But oh, how
pursuer,
anything
now.
wrong we moderns are!
Cesar Romero
playsbut
the indifferent
romantic young
man
whom
Carole
fancies
herself
in
love
There's sentiment to be suft, but you'll
with until Preston Foster spurns her, and
love it because it's intelligent sentiment,
then is but a pawn in the great argument
and iftheyoumanly
don't little
shed American
a tear occasionally
over
boy who
of the century. Both Cesar and Preston
give excellent performances in their first
had to become an English lord, well, you're
farce roles.
just too hard-boiled for your own good.
Freddie Bartholomew, as Lord Fauntleroy,
Carole proves again that she is one of
is perfect. Freddie is without a doubt the
the leading comediennes of the screen, and,
greatest juvenile actor on the screen today
whether exquisitely gowned by Travis Banand his performance equals, if not surton in something really breath-taking, or
passes, his David Copperfield.
nursing a black eye or flopping around in
Dolores Costello returns to the screen in an
old crash bathrobe she gives everything
there is to the part. There are many
this production as Dearest and was accorded one of the greatest ovations I have
sequences in the- picture that stand out as
ever heard from a preview audience. But,
high spots in. comedy, especially a telesecond to Freddie, all praise and laurels
phone sequence that makes me laugh every
time I think of it.
must go to C. Aubrey Smith, who plays
Walter
Lang directed fbr tempo, and
the ferocious, gouty old Earl of Dorincourt, and who is completely won over by tempo he's got nothing else but in one of
his little American grandson.
the grandest farces you're ever likely to see.
Guy Kibbee is excellent as Mr. Hobbs
is splendid
Carole's
who keeps the corner grocery store in Janet
mother, Beecher
and Richard
Carle is as
simply
eleBrooklyn, and who hates aristocrats in the
gant as a talkative bachelor who thinks
himself an authority on women. The cute
first reel and decides to live in England
Peke who makes his screen debut in this
near Ceddie in the last. Helen Flint plays
the adventuress who tries to get the title
picture
is in private life "Pushface the
for her own son, an objectionable brat,
Killer" and personal property of Miss
Lombard.
admirably played by Jackie Searle. Henry
Stephenson is the English lawyer who
THE THREE GODFATHERS
brings Ceddie to England, Jessie Ralph is
the apple-woman who suffers from rheuRating: 700— Family Fare— M-G-M
matism, and Micky Rooney is the bootTHIS is the old Western story by Peter
black who comes to the rescue. Hugh WalB.
Kyne about the trio of bad men who
pole wrote
the Ascreen
well directed.
must play
see. and John Crombecome devoted godfathers of a baby— so
devoted in fact that they cross miles and
miles of desert on foot carrying the baby
LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST
in relays, each relay ending in death. I InRating: 870— A Laughing Jag— Universal
greater part of the action shows their endless plodding across (ho alkaline waste with
TREAT yourself to a swell laughing jag
a shortage of water, lack of food, and a
and
sec
Carole
Lombard's
latest
picture
burden
of stolen money.
—what Eun, what mad, riotous fun. The
Although
regenerastory's about a handsome young millionaire
tion of a badit'smanan old
l>\ a story—
l>ab\ this
-it never
lails
who leaves no stone unturned in his pursuit of a lady fair, his lady fair being a to bring a tear to the eye and a sob i<> the
very spoiled brat of a society girl wiih a throat, and this time is no exception. The
mind of her own. Preston Foster is the performances of the three godfathers are
outstanding, and director Richard Bolesguy and Carole is the Highly dame who
leads him a merry chase, with one trick
lawski's
direction
ol the baby, Jean Kirchner, is really
something.
after another including a speakeasy brawl,
Chestei [Continued
Morris is theon young
sell centered
a bridal path sprawl, and a dale \\ i1 11 a
{>nge 82]
dizzy southern belle.
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Silver
The

Stars Only

Ann Harding is always elusive. She has
a hideaway in the Mojave desert, near
Victorville, at a rambling ranch house
where she is completely lost to the film
world. She also likes to slip away to various
army posts where she has many friends,
made in the days when her father was a
high ranking officer in the service.
A desert haven, "Deep Well Ranch," not
far
free from
days.Palm
Why?Springs,
BecausegetsBobRobert
loves Taylor's
to ride
horseback and this ranch specializes on
fine horses. One suspects that Janet Gaynor
will develop a sudden appreciation for
desert scenery because, at the moment, an
ardent romance between the handsome Bob
and little Gaynor is keeping Hollywood on
its toes.
Rural settings and pastoral views do not
intrigue the city-born George Raft. The
only time he leaves Hollywood is to make
his annual trip to New York, where he
roots for the World Series— he never misses
this sports event, and likes to visit the old
gang, pals he knew before fame came to
him. He courteously accepts the mobbing
crowds that follow him about as part of
the game.
theCarole
crush Lombard
of fans inis one
the who
least. doesn't
In fact,mind
she
likes it. With her unquenchable energy she
never seeks rest but prefers to remain in
Hollywood for her vacations so she can
play tennis, swim and go to parties— the
days
be too dated movement
up to suit her.
Thecan't
back-to-the-soil
that has
ensnared many film stars into buying country homes and ranches has caused the resorts to lose some good customers. Joel
McCrea and Frances Dee find that raising
cattle on their 1450-acre ranch is the most
exciting game in the whole world. Edward
Everett Horton's 10 acres keep him happily
amused. Charlie Ruggles' 10-acre ranch,
just
Horton's,
with winning
his bumper
crops beyond
of oranges
and prize
dogs,
keeps him busy. Louise Fazenda, Ann
Dvorak- and Leslie Fenton, the Al Jolsons,
Hugh Herbert, Spencer Fracy, Richard
Dix, Warren William and W. C. Fields are
as proud of the title of rancher as they
are of their screen rating. They may spend
an occasional weekend at Palm Springs or
the beach, but otherwise they prefer their
own home garden.
The desert is the favorite playground for
the screen players during the winter
months, with Palm Springs, only a 135-
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Feel Safe When
Near
[Continued from page 25]

mile drive from Hollywood, being the particular Mecca. This tropical oasis in the
midst of sun-swept sands, provides every
kind of recreation, as well as a blessed informality, soappreciated by celebrities.
In the summer the stars flock to the
beaches, where many own their own homes.
Here they enjoy seclusion and many sports.
Some are lucky enough to own their own
yachts, among them being Charlie Chaplin,
John Barrymore, Jimmy Cagney, Preston
Foster, Stan Laurel, Lewis Stone and Ralph
Morgan, and they cruise all along the
Pacific Coast, in happy abandon, forgetting
all about their dear public.
Then there's Ruth Chatterton, Wallace

Hollywood

Beery, Ken Maynard and George Brent
who own dezvousairplanes,
and have
with the clouds.
They special
agree renthat
nothing so soothes frayed nerves or banishes
troubles— troubles, which viewed from the
stars, become petty and unimportant.
So— it is everybody to his own taste. The
one thing these stars all hold in common
is the hope to find a moment when they
can be themselves, just boys and girls, and
escape from the spotlight that ever hovers
over them. But, mind you, only for a
moment, for deep in their hearts they live
and thrive on the adoration showered upon
them.
After all, who can blame them?

The Golf Set
[Continued from page 57]
under steam instantly. But the irony is
that he's too busy to play much! Randy
Scott, Jimmy Dunn, Warner Oland, George
Murphy, Guy Kibbee, Oliver Hardy, and
Wheeler and Woolsey are regulars at Lakeside, however. (Bert is a trifle better than
Bob; each
the middle
8o's.) Virginia Brucestays
and inSally
Eilers favor
this
course, too.
Harold Lloyd is our swankiest golfer. He
owns his own nine holes and they're very
handy there on his Beverly Hills estate.
The splendid touch is his unique locker
arrangement— one dresses and afterwards
showers in a picturesque old mill beside a
beautiful stream. This wide brook furnishes
a natural hazard. Every champion who
visits Los Angeles is invited to Harold's
and he presents every guest with a score-

bookthe that
on
back.has a map of his course printed
We ers.have
our women!
authenticIrene
hole-in-one
Both are
Dunne golfand
Grace Moore have accomplished this rarest
of feats. Hugh Herbert thought he was a
wonder. Spencer Tracy took him to a
private course and for three days in succession the comic amazingly made the first
hole in one stroke. He was too thrilled to
speak about it— luckily. For eventually he
caught onto the gag. The hole is expressly
designed so everyone can easily do the same!
Nobody's more pepped up than the fresh
converts I bump into. Hitting a white pill
sucyou'll new
and rabid
try itmost
but the
may seem
cumb. foolish—
Walter Abel's
recruit. He'd never held a club in his hands
until seven months ago, and he dubbed for

a few months before he got down to lessons. Today he shoots a 96 on a tough
course. He discusses golf with no provocation at all and displays a choice collection
of blisters if you allow him the opportunity.
His wife, two babies, and presumably his
pup
prayers that
no
rain are
will offering
disturb nightly
this sunshine.
Because
when it rained last, Walter stuck indoors
and life wasn't safe in the Abel livingroom. He wore the nap off the oriental
rugs and brought death and destruction to
the bric-a-brac. (Not to mention the terse
phrases the kiddies started mouthing!) Mrs.
Abel tried to run him out to the garage
and he responded by taking another ideal
swing with his mashie. Crash went grand[Continued
ma's'historic
tea pot. onHe'spage
off 63]
his game at
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Camels

People in every walk of life get "keyed up." The effects
on digestion are known to all! In this connection, it is an
interesting fact that smoking a Camel during or between
meals tends to stimulate and promote digestion. Enjoy
Camel's mildness . . . the feeling of well-being fostered
by Camel's matchless blend of costlier tobaccos. Camels
set you right. Smoke Camels for digestion's sake!
1936, R.J. Remolds Tob. Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr.
of Wilmington, Delaware
is justly proud of her charming
house with its beautiful gardens
— one of the historic landmarks
of Delaware. Both Mr. and Mrs.
du Pont are enthusiastic about
yachting. And they are famous
for their hospitality. Mrs. du Pont
says: "I always enjoy Camels —
all through the day — and during
meals especially. They never seem
heavy, and I like their flavor tremendously. They make the whole
meal so much pleasanter. I'm a naturally nervous person. That's another reason why I prefer Camels.
They never get on my nerves,
no matter how many I smoke."

Mrs. du Pont, photographer]

ntly in the I

Among the many distinguished women who prefer
Corners costlier tobaccos:
Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
Mrs. Chiswell Dabm-y Lan^honif, Virginia
Miss Mary Bynl, Richmond
Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston
Mrs. Potter d'Orsay Palmer, Chicago
Mrs. Byrd Warwick Davenport, Richmond
Mrs. Langdon Post, New York
Mrs. Brookfield Van R snsselaer, New York

Rockefeller Center, 65 stories above the streets of New York
costlier
tobaccos!
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
. . .Turkish and Domestic . . .
than any other popular brand.

HERE

S

Here's to Irresistible YOU ... a toast and a challenge! There IS an
Irresistible YOU whether you have discovered it or not. To be irresistible, isthe art of being a woman. To help you to be irresistible, is
the art of IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME.
You'll discover your own allure through the thrilling emotional lift of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. It is lasting and as exciting as champagne, gay
as cocktails for two. There is further allure in the tender texture of
Irresistible Face Powder and in the provocative challenge of Irresistible Lip Lure, the new lipstick. Try all the Irresistible Beauty Aids.
Each has some special feature that gives you glorious new loveliness.
Certified pure, laboratory tested and approved.

PERFUME

**ut

BEAUTY

AIDS

ONLY 10' EACH AT ALL 5 AND 10< STORES
COLD CREAM. COLOGNE. BR II L I At
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Silver
the moment— his wife bought him a new
and
fancy.expensive set o£ clubs and they're too
The one accident among the Hollywoodians can be checked to John McGuire. He
was playing at Catalina when a woman
drove a ball squarely between his shoulder
blades. He was knocked on his face and
arose with a nose-bleed. Having been a
Santa Clara quarterback without a scratch to
his record. Johnny was embarrassed at this.
Just one of the stars has a gorgeous silver cup. Helen Broderick only played on
four occasions and she wound up with
first prize. It was when she was touring
with
Elsie
"Puzzles of indulged
1925." Shein
tried to
avoidJanis's
the competition
by the troupe, but they made her enter.
Her "qualifying" score for nine holes was
193! They had a band playing gayly when
they turned
awardedouthereven
the worse
cup inthan
Boston—
the
rest
she was!
She has her memento well shined, and in
her library where callers are invariably
awed. Ambitious souls want to take her on
and so claim they beat a champ. To these
propositions Helen has a stock reply. She
gravely remarks, "I've rather lost my taste
for theafter game."
I suppose
I'll bestory,
cut herefor revealing
this inside
so I
may as well add the clincher. She even
rented the clubs for her famous victory.
Age is no handicap when it comes to
golf.
a game
that's
exceptionally
healthyHere's
and yet
not too
strenuous.
Fred
Stone has been concentrating on it only
for a year, since coming West, and he
already shoots a 95. He usually plays alone,
because he's out so often it's hard for him
to round up a match. Leave it to those
up-to-date
innovate, too. Fred's
introduced oldsters
a new toweight-reducing
plan.
You wear woollen underwear, then a rubber union suit, and then your golf outfit!
You melt while you walk. W. C. Fields deserves every
addict's
sympathy,
for since
his recent
illness
his doctor
has forbidden
him to trot out with his trusty niblick. He
was used to shooting in the upper 70's.
I wasn't there, but he swore to me that it
was true. I mean his pet tale. Fields was
standing by a man who teed off half-adozen times, losing each ball by slicing
into the rough. Whereupon the next fellow
stepped up casually, drove, and laid his
neatly on the green. Only no one could
locate his club after he'd swung— it simply
vanished! Do you think W. C. was ribbing?
Claire Trevor is purchasing her balls
now that she's moved into Beverly. She
lived next to the Hollywood Country Club
and confesses that she collected the stray
balls that zoomed into her garden! Incidentally, while Claire plays only a fair
game, she's more than a fair vision in her
Spring golf togs, especially schemed for her
by William Lamber, 20th Century-Fox
stylist. You'd admire her light-weight imported tweed skirt of turquoise blue, set
on a pointed waist yoke, and accompanied
by a jacket of vivid cherry-red suede. This
top-piece has side slit pockets, a yoked
bodice, a wide high-or-low collar, and
painted turquoise wooden buttons. A swagger hat of the turquoise tweed is banded
in cerise suede. I also see some of the gals
wearing mesh gloves. As for the male
modes? They demand a whole paragraph
to thenselves.
Most of the men stars still choose slacks.
Nevertheless, knickers are definitely back.
Instead of the old plus fours you don
baggy plus eights tied around the legs with
achecked
cord to tweeds
keep 'em
flannels andin
are up.
theSports
pet materials
our foremost shops. Hollywood males revel
in silk polo shirts that may be blue, brown,
green, white, or burgundy. If you want to
be truly devastating, boys, get a gaucho
shirt. There's a natty variety to be had
in
effect.styles,
They're
in this
knittoreador
and fabric
longbeing
or worn
short
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sleeved, striped or checked or solid in patterns. MacDonald and Glen Urqhart plaids
are the vogue for golf socks, and moccasin
seamless oxfords are fast replacing the
standard golf shoe.
Every one of these mornings George
O'Brien has wifey Marguerite Churchill
out on a Beverly neighbor's private course
for a quick tutoring on how to handle
nine
holes.
June who
Lang'sacquired
romancing
Michael
Whalen,
his with
skill
caddying back home in Pennsylvania, is
hitting new peaks when they steal away
for an outdoor frolic. He's attempting to
put a backspin on his mashie shot. Florence
(daughter of Grantland) Rice usually does
better than two hundred yards on her
drives. That certainly provokes the boyfriend, Michael Bartlett, into stepping.
Neither of them had gone at golf seriously
until a year ago when they landed here for
pictures. Now she breaks 100 consistently
and he rates in the middle 8o's.
That precocious Katy Hepburn may be
married to her agent, but she is playing
alone or merely with the professional these
days at Bel-Air. She really smacks a ball
and comes
in the low 8o's.
ber her in inConnecticut,
whereTheyshe rememwas a
pippin before she got the acting bug.
Another of our Garboish golfers is George
Brent. I'd never have known he liked the
game if I hadn't seen him practically sink
a perfect putt. Unfortunately, this strong
silent hero's ball stopped dead on the lip
of the cup! He holed out with a genuine
Irish expression. Arthur Treacher has been
a fanatic for twenty-eight years. He declares his most embarrassing episode occurred in San Francisco when a clergyman
was his partner. Treacher's earnest caddy
was so annoyed
with cuss
the minister's
playing
that alarming
words flew poor
out
at every interval when Arthur was endeavoring to smile encouragingly. At the seventh hole Mr. Treacher's sense of propriety
no longer.
He own
dismissed hiscould
clubstand
toterit and
carried his
bag the rest of the way around.
I advised you that in addition to our
steady golfers we have those who can take
it or leave it. Richard Dix, who scores in
the high 8o's, dashes out to the Riviera
every day for awhile, then he lays off for
three months. Fred Astaire claims golf
isn't intended as a business. He practices
putting in his back yard and teams with
Randy Scott when he has a chance. Paul
Muni's wife is far more excited about it
than he is. Jean Harlow explains that she
enjoys golf because it's such a grand opportunity totalk! Dyed-in-the-wool veterans
will snort at this heresy, but my feminine
readers will understand when they're informed that it's Bill Powell she chatters
with. This twosome actually giggles outrageously when stymied in the rough, too.
The Marx Brothers never venture forth
together. They'd argue and with clubs in
their grasp— well, some stuffy judge would
brand
you're bya
blonde itandplain
mightfratricide.
sometimeIn becasepursued
Chico, at least he's the best of the nuts.
We have our luke-warmists, besides. Janet
Gaynor
believes Gaynor
it's superb
for lazy
her mother,
and if Mama
is too
for too
lengthy a spell Janet personally volunteers
to playwell.
a bit.Bette
JackDavis
Bennyopines
will finish
if he's
doing
that women
should
release never
and a play.
man That
ought it's
to abehubby's
able toonly
gel
away
a dog'sit.age.
Of course,
never once
evenin tried
Neither
has Bette's
Gracie
Allen yet. If she does George Burns vows
he will go crazy!
I hope you glue your eye on your ball
and
breakThank
your heavens
sticks as these
I've been
knownnever
to do.
stars
can't tell on me. I guess I've got temper
in lieu of artistic temperament. And I go
'round and 'round in——? A writer's private
life is his own. Even to you, Katy Hepburn'

THIS IS THE WOMAN
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ALL LAXATIVES ARE ALIKE!"
The lady above made a mistake. A grave
mistake . . . yet, lots of people make it.
One day she was constipated, and took a
laxative. Picked it at random. It happened to
be a harsh, quick-acting cathartic that raced
through her system in a couple of hours. It
upset her. Nauseated her. Sent pains shooting through her stomach. Left her weak —
weary . . . Such drastic remedies should never
be taken, except on the advice of a physician.
DON'T SHOCK YOUR SYSTEM
When
a corrective,
make the
mistakeyouof need
assuming
that alldon't
laxatives
are
alike. They're not! You'll feel a whole lot better when you take a correctly timed laxative.
One that won't rush through your system too
quickly.
thorough. And yet, one that is completely
Ex-Lax is just such a laxative. It takes sufficient time — 6 to 8 hours — to work. Hence,
your system is not thrown "out of rhythm."
You aren't upset or nauseated. You don't suffer from stomach pains. Ex-Lax action is so
mild,
so easy,
you scarcely
you'veenjoy.
taken
a laxative
— except
for the realize
relief you
A PLEASURE TO TAKE
With Ex-Lax you say farewell to bitter, nastytasting purgatives and cathartics. Because
Ex-Lax tastes just like delicious chocolate.
It's a real joy to take — not a punishment. Get
a boxfind
today
— onlyeconomical
10c at anyfamily
drug store.
also
a more
size forYou'll
25c.
When Nature forgets — remember
EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
I
TRY(Paste
EX-LAX
OUR EXPENSE!
1
this onATa penny
postcard)
Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
S-56
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample. I
Name
■
Address
City
Age
(If you
live in Dame
Canada,St. write
Ex-!.ax. Ltd..
736 Notre
W., Montreal)
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Ralph Morgan, James Cagney, Bill Robinson and Fred Keating at the Screen Actor's Guild Ball, where democracy is in
flower and they are artists all.

Wide World

Dancing
[Conti
nued from Thru
page 34]
110/

CHINESE

RED

LIPSTICK

ROUGE

AND

by Helena

rubinstein

Again Helena Rubinstein, the
great cosmetic artist, triumphs.
Her newest make-up inspiration,
Chinese Red lipstick and rouge,
is the brightest spot in a season
of brilliant colors! It is young and
vivid — with lots of red to flatter
you and just a hint of gold to give
you a touch of the exotic. To
pallid skin it lends a loveiy glow.
To dusky skin, it adds a vibrant
accent. It lifts every skin to. new
heights of enchantment.
The appeal of Chinese Red Lipstick goes even deeper than color.
Like all the famed lipsticks by
Helena Rubinstein — Red Raspberry, Red Poppy, Red Geranium,
Red Coral and warm Terra Cotta
— this newest lipstick contains a
precious element which fosters
natural moisture. It gives your lips
that ripe dewy gleam — the lustre
of youth! Lipsticks .50, 1.00,
1.25. Rouges to harmonize, 1.00.
Helena Rubinstein Powders in
smart flattering tones. Clinging
textures for all skins — Dry, Normal, Oily. 1.00, 1.50 to 5.50.
Persian Mascara — Doesn't run,
doesn't smart. Chic shades. 1.00.
Eyelash Grower and Darkener.
Grooms lashes, brows. 1.00.
Helena Rubinstein Cosmetics are
available at her Salons and at all
smart stores.
Helena rubinstein
8 East 57th Street, New York
LONDON
PARIS
(c) 1936, H. R.. Inc.

splendid living as gay companions; the intrigues she overheard; the sordid dramas
at the tables; the feminine schemings in
the dressing room— all the shabby tricks
that transmute beauty into a commercial
asset.
But her.
her She
environment
didn't seem
to
touch
remained detached.
And so
the fairy story could go T>n.
One incident must be recited to reveal
more precisely her attitude at that time.
One of the girls finally persuaded her to
allow two prominent men to drive them
home in their limousine. Ruby accepted on
the condition that they stop two blocks
away one from
her house. She todidn't
in the neighborhood
see herwantget anyout
of that sumptuous limousine— they might
think she had gone high hat! The other
girl was Patsy Kelly.
The great Ziegfeld saw this Cinderella
and put her immediately into his current
"Whoopee." As premiere danseuse. And
romance played its ace.
Al Jolson was the star of the show. But
beneath his gruff, wholehearted manner he
was
shy— andto still
he saw
this really
new recruit
the is.
castWhen
he lost
his
heart. But they were never introduced. He
didn't even speak. He merely watched adoringly from the wings when she danced, and
she watched him. Two shy natures that
loved and were afraid to make each other
understand.
Fate takes its time; humans don't guide
it. Ruby went to California for the first
vacation in her life and there, halfheartedly, she tried to get into pictures.
But studios weren't interested in a girl who
could only sing and dance. Liking the sunshine anyway, Ruby remained to dance in
prologues on the stage.
One evening Ruby went to the station
to meet a friend from New York. Al Jolson
was there to meet Fanny Brice. Somebody
introduced them. Their friends arrived
unmet.
That night when Ruby danced in the
prologue at the Egyptian Theatre in
Hollywood the master of ceremonies recognized Al in the audience. It was a preview night, celebrities were there, so he
asked the famous comedian if he wouldn't
step up on the stage and favor the house
with a song. It was then that Hollywood
got
a fairythatstory
romanceone an
thatinkling
led to ofrumors
Al and
Ruby
had been engaged for a long while, that
he had taken her away from Texas
Guinan,ducedput
in "Whoopee"
and For
inher tohercome
to Hollywood.
without hesitation Al jumped to his feet.
He didn't
up on From
the stage.
sing
to the go
audience.
where Hehe didn't
stood
at his seat he sang to that elfin girl on

the stage who answered him with a blushing smile. months later Ruby retired from
Three
the stage to be a wife. As far as she was
concerned her career was forever finished.
But the pattern of her life, she knew, was
not quite complete.
During those years in night clubs and
on the stage she had always dreamed of a
husband, a family, and a home in the
country.
didn'tlived
sendina hotels
child
and Al, But
who Heaven
had always
and never had a home of his own, couldn't
quitetry adapt
himself
the too
idea restless.
of a counestate. His
spiritto was
So,
wisely,
Rubydidn't
didn'tmean
force shethe was
issue.going to
But that
relinquish her real career for a shadowy
life on the screen. When Joseph Schenck
prevailed upon her to let him make a
screen test she. laughingly agreed. But when
the test turned out so good that he pleaded
with her to accept a role, she begged off,
afraid. She was humbly content as Mrs.
One Friday night when she and Al were
watching the fights at the Hollywood
Stadium,
Jack Warner leaned over and
Jolson.
whispered that he had seen her test.
Throughout the main event he implored
her to accept the ingenue lead in "42nd
Street." Al chuckled. The diversion, he
said,
her good. Go ahead.
The might
rest isdohistory.
The fairy story must continue. The little
housewife who became the toast of Hollywood overnight was delighted, but scarcely
thrilled. The fumes of worldwide renown
didn't
go that
to her
thankful—
was head.
all. She was humbly
It is indicative of this child of fortune
that she didn't
rant Instead,
against she
Fate adopted
when shea
remained
childless.
boy. And after years of quiet persuasion Al
was ready to settle down in the country.
They built a large, rambling place in Encino. And the day before Christmas Al was
elected mayor of the town.
Warren William, Paul Muni, and Ann
Dvorak are some of his fellow citizens who
signed the petition which elected him. Next
to their son, that is the thing of which
Ruby is most proud. Her husband is a
divinelyare squire.
happy.
country
is theways—
mayor's
They
useful— She
in many
as wellwife.as
So this little girl who didn't defy Fate,
who didn't ask too much of life, who accepted every blessing with humble grace,
surveys the world as the smiling colleen
and believes in her heart that she has received more good fortune than she rightly
deserves.
Her attitude, yon see. hasn't changed. So
the fairy story is due to continue.

OHIRLEY TEMPLE will be seen next in "The Poor
•3 Little Rich Girl," and the June issue of Silver Screen
will have-EXCr.USirELY-thc fict ionization of the story.
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0FF-7HE-FACE
HATS!

Don't let Adolescent Pimples keep
YOU from looking your best

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936. Standard Brands Incorporated

JUST when good looks make such a difference
in good times — from about 13 to 25 years of
age, or even longer — many young people become
afflicted with ugly pimples.
During this time, after the beginning of adolescence, important glands develop and final growth
takes place. This causes disturbances throughout
the body. The skin, especially, becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this
sensitive skin and pimples appear.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast helps to give you
back a good complexion by clearing these skin
irritants out of the blood. Then — pimples go!
Eat it regularly — 3 cakes a day, before meals,
plain, or in a little water — until your skin is entirely clear. Start today!
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"Giving
Garbo
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1*1 &> ASHION points to your
*JJ finger tips and you answer with lustrous nails tinted by
Chic. A deluxe polish in a large
exquisite bottle that is a revelation in nail polish satisfaction.
Chic is smooth, non-chipping and
although instant-drying it refuses
to thicken in the bottle. Chic
applies so easily it makes changing your polish a pleasure. Chic
wears, too, and with a variety
of shades, either transparent or
creme, you are ready to tone
your finger tips to either a demure or dashing mood. There is a
Chic Polish "Remover and a Chic
Cuticle Remover of equal value1.
Cfii.c Manicure Aids, at all j
Five and Ten Cent Stores, f
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and misquoted more than any other female
in Hollywood. I've had to sit back and hold
my tongue, while total strangers gave out
stories on what they imagined her to be.
And I've actually known. I've been in her
dressing
(when she
wasn'twhenthere)
I've
seen
her room
hide behind
bushes,
visitors
would appear as she was on her way to the
sound
the
same airstage.
and I've
sat inactually
the samebreathed
chair. Life

to watch her go by. During this entire time,
they never once met. At noon time Joan
would take her singing lessons. Naturally,
Garbo, right next door, could hear every
note. Her maid told me that Garbo would
sit and eat her lunch, but, at the same
time, sing right along with Joan. When
Joan changed her tune, Garbo would
change too.
Actually, Joan and Garbo did not appear
together in a single scene. But there was
has
been
full
since
I
pledged
loyalty
to"
Greta, but alas, the price has been terrific. one day when the entire cast was assembled
and would w7ork one hour at a time. Joan
If only she might have known.
Recently, I read a prediction (from a had been doing most of her scenes at night,
so Garbo could be directed in the day time.
close friend of Garbo's mother and brother)
At no time was there any dispute or arguthat Greta would retire, "probably within
ment over the arrangement. Joan was
the
of this
another
months."
Soonerpassing
or later
has totwelve
be true.
What
happy
to make this concession out of reif it is true now? What then? Garbo will
On spect
thefor Garbo's
set Joan great
used work.
her usual portable
take refuge on her desert island. Or Garbo
dressing room, while Garbo dressed behind
will marry a king. Or a duke. Or a man.
her usual makeshift enclosure, consisting
She'll spend the rest of her life wearing a of four crude flats. If she had wanted a
crown or puttering around the kitchen
dozen portable bungalows, Garbo could
over a pan of those tasty Swedish wafers.
have had them on a moment's notice. She's
And
where
will
I
be?
Alone.
(And
I
don't
always dressed behind an improvised enwant to be alone.) Life will be over. There
closure, because she does not like to be
will be nothing to live for. And what will
bothered with too many possessions. So the
I tell my grandchildren? That I sacrificed
stories that Joan was getting the most coneverything
for Garbo's sake. For gosh sake—
NO!
sideration were pretty far-fetched.
On the day the entire cast worked, Joan
Today I've decided to turn over a new
was
called
to the set. As she came out of her
leaf. It still may not be too late. I shall
free myself from this Garbo curse. She will dressing room and started down the long
have to get along without my loyalty. Of balcony, Garbo came up the steps and
course nothing will ever actually change
headed in Joan's direction. Joan saw her
coming but it was too late to turn back.
my true feeling. I shall worship Greta up
to the bitter end. I may live to regret this Being shy and because she admired Garbo
so much, Joan became embarrassed. Not
day that I have decided to talk. But I have
knowing whether to speak or whether she
been driven to it by a power greater than
mere man. Away with conscience. From this would be spoken to, Joan lowered her eyes
moment on, I shall tell all. May Greta for- as she walked along. I was walking with
Joan and being a cold-hearted soul, I
me. Garbo
here lot,
any Imore.
looked. Suddenly Garbo stopped in front
Mygive first
day doesn't
on the live
MGM
met
of Joan, held out her arms and blocked
Garbo. That is, in a way. Because they were
fresh out of executive positions, I contented
the passage w7ay. Joan came to an abrupt
halt and looked up with a startled exmyself with a job in the office of the
wardrobe. Little did I realize that this was
"I am glad we are working in the same
to be the turning point in my career. (It
pression. said Garbo, kindly. "How are you
turned me back.) Just at the time when
picture,"
everyone was out to lunch, came a hurried
Joan managed to reply and after a few
call from the sound stage. Garbo needed a
gettingpleasantries
along."
(and comments on cerpair of shoes. They must have them right more
away.
tain members of the company) Garbo said
It was up to me to come to the rescue. I goodbye. This is actually what happened
took the shoes to the sound stage, feeling when Joan and Garbo met for the first
time on "Grand Hotel." This has never
a little nervous. The picture they were
been printed before but it is positively
making was called "The Kiss." The first true, regardless of what others may have
written.
person I saw on the set, was the then unknown, Lew Ayres. I must confess he looked
Whenever Garbo visited the Wardrobe,
as scared as I felt. This gave me added
she'd always call over to Adrian first to
courage. The shoes I held in my hand were
a pair of low-heeled pink satin pumps. For announce her arrival. Usually she'd enter
the benefit of those curious ones and to the building with long, firm steps. She'd
never herspeak
alwaysconsisted
smile andof
dispute unkind rumors, the shoes were
nod
head.butHershe'd
costume
size seven and a half.
a long tweed coat and a beret. Once
Garbo sat in a chair at the far end of slacks,
when she removed this beret, I noticed she
the stage. I felt exactly as a man walking
had her fine hair pulled back to a tight
up the last thirteen steps. As her maid was
knot and fastened with a plain rubber
out of sight, Garbo automatically slipped
band.
When she is on a picture. Garbo
off the slippers she was wearing. If only wears heavy
woolen stockings, even under
Emily Post could have been there to help
her trailing satin gowns. This is for prome out! Just as I was about to go down
tection from the heavy sound stage drafts.
on bended knee, Garbo held out her hand.
One tume.
day Milliners,
Garbo fitters
came inandto try
on astood
cosShe did not look at me and without changtailors
ing expression, she said, "Please, I will do back in a respectful half-circle, waiting for
it." Itliant
took
me days
get over my brilher decision. Slowly Garbo walked up and
conversation
withto Greta.
down. She would stop, survey herself in
At the time MGM was producing "Grand
the full length mirror and then start walkHotel," dozens of untrue stories were printing again. She did not utter a single sound.
ed on the meeting between Garbo and
Her face
didn't
betrayunbearable.
a single emotion.
Joan Crawford. When the actual meeting
The
tension
became
The sidid take place, I was the only witness. For
lence
was
almost
deafening.
Garbo
confive years Joan and Greta had dressing
her pacing. Suddenly she stopped,
rooms that were separated by a single wall. whirled tinuedaround
and faced herself in the
Joan admired Garbo tremendously and
would stand by her window for hours, just mirror. Slowly but surely, she opened her

lver

Screen

put out her tongue and gave hermouth, self—a
huge razzberry!
Ever since she has been on the M-G-M
lot, Garbo and Adrian have enjoyed a
sincere friendship. One day Garbo came in
for a fitting and found Adrian designing a
costume that he was to wear to a party
given by the Basil Rathbones. Almost
pathetically, Garbo sighed and expressed
the wish that she might brave the crowds
and go along. Adrian pleaded with her, but
the thought of meeting so many people
was too terrifying.
The night of the party, Adrian promised
Garbo he would stop by her house and
show her his costume. Taking a long
chance, Adrian had secretly designed a
Hamlet costume on Garbo's figure, in the
hopes that he might induce her to change
her mind. After great persuasion, Garbo
agreed to at least try the costume on. Next
she put on the mask. Adrian was delighted
and assured her that she would never be
recognized. So Garbo went to her first
Hollywood party.
Arriving at the Beverly Hills hotel,
Garbo delightfully entered into the spirit
of the occasion. Confident she would not
imagine
be recognized,
tion when the late
LilyanGarbo's
Tashmanconsternawalked
up and patted her on the shoulder.
"Well, look who's here," said Lilyan inperson."
"If it isn't Garbo
Hurt and nocently.
disappointed,
Garboin sought a
far corner. Several minutes later she slipped
out of the place.
Another time I had occasion to go down
to the Clarence Bull gallery. Thinking it
unoccupied, I walked right in and straight
into a Garbo sitting. The bright lights
used in taking portraits were full in her
face, so fortunately she did not see me
standing in the shadows. In a corner a
radio suddenly burst into a hot jazz tune.
Before my very eyes, Garbo— wearing the
beautiful clothes Adrian had designed for
her
dance!in "Mata Hari"— broke into a tap
There are dozens more of such untold
stories as these. But now that I've unburabout
Garbo,
bit
relieved.denedI myself
guess
I still
care I'm
after not
all. aAnd
what if she shouldn't go home? Why, oh
why,
start out in life being loyal
to— Rindidn't
Tin ITin?
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COFFEE

AND

DOUGHNUTS
THAT
HASNT

AGAIN!

MEANS
A JOB

HE
YET!

so do i ...bad breath
he's such a nice boy, too.
there must be some way
to help him.,
1 know!

Most

George Raft (above) and Edward Arnold (below) as they
entered the Santa Anita Race
Track for a day of relaxation
and sport.
Wide World
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Bad Breath Begins)
with the Teeth !

MILLIONS realize how true this is, and use
Colgate Dental Cream for real protection.
Its special penetrating foam removes decaying
food deposits lodged between the teeth, along the
gums, and around the tongue — which dentists
agree cause most bad breath. At the same time, a
unique, grit-free ingredient polishes enamelmakes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream — today! Brush your
teeth,
tongue,after
withusing
Colgate's.
you areyour
not gums,
entirelyyour
satisfied
one tube,If
send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City,
N. J. We will refund TWICE what you paid.
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MAKE-UP

Beautiful eyes are
the most important 11
feature of any wo- 1
man'sfastidious
charm— women
thatis '
why
who wish to be exquisitely groomed in eye
make-up demand Mayhe/line eye beauty aids.
They know that the modern
magic of these fine cosmetic
creations gives them the natural appearance of beautiful
eyes. Not to use Maybelline
eye beauty aids is sheer neg
lect of charm. When you see
what lovely long, dark lashes,
sofdy shaded lids, and gracefully formed eyebrows May- I
belline eye beauty aids can
give
you, you'll
adore these
exquisite
eye cosmetics.
You will want the entire
line of Maybelline eye
beauty aids to effect a perfect harmonyin your complete eye make-up. Try them
today— they will open your eyes to
new beauty — eye make-up
done in good taste!
Maybelline
in Black, mascara
Brown
or Blue,
Vanity
i cent sizes
size, 75c.
obtainable at all
refills 35c
leading Ten Cent Stores.

MASCARA
EYE SHADOW. .. EYEBROW PENCIL
EYELASH TONIC CREAM . . . EYEBROW BRUSH
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Bette From Boston
[Continued from page 53]
Academy there. During her years in school,
it wasn't the easiest thing in the world to
realize that there were to be no long
stretches of idle time and fun. Because she
was so ambitious and so anxious to learn,
she had to figure out for herself some way
of attaining her desires.
So Bette put her pride in her pocket and
got herself a job. During the last year or
so of her education, Bette waited on tables
at the Academy to pay for part of her
tuition. And not a word of complaint was
ever heard about it, either.
And ence itto Harmon
certainly O.didn't
makeJr.,anywhodifferNelson,
sat
right across the aisle from her in school.
The minute he laid his two eyes on Bette,
he'd made up his mind about certain
things. Most of them had to do with a
little cottage with a white fence around it
and a girl with big blue eyes and the
"swellest" disposition! And he kept right
on thinking these thoughts until his dream
came true.
As far as Bette was concerned, she'd made
up her mind about a few things, too. One
of them was Harmon, but the other was
something quite remote. Bette had decided to be an actress. Every chance she
got, she applied for a role in the school
theatricals. It was a bit difficult, at times,
to keep up with her studies and her parttime job, but she managed it all somehow.
It was as a result of this hard work and
natural ability that Bette was finally given
a scholarship by John Murray Anderson to
his dramatic school in New York, where
James Light, director of the school, began
to sit up and take notice of this blue-eyed
girl. She was finally given a role by
Blanche Yurka in Ibsen's "Wild Duck,"
when it played in Boston. As a consequence, she then was cast in "Broken
Dishes" and "Solid South."
Just about this time, thoughts of Hollywood and the movies began to bother
Bette. So she packed her bag one fine day
and landed in the town of opportunities.
Because of her extremely youthful appearance, Bette was doomed to disappointment.
No one could fancy her as anything but a
little girl. For a whole year, Bette waited,
until there seemed no possible chance for
a screen career. She was ready to give up
and go back to New York. And then came
the "Big Opportunity." She was offered a
role in "The Man Who Played God," with
George Arliss. And what is more, Mr.
Arliss himself had asked for her! She was
thrilled beyond all words.
For this picture, Bette was obliged to
bleach her hair. This, she feels, is the
most fortunate thing that has ever happened to her, outside of meeting George

Arliss. The honey-colored hair set off perfectly her fair skin and blue eyes, to such
an extent that the studio officials rushed
around madly to prepare a long-term contract for her to sign. That was four years
ago and she is still going strong.
Of course, Bette was delighted at the
opportunity to play with Leslie Howard
once again—
"The Petrified
cause of theirin tremendous
jointForest"—
success bein
"Of Human Bondage." It seemed like a
good omen to be associated again with
someone who helped give her the biggest
break of her career.
Directly after this role, Bette had to pull
herself together and transform her personality from the simple, uneducated but
overwhelmingly ambitious "Gaby" of "The
Petrified
the she
sophisticated
woman of Forest"
the worldto which
plays in
"Men on Her Mind," a Dashiell Hammett
mystery
originally
"The has
Mantheinmale
the
Black Hat."
Warrentitled
William
lead in this. After that you may look for
her in a little opus called "The Golden
Arrow," unless the title gets changed all of
a sudden.
There is one small room in Bette's little
cottage that has been devoted to a strange
but exceedingly sensible purpose. Bette
calls it her "Deflation Room." It is entirely bare of pictures or furbelows and
contains just one easy chair. The chair is
placed facing the garden.
"Whenever I feel particularly proud of
myself," says Bette, "I go into that room
and have a long talk with myself. 'Bette,'
I tell myself firmly, 'you're really not so
much, you know. You mustn't lose your
perspective and begin to think you're a big
shot. Just stop and think of all the marvelous actors and actresses you know— remember how much better they are than
you. You've got a long way to go before
you become a great actress, so you just calm
yourself down and don't go getting any
"Invariably, that treatment will set me
straight.
It may sound a bit childish, but
queer notions.'
I think we all need to really make a business out of analyzing ourselves occasionally.
A good old-fashioned session of selfcriticism is the only cure for an attack of
self-satisfaction."
More and more, I think people should
be grateful for girls like Bette Davis. Nice,
wholesome, sane people, who are willing to
work for what they get out of life. The
world is too full of women— and men, too
—who figure somehow that it owes them a
living and who are quite willing to sit back
andI, wait
for am
success
for one,
gladto to"just
havehappen."
known her.
She's delightfully refreshing, somehow.

Gallantries of Hollywood
[Continued from page 31]
Jeanette MacDonald began production on
"San Francisco" she found her dressingroom a bower of flowers, compliments of
Bob Ritchie. Gene Markey, I suppose, is
the most avid flower-sender in Hollywood,
and definitely the white-haired boy of the
florists. He specializes on his wife, Joan
Bennett, always sending Joanie flowers the
first day of a new picture, and on their
wedding anniversaries, when Joan is working, he sends flowers to the set every half
hour. Few Hollywood husbands go in for
such a pretty, and expensive, gesture you
can be sure.

The first day of production on a Loy
picture
s dressing
room is Jr.,
filledandwithit
flowers Myrna
from Arthur
Hornblow,
is Mr. Hornblow who escorts Myrna to the
preview.ciable''Myrna
never becomes
with her leading
men. Butvery
she "soand
Bill Powell have played in so many pictures together that they have worked out
a cute little courtesy all their own. They
clip the newspapers and trade papers on
their way to the studio and every morning
presentestingeach
otherclippings.
with a batch of interor amusing
Spencer Tracy didn't go in for the flower

Silver
courtesy when He and Jean Harlow costarred
in "Riff
Raff"
neglected,
though,
for (little
Bill Jeanie
Powell wasn't
sends
fresh flowers almost every morning), but
one day Spencer brought her three little
pigs done up as all day suckers. That
started something. The next day she
brought him a nickel's worth of slot machine candy, and from then on each morning they presented each other with a gift
from the five-and-ten or the corner drug
store, some funny little gadget, never over
a dime.
Carole Lombard and Bing Crosby always
send each other crazy wires during the production of a picture. The first day of a
Lombard picture the Lombard dressing
room looks like opening night of the Metropolitan Opera. Mitch Leisen, director and
close friend of Carole's, usually manages
to send the biggest roses, orchids, chrysanthemums, etc. The first day of Carole's new
picture,
"Concertina,"
two
important events: Bob was
Riskinmarked
did notby send
flowers, and George Raft sent regrets.
There were plenty of substitutes for Bob
Riskin, however, and Fred MacMurray
stepped into Raft's spot.
The George Raft walk-out calls to mind
another of our quaint customs. When two
stars are pouting, their retainers, just as
in the days of the Capulets and Montagues,
take up the fight. For instance, George
Raft's bodyguard, Mack Grey, and his valet,
Alex, will insist upon snubbing Loretta,
Carole's hairdresser, and Ellen, Carole's
maid, who in turn fail to see Mr. Raft's
retainers as they pass by.
And speaking of the Capulets and Montagues, Norma Shearer is probably the only
movie actress who ever received three
salaams (not salami, my pet) from her director on the first day of her picture. Roses
from a director are common, but not
salaams, even when one is a Shearer. It was
like this. George Cukor was chosen by
Irving Thalberg to direct his wife in the
colossal
of "Romeo
and directed
Juliet''
though production
he had never
before
Norma. And George is a swell director, but
one of these informal guys who calls his
temperamental stars (even Hepburn) "Ella,"
and
impress
if you
walkedyouon couldn't
the set with
King him
Edward
on
one side and Garbo on the other. He'd
simply
say, "Be
yourself,
Ella." ofWell,
Norma Shearer
is sort
of the Queen
the
Metro lot and all the little hirelings are
impressed
andshego isinaround.
for pomp and circumstance when
The first day of production of "Romeo
and Juliet" George Cukor sat on his lonely
set awaiting Miss Shearer. One of his assistant directors, awed by the very name of
Shearer, approached his chair and with
dignity announced, "Miss Shearer has left
her home." Soon he was back again and
with great reverence announced, "Miss
Shearer is at the gates." Then: "Miss
Shearer is in her dressing room" soon to be
followed by a breathless "Miss Shearer is
on
the his
set."
is she,"
said from
George,
raising
two"Oh,
hundred
pounds
the
director's
chair,
and
proceeded
to
kneel
down (a pretty picture I must say) and kiss
the floor three times before Miss Shearer.
There was a horrible gasp of impending
doom all over the set. Then Norma burst
out laughing, and laughed and laughed
until she completely laughed herself out
of her Juliet mood. But now every morning when she comes on the set she bows
three times to Mr. Cukor.
Another quaint custom is the birthday
custom. Whenever a star or a featured
player has a birthday during the production of a picture someone finds out about
it, there is much whispering, and then
along about four o'clock in the afternoon
suddenly a huge birthday cake arrives with
anywhere from fifty to a hundred candles
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CLEANS
TEETH
Spongy, bleeding gums reveal
the dangers of half way care of
your teeth. Don't wait for this
to happen. Begin now to use
Forhan's, the tooth paste that
does both jobs — whitens teeth
and safeguards gums at the
same time.
SAVES

GUMS

Forhan's is different from all
other tooth pastes. It brings you
the famous formula of Dr.
Forhan — now used in concentrated form by dentists everywhere to combat gum troubles.
It gives you two-fold protection, yet costs no more than
most ordinary tooth pastes.
Why take chances with half
way dental care? Begin using
Forhan's today.
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on it. Class distinctions disappear completely
allaround
the prop
triciansand stand
and men
eat and
cake elecand
assure little Miss Movie Star that she
doesn't look a day over forty. When the
crew gave Claudette Colbert a birthday
party during the filming of "The Bride
under
aComes
ladderHome"
to reachtheyhermade
cake her
(andwalk
Claudette
the most superstitious person in the world),
and make a speech on how it feels to be
fifty. The ladder, or the speech, or the
cake, gave Claudette a grand case of indigestion. Almost every star (except the
meanies whom nobody can stand) has had
a birthday party on the set.
Another Hollywood custom is the party
or the gifts at the end of the picture. And
what an expensive custom that is. But it
is the price the stars have to pay for stardom. cameraman,
They just can'tcast
sayand
"thanks"'
to the
director,
crew, but
no,
the thanks have to take the shape of a
party or presents. Bill Powell always gives
a buffet supper the evening of the last day
of his pictures. The prop boys are still
talking
about
"Ziegfeld"
partyparty
he threw
for them,
andthethat
was some
what
with all the technical crew, the dancing
girls, and Myrna Loy and Luise Rainer.
Claudette Colbert is another party giver
on the last day of production, and the one
she gave the cast and crew of "She Married Her Boss" cost a pretty penny, as I
saw the bills. Not just the cast and crew
arrived on stage three, but the entire
Columbia publicity department, Harry
Cohn, Joan Bennett, Walter Wanger and
Katharine Hepburn also trailed in.
At the finish of every Walter Wanger
production, Walter gives a party for the
entire company. Joan Bennett, Carole
Lombard, Norma Shearer, Warner Baxter,
Gary Cooper, Mae West and Marlene
Dietrich, among the stars, rarely fail to
give their company a party at the end of
their pictures, and W. S. Van Dyke,
Gregory La Cava, and Wesley Ruggles,
among the directors, are enthusiastic party
givers. Just recently Warner Baxter
took over one of the stages at the Twentieth Century-Fox studios and gave the cast
and crew of "The Prisoner of Shark Island" a chile feed. Warner arrived early
and cooked the chile himself, and them as
had it, I hear tell, licked their chops. Twice
a year Glenda Farrell invites the company
to her home for a party, at the end of her
pictures. Mae West and Marlene Dietrich

and Joan Bennett usually go in for presents at the end of a picture too— and of
course the cameraman usually gets a present if no one else does.
Sometimes the director and the star exchange presents, but usually the poor star
gets nothing, not even a good picture.
Shirley Temple is the exception to the rule.
She
the presents.
At the endgave
of "The
LittlegetsColonel"
Bill Robinson
little
Shirley a bracelet (it cost a thousand dollars) with miniatures of himself and her
in their character parts dangling from it.
Every time Anita Louise gives a good performance in a picture her mother gives
her a little gold disc for her bracelet, with
the name of the picture and the date enStill graved
another
of our better Hollywood
on it.
customs is the appreciation of the company
for a good dramatic scene or a modest display of bravery.
was making
Farmer
Takes aWhen
Wife,"he Henry
Fonda "The
had
a very difficult fight scene to do with
Charles Bickford. He broke his hand in
the scene but rather than hold up production he continued to fight Bickford until
the take was perfect— then he almost fainted
with pain, and the extras and technicians
broke into an admiring applause— like the
kind you hear when a wounded football
hero is taken from the field.
And the day on the set of "Under Two
Flags," when the Indian knife-thrower
missed, for the first time in his twenty-five
years of knife-throwing, and would have
sliced Mr. Colman's face open if the gods
hadn't been watching out for him just
then, it was Claudette and the script girl
and Rosalind Russell who practically
fainted while Ronnie was just as nonchalant as ever. When they recovered from
their fright the company gave Colman a
rousing cheer for his nerve.
Isabel Jewell's big dramatic scene in
"Ceiling Zero" was applauded by the hardboiled crew who very rarely even condescend to listen to the dialogue of the
picture, and they do say that all those big
burly guys were weeping like babies when
Lionel Barrymore gave his famous lecture
on the friendship of dogs in "The Voice of
Bugle
There
are nice
numerous
examplesAnn."
of this
quite
custom, other
but,
after all, I'm afraid I'm boring you. I'm
not?
How andniceminkof coat—
you! I Here's
watch
guess I my
know wrist
my
Hollywood!

"I Protest!"
[Continued
from page 27]
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up
for "Rendezvous,"
withrole,
William
Powell,to
Rosalind
was given the
was made
act as much like Myrna as possible, and
after the release of the picture was acclaimed is"another
Myrna actress
Loy." in
NowherRosalind Russell
a capable
own
right and she doesn't want to be another
MyrnaownLoy—
but makes
what can
do when
her
studio
her she
as much
like
Myrna as possible! Yes, indeedy, I suspect
that Metro is playing a little game of
"heavy,
heavythathangs
head"aswith
Myrna and
poorover
Missyour
Russell
the
"superfine." The next time Myrna gets
ready for a good protest the "front office"
is Little
all set Janet
to say,Gaynor
"Get Russell."
used to be one of
the loudest protesters in Hollywood but
she learned such a painful lesson that now
her protests are done rather sotto voce.
Janet, about the time talking pictures came
to stay, was getting awfully fed up with
the "sweetness and light" whimsies she had
been doing and wanted something intensely
dramatic, something she could sink her
teeth into, something in which she could

beat her breast and tear her hair. Mr.
Sheehan handed her "Liliom," another
whimsy part, and Miss Gaynor took the
next boat for Honolulu. The Gaynor-Fox
feud was born.
"Ah," said Mr. Sheehan, lapsing into
the
dialect,
"I'll mat
lam ather."
So hemountaineer
put down the
welcome
the
studio and invited Janet to select her own
picture, something meaty enough for her.
Janet
Manemotional
Who Camescene
Back"
becauseselected
it had "The
a great
for
her in an opium den. Then Mr. Sheehan
got Raoul Walsh to direct the picture and
on the side tipped off Walsh that he was
in no way to interfere with Janet's performance— special y iher
n emotional scenes
was she to be allowed to act exactly as she
wanted to. So while Janet emoted all over
the place Raoul Walsh read his racing
form and picked horses at Saratoga. Well,
I don't have to tell you what a grand fiasco
"The Man Who Came BacV was— and
Janet's first flop! She returned to "sweetness and light" post haste.
Now, just in case you've gotten the
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impression that I think movie stars are
always wrong and that I sit on the producer's desk, and help him sneer at the
stars,
I'll where
just proceed
to tell
instances
the actor
was you
right.someEt
comment, as Miss Beatrice Lillie adds. As
a matter of fact Myrna was quite right to
walk out on "Escapade," a part for which
Luise Rainer was ideally suited. Myrna insisted that she was the wrong type for the
rather coy Viennese girl and that she
would feel awfully silly playing that kind
of a part. Myrna has never in her life been
coy in a picture, thank heavens for that,
and if I ever catch her being roguish my
great admiration is at an end. Yeah, leave
that cute coy stuff to Bergner, Hepburn
and
(it's plenty
good continue
enough foras
them)Rainer
but please
let Myrna
our foremost sophisticated lady of the
screen.
Jean Harlow didn't want to do "Riffraff," as she didn't like the story or her
part of a toughie, but the studio assured
her that it would be one of the biggest
hits of her life. As you well know "Riffraff" wasn't even lukewarm at the box
office,ableandcriticism
Jeanwhich
received
lot ofhave
unfavorshe awould
been
spared if the studio had listened to her
protestings. Wallace Beery didn't want to
play the drunken brother in "Ah Wilderand tried insisted,
to get out
picture
but theness,"studio
and ofthetheconsensus

of opinionformanceseems
to beflawthatin Beery's
perwas the one
the picture.
Wally was right. William Powell played so
many Philo Vances at Warners that he
practically detected himself right off the
screen. He protested Philo so violently that
as quickly as possible he and Warner
Brothers came to the parting of the ways.
At Metro he was given different parts, and
now he is right up there with the big box
office names again. Astrid Allwyn complained so bitterly about her part in "It
Had to Happen" that the director and
producer finally agreed with her and cut
the entire sequence out. Astrid lost a good
picture but at least she kept her acting
self-respect. Joan Bennett begged off of
"Two for Tonight" and "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo" but had
to play in them, and neither she nor the
pictures were hot.
Speaking of Joan, she has one of the
queerest
"protests" onJoan,
now who
that you'll
find in Hollywood.
looks ever
like
sixteen on and off the screen, wants to
look like a sophisticated young matron.
Aided and abetted by the Westmores she
has changed her hair line, her eyebrows,
and her lipstick, and if she doesn't look
like a matron soon she'll burst a blood
vessel. Imagine going into a rage because
you look like sixteen— and in this town
where poor movie stars facing thirty (and
forty) do everything in their power to look
youngish.
Among our most ardent protesters are
Jimmy Cagney, Robert Montgomery, Sylvia
Sidney, George Raft, Franchot Tone, Warner Baxter, Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy, Eddie
Cantor, Ann Harding, Ginger Rogers, Joan
Blondell, Dick Powell, Bette Davis— practically every star in Hollywood. Mrs.
Worthington. And I ain't saying as how
they're wrong, and I ain't saying as how
they're right. I jest ain't saying.
AfORMA
SHEARER
so impressed
with was
the
blouse that Leslie Howard
wears as Romeo that she
had it copied, and soon we
xuill all be wearing blouses
with buttons down the
back and a high ruff neckline.
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— you'd jump to protect yourself from its ravages! Yet
the insidious corroding acid of perspiration can destroy
the under-arm fabric of your dresses as surely, as completely, asthe scarifying claws of a tiger's paw!
Answers to thousands of questionnaires revealed the
astounding fact that during the past year perspiration
spoiled garments for 1 woman

in 3 ! What appalling waste-

ful extravagance, when a pair of Kleinert's Dress Shields
would have saved any one of them at trifling cost.
And this surest form of perspiration protection is now
the easiest! Kleinert's Bra-form is a dainty uplift bra
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[Continued from page 33]
While he still tottered from this blow a
cab slid up to the curb. Yvonne, the discreet, beckoned him near. "Oh Philippe,"
she sobbed. "You will be brave? You won't
give me away?" And that was all the sympathy he got.
He
hadn't
any toharm
to anybody!
All he meant meant
to do was
kiss Yvonne
who
wanted to be kissed by him. Had she let
him accompany her into the cinema the
kiss would have been delivered and forgotten by now, but no! She must be discreet and late must step in in the person
of a stupid usherette and a strange blonde!
At this point in his gloomy meditations
Philippe paused. The faint beginnings of
a smile curved his lips; his eyes softened
with memories. He rubbed the cheek
Monique had slapped and sighed fondly.
Kissing Monique was worth it all!
The Court of Correction was jammed
to the doors. Outside the stairs were filled
solid with those who came too late to get
in. All Paris was there to follow the fortunes of the Love Monster who kissed
women in cinemas.
Monique was there with a pert little fur
hat planted on one side of her cute blonde
head, wearing a fur cape and carrying a
muff and quivering with excitement.
She sat beside her Papa who was the
publisher of one of the most popular newspapers. Her Papa was very mad. He had
fought hard to suppress the trial, but fickle
Paris had become enamored of its Love
Monster and popular clamor had beaten
him.
Alfredo "was there, too. Alfredo was inclined to sputter. At moments a chill,
clammy suspicion that his innocent little
lily in the field was turning into a wildflower dampened his correct ardor.
Madame President took the stand. Baring her gleaming teeth she gave all the
horrid details of the kiss that rocked Paris.
"In the face of this testimony who can
doubt that this dastardly despoiler stands
guilty of one of the most atrocious crimes
in the annals of French criminology?" she
demanded.
"Bravo! Bravo!"
"Boo!" said Philippe from the prisoner's
dock.
"Defendant,
took
the stand. take the stand." Philippe
Really, thought Monique, it was a great
fuss
nothing.
like aabout
monster.
Not atAnd
all. he
He didn't
looked look
like
a nice young man— a very nice young man!
Was there anything so evil about a nice
young man like that? Never!
"Defendant, do you admit that under
cover of darkness you attacked Mademoiselle Pelerin?"
"But, Your Honor, a little kiss is scarcely
an attack!"
"What would you call it?"
"Well," Philippe smiled engagingly, "We
might call it ... a present."
Madame President was on her feet. "It
was an outrageous attack in the dark, Your
Honor. We saw it."
"Your Honor," said Philippe bowing to
the bench, "they can see in the dark!"
. . . meow!" said a voice from
the"Meow
audience.
Mademoiselle Pelerin was called. She admitted that the monster's kiss filled her
with mingled emotions. More mingled still
were her emotions when the court ordered

Carole Lombard says that economy is spending
money without getting any fun out of it.
her to reenact the scene at the theater and
she found herself planted close beside the
smiling young man. Well, really . . . she
knew she ought to be indignant, but how
could she be when she saw the lovelight
in his eyes . . . the lovelight so ardent, yet
so respectful, so worshipful of her?
The court watched with strict, judicial
attention. The audience watched with delight, all save Alfredo, who began to think
his wildflower was growing wilder hour by
hour. The crowd outside, which could not
watch, exchanged hopeful conjectures, "Do
you think he has attacked anybody yet?"
"Now, Monsieur
the Court theis
confused.
It still doesMartin,
not understand
where of the kiss, the when of the kiss,
the why of the kiss . . ."
Despair
Philippe's
Howthemto
make
them filled
understand?
How soul.
to make
see what he himself could not see plainly.
And then . . . inspiration.
"Your Honor, you know what love is,
don't you? It is like being struck by
"Your Honor," the Prosecutor was on
lightning."
his feet. "I protest!"
"Against
Philippe
asked
suavely.
He lightning?"
resumed when
the laughter
had died down. "I was seated next to
Mademoiselle . . . the fragrance of her perI waslittle
looking
at Mademoiselle's
ear . .fume. ...That
ear was
saying things
to me, Your Honor! And the people on
the screen were embracing each other.
There was soft music— a love song. It went
likeSilence
this . held
. ." the court while he hummed
love song.smile;
Monique's
lipssoftened
quirked andin
athereminiscent
her eyes
grew dreamy. Love! Ah, yes ... so this was
love, this thrill in her heart that lulled all
her senses . . .
"Monsieur Martin!" His Honor's voice
was stern. "Before I pass sentence, have
more to say?"
anything
you"Yes,
Your Honor!"
He faced the court,
"If I
almost
impassioned,
proud,
am convicted for kissing a girldefiant.
... a beautiful girl . . ."
Monique's
turned
somersault.
". . . It willheart
be the
first atime
. . . since
Charlemagne . . . that a Frenchman has
ever been convicted for so charming an
offense
. ." audience: "Bravo! Bravo!"
From . the
"Through the centuries we have become
known as one of the most gallant of na-

tions!" Philippe's voice was ringing with
conviction. "And now, with one gesture,
this court would destroy a noble and inheritage .Vive
. ." Martin! Vive Mad"Bravo! alienable
Bravo!
"I kissed this beautiful girl. No true
emoiselle!" should question why or whereFrenchman
fore. I ask only that the court study her
loveliness
and ..."
And what?
Philippe had the emotion,
but he had run out of words. But he had
resources. His voice sank to deep, tremulous sincerity. "And there, Your Honor,
"Monsieur
Martin," cried the judge, wipI rest
my case."
ing away a tear, "you have done wisely in
appealing
to the
instincts
of this court.
You most
are chivalrous
sentenced to
three
days
jail orthought
1,000 francs
fine." "is love a
"So inthen,"
Monique,
crime? Is this a criminal, this young man
sentenced
to fine
three ...
days ain thousand
jail or a francs
thousand francs
which probably he has not! And what did
he do? Merely went to the cinema and
chanced to sit beside a young girl who . . .
well, who has certain charms, shall we admit?
And carried away by the music, the drama
of the screen—
and Istheit justice
young togirl's
nearness—he kisses her.
condemn
him for that? Look instead for the real
culprit and what do you find? Monique
Pelerin! Yes, Monique the little imbecile,
the wretch who brought about this misery
to She
an innocent
was not young
a girlman!"
to let a wrong go
unrighted. Papa and Alfredo were trying
to make thewayother
for her
Papa's around
car. Shea
turned
way, todarted
corner, inquired of the nearest gendarme
where fines were paid. Before Philippe had
seen the door of a cell, a speeding messenger brought the word that released him
and once more he encountered Monique.
He tried to stammer his thanks to her.
but terror seized Monique. "Do you think
I did it for you?" she gasped.
"But
"To why,
avoid then?"
publicity. Do you think I
want to see the headlines: the monster in
JAIL . . . THE MONSTER ESCAPES . . . THE
monster released . . ." She sniffed a scornful sniff. "The Monster . . . hah!"
And so, having proved she cared not a
snap of her fingers for him after all, she
left him.
Things were happening at the Savoy
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Theater. M. Maillot, the manager, found
a long queue in the lobby, ladies of every
age and social rank, fighting to buy tickets
for his forthcoming show. And why? Because they wished to see again the Kiss
Monster of the Cmema.
M. Maillot clasped his brow and nearly
fainted. They bought tickets to see Philippe
—and Philippe was not in the show! He
himself had fired Philippe. "Give me a
thousand
quick," offsaidin M.
Maillot
his cashier.francs
He rushed
a cab
to hireto
Philippe back again.
With 1000 francs in his clutch Philippe
telephoned
must berepay
Mademoiselle.Monique.
Every sou"I shall
repaidyou,at
How?"
once. But where?
"I am extremely sorry," said Monique
coolly, "but I shall be busy all afternoon
at Philippe
the skating
was rink."
at the rink with his skates
on. They skated together, but not always
on the skates, because this was his first
lesson on the ice. But what is a little ice
on the outside when the heart flames with
love!
must return your thousand francs,"
he "Isaid.
"And that will end the matter," said
Monique, remembering her dignity.
"I won't see you again? H'm . . . But I
can't give it to you all in one lump. I hope
you'll permit me to pay you back a little
every day . . . Say a hundred francs at a
time?"
"Then it would take ten days," said
Monique and felt a growing elation at the
prospect.
The course of true love should have been
smooth as the ice of the Palais Glace; the
chime of skates should have merged imperceptibly into the tinkle of wedding bells,
but it was not to be. There were the news
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photographers of the tabloid papers to be
reckoned with; also the indiscretions of
Yvonne.
The so-discreet Yvonne dogged Philippe
to the theater. She beckoned him into her
taxi.
"I can't stand this notoriety of yours,"
she cried. "I'm a respectable woman, I tell
"Don't
go on. I admit it. In fact," he
Philippe!"
you,
brightened, "I am in favor of it." He saw
his way out any
of itlonger.
now. "I
this
concealment
We can't
must stand
face your
husband ... or we must part!"
"Must we really?" cried Yvonne. "Would
you like to kiss me good-bye, Philippe? For
the lastit,time?"
didn'ther,
feel cheered
very keen
about
but heHe kissed
by
the thought that it was for the last time.
And while he kissed her the news cameras
clicked, registering one more depredation
by the Love Monster. That was the picture
the despairing Alfredo found in his morning journal. He rushed at once to show it
to Monique.
Alfredo found her at the skating rink,
waiting for Philippe.
The paper with its damning evidence
was in Monique's hands when Philippe
finally arrived. There was a light in her
eyes that he saw quickly was not the warming beacon of love.
"But . . . what's the matter?" he asked
in amazement.
"You can get your picture in the papers
severely.
kissing somebody else!" she chastised him
"But Monique, don't you understand? I
telling
was"Itjust
won't
takeheryougood-bye—"
that long to tell me
"But Monique, that's the girl I thought
was
next to me in the cinema, when I . . ."
good-bye!"

Tested

"Then go whisper your lies in her little
ear," Monique snapped and skated away.
Philippe pursued. Alfredo pursued them
both.
The allpolice,
roused They
by Alfredo's
pursued
of them.
ended cries,
in a
tangle on the ice and from that tangle
Philippe emerged ... a prisoner again.
M. Maillot faced ruin. The Savoy had
sold out every seat. Crowds were standing.
Everybody had come to see the famous
Love Monster. And the monster was in jail!
The wretched manager went to Monique's
papa and even that hardboiled publisher
was moved. They went together to the Minister of Justice. But, alas, the Minister
could do nothing . . . nothing. But wait!
The telephone!
"What?" said the Minister, as he picked
up the receiver. Then his voice softened.
"Yes, darling . . . Excuse me, gentlemen,
it "Very
is my little
. . ." said the Minister
well, wife
darling,"
after an uneasy moment. "Yes . . . yes, certainly, darling!"
smiledthought
at his Ivisitors.
"Gentlemen,
on He
second
agree.
Martin must be released."
The it,gentlemen
know
nobody
knew
so discreetdidn't
had she
been.it, But
the
truth
was
that
the
Minister's
wife
was
none
other than Yvonne and Yvonne wanted to
go to the Savoy to weep romantically over
the brave young man who had foresworn
her love forever.
So, according to the best traditions of
the stage, in spite of all, the show went on.
of love while a
his songenraptured,
sang listened
Philippe house
crowded
but he
sang to one woman only ... to Monique.
watching him with smiling lips. And when
he kissed, at the conclusion of that song, it
was Monique who nestled in his arms
triumphant in the assurance that at last
she knew all about love.

Cigarette

Scientific research ha
enabled Philip Mor
place personal opinion with
this scientific fact:
Philip Morris
Cigarettes have been PROVED
by actual tests on the human
throat measurably and definitely
milder than ordinary cigarettes.
A fact ethically
presented to and accepted by
the medical profession.
NO OTHER CIGARETTE CAN
MAKE THIS STATEMENT!
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James Cagney stopped his car to yell at two kids fighting. "Hey,"
said Jim. "You must not hit him when he's down."
"What d'yo 'spose I got him down for?" the winner hollered back.
The

Inside
[Continued "Low
from page Down"
35]

stood in front of a theatre and looked the
people in the eye as they came in and
out, and said to myself 'Brown, these are
mm^t
fa/
the people you are making pictures for.
What about them?' How they will accept
'Romeo and Juliet' I can't say, but per• Starry glints. Hair that looks
sonal y don't
I
think they want Shakespeare.
"This, I do know— if effort and money
as if gems had been showered on it.
can make a success 'Romeo and Juliet' is
How do they do it, those beautiful
all right. They have stuck strictly to the
story— the script is only seventy pages long,
women of the screen? That's easy —
but it is all solid dialogue.
the Soapless Oil Treatment! You
"Irving (Thalberg) contends that 'Romeo
too can "wash" beauty into your
and
box-office
hair with Admiracion Shampoo
that Juliet'
it will has
not always
fail as abeen
picture.
After and
all,
Treatment . . . right in your home !
he has an uncanny faculty for picking
winners.
Every woman faces close-ups of
"On this picture, nothing satisfies them
her own. So why not take a tip
or is good enough. When I left Hollywood
they were taking retakes of retakes. So
from Hollywood . . . and make your
whatever you see on the screen will be the
hair gloriously soft and radiant.
best that can be gotten. I saw two reels
that seemed to me magnificent but they
Admiracion does things soaps
aren't
them in typing
the picture."
can't do. Conditions the hair and
Brownusing
is against
either actors or
scalp. Penetrates deep in the pores
directors. He claims to have gotten more
and hair follicles. Antiseptic, it
fan mail from "Ah Wilderness" than from
contains proved tonic ingredients.
all the other pictures he has made put together. The mirth-provoking graduation
Guaranteed to add rich luster
scenes are lifted almost bodily from his
high school room, which he reproduced in
from the very first use: Olive Oil
detail, in Knoxville, Tennessee. There
base for dry hair, Pine Tar blend
were ville
twenty-five
in Brown's
class sixteen
in Knox-of
for oily. Follow
and he has had
letters from
the stars to beauty!
them since "Ah Wilderness" was released—
Toiletry Counters
most of them from people he hadn't heard
from in over twenty years. Yet the proU. S. and Canada
ducers didn't think "Ah Wilderness" was
aforClarence
Brown
picture—
his chance
to direct
it. he had to fight
"If a director likes a story," he told me,
"and is enthusiastic about it, he should be
allowedtionstoshoulddo a that
story.beUnder
director
made noto condido a
story he doesn't see or believe in.
"The best example of directorial miscasting, to prove my point, was 'Laughing
SOAf»££SS SHAMPOO TRCATM/TNT
Boy.' Van Dyke didn't want to do that picture—he hated
He couldn'tAsseeforit me,
at all.I
SEND 10c FOR GENEROUS SAMPLE
The result
wasit. disastrous.
Admiracion Laboratories, Inc., Harrison, N. J.
loved it and would like to have directed it.
Olive Oilfor dry hair ( ) Pine Tar for oily hair < ) Bolli20ci We send out and make pictures in all the far
Name.,,. J places of the earth, Africa, the South Seas,
etc., and they become hits. Less than
Street :
, f China,
hundred miles from Hollywood is
Cily
; .:SS5 i three
the colorful race that originally inhabited
© )!i:to AdmJrucfon LaboratoilfaTTnc.
our land, the Navajo Indian. Too often we

picture him in the person of that old Indian who squats by the station in Albu'Laughing
right in
two and querque.
carried
youBoy'intosplitthethisinteresting
heart of his race.
"I think I could have made a good picture of 'Laughing Boy' because of my feeling for it— and yet I know Van Dyke is a
better director than I am."
The truly great in any craft are always
modest.
Clarence Brown has a story he wants to
do with Luise Rainer. He is not telling
the title, but he is sure this story would
definitely establish her as one of the finest
actresses in pictures. And he also wants to
make "Night Must Fall" with Robert
Montgomery. The play has been running
in London for a year and a half. It is a
ghastly, gruesome murder story in a bright,
gay and peaceful atmosphere. Montgomery
saw it on his recent London trip and
brought it to Brown's attention.
"Bob wants to do it so badly he will do it
for nothing," said Mr. Brown. "As for me—
well, I can't tell you how much it would
A year and a half ago Clarence Brown
mean to me."
said that Clark Gable's greatest success was
yet to come. He still does not think Clark
has hit the top. As to the talk about
Robert Taylor menacing the Gable popularity he said:
"There's room for both of them, but I
don't think Taylor will hurt Gable, at least
not for a long, long time to come. Gable is
a fine actor. Even without the sex appeal
which is one of his strongest points he
would still be a great actor. Any man who
can go from a part like the one he had in
'Mutiny on the Bounty' to the part in
'Wife vs. Secretary' would have to be a
great actor. Gable has not only virility but
intense power in everything he does.
"I have only seen Taylor in 'Broadway
Melody of 1936.' I liked him. I think he
has the makings of a very fine actor but he
still has a lot to learn. He's very young and
his maturity, at the rate he seems to be
moving, is going to bring a splendid personality to thethat
screen."
He believes
Franchot Tone has gone
as far as he ever will, principally because
his public seem to feel that he has a
superiority
course he actually
hasn't,
but the factcomplex.
that he isOfdemocratic
won't matter. However, even if Tone will
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not advance, Brown does not think he will
turn back.
"Tone is not only an excellent actor but
an intelligent one, of which there are far
too few on the screen," said Brown, "his
work in 'Bengal Lancers' was almost faultless."
Mr. Brown intended staying in New
York to hunt for antiques for his earthquake-proof ranch house until the telegram, which he expected hourly, should
call him back to work. Until then he would
not know what he was going to make.
Two scripts were in preparation, one costarring Gable and Joan Crawford, the
other
"The alone.
Gorgeous
Hussy,"
Crawford
About
this starring
one he Joan
was
quite hopeful and talked at length. It will
be
Joan'sforfirst
picture
and do
a nice
vehicle
her.costume
In it she
should
the
best work of her career to date.
"Have you seen 'Wife vs. Secretary?' " he
asked
him no.me, apropos of nothing. I told
"Well," he continued, "there's a lad in it
I want you to watch. He is James Stewart.
He's a youngster, about twenty-two, and
he's going places. Jim is the Gary Cooper
type— not even as good-looking as Gary.
He's rangy and he hasn't yet learned the
tricks of make-up necessary to show him
at
thishis inbesta photographically.
newcomer. AfterI don't
they mind
have
learned to project their personality we
forget these things, just as we have forgotten them with Gable and Shearer, with
Crawford and Montgomery and many
others.
"Jim doesn't know what it is all about
yet. In 'Wife vs. Secretary' he has a scene
in a taxi. He just talks, but it is the finest
thing that was ever put on the screen.
"Then there's Eric Linden. That boy is
one of the finest actors in pictures. If they
handle him right he is due for a lot of well
earned glory. Because of his size and his
boyishness I do not think he will ever
become a very great star, but I still believe
that when he is properly cast there isn't
anyone
pictures
can touch
him." he
And in
with
this who
emphatic
statement
terminated another set of predictions
which, if true, should go a long way
toward establishing the foresightedness of
this director, whose pictures have brought
of the
money
nation. pouring
Clarence into
Brownthe isbox-offices
a man who not
only knows his movies and his actors but
his public as well.
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good teeth because they ate foods that required plenty
of chewing — gave teeth and gums healthful exercise.
Our foods today are soft, over-refined — that's why many
dentists advise chewing Dentyne. The specially firm,
chewy consistency encourages the exercise needed for
mouth health. It cleanses in a pleasant, natural way.
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It's fragrant — it's smooth — and the flavor is lasting. An
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For the "Bests" of 1935
Best Performance, Actress

Bette Davis for "Dangerous"
Best Performance, Actor
Victor McLaglen for
"The Informer"
Best Production

white —
Keeps teeth mouth
healthy

"Mutiny on the Bounty" (M-G-M)
Best Direction
John Ford for 'The Informer"
Best Original
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur for "The Scoundrel"
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Dollars Worth of Bachelors"
[Continued from page 23]

of Cleo Black.
But if this comparatively small group of
eligibles are ready to take the plunge,
Harpo Marx, Ronald Colman, Jack Oakie,
George Brent, Henry Fonda, Cesar Romero
and Francis Lederer head a division of redoubtables who refuse either to renounce
bachelorhood or to return to the marriage
state from which they have won freedom.
Conrad Nagel, Roger Pryor, Harry Ruby,
George Raft, Michael Bartlett, Norman
Krasna, King Vidor, Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Randy Hearst, Jr., Preston Sturges, Jack
Kirkland, Busby Berkeley, Russel Gleason,
Nils Asther, William Powell, Robert Taylor,
Fred MacMunay, Gene Raymond, Cary
Grant, Bert Wheeler, Lee Tracy, Lyle Talbot, Brian Aherne, W. C. Fields, H. B. Warner, Harvey Priester, Jackie Coogan, James
Blakeley, Lloyd Bacon, Rouben Mamoulian,
Mickey Neilan, Cy Bartlett, Richard Cromwell, Addison Randall, Nacio Herb Brown,
Jose Iturbi, Alan Jones— all of these are
footloose if NOT fancy-free. I'd list fifty
more but it would get tiresome and there
is no more evidence needed.
The exact status of Clark Gable is not
clear. Pending a divorce action, Gable is
neither fish nor fowl in the Leap Year
sweepstakes. However, the girls would prefer to jump the barrier and set out fulltilt in pursuit of the broad-shouldered
matinee idol. It is not inconceivable that
studio pressure might return him to his
wife, but, unfortunately, this is a marriage
that seems destined for the rocks. I dislike
to say that, but it is true, as those who
know the inside story will agree.
What accounts for the vast number of
unmarried males in Hollywood, I think, is
the published records of Hollywood tinhappiness in the Reno courts. It makes
them cautious. Another vital reason, I believe, isthat movie males believe that they
will sacrifice their feminine followings and,
in consequence, their earning powers, if
they wed. This is a fatuous conception. In
my article last month, on the happilymarried couples of the Coast, I exploded
the false theory that marriage harms the
box-office draw of a screen star. In fact,
it enhances his value.
The public, in fact, likes to feel that
the performer has a fine record of home
life. It gives him an unfathomable prestige
that cannot be measured, but, nevertheless,
it exists and is a vital aid. It is hard to
convince youngsters that such is the case,
and I think that a lot of them shy away
from marriage for that reason. Perhaps this
will persuade some of them to disregard
such silly reasoning, if their contracts do
not expressly forbid it.
Quite as important a deterrent to Hollywood marriages is that most of these eliand eligible
haven't
the
TIME gibleformales romance.
Thatgirls
sounds
ridiculous, but nevertheless it is true. The Coast
colony works long hours and it is a physical necessity for them to get their sleep.
The arduous routine doesn't leave them
much time for extended courtships.
The girl stars and featured players of
the Coast are just as reluctant to marry
as the men, which completes the meeting
of the immovable object with the irresistible force. Janet Gaynor, for instance,
is now carrying on a desultory affair with
Robert Taylor. As in other Gaynor affairs,
this will eventually dissolve into a routine
fare-thee-wcll. He'll go back to Irene Hervey and she will be found at the Troc
with Gene Raymond. Not until they start
slipping do the girl stars consider marriage. Jeanette MacDonald, lor years, was

escorted persistently by Bob Ritchie, so
persistently that everyone believed they
had been secretly married. But they broke
apart recently, apparently writing finis to
a typical Coast disillusionment. Florence
Rice, June Travis and Betty Furness are
heart-palpitators of the first order but
nothing ever develops. It seemed for a time
that Michael Bartlett would win the Rice
charmer, and that Jack Kirkland would
claim Miss Travis for a bride but, to date,
these expectancies haven't been realized.
The Jean Harlow-Bill Powell attachment
is marathon in quality. It has gone on now
for months and months, and now seems to
have cooled down to a calm and friendly
understanding and companionship. The
Carole Lombard-Bob Riskin flame seems
to have died out completely. The Myrna
Loy-Arthur Hornblow enigma is still as
puzzling
These asareever.all typical Coast romances
with typical conclusions. Either they break
up in a furious scene or they lose their
fury and passion in the passage of time
and become colorless and neutral-toned
friendships. Ronald Colman and Benita
Hume, for a lime, were altar-headed, but
they have reached the same complacent
agreement that these others have accepted.
Greta Garbo has not influenced the cardiographs of male Hollywood greatly.
Apart from that one startling adventure
with Rouben Mamoulian, when Greta hopscotched around the country with a degree
of vigor that amazed all of us, her life has
been bare of serenaders. The late John
Gilbert was the only one who seemed to
intrigue her. For the greater part, she prefers to be alone with her ladies in waiting, waiting perhaps for some knight in
armor to win her. Marlene Dietrich, (Mrs.
Rudolph Seiber) when she wishes to turn
on all of her feminine charms, bewitches
whatever males there are in the immediate
vicinity. Von Sternberg and Brian Aherne
will testify to that. Connie Bennett has
kept Gilbert Roland dancing attendance
upon her for years, and Gloria Swanson,
up until recently, monopolized Herbert

Wide World
Robert Taylor took Janet Gaynor
to the Screen Actors' Guild Ball
thereby maintaining the loverlike attitude so necessary to
"Small Town Girl," their latest
picture.

Silver
Marshall. Mae West plays no part in Hollywood's amours.
The three film stars who could have
upset the entire ranks of Hollywood bachelordom, Joan Crawford, Claudette Colbert
and Grace Moore— each a "looker" in her
own right— are all happily married. The
exotic Merle Oberon may be married by
the time this appears in print. Miriam
Hopkins, Elissa Landi, Rochelle Hudson,
Ann Sothern, Frances Drake and Eleanor
Powell are all available, however, for the
Leap Year assault.
So much for the summation and presentation of evidence. But, after all the briefs
have been submitted, the fact remains that
$1,000,000 worth of Hollywood bachelors
are still in the celluloid waters, refusing
to nibble at the luscious bait that the
Coast cuties extend to them.
But it's Leap Year, and the girls are
inventive. Let's check up at the end of the
season, and see how many of these confirmed bachelors have sidled bashfully and
self-consciously to the preacher's shack and
murmured "I Do." Last year, Joan Crawford, Claudette Colbert, Margaret Sullavan
and Sylvia Sidney led the parade to the
altar. And Jack Warner married Ann Alvarado. Of these five weddings, two already
have foundered, Margaret Sullavan and
Miss Sidney both seeking divorces, and
turning William Wyler and Bennett Cerf
back into the ranks of the eligibles. It
would be curious if Miss Sullavan and her
ex, Henry Fonda, thrown together in a
picture, remarried as a result.
It's Leap Year, and anything can happen.
The prediction, as the $1,000,000 Sweepstakes starts, is: "Weather Clear, Track
Fast."
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Phil Regan and
Evalyn Knapp in
a RepublicIrish
Picture
Latching
Eyes,"
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Gene

Takes a "Termer"
[Continued from page 29]

"Be your age" has always been my motto,
so now you can see why I felt not a little
let-down by this grown-up Peter Pan who
thought anything that had occurred seven
ago "was an awfully long way back."
years
But wait a minute— we hadn't really got
started yet, and when the port, a bit heavy
I'll admit for luncheon, started trickling
down to where it did the most good, I started
to feel a bit more mellow, a bit more tolerant. After all, fifty million fans (do I
flatter
you,
be wrong,
for
that matter Gene?)
neithercan't
could
some ofandthose
"glamour girls" of Hollywood who jump
right through the hoop when he invites
them to the snooty Mayfair dances on certain Saturday nights, or to make merry
with him at the exclusive Club Trocadero.
And so we really got talking and I discovered, quite happily, too, that Gene drops
that outer veneer of perpetual youth the
moment you bring up a subject that really
interests him. As there were three subjects
that he professed great enthusiasm for— the
production of films, horses and travel (and
wouldn't this be as good a place as any
to slip in his penchant for rye bread toast?)
—we had plenty of conversational meat to
subsist on until the end of what proved
a very delightful and all-too-brief luncheon.
"Why have you given up free-lancing?"
I inquired over the mushroom soup. "I
heard you just signed a long term contract with R-K-O."
Gene looked serious- for a moment as he
said: "You know I've been free-lancing for
several years. I think I've gone as far as
I can that way. So I'm trying my luck with
a 'termer' again."
"Which do you consider more beneficial
to your career?"

I
/

say more
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"If you had asked me that a year ago I
might not have known how to answer you,"
he
replied quickly. "But now I can say
essary.
that
for myself the contract was really necI LOST
50
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DON'T JUST
HEAD OFF

"You see, I signed with Paramount when
I first went to Hollywood. I stayed with
them a year and I played in some mighty
good pictures. But I found I was being
typed. Generally as a weakling. Maybe my
blond hair accounted for that. Anyway it
wasn't much fun playing the same sort of
roles over and over again, so I decided to
get out on my own and only sign up for
roles that I really wanted to do. That was
the turning point for me."
"Did you do 'I am Suzanne' and 'Zoo in
Budapest' when you were free-lancing?"
"Yes. You see what I mean. Those pictures were different. I got a chance to prove
that I wasn't a perpetual screen play-boy
or convict or irritating young husband."
"I remember them both very well, and
I told
particularly
him. liked your characterizations,"
"Yes, but they didn't bring in results at
the box-office," Gene interrupted quickly.
People who liked artistic films went to see
them, but the masses stayed away. Now
Lilian Harvey was perfectly adorable in
'I am Suzanne,' but what good did the
picture do her? None. The producers
weren't impressed because the receipts were
pretty
And pretty soon Lilian went
back to low.
Europe.
"But I can't complain. Even though
those films didn't make money they
brought me excellent newspaper reviews. And ingthat
meanseye a tolotthe
whenfuture.
you'reI buildwith an
did a
number of real box-office successes during
that period, too. I mustn't forget that.
There were 'House on 56th Street' with
Kay Francis, 'Sadie Mckee' with Joan
Crawford, 'Ann Carver's Profession.' with
Fay
and and
'Flying
Down delto Rio'
Fred Wray,
Astaire
Dolores
Rio. with
But
'Zoo in Budapest'— Loretta Young played
with me in that— is my favorite."
"With all those good pictures to your
credit, I'm surprised you signed a term
contract," I remarked as we selected our
desserts from the tempting little table that
the waiter decided to wheel over in our
direction. (Gene selected rice pudding with
plenty of cream— maybe this accounts for
that gorgeous complexion of his.)
"Well "—and he tilted his head a bit to
the side, a habit he has when he's ponder-

a question—
that I'd
reached
rock ingbottom
so "I
far felt
as good
free-lancing
parts direction
were concerned.
You ifcan't
on in
one
indefinitely,
you gowant
to
climb. I wondered why, for a while. Then
I decided that the big companies put their
featured players in the roles that were
sure to shine out— for this reason— if they
clicked, and clicked big, the company
would reap the reward with the success
of the players succeeding role, and so on
and on. .
Whereas, if a free lance
player clicked, his roving assignments
would take him right off the lot where
he'd made a hit, to another one which
would cash in on his previous performance.
getgotit."something else. Arrogant youth
I"Ialso
You see?"
never changes it's mind. It sticks to its
guns
cracking
point,an rather
than
admit until
a blunder.
It takes
adult mind
to say "Right about face. Perhaps we'd
better start all over again." Well, Gene
had just conclusively demonstrated the latter point, and with all due humility I
mentally
him who
for
one
brief apologized
moment withfortheclassing
Peter Pan
wanted to remain in Never-Never Land
always and refused to grow up.
With the mention of polo, the second
of Gene's enthusiasms, I almost had him
sitting in the saddle.
"I don't play any more, though," he told
me
"Had anmy accident
year
or soregretfully.
ago that cracked
lip wide a open.
Was laid up for three weeks, holding up
production all that time. No. I gave polo
up. It was too expensive a sport— in more
A line-up of the pals with whom he
ways
one."
rides than
in Hollywood
would read like a
Who's Who of filmdom's most celebrated
he-men, and I gathered quite easily, as our
conversation got horsier and horsier, why
Variety's portraitist asserted that Gene was
"regular enough, all around, to satisfy the
For the first time since he went out to
Hollywood, Gene owns a house of his own
instead of living in hotels or apartments.
"But -don't think we'll live in it twelve
men."
months a year (we means his mother and
younger brother). We like to keep stepping
tooThis
muchled for
that."
us to
Gene's third enthusiasmtravel— and I asked him a question that
had been on my mind for a long time. I
had attended a cocktail party in his honor

*• .
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Wide World
Gail Patrick, Randolph Scott and Carole Lombard being roguish in the shade of the waffle
iron screen at the Brown Derby Cafe.
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last year just before he had set out for his
first visit to Europe, with his mother. At
the time, he had been bubbling over with
excitement. Yet he had remained only
three weeks and then hopped back across
the water again.
He smiled when I brought this up.
"Everybody's asked me that question," he
replied with a smile. Then, seriously— "I
got so tired of meeting the same people
wherever we went. It seemes that in Europe
everybody manages to get around to the
same resorts at the same time. I guess it's
what we
theywere
callmeeting
'the right
seasons.'
Well,at
there
the same
people
dinner night after night whether we were
in Cannes or Monte Carlo or St. Moritz. It
was pretty dull stuff.
a dinner
at "ISt.remember
Moritz. atI was
stuckparty
withonea night
blase
society
girl
who
didn't
say
a
word.
After
I had run out of conversation, I glanced
across the table and my mother gave me
a hopeless look. She was sitting next to an
English Earl— a pretty dessicated Earl at
that. Later she told me she had asked him
what he had thought of America. He had
visited here the year before. 'I say'— he
had
'whatdo puzzles
me
aboutdrawled
Americain isanswer—
what you
with your
bally shoes at night when you're stopping
in
hotels?'
motherhis told
he left
themMyoutside
door—him
the that
customif
in
England—
wouldn't
morning.
Shethey
could
vouch beforthere
that.next
At
which he remarked, 'Jcdiv odd country,
that!'
"That dinner party helped us to make
up our minds all of a sudden that we
wanted to come back to America as quickly
as But
the now
boat for
would
us there."
the get
surprise!
The minute
he stepped foot on American soil, where
do you think Gene went? To Palm Beach,
no less. Where he met the same people
(at least the second cousins and the aunts
of them) that he had run away from in the
swanky gay spots on the Continent.
What are we going to do with "this
guy from Hollywood?" One minute he's
a clear-thinking business man who knows
all the answers without delving deep into
the text books, and the next he's like the
little boy following the circus from town to
town.
The to"Glamour
of Hollywood
seem
mind this,Girls"
however.
For when don't
their
day's chores at the studio are done they
want to go where the lights are the brightest—where they can not only see but be
seen, and if Gene, the town's most eligible
bachelor, will take 'em there, it's orchids
to them. So, who are we to quibble just
because it might mean scallions to us, to
use an old columnist's expression?
Nicknames

They

Grew

Up With
[Continued from page 55]
went out in a great burst of sympathy when
I learned that Ann Harding, as a girl, was
known as Do-Do. It is a contraction of her
real name of Dorothy Gatley. Some people,
she admitted, still call her Do-Do!
Elizabeth Allan, the lovely ethereal looking English girl who so delighted you in
"David
her pals.Copperfield," is just plain "Liz" to
Henry me
Wadsworth
"Hank."
Whichde
reminds
that the iselegant
Marquis
la Falaise, husband of Constance Bennett,
was never, after his first few moments in
Hollywood, addressed by any such dignified
appellation
as "Marquis"
or even
Mr. him
de
la Falaise. Hollywood
promptly
called
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Monica, California. Folder on request.

The Professional Tooth Powder
for Daily Home Use

ENDS GRAY
KnoGRAY
Ifunique
you'reFrench
diesati method
sfied withKNOGRAY.Any
your hair inquireshade
for LI
from one bottle. Not a restorer. Colors roots fHAIR
perfectly, permits perm. wave. Won't rub off. L u u ^jliu
Entirely different
known. NewYork
Booklet.
MADAME
TURMEL, fromDeptanything
14A, 256you've
W. 31St.,

Read Free Offer!
Pimples and Blackheads, Freckles,
Ugly Large
and Surface
WrinklesPores
Disappear!
It is all explained in a new free treatise called
"BEAUTIFUL
SKIN INfree3 DAYS"
whichof
is
being mailedNEWabsolutely
to readers
this magazine. So worry no more over your
humiliating skin and complexion or signs of
aging
outer BEAUTY
skin looks LABORATORIES
soiled and worn. ,
Write iftoyour
MARVO
Dept. S-63, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
and you will receive this new treatise by return
mail Ifin pleased
plain wrapper,
postpaid and absolutely
free.
tell friends.

Visible

"Hank." But upon Constance's colored
chauffeur fell the title. The chauffeur, a
dandy of dandies and quite the toast of
Hollywood's Central Avenue belles, is
known among his crap-shooting confreres
as the Marquis.
Katharine
Hepburn's
namewhen
lent she
itself
Kate
or Katie.
It was only
cameto
to Hollywood that she achieved the nickname—and this, I might add, is only applied by a few of her most intimate and
fearless friends— of Ella. It was bequeathed
upon her one day by her director, George
Cukor, the same gentleman who saw her
in New York and believed so firmly in her
acting potentialities that he persuaded a
skeptical Hollywood to give her a break.
You know, of course, how Mr. Cukor's
judgment panned out. Knowing our Katie
quite well, therefore, and becoming slightly
impatient of her antics upon his set one
day, Mr. Cukor patiently bore as much as
he could and then in a loud ringing voice
which could be heard the length and
breadth of the stage, he shouted, "Get off
your high horse, Ella, and get down to
work!" It takes a lot to jolt a Hepburn,
but she was so startled that she took the
rebuke in good spirit and DID get off her
high horse. Thus, Ella she is, but only to
a few intimates and only on rare occasions.
I shouldn't advise you to caption her pictures in the magazine "Ella" Hepburn!
we've
got toI found
have aone,
"Skinny"
ourSure,
screen
family.
only notin
awhose
long voice
lanky ismale,
but
a
beautiful
world famous on the female
screen.
She was also known when a girl as
"Brick," "Red" and "Carrots," all of which
she loathed as only a tall skinny young
lady in her early self-conscious teens would
loathe! Now her hair is no longer a carrot red but a golden brown, she has curves
instead of sharp angles and most people
know
her not
as "Skinny" or "Brick" but
as
Jeanette
MacDonald.
Did you ever hear of anyone in the
named
we've
got
amovies
Clarence
in Clarence?
Hollywood, Yep,
a big,
strong,
lusty, hair-on-his-chest fellow, who is famous for his athletic prowess. I refer to
Buster Crabbe. Clarence is his real name,
Buster is what his parents called him when
small, and Larry is the new name, bequeathed him only recently by the studio
which liked neither Clarence nor Buster.
"Buttons," because she was so small, is
the name to which Helen Mack answered
and still does. Oddly enough the "Ginger"
of
not from
the Ginger
color ofRogers'
her hair,name
but came
is a contraction
of Virginia— so "Ginger" she's been known
practically since she wore her first blue
hair ribbon.
Here's a good old neighborhood gang
nickname. The exceedingly elegant appellation of "Tin Can Lizzie" was bestowed
upon one of our better film blues singers
because of her youthful tomboy tendencies,
and because she could hold her own with
any of the gang in a fistic battle. She
didn't mind, even took "Tin Can Lizzie"
as a mark of distinction, and today
you will find Miss Wini Shaw answering
to "Lizzie" from her friends.
I wonder how many of the thousands of
feminine admirers of a certain new male
screen idol would be as excited about his
charm if he had been introduced to them
by his real and prosaically dull name of
Edwin Alonzo? This handsome, brownhaired, blue-eyed young man, whose voice
is one of the thrilling discoveries of the
film world last year, is known to you and
me as Michael Bartlett. Michael grew out
of
tackedeastern
upon prep
him
his the
firstnickname
day in an"Mike"
expensive
school, when an upper classman yelled.
"Pass the butter, Mike." "Mike" he was
from then on, even through Princeton and
into the theatrical, musical and film worlds.
He finally adopted Michael professionally.
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Of course you remember the famous
story of the little boy who loved to play
Indians and cowboys with his pals. And
how, as he pretended with great gusto he
was killing Indians to the left and right
of him, he would shout "Bing! Bing!
Bang!"
instead
Bing!"
Lillis Crosby,
Harry Bang!
was"Bang!
boy of
That little
better known to the fans as plain Bing
Crosby.
Get a good hold of yourself, now! We
have a "Sunshine" girl in Hollywood, one
of our younger and important film players
bears the nickname of "Sunwho actually
shine." It is Anne Shirley over at Radio.
She was dubbed this, when in school, by
her teacher because of her cheerful personality and the name has followed her
to the studio, where some people still call
her Sunshine. Well, it is all right by me,
I can bear up.
If you want to send a shiver up the
of one of our most lush femelegantinineback
stars, sneak up behind her some day
and
Theyshehung
this
name say,
on "Hello,
her in Billie."
school and
has had
an awful time forgetting it. There is another name you don't want to shout too
loudly at her, because about the time she
changed it completely her career began to
boom. It is Lucille La Seuer. Yes, Billie
La Seuer, alias Lucille La Seuer, is Joan
Crawford. But that one was easy. Her
suave, charming husband, Franchot Tone,
was known
"Pamp" throughout his prep
and
college asdays.
If I said "Flighty" to you suddenly,
you'd probably think of some silly, brainbe wrong.
It is less
thepiece
tagofbyfluff,
whichbuthis you'd
pals know
Frank
Lawton, the young English actor, and it is
developed from his passion for airplanes.
And if you said "Boo" suddenly anywhere
near Frank, he'd look around to see if you
were addressing his English wife, Evelyn
Laye, who, like yours truly, was dubbed by
a baby relative who couldn't say Evelyn
but could say "Boo." Silly, but true.
Walter Connolly was always called "Useless" when a lad— he thinks because he was
such a bad pool player. Virginia Bruce
was "Ginny," contracted from Virginia, and
Clifton Webb, the elegant dancer, was just
"Cliffie" and still is.
Wait,' here's a pip. Estelle Thompson
O'Brien at the age of eleven was given the
part of the queen in a Queen Victoria
some schoolby herself
pageantmatesstaged
in Calcutta,
India.andWith the role
she took upon herself so many airs and
was thereafter so "la-de-da" and elegant
that the other little girls spitefully called
her "Queenie." But Estelle Thompson
O'Brien didn't mind a bit. In fact, she
gloried in the name which the other little
girls thought would make her mad. Somehow she knew deep in her heart that she
was destined to be a great actress and
"Queenie" was a fitting name for her. I
think, perhaps, she was right for she gives
definite promise of becoming one of the
great queens of filmland. For Estelle
Thompson O'Brien is just another way of
referring to Merle Oberon.
I am nothing if not thorough, and in my
research on this nickname business, my
sleuthing led me to M-G-M, where I hopefully accosted Mr. Clark Gable. Mr. Gable
gave me a most peculiar look when I put
my question, "What did they call you when
you were small, Clark?" In his eyes was
a faraway look, but his answer was singularly noncommittal. "Oh, nothing special," he replied,
try
as I might
I could"just
not Clark."
break himAnddown
further. But I bet he had a lulu of a
nickname!
How do you like this crop of nicknames
that I have garnered? They are interesting
atrocities, I think, and better than a lot of
names I can think of for editors, if you
don't like these.

She is smart. And
pretty.
N isisasked
JOA
everywhere.
she
Barbara looks at Joan with secret
envy. For Barbara, too, is pretty. And
she is smart. But evening after evening, she is left at home alone.

There's really no excuse for it these
days when Mum makes it so easy to
keep the underarms fresh, free from
every trace of odor.
Just half a minute is all you need to
whole
day! Then you're safe for the
use Mum.

girl "click"
one when
makes fail,
Whatanother
Why?y and
both
sociall
are equally good-looking?
The truth is, Barbara could be just
as popular as Joan if it were not that
she is careless — careless about something no girl can afford to overlook.
You can't blame people for avoiding
the girl or woman who is careless
odor. It's
underarm toperspiration
aboutunpleasant
too
tolerate in anyone,
no matter how pretty she may be.

Use it any time — after dressing, as
well as before. It's harmless to clothing. It's soothing to the skin, too — so
soothing you can use it right after
shaving your underarms.
Depend upon Mum to prevent all
unpleasant perspiration odor, without
preventing perspiration itself. Use it
daily, and no one will ever have this
reason to avoid you! Bristol-Myers,
Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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CAUSE LINES
OF PAIN !

PICTURES

SEEN

[Continued from page 59]

"Nagging pain of corns, callouses or
bunions can cause lines in the face"
—says Dr.Wm.M.ScholI, noted Foot Authority
INSTANT RELIEF
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads
instantly relieve the
pain and the
cause of these foot troubles.
They cushion and protect sensitive spots from naggingshoe
pressure; soothe and heal,
and prevent sore toes and blisters. To quickly and safely
REMOVE corns or callouses,
use Dr.
with
the Scholl's
separate Zino-pads
Medicated
Disks, included in every box.
Sold at all drug, shoe and dept. stores.
— 2 Kinds —
NEW DE LUXE flesh color Z%i
STANDARD WHITE, now 25ii

D-rSchol

ls

Zi
no
ad
s
Put one
on - -p
the M pain
is gone!

WAKE

UP

YOUR

BILELIVER
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing infreely,
your food
doesn'tup digest.
It just
decays
the bowels.
Gas bloats
your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause.
It totakes
those two
good,pounds
old Carter's
Little
Liver Pills
get these
of bile flowing
freely
you feel
"up and bile
up."flow
Harmless,
gentle, and
yet make
amazing
in making
freely.
Ask forbornlyCarter's
Little else.
Liver 25cPillsat by
Stubrefuse anything
all name.
drug stores.

desperado of the trio; Lewis Stone is the
philosophising hold-up man who passes as
a Doctor of Philosophy in church gatherrecites
Shakespeare's
Macbeth
beforeings,he andkills
himself;
and Walter
Brennan
is the stiff-kneed, toothless bad man who is
willing to face death to return the baby.
Chester and Irene Hervey look after the
love interests. The desert exteriors are well
worth your while if you like deserts.
WIFE VERSUS

SECRETARY

Rating: 84°— Sex Again, Goody— M-G-M
MYRNA LOY or Jean Harlow, wife or
secretary, which shall it be, and what
a problem for Massa Gable, gentleman
publisher and debonair socialite. I suppose
lesser men would probably go mad trying
to make the choice, but what with Jeanie
going cided
gallant
us it's
less defor Mr. on
Gable.
It's more
a Faithor Baldwin
story,
of course
a themea husband
and the
theme soseems
to be: there's
never accuse
of dallying with his secretary if you want
to keep him from noticing how attractive
she is.
According to the story, Clark Gable, terribly in love with his wife at home, and
terribly business-like at his office, had never
noticed how pretty and pleasantly sexy his
secretary was until his wife started imagining things and got jealous of her. Of course
Myrna
that what
she wasn't
jealous
wife but,insisted
naturally,
with hera women
friends and her own mother-in-law advisher to get
rid of Jean,
help
but ingbegin
to wonder
what shewentcouldn't
on during
office hours. And then when Jean answered
the phone
in hiswhen
hotelshe
roomcalled
at two
one
morning,
himo'clock
over
long distance— well, that was just too much
for Myrna, she decided on a divorce.
Gable, deeply in love with his wife but
you know how men are, is all set to take
Jean to Bermuda when Jean, realizing that
she is only second choice, contrives a reconciliation. She goes back to her boy friend,
James Stewart, and Myrna promises never
to be jealous again. The picture is extremely well written and acted and benefits
from the superior direction of Clarence
Brown. You'll be vastly entertained, and of
course not every day in the week do you
get a Gable, a Harlow and a Loy all in the
same picture.
F-MAN
Rating: 66°— Paramount
Entertaining Comedy—

MtLUONSUSE
HUSH

^BO

DY

ODO

R

CREAM

LIQUID

POWDER

STICK

JACK
plays aoncountry
hick who'sof
just HALEY
plain nutty
the subject
G-men. His life's ambition is to be one of
the boys, and he becomes such a pest at
the Department of Justice headquarters
that William Frawley, a G-man with a
sense of humor, makes him an F-man,
which he tells him is just one step short
of
beingyoua G-man.
course
I don'thappy
have
to tell
that the Ofhick,
supremely
over being an F-man, blunders right
through to success— much to the amazement
of the Department of Justice. Adrienne
Marden plays the girl friend and I hear
has been signed on a contract since the
preview. It's an unpretentious little comedy, with some swell gags, and laughs
aplenty.

Qualify for a good position, or have
your own peShop
and win Fashion
financialExpert
Indendence as Hollywood
DRESS LIKE SCREEN STARS
Design and make glamorous gowns for
yourself like those of your favorite
film star. Have more clothes and dress
more smartly, at even less expense.
HOLLYWOOD FASHION
CREATORS OUR ADVISERS
With the cooperation of Movie Studios
and Screen
Stars,youthisCostume
50-yearDesigning
old College will teach
In yourmentspare
Free atplaceservice. time
If overat home.
16. write
once
for Free Illustrated Booklet.
WOODBURY COLLEGE
Dept. S5-E Hollywood. California
PURSE-PAK PERFUMES
Duplicating odors that retail up to $24.00 per
ounce, but at ^ to X their price.
Here are
5 popular
— True
GARDENIA,ourNURETTE
(heavy),odors
SEBA
(medium),
LA JUNE (light) and ORSINI (light).
FREE— Two 14 Dram Bottles
Send $1.00 for full dram — your choice of any one of
above
(in fancy
receive
FREE, — odors
your
of H gift
dramPurse-Pak)
any 2 ofofand
odors
or sendchoice
25 cents
for
a V*of dram
anythe oneotherof
above paid.
odors
— or $1
odors.Money
Postagebackpre-if
This offer
good.00 inforU.allS.fiveonly.
not satisfied.
SAFCO PARFUMERIES
1207 Balmoral Ave., Chicago, III.
Larger
quantity
on request. Inquiries invited on
any special odorsprices
desired.
DR. WALTER'S
GARMENTS for any partQUICK
of the REDUCING
body.
Flesh colored gum rubber hose relieve swelling
and varicose
veinsshape
quickly;
fit perfectly and improve
immediately.
14 inch LEGGINGS $3.00 pair
14 " STOCKINGS $2.25
6.75 "
BRASSIERE
UPLIFT BRASSIERE 3.25
GIRDLE(lacedupback)4.50 «
ABDOMINAL REDUCERS
for men and women .... $3.50
Send circular measures oM
part of
body Pay
to beby check
fitted
when
ordering.
or money
order — no cash.
Write
for literature.
DR. JEANNE S. M. WALTER, 389 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
PROFESSIONAL COURSES
• SCREEN, STAGE and RADIO TECHNIQUE. Acting, Dramatics, Voice, Speech
and Diction for Announcers, Actors and
Singers. Ballet and Stage Dancing.
AUDITIONS— TESTS. . . One and Four
Year Courses. For information write
ITHACA COLLEGE
Ithaca, N. Y.
5 De Witt Park
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Earn Extra Money Home Spare Time
ADDRESS
ENVELOPES.
Do Sewing
Work,
names. Many other
binds $50.00
ofcomplete
work List
offered.
details. Send 3c stamp for full a$100.00
month.
WOMEN'S AID BUREAU, Dept. SU, 275 High St.. Holyoke, Miss.

Stories accepted
in any form
for criticism,
submission
to Hollywood
studios.
Our sales serv
percentage
of
stories
to
Hollywood
Studios
MOSTSendACTIVE
MARKEI.
Not
a
school
—
no
courses
books— the
toYousell.
plots or ofstories
tor acceptable
FREE reading
andasorreport.
be original
justDealas
capable
writing
stories
thousands
ofmayothers.
with
a
recognized
Hollywood
Agent
who
is
on
the
ground
and
knows
market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE BOOK
giving fullUNIVERSAL
information.
SCENARIO CO.
551 Meyer BIdg:.
Hollywood, Calif.

ITCH
• • • STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE...
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, tions?
athlete's
eruptions,
or other
afflicFor quick foot,
and happy
relief, use
cooling,skinantiseptic.liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils soothe
the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35o
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.
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Studio
News
[Continued from page 19]
She is holding his right hand (which is all
bandaged up) with her left while she rearranges the bandages with her right. In
the distance is heard the orchestral accompaniment to the opera.
"There!" Madge exclaims. ' "How does
that feel?"
"Rotten," says Chester. "You'd better do
it all over again." Madge looks at him and
laughs
continues:
"I hate
to admit
it, but, asforhe the
first time,
the chief
was
right."allSheI wanted
looks at was
him questioningly.
said
to hold hands"Heto
music—"
"Sssh!" she interrupts. "There's Mario's
aria."
great
But Chester
is obviously paying no attention to the music.
"To think," he speculates, "I was sore at
the Chief for sending me up here."
Suddenly something drops behind them.
Chester jumps up and fumbles for his gun
but he can't get it out of his pocket in
time.
"We'll have to do it again," Ed Marin,
the director, says. "You muffed it that
time."
"Wouldn't it be better— a little more unusual," Chester suggests, "if we just looked
around at him and didn't pay any attention to him?"
"Him" is the bound and gagged figure
has attacked
of a chorus boy the musician
and robbed of his clothes.
"We're all nuts on this set today," Marin
confides to me. "My wife and I celebrated
our tenth wedding anniversary over the
week-end and Chester celebrated his birthday. The party is still going on as far as
we're
can't closely,
seem tonow.
get
serious.concerned
Watch and
this wescene
You'll
find it action.
has everything—
charm,suchlift,a
lilt, dialogue,
I doubt that
scene was ever written before."
Madge is convulsed. I go over to* say
"hello" because I've never seen her look so
beautiful as she does in this white crepe
with a sort of scarf effect, the whole thing
trimmed in a heavy fringe, one of Steve
McDonald's orchids being the only ornament.
"Gee, you look beautiful," I whisper
heavily.
"A bit the
of fringe.
Carmen," Madge murmurs,
fingering
How can I do any serious reporting when
nobody takes me or my efforts seriously?
I bow coldly, mutter something about "My
mistake, I thought it was you" and transfer
my activities to—
R-K-O
REMEMBER all those murder mysteries
■ James Gleason and Edna May Oliver
used to make? Well, they've started them
again, only since Miss Oliver's defection,
Helen Broderick is playing Hildegarde, the
school teacher who solves everything.
This time, early in the morning, Inspector Gleason, summoned to Central Park,
finds the dead body of Sheila Terry. There
is every evidence that Sheila has been
thrown from her horse and kicked by him
afterwards.
They'vewhen
all decided
was ana
accidental death
Gleason it hears
familiar
saying,the"You
know,
uncle whovoice
thought
World
WarI had
was an
an
accident," and then Miss Broderick strolls
up casually, carrying her Scottie (Mr.
Jones) in one arm and leading the horse
with the other. Gleason whirls on her. "It
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WAS

TOO

FAT!

And then she made up her mind to get thin and
did, without hard exercise or starvation diet
The excess fat has simply slipped away,
Nobody
a fatyougirl
whymope
about loves
it when
can— but
so easily
revealing
underneath.the trim, and slender figure
get rid of that excess fat by means
of a tried and true corrective, known
Sounds
a miracle,
but taken
thouand recommended by physicians the
sands of like
women
who have
world over?
Marmola
as
directed
—
4
tablets
a
Many years ago medical science
day — mightonstratedwell
tell
you
it's
a
demdiscovered that obesity — when an
fact. Indeed, since 1907,
abnormal condition — is caused by the
more than 20 million packages of
lack of an important element which
Marmola have been purchased —
the body normally supplies.
proofsuccess.
positive Marmola
that nothing
That element — which is the chief
like
is putsucceeds
up by
ingredient of Marmola — has since
one of
leading medical laboratobeen prescribed to thousands of
ries ofthe
America.
overweight women, with amazingly
beneficial results. It is taken with
Start today! You will soon experience Marmola's benefits. When
their meals. They do not wear themselves out with exercising, do not
you have gone far enough, stop takstarve themselves, nor drain their
ing Marmola. And you will bless the
systems with drastic purgatives. Yet
day when reducing
you first agent!
discovered this
marvelous
day by day they have felt lighter,
more alert, more energetic. Soon
Marmola is on sale by all dealers
— from coast to coast.
they find their weight satisfactory.
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you
Rheumatism
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Neuralgia or NURITO.
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No Doctor'3
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would be you," he observes sourly. "A person can't get killed in the city limits any
more without you showing up."
"Mr. Jones," replies Miss Broderick with
dignity, "and I were out walking and we
found the horse. So we thought we'd look
for"Well,
the rider."
it's all right, see?" Jimmy says
belligerently. "It was an accident."
"I don't think so," Helen retorts coolly.
"Oh, I see," comes disgustedly from Jim.
"You've got a theory. You're going to tell
me Now,
she committed
I think it suicide."
would have been much
more sparkling if he'd said, "I suppose
you're going to tell me she fell off and
kicked
but it's
towards herself
noon toanddeath,"
the first
racegetting
starts onat
1:30 so
over
to Ithedon't
next even
set. say "hello" but race
• Stop fatfretting
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6 packages. (Currency,
Money Order, Or,
Stamps,
Sent to you in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products Co. Dept. S536
Buss Bids., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your money-back offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or if C.O.D. send 10c fee)
Name
Address
City
State

ALL WHITE
SHOES
America's Largest Selling White Shoe Cleaner

CLEANSE
Internally
and feel the difference!
Why let constipation hold
you back? Feel your best,
look your best— cleanse internally the easy tea-cup
way. GARFIELD TEA is
not a miracle worker, but a
of this "internal beauty
Write for FREE SAMPLE week
will astonish you.
GARFIELD TEA CO., treatment"
Begin tonight. (At your
drug
store)
Dept. 243, Brooklyn, N.Y.
GARFIELD

TEA

Here William Powell and Jean Arthur
are
Thatjustis,starting
Bill and"TheEricEx-Mrs.
Blore Bradford."
are starting.
Miss
Arthur
hasn't
appeared
Bill is the ne plus ultra in doctors as
in yet.
Los
Angeles,
and he's
to his
evening meal,
withjust
the sitting
paper down
propped
up
in front of him, when Blore comes in
carrying a bottle of champagne. He starts
to open it but, without saying a word, Bill
holds out his hand for the bottle. Eric has
a pained look on his face as he unwillingly
surrenders the bottle. Still without a word,
Bill fishes in his trouser pockets, pulls out
a dollar bill and lays it on the table. Looking even more pained, Eric pulls a dollar
from his own pocket and lays it beside
Bill's. It is evidently nothing new to him.
Bill points the bottle at the dinner gong
way over in the corner, opens it and the cork
shoots across the room hitting the gong.
With a smile of satisfaction Bill pockets the
two bucks, pours himself a glass of wine
and goes on reading and eating.
Mr. Powell's sangfroid was never so
beautifully illustrated as in this scene.
When the cork shoots out of the bottle the
wine foams up and spills all over the table
but he makes no fuss— pays no attention to
it. Just calmly lets it spill and fills his
And that, good people, is the start of
"The Ex-Mrs. Bradford"— another murder
glass.
mystery.
Pondering
heavily
the growing
number of murders
in theon movies
this month,
I make for—
Twentieth Century-Fox
"TP HE COUNTRY BEYOND" I've alJ- ready reported. "Poor Little Rich
Girl," starring Shirley Temple, is just starting, so I'll tell you about that next month
and
Fredric
March"The
and Zero
WarnerHour,"
Baxter starring
is on location,
so you'll have to wait on that one, too.
BUT Trevor.
there isWould
"Human
Claire
you Cargo,"
believe starring
me if I
told you this is a murder mystery? It is.
Claire is the niece of a heavy advertiser
on a paper. She persuades her uncle to
force them to give her a job as reporter.
They
assign assistant.
her as Brian Donlevy's (that
swell actor)
The paper is trying to expose the alien
shakedown racket and Donlevy has a hot
tip. He takes Rita Cansino, the head of
the racket's girl, to his apartment to protect her. She's a dancer in a night club.
Claire doesn't like the way he's handling
things so she quits and goes over to a rival
newspaper. Then she tells the district attorney (Ralph Morgan) where Rita is.
The D. A. takes her away from Brian and
up totestshis
own beoffice.
Despite
Brian'sherprothat she'll
killed,
he assures
he
can protect her.
She is just about to speak the name of
the guilty man when there is a crash of
glass and she falls to the floor with a bullet
through her head— DEADI

NEW!!
MIDGET
POCKET
RADIO
COMPLETE
POSTPAID
$2.99
Fits
in
any
small
pocket
easily.
Weighs
oz. as
shown. Comes in tour beautiful colors: (Black, only
green,4 brown,
white.
)
No
tubes,
batteries,
or
electrical
connections
needed
Nothing
to
wear
or
need
replacement
—
will
last
for
years—
only
one!
moving
part!
Separateeup toand50 receives
broadcastGREATER
Btatione with
beautiful
clear
tone.
Range
miles
—
MUCH
under
good
conditions
verv little static
or interference!
be used Absolutely
by ANYONE— ANYWHERE!
NO CRYSTALS
TO Can
ADJUST!
complete
to useplacewhileyou Inmaybed,be.hotels,No
at home. with
autOB,midget
officeB,phone
camps,andon instructions
bicycles or any
complicatedSANDS OForSATISFIED
messy hookupsOWNERS.
— takeB onlyTHESE
a secondARE
to connect. THOUSend
only
pay postman Gift.
$1.99 plus
postage onORDER
arrivalFACTS!
or send State
$2.99
(Cash,$1.00
M.Foreign
O..andCheck).
Guaranteed.
NOW1
color.
orders 65cIdealextra.
TINYTONE RADIO CO., Dept.S-5, KEARNEY.NEBR.
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Money!
GRADE
HIGHADDRESS!
Shape AND
Latest
&19IKL9
LMUIba
SEND NAME
0 riDI
AIMCC'
I7 Jewel
and
wit h me ta l bracelet
WRISTC' WATCH
Movement
Or big cash comcase.
plated
chrome
beautifully designed
YOURS
bigFREE
AWAY
GIVING
SIMPLY
for
mission.
colored pictures with well knownWHITECLOVERINE SALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c
per catalog.
FREE)giftsandforremitting
a box (wjthChoicepicture
40th
Our SPE40 other
ofWrite
White33.Cloverine
boxes of only
today for 12 returning
year. BeCIAL—First,
Salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept.82-H, Tyrone, Pa.
§3£ DIVORCE EYE CRUTCHES!
Get Rid of the Spectacle Handicap
The Natural Eyesight System tells how
to do it at home. Full information FREE.
NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Inc.
Dept. 65-P
Los Angeles, Calif.
Want a career in
PHOTOGRAPHY?
Wonderful
opportunities in this money-making:
growing field. Earn
while
learning. struPractical,
individual
inbranchPhotography.
of Professional ctaionndin every
Amateur
Personal Attendance and Home Study
courses. 26th year. Free Booklet.
NEW YORK
INSTITUTE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33 St., (Dept. 64) New York
NEW

FRENCH PERFUMES
Exquisite, alluring enticing
perfume
in the mostodors
popular,
extra
that
last forconcentrated
days.
SPECIAL OFFER
INTRODUCTORY
2 Send 25c in stamps, for 2 Ind.
drams, INE,
postpaid.Hammond?' full 25
Drams FRANC
Postpaid
Tour Marriage Forecast
By inYour
Stars
WhatAs is Told
the romance
store for
you . . .
destined from the day of your birth? Whom
should you marry? What is your luckiest day?
Send full birth-date with Dime and Stamped
Return envelope for your Chart at once.
THURSTON,
Dept. 0-16
20 W. Jackson
Blvd.
Chicago, III.
TYPISTS
WANTED
Typists earn
extra moneyGoodhomepay.
typingA
authors
manuscripts.
real
opportunity
for
those
who
really $50.00
Earn to
want to work. Send 3c stamp for details.
A
Month
$100.00
TYPISTS 'BUREAU, Dept. SU,
Westfield
Mass.
Spare
Time
.TALKING
PICTURES
YALTIET
paid
by
Music
Publishers
and
Talking
Picture
iToducers.
Free booklet
describes
most
complete
song
service
offered.
Hit
writers
will
revise,
arrange,
compose
musicever
your
lyrics
or lyrics
toOuryoursalesmusic,deimrtmeot
secure U. submits
S. conyriKhl.
broadcast
yourto
sonii
over
tlio
radio.
to
Music
Publishers
au,l Hell v wood Picture Studios WRITE TOUAV for KRKE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL O
SONG SERVICE,
S604 Meyer Bldg.. Western Avenue and
S N
SierraG
Vista, Hollywood. California

Silver
DENTISTS DISCOVERY
SeethGqteam
SPARKLING WHITE TEETH
Secretly
May
Erickson
says: "GoAfterhomesmok-to
brighten
my teeth?
ing, lunching,
before Neverl
stage appearances, I
always
useperfect
'Teeth-Agleam.*
"
Here's
smartness!
_>n. Be attractive, all day —Wineveryadmiraday.
Carry
"Teeth-Agleam"
in
Simply apply with fingertip. your
Keeps purse.
teeth
sparkling
white
—
always!
Not
a
dentifrice.
Absolutely
or wire
one dollar today.harmless.
Prompt Mail
ref undif
not pleased.
WHOLESALE
DENTIST'S
SUPPLY
CO
Omaha, Nebraska
DRUGGISTS:
Smart, cleanly people
everywhere
buy
Teeth-Agleam
on sight. Write for dealer prices.

Screen
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Claire is already there, leaning
a desk when Brian rushes in.
"Through the head," Morgan
"She died instantly."
"That's giving her protection,
Brian cracks sarcastically. "She's safe

85
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against
muses.
Carey,"
enough

And then people in the corridor, attracted by the shot, start to rush in.
of here,"
out man)
you, get
"Hey,
yells
clothes
plain Get
(a back.
Wade
now." Boteler
at them, rushing over and forcing them
back out of the door.
I leave the murder unsolved and rush
around to—
Columbia

Lady,"is
"Roami
with me! and
are Bellamy
with gods
Ralph
FayngWray,
THE
on location. Likewise "And So They Were
DEVELOP YOUR CURVES!
," with
Married
Mary. Astor, Melvyn Douglas
and
Edith
Fellowes
Don't be discouraged if your form is flat, saggy, or unde"The Devil's Squadron," starring Richard
veloped! There'sCREAM
still hopeMETHOD.
if you'll
try my VENUS
Dix, Karen Morley, Henry Mollison and
Simple
and
harmless
and
often
adds
1 to 3 inches. Wonderful for scrawny Lloyd Nolan, just finished so that leaves
neck and arms, wrinkles and crowsfeet.
Hundreds
satisfied tousers:
friends
are ofbeginning
notice "My
the only "Panic on the Air." Months ago I
told you about a picture called "Panic on
improvement
in
my
figure"
says
Miss
P. J. of W. Va. "You should see the the Air," but when the picture was released
curves
W. H. myof N.formCar.has now" writes Miss it bore a different title, so now they're
making another picture with this title.
This one stars Lew Ay res, Florence Rice,
30-Day Treatment
Benny Baker, Wyrley Birch and a mob of
others.
Only $1.00
Not only is this a murder mystery, but
If you results,
are not return
surprisedempty
and delighted
with
container there is a kidnaping thrown in for good
and
your
money
will
be
cheerfully
refunded.
measure. Lew is a sports commentator on
ROSE MILLER, BOX 1271-SU., Birmingham, Ala. the radio and he is just about to solve
everything, with the aid of Wyrley (a
cryptographer). When he and Florence and
Benny
arrive have
at Wyrley
's home
the criminals
beat them
therethey
and find
are
waiting
for
them.
Lew
and
his
pals
are
iitreatment
uy sufferquickly
embarrassment?
Amazing
new
banishes
pimplea,
bound and gagged and left in the living
blackheads
andlasting.
other
unsishtly
skin blemishes,
disorders. room
while the criminals depart with the
Safe,
Quick,
No
nibbing,
soaking,
dangerous nomethod
to marno
marked five dollar bill which is the soluthe
"SEEDA"children,
good
tion to everything. Lew is due back on the
for skin.
everybody,
healthful,
sure wayTryto it,a you
simple,
A
a few minutes to give the solution
in
too.
air
have
complexion.
beautiful to lose: money back if it tails.
he
had
nothing
Send $1.00.
to do? promised the waiting public. What
THE SEEDA LABORATORIES
In one corner of the living room is a lot
2485-65th St., Dept. A-S, Brooklyn, N. Y.
of shelves with bottles on them. Wyrley,
who is too far away, keeps jerking his eyes
towards the bottles. Finally Lew underFreeToFAsthma
stands. He rolls over to them, but on acseathis
at
Asthma
of
attacks
terrible
those
with
sufferyear; if you choke and gasp for breath don t fail to
If youson of the
count
of his feet being tied he can't stand
matter
No
method.
send at once for a flee trial of a remarkable
up, so he gets a yard stick between his feet
whether
nor
occupation
or
age
your
where you live nor what remedy under the Sun, send for this and points it at one bottle after another
any faith in any
you have
Wyrley nods that that is the right
trial. It will cost you nothing. Write now and test the until Lew
free
knocks it off with the yard stick
method free on your own case. Address: Frontier Bldg., one.
and
it
falls and breaks. First he lets some
214-A
Co.
Frontier Asthma
462 Niagara Street Buflalo, N. Y.
of the acid drip on the rope which ties his
feet, stands up with his back to the dripso it can fall on the rope which
binds pinghisfluid hands. It eats through the rope
MAKE $18M WEEKLY
HOME S
MAILINGat POSTCAKD
ADDRESSING and
unnecessary. Steady
and his flesh as well but he's very brave
and LETTERS. Experience
and as soon as his hands are loose he jerks
START NOW. Complete
work, supply furnished.
particulars send 10c to cover mailing expenses.
the gag out of his mouth, frees the others,
NATIONAL INDUSTRIES
rushes to the telephone, calls the radio staSpringfield, Mass.
Cept. 22B
17 Locust
put an amplifier to the retion,ceiver
has them
and broadcasts to the police his
solution of the murder, telling them where
they'll
criminals.
I chatfindforthea few
minutes with Florence
and
Lew.
Florence
is still living in the
"Dreams
same apartment and she says if I call her
Don't belittle or be ashamed of your dreams. Modern
absorbSend
she'll go out with me, so I borrow a few
dreams
Analysisingly explains
life
yourfor own
Enrich10cunderstanding
book. through
page truly.
interesting
ones
with82 loved
numand relations
drops of the acid to burntellsherme 'phone
• We
hopes, fears, ambitions.
he will diof your secret thoughts,
ber on my wrist. Lew
you free.
guide
63 Warren
Street, DR.
New TUTT'S
York City.DREAM STUDY,
rect (not act in) his first picture— "The
Glory Parade"— as soon as he finishes this
one. We're having a swell time when I sudmy watch and discover it's
ECZEMA
denly look atWhoops,
one
o'clock.
my dearl I'm off to
the races
I
# * # #
TORMENTS
Later tonight. The big race has been
quickly pacified by
efficient
help
of
e
That is, except for Pompey's .SV/i/cny.
run.
ci
fi
^^ef
in yet. Of the fifty smackShe hasn't come
ers I took to the track, the last two hits
has just been spent on a bottle of arsenic
lor Mr. Green. If I'm still at large, I'll see
A CONCENTRATED OINTMENT
Iyou next month.

"But
My

No One
15c

Ever Realizes

CLOPAYS

are

Shade
"X Not
Tt THAT
an agreeable
to s'*
find 15c
Pricedsurprise
High
W CLOP
AY window shades the smartest,
richestsive!looking
eversoiled,
ownedI simply
! And soputinexpenWhen they I get
up new
ones — keep windows always spic and span at
amazingly
low cost." 15c
Trywindow
this planshades
used are
by
millions. CLOPAY
made from a new kind of tough, pliable creped
fibre that will not pinhole or crack. Smart patterns and rich plain colors. See them in leading 5c and 10c and neighborhood stores. Send
for FREE color samples. CLOPAY Corp.,
15 68 York St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
mtn
DANCING BY MAIL
> j A MM Beg. or Adv. Tap $1. Sample Tap lesson
■I f» ■Wr for
with Waltz
Standard& Time-Step
2,ic.Beg.Beg.
Foxtrot $1.& Break.
HAL
A A 1A LEROY studied here. Send for list "S."
KINSELLA ACADEMY, 2532 May St., Cincinnati, Ohio

BATHASWEET
X ES,
T
J es, you can have a lovelier, more alluring body. Easily! Quickly! Just add to
your bath a sprinkle of Bathasweet, and
make your bath a beauty treatment.
You might
be bathing inmake
rose petals,
and tub.
frawaterso ofsoft
your
Gone grant
is doesallBathasweet
harshness from thethe water.
Bathasweet
softens it to a caress — softens it so that the water
cleanses your pores as they would not otherwise be
cleansed. The best evidence of this remarkable
power to dissolve impurities and to l<ccp them dissolved isthatis noused.
"ring"No iswonder
left around
tub when
Bathasweet
skin the
imperfections
disappear — and your body takes on a new loveliness
. . . Yet Bathasweet costs very little — 50c and $1 at
anywhere in the
package sent free
a giftMail
>«• —U.S.
. on with name and
departmentthisstorescoup
ug and
fdress
to Bathasweet Corp., Dept. S-E, 1907
addr
Park Ave., New Yorfc.
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Fan's Crossword
By Charlotte Herbert

Puzzle

Paul Muni
AT THE Art Students League in New
r\ York City they used to have a show
■*■ burlesquing their betters, and the
painting that had a real honest-to-goodness
rubber boot stuck on the canvas was properly adjudged as being pretty darn funny.
Moving pictures are trying to stick fact and
fancy together, and have been doing it for
some time, and the first thing you know
there will be only a few of us purists left,
fighting back to back against the rubber
boot sticker-oners.
The first impossibility was real sound
with unreal shadow mouths and larynges.
Chaplin is still fighting on that flank, although he has given way to permit some
sound. Did you get the significance of the
jumble of words that he sang? He knew he
MLIST NOT have reality.
We remember a picture with Warner
Baxter and a love affair, and then, the first
thing you knew, there was Boulder Dam!
Bang went the whimsie, plot and love affair. We thrilled at the magnificence of the
work of these great engineers and makebelieve was forgotten. It is the same way
with the quintuplet picture. Hokum, plot,
humor, atmosphere and what-all are discarded in presence of the facts— five of
them, Yvonne, Cecile, Marie, Annette and
Emelie. It is a picture, but is it Art?
# # #
They awarded the Academy of Motion
Picture
Arts and Sciences'
for her
the
best
performance
to Bette trophy
Davis for
work in "Dangerous," and all the time it
was her work in "Of Human Bondage"
that
too! you were thinking of— and they were
although was
Paulexcellent,
Muni's performance
of And,
Dr. Pasteur
any honors
he may win will, for us, be in recognition
of his work as "Scarface" and as the "Fugitive from a Chain # Gang."
# *
"When a pessimist has a surprise it is
pleasant news," says Rex Stout (creator of
Nero Wolfe), "but an optimist's surprises
are always unpleasant." Perhaps that is
why all of us are getting so cynical— or,
should we say, intelligent? McLaglen was a
traitor in his picture, "The Informer," and
got a prize. We can believe the character
he was on the screen, while the figures of
sweetness and light sometimes leave us
doubtful. Bette Davis' part in "Dangerous"
was surely hard— remember, she chose
death instead of not having her own way.
We could believe that. Captain Bligh got
a "show" placing for the meanest character ever screened. What's happened to
the folks who liked "Little Women?"
Editor.

1
4
11
14
16
17
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
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36
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40
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54
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61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
71
73
75
79
82
83
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CROSS
Large
He has his own company in England
Limb of the human body
Fashion
designer at M-G-M
Even (poet.)
Miriam
Hopkins' husband in "Splendor"
Approaches
A comedienne from Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bill Jones in "Three Live Ghosts"
gambler
Gamble
With Love"
ATheplace
used infor "Don't
sacrificial
offerings
To invade suddenly
Jerry
"One ofWayrockTicket"
A largein mass
(abbr.) (initials)
Western state (abbr.)
She stars metal
in "Next Time We Love" (initials)
Natural
She's
lovely
in "If You Could Only Cook" (init.)
Above
Surely
(negro
dialect) (abbr.)
A measure of length
"Little Lord Fauntleroy"
Upon
ADiminishes
large cattle farm
One of the best known cowboys
Karen dined
in "These Three"
Had
Agreements
Remembered as "The Invisible Man"
Daughter of ones
a poor merchant in "Exclusive Story"
Additional
Appears with Edward Arnold in "Sutter's Gold"
With
Joan title
Blondell
in "Miss
Masculine
of respect
(abbr.)Pacific Fleet"
Before
King (Fr.)
Thoroughfare (abbr.)
Period of time
To place
Senior (abbr.)
Jerry
in "TheseenLady
Consents"
Soon
as (abbr.)
Juliet
A titleto ofbe nobility
of inHollywood's
AOneriver
Livonia great directors

DOWN
captain in "Hellship Morgan"
21 The
A thought
inmotion
"Collegiate"
435 Dorothy
Speedy
Indefinitein article
6 Genuine
star ofas "Dangerous"
87 AThehandle,
of a pitcher
9 Mrs. Charles Vidor (initials)
10 A mark or blemish
11 "Mr. Hobo"
12 Large
He appears
with houses
Mae West in "Klondike Annie"
13
dwelling
15 The most common and useful of metals

18
21
20
27
29
32
33
34
35
37
39
41
42
44
43
45
47
50
49
52
53
55
56
57
59
60
62

To crowd
PeriodLeeof intime"Ceiling
(abbr.)Zero"
Jake
of French
"Anthonynovelist
Adverse"
AStargreat
Direction (abbr.)
He sings in of"Give
Us This Night"
Expression
surprise
makingimplement
"The Singing Kid"
ANowwriting
Stop!
Dr.
"The Prisoner of Shark Island"
NorseMudd
god in
of thunder
Possesses
He owned bytheright
girls' school in "Collegiate"
Silas Marner was one of these
He returned to films in "The Music Goes 'Round"
To
interweave
He gives
a fine performance in "Soak the Rich"
Becomes colorless
Lifeless
Finish (abbr.)
Three
famous film stars bear this name
Elder
A modenameof oftransportation
First
Leaf
(bot.) Mrs. Gary Cooper

64
70
72
74
76
78
77
79
80
81

Star free
of "The Birth of a Nation" (pos.)
To
Elongated fish
AA meadow
well-known radio orchestra leader (initials)
You
(O. E.)
Therefore
A direction (abbr.)
The heroine in "Confidential" (initials)
Always
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At 6
♦"ed
hard

Sally is
out after
office

At 7_ Sally
is radiant,
a

gay. her sk
in
and delica
tely

day

fresh
fraqrant

This

quick

peps

Beauty

you

FOR the girl who wants tosswin
out with men, daintine
is
all-important. There's a world
of fascination in skin that's not
only thoroughly clean, but delicately fragrant, too!
You'll love the way a Lux
Toilet Soap beauty bath relaxes
and refreshes you. You'll love
the fresh, sweet odor it gives
your skin. And here's another
important thing:
The lather of Lux Toilet Soap
is ACTIVE. It cleans the pores

up.

Bath

leaves

deeply, carrying away stale perspiration, every trace of dust and
dirt. After a Lux Toilet Soap
bath, you feel like a different
person. You're ready for conquests— and you look it!
9 out of lO screen stars use Lux
Toilet Soap because they'vefound
it such a superb complexion
care. They use it as a bath soap,
too, because they know neck
and shoulders need the beautifying care this gentle soap gives.

you

dainty...

© 1936, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

AS THEY SAY IN WAIKIKI

FRAGRAlNCE
emey

"Maikai!" Enchanting! It's the word in Hawaii . . . the word the world around,
for the glamorous fragrance Gemey. For wherever there is moonlight...
flooding Honolulu Bay, gl ancing off the prow of a gondola in the Grand
Canal or lighting a garden pathway ... wherever romance and youth and
laughter are abroad in the land, there, too, is the lovely fragrance Gemey.
Women wear it in Naples and Nassau and Nice. ..in cosmopolitan centers of five continents. Wear it because it is wistful and winsome, wear
it because it is gay and young. Wear it because men like it . . . as you'll
like it, when you discover at your favorite perfume counter this worldhonored bouquet Richard Hudnut presents to America, the fragrance Gemey!

flacons.
ystal-clear
2.50, 4.50, 5.

e m e >•
i

RICHARD
HUDNUT
New York . . . Paris . . . London . . . Toronto
Barcelona . . . Capetown . . . Buenos Aires
Sydney . . . Shanghai . . . Havana . . .Vienna

In Hawaii ... in every romance port o' call . . . wherever there are lovely women, there's the perfume they adore . . . the fragrance Gemey!
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D/V£ Ar ten's beautifully appointed 50-foot cruiser with tiuin
engines. On board, Arlen entertains many of the celebrities of
the screen and stage world.

Dick Aden's Duesenberg with its special body,
Arlen is one of the best drivers in California,

cI(ichard ^Arlen says: "I like a
dentifrice that has substance and
body to it . . . one that does a good
job of cleansing . . . Particularly
when it comes to removing discoloration. Maybe that's why I'm
such a consistent rooter for that
LISTERINE TOOTH

PASTE."

t
SCREEN stars don't guess abou
d
affor
can't
They
e.
past
h
toot
their
to, with millions ready to spot the
slightest flaw in teeth.
Is it any wonder then that the famous
screen star, Dick Arlen, surrounded by
luxury and able to pay any price for a
dentifrice, chooses Listerine Tooth
Paste? Its brilliant results won him as
won more than 3,000,000
they have
other
users.

Why not give your teeth the same
Silver Screen for June

Keeping ft is a religion with Dick
Arlen. Every day finds him in the
pool on his estate on Toluca Lake,
California.
wonderful care ? Buy a tube of Listerine
Tooth Paste today, and use it twice
daily for three weeks. You will be
delighted to see the improvement in
the brilliance of your teeth.
See how thoroughly but how gently
it cleans . . . See how it erases stubborn
discolorations ... See how it makes
shine . . .
precious enamel gleam and feeling
of
And note the wonderful
to
gives
it
invigoration
and
freshness
the entire mouth.
You will like Listerine Tooth Paste
from the moment you try it ... It is in
worthy of the fine name it
every way
Lambert Pharmacal Company,
bears.
St. Louis, Missouri.
1936

Schnauzer, "Lucky,"
pet at
Arlen 's ely
Richardconservativ
$2,500 and the son
valued
of a champion.
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You never saw two stars more perfectly suited to
portray the "male-and-femaie" of this great drama
of San Francisco's bravest days ! Clark Gable, owner
of a gambling hell and Jeanette MacDonald as the
innocent girl, stranded in a wicked city! Theirfirst time
together on the screen. ..and it's an electrifying thrill!

HERE'S A LOVE
calledYOU!
SONGIt's FOR
"WOULD YOU"
The
composers
"Alone"
(Brown andof
Freed) have written
a new oneYOU".
called
"WOULD
Try
it on YOUR sweetheart
for exciting results
. . . but first hear
Jeanette MacDbnaid
beautiful
sing it. The songbird
screen's
also sings a thrilling number...
"SAN FRANCISCO"
in addition
"THE
JEWEL SONGto
and " MANON ".

WITH

RACY
JfamziT
Jack Holt * Ted Healy * Jesse Ralph
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke
A
See the "Paradise"
hottest spot of Frisco's
most daring days...
with Clark managing!
4

METRO

- GOLDWYN

See New Year's Eve
revels in San Francisco... with champagne
flowing in fountains!

- MAYER

See "The Chickens'
Ball "...with a pot
of gold for the most
popular entertainer !

Picture

See A gala first night
at theTivoli Opera House
...Jeanette MacDonald
the glamorous star!

See San Franciscc
in flames...a roaring
cauldron of death
and destruction !
Silver
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Bette Davis
A LETTER FROM LIZA

ectrrymuc
Well, you
ing haroof
unda
lett
gal,can
who't isexpscu
ARfromEDIa TOR
DEer
New York again for the first time in over
a year, so if you have any great expectations Imight just as well nip them in
the bud right now.
And what have I been doing and whom
have I been seeing? Isn't it weird how you
can get
Hollywood,
but you
ever
get out
awayoffrom
Hollywood?
The can't
very
first night I spent in your quaint metropolis I bumped into almost as many movie
stars as I would have at a Chinese premiere.
At the Versailles I saw Fay Wray, who is
one star more beautiful off the screen than
on, and her good looking writer husband,
John Monk Saunders, celebrating their last
night wood
together.
Fay is
working ininLondon,
Hollynow and John
is writing
and every chance they have they dash
across a continent or an. ocean for a New
York spree.
Also, there were Gary Cooper and his
Missus celebrating their departure the next
day for Bermuda. Poor Massa Gary,
he 'low as how he's mighty tired after the
Dietrich picture and the Capra picture
(and ain't
he somepin
in that?)
he has
rented
a house
in Bermuda,
far sofrom
the
tors. At theandEl snarlings
Morocco, of
Ann assistant
Sothern direc(she,
yappings
too, no longer a blonde) was dancing with
Roger Pryor with love light m her eyes.
Wise-cracking like mad from the El Moroczebra-striped
cushions
was she
Bridegroom
Oakieco'swith
the little
woman,
who was
Yanita Varden.
At the Saturday matinee of "The Postman Always
Ringsdown
Twice"front
I sawgiving
Dick Dick
Barthelmess.
Right
Bette Davis, minus "Oscar"
hand was Award),
big Academy
a(the
and completely unrecognized by the audience.
Simply going inio raptures over Helen
Hayes' superb performance in "Victoria
her
were Dolores
Regina" Gedric
on their
are and
who Rio
Gibbons, Del
husband
way to England— Dolores being scheduled
for an early Douglas Fairbanks Jr.. picture.
1 saw Claudette Colbert shopping furious!) in Saks-Fifth Avenue, Ralph Bellamy
applauding Ina Claire in '-End of Summer,"
andYes.Ka\indeed,
FrancisI'lllunching
just haveat "21".
to go back to
Hollywood to get away from it all.
4

Ti

comes "Ramona"
to the
When
screen, will
Loretta
Young
play
the famous unk maiden.
happy Indian

On
Pictures

BRIDGE OF SIGHS, THE— Good. Another
crime drama replete with the usual ingredients
that go to make a mystery that has suspense and
thrills and romance. The cast includes such well
known players as Walter Byron, Jack La Rue,
Onslow Stevens, Dorothy Tree.
BROADWAY PLAYBOY — Amusing. Geo. M.
Cohan authored this opus about a hayseed from
a small town who comes to the city to put a
crimp in the marital plans of his boyhood pal. A
good deal of wrangling floats into the urban air
beforeren everything
smoothed June
out happily.
(WarWilliam, Gene is Lockhart,
Lang, Barton
MacLane.)
YOU can't help feeling sorry for her
— the girl who seems to be "in
wrong" with everyone.
She's pretty — but men avoid her.
She's good company — but girls let her
alone.
why? She's simply out of things. And
Well, bluntly, because underarm perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to
be near.
And the pity of it is, she has nobody
to blame but herself. For it's so easy,
these days, to keep the underarms fresh,
free from odor all day long. With Mum!
It takes just half a minute to use
Mum. And you can use it any time — before dressing or afterwards. Mum is
harmless to clothing, you know.
It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
use it right after shaving the underarms.
The daily Mum habit will prevent
every trace of underarm odor without
Kreventing perspiration itself. Get this
elpful habit — it pays socially! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.

MUM
TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION
ON SANITARY NAPKINS. Make sure that you
can never offend in this way. Use Mum!

CHANintroduces
AT THEus CIRCUS—
ThisCHARLIE
time Charlie
to his wifeGood.
and
numerous offspring, and what a fine time they
have at the circus until Papa (Warner Oland)
starts doping out a murder that interrupts the
festivities. (Drue Leyton.)
COUNTRY DOCTOR, THE— Fine. Everybody over three knows and adores those amazing
Canadian "quints," so none of you will want
to
them their
— all extraordinary
five — in this absorbing
talemiss
wovenseeing
around
birth and
the excitement it created. (Jean Hersholt, Dorothy Peterson and the Quints — in person.)
DOUGHNUTS
SOCIETY—
Fazenda
and MaudeANDEburne
are the Fair.
two Louise
ladies
who get tired of fooling around with an Alaskan
gold mine
sion. Afterandthatstarttheya doughnut
make an factory
attemptfor todiverrub
shoulders with the upper crust, with amusing results. (Eddie Nugent-Ann Rutherford.)
"GENTLE
JULIA"
Booth
Tarkington
is at his
gentle— Amusing.
best in this
delightful
comedy of American customs and manners in a
small town. In the cast you will find Jane Withers,
Jackie Searl, Marsha Hunt, Tom Brown, etc.
GIVE US THIS NIGHT— Fair. With two
players (Gladys Swarthout and Jan Kiepura) who
not only can sing but look distinctly attractive
also, we can recommend this operetta to you withtoo manyandreservations.
That is,love
if you're
jazz outhound
can take romantic
ditties not
witha
a good grace when you run across them.
HOUSE OF A THOUSAND CANDLES—
Good. mousOnly
titlehere.
of Meredith
Nicholson's
novel istheused
The present
plot has fa-to
do with an International spy ring, with headquarnight clubCandles.
near Paris,
The House
With tersain aThousand
Good called
cast includes
Mae
Clarke, Phillips Holmes, Irving Pichel.
KLONDIKE ANNIE— Fair. There are still
some
of you humor
who like
Mae areWestsomestrutof and
Mae West
and thethere
you, theof
course,ness.
who've
bit tiredthatof Mae
her sameHowever,grown
it maya wee
be news
goes
good on us in this present opus. Yep, she reforms 1
See how you like that. (Victor McLaglen.)
LEATHERNECKS HAVE LANDED, THE
— Fine melodrama. All we can say is that when
they
at your
theatre,Foryou'd
better land
go take
a lookneighborhood
at these Marines.
the
sake of the exciting plot, however, they land in
Shanghai
—
with
exuberant
results.
(Lew
Ayres,
Isabel Jewel.)

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY— Excellent.
With Freddie Bartholomew in the title part, minus
the traditional curls, how could you help but enjoy
this 1936storyversion
Frances
Hodgson Burnett's
famous
of the oflittle
Anglo-American
boy who
Smith.) an earldom.
inherited
(Dolores Costello-C. Aubrey
LITTLE MISS NOBODY— Good. In this tale
of a homeless child ' who gets thrown out of an
orphanage
duringWithers
a momentis allowed
of genuine
self-sacrifice, little Jane
to run
what
we
call
the
gamut
of
emotions.
And
she's
good, too. (Sara Haden, Ralph Morgan.) darn
LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST — Amusing.
Carole Lombard proves herself a fine comedienne
in
this amodern
concering
society "taming
girl and ofher thetwoshrew"
suitors,affair
one rich,
one poor. Who wins her in the end? The rich one,
ofCesar
course!
What did you think? (Preston FosterRomero.)
MOONLIGHT MURDER, THE— Fair. The
Hollywood Bowl is the scene of the crime and it
may provoke the unholy glee of the non-musical
to
hear the conceitedandtenor
tore"
the warbling
next to "IIfindTrovahim
Carrillo.)one minute
murdered.
(Chester Morris-Madge Evans-Leo
MOON'S OUR HOME, THE— Entertaining.
One
of the Sullavan
breeziest perfectly
of the season's
with
Margaret
cast as comedies,
a temperamental screen star and Henry Fonda (her ex-hubby)
playing
an equally forhot-headed
writer.
Faith Parker
Baldwin is responsible
the plot and
Dorothy
for the snappy dialogue.
MURDER BY AN ARISTOCRAT— Fair.
Well, murder is murder no matter whodunit — at
least
we always
thought,
and still
do.
For a that's
change,whathowever,
we have
a feminine
sleuth
in the person of pretty Marguerite Churchill, and
she
a wayTalbot,
of digging
the truth that's pretty
slick.has(Lyle
ClaireoutDodd.)
ROBIN HOOD OF ELDORADO— Fine. A
colorful, exciting tale of California in 1849 around
the time the Americans took over the government
of the land from the Mexicans. Warner Baxter is
excellent as the peaceful peon who is forced to become a bandit in order to avenge the death of his
wife (Margo) and the theft of his farm.
SMALL TOWN GIRL— Fine. Janet Gaynor
is the small town girl hungry for adventure, but
who finds out before long that adventure carries
its full share of heartache as well as romance. A
lively story, well told, and boasting an excellent
cast
Taylor,
this year's male rave,
Lewistopped
Stone byandBobJames
Stewart.
SUTTER'S
The makes
panoramic drama ofGOLD—
a SwissInteresting.
emigrant, who
American history during the middle years of the
19th century, is lavishly told here against a rich,
colorful background. Edward Arnold plays the
title role and with him are Binnie Barnes, Lee
Tracy, Katharine Alexander, Montagu Love.
THESE THREE — Excellent. The tragic story
of two college girls whose newly opened boarding
school in Connecticut is ruthlessly closed because
of the lies of a pathological pupil. An exquisite
production, poignantly played by Miriam Hopkins.
Merle Oberon, Joel McCrea, Bonita Granville, etc.
UNGUARDED
HOUR,someTHE^Fine.
A dramatic story concerning
English aristocrats
who become unfortunately involved in a murder
scandal. It is smartly acted, sumptuously set, and
entertaining
throughout.
( LorettaYoung.)
Young, Franchot
Tone, Lewis
Stone, Roland
Silver
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THE

FIRST

MUSICAL

DANCING

IN

100%

NEW

TECHNICOLOR!
THRILL
of Old

lo a throbbing love story
California . . . gay with
the laughter of sweet Senoritas
. . . alive with the dash of bold
caballeros . , . atingle with the
music and song and dancing of
daring hearts aflame
in a land of carefree
adventure.
PIONEER
PICTURES
presents

A CAST

OF

HUNDREDS
introducing

You've never seen anything like the spectacular
"Moonlight Dance". ■ ■
and a score of other
gasping scenes!

COLLINS
CHARLES
The Screen's New Dancing Sensation
MORGAN
FRANK
Laugh star of 50 hits
DUNA
STEFFI

The girl of "La Cucaracha"
Luis Alberni . Victor Varconi
Jack La Rue Directed by LLOYD cobrigan
Designed in coloi by ROBERT EDMOND JONES
Produced by JOHN SPEAKS. Executive Producer
Distributed by
MERIAN C. COOPER .
RKO-R&DIO
Hear the sentimental songs

PIONEER
PICTURES
COLOR
THE

PICTURES*

by the hit composers, Rodgers & Hart: "When You
Are Dancing the Waltz" and "Are You My Love?"
for June 1936
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This advertisement is
CONSTIPATION"
based on an actual experience reported in an un■p
> solicitedletter. Subscribed
iSl and sworn to before me.

Write

Your

Observations, Reactions And
Conclusions Ahout The
Movies And Win A Red
Me?"
Fan Prize.

■ n was miserable
patxon.
w\th consti
sug
My husband
I hated t
.

^hen I discovery
YeastFoa-Tablets.
W
^^Sain
ilp
he ed me.

Mae West, won by
Robert Whittemore.

Thoughts,

ROM the
tom ofbotmy
V heart, Silver
Screen, I ask you
for a picture of
Bob
tried Taylor.
so hard I've
to
get one, entering
every one of these
contests," writes
Mary Jean Isaac of
15th St., N. W.,
Canton, Ohio. "His
Bing Crosby's
fine work in 'Magby Martha Hahn.
nificentTown
Obsession' photo, wort
and 'Small
Girl' should win
many new fans and certainly make him
considerable for the Academy Award."
And that's a lot.

Freddie Bartholomew's framed and
inscribed photo,
won by
M. Agnes
Walker.

headed for the highest peak there
movieland,
and ifis wein
moviegoers have anything to do with it he'll stay up on the
top. Irene Dunne was excellent in the picture, one
'Magnificent
true
star, the
who Obsession,'
shone most, but
was theRobert
Taylor. He actually makes his audiences
'feel' the picture. He's here to stay. Three
cheers
Bob soTaylor!"
S-h-h!forNot
loud, Gable might hear.
"IT HAS reached
my
that hisa
movie ears
star wins
stripes he
as ancanactor
when
go
through a heavy

"I RECENTLY saw 'Rose Marie,' starring Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.
Even though some scenes in this picture
are rather fantastic, I think it is one of
the
pictures I have
everCleveland
seen," writes
AlmabestMontgomery
of S.
St.,

Fred MacMurray,
won by Ruth E.
Brown.

Philadelphia,
Pa. "Miss
MacDonald,
with
her
beautiful soprano
voice,
and Mr. Eddy,
with his deep baritone voice, really make
a wonderful pair. Their acting is superb.
I hope that I soon shall have the opportunity to see them in another picture to_'hy letnervous
constipation
keepwhen
you
run-down, listless,
and tired
permanent relief may be yours so easily?
Take comfort from the above true story of
another sufferer. For this is not just advertising promises, but the actual experience of
one of the thousands who write to tell how
Yeast Foam Tablets have ended their suffering and restored them to vigorous health.
There's no more need to make yourself
the victim of habit- forming cathartics. Yeast
Foam Tablets help restore natural digestive
and eliminative functions without irritation.
Rich in needed tonic elements, this pleasant,
pasteurized yeast has banished constipation,
headaches and other symptoms for thousands
— bringing back the normal healthy glow of
the skin— the natural pep — and the surging
energy of buoyant health!
Ask your druggist for
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Do not accept a substitute.
Send for Free Sample.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.,
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send free introductory package of Yeast Foam Tablets. SC-6-36
Name
Address
.State.
City

g

Probably in July, but it isn't named
gether."
"AGAIN Gary Cooper proves what a
truly remarkable actor he really is! This
time it is with his excellent comedy work
in yet.
'Desire,' " writes Mrs. Preston Chapman
of Piedmont Ave., Atlanta, Ga. "We fans
wrere gratified with his thoroughly delightful performance, and his versatility thrills
us anew. More comedy roles, Gary— you're
marvelous in 'em."
Sorry, "Beau Geste" is next. ETHEL SMITH of Cedar St., Ridgefield
Park, N. J., writes, "Give us more of that
excellent, handsome Robert Taylor. He's

The authors of the
Fifty Best Letters
received this month
will win beautiful,
original photographs, framed
under glass.
The
photographs
be
inscribed to will
the
winners and signed
by the
the coupon.
star. Use

George Raft, won
by Grace Hintze.

emotional scene
without embarrass-

writes
Elaine
Bateaudience,"
man ingof the
Rene
Court,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Heretofore, I have been disappointed
with my favorite star, Dick Powell, because
his 'Thanks
love scenes
were always
rather he'mushy.'
In
A Million,'
however,
comes
through and wins stars and stripes. In that
picture he was truly a different person,
and it all seemed too good to be true. I
held my breath lest the 'old' Dick Powell
pop up at any moment and spoil it all.
The love
real scene
test for
this 'new
came in
the
between
Dick person'
and Katherine
Irving asishmentMrs.
I gazedgo inthrough
astonas I sawKrueger.
Dick Powell

This coupon must accompany your letter. Not good after June 6, 193 6
Editor,
"YOU'RE TELLING ME?"
SILVER SCREEN, 45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
In the event that my letter is selected for a prize, I should be pleased
to have a framed and inscribed photograph of
My name is
Address ....

City

The fifty
ners ofwinthe
signed, framed
photographs
offered in May
have been notified by mail.

State

Silver

Screen

that delicate scene without a single trace
of the 'mushiness' that was so obvious in
his previous pictures. The world today demands sincerity above everything else."
Can't you be sincerely mushy?
"WHO IS this handsome stranger in our
midst? He is none other than that dashing
Irish gentleman, Errol Flynn. All my votes
of praise go to him for his fine acting and
handsome features. My best wishes for his
future domestic happiness and screen sucto him St.,
also,"
writes Carolyn
soncessofgoUnion
Schenectady,
N. Y. ThomHark the Errol angel sings!
"BETTE DAVIS has ascended to the
heights of fame in 'Of Human Bondage'
and 'Dangerous,' and no one, to my way
of
thinking,
it more
writes
Fred deserves
Hamel of
Miller than
St., she,"
Fort
Huron, Mich. "Being told that she had no
future in
didn't
versatile
actress.
She films
worked
hardstop
and this
reached
the
very top by giving the best feminine performance of last year. To receive her photograph would certainly be the highest
honor that could be shown me."
O.K. Fred. "Mean" parts do not always
prevent popidarity, apparently.
"MIRIAM HOPKINS' charming eyes,
personality and the way she puts her very
soul and body into characters she plays
will always secure for her millions of
friends and theatre patrons," writes Leslie
Stone of E. Main St., Lebanon, Tenn. "She
is my favorite in any picture. Sure hope
I can win a signed photo of her."
They raise nice girls down South.
"MICHAEL WHALEN is rather new to
me but he is certainly going over big.
If I win one of his autographed photos,
it will be one of my treasured movie possessions. That bright and cheery smile of
his must make everyone happy who knows
him," writes Thelma Pic Kell of Vermont
St., Huron, S. D. "His performances in
'The Country Doctor' and 'Song and Dance
Man' were marvelous."
We'll ask him, anyhow.

There was a young actor
. . . oui, oui!
No respect for convention
had he.
He got slapped on the cheek
And jailed for a week
Just for kissing a girl in
Paree !

The reason is not hard
to see . . .
The answer is simply that
he
Never met the young miss
Till he stole that sweet
kiss
But things happen fast in
Paree !
PICKFORD-LASKY
PRODUCTIONS

"HANDSOME. That is just the word to
describe Robert Taylor," writes Yolande
Foderaro of W. Congress St., Chicago, 111.
"Ever since his fascinating performance in
'Magnificent Obsession' he has become
Hollywood's second Clark Gable."
You'll spoil him.

BETTER
For The New

TITLES

presents
LEDERER

i

ONE

RAINY

Pictures
AFTERNOON

"Hopalong Cassidy" (William Boyd)
has been changed to
"Three on a Trail"
"The Gentleman From Big Bend"
(Warren William) has been
changed to "Times Square Playboy"
"Something To Live For" (Herbert
Marshall) has been changed to
"Forgotten Faces"
"Murder in the Big House" (Craig
Reynolds) has been changed to
"Jail Break"
"Big Business"
(Guy Kibbee) has
been changed to "The Big Noise"
"Turmoil" (Jean Hersholt) has been
changed to "Sins of Man"
for June
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Tempting
Try These Tasty
Dishes And Enjoy A
~Nj.iv Thrill Straight
From Hollywood.

No MATTER how large and luxurious the dinner may have been
before the party — when it's all
over you find you're hungry again.
And so we suggest a big bowl
of
CornthatFlakes
milk
or Kellogg's
cream for
late insnack.
They're light, crisp, satisfying.
And because of them, tomorrow
will be brighter. Sold everywhere.
Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
Nothing takes the place of

CORN

FLAKES

REmOJVE
The dainty, pleasant way to remove
hair from arms, legs and face. Velvet
Mitten, as easy to use as a powder
puff, gently rubs away the unsightly
growth. Harmless .. . odorless . . . painless. Does not encourage re-growth.
Leaves skin soft and velvety smooth.
s If your
dealer forhasn't
them,Mittens
send
one dollar
3 Velvet
. a full summer's supply.

V HAIR

intermorefavorites
of anything
than knowing
how our
I CAN'T estingthink
of the films, whose clothes we copy and
hair styles we ape, start and end their days.
I'd like to know whether they have just a
cup of black coffee or a healthy breakfast
that sticks to their ribs before departing
for the studio, and if, on returning home
in the evening, they take a glass of warm
milk, a tempting rarebit or just nothing at
all before tucking in. All in-between-meals
have interesting and diverting possibilities
but actors are, after all, only human beings,
and since most of them started life in average homes it seems to me that in the main
their tastes should be pretty much like other
You all know that Claudette Colbert is
French, which probably accounts for the
folks'.
delicious little French pancakes which she
favors and which can be dressed up and
made to do duty for almost any meal at
any time of the day. Claudette assures me
that once she made them regularly and
that even now, on occasion, she treats unexpected arrivals to them proving to herself, at least, that her hand has not lost its
skill.
They are amazingly versatile little things.
For breakfast she likes them wrapped
around little pig sausages, or plain with
butter and a little maple sugar which,
when covered and left to stand a minute,
forms its own syrup. They are made almost
paper thin, about the size of a salad dish
and are cooked to a golden brown. For
luncheon they are usually served funnel
shape and filled with preserves or orange
marmalade. Once when I was lunching

OF

THE

STARS

By Ruth
Corbin
with her she covered them with a rich
French sauce and transformed them immeinto "crepes
You and
can still
eat
and eat diatelyuntil
your Suzettes."
cheeks bulge
want1 egg
more. I begged the recipe from Claudette and I was surprised how simple it
was. Here is the way she does it.
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 cup flour
142 teaspoon
teaspoons salt
melted Crisco
1 cup hot milk
Sift the flour, baking powder and salt
together. Beat egg until light and add hot
milk and melted Crisco. When slightly cool
stir into sifted ingredients. Beat until perfectly smooth. Heat griddle or skillet.
Grease with Crisco. Use about two tablespoons of batter for each pancake. This
recipe will make about a dozen pancakes.
Fredric March's favorite breakfast consists of cheese roulettes served with scrambled eggs and strips of bacon. And it is
shocking the amount he can put away.
Freddie had his mother send him this
recipe ing
when he was in college and he has
treasured it ever since. Here 'tis.
2 cups, sifted, of any good cake flour
such as Swansdown
2 teaspoons double acting baking powder
teaspoon saltbutter or other shorten41/2tablespoons

REIUOVER

JFreckles
Banish those embarrassing
freckles quickly in the privacy
~\of
your room.
Your didfriends
will
wonder
how you
it. Stillman's
FreckleyouCream
them while
sleep. removes
Leaves the skin soft, 50 C
smooth, and clear. . _
■
a jar,
Booklet
on request.
Cheese roulettes for
Stillman Co., Aurora, 111.. Dept. 20 breakfast
start the day
oti right for Freddie
Siillmatis FRECKLE CREAM
March.
10

Recipes

These appetizing
roulettes can be
made in twenty
minutes.
Silver

Screen

% cup of milk
Melted butter
1 cup grated American cheese
Salt— Paprika.
Sift the flour, add baking powder and salt
and sift again. Cut in shortening; add all
the milk at once and stir carefully until all
the flour is dampened. Then stir vigorously
until mixture forms a soft dough and follows the spoon around the bowl. Turn out
immediately on slightly floured board and
knead 30 seconds. Roll into oblong sheet
one-eighth inch thick. Brush with melted
butter. Spread cheese evenly over dough.
Sprinkle with salt and paprika. Roll sheet
as for jelly roll, cut in s/4 inch slices and
place on greased baking sheet. Bake in a
hot oven 15 or 20 minutes. Makes 2 dozen
roulettes.
In the south one of the favorite breakfasts is waffles. These can be cooked at the
table and served hot, as needed. Waffles
are a favorite dish with John Boles, Ginger
Rogers, Gail Patrick, Dick Powell and
scores of other southern stars. I got this
particular recipe from Gale Patrick but,
being a southerner, I can assure you it is
the standard for that country which lies
below the Mason and Dixon line. Waffles
are not only a breakfast dish for southerners but are frequently used for late
meals by adding a little more sugar and
chocolate to taste, and serving with ice
cream. They are really quite delightful this
way. When the regular waffles are served
with syrup and sausage, more often in cake
form, the syrup is usually old fashioned
cane syrup, sometimes even sorghum, seldom maple. Sometimes, for variety, a
poached egg is placed in the center of the
waffle. And always with this is served steaming coffee and lots of rich, sweet cream.
The waffles are made this way:
2 cups sifted cake flour, Swansdown
or other recognized brand
2 teaspoons baking powder
i/2 teaspoon salt
w:ell beaten
egg yolks
31 cup
milk
4 tablespoons melted butter or Crisco
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten.
Sift the flour once, measure, add baking
powder and salt and sift again. Combine
egg yolks and milk; add to flour, beating
until smooth. Add butter. Fold egg whites.
Bake in waffle irons. This recipe makes
four 4-section waffles.
Another new and unique way to serve
waffles, according to John Boles, is with
Cashew nuts. The ingredients vary a little.
11/2 teaspoons baking powder
14 teaspoon soda
1 tablespoon sugar
2 stiffly beaten egg whites
y2 cup chopped cashews
2 egg yolks
114 cups sour or buttermilk.
The method of preparation is the same.
The taste is something to shout about.
With the summer months just around
the corner the woman who wishes to retain the admiration of her friends and the
company of her husband must arm herself
with the means of being ever ready to
prepare a tasty and attractive meal on
little or no notice, as well as gala dinners
with unstudied charm and hospitality. And
to be a perfect hostess she must buy the
foods that will keep her out of the kitchen;
she must never appear ruffled or wilted
from the heat of her stove. It is sometimes
a difficult feat but the envious looks of
less
fortunate
and the
youreffort.
husband's
approval,
will women,
be worth
I do
not mean that meals can be gotten together heedlessly, for a great deal ol
thought should go into anything as important as feeding your family or your
guests. Time was when cooking was either
a makeshift or a career. Today cooking
can be made an exciting adventure.
for June
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that alluring

Mavis is more than a talcum ... its
tantalizing fragrance is so feminine —
so Parisian! Always before you dress,
clothe yourself in Mavis' gay allure.
Don't consider your bath complete
until you have dusted yourself all over
with Mavis Talcum. Mavis is pure,
soft as velvet, silken-fine. It protects

MAVI

MSM

— with

all-over
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MAVIS

fragrance

your skin from drying, soothes it,
keeps it young. And its clinging fragrance gives you a mysterious scented
charm that men adore!
Mavis Talcum in 25fS, 50^ and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
1 0^ size at 5-and-10^ stores. We invite you
to try Mavis — use coupon below.

V. VIVAUnOU, INC.,
6S0 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I enclose 10c. Please send by rcltirn mail
the convenient size of Minis Talcum — so
I can try its fragrant loveliness.
Name
A ddress
City
State
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Holly
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Hair

Style

There Is Always A ~Nsw And
More Beautiful Way To Do Hair,
And Hollywood Discovers It.
COLUMBIA PICTURES STAR
FOLLOW

By Mary

(HAKE

UP

ONE step towards that glamourous
Hollywood complexion . . . the kind
that women envy and men adore . . .
is the proper application of face powder. Don't use a soiled, crushed powder puff— it rubs in dirt and harms the
skin. Change your puff frequently —
for a clean skin needs a clean puff.
To be certain of the finest, use the
famous Screen Star Puffs . . . the brand
that famous Screen Stars endorse.
They're consistently fine and soft as
down, with extra-long, silken plush,
closely woven fibres to hold your
powder on top . . . where it belongs.
And Screen Star Puffs brush on your
powder like the delicate whisk of a
zephyr-like breeze. Try these perfect
puffs today. Five cents at all leading
chain stores.

your
favorite
SCREEN
STAR

SCREEN

STARS

HI ITCH y DUR BEAUTEJ TD A STAR*
Don'tPuffforget
with eoch Beauty
Screen
Star
is a— Hollywood
Secret.
Save
these
folders.
They're
good for free premium.
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gone are and
the days
practi-ofd
going—
NG—cally
GOIwindb
lown
bobs, shingle
Did you ever realbacks-of-heads and the set, formal
ize that
line—
thattheis,hairthe
waves over which we wore nets
at night to keep them in place!
shape of
head the
where forethe
Hollywood has rebelled against
them, and Hollywood sets the
hair
begins
—
is
individual as youras
pace in hair styles.
As a matter of fact, waves are
finger-prints? And
better still, that
taking second place in hair styles
this hairline is a
and curls have come to the top.
th ing of beauty?
Witness lovely Cecilia Parker,
M-G-M
featured player whose
latest picture is "Three Live
Ghosts." You see her hair from
(At left)
Parker
in theCecilia
latest
the front and you're entirely unand most becoming
prepared for the different effects
back and side views reveal.
of hair styles, with
Smooth, soft waves of the "shadtight curls piled
high on the side.
ow" type, show
combedherbacknat-from her
forehead,
ural hair-line. A mass of
curls greets the eye at one
profile view,
andshows
an interesting swirl
up
opinion, were expressin back.
ing our exuberance over
coming out of the deThere's no end to what
curls can be made to do
pression bya new wave
of elaborateness
and
in achieving unusual hair
styles. And they make it
high coiffures.
possible to do your hair
Probably we won't all
go
in for the extreme
several different ways, achigh-in-front
hairdress
cording to your mood and
the time of day. Feminine
immediately,
but we're
bound
to be influenced
softness for day-time and
by it. For
forequeenly elaborateness for
heads instance,
must be shown
evening is the general
to their best advantage.
rule.
Make yours seem as
We've
just
seen
some
high and
and avoid
wide bringing
as you
new coiffures inspired by
can,
Elizabeth Arden that fairly
hair
out
over
it,
even
in
took our breath away!
waves.
If
you
want
For evening, the hair
wear bangs (and youto
was done high in front,
shouldn't unless your
combedhead andupcurled
off the
forehead is high) start
underfore-to
The
swirl
effect
is
feathem half to threegive a pompadour effect
tured in the back with
quarters of an inch back
(a divided pompadour
of the hair-line, have
the ends tightly curled
when the hair was parted
them cut unevenly and
at the base of the neck.
in the middle or on one
side). The flat spot at the
wear bangs
in a Don't
hard,
back of the head, which
slightly
curled.
line across your forehead.
we've been so accustomed to covering up straight
Center parts are in the ascendency.
with waves or fluffs, was left flat— a small
shining circle surrounded by soft curls. They're especially good with an "angel"
Monsieur Guillaume, Parisian hair stylist, coiffure— a halo effect gained by large curls
explained that the fashion for hair worn rolled forward and arranged all the way
high in front is a revival of the gayest days across the top of your head. And there's
in French history, when cathedrals were a Chinese style to go with eyes and eyebrows made up to accentuate slant (a new
rearing their spires toward Heaven and
high, white-powdered coiffures topped off vogue that includes copper make-up and
elaborate silk gowns. Then the Revolution even copper eye shadow). This Chinese intore down aristocratic culture and down
spired hairdress starts with a center part.
with it came the urge for stately hairdress. Then the hair is combed back from the
Straggly hair accompanied ragged cloLhes. forehead and up from the ears into two
More recently, the World War was smooth and shining puffs (which are actually large curls with the ends turned
blamed for exchanging pompadours, puffs
under). A flat circle at the back of the
and high-piled coils for boyish bobs and head
with soft curls coming up from the
windblown tresses. In Monsieur Guillaume's
Silver Screen

neck complete the effect. Fantastic as it
sounds, it's stunning the way Monsieur
Arden's
Director
Leonardi,
new
hair salon,
doesof it!Elizabeth
And strange to
say, these stately hair arrangements for evening are set with water (no lotion) and a
few deft strokes of the comb change them
into conservative daytime styles that would
flatter your sportiest summer bonnet!
We really don't need to tell you that
much of the success of your new coiffure
(or series of coiffures) depends upon your
permanent wave. You want one that will
be manageable and that will leave your
hair itself as beautifully soft and lustrous
as if you had naturally curly hair. One
reason we're so strong for Eugene permanents is that, after you've had one, your
hairdresser can originate or copy any style
of hairdress, from ringlets banked all over
your head to wide waves contrasting with
soft curls, frivolously placed. The secret of
this wave's universal reputation is in the
Eugene sachets which gently steam the curl
into your hair. And you must be sure these
sachets are used on your hair if you want
a genuine Eugene permanent. The machine
alone doesn't make the wave. You can
brush your hair to your heart's content
after this type of permanent— in fact the
manufacturer recommends it. Brushing actually improves the wave and it does your
hair worlds of good!
We'd like to say a word about dandruff,
because
it's one
those styles
thingsasthat
be tolerated
withof hair
we can't
now
have them. Actually, dandruff flakes are
nothing but perfectly normal scalp excretions, plus dirt and foreign matter. You
don't catch them. Beautiful, healthy hair
demands that dandruff should be removed
apthoroughly, and as often as it becomes
parent. Neglect to do so robs hair of lustre
and in many cases makes it fall out.
The quick, easy way to remove dandruff
is simply to dissolve it. Fitch Shampoo does
You apply it to dry' hair, masexactlysage itthat.
in well so every inch of scalp is
reached, then rinse it out in clear water.
You'll find it leaves your hair soft and
shining clean, absolutely minus in dandruff.

/j; JAXTZEN

A Jantzen molds the body in graceful slender silhouette.
New Kava-Knit fabrics combine richness of texture and
design in the loveliest swimming apparel of the year with
permanent and perfect-fitting qualities. Jantzens gently
but firmly hold the body in the natural lines of youth with
a truly amazing degree of figure-control. It is, you know,
America's finest fitting swimming suit.
ELEANORE WHITNEY.. . appearing in the Paramount picture,
"Three Cheers for Love". . . wears the Jantzen Kerchief, $5.95.
Other Jantzen models, $4.50 ro $8.95.

Merle Oberon, who,
pictures, "The Dark
and "These Three,"
tablished herself as
our most charming
for June
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JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS (Depl. 271), Porlland, Ore.
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On the Universal Lot
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news

in years, for lovely hands

ishas you've dreame d
hanailpol
HEREissuc
of wearing!
The new Glazo, with its
remarkable new formula, attains a beauty of
sheen and color far beyond the realm of polishes of the past. Every longed-for virtue of
nail polish perfection reaches its zenith in
Glazo's new creation.
You've never seen a polish so rich in lustre
... so long and perfect in wear. Chipping
and peeling are gone— and— forgotten woes.
Glazo's exclusive, fashion-approved shades
retain their full beauty for several extra days.
Streaking becomes a lost word, for new
Glazo floats onto every finger with perfect
evenness of color. Evaporation has been so
amazingly reduced that the polish is usable
down to the last drop.
> For even a day, don't deny your fingertips
the luxury of this new Glazo. Just 20 cents.

most important picture of the
THE
month— to me, anyhow, is "Showboat," filming at Universal. This is
one of my three favorite operettas and Universal is, apparently, bringing it to the
screen almost intact. All those marvelous
numbers that made it the sensation of several theatrical seasons have been retained—
"Ol' Man River," "Bill," "Can't Help Lovin' that Man," .""Why Do I Love You?" and
"Make Believe
a great
castIn foraddition,
it. Irene they've
Dunne assembled
plays the lead
and
she played it in the Chicago company on
the stage for a year. Allan Jones (he who
recently became betrothed to Irene Hervey) played the male lead on the stage in
a Kansas City stock company for a couple
of weeks. Charles Winninger created the
part
of Cap'n
Andyfilm,
in New
he's
playing
it in the
too. York
Paul and
Robeson
created his part in the London production
and afterwards played the same part in the
revival in New York. Sammy White and
Francis X. Mahoney were also in the original New York production. Queenie Smith
is one of New York's leading musical comedy ingenues.
May Hawks
Oliver
originated
the It's
parttrueof Edna
Parthenia
and she isn't in the picture, but Helen
Westley is playing the part and I'll bet

In "Showboat," Allan Jones,
as Gaylord Ravenal, sings his
heart out to Irene Dunne.
Miss Westley will be even better.
This scene that they're playing now is
where Allan and Irene first meet. He's the
dashing Ravenal, a little frayed around the
edges but with quite an air for all that.
He saunters down to the showboat that
Irene's old man owns, sits on the wharf
and gazes across the river. Irene is pracmusic with
insidea and
she'sexpression.
none too
hot. Heticing herlistens
pained
Then he begins to sing and Irene comes
out on the upper deck of the boat. She
starts talking to him but after a few minutes' conversation she says she has to go
because they don't know each other. Allan
suggests that they pretend they do and immediately launches into the song "Only
I'd
like
to
devoteromance,
the whole
day to
this
Make What
Believe."
set.
color,
gayety!
Spring
is here, the sap's rising, the birds are sing-

Clark Gable, Jeanette MacDonald and Spencer Tracy
as they clash in dramatic fashion in "San Francisco."
Silver

Screen

sun is shining
ing, the
this
all picwith no
fits inthere's
n that and
ture in productio
don't
I
pictures
Most
."
"Showboat
does
as
care whether you see or not. The studios
make 'em and I tell you about 'em and
you can take 'em or leave 'em, but don't
!" Oh, yes, in case you don't
miss "Showboat
know
him, Allan
Jones is the gent who
Opera''
at theneeds
NightDunne
"A
in
"Alone"
sang
and he's a comer. Miss
no
introduction. She has never sung better nor
looked lovelier. Her best pictures, "Back
nt Obsession,
Street"
andmade
"TheonMagnifice
were both
the Universal
lot, and"
this is going to be the best of the three.
On the next stage Edward Everett Hors."
is working
tonNow
the plotinof"Unconsciou
this picture is quite
complicated, so pay attention. A bunch of
business men in New York are waiting
for a man
named
"Wight,"
who name
is to ad-is
dress them.
Horton,
whose
"Wright," comes to the office on business
and the office boy misunderstands him and
thinks it's Mr. Wight, so he shows him in
comes over with outand George
stretched Irving
hand.
"It's certainly an honor to meet you,
Mr. Wight," he beams. "I'm Johnson Purdee of the Chamber of Commerce."
"Chamber of Commerce," Horton blinks.
"Well, that's fine."
"We've been getting reports on your
flight
from Seattle,"
him towards
a room Irving
where goes
thereon,areleading
about
fifty people waiting to hear the real Wight
talk, "but we'd almost given you up."
Mr. Horton gets that worried look on
his face, starts to speak but only gulps.
"Ladies and gentlemen," Irving continues, addressing the group, "I am happy to
be able to tell you that William Wight,
the noted economist whom we have been
is with
expecting,
Mr. Horton
looksus."at him with his eyes
in surprise, rises,
out.notHe to gulps
popping
then decides
interfere and sits down
again. In his fright he nervously swallows
a couple of times, takes a gulp from a
glass of water standing in front of him,
opens his mouth like a fish out of water,
as if to remonstrate, then, with a determined air, he purses his lips and squares
his jaw.
"He's going to give us his views of the
role this great city will play in the new
era," Irving is saying. "Ladies and gentlemen—Mr. Wight."
Eddie rises,
a little scared but with a
determined look on his face. "Folks of
Manhattan," he begins amid much applause, "Business has changed and we've

inRosita
"HouseMoreno
of a
a RepublicCandles,"
Picture
Thousand

DOUBLY

smoss-

.

ATTRACTIVE

.

.

secret

FASCINATING

EYES

EN find her "doubly attractive" since she learned the
secret of lovely, fascinating eyes. And it's the same
story over and over again whenever a girl first learns how
easy it is to have long, lovely lashes.
You, too, can have that fascinating loveliness that invites
romance, if you bring out the natural beauty and charm of
your eyes with Winx Mascara. It works wonders. Just a
touch of Winx to your lashes and instantly they appear
darker, longer and more lustrous . . . your eyes sparkle . . .
your whole appearance seems improved.
Try Winx today and see for yourself why so many smart,
well-groomed women use Winx regularly for both daytime
and evening make-up. You will particularly like the way its
emollient oils keep your lashes luxuriantly soft and naturallooking at all times.
Winx Mascara is offered in four colors — black, brown, blue,
and green — and in three convenient forms — the new Creamy
Winx (which is gaining in popularity every day), and the
old favorites, Cake Winx and Liquid Winx. All are harmless,
smudge-proof, water-proof, non-smarting, and easy to apply.
Your local drug and department stores carry Winx Mascara
in the economical large size. You can also obtain the complete line of Winx Eye Beautifiers in Introductory Sizes at
all 104 stores.

UJINX

In "Unconscious," our favorite comedian, Edward Everett Horton, makes
his speech to the wrong audience.
for June
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She knows the secret of

N° DANDRUFF!
If you have Dandruff, excessive Falling Hair,
or Thin, Lifeless Hair — use Glover's faithfully
to stimulate local circulation. Start today with
Glover's Mange Medicine
(the pine
medicine
with
the clean
tar odor),
followSoapwithfor Glover's
t and
Medicated
the shamIpoo. Sold by all druggists. Or
have your Hairdresser give
you Glover's
regularly. For FREEtreatment
BOOKLET
on proper Care of Hair and
Scalp,
write NewGlover's
462
Fourth Ave.,
York City.
GLOVERS
MANGE MEDICINE

^eczema,rashes,chafing,
\ dryness -quickly checked and
— ^ healing promoted with _

got to do things in a new way." He pauses
and then, "As I said to my Aunt Martha,
New York's growing so fast she doesn't
know her own speed." There is laughter
at
this sally and then the director says,
"Cut."
So we leave Mr. Horton in the middle
of his theories as to what New York means
in the new era and wend our way to—
Warner Brothers
WELL,
it's pictures
very strange.
There here
are four
or five
shooting
but
you'll only hear about one. "Florence
Nightingale," with Kay Francis, is just
starting and the set is closed today so I'll
tell you about that one next month. "Murder in Sing Sing" is on location. "Two
Against the World"— featuring Humphrey
Bogart— is shooting and I go on the set.
I'm introduced to Beverly Roberts and she
starts telling me a joke about the Jewish
father who took his two little girls and
son to a restaurant with the understanding
they wouldn't ask for pork. So the waiter
came but
and thethesonlittle
didn't
ask for
pork
did. girls
Beverly
pauses.
"Go on," I urge her, "what happened?"
"The father boxed his jaw— like this,"
and, boy, howdy! Does that dame pack a
wallop! My ears are still ringing from the
clout she gave me.
And then the director comes up. "I'm
sorry," he explains, "but this is a very
difficult scene we're going into and I'll appreciate itif you'll come back some other
No one has to drop a ton of bricks on
my head for me to take a hint and with
everyone
time." glooming around getting into the
mood one for
big same
emotional
(every-as
else isthis
in the
framescene
of mind
Beverly) there's no sense staying.
The remaining picture is called "Big
Business" and features Guy Kibbee, Dick
Foran, Alma Lloyd and Virginia Brissac.
This little number is a re-make of one of
George Arliss' first talkies, called "The
Millionaire," in which James Cagney appeared for about two minutes as a flip
salesman, and stole both scenes he was in.
It's about a retired millionaire who becomes awfully bored with being retired.
Kibbee is the millionaire and certainly a
jollier
than with
glumhisold
George.at He's
putteringonearound
gardening
the
moment. It's such a beautiful garden I
don't
know
why in
anyone
should are
be lovely
bored
fiddling
around
it. There
willow trees and gorgeous flower beds.
Right in front of the camera is a lone
branch, apparently hanging out of the
thin air. It's really hung up with wires
but it looks funny all the same to see the
branch of a tree hanging in the air and
not attached to any tree trunk.
Guy is trying to move a stone bench but
about all he can do is lift one end a few
inches off the ground. His gardener (Ed-

"Seventy-two," McWade answers. "But
"What's
that got to do with it?" Kibbee
you're
wants
toretired."
know.
"A retired man is much older than an
active man," McWade explains. "He must
be older. If he's not, they make him older.
He mustn't do this, he mustn't do that—
mustn't take a drink— mustn't smoke— he
wraps himself up warm— all those things.
Bet"That's
you even
weak heart."
what gotmy a doctor
says," Guy admits.
you?"
"Bet you never knew you had a weak
heart till you retired," is McWade's next
Well, it goes on and on like that, but
Mr. Kibbee really looks so healthy and
seems
such good for
spirits
work out
up
a lot ofin sympathy
him Isocan't
I amble
guess.
Republic
ONE of these days this is going to be
one of the most important studios in
town. There's only one picture going today
(thank
It's they
calledhave
"Thefor Harvester,"
and
whatGod).
a cast
it. Russell
Hardie (who was under contract to MGM
for two years without much happening)
has been
to— brought back from New York for
the lead. Opposite him is Ann Rutherford,
whom I didn't like some months ago in
"Waterfront Lady," but she's pretty and
they say her acting has improved. Besides
these there are Alice Brady, Frank Craven,
Eddie Nugent, Joyce Compton and Roy
At well.
There is more fun on this set today!
Alice is a scream on any set. She recalls
the first time we met. I was on a diet and
ordered cottage cheese for lunch. She suggested a glass of beer to go with it and
then called me a damn fool for drinking
beer when I was on a reducing diet.
Joseph Santley, who is directing his last
picture for Republic before going over to
Walter Wanger on a contract, tells her she
won't be needed any more before lunch so
Alice prepares to leave.
"Sorry I can't ask you to lunch," Miss
BradyI need
regrets,
one broiler
and
half "but
and I've
Jessieonly
Wadsworth,
my
agent, is lunching with me and she needs
the other half. I had Russ in to lunch yesterday and what a lunch we had! Cracked
"Yeah," Russ puts in disgustedly, "one
crab. and—"
There wasn't enough to go round."
"There was too," Alice screams indigcrab
nantly. "There was a whole claw left over.
I kept telling you to take more."
"Quiet, you young upstarts," Santley orders. Joe likes
pretend
he's else
olderis than
Methuselah
andtothat
everyone
just
out of creepers.
And the scene starts. Russ and Ann are

Resinol
Sample free. Resinol, Dept.1 2B, Balto. Md.

engaged
and are in Roy
Atwell's
getting the furnishings
for their
home.storeAtwell
is showing them around, when they spy a
bathtub. It's the period of 1904-06 and
bathtubs
mon then.in the country weren't so comRuss and Ann look at it and giggle.
"Handsome piece, ain't it?" Atwell sug-

■ZIP
TORY
The new ZiP S
Facial
PILAcontains
DERemover
S Hair
E
L
R
o
j
gno sulphides, no offensive odors. Instantly eliminates every trace of hair. Face,
arms and legs. Ask your dealer or write
Madame Berthe, 562 Fifth Ave.,NewYork
I

ward McWade) comes into the scene, tells
him the bench is too heavy for him to
move, picks
up asitthough
weregarden.
cardboard and it
moves
across itthe
Then they both sit down on it and start
reading a paper. But Kibbee wants to talk.
He tells McWade that, really, he could
have moved it easily. And McWade tells
Kibbee he's too old to go around lifting
heavy things like that.
"How old are you?" he asks.
"Sixty-two," says Kibbee. "How old are

Guy Kibbee and Edward McWade in "Big Business," with
snappy hints on when to retire.

"How do you like it, Ruth?" Russ asks
Ann.
Silver
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Roy Atwell, Russell and Ann
Rutherford being prettyfunny in "The Harvester."
"Let me enumerate her fine points before the lady passes judgment," Atwell
breaks in. "This is what we bathtub-people
call a laying-down tub— a tremendous improvement over the old settin'-down tub.
Here I'll show ye!" And with that he
climbs into the tub. "Easy as laying on a
parlor sofy— got the same body stretch and
head elevation. Get in and try her, David,"
he suggests as he gets out. "It don't matter if you ain't got yer clothes off— won't
scratch her. I expect I'll draw people from
as high as twenty miles to view her. Why
two people follered 'er up clean from the
freight
got 'ervolunteer
in front of
my
storedepot.
I hadWhen
five Ipeople
to
unload her. That's how the wind is
blowin' ... Go ahead, David, git in."
"What do you think, Ruth?" Russ repeats.
"Let me direct your attention to another
fine point," Atwell interrupts again. "She
can't flop over on you when you're in the
middle of your, bath like the old-fashioned,
round-bottomed tub could."
Atwell keeps mixing up his lines and by
this time everybody is so convulsed with
laughter they have to stop. So I leave and
off I go toParamount
QUITE a lot doing here. Walter Wanger
two pictures for Paracompleting
is mount
release.

SWING OVER TO KOOLS. They're the sensible hot
weather smoke these steamy days. They're cool. They're
refreshing. They're cork-tipped so as not to stick to lips. And
each pack brings you a valuable B & W coupon good for classy
premiums. (Offer good in U. S. A. only.) So give your throat
a break. Switch from hots to KGDLS! Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corporation, P.O. Box 599, Louisville, Kentucky.

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

"Big Brown Eyes," with Cary
Grant, Bert Hanlon and Joan Bennett in the cast. The plot is about
jewel robberies
and gangsters.
And right out of the blue I run into
"Big Brown Eyes," starring Joan Bennett
and Cary Grant. I just can't go into this
plot in detail. It's too complicated. Manicurists, detectives, newspaper columnists
(of course), jewel robberies, infanticide,
gangsters and shyster lawyers are all mixed
up in this opus. Joan is the manicurist.
Cary the detective, Douglas Fowley one of
the gangsters and Bert Hanlon one of the
shyster lawyers.
for June
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Ash Troy— Chrome finish. Keeps ciga- FREE. Wriio for illustrated 28-page Folding Bridge Chair— Walnut finish —
reites clean, convenient . . . 50 coupons I! & W premium booklet No. 11 sturdy . . 600 coupons. 2 choirs . . 1000
RALEIGH CIGARETTES... NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B&W COUPONS
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With Joan's help, Cary has just pinned
the evidence for the jewel robbery on Fowley and has had him thrown into jail. The
keeper is just pushing Doug into his cell
when Hanlon dashes up in a white rage.
"Hey!" Bert screams. "You can't put that
man
there!"hey?" growls the keeper.
"I incan't,
"Watch me." And he gives Doug a shove
that sends him reeling into the cell. Then
the keeper claps the door shut and locks
it and whirls on Bert.
But Bert is not one to be intimidated
by a copper— not in a picture, anyhqjv.
"Where do you get that stuff, anyway?'' he
yells. "That man has constitutional rights.
He is innocent and you've got no right to
lock him up. I'll see somebody about this.
I'll go to the Chief. I'll go to the Mayor.
I'll go to the Governor!"
"Aw, go to—," Cary snaps. "Get out of

ONLY tke girl wkose perfectly-groomed
hair reflects ker fastidiousness is in demand.
Nestle Golden Shampoo makes your Lair
look years younger and more alluring. It
cleanses botk scalfi and kair and imparts a
deligktful golden skeen. For tkose wko prefer a darker skade, tke re is Nestle He nna
Skamf>oo made witk jjure Egyptian He nna.

It'slaughing
an hilariously
andwhen
I'm
still
on the funny
way offscene
the set
I hear somebody say, to that guy what
here." me here, "Who's the nice man
brought
with you?" I look around and it's Isabel
Then I hear Raoul Walsh, the director,
Jewell.
yelling
to Cary
"We're
to
take this
scene and
over Joan:
and next
time going
come
in sooner. You come in like a couple of
water horses." Whatever a water horse is.

SHAMPOO
The NESTLE-LeMUR COMPANY. N.V.

Mary Ellis and Norman Foster
in "Fatal Lady." She sings.

Mercolized
Wax
# Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSElatlngSaxollte
Astringent—
stlmuskin tonic.
Smooths aoutrefreshing,
wrinkles and
age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oillness. Dissolve .Saxollte in one-half pint witch hazel.
•pRY
Phelactine—
the "different" depilatory.
* Removes
superfluous
Simple
to use.
Odorless. hair quickly and gently. .
At drug and department stores everywhere.

» IT WHITENS
America's Largest
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Alonzo Price, James Burke and Herbert Marshall in "Something To Live
For." Gertrude Michael, who plays
Herbert Marshall's wife, is the
cause of the suspense and drama.
ness. Someone had been monkeying around
his wife and that's why he's in stir.
"If you consider my word of any value,''
he says to M. Price, "I'm giving it to you
now. I promise you I will not put so much
as Gee
the Whiz!
weight When
of a finger
my awife."
a guy ontakes
solemn
oath like that there's nothing you can do
but believe him, so Marshall goes home
and everything ends happily.

con10c for a package
taining 2shampoos
at all J and 10 cent stores.

WITH

where we have Gertrude Michael and Herbert Marshall in "Something to Live For."
Only Miss Michael isn't working today.
This is the warden's (Alonzo Price) office
in a penitentiary. He is seated at his desk
and Herbert Marshall is facing him. Marshall wants a parole for a few days to go
home to take care of some unfinished busi-

Cheered by this thought I attack the last
stage at Paramount and it's nothing else
but "Florida Special," with Jack Oakie,
Sally Eilers and Kent Taylor. But I don't
see Jack anywhere around. And every time
I see Sally I get a grouch on. There is a
girl with the most beautiful natural red
hair
blonde.you ever saw and she changes it to
Anyhow, this is a mystery picture and
the scene is a car on the Florida Special
where they project motion pictures. Sally
(who is the hostess on the train) and Kent
are sitting in the front row.
"Better be careful," he whispers, "or
somebody in this crowd might steal the
fillings
yourbetter
teeth."keep your mouth
"Thenfrom
you'd
shut," Sally whispers back.
"Why, what's the matter?" he asks suddenly. "You're trembling."
"It's nothing," she assures him, "I'm all

Next features
on the Mary
schedule
"Fatal Foster,
Lady,"
which
Ellis,isNorman
Ruth Donnelly, Edgar Kennedy, Guy
Bates Post, Walter Pidgeon, Alan Mowbray, and John Halliday.
Mary is a young opera singer of whom
great things were expected, but hard luck
dogs her footsteps. Norman, Alan and
John are all devoted to her and follow her
company wherever it goes. Alan gets murdered but Norman and Halliday keep right
on
pursuing
her. toNorman's
comes
to Paris
to try
get Marybrother
to give
up
But she isn't. She's in a heck of a spot.
Norman. When she tells the brother (Wal- / could
a tale unfold about these character Pidgeon) she doesn't care anything
about David, he won't believe her. And
then we come to the scene in Miss Ellis'
dressing room when Norman comes in. She
knows from his manner something is
right."
wrong and dismisses her maid. "What is
it, Phil?" she asks.
"Someone took a shot at me— while I
was shaving," he tells her.
"No!" she gasps. "Oh, I knew it. I knew
it the moment I saw him."
"Him?" Norman repeats. "Who?"
"Romero Fonndes (John Halliday)!" she
whispers, steadying herself on a chair in
front of her as she suffers an attack of
vertigo.
And then the telephone rings. I always
say there's nothing like ending a scene on
athanhighthe note
there's
Kent Taylor and Sally Eilers in
shrilland
jangle
of a nothing
telephonehigher
bell.
"Florida Special," one of those
I stop for a moment to chat with Norman and then I go on to the next set,
plots that you spoil if you tell it.
Silver

Screen

ters but if I did you wouldn't get any kick
out
mystery,
we'll around
just leave
thingsof asthethey
are andso skip
the
corner to—
R-K-O
WHAT luck! Only one picture going
here today. It's "Special Investigator,"
starring Richard
But Mr.JoeDixSawyer
isn't
working.
MargaretDix.
Callahan,
and J. Carroll Naish are in the scene.
Naish is a crook, Maggie is his girl and
Sawyer is his friend. Margaret has unwittingly betrayed him to Dix. Naish is either
sick or wounded and Sawyer is taking advantage of the situation by forcing his attentions (or would you say "intentions?")
on
She's looks
struggling
mightily
withMisshimCallahan.
when she
up and
sees
Naish at the head of the stairs, magnificent
in a black silk dressing gown and blue pajamas. They seem a bit incongruous in
this dilapidated farm house where "the

Every
to

girl

herself

to

i\rmhole

owes

it
this

make

Odor

Test

If moisture once collects on
the armhole of your dress, the
warmth of your body will
bring out stale "armhole odor"
each time you wear your dress.
IT is a terrible thing for any nice girl
to learn that she is not free from perspiration odor. Yet 9 out of 10 girls who
deodorize only will discover this embarrassing fact by making a simple test.
You owe it to yourself to make the test
tonight. When you take off your dress,
remember to smell the fabric under the
arm. If moisture has collected on the armhole, even once, you will be able to detect
a stale "armhole odor."
You cannot protect yourself completely by the use of creams or sticks, which
deodorize only. They cannot keep the
little hollow under your arm dry.
You may be completely dainty, but
people near you are conscious of the stale
"armhole odor" of your dress! They
think it is you!

Margaret Callahan and J. Carroll
Naisji in "Special Investigator," a G
man story. Richard Dix is the star.
gang" istentionhanging
out, eyes
but look
he pays
atto that. His
glassyno and
he's
gripping
the from
rail tothe support
His face
(I quote
script) ishimself.
like a
death mask, his eyes glitter like slits of ice
and no gun is in his hands.
"Tell that rat hiding behind you that
you didn't
here that
to plant
Federalis
dick
on me.heelTellin him
Gaita (Dix)
only a cow town lawyer," Naish barks at
her.
"Eddie," she stammers, "a woman recognized him in Reno. She called him— Bill
Fenwick, but I—"
"Then it's true," Naish blazes. "You lied
to me. You came here to spy on me— to
frame me." He chokes with rage. His hand
goes to one of the guns concealed under
his bathrobe. The butt is just visible. He
casts a cunning glance down over the two,
claps his hand to his side over the gun
butt and doubles over, pretending to be
weaker than he really is as he slowly descends the steps.
"Eddie," she begs, tearing loose from
Sawyer and rushing to the stairs to meet
him, "Eddie, listen to me. Didn't I beg
you to leave here in the first place— before
I ever knew him?"
"Well, you know now," Naish rages taking another step down, "who that finger is.
He's a G man."
"I tell you I didn't know," she protests.
"You lie. You ratted on me. The way
[Continued on page 78]
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There is one SURE protection
Once a woman realizes what the problem
is, she will insist on underarm dryness.
That is why millions of fastidious women
regularly use Liquid Odorono. With the
gentle closing of the tiny pores in the
small area under the arm, no moisture
can ever collect on the armhole of your
dress, to embarrass you later by creating
an impression of uncleanliness.

Any doctor will tell you that Odorono
is entirely safe. With Odorono, the excess
perspiration is simply diverted to less
"closed-in" parts of the body, where it
is unnoticeable and evaporates freely.
Saves your lovely gowns
There's no grease to get on your clothes.
And with all moisture banished, there's no
risk of spoiling an expensive costume in
one wearing. Just by spending those few
extra moments required to use Odorono,
you'll be repaid not only in assurance of
complete daintiness, but in money and
clothes saved, too!
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. Regular Odorono (Ruby
colored) need be used only twice a week.
For especially sensitive skin or hurried use,
use Instant Odorono (Colorless) daily or
every other day. At all toilet-goods counters.
If you want to be completely at ease and
assured, send today for samples of the two
Odoronos and leaflet on complete underarm dryness offered below.

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 6S6, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose
St for sample
vialsandof leaflet
both Instant
Odorono and Regular
Odorono
on complete
underarm dryness.
City
NameAddress
State
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•BUT THAT

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR TELLING ME
ABOUT
THESE INJOBS,
MRS.TOWHITE- I'LL .
START RIGHT
TRYING
LAND ONE, TOMORROW—

WASN'T
THE REAL

NEXT LW Xi'm sorry, miss baker,
but 1 think mrs. white
MISUNDERSTOOD ME.WE
REALLY NEED SOMEONE
WITH MORE
EXPERIENCE

I COULDNT TAKE ON
A SIRL WITH PIMPLES
LIKE THAT /

REASON
COULDN'T
SHEGET
A JOB

A AND BE
sfi^. /
NO, MRS.
- I
toTI
r-IAVENT
HAD WHITE
ANY LUCK.I
$/( CAN'T
TO PUTr
myself SEEM
across,
WISH I knew what..

1 MY DEAR, fM GOING TO BE
VERY PERSONAL. I THINK
THE TROUBLE MAY BE YOUR.
SKIN. HAVE YOU EVER TRIED
EATINGYEAST
FLElSCHMANNl'S
TO CLEAR UP .

& / MOTHER _ I'VE GOT A JOB ITS
V<J WHERE ALICE WORKS -AND SHE
SAYS ONE REASON THEY TOOK ME
WAS BECAUSE THEY LIKED
MY LOOKS? I MUST TELL

( SURE TO
AGAIN FOR
TELLING
\tXJ
J THANK HER 1
ABOUT
FLEISCHMANWS
YEAST/

^MRS. WHITE'.!

say_m1ss baker I've got still
another trade , LAST FOR YOU- r

JIMMY- ARE YOU
SURE
NOT
MAKINGYOU'RE
UP ALL
THE NICE THINGS
SvOUTELL

ME? '

Don't let Adolescent Pimples
be a handicap to YOU
AFTER the beginning of adolescence- -from
»■ about 13 to 25, or even longer — many
young people are troubled by pimples.
During these years, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the body. The skin gets
oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin and pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is often prescribed
to help get rid of adolescent pimples. It clears
these skin irritants out of the blood. Then
— pimples go!

—c/ea%6 'Hits s^Uf
by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Eat 3 cakes daily — one about H hour before
each meal. Eat it regularly — plain, or in
atoday!
little water — until your skin clears. Start

Silver

Screen

Silver

Screen

events of her fourteenth and
ywood suspectHoll
JUST as
"fifteenth years down in pencil
Sullavan-Wyler
ed, the
and the pages are beginning
divorce was officially announced recently. William
to fade, so now she's copying
them in ink. She says she writes in that diary every
Wyler, the director who did so well by "These
Her fame is bloomnight, before going to bed,
regularly as she
»#>»—tojust
"jbe asrather
Three," is in New York recovering from the late
ing and Luise Rainer
brushes her teeth. It ought
interesting.
Sullavan wars, and Margaret, it seems, is losing no
is as welcome as the
time in falling in love again with her former husflowers in May.
band, Henry Fonda, and none other. The first few
FRANCIS LEDERER wants all that gossip about
his going around with Ida Lupino stopped. He
days
of
production
of
"The
Moon's
Our
Home,"
in
which Margaret and Henry are starring, Miss Sullavan just is still very much in love with Mary Loos and his contacts with
Ida have been purely of a business nature— Ida is his leading
couldn't see her "ex" for a cloud of dust and wouldn't speak a
lady in the picture he has just completed for Mary Pickford.
civil word to him. Then all of a sudden they "made up" and
now you can't pry Maggie and Henry apart on the set long
JOAN CRAWFORD has one of those gun phobias and is defienough for
a goodher"take."
It is interesting
to noteafter
that she
Margaret's
lawyers
secured
a Mexican
divorce shortly
started
nitely not the girl you want to take along when shooting
quail or stalking deer. She has a horror of killing any animal,
work on "The Moon's Our Home." When asked if she would
and
up until with
the time
she Gable
made
now re-marry Fonda she said,
"Chained"
Clark
"Maybe."
she had never held a gun in
her hands.
BELIEVE it or not the lovely
ture called Aforscene
her in
to the
shootpic-a
Anita Louise does not like Topics
for
Gossip
gun, and so the director and
to be called "ethereal." Despite
all the technicians gathered
her light-as-a-feather look and
seven,
of
age
the
since
around to instruct Joan in the gentle art of firing away. "You're
her consistent work before the camera
sure it isn't loaded," Joan kept asking nervously, "you're positive
"nerves." Among the things she does
Anita has wiselyof avoided
now I won't hit anything?" And that gave the boys an idea— oh,
health and energy is to drink a glass of steak
in the interest
you know how boys are. Everything was set for the "take." Joan,
say that Anita
juice each night before retiring. And the gossips
still
a bit shy, shouldered the gun and shot into space. Plunk!
and Ross Alexander are very much in love, not that that has
Right at her feet lay a dead bird. Well, Joan was almost ready
anything to do with steak juice.
to faint until the director and the boys explained to her that
it was all a joke and that the bird in question had probably
MAE WEST has moved all her furniture out of her dressing
once
Theda years.
Bara's hat, and had been dead and stuffed
room on "Star Row" at Paramount, personally supervising
for Iograced
these many
the moving herself. It seems she and Paramount have a mad on
«<$>—
and Mae doesn't live there any more. Wonder if the Mae West dressing-room will be
WELL,
you never
can next.
tell what
Katharine
Hepburn
will
do
Recently
she
as hard to "rent" to other Paramount playdroveend up
to
Carmel-by-the-Sea
for
a
weekers as has been dressing room Number 1—
and while there visited a small sweater
considered the star dressing-room on the
shop. She became so interested in the garParamount lot. It was formerly occupied by
ments turned out by these artists (everyone
Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri, Clara Bow, and
then for a number of years, Sylvia Sidney.
in Carmel is an "artiste" of some kind) that
she bought nearly a thousand dollars worth
But all the gals seem to have run into hard
of merchandise (the artists musi have though!
luck there (they're all out of pictures except
the millenium had come), loaded it in her
)
Sylvia, who is staging a come-back and supercar and brought it all back to Hollywood
stitious stars want none of dressing-room l.
and
the RKO studio. She is now engaged
What with Dietrich moving out soon, too,
in
selling
sweaters to her fellow workers.
poor old "Star Row" is going to be kinda
lonely.
NOW that Jean Harlow is no longer a
platinum blonde— and who is these days?
ROCHELLE HUDSON has kept a diary
—she has decided to ie decorate her dressing
. ever since she was fourteen years old,
and as she has just celebrated her twentieth
Bonita Granville, whose perroom and room
this iwas
ime famous
use green.
Jean's
dressing
for Iormei
its sevenl\ .shades
birthday, that's a good six years of diaryformance in "These Three"
of while.
keeping. Rochelle says that she wrote the
will never be forgotten.
21
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A beautiful scene
in "Mutiny on the
Bounty."
Gable andClark
the
Polynesian girl.

PICTURES

THAT

ARE

IN

Th<
Heart

^

Fan

Do you recall Wallace Beery's
and Jackie Cooper's great
scenes in "The Champ"?
It is a joy to recollect Gary Cooper, Helen
Hayes and Jack La Rue in "Farewell to Arms."
NOBODY, I think, ever had analyzed and dissected a Movie
Fan in the laboratory of cold print until I did it recently.
To be specific, I analyzed close to 20,000 of them in the
experiment, for that was the approximate number of letters I
read and checked and double-checked to get a line on you who
walk to a movie box-office, pay your money and then move down
the aisles of a darkened theatre. The result is an amazing catalogue of your celluloid preferences that might well be studied by
every executive of every major studio.
What kind of a person is a Movie Fan? I'd often wondered
myself for I've seen the male and female of the species frenziedly
pursue a movie star for blocks, and I've seen 'em stand and wait
for hours at a stage-door just to get a peek at a Hollywood celeb.
To be entirely truthful, while watching these movie fans in the
22

delirium tremens of
their idolatry,
I'd
said
myself:
Joan Crawford,
Edward Arnold and
"Thesetomovie
fans
Franchot Tone in
are nutty and batty
"Sadie McKee," when
and should be reall the world discovmoved to' a saniered the greatness of
tarium for observaMr. Arnold.
So I asked the
editor of the paper to permit me to get to the
bottom of this thing, and actually find out
what makes a movie tan, what chemicals of
curiosity and exhibitionism enter into his or
tion."
Silver

Scrhen

i

Scenes That Will ~S[ever Be Forgotten. Great Moments When
The Lowly "Movies" Became An
Art — Touched With Immortality.

Ed

Sull

lvan

every section of the country. But if the amount of mail was
amazing, the contents of the mail were even more so— each letter
was an emotional document. The scenes they mentiond were
personal mementos, directly related to some event in the Movie
Fan's own life— the birth
of a baby in the family,
a raise in Joe's salary at
the garage, the purchase
of a new living-room suite
of furniture, a romance
that had foundered or led
to marriage.
Then, and then only,
did I realize that movies,
silent or talking, were as
influential as songs in
dating a cident.
period
inJust as or anan old
song
will
be
associated
with definite memories so,
too, with moving pictures.
Learning this, I began to
grisly
learn about Movie Fans.
The movie star, it
scene in "Beau
developed from reading
Geste" can
thousands of letters, is
never be erased
from the minds
not an
bloodof those who
less impersonal,
image on the screen.
Each
movie
fan
associates
saw it. The
dead soldiers at each star with some one
scene that he has never
the ramparts!
forgotten,
has movedsomehimscene
or that
her
deeply, some scene that was either tender or
poignant, wistful or gay, dramatic or shocking. And when movie fans wait for hours
outside a stage-door to see a star in person,
Bruce Cabot reor touch his or her coat or get his or her
moves the banautograph, it is not a species of ill-bred exdages
after
the
facial surgeon
hibitionism, as I thought— it is a definite
has mutilated
token
of beaffection
on the
fan's some
part
that
can
traced
back
to a movie
scene from
his face in repicture that the fan never has forgotten.
venge. A hauntOut of 20,000 letters I'd like to select for
scene Have
from
"Let ing'Em
you some of the Forget-Me-Nots that these
movie fans sent in, because the list of Forget-Me-Nots isreally a record of the high
lights of celluloid history. Here they are:
Emil Janning's return to his home on Christmas Eve in "The
Way of All Flesh" . . . Chico and Diane, as Janet Gaynor and
Charlie Farrell
them to
life in in"Seventh
Heaven" .love
..
Barbara
La Marrbrought
and Ramon
Novarro
their memorable

Who can ever forget Paul
Muni escaping in "A Fugitive
from a Chain Gang"?

(Left) Fredric
March quaffs the
drink that transforms Jekyll into
Hyde.

her makeup. Permission being granted,
I ran a contest and asked movie fans to
tell me the greatest scene they could remember from any picture, and explain
why it stood out in memory. It was my
belief that they would be bewildered by
confess
such a question, and that they'd
that they worshipped movie stars witha Forit
or reason. I called
out rhyme
gct-Me-Not contest,
and then sat back and waited.
Within twenty-four hours, the mail was arriving
in such quantities as to embarrass me. Mailman after
mailman arrived with sacks and sacks of letters from
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scene in "Trifling Women" . . . The fadeout in "All Quiet on
the Western Front" when Lew Ayres reached for the butterfly,
an agonized It."
contrast of beauty and death . . . Jackie Coogan as
the tiny, high-hatted chimney sweep in "The Kid" . . . The torture sceneTone
in "Lives
of a Bengaltheir
Lancer"
Garyaudience
Cooper .and. .
Franchot
communicating
agonywith
to the
Johnny Walker dragging his brother to the poorhouse in "Over
the Hill" . . . Marlene Dietrich rouging her lips as she faced the
firing squad in "Dishonored" . . . Valentino's love scene with
Nita Naldi in "Blood and Sand" . . . Cagney, strapped to a board,
catapulting
the doorhimof home
his mother's
killed. .by
he gangstersthrough
who brought
from thehome,
hospital
John Barrymore, in "The Sea Beast" wincing as the severed stump
of his leg is cauterized by a red-hot branding iron . . . Marie
Dressier as the drunk in "Anna Christie."
John Gilbert giving the German prisoner a cigarette in "The
Big Parade"feeding
. . . Gangster
Bancroft,
in "Underworld"
solicitously
a kitten .George
. . Charles
Laughton
raspberrying
his boss when Laughton falls into a fortune in "If I Had a Mil
lion" . . . Edmund Lowe handing Dolores Del Rio her hairpins—
the morning alter— in "What Price Glory" . . . The spine-tingling
scene
of the
oi^.m.
removesin "Phantom
his mask and
the Opera"
hideous when
face Lon
(ills Chancy,
the scene at. the
. . Norma
Talmadge
for two. and Eugene O'Brien, in "Secrets," on a bicycle built
Shirley Temple sharing the apple with Abraham Lincoln in
"The Littlest Rebel" . . . The birth ot the Dionne quintuplets
in "The Country Doctor,'' a new high in comedy . . . Donald
23

Meek, as the frightened tailor in "The Informer," nervously telling his rosary beads as he was third-degree'd by the Irish soldiers
... Sir Guy Standing in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer" pinning the
medal of valor on the saddlecloth of Gary Cooper's riderless
horse . . . The racetrack scene in "Broadway Bill" . . . Karl Dane
popping the German sniper out of the tree in "The Big Parade"
. . . Freddie Bartholomew's plea: "Pray don't beat me, Mr.
Murdstone" in "David Copperfield" . . . The blood-chilling calls
that Joan Bennett heard in "Private Worlds" . . . Charles Laughton,
Bligh,
in "Mutiny
on the
ordering
the
sailorsas toCaptain
continue
flogging
the sailor
who Bounty,"
is already
dead, the
ultimate in savage discipline . . . The wordless electricity of the
first meeting of
Clark Gable and
his Polynesian
honey in the same
flicker.
- Me - fans?
Nots
of Forget
the movie

for all the world to see. . . George Raft's coin-flipping in "Scarface" . . . Hertha Thiele, in "Maedchen in Uniform," climbing
the stairs to commit suicide, her white lips mumbling the Lord's
prayer . . . The gorilla climbing the Empire State Building in
"King Kong" . . . George Arliss, in "House of Rothschild," telling his sons to "talk with dignity, walk with dignity, live with
dignity" . . . John Barrymore beating Lionel to death in "Rasputin and the Empress" . . . Claudette Colbert exposing her
shapely legs in the hitch-hiking sequence from "It Happened
One Night" . . . Bill Powell and Kay Francis in "One Way
Passage," and the fadeout scene at Tia Juana when the two
champagne glasses break to pieces on the bar,
and the startled
bartender
says:
"What was that?"
- Me March
- Nots
. .Forget
. Fredric
drinking
the
potion that changed
him so horribly in
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" . .and
. Loretta
Young
J.im

. . . Millions of 'em
. . . George Raft
registering
hysteri-in
cal amusement
Cagney athon
in dance
the scene
marthe Bowery roomfrom "Taxi" . . .
ing house, as the
owner lights his
Jeanette
ald and MacDonNelson
cigarette with the
Eddy's thrilling
million dollar check
which Raft can't
duet of "Sweet
persuade anyone to
cash . . . Fred Asin "Naughty MariMysteryetta" . .of. Clark
Life"
taire's machine-gun
Gable's dog pulltap
dance
in
"Top
Hat" . . . Lon
ing the weighted
sled across the line
Chaney, his cloak
in "Call of the
billowing in the
Wild," to win the
wind as he stands
bet from villainous
atop the Paris
Opera House, his
Reginald Owen . . .
pasty skeleton face
Norma
chilling your blood
death atShearer's
the al. . . Edward G.
Robinson kicking
tar in "Smilin'
Katharine HepMargaret
ston in theLivingrear
burn praying for
Through"
end in "Smart
A never to be forgotten moment in the life of every movie fan
Johnery inBeal's
Money" . . . Percy
"The. .recovLittle
Minister"
. W.
was the scene in "Broadway Bill" when the odds were just too
Marmont in "Street
C.
Fields
and
the
much for the stout heart of Warner Baxter's thoroughbred.
of
Forgotten
Men"
. . . The German
Indian cigar store
fliers, in "Hell's
dummieseverin filmed.
"Mississippi," funniest sequence
Angels,"
volunteering
diveescape
overboard
so
that their
comrades to
might
with
"Some of my best friends are Indians,"
gasped Fields . . . Dorothy Dell singing
the huge ship, saluting stiffly and saying:
"For the Fatherland" . . . Irene Dunne's
"With My Eyes Wide Open I'm Dreaming" in her last flicker.
horror
"Cimarron"
that thein hobo
blown towhen
deathshetolearns
save
George Sidney and Charlie Murrav
the town was her discredited husband,
leading the donkey 'round and 'round
Richard Dix . . . The unforgettable
the water tower in "Mike," remember?
chariot race in "Ben Hur," with Ramon
. . . George O'Brien rowing Janet Gavnor
Novarro lashing his thoroughbreds . . .
to her death in "Sunrise" . . . Lionel
Walter Huston as the veteran manager
Barrymore's speech to the jury in "A
Free Soul" that won him the Academy
in "Prizefighter and the Lady," the flicker
award . . . John Bunny and Flora Finch
that made Myrna Loy . . . Charlie Chap. . . The Christians climbing the flight
in "Citygiving
Lights,"
a whistle
of steps to the arena where the lions
and lin,then
off swallowing
strange noises
until
awaited them in "Sign of the Cross" . . .
it was removed . . . Jackie Cooper's prayer
"The Prizefighter and the Lady"
John Gilbert teaching Renee Adoree to
in "Skippy" . . . Lillian Gish in "Broken
gave
Walter
Huston
an
opporchew gum in "The Big Parade" . . .
Blossoms" . . . Cliff Edwards singing "I
tunity to play a character part
Marlene Dietrich warbling "Falling in
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" in
which will long remain among
Love Again" in "Blue Angel" . . . The
"Red Salute" . . . Doug Fairbanks, Sr.,
our treasured memories.
elephants journeying to their last resting
pricking a "Z" on his duelling victims in
"The Mark of Zorro."
place in "Tarzan" . . . Wallace Beery, dyClark Gable's sweat-beaded face as the
ing in "Viva Villa," asking the newspaper
reporter to put something nice about him in the paper . . . The
Chinese pirates tighten the Malay boot on his foot in "China
Seas" . . . Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm Country" . . . "Three Little Pigs" ... Sir Guv Standing, in "Annapolis Farewell," rowing out to his old ship and, in his delirium, calling
The touching scene in "Cavalcade" when the young lovers move
from the rail of the ship and you see, just for an instant, the
orders to a ghostly crew that existed only
in his memory . . .
Charlie Chaplin eating his plate of beans, one by one. in "The
"Titanic" lettered on the life preserver . . . Noah Beery, in "Beau
Immigrant" . . . Walter Huston, as Abraham Lincoln, prostrating
Geste,"andpropping
his rifles
dead one
legionnaires
the the
wallsattacking
of the
himself on the rain-drenched
fort,
firing their
by one toagainst
convince
grave of his fiancee, one of the most
poignant scenes ever filmed.
Arabs that the man -power of the defenders is not exhausted
. . . Helen Hayes and Gary Cooper in "Farewell to Arms" . . .
Will Rogers' hilarious imitation of a crooner in "Doubting
Thomas" . . . The fight between Bill Farnum and Tom Santchi
Charlie Chaplin's dance of the buns in "Gold Rush" . . . Edward
in "The Spoilers" . . .
White
and Warner
Arnold as the drunk in "Sadie McKee," the characterization that
one
of the old movie serialsPearl
at the
nickelodeons
. . .Oland
Theda in Bara
spurted him into the big money class . . . The trick beheading
scene in Harold Lloyd's "Catspaw," gruesome but exciting . . . vamping any hero in any old picture . . . Fatty Arbuckle . . .
Mable
"Mickey"
. . William
S. Hart
Paul Muni, hiding in the swamp in "I'm a Fugitive From a Chain
glaring
the blueNormand
barrels ofin bis
guns in . the
old western
thrillers
. . . over
Nils
Gang," and breathing through a straw under water.
Asthcr and his grand performance in "The Bitter Tea of General
The dramatic scene in "Let 'Em Have It" when the gangster
removes the bandages from his face and his horrified thugs see
Yen" . . . Maurice Chevalier in "The Smiling Lieutenant" Jackie
that the slain doctor has carved the killer's initials on his face, Cooper and Wallace Beery in "The [Continued on page 62]
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Unlucky

Lady
Marlene
Beauty
Talent
Hp

Dietrich

Has

Unrivaled And
Unlimited, But
Luck At All.

iza

By L
Less glamorous and less
talented actresses have
made more successful
pictures than Marlene.
She has had to hold her
popularitybeauty.
by the magic
of her own personal

<

MARLENE DIETRICH must have tossed her hat on the
bed. And it must have been that little number she wore
that was simply mad with aigrettes in the early sequences
of "Desire." As you probably know, as far as "we of the theatre"
are concerned there is nothing you can do that will bring "bad
luck" quite as quickly and as completely as tossing your hat on
the bed. Walking under a ladder, spilling salt, having a black
cat cross your path, and whistling in the dressing room— pooh! —
mere child's play. Now of course you must not get me wrong, "we
of the theatre" are not superstitious, not really, why only ignorant
natives dancing the boola boola in the Congo are superstitious—
but just the same we don't take any chances, especially with hats
touch.")
—and
The er—
firstbeds.
time (The
I met "Lubitsch
Marlene she
shrieked so loudly I practically
jumped out of my skin. It was at a small cocktail party at Tallulah Bankhead's and I hadn't been in Hollywood very long and
was just awfully curious to find out if Marlene (who was quite
a hermit in those days) was really as beautiful and glamorous ofT
the screen as she was on, so naturally I found it a bit disconcerting to be screamed at before I was even introduced. First I
thought perhaps it was anti- Press week and the very sight of a
writer (flatterer) sickened her, but then I saw she was pointing
for June
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dramatically at my hat, which
was not mad with aigrettes, and
which I, quite flabbergasted by
so much glamour, had tossed on
the Bankhead bed. (Early Empire—William Haines.) "You
must
not dofascinating
that," said Marlene
in those
guttural
tones. "It is bad luck." It certainly was— I continued as a fan magazine writer.
Marlene has been playing in bad luck ever since she came to
Hollywood (oh, I know she's been collecting thousands of dollars
weekly—
moneyme isn't
everything,
my child,
it's wants
quite
enough but
to force
to write
this story).
Every though
movie star
to be the Number One Glamour Girl of the screen, there's just
no way getting around that. Personally, I'd be perfectly contented
to be an off-stage voice (the voice of Bugle Ann would be the
climax of my career) and most likely you'd be quite willing to
be the corpse in any murder mystery— but not so with those movie
stars. They've got more pride and prejudice than Jane Ausien
ever thought of, and if they can't be Number One girls their
little hearts are broken. That's the reason there can be no real
friendships between screen idols of the same sex— they're all too
busy being jealous of each other and how. You really can't lov e
Katharine Hepburn if she grabs that cinema plum, "Mary of
Scotland,"
right Colbert
from under
own nose,Award
now itcanbrought
you? Ami
when Claudette
won your
the Academy
out
the Lucrezia Borgia in at least six other glamour girls who were
quite certain that they should have had it. They all want to win.
they all want the best pictures, they all want to be on top—it's
the
law of the jungle.
And, in
dearallreader,
you've
never somebody,
seen such
disappointment
and misery
your life
as when
more glamorous, more popular at the box office, noses them out.
Marlene Dietrich came to America with a sensational picture,
"The Blue Angel," to her credit, a pair of perfect legs ami a
simply beautiful face, and was immediately acclaimed by the
Press, who had sort of been tipped off by the Paramount publicity
department, as the Number One Glamour Queen of the screen.
Marlene liked her title. Who wouldn't? And she had ever) intention in the world of keeping it— Benneits could come and
Bennetts could go. and so coidd Del Rios. Crawfords, Lombards
and Francises, but Marlene was going to keep her title if it killed
her. It practically did.
Of course I don't have to tell you, you old know-it-all, how
important pictures are in a star's [Continued on page 62]
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They
he

Polo

And

Ben

Maddox

Enjoy The Excitement
The
Beauty Of The

Game, With
Paul Kelly and
one of his ponies
at the Riviera
Field.
TIME was when you could drop in on Robert Montgomery
and
his missus,
a Sunday
and was
be insurethe they'd
be running
open ofhouse
for all afternoon,
pals. But that
good
old days of last month. Pop out to their snuggery one of these
Sundays and you'd have to sigh, "Cocktail for one, please James."
The other
Montgomerys
wouldn't ofbe thethere
to joinSetin.have
For gone
they and
all
the
modish members
Exciting
ecstatic
over what's the most luxurious of games.
Today everybody who's anybody in Hollywood is climaxing the
week-end at the polo matches. You see the latest in clothes, in
love duos, and in screen favorites, and you overhear the freshest,
most appalling gossip— all while getting your terrific bang from
this truly inaristocratic
sport.This
It's isa swell
excuseeven
to bea star
outdoors,
revelling
the sunshine.
something
looks too,
for.
Furthermore, here is Action combined with Class. Polo's so Society, don't you know! Let yourself go and become an enthusiast,
you can say Freddie Bartholomew you'll feel just like
aandVanbefore
Astorbilt.
The fine, furious, and expensive art of socking a white willowwood ball between goal posts of wicker (expressly made, to snap
ifyouyouhave
hurtle
'em)a ispeppy
fairly pony
simpleandat must
first glance,
evenelongated
though
to beintoatop
wield an

Its Velvet Fields,

Thoroughbreds

Dancing

And

Beautiful "Gallery."
a wild swing. The Messrs. Warners were particularly apoplectic
when they found that their Dickie-pie had been thrown fifteen
feet by a suddenly naughty nag. It really was this that ended
his active participation, and not his scoring a goal for the opposition. Yes, he did! Dick was so agog that he was a brother under
the skin to the quarterback who made football history by running
the wrong way for a
touchdown.
Membership at the

croquet mallet sideways. But it's not long until you discover that
it's
Manydifficult
a virilegame
film inhero
up and testify
that nothispushover.
is the most
the will
worldstand
to master.
And dangerous? A brush too close to a galloping opponent, a
spill under flying hoofs, and it's liable to be severe on a face that
thrills themselves
a nation. isThe
a lot producers
of addicts have
aren't
playing their
any
more
thatreason
Hollywood
requested
illustrious employees to avoid any risk of an accident.
Among Montgomery,
those who'veGene
retiredRaymond,
from theDouglas
fray areFairbanks,
Clark Gable.
Robert
Jr.,
George O'Brien, and Dick Powell. All with Honorable Mention,
because
they're
ridingoutfits
fools and
and began
showed practicing
exceptionalin promise.
They
bought the
proper
earnest. Came
the renunciation scene when word filtered back to their bosses.
Bob
denyblade.
that Gene
a mallet
dealt ahim
on thecouldn't
shoulder
had had
received
cut aonterrible
his lipwhack
from

,7^

/d^

,

Polo is one of Leslie Howard's few relaxations. Not all the fun is in playing.
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Heather Angel, the only girl who
can play. She learned in India.

Sketched hy Oxcitr Howard
ai Hi' Riviera wood,
Cluh.
CuW. HollyThe mornings spent in practice, when a few friends
drop over to the field, are
delightful, horsey and so
smart. Joan Bennett, Irene
Dunne and other stars watch
the practice intently.

Riviera Country Club and at the Uplifters, where the
movie folks go for their polo, is exclusive. But this
de luxe diversion isn't high-priced to watch. The
thrilling tilts are open to the public. At the Riviera
field, which is in especially high esteem now, you
may drive in and view the goings-on from your own
car, for forty cents. A seat in the grandstand is a
dollar.
Boxes them
aren'tfor too
more. Many
the
stars reserve
the much
year around,
so theyof may
entertain friends when they wish.
The current fashion is to meet for Sunday breakfast about eleven thirty a.m. One of the best spots to
rub elbows with the great is the Beverly Hills Brown
Derby, because it's so handy for those en route to
the gala jamboree. The tables are close and you can
greet the Spencer Tracys, the Bing Crosbys, Ginger
Rogers and Lew Ayres, Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell, Robert Taylor, the Cagneys, and Anita
Louise there nearly every week. Their eyes are bright
with anticipation
the Dunne,
talk centers
who'sloveliest
to be
vying
with whom. and
Irene
one ofon the
devotees, has revived the custom of inviting guests
to her home before taking them on out to the dashing doings.
You follow Sunset Boulevard, as it winds and dips
through the city's most attractive residential districts,
towards the beach. Right beyond the street on which
Joan and Franchot Tone live you descend into a little dream
valley. A red-tiled roof tops the white archway which is die
entrance to the Riviera grounds. They occupy the entire floor of
the green glen, and whenever you look up from the hectic fun
your eyes are enchanted by the estates that sprawl on the low
circle of hills.
It is actually a former motion picture actor who has popularized
polo
Hollywood.
"Snowy"
world-famous
Australianto
athlete,in was
featured in
silcnts Baker,
years ago.
Finally he decided
concentrate on his hobby and so he was put in charge of this
swank divertissement at the Riviera club. Nearly every celebrity
who's
become byintrigued
with apolo
introduced
technicalities
him. I made
trip b.ts
out been
one da\
when I to
couldii ^
catch
him aswith
hour. He And
has gray
hair, butis he's
as husky
and vital
any a ofspate
his proteges.
his manner
courtly.
"I shall motioning
be very happy
any [Continued
information onI jiagc
can," 72]
he
declared,
me to toa give
porchvouchair
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Delightful
"The

Poor Little Rich

A Perfect Play For The
Most

Girl" Is
Screens

Popular Player.

Shirley Temple Receives The SILVER SCREEN
Gold Medal.
i Hi

Shirley's
"Thank you" letter.
Shirley proudly
holds the medal
that was voted
to her, as the
most popular
player in pictures, by the
readers of Silver
Screen.

SERVE it on a golden plate in the great dining room of a
Westchester country house, and when all is said and done
spinach is still spinach. Not all your millions can one calorie
add, nor all your tears avoid one bite of it— not when you're only
8 years old and Collins, your special nurse, watches your basal
metabolism as a suburbanite watches for the last trolley.
Barbara Barry, heiress to Barry's Soaps, was at luncheon.
Planted at the far end of the long dining table in the huge diningroom, she looked as little and lonesome as the last penguin in
the polar seas. Barbara was everybody's dream child. And what's
more, being a philosopher, she was eating her spinach.
As she ate she enlivened the gloom by playing her favorite
game. It was a game you could play all by yourself and Barbara
was obliged to play by herself, because if she played with just any
child she might pick up a germ. Then Stebbins, the butler, would
tell Woodward, the housekeeper, and Woodward would tell Collins and Collins would tell Stebbins to telephone for the doctor
at once and Barbara would be put to bed.
But you could play this game without anybody finding out. It
was called Who Would You Be If You Could Be Anybody You
Like? Barbara had decided she would be Betsy Ware:
When Betsy Ware was two years old her mother died.
Because
poor asylum
she couldn't
she was the
sent family
to an was
orphan
. . . stay at home, so
Barbara knew it all by heart— how Betsy ran away and met
Tony the organ grinder and his monkey and a young man called
Puddinhead
and old
Ware
books which
stoodMr.on Spindelshanks—
the little shelf itat was
the all
headinofthe
her Betsy
bed.
if sheandhadnever
her have
way, toshe'd
Betsy again
and know
hisYes,
monkey
eat be
spinach
. . . Tony and
At this moment she sneezed.
A germ had sneaked inl Panic shook the country home of
Richard Barryl Stebbins told Woodward who told Collins who
sent for the doctor and put Barbara to bed. Then they telephoned
for her father.
Richard Barry had just met a young woman to whom he lost
his heart. She worked for his rival, Simon Peck Soap Products,
founded 1834. His romance was rudely interrupted by the dire
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news from Westchester and he had to rush home to discover
Barbara, sneeze or no sneeze, in the pink of health. Well, he
didn't mind. Barbara was worth the trouble and when she
sang for him her own version of the song, "When I'm With
You," her proud father thought she was the most gifted child
alive.
One person in the Barry household had grim common
sense. Woodward the housekeeper persuaded Barry that all
this exaggerated anxiety about his child was nonsense. The
father agreed she should be sent away to school where there
would be other children to play with. To Nurse Collins was
entrusted the task of delivering the little girl at Forest Grove
School.
Collins.
"Are you going to school with me?" Barbara asked Nurse
"No, I'm a going
on a vacation."
"What's
vacation?"
"It's a rest. You really become another person on a vacation." Barbara was a lot more interested in this vacation
business than Collins had any idea. If she had a vacation,
could she become Betsy Ware?
She thought it over as she sat on her suitcase at Grand
Central, waiting for Collins to come back. Collins had rushed
off when she found her purse missing. But she did not return
and the little girl had no way of knowing that Collins had
been knocked down by a motor car on
Forty-second street and taken to a hospital. The one thing she did know was
that she wanted a vacation so she could
be Betsy Ware, and here was her chance!
She trotted alone out of Grand Central,
and off down Forty-second street, toward

the river, she found
Tony, the organ grinder,
and his monkey, just as
in the Betsy Ware books.
And so a little girl
in a severe little school
uniform, who said she
was Betsy Ware and came from
an orphanage, followed Tony
and the monkey the rest of
the day, dancing when Tony
ground out his tunes and winning
of pennies
becauseshowers
nobody could
resist her
pert
charm.
Tony
was
worried
about her and tried to send
her home. Finally, when the
streets grew dim and lonesome,
he tried to run away from her.
Barbara followed Tony because there was nothing else
to do, trotting after him like
a little, lost clog, through the
dark, littered streets, past
strange,
furtive and
men pallid
and shrillvoiced women
children, and the big city, which is as
kind as it can be cruel, watched over her like a mother and saw
that no harm came to her.
At his own door Tony gave up with a shrug and let her follow
him in.
Mrs. Tony, preparing supper for her own brood of five, turned
with a fierce scowl. "Ha! So . . . what are you now, a kidnap?"
"I am no kidnap! The little one, she kidnap me!"
Silver Screen

Shirley

Temple's

Picture

The Little Rich Girl
Runs Away And Joins
A

Song And
Team.

Fictiomzed

Dance

by jack Bechdolt

Michael Whalen, Shirley
Temple and Claude Gillingwater rally round for
the happy ending in
"The Poor Little Rich

There was the organ
grinder, just the same
as in the book — monkey, children and all!
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"I'm hungry," said Barbara and that settled it.
They set her up on top of the clothes hamper,
because there weren't any more chairs, and she
and Tony and Mrs. Tony and the five bambinos
—they all had the whooping cough— shared the
spaghetti and— of all things— spinach! Princess or
pauper, when you're 8 years old you just can't
getInaway
the from
little spinach!
flat above Mr. and Mrs. Tony,
Girl."
lived a pair of hoofers, Jimmy Dolan and
Queenie Dolan. They were broke— hoofers usually
are— and trying to find a sponsor for a radio act.
Next morning Tony was grinding the organ
while Barbara and the bambinos danced. Up
above, Queenie was washing the dishes while
Jimmy worked out some new routine to the
music of Tony's organ.
"Here's one that'll set Bill Robinson talking to himtap. "I'd like
did an intricate
self," Jimmy boasted and From
the flat below came the
to see anybody tie that!"
downstairs.
rushed
echo of the identical tap! The hoofers
There was Barbara adding some new routine that capped
borrowed
they and
was that
of it Dolan,
Jimmy's.
bara andThe
the upshot
act became
Dolan
Dolan Barand
to do their stuff
afternoon
same
that
chance
a
got
they
for Simon Peck, the soap magnate.
Simon Peck hated radio. He hated all forms of advertising. He hated Richard Barry. Sometimes he even wonif he cared much for Simon Peck. Richard Barry's
dered
swift, modern competition had crowded the old man into
the necessity of having to go on the air, but he knew that
Dolan, Dolan and Dolan were going to be rotten and, even if
were good, he wouldn't like them.
they
While Jimmy and Queenie, a badly scared pair, waited in an
anteroom, Barbara wandered through some doors marked Private
and found herself in a room with an old man who looked just
he snarled.
are you?"
. "Who
Spindelshanks
like"I'mMr.Bonnie
Dolan-the
big radio
star. You
know, Dolan, Dolan
learned to say it with
had
we good!" Barbara
are
and
Dolan—
and
all the swank of Jimmy himself.
"Oh, so they sent you in to soften me up, did they? Well, young
lady, you're wasting your time. Get out."asked.
"Why have you got two doors?'' she
out nuisances that one door won't slop!"
"To keep
they both open!"
"But
Well, so they did. Peck had to acknowledge there was reason
in the child. She felt his change of attitude and smiled thai ingratiating smile that crinkled up her eyes and sent dimples
me a story?" she suggested.
"TellPeck
in heranychecks.
scampering
barked.
stories,"
"I don't know
"You know you remind me of old Mr. Spindelshanks. lies the
old grouch in the Bcls\ Ware stories that helps lictsy when she's
Simon Peck looked startled. "Are you hungry?
just had lunch. And 1 did something bad, loo . . .
"No. Iand—"
hungry
"What did you do?"
"Well, we had spinach. And while Jimmy wasn't looking I put
mine <>n his plate." she chuckled and when Barbara chuckled
(>",]
something happened inside of Simon [Continued on page
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Everything

Under

The

Girl Stars Arc Very Wise

And

Diplomatic Until The
That Love Comes

By Helen

Louise

Day

Along.

Walker

Kay Francis
found her marriage
to Kenneth MacKenna was
a mistake, but next time it will be
different.

a girl achieves success— real
WHEN
s—
n pictur
succes
in motio
you'd
y nearly
think that
she had
prettes,
,
everythingfaction ofwould
She dream
has the
satist, of
s come
vemenyou?
achien't
true. She has fame, flattery, attention, the
admiring adulation that every woman
craves. She has enough money to satisfy her
desires for a lovely home, for clothes, furs,
jewels, servants, luxurious cars; for indulging any reasonable whim. If she is wise she
is tucking away enough of that handsome
salary each week to make her future secure. She may indulge her generous impulses with exotic gifts to her friends and
practical presents to the needy. All this
while she is still young and eager and
enthusiastic.
In other words, she is sitting on top of
the world . . . until love comes along.
Perhaps
time for
really,
untilshe
nowhasn't
when had
her future
seemsit
assured. Or perhaps she experimented with
it in her very young clays and then put it
aside until success gave her leisure to consider her personal life anew. At any rate,
love all too often proves to be that wellknown monkey-wrench tossed into the
smooth running mechanism of the hardwon Paradise. Sometimes love destroys that
Paradise completely. Sometimes it is a
hazard to overcome with pain and bitter30

The successful
Virginia Bruce did not
find happiness in marriage.
ness. The Paradise is never so perfect
again.
. . . Barbara Stanwyck is the most
Perhaps
outstanding current example. Barbara, you
remember, had got off to a flourishing
start on a promising career when she began to be harassed by marital difficulties
with Frank Fay. That career practically
faded away and disappeared while she was
trying to cope with- those difficulties. Of
course she had illness to combat, too. (Remember those two terrible injuries to her
spine?) But it was heart break which kept
her from mingling with her friends in
Hollywood, heart break which finally caused
her to withdraw into a seclusion which did

The gossips insist
that Joan Blondell
has now found the
real thing in love.
not even include
the making
of the
pictures. Once
separation was
final, once Barbara was convinced that
there could be no patching up of the
romance which had absorbed her so intensely in the early days of her stage and
screen career, she emerged suddenly to
make one of the finest come-backs seen in
Silver

Screen

Control

But

Love!

many a moon. Her splendid performance
in "Annie Oakley" led to the coveted role
in "A Message to Garcia" and thence to
herButbeing
therecastis for
more"Volcano."
to it than that. Barbara is seeing her friends once more. The
gay, jaunty Barbara whom we used to
know. Only now there is more substance,
more depth, more sheer womanliness to
that red-head whom we used to call "the
brat."
"I learned about courage," she will tell
you,
seriously.
learned
it mostly
fromI
children.
Invalid"I and
crippled
children.
have learned how much a human being
can lose and suffer and fear . . . and come
through unscathed. I shall never be defeated again, as I was a short time ago. I
shall never be frightened again. And I was
so terribly frightened!"
She couldn't control love. But, once she
was free of its entanglements, Barbara was
herself again.
Consider Virginia Bruce. Virginia was
just starting in pictures, just glimpsing success in the distance, when she met Jack
Gilbert.
gave upfor "all"
her
hopes of She
a career)
love (meaning
and marriage
and, eventually, for her baby. The tempestuous honeymoon ended . . . and with
it her marriage. Virginia was left to piece
her life together with a strange assortment
of pieces. A broken romance, a fragment of
a career and her child.
She took stock of herself and her circumstances. She consulted older and more experienced people.
"I was too young,"
she told me at la:;t.

"I shan't make those mistakes again. I intend to give myself five years, at least, to
work at my job, to grow up, to become a
woman, before I consider love or romance
or
again.in Ithewouldn't
missed
thismarriage
for anything
world. Ihave
am merely
sorry that I was so ill-equipped for the exBut . . . she was free. Ho you see? Free to
concentrate on her work, to develop, t<> ma
perience!"
for June
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ture. Virginia never did
anything of any importance in pictures until
after she emerged from
that swift-maturing process. She emerged as a significant figure on the
screen. A figure of whom
line things are expected
and even demanded. But
. . . not until she was free.
She thought that she
was retiring from pictures
when she married Gilbert.
Why, she
was just
beginlearn
But shening tohad
to beherfreejob!of
love before she could
profit from the experience
of love.
When I first met Isabel
Jewell, she was known as
"Lee
heartthat.
throb."
She Tracy's
was just
She
didn't pretend to be anyelse, although,
before thing
she met
Lee, she had
enjoyed
the New some
York success
stage. on
"Do you know what
they said about Lee in
yesterday's
she
would pant.paper?"
Or, "They
say that Lee's next picreally
ture is going to be thing
somewonderful.
Exactly his
Often the dominant, fearless
She ate,
stars
on only
the
screen get
thou
h t,
sort of gpart."
breathed,
disappoin
t m efall
n t lived in the
when they
thought of
in love. Barbara
Lee and what
Stanwyck
"A
was happenMessage to inGarWhening to him.
she
was offered a
role in a picture she must
needs pause and consider
whether her acceptance of it
would conflict with Lee's convenience. (Mostly she didn't
accept.)
ceased cia."
toHerexistownforcareer
her. had
Then, one day, suddenly,
devastatingly, that romance
was over. The little Jewell's
beempty, bewilderingly
life was
reft of abruptly
its overwhelming
purpose. That
restless energy of hers had to have some
outlet . . . and pictures still beckoned.
Now Isabel is not a beauty. That sensitive little face, that tiny body, those trans-to
parent hands can only be useful
intelligence and experience. See her performance in "A Tale of Two Cities." It is
a mere "bit," really. But it stands out with
a clearly etched and powerful importance
which makes you know that Isabel Jewell
is going to mean something very definite
on the picture horizon. You have probably
seen her, loo. in "Ceiling Zero." She gives
you not only beauty but a sympathetic
trays.
understanding
of the characters she porBut she didn't do this until she was free
of the fetters of love. She bloomed with
freedom.
All ofallJanet
battles
studio
of herGaynor's
[Continued
on with
page her
75]

The Jokers Have To Learn To
"Take It" Themselves, But That
Doesnt Seem To Cure Them.

By

Elizabeth

Wilson

Ginger Rogers
^_
1o v e t o p 1a y
W
pranks,s but
goo
d▼
naturedones.

YES, I really believe that the practical joke is here to stay.
Though I still don't know why they call it practical when
anybody can tell you that a joke in Hollywood costs anywhere from five bucks to five grand. Impractical, I call it. Yes,
indeed, depressions may come and go, and so may the NRA, the
gangster films, and Anna Sten, but the practical joke is still just
as rampant in Hollywood today as it was in the golden days of
Queen Mary and King Doug, which little fact is amusing or saddening, depending on the point of view.
Movie folks, it seems, just must have their laughs. And hang
the expense. But it's only natural for, after all, their lives alternate between high-pitched excitement and dull, monotonous idleness and to ease the tension only one thing will do— laughter.
And so Hollywood will do anything for a laugh. Anything goes—
et comment. Whatever the price the stars are willing to pay. They
just gotta have laughs.
Because of this, Hollywood has developed a number of gay,
irresponsible souls who go blithely about delivering Easter baskets at Christmas and indulging in other nonsensical oddities—
these, Toots, are the practical jokers of Hollywood. And bless
their merry
I. Unless
you've
just stepped
off the
Chief,
and arelittle
up souls,
to yoursayears
in a nasty
Eastern
grouch and
all
set to up-stage Hollywood and its quaint foibles, you'll relish a
neat practical joke along with the rest of us so long as you are
not the
that's ata the
horseblondined
of another
color as Harold Lloyd
said
whenvictim—
he looked
Agnes.
Among our better practical jokers are Carole Lombard, Katharine Hepburn and Ginger Rogers. They are all three noted for
32

the stUnts they've pulled in
Hollywood, and a week
without a <W- from one
Qf those £hree ^ a du„
week indeed. Li'l Missy
Carole's latest prank of
importance concerned a
broken down Ford from a junk yard, yards and yards of red
ribbon, and Clark Gable. It seems that the gossip columnists,
from the very minute that Clark and Carole left the White Mayfair early to go home, but not together, decided that Mr. Gable
and Miss Lombard should fall hopelessly in love, and as soon as
Mr.Yes,Gable's
divorce washadfinal
thatfigured
he should
marry once
Miss a Lombard.
the chatterers
it all
out. And
chatterer

sets
his or it.herFormind
something
there's Carole
really nothing
you canin
do about
weekson after
the Mayfair
kept reading
the papers where she had been at such and such a party with
Clark Gable, and had been seen dancing with him here, there
and practically everywhere.
Then, one morning, when she read that she, a vision in white,
had attended the Turf Ball with the handsome Gable (and all
the time she knew darned well that she had stayed home that
particular Saturday night, all done up in cold cream and flu
remedies, playing double solitaire with Fieldsie) she thought it
was time to do something about it. So she bought a 1928 Ford
that had been junked, had it put in running condition, and
delivered it to her florist, who proceeded to paint it red and
white with a charming border of hearts, fill it with flowers and
ribbons
it in in
Mr.theGable's
on St.gossip
Valentine's
There and
wereplace
pictures
papersgarage
and more
items, Day.
and
Carole and Clark exchanged repartee, and everybody nearly died
laughing and Carole thought that was the end of that. But she
reckoned without Mr. Gable. Clark, it seems, is a thrifty soul,
so instead of giving the car to his man and telling him to take
it out in back lot and lose it he proceeded to have it painted
Silver Screen

)racti

cal

OKERS

Or

Clark Gable and
Carole Lombard
act like kids over
a joke.
entirely white and
use it to drive
himself to and
from the studio.
Then the gag
bounced back on
Lorn bar d. One
night recently,
when she had forgotten all about
her screwy Valentine, Clark made
a date to take her
to the Troc, and
Carole pranced
down the steps
looking for
too bcautiful
this
world in orchids,
chiffon, and waves
Robert Montgomery
—and, to her horror, found the Ford
waiting for her, with no windshield, no
has a natural, ebullient spirit — a plague
fenders, no nothing. But a Lombard
to his friends.
never bats an eyelash. She arrived at
the Troc (Clark didn't spare the
breezes) looking like a very young edition of the Witch of Endor.
Carole had another gag bounce back on her once. After
a picture had been completed, in which a trained bear had
played an important part and practically devoured her
and Bing Crosby along with several extras and the script girl
she learned that Norman Taurog, the director, was about to
have a birthday. So Carole bought a bear and sent it to
Mr. Taurog, who never wanted to see another bear as long
for June
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as he lived. The director bundled up his birthday present, hired
an expensive limousine and sent the bear to the zoo in it, instructing the driver and the zoo management to send their bills
to Miss Lombard.
Walter Lang, who directed Carole in "Love Before Breakfast,"
was the recent victim of one of Carole's practical jokes. Walter
was on his way to China and Carole gave him a farewell party,
at the boat, to end all farewell parties. His luggage was taken on
board done up with ribbons and "Just Married" signs, and as
the boat pulled out Carole and Gloria Swanson and Herbert
Marshall and Jean Harlow and Bill Powell and other celebrities
pelted him with rice and old shoes. Walter, a bachelor, says that
all the old ladies gurgled over him for the first three days out,
and after that when no bride ever did appear they started muttering among themselves that he had probably murdered the
poor little thing and thrown her body in the Pacific. He was
completely ostracized the rest of the trip.
Ginger Rogers, aided and abetted by Katherine Hepburn, recently put over as fine a hoax on Pan Berman,
RKO producer, as has ever been put over in the
annals of Hollywood. The girls are still laughing
and Mr. Berman is still blushing. As you well
know RKO was looking high and low for an actress
to portray Queen Elizabeth in "Mary of Scotland," which stars Hepburn as the ill-fated Mary.
Practically everybody in town, and out of town,
has been tested for the part.
For the sake of a good laugh, Katie and John
Ford, the director, had Ginger made-up to resemble the Virgin Queen, and Ford proceeded to
take a silent wardrobe test of her. Later, Ford
was in the projection room showing Mr. Berman
the different tests when' the one of Ginger was
flashed on the screen. Pan Berman bolted upright in his chair. "Who is she?" he shouted. "I
must have her for Queen Elizabeth." "That's
impossible," said Mr. Ford quite calmly. "She's
Lady Bertram
Douglas
on her way
to
Australia.
I merely
gaveand
her she's
a wardrobe
test to
humor her." "Good heavens, man," Mr. Berman
continued to shout, as producers do when they
scent new talent, "why didn't you get a sound
test of her? Has she sailed? What's the name of
her boat? We must get her back at once."
Well, when Ginger heard how excited the producer had become over her test she quite seriously and sensibly asked to play Queen Elizabeth
if she was as good as all that. But no, it seems
that our little Ginger is a song and dance girl
and just can't be permitted to do big dramatic
things.blame
Gingerher.was a bit irked, and I certainly
don't
Ginger's entrance into Hollywood was in the
nature of a gag— and one of the better gags! She
had been signed by and
PathewasStudios
New allYork
on the inChief
set
ii mmmmi i ,iinnnin i i i

Also on
the train
was
for her wood.first
picture
in HollyHarold Ross, editor of the
New Yorker, and he and
Ginger had quite a gay time
of it all across Kansas and
Iowa. At Alberquerque, Ross
received an invitation bv
wire to dine at a certain
supervisor's
[Continuedhome
on page
the follow6(5]
Chester Morris can
take a joke and
ride ontraining.
it, too, even
if it has circus
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burning

Hithvtntt*

as

Sands

From Ouida's romantic
novel of the French Foreign Legion, flashes thi*
glorious spectacle - drama
of men's heroism and
women's devotion, enacted
by one of the greatest casts
tlie screen has ever seen.

UNDER

TWO

FLAGS
featuring

COLMAN
(Beau Gesle)

COLBERT
(It Happened One Night)

VICTOR

ROSALIND

McLAGLEN
(The Informer)

RUSSELL
(Rendezvous)
with GREGORY RATOFF . NIGEL BRUCE • C. HENRY GORDON . HERBERT MUNDIN
AND

A CAST

a DARRYL F. ZANUCK
(Les Miserable* . . House of Rothschild)

OF 10,000
20th century

production

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Directed by Frank Lloyd (Cavalcade . . Mutiny on the Bounty)
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith • Based on the novel by Ouida
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WHY

GIRLS:

Beauty

Lovers

CAMERAS

WERE

Today

on
s ws
ge, of
and plainyersho
staAD
WE the RE
under tents, who are
old, but the gentle lights and
the life-saving distance between
players and payers saves them
from being recognized as the old
gals that they are. In the films the head of a
pretty girl will often be photographed so near
the camera that when the picture is on the
screen of a big theatre the face will appear about
twenty feet high. The alabaster curve of the
forehead becomes the rolling curve of snowcovered foothills, and every enticing form and
feature stands forth in its perfection.
We had the pleasure of standing behind the
screen at the Radio City Music Hall one day,
while a picture was running, and recall seeing
one hand move with expressive grace as the
shadowy actor spoke, and noticed that it was
over six feet across. Gutzon Borglum, who sculptures mountains, must have had this experience.
These magnificent and perfectly formed features, shown in such colossal proportions, give
us a new kind of beauty entirely. Here no
wrinkle may go undiscovered, and every flaw
is a monumental disaster. If we , ran a beauty
parlor, we would have a way of throwing up
the faces of our clients to expose their hideousness, and then, after they were fixed up with
permanents and transitory aids, we would allow
them to bask in the beauty of themselves in
magnified size.
The girls of the screen are really very lovely,
very young and deserving of admiration. BUT,
how did John Barrymore get to look like that
for Mercutio?

Know

Their Curves And

INVENTED

Dimples

Mary bird
Ellisof the
is a opera
songwho also qualifies as
an imperious beauty.

There is no
doubt but that
van
has ofSullalate
Margaret
beautiful.
grown
more

Claire Trevor smiles and
shows her teeth which, it
so happens, are perfect.

!

The

League

Of

Nations!

and something —
brushman.
probably
a fuller-

"Be

Yoursel

himself inhetheis
feels thatbutinclothed
MANY
dull fellow,
rathera aplayer
character created by a skillful author, he is
all set for any camera.
Caught off guard they are embarrassed and quite
desperate for a character in which to conceal themselves. So, many of them have adopted what we
may call a party manner. When the public comes

f!

upon them they drop into this alien self and go on
with the role until relieved. As a pretty girl at her
first party assumes a vivaciousness which may be
entirely foreign to her own character, so movie
stars have property smiles which are designed to
make anyone who is looking think that he, the
actor, is a hell of a fellow.
This explains the fur-trimmed short overcoat of
the actor of another day, and the flowing tie and
the spats. He played a part so that no one should
catch him off guard.

(Left) Victor McLaglen, on location, captures and kills a poisonous snake.

Mr. and Mrs. Joel McCrea (Frances
Dee) on the steps of their attractive
ranch house.

It

Takes

A

Actor

To

Real
Look

When

Natural
Photo-

graphed "Out
Of Character.

New,

Remarkable

and

Curious

contemplatTHE ingOriental
his tummyfakir
(he sits
mustall bedayglad
to relax
when it gets dark— the daylight, not the
tummy). Thus he learns wisdom. Steady contemplation of the motion picture business
teaches
one
many
be far off now. Andstrange
since things—
motion wisdom
picturescan't
are
of interest to us all, here are some of the newest
discoveries— and here, also, are matters strange
and unusual. Inevitably these things will affect
our own lives, spurring us to ambitious efforts
and perhaps rewarding us with a modicum of
knowledge.

On the new temperature controlled
sound stage at Paramount, the
thermometer can be held at below
freezing. Grace Bradley is beside
the nozzle of a snow machine which
is blowing real snow upon the

actors in
longer
will"13
the Hours
illusion Byof Air."
snow No
be
created by corn flakes. This is real
snow, made from ground ice, and
the actors will shiver real shivers —
guaranteed.

Jane Withers has
provided
quitefora nice
little
home
her
parents.
The distant
scientists in the
observatory, satiated
with Venus, could well
study ment
with
amazethis talented
star and her manystoried, dence.
modest resi-

Tala Birell introduces
a novelty
sophisti-In
catedtoHollywood.
her white enameled,
rubber tired rickshaw, she gives an
Oriental flavor to her
shopping trips.

In Picture Making, Where
So Much Money Is Involved, N^ew Ideas Are
Quickly Snaked Up —
Sometimes They Snav
Bach

Ann Harding and Walter Abel as
they appear in "The Witness
Chair."
They are and
Hollywood's
idea
of an employer
his secretary.
What imagination! Here is something to look into.
In "Poppy," W. C. Fields encounters
Ida Mae Moore and her fourteen-foot
python, a situation which would drive
weaker men to a condition of distrust
and doubt.

ayers gohunters,
there
utograph
istheputting
books his
of

Time was when culture was indicated by a tasty
grill work over the bead portieres. Today the
chromium bar gives the touch of grandeur.
The one time bar-fly sideling up to the free
lunch would indeed feel out of place in such
artistic surroundings. But the liquor is more
or less the same.

HERE

ARE

Pictures

!

A RECENT census of the studios revealed that there
were forty-one pictures in work at nine different
producing lots. The custom, generally adopted
throughout the country, of showing two features instead
of one has increased the demand and explains the increase
from twenty-five pictures in work two years ago. There is
great public interest in "Romeo and Juliet" and also in
with
being made
former
Scotland."
"Mary
Hepburn.
with isKatharine
and theThelatter
Shearer
Norma of
There are a number of musicals, including Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers in "I Won't Dance" and Irene Dunne
in "Showboat." We particularly are looking forward to
"The Green Pastures."

Betty Compson
Warren
Hymer andin
"Laughing Irish Eyes."

In

Summer

ALTHOUGH Eleanore Whitney
favors form-fitting swim suits,
(and who wouldn't, with her figure?), she has chosen one of Jantaen's more glamorous models. It has
a deep Vee neckline held in place by
contrasting lacings, and a high belt
that is very flattering to her slim
figure.

Seas!

her daily swim Rosalind Keith
FOR
dons a form-revealing Bra-Tuck
model sponsored by Jantien this season. It's fashioned from Kava-Knit, a
charming new fabric, and the shoulder straps can be dropped quite
modestly for sun-bathing, thanks to
the concealed Shouldaire cord.

favors
this practi'IRENE
cal butBENNETT
attractive
Jantien
model
called Adjusta-Bra. It also owes some
of its charm to the new Kava-Knit
fabric, which molds the figure so
smoothly, and has the popular Bra
top with braided shoulder straps that
are laced tied
through
small hem and
into aa bow.

Photograph copyrighted by NEA Service Inc.

The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS, now
Five
. . "Going

E the day of their birth, "Lysol"
SINC
has been the only disinfectant used
to help protect these famous babies
from the dangers of Infection.
The very first registered nurse who
reached the Dionne home, that exciting
birthday morning in May 1934, had
"Lysol" with her in her kit and went
to work with it at once.
"Lysol" has been used in thousands
and thousands of childbirth operations. For the danger of Infection is
high in childbirth : and doctors and
nurses know they need a safe, dependNEW ! ... LYSOL HYGIENIC SOAP
...for hands, complexion, bath. A fine,
firm, while soap, with the added deodorant property of "Lysol." Protects
longer against body odors, without
after-odor. Washes away germs and
perspiration odors. Try a cake, today!

safely through their second year
on
Three

able germicide like "Lysol" to help
protect both mother and child.
But here is a record for '"Lysol" of
extraordinary importance. Following
the most dramatic childbirth in medical history ... in the care of the most
watched-over babies in the world . . .
"Lysol" has played, and still play.-;, a
vitally important part.
Their clothes, bedding. diapei>.
cribs, even their toys, the furniture
and woodwork of that snug, modern,
little Dafoe Hospital ... all have been
kept clean with '"Lysol." the effective,
economical germicide.

Are you giving your baby this scientific care? Are you using "Lysol"
to clean the nursery, bathroom, the
kitchen, laundry, cellar. ..to disinfect
clothes, bedding, telephone mouthpieces, door knobs, banisters, etc.?
The scientific care given to the Dionnes
is an example every mother should
follow. Full directions for correct uses
of "Lysol" come with each bottle.
During last winter's flood disasters, thousands
of gallons
were rushed
to devastated areas,ofto "Lysol"
fight Injection
and epidemics.
Doctors, hospitals, and Public. Health officers know they can depend on "Lysol".
GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS
I.KMN » Ki\k. lilt:., Uloomfiefil, N. J.. Dent. SS-6
Stile Distributary, nf "Lysol" disinfectant
Pleas.- semi nif llie l>„„k called "LYSOL >>. GERMS",
with larlH alimil Feminine Hvgienc and oilier uses «>l
"Lynol"
At/me
tin

c lse.lti. I.elin * Kink. Inc.

FOR

First

THE

Warm

Days

For her first garden party this summer, Anita
Louise selected this extremely effective modern version of the Medieval "capeline" hat.

Jean Muir tops her tailored
sports suit with a medium
brimmed panama. The deep
oval creased crown is banded
with white ribbon, looped
through a yarn-trimmed buckle
at the front.

NOW that vacation days loom on the horizon,
it's time to think of our summer wardrobes in
real earnest. And what fun it's going to be this
year with so many varied fashions to choose from! Hollywood decries that "feminine" styles are altogether
de rigueur for almost every occasion except sports—
and even then we can go in for some of those dainty
"accessories," gloves, pocketbook, boutonnicre, watch
fob,
tively.etc., which brighten up severe costumes so elfec-

Marguerite Churchill is not only
stunning but quite original, too,
in this three-piece suit of handloomed tan wool, with the season's most unique accessories —
a "hooked rug" belt and bag in
brilliant green and purple.
With this fetching costume she
wears an overseas cap of purple
suede, clipped
with a green
wool bow.

It's the season for prints again, and
Joan Blondell has chosen an unusually
charming floral design for her chiffon
dinner gown. The high waist lineEmpire fashion — is accentuated by
twisted green and yellow bands which
tie in the cluster of flowers at the low
decolletege. A hip length cape jacket,
always an informal
asset, makes
it suitable for
occasions.

i

Hollywood

Martial

Does

Musical

A

Up

Mirthful

rBrown'

joins the army and
'slays' the world as the
head man of a riotous
regiment

of singing

Hons

Guns
Including Joan

BLONDELL
Beverly
Winifred

Roberts, Eric Blore,
Shaw, Craig Reynolds,

Joseph King, Robert
Those thousands of Bright
Lights" audiences who demanded
another song-and-dance show for
Joe have had their way! Warner
Bros, went ripht out and bought
that famous stage musical 'Sons
0' Guns,' equipped it with an
uproarious cast and all modern
conveniences including new
Warren and Duhin songs, and a
passionate apache dance number
by Joe that stops the show.
The riotous results emerge as
the month's top entertainment.

Barrat

Orange

Blossom

Time

Bridal gown worn by Sail
Patrick in "The Preview Murder Mystery."
The lame
gownwithis
fashioned
of silver
a silver leaf pattern.

June Travis in a charmwedding.
ing gown
for a garden

Hollywood Picture Marriages Stir The Ambitions Of Every Girl.
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The
Sparkling

Fires

Genius
From

Of

Glitter

The

Eyes

Of Luise Rainzr.
v,IENNESE

One of the most popular and successful themes for the plays,
novels and short stories of a past generation was woven
around the idea of the hero or heroine stepping into
another
shoes.audiences
Luise Rainer,
hitherto andidunknown
actress,
so
far asperson's
American
are concerned,
just that
last
famous "walk-out"
now left
her by and
Loy staged studio
Myrna wyn-Mayer
summerthewhen
from
Metro-Gold
her scheduled
hang"Escapade,"
comedy,
d Continental
in the sophisticate
role ing
suspended high in the cinema heavens waiting to be clutched
choice."
be "second She
luminary
whichever screen
by Fortunately
for Luise,
she cared
had noto objections.
had been
under contract to the studio for months without being assigned
to a single part and was delighted to accept work of any sort
rather than remain idle any longer.
Because Myrna Loy had, just prior to this casting, or mis-castsensational success in her "Thin
it, achieved
she termed
so far a as the press and Metro-Goldwynher walk-out,
Man"ing asrole,
guise of a somewhat minor
the
on
took
Mayer was concerned,
Was she
revolution, and the public started debating the question: justified?
or was she not suited to the role, and was her decision
I asked Myrna that question myself when I saw her on her return
from her "vacation" in Europe. To which Myrna only replied:
Well,
your answer."
yourself andandyouI will
"See
and you no
my answer
had have
picturefor eventually,
I sawthethepicture
so
answer,
your
had
likewise
and
doubt saw the picture also
there's no need of going into that here.
Yet what I want to bring out is that it's one thing for an
unknown player to step into the discarded shoes of a glamorous
star who has already balanced herself with amazing dexterity on
to
thing for her
anotherimmediately
of success,
dizzyso pinnacle
thethem
shoots
the public
that it's
well and
extraordinarily
fit
one
of
strength
her right up to the same dizzying heights on the
performance. And that's exactly what happened to Luise Rainer.
No sooner had "Escapade" been released than the critics spoke
of her in the most glowing terms of praise. And the public, keyed
up to a high tension of curiosity because of the publicity given
Luise's selection for the role after Myrna's walk-out, flocked into

enore

Samuels

BywithLthe critics wholeheartedly.
the theatres and for once agreed
So, not only did the critics and the public alike greet Luise
Rainer with open arms, but they immediately forgave Myrna for
her attitude toward the part which, if the truth must be known,
they had secretly attributed to the fact that she must have turned
high-hat after her "Thin Man" success. After seeing Luise in the
role of the naive, unsophisticated Viennese companion to a
wealthy dowager, they were convinced, one and all, that Myrna
would have been
mis-cast and that Luise was absolutely
made-to-order
for terribly
it.
Everybody was curious to see her. Some critics compared her
to herthat
compatriot,
Elizabeth
Bergner,
them. It's
true
her rather
delicious
accent I isdisagreed
somewhatwithBergner-ish,
but
morebrings
unstudied
this older
star's. Perhaps
it isher
her charm
youth isthat
with itthan
a certain
freshness,
a dewy
softness and a warmth of personality so definitely her own that
it defies comparison with any other star either in Europe or in
America.
"Escapade" did another thing for Luise Rainer— in addition to
possessing a role which Myrna Loy refused to play and which
consequently
like a calling
plum into
eagerNineteen
lap— it introduced
her to us in fell
a setting
for Luise's
the early
Hundreds.
A period, sartorially speaking, which was about the most unflat ering to women since the world began. And Luise, the newcomer, emerged from those ugly gowns and hats and cloaks a
true vision of feminine loveliness— minus the lovely aureole bob
of a Marlene Dietrich, minus the svelte, sophisticated clothes ol
a modern Norma Shearer or a Kay Francis— in fact, minus all the
typical Hollywood glamour touches so dear to the Lombards, the
Crawfords and the Harlows. She not only emerged, but she
emerged
triumphant.
And now.
after seeing her duly beautiful performance as Vnna
Held
in "The Great
in which
is again dressed
in
the somewhat
fantasticZiegfeld,"
and often
rather she
unflattering
gowns oE
the late Nineties and earl) Nineteen Hundreds, 1 feel that Luise
stands in a niche carved for herself alone so far as the films are
concerned. The onh two actresses with [Continued on page j<>\
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Lionel Stander
Has Found

A

J\[eu; Comedy
Angle.
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I simply stepped into their respective parts."
From an old friend of Stander's, I learned
that he put on such an exhibition in trying
out for the bone-rolling "super" that he sent
the entire company into hysterics, including
the stage director. Naturally, this individual
snapped him up in short order, realizing that
in his grasp lay a youth of enormous theatrical
potentialities.
Born in New York City, in 1908, the future
actor ran away from home at the age of fourteen. "My father wanted me to follow his profession, public accountancy, but I wasn't exactly statistically-inclined,"
as he chalked Stander
his cue. explained,
From the
moment I had entered his home,
he had insisted that we initiate

Wh
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y
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A boob is always funny
but a tough
IIONEL STANDER is boob is funthe new laugh-sensa- nier.
" tion of Hollywood.
Just as surely as he has skyrocketed into one of the
most dangerous scene and
picture stealers ever
glimpsed on the screen.
Ever since the lads and lassies of the film colon'
caught his frantic and farcical stage director in "Hoora;
For Love" they've howled for more, and still more, of thi:
comical young gent whose tousled hair
and whose hoarse
and guttural croak panics 'em into a state of near-hysteria
Were he twins, they couldn't get enough of him . . . anc
when Hollywood goes that way about any new actor you
can depend upon it there's plenty of fire behind that
smoke.
And there is— for Stander, big-boned and towering, who
looks as though he sprang from a race of wild-eyed Communists and is just about as funny as they come, has
created a new technique— if you can call it that— as well
as brought to the screen a very different brand of humor.
He's boy,
decidedly
eccentric comedian class . . .
and
oh boy,tops
IS in
he the
eccentric.
Of course Hollywood, ere this, has known demented gentlemen
who kept the village in stitches with their acting— but Stander,
whose middle
laugh—
is Jay, tostands
Nobody in
motion
picturesname—
today don't
can hold
a candle
him inalone.
the delineation
of slightly
madscrewy.
and "screwy" characters . . . and when I say
screwy
I mean
By the time you read this, his priceless interpretation of the
dumb fight trainer in "The Milky Way" no doubt will still be
fresh in your mind. "Hooray For Love" proved pretty conclusively
that a notcomedian
of partsofwas
withthatus,Lionel
but "The
Way"a
leaves
even a particle
doubt
StanderMilky
deserves
niche
all
his
own
as
one
of
the
great
fun-provoking
personalities
of the films.
Of Latvian-German descent, he turned actor because he could
shoot a noble game of craps!
When he was nineteen, and out of a job, an actor-friend mentioned ashow then in rehearsal that needed an extra who could
manipulate a pair of dice convincingly.
"I thought I could handle that part all right and rushed over
to the theatre," Stander told me, in his heavy voice. "I got the
job, and before the show opened I was playing six different roles.
There was a bit of sickness in the cast and as players dropped out

mm

msst m

If
T$AflBHf
Lionel's face
is a gift, but
his fortune
is in his swell
comedy sense.

his new pool table and
we were now embarked
upon
' ' I ac oheavy
u 1 dn game.
' t see
spending one-third of
my life over sets of
figures, so I packed
and left. I became an
office boy in a shade
"ars a week.
factory at the munificent salary of twelve dol"I remained in this job
for six months, longer than
I've ever held any other
job. Then I was fired . . .
for losing $147,000 worth
of
bonds. ofI was
heldnegotiable
in the custody
my
father
[Continueduntilon they
page were
7^]
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(Above) James Cagney, Leopold Stokowski, Fredric March, Mme. Schumann-Heink, Joan Crawford and
Franchot Tone. (Below) James Stewart, Franchot, Joan, Stokowski and Henry Fonda.

COCKTAILS

WITH

OAN

"ET'S give a reception for Leopold
Stokowski,"
Mrs. Franchot
across the said
breaktast
table toTone,
Mr.
Franchot Tone. Otherwise it was a very calm morning. "There
are Stokowski
so many music
loversto inconduct
Hollywood,"
continued.
"As be
longa
as
is going
here, she
I think
it would
nice tribute to have him meet his admirers."
Mr. Tone gazed across his two-minute eggs at. his anti-social
wife. A look of wonderment crossed his face. Yes, life was full
of surprises. One would think tossing off receptions was just part
of the daily routine. For a moment, Mr. Tone hesitated. "But
you don't like large parties," he reasoned. "Crowds scare you.
It's a wonderful idea, but I think you'd be very miserable. Why
don't
twice?"
Mrs. you
Tonethink
had thelongmatter
since over
thought
the matter over twice. Her
mind was rapidly becoming a jumbled mass of names, dates,
faces and places. Just because she personally preferred the little
Saturday night gatherings of her closest friends, didn't mean that
she couldn't survive one b-e-e-g affair. In fact, she rather welcomed the new idea. It was for such a worthy cause.
Donning her best gardenia, Joan was off to the Ambasasdor
Hotel. Up to Jimmy Manos, the smiling Maitre d'hotel, she
marched. "I'm giving a cocktail party and reception for Leopold
Stokowski," Joan announced, at the same time surprising herself
at the tone of bravery in her voice. "I'll give it in the French
room on Sunday afternoon. We'll serve fried shrimp on tooth
picks, caviar on toast, sandwiches, cakes, five kinds of cocktails

Joan Crawford Is Becoming So
Interested In Music That She
Gave A Party To Honor Con*
ductor Stokowski.

and tea— if anyone wants it." Mrs. Toney was
getting
r more social
Ashe
rr warbling
by the moment. Carl (Dimples) Je
Brisson,
"Cocktails For
Two," had nothing on her. "Cocktails for Two Hundred," she
called back casually to Jimmy, as she said goodbye. "Cocktails
For Two" indeedl
Back to that little place called home went our heroine. All
she had to do was make out her list and tell the people to come
and get it. It was as simple as all that. Giving great gatherings
was just child's play. The Countess di Frasso in her was beginning to assert itself. What did Elsa Maxwell have that she didn't
have? Hail La Crawford, Hollywood's happiest hostess!
The following morning, bright and early, found Joan Tone
on the phone. One week later, dazed but determined, she was
still carrying on. In Hollywood, a telegram is the usual way of
extending an invitation to a party. But never let it be said that
a Crawford does things by halves. This was a very special affair.
Joan felt that the invitations should be personal. So were some
of the remarks that greeted her, when she announced her presence
over the wire.
Poorofsuspicious
all, movie their
stars million
aren't in
the
habit
calling forHollywood.
themselves After
and straining
dollar
voices. That's why secretaries are born. Television would have
helped, but alas, Joan Tone was on her own.
"This is Joan Crawford calling, Miss Sidney," said Joan to
Sylvia. "Franchot and I are giving a reception for Stokowski on
Sunday
afternoon.
you Another
come?" There
was ribber,
a long thought
silence
at the other
end of Will
the wire.
Hollywood
Sylvia, who had never met Joan. "I'm working on Saturday and
I sleep on Sunday," was her curt reply. And that was thai.
"This is Joan Crawford calling," this time Joan was talking
to Robert Taylor, whom she had never met. Once again shewent into her act. "Oh Yeah,' replied [Continued on page 68]
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in the
DEAR little fans— out there
great big world panting for Clark
Gable— vou are in good company.
Every leading-lady, -even every lady of
stellar magnitude, is panting right along
with you. A few are even way ahead of
you. Yes, my dears, the blase glamour-gals
give him a case that would almost leave
you back there at the starting-post, they are
so eager and anxious— nay, insistent! The
ence abeing
be
thatoffthey
only
ed with
coat— no
his won't
button
satisfidiffer
ma'am. They want him to play opposite
them in a picture. And they are prepared
to put up a right handsome fight to get
him. They want his autograph, all right,
even as you do— but they want it on t.a
dotted line at the bottom of a contrac
It's the same way with Leslie Howard
and Bob Taylor, Gary Cooper and Herbert
Marshall, Charles Boyer and Bill Powell.
Not to mention Freddie March and Ronnie
Colman. The gals figure— a picture with
one of these devastating gents, and they
can'tthismiss.
They ingeta tophenomenally
be pretty shrewd
in
business
short
while— and practically the first lesson they
learn, which always remains with them, is
that the leading-man can make or break a
leading-lady.
Happened inOnethe Night"
say,Imagine
Charles "ItButterworth
Gable with,
spot!
Do you think it would have shot Claudette
into an Academy-winning place? It was
that team— that absolutely right complement of persons, Clark and Claudette,
which turned the trick. And so, before and
certainly since, the lovely ladies have
clawed each other tooth and nail— in a nice
way, of course, to get Clark for their screen

lover. Politics and intrigue, so involved as
to make European armament conferences
look like nursery games, go on under their
prettily coiffed domes, all directed toward
one end— how can I get Clark for my next
picture? You even hear them sigh, in unguarded moments, "Oh, if I could only
have
Clark then
Gable leave
to play
as if
they could
it alltheuppart,"
to Gable,
and wouldn't have to do a thing themselves
but just be there.
"Of Human Bondage" gave the best
young actress on the screen, Bette Davis,
a chance— her first— to prove it. She would
have been good, couldn't have helped being
good, no matter who had played opposite
the malicious Mildred in that picture. But
with Leslie Howard, she was superb. Exactly
the right contrast, the combination of remote poignant suffering, in Howard, to
her exquisitely defined little irresponsible
alley-cat. They struck a perfect balance, a
balance difficult to imagine between any
other two players in those exacting roles.

!

plav in a picture. These two pictures, alone,
have precipitated her out of the rank and
file into a high eminence— and we are not
overlooking her splendid performances in
other
pictures,
"Dangerous,"
for instance,
in which
she gave
a performance,
to this
writer's mind, unequalled by any since the
late Jeanne Eagels. There is no doubt
about
it— theHoward.
girl is good. But she is better
with Leslie
No wonder Norma Shearer held out almost any inducement for his Romeo to her
Juliet. Juliet is only half a woman without
the right Romeo, it makes no difference
who plays her.
Ann Harding in "The Animal Kingdom"

Robertlor'sTaystar is
rising, so the
girls
want
be that
star. to

Irving lected
Thalberg
seLeslie Howard
from among all the
eligible Romeos.
—will )ou ever forget it?
Leslie Howard and Ann
Harding. An extraordinarily
fine play,
yes. fine
Thereleading
have
been
several
men with the Harding since
—but we skip them lightly
and land back in "The
Animalat Kingdom"
recallis,
Ann
her best— tothat

Cary Grant once saved
a big star from the
ignominy of failure.

The com rast was not so sharp in
"The Petrified Forest," but they proved
again
perfectNo leading-man
can do what
for antheactress.
actress, no
Bernhardt or Duse, could ever do it
alone.
It would be stupid and superfluous to
ask Bette with whom she would prefer to

It's aexcepting
wonder "Holiday."
the girls
always
don't weave an unbreakable, inescapable chain from
which he cannot escape, to
keep Leslie in Hollywood.
One could forgive them almost anything,
when one considers what he has done
for them. How he does it is difficult to
analyze. Whether he puts them on their
mettle until they say "I lutve to be good
in this or no one will remember me in it,"
whether lie hypnotizes or mesmerizes or
charms them with that irresistible charm
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Screen

Play Opposite

Successful Romantic
Actors.

of his— whether he makes their most insignificant remark important and effective
because he is listening to it— well, heaven
only knows. It just happens, that's all. The
answer is that a poll of Hollywood leadingwomen would undoubtedly reveal an astonishing number who would be willing,
or shall we make it anxious, to play opposite Leslie Howard in a picture, for no
remuneration whatever. What will you bet?
Marlene Dietrich, badly in need of a
box-office picture after straying in the fields
of von Sternberg "art," has re-entered the
box-office with Gary Cooper. If you recall
"Morocco,"
he assisted
initial then
entry herin
no insignificant
manner.her Since
leading-men have been— oh well, so-so. I
can't even remember them, off-hand. But
you are going to remember "Desire," her
latest— ivi
Garybeautiful
Cooper. woman
She inis
called
theth most
the world— but she can't make the
grade without the right leading-man.
Gary's
healthy,is brusque,
sombre
hemannishness
the perfect
contrast
for her mannered exotics, her slight

By

Ruth

Rankin

Ronald Colman is the
veteran among screen
lovers. Even in this
photograph, from a
scene in "Under Two
Flags," he shows
his
absolutely
perfect
camera poise.

Charles Boyer is the top
among the romantic heroes.
touch of decadence. We demand contrast in our
screen romances, and you will go a long way to
beat the combination of pale frail blonde and
tall, stalwart dark-and-handsome Gary Cooper.
Bill Powell and Myrna Loy were the perfectly
idealized married couple— until you saw Gallic
and
vs. Secretary."
being Myrna
in an) inway"Wife
reminiscent
of Powell,Without
Clark
steps
into
the
husband's
shoes,
and
gives
111.it
mony a new boost toward popularity. You1 i

Nelson Eddy is a singer, but, first of
all, he is one of the most manly of the
leading men.

almost figure it's here to stay, when Myrna
|)la\s l he wife. Bui il might not work at all,
opposite saw Bob Montgomery. It looks as if
the lovely Loy should settle down into a life
of blissful hi'jaim. alternating between Powell
and
played inon"Whipsaw"
with Gable.
SpencerRecently,
Tracy. she
[Continued
page 77]
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Got

Husband?

one of our dazzling movie queens has the best
WHICH
husband? My editor wants to know. Confidentially, I
couldn't answer that question in a million years. Which
is the "best" all depends upon the girl and what she prefers in
the way of a male spouse.
But if you ask me what it is that these gents have which intrigues the fancies of the beauteous girls they lead to the altar,
that is a different question. I can tell you quite a bit about the
boys the girls have married!
First, the one thing most husbands of screen stars have in common, is that they wear the pants in the family. Yep, they do the
bossing.
"What?" you murmur. "Do these modern cinema queens permit
themselves to be wooed and won by the old-fashioned type of
the head of the family?" Yes, ma'am,
male who insists upon beingfamous
husbands
Hollywood's
sir.
yes,
and
believe in being the king pins around their
hearthsides, no matter how much temperament their lovely wives may get away with
at the studio.

They all have their own ways of
exerting authority. Johnny Weissmuller
socks tell
Lupe
and Mexthat's
that. (Don't
me Velez,
that little
ican firebrand doesn't love being
smacked
by her nohandsome
caveman husband,
matter how
much she yells and screams.)
Gene Markey, on the other
hand, is married to one of
the famous Bennett girls
known encefor
their individual
independand their
Bennett tempers. Even if
Gene were the socking kind,
I don't think he'd get
very far socking Joan.
No, but with his gentle
courtesy,
ful charm,hishe thoughthas his |

own ways for circumventing his
wife and having the household
run about him rather than her.
Irving Thalberg? Sure, he tells
Norma Shearer what to do,— well,
most
of themore
time ofhe that
does! later.
But, I'll
tell you

Grace Moore, as she appears in "The King Steps
Out." And her husband,
Valentin Parera.

Second,terestedyou'll
be into know probably
that a requirement for a Hollywood husband
does NOT include good looks.
Most of the famous spouses are
not handsome and they distinctly
are not male clothes horses. No,
boys, if you have a yen to wed
a glamour queen don't think you
will have to have your nose remodeled or go out and buy your-
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They Could Marry Almost Anyone — Millionaire Or King, Scientist Or Farmer.

By

Dr. Francis Griffin and his wife, Irene Dunne,
as they returned from Europe.

Muriel

Babcock

self a pair of striped pants and a morning coat. Most of the girls
have male Apollos thrust at them in such large quantities at the
studio that they are just busting to look at something homely at
home.
So you really shouldn't be a handsome actor and there are no
arbitrary rules about being a doctor, a lawyer, or a producereven if the latter three are kind of handy around any Hollywood home. You don't have to be tall, or you don't have to be
short, you don't have to have black hair or brown or even
red. Which brings up the question, if you don't have to
be any of these things, what do you have to be?
Well, let's analyze a few Hollywood husbands and find
out
what they're
like.Dr. Joel Pressman. Certainly, as far
We might
start with
as his pictures go, he is an unprepossessing looking gent.
I might even go so far as to tell you that some people
have come right out and said the) thoughi he had a
sour puss! What did Claudette see in him? Claudette, in
addition to being a right lovely girl, is an exceptionally
smart one and in her Joel she found a man with all the
qualifications mentioned above and— intense and vital
interests of his own— interests away from Hollywood, in
things far remote from screen tests and makeup problems.
Claudette, who has lived and breathed Hollywood for
so long, found this man refreshingly intriguing. Do you
remember when he smashed the hews camera on that
plane trip to San Francisco? What I thought was interesting was not his bad temper and annoyance at being
photographed, but the fact that Claudette would find time
to fly five hundred miles and back to hear her Joel deliver
a dry lecture in medical terms on the idiosyncrasies of the
throat. It showed she was making an effort to understand his
business, that she had a definite respect for it, the same kind
of respect she asks him to show her when he accompanies her
to a Hollywood premiere to watch a picture which she must see.
Why, of all the doctors in the land, did he intrigue Claudette
enough so that she married him? Readers, that is the question I
can't answer. You remember Elinor Glynn defined sex appeal
as "It" and Joel, I guess, has "It" for Claudette.
Take Irving Thalberg, one of our other leading husbands. Sure he's pretty
But with
Normahimhasbefore
alwayssheinsisted
she fellnice.
in love
knew
who he was— that she thought he was an
office boy at Universal when she first met
w.
him and felt her heart go pitty pat.
Which
means he probably has "It," too,
for
Norma.
For that matter, he is most attractive
personally to almost all women. He has
a delightful smile and a flattering way
about him even when he is giving studio
orders. He has an intriguing boyishness
when he is frolicking at a party. And he
has, above all, the rare quality of real
charm. I think it was Merle Oberon who
was quoted, when she first came to Hollywood from London, as saying that she
thought Irving was one of the most interesting and attractive Americans she
had met.
In addition he is young, powerful, successful and wealthy. In his position as a
producer of Norma Shearer's pictures he
can give her invaluable aid in being important as an actress. He, himself, is rated
as a very successful man. and his personal
fortune for all his youth— he is still in
his thirties— runs into millions. Really,
what more can you ask oi a husband except devotion, and he gives that to Norma.
Does Norma appreciate him and is she
a good wife? Yes, ma'am, you should see
her step around for him. She never asks
her. She
to goitanywhere
him think
"I
is more with
important
that sa\s:
my
husband has a good time than I. and I in
to gomany
to thelittle
places
he wants
go." She
does
personal
wifel)tothings
for
him. She [Continued
orders the kind
of food
on page
70] he likes
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his story, which you can see would make
him feel very badly. It is the best picture
Gary has had in a long time, and of course
Robert Riskin did the adaptation.

"13 Hours By Air" with Fred MacMurray and
Joan Bennett. Another milestone in the triumphal
march of Joan Bennett.
THE

-100

"The Great Ziegfeld"
"Mr. Deeds Goes To

-80

Town"January"
"Captain
"The Singing Kid"
"Thirteen Hours By Air"

-70

"Two In Revolt"
"Laughing Irish Eyes"

—60

—50
-40

—30
Silver Screen's
Picture
Thermometer

GREAT

ZIEGFELD

Rating 94°— Glorifying
M-G-M the Glorifier—
If you will take all the luxurious adjectives
and lavishly bedeck them with feathers
and use them for a chorus, and then in front,
in the center, put one super-inspired word
that means gay, beautiful, gorgeous, Folliesesque and terrific, then, my dear, you will
have a sentence that will somewhat convey
the idea of this dramatic, musical biography.
There has never been a sequence even
remotely approaching the succession of effects which accompany the song "A Pretty
Girl Is Like A Melody." The music is by
Irving Berlin and the way the scene is
handled is the most perfect compliment to
Flo Ziegfeld, for it shows that his art was
a new and definite method, which, now that
he established it, could be repeated by
his students.
William Powell plays the character of the
great showman and Luise Rainer appears as
Anna Held. Hers is one of the most important parts and she is quite fascinating.
Virginia Bruce and Myrna Loy are delightful, but the outstanding character after you
mention Powell and Rainer is Frank
Morgan, who plays the friend of Ziegfeld.
The picture is not in color, but it is more
colorful than any film we have ever seen— it
isis aa continuous
yet RayandBolger's
dance
solo number,story,
complete
entertaining
—every girl is gorgeously dressed, yet you
have the feeling of intimate, stirring visions
of girls, Girls, GIRLS!
It is the reincarnation of a great spirit.
MR. DEEDS

GOES TO TOWN

Rating: 900— Capra is in Again— Columbia
Gary Cooper in a fine comedy, with Jean
Arthur outstanding and Lionel Stander
very amusing in a press agent role. It has
a plot, too, which takes Gary Cooper, an
unassuming citizen of Mandrake Falls (he
plays a tuba in the town band, that shows
you) and leaves him surrounded by sharpers
in the neighboring city where he has gone
to straighten out his inheritance of twenty
million dollars. He makes one friend in
town, but alas, as a sob sister for a daily
paper she double-crosses Gary and prints

CAPTAIN JANUARY
Rating: 85 "—Number 1 Girl— Twentieth
Century-Fox
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, who is number 1 at
the box office these days, is all set to
beguile you; indeed, to completely captivate
you once more in her newest picture.
Shirley plays a little waif who is rescued
from the sea by a jolly light-house keeper,
Captain January, who is none other than
our good old robust pal, Guy Kibbee. The
action centersterminationaround
a truant
detotake Shirley
awayofficer's
from the
Captain and put her in an institution.
When Kibbee and his side-kick, Slim
Summerville, start coaching Shirley for her
school examinations sea-faring language
reaches the boiling-point, and you take a
roll in the aisles. Shirley sings "At the Codfish Ball" and "The Right Somebody to
Love," and, with Kibbee and Summerville,
she joins in the rendition of the Sextette
from Lucia de Lammermoor, which is really
a knock-out.
Buddy six-footer
Ebsen, Hollywood's
homeliest
funniest
(you remember
him andin
"The Broadway Melody of 1936") unwinds
himself to do a tango and a hop-skip-anda-jump dance with pint-sized Shirley. There
just seems to be no end to that little
Temple
accomplishments.
plays the gal's
acidulous
truant officer,SaraandHaden
June
Laiig teams up with Buddy for the slight
love story. It's another triumph for Miss
Temple.
THE

SINGING

KID

Rating 820— Jolson's
Brothers Best— Warner
THIS
far Al
Jolson's
best picture
date isandby one
of the
maddest,
singingestto
pictures
you'll ever
extreme Alpleasure of seeing.
If youhavemissthehearing
and
the Yacht Club Boys sing "I love to singa"
you've missed half your life— well, at least
a quarter of it. That song and its bizarre
staging on a city street, with the Yacht
Club Boys begging Al not to sing a mammy
song, is very well done.
Al plays
a popular
stage away
and
radio
star who
loves toNew
sing York
and give
money. He is cleaned out by his crooked
lawyer, who also walks off with his girl,
and one awful night at the theatre he loses
his voice, so, with his two pals who refuse
to leave him, Al, penniless and sick, goes
to the country. Here he meets a sweet
country girl with writing ambitions, Beverly Roberts, and her cute little niece, Sybil
Jason. Of course Al falls in love with
Beverly,
regains his voice, and everything
is hotsy totsy.
A slight plot to be sure but my, my,
the interludes are crammed full of the best
comedy and the very best songs. The Yacht
Glub Boys sing "My How This Country
Has bring
Changed"
and that
tan
the house
down.topical
Then, song
with itself
Cab
Calloway and Wini Shaw and a colored
chorus, Al sings a spiritual called "Save Me
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Star of RKO-Radio's "Follow the Fleet
Don't run the risk of clogging

your

pores!

I avoid COSMETIC SKIN this way". . .
• It's when stale powder and rouge choke your pores that
Cosmetic Skin develops — dullness, blemishes, enlarged pores.
Use cosmetics? Ginger Rogers does. "But," she says, "I
remove every trace of stale make-up with Lux Toilet Soap."
Clever girls use this ACTIVE-lathered soap before they put
on fresh make-up — always before they go to bed. "Lux
Toilet Soap keeps skin smooth, flawless," says Ginger Rogers.
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from reaching the boat in time, provide
the
sinisteris element,
and Alan's
the plane
plenty exciting.
Brianhold-up
Donlevyol
plays
pan G-manMarden
trailing and
the Ruth
bank
robber,a dead
and Adrienne
Donnelly play stewardesses. Grace Bradley
and Marie Prevost are in for a few minforget.utes as two of Fred's girls he'd like to
The plane gets lost in a snowstorm near
Seattle and has to land in the snow-covered
mountains, Waldimer breaks the radio set,
and what a predicament! It's all very gay.
TWO

Evalyn Knapp in "Laughing
Irish Eyes," and the mascot
of the picture.
Impossible to print a picture that
would make its point and still stay
within the bounds of good taste
E'D LIKE to take some person who had
just taken a harsh, over-acting cathartic
and turn on the X-ray camera. We'd like
to show you just what happens within you
when you take so drastic a purge.
If you could see a picture like that, you
wouldn't be likely to take such medicine again.
You'd be super-careful to take only a laxative
that is correctly timed. A laxative like Ex-Lax.
WHY HARSH CATHARTICS ARE
BAD FOR YOU
When you take a cathartic that over-acts, it
throws your entire system out of rhythm. It
hurries unassimilated food through your body,
causing violent muscular action in your alimentary tract. You have pains and griping.
You feel weak afterwards ... all worn out !
Authorities agree that strong purgatives
and cathartics should never be taken except
upon the advice of a physician.
WHY CORRECT TIMING IS VITAL
Now, what happens when you take a correctly
timed laxative like Ex-Lax?
Well, except for the relief you get, you
hardly know you've even had a laxative. You
take a little Ex-Lax tablet, preferably at night.
It tastes just like delicious chocolate. It works
easily and gently, taking 6 to 8 hours to be
effective! No stomach pains! No distress or
nausea! No unpleasant after-taste.
30 YEARS' PROOF
For over 30 years, Ex-Lax has been the approved family laxative. More people use it
than any other laxative in the world. You can
count on it for mildness, effectiveness and correct timing. A box costs only 10c at any drug
store. Or 25c for the economical, family size.
[
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
|
(Paste this on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax. Inc., P. O. Box 170
S-66
! I imes-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
| I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Sister" which is elaborately staged. Al's pals
and number 1 gag-men are Edward Everett
Horton and Allen Jenkins, and you've never
seen anything funnier than that mug Jenkins and fussy Horton playing dolls with
Sybil. It's all a lot of swell fun.
THIRTEEN HOURS BY AIR
Rating: 8o°—Paramount
Thrilling and Gay—
COMEDY, romance and thrills aboard a
giant transcontinental air liner bound
from Newark to San Francisco— and what
better setting could you ask for than that?
Fred MacMurray plays a young air pilot
with a girl in every air-port, all of whom
he tries to forget when he meets Joan Bennett, beautiful young heiress, who must be
in San Francisco before the Honolulu boat
sails to save her sister from marrying a
bogus
Also nobleman.
on board are Waldimer and Miss
Hawkins, two characters you won't forget
for a long
the most
pestiferous kidtime,
on theplayed
screen,byBennie
Bartlett,
and by ZaSu Pitts, who is a riot as the
frightened guardian of Waldimer, child of
divorce.
Alan Baxter, as an escaped bank robber,
and Fred Keating, bent upon keeping Joan

IN REVOLT

Rating: 700— Thoroughbreds— R-K-O
A SPECIAL treat for the animal lovers. A
thoroughbred colt with wobbly legs
and a puppy with a tucked-in tail start life
together in a stable. The story follows them
through scenes
of pathos,
excitement, and clouds
of dustmoments
to a finalof race
track victory. John Arledge, from Texas, is
their proudformance.
owner
and gives
perLouise Latimer,
froma fine
the New
York stage and lovely to look at, is most
pleasing as Johnny's
girl but
friend.
It's an
unpretentious
little picture
so humanly
appealing
that super-colossals.
you'll like it far better than
some
of those
LAUGHING

IRISH EYES

Rating: 68°— The Wearing of the Green—
Republic
ITseen
HASso probably
been agesdouble-crossers
since you've
many mercenary
lurking around the celluloid corners. In
this picture you can count the strictly up
and up on the thumb of your right hand.
Nevertheless, all the duplicity, rackets and
phoney fights make a rather ordinary story
fast-moving and exciting.
Walter C. Kelly, with his daughter,
Evalyn Knapp, goes to Ireland to bring
back the Irish "tiger" for the prize ring.
Instead he finds that Phil Regan, the singing blacksmith, has never won anything
more than a song contest and a street
brawl. But it seems that when a man is
in love he can do great things, and consequently Regan wins the fights, wins the
girls, and wins the audience.
Now, iftheyouocean
are liner
a technical
Tillie,upyou'll
criticise
for picking
two
extra funnels in mid-ocean, but if you
really lookwant
to be
you will
the flaws
and entertained
enjoy the music
andoverthe
laughs.

1
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.
«
I

| Name
|
j Address
- |
| City
Age
I
^ (If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal) j

"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" is thoroughly delightful,
with Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur in the leading roles.

A LITTLE square of paper can hold so much!
Memories . . . hopes . . . the look, the very personality of someone you love. Make snapshots now —
they'll mean everything to you later. And don't take
chances — load your camera with Kodak Verichrome
Film. This double-coated film gets the picture where
ordinary films fail. Your snapshots come out clearer,
truer, more lifelike. Any camera is a better camera,
loaded with Verichrome — use it always . . . Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The

snapshots

you'll want Tomorrowyou must take Today

Accept
nothing
but tl
film in the
familiar
yellow box.
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Heart of Every
[Continued from page 24]

Champ" . . . Lillian Gish in "Way Down
East" . . . Clara Kimball Young in "Eyes of
Youth" . . . Eleanor Powell's artful mimicry of Katharine Hepburn in "Broadway
Melody" . . . Norma Shearer cracking the
phonograph record over Bob Montgomery's
head in "Private Lives" . . . Mary Pickford
and Frank Keenan eating a breakfast of
burned oats in "The Warrens of Virginia"
. . . Theodore Roberts as Moses in "Ten
Commandments" . . . Rochelle Hudson in
"Show Them No Mercy," turning the machine gun on Bruce Cabot . . . H. B.
Warner in "Alias Jimmy Valentine."
I could go on for pages and pages, because the movie fans sent in thousands of
these Forget-Me-Nots, but these are suffito illustrate
the point
The cientmovie
fan idolizes
the I'm
starsmaking.
of the
flickers because of some particular scenes
which they have played. It is not a negligible
interest, this fandom of the movie-goers,
but a very real and a very intelligent appreciation ofthe performers over a stretch
of years. The scenes which they mentioned,
like those above, are the proof of the pudding, for some of these pictures were made
years ago, and yet the movie fan recalls the

Fan

scene and the characters in them as vividly
as though they had been filmed yesterday.
And the vast movie audience is sensitive in
its appreciation. Hundreds of letters recalled the scene in "All Quiet on the
Western Front" when Lew Ayres reached
out for the butterfly, indicating a discrimination in taste that frankly startled me,
and a memory that amazed me, for this
picture was made years ago.
As I said in my opening paragraph,
executives of the major companies might
well study this Analysis of a Movie Fan, as
revealed in their letters to me. I believe
that it would give the Hollywood moguls an
insight into your taste and preferences that
would be invaluable in all studio plans,
and it would give directors a guide to boxoffice pictures, for these are the things
which you liked best and have remembered
for years.
tality.
Never again will I look at a Movie Fan
and place a low estimate on his or her menJudging all of you by your letters,
you're a blue ribbon jury, because you
know what you want and your taste is 100
per cent.

EPSODENT
TOOTH

POWDER

1 GETS TEETH TWICE AS BRIGHT
. . . adds charm to any smile!
2 IS TWICE AS SOFT
. . . safe even fore h ild ren 's teeth !
3 CLEANS MORE THOROUGHLY
. . . foams between teeth
4 LASTS WEEKS LONGER
. . .far more economical to use!
Large Can

Family size 50C
c
Holds over
twice
5
as 2
muck
The Professional Tooth Powd
for Daily Home Use

Jean Parker and George McDonald, her new husband.
He is in the social register and a newspaper man as well.

Acme

"Unlucky
[Continued from Lady"
page 25]
career. A movie star never envies another
star's home, her husband, her car, or her
clothes, but mercy, mercy, how she envies
another star's pictures. A jolly little street
brawl with baseball bats and garbage between the Gas House boys and the Tenth
Avenue gang is nothing compared with the
fight a star makes for a good picture. No
matter how beautiful Bella is she knows
only too well that beauty and personality
alone aren't going to get her anywhere, but
no, she's gotta have pictures.
Well, for a while there, Marlene was certainly sitting pretty for "Morocco" was a
great success, "Dishonored" was a slight
disappointment but Marlene was so dev-

astating that it really didn't matter, and
"Shanghai Express" continued the tradition
of romance,
and houses,
adventure.
Mar-a
lene rented glamour
inaccessible
put on
lot of mystery, and no one really saw her
away from the studio. She still kept her
title, other movie stars still hated her. and
publicity people still salaamed three times
before addressing her— but something was
happening.
meddling
auditor
covered thatAthelittle
Dietrich
pictures
were disnot
making
Of certainly
course itwascouldn't
Marlene's money.
fault (she
the samebe
as ever) so it must be Director Josef von
Sternberg's
fault.
"Blonde Venus"
definite
failure
so Paramount
orderedwasMissa
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are

finding
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new

beauty

Make-Up

with

Discovery
..are

you?

JEAN
ARTHUR,
of Columbia's
"MR. DEEDS
GOESstar TO
TOWN"
shows you how powder, rouge, lipstick created by
Max Factor, Hollyivood's make-up genius, in
colorharmonyshades,cangiveyou new loveliness

The Powder that is Making
Women More Attractive

Rouge that is Bringing Neiv
Beauty to All Types

New Lipstick that is Creating
a Sensation Everywhere

""N Tow, smart women everywhere are
JLN| learning what every screen star knows
— that the color harmony shades of Max
Factor's Powder will make the skin look
younger,lovelier
other,"says
Jean
Arthur. Max Factorthanhas any
originated
powder
shades for every type of screen star, and
you. Try your color harmony shade of Max
Factor's Powder
and note the amazing difference. One dollar.

"T Tollywood stars use Max Factor's
XJl Rouge exclusively, "says Jean Arthur,
"because it dramatizes our individual type
through the magic of the color harmony
shades — a make-up secret that is bringing
new loveliness
women shade
everywhere."
There
is a color toharmony
of Max

TO stars
MEETforthea exacting
demands
of screen
perfect lip
make-up,
Max
Factor created a Super-Indelible Lipstick
in color harmony shades. "Being moistureproof,"
says Jean
Arthur,"it
may besurface
appliedof
to the inner,
as well
as the outer
the lips, giving them an even.alluring color
that
lasts indefinitely."
Max harmony
Factor's SuperIndelible
Lipstick in color
shades
for every type. One dollar.

Would you like to try Hollywood's make-up
secret— powder, rouge, lipstick in your color
harmony shade? mail the coupon.

1 1936 by Max FactorOCo.

Factor's Rouge for every type. Fifty cents.

SOCIETY MAKE-UP : Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmony
HAIR
Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK IN YOUR Dint
COLOR
CY£S □a HARMONY :
Gn»
Grrr - __□
Fmi
Ver, Light __□□□ Brtj*n □
IjWOOi
Cr«mr
Mfd.um O□
Rud<l?
Lighi.-Q D«k..O
Sillow
AGE - _□ BROWNfcTTtBAI 'NETTE
Fmfcltd a□ BUk
RtDHLAD
SKtN Dry □ L.gh( □ Lighi.-D
LigM.-Q D*.t..O

Um
5UJIMMER...

Tims
ptde
Aer own 7ttu£d l

Dietrich to make her next picture, "Song
of Songs," without von Sternberg, but instead with that arty chap, Rouben Mamoulian, in the director's chair, Marlene complained bitterly, went home in a huff, and
announced that she was leaving for Europe
at once. (Garbo always tanks she'll go
home, but Marlene always tanks she'll go
to Europe). Paramount started a million
dollar suit against her (all suits in Hollywood are a million or more) and Marlene
tanked
do the
picture. became
As a matter
of fact she'd
she and
Mamoulian
very

IANY hours spent in harsh
water fails to detract from the
gem-like loveliness of her fingertips— yet it took but five minutes
to achieve this lasting perfection
with F-O Manicure Preparations.
Women everywhere are partial
to F-O polish because it does not
peel or chip and its lovely lustre
is a source of constant satisfaction. A variety of heavenly colors
of creme or transparent polish
provides a shade for every occasion. Then, too, you'll find F-O Oily
Polish Remover a boon to brittle
nails. Try the FiveMinute F-O Self
Manicure today.
• F-O manicure prepl arations in liberal
\ 10c packages at all
\ ten-cent stores.

FORT ORANGE CHEMICAL CO., ALBANY, N. Y.

chummy, and she began to wonder if perhaps he wasn't a better director for her
than "85— take" von Sternberg. But, alas,
people laughed in the wrong places and
the
wasn't exactly
whatMarlene
one would
call picture
a sensational
success.
demanded that von Sternberg be returned
to her and he was— worse luck. In "The
Scarlet Empress" he went mad for gargoyles and infor"The
Deviland
is athe
Woman"
he
went mad
masks,
audience
just went mad. Poor Marlene— all the
glamour in the world at her fingertips and
it wasn't
doing her called
a bit itofa good.
Mr.
von Sternberg
day. She and
Well, Marlene was frantic. What to do!
What to do! She could pick up a fan
magazine
and allthere
a picture
to be
found of her
the wasn't
way from
the cooking
department to the crossword puzzle. Crawford with gardenias— Mae West with curves
—Del Rio with spangles— Hepburn with
bangs— but no, no Dietrich. So Marlene
changed her way of living, put on her
most exotic clothes and lunched daily at
the Vendome and danced nightly at the
Trocadero, and of course if photographers
were lurking around she really couldn't
be rude to them. She even made a "perappearance" that
her more
space sonal
in magazines
and rated
newspapers
the
world over than she had ever had before
in
appearance"
was
notheron life.
the The
stage"personal
of the Chinese
Theatre
but at Carole Lombard's party at the Fun
House on the amusement pier. Marlene
appeared in shorts. If I had a dime for
every
time I'veColbert
seen that
picture
her
and Claudette
on the
slideoftaken
amlife's
that nightbition—II couldcould
own realize
a race my
horse
named
"Wait For Baby."

So with portraits of herself all over
several continents, and people getting all
Dietrich-minded again, Marlene was all set
to do a glamorous picture and once more
be the big box-office star of America. Yes,
things had changed, she was going to get
the lucky breaks at last. She and Mr. Ernst
Lubitsch— a Continental like herself— had
become great pals, and Mr. Lubitsch of
the famous "Lubitsch touch" had promised
her if she would sign a new contract with
Paramount he would direct her pictures,
— MonwhatDieu!
and
withMon
her Dieu!
beauty and his "touch"
Everything looked rosy, and Marlene was
so gay she went out and bought the longest
car in Hollywood. (That burned up Mae
West all right). But poor gal, she just
couldn't have any luck at all. Paramount
began playing that little game we played
when we were kiddies called "Fruit Basket
Turn Over." When the excitement was
over and everybody had rushed for a new
chair, Mr. Lubitsch found himself in the
great
big the
expensive
chairstudio.
of production
head of
Paramount
Marlene
had lost her director. But he promised to
supervise the picture for her, so Marlene
started "Desire." "It can't miss," said Mr.
Lubitsch, "You've got Frank Borzage for a
director. You've got Gary Cooper for a
leading
more
glamorous man.
than aThere's
beautifulnothing
woman thief.
It's a natural."
Well, some people liked "Desire" and
some
people
didn't.
it was not
colossal
success
it Anyway,
was supposed
to the
be.
"Now, now, don't mind that," said Mr.
Lubitsch to Marlene who was plenty worried. "I'll personally supervise 'I Loved a
Soldier' and you'll be simply terrific." So
poor Marlene put her trust once more in
mere man and started to work on "I Lbved
a Soldier." And then Paramount started
playing
games Over"
again—again—
yes, good
Basket Turn
and old
this "Fruit
time,
when the excitement died down and everybody had knocked everybody else down in
a mad rush for a chair, imagine Mr.
Lubitsch 's surprise when he found that he
was "it", as we used to say in the playroom—
but "out", as they say at Paramount. Marlene, that lovely lady of no luck, not only
lost her supervisor, but added to all that
she discovered to her horror that she was
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supposed to go through most of the picture
as a ■ charwoman, and there's certainly no
glamour about a charwoman. Marlene went
home in a huff, packed her trunks, and
announced that she would leave for Europe
and a Korda picture at once. Then the
studio said something like who are you to
walk out on us and Marlene told them
simply by producing her contract, which
very definitely stated that Lubitsch would
direct her pictures. She had them where
the hair was short. "I Loved a Soldier"
was finally shelved after practically every
girl had refused to do it— and
glamour
some
$500,000 had been spent on it. But
Marlene didn't leave for Europe. As we
go to press, and right on the deadline too,
she has signed a contract with Selznick to
co-star with Charles Boyer in "The Garden
of Allah." Well, the Garden is right down
Marlene's alley. She can glam all over the
place, and no mops and buckets of soapy
water, thank you. As one of Marlene's most
dyed-in-the-wool fans I'm keeping my
fingers crossed (and my hat off the bed)
for Marlene deserves a few breaks— and
"The
Garden of Allah" might just as well
start them.

The

Delightful

Story of

Temple's
Shirley
[Continued
from page Picture
29]
Peck's flinty old heart, the kind of thing
that happens to the ice in a river on that
very first moment in winter when a stray,
shivering, wistful little zephyr whispers that
Spring is on her way.
It wasn't
before
Barbara
had
climbed
onto long
his knee,
the better
to look
at a picture book Peck had published to
advertise his soaps.
"Do you
she demanded,know
turning tosomething?"
dimple audaciously
into the hard old man's face so close to
hers.
"What?" said Peck.
"I didn't think I was going to like you
at first, but I like you now. Your eyebrows
areFinally
so niceSimon
and ragged!"
Peck remembered business.
He sent for the Dolans, and Margaret
Allen, his advertising manager (the same
Margaret with whom Richard Barry had
fallen in love the day Barbara sneezed.)
"I want these folks to start a series of
fifteen minutes programs, five nights a
week," he growled. The ragged eyebrows
knitted and hard old eyes glared at them
all. "You thought you'd trick me into going
on the air, did you? You deliberately sent
in this child to influence me. Well, it
didn't work. I made up my mind to go on
the air, long ago." He pounded his desk.
"Understand that!" he barked.
Barbara, sitting on his knee, pounded the
desk just like he did.
on"Understand
them all. that!" she growled, beaming
Nobody had been notified of Nurse Collins' accident
purse was
gone
and she
could because
not be her
identified.
Richard
Barry pursued his courtship of Margaret,
serene in the belief that his child was at
Forest Grove school. In Margaret's apartment two nights later he heard for the fust
time the Peck Soap program that had
grabbed the country by the ear.
He put his cocktail glass clown suddenly.
"That's uncanny. That child sounds just
like Barbara!"
Margaret smiled pityingly at the fond
father, but a moment later "Bonnie Dolan"
began her own version of the song, "When
I'm With You." Barry leaped from his seat.
"The telephone . . . where is it? Quick!"

Most

Bad
with

Breath
the

Begins

Teeth !

sure
REMEMBER this important fact— and take the
.way to avoid bad breath! Use Colgate Dental
Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes decaying food deposits lodged between the teeth, along
the gums, and around the tongue— which dentists
agree cause most bad breath. At the same time, a
e ingredient polishes the enamelgrit-fre
unique,
makes teeth
sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream— today! Brush your
. . . your gums . . . your tongue . . . with Colgate's.
teeth
If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube,
send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J.
We will refund TWICE what you paid.
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"Hold that child," he snapped to the
radio station. "She's my daughter. Be right
"Barry, is it?" roared Simon Peck when
they
gave him
put
something
over theon message.
me again!"Trying
Try toto steal
my talent, will he— Here, Dolan. Get your
wife and child out of here. I'll handle
Barbara
over!" was gone when Barry reached
the broadcasting station. Rushing along in
a taxi with Jimmy and Queenie she admitted innocently that she really was Barbara
Barry!"and not Betsy Ware at all.
Barry
Queenie, who had suspected the worst all
along, was the first to tell her husband /
told you
jump
out so!
of a"Didn't
hat? YouI tell
. . . you
goingsheto didn't
make
stars of us! All I can see is stripes!"
"But what '11 we do, Queenie?"
"Phone her old man where she is, sap!

-iry Maybelline
After long and intensive research to formulate a cream mascara that would
be worthy of the name Maybelline, we are proud to announce the finest of
all cream form mascaras! We know you will be delighted with the new
MAYBELLINE CREAM MASCARA the first time you try it, because it is:
1. Easily applied — without water.
2. Creamy,
smoothly* velvet-soft — covers full length of the eyelashes evenly and
Absolutely harmless, non-smarting, and tearproof.
The quickest and easiest way to achieve the NATURAL appearance
of long dark lustrous lashes.
Beneficial to your lashes, keeps them soft and silky.
Makes the lashes curl upward.
If you have been disappointed or dissatisfied with other cream mascaras
upon discovering they are waxy, gummy or stinging to your eyes — try
MAYBELLINE'S perfect and harmless cream form mascara for really delightful eyebeauty. The generous introductory size in a specially constructed
dainty gold-metal tube, complete with exclusively molded brush, is obtainable NOW at all leading ten cent stores. Colors: Black, Brown and
Blue. For perfect eye make-up in good taste —
INSIST on Quality— INSIST on genuine MAYBELLINE

WORLD'S FINEST AND LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

Then
I scram!"
TheyyouleftandBarbara
in the little flat, telephoned Barry and began their get away.
Barbara felt a bit bewildered and pretty
lonesome, but when the door opened and
an evil faced young man stepped in, she
didn't welcome this company. He was
Tony's crook neighbor, Flagin, and he had
tried before to get hold of the little girl.
Flagin had a hunch Barbara wasn't any
orphan and if there was a reward anywhere, he meant to collect it.
With an ingratiating smile that only
made his yellow face the more repulsive,
he said, "I'll make you a pretty present if
"I won't!"
you'll
tell me Barbara
who yourdeclared.
father is."
"You'd better tell me!" Flagin had her
by the arm. He didn't smile now. "Come
"I won't! I won't! You let me go—"
"You're coming with me."
"I spill
am not.
not!" She began kicking
it—" I am
on, scratching.
and
And at that moment Jimmy
and Queenie returned. Remorse had turned
themheels,
back.deserting
They couldn't
of
the kid act
thatlikeway!a couple
In the midst of the fight that followed
Barry and Margaret and the repentant
Simon Peck and the police all tumbled in.
It was all over, except for the kisses and
congratulations. No more adventures for
Betsy Ware! No more Tony, no more monkey. But she could still go on the air with
Jimmy and Queenie, sponsored by the
greatest
soap Peck
merger
the nation
had ever
known, the
& Barry
Soap Company.
And what was a whole lot better, Barbara
was going to have a new mama in the person of Margaret Allen.
The

Practical

Jokers

of

Hollywood
[Continued
jrom page 33]
ing evening, and for a laugh he wired back
an acceptance but added that he would like
to bring Elizabeth Dupont, eastern socialite
and
him. heiress to the Dupont millions, with
Well,wood sheatwasGinger's
first as
party
Hollyintroduced
MissinDupont,
a lady of millions on her way to Honolulu,
and no one recognized her until the Marx
Brothers arrived. Editor Ross quickly
called them aside and tipped them olf
about the masquerade, and you can be
quite sure that the mad Marxes eagerly
entered into the spirit of the thing. "Marpicturemurmur
material, todon't
you think?"
Harpo velous
would
an intrigued
director. "Too bad she's so rich," Groucho
would sigh. Finally the supervisor could
stand it no longer. He most politely inquired of Miss Dupont if he might lunch
with her the day after tomorrow and
subtly, oh very subtly, intimated that they
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might do business in the nature of a contract. Ginger told him that she had booked
passage on the Lurline for Hawaii, but
that she did find social life terribly dull,
and she thought pictures would be most
amusing. But she never did have that
luncheon with the supervisor, for she ran
into him at a preview the next night and
her unsuspecting escort proceeded to introduce her to him as "Miss Ginger Rogers,
greatest little dancer on the New York
stage, signednever
by Pathe,
lucky recovered.
Pathe." The
supervisor
completely
Ginger likes to dress up crazy and go to
a preview and rub shoulders with her fans
who have never yet recognized her, and
like Carole Lombard, she adores answering
her own phone and imitating a Swedish,
Chinese, or French servant. They say that
this great friendship that has developed
between her and Hepburn is based on their
mutual love for the practical joke.
Hepb.urn's
are ofmore
less the
famous, one of "ribs"
the best
them orbeing
one she played on. the late Lowell Sherman, who was directing her in "Morning
Glory." Katie was in her overall era and
simply wouldn't appear on the set for rehearsals unless she had on her dirty dungarees. Sherman stole them from her dressingroom one day and she was furious. That
night she drove her own station wagon and
five studio cars in a complete circle around
Sherman's
parked
carefullyto locked
them all, and
then car,
hid herself
watch
the fun. They do say that Mr. Sherman,
who was in a hurry to keep a dinner date
that night, gave vent to the most colorful
language— and Katie was avenged for her
pants.
Bob Montgomery once gave Chester
Morris a polo pony and Chester was so
touched by his friend's generosity that he
took the pony out for a canter on the Beverly Hills bridle path immediately— which
is just what Bob and his pals had hoped
he would do. It seems that the polo pony
had once been a circus pony and when he
felt like it he just sat down— and imagine
Mr. Morris' embarrassment when the pony
sat down on Sunset Boulevard right in the
midst of traffic. He finally got him on his
feet once more and was cantering away on
the bridle path when an ice cream wagon
with its jingly bells drove past. The pony
heard the bells, thought it was another
chukker, and dashed away like something
possessed, leaving Chester sprawled on the
bridle path, and Bob and the gang splitting their sides. When Chester told me
about this the other day, he said he had
recently played a good gag on one of the
health magazines— though, really, quite unintentional y. A writer had interviewed
him about the Healthy Morrises and was
coming back the next morning to take
pictures of them in their bathing suits
grouped around the swimming pool in
Sunny California. Well, when the good
lady and her photographer arrived the next
morning, Chester Morris and wifey Sue
Morris, and the kiddie Morrises were all
in bed with flu.
Eddy—
now you'd
himNelson
of being
a practical
joker,never
wouldsuspect
you?
—just loves to have a few friends drop in
for a party and, unbeknownst to all of
them, in the midst of their conversation he
will turn on his recording machine which
silently goes about recording on wax everything that they have said. Later in the
evening he will ask everyone to be quiet
for a moment and will proceed to play the
record he has made of their conversation—
and you have no idea how silly you sound.
Nelson gets a big laugh out of it. But the
guests who had fancied themselves as a lot
of gay and witty raconteurs are rather
pained by it all.
These recording machines and hidden
mikes and loud-speakers are beginning to
be a great nuisance in Hollywood. Nearly
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all
parties,
lot offorthesound.
up-to-date
homes
now, and
are a wired
Bill
Powell can lie in bed on his sleeping porch
and hear what you say at the gate and
also in his play-room. And as you well
know it isn't a Hollywood custom to speak
well of your host, so you can just imagine
that ole Massa Powell often gets an earful.
The "breakdown party," which the practical jokers of Hollywood threw for Mrs.
Donald Ogden Stewart, was a new high in
something. It seems that Mrs. Stewart had
had a nervous breakdown and her doctor
had ordered her to be in bed every night
by six o'clock. So the party started at high
noon, with all the men arriving in white
tie and tails and the women in full court
regalia, including plumes and long white
gloves and British
tiaras guests
(this asvisiting
a "razz"
the
numerous
in to
Hollywood at the time.) Carole Lombard came
in an ambulance all dressed up as a breakdown, but managed to leap from her
stretcher in time to play a heated game of
tennis with Clark Gable against Kay Francis (her tiara floating in the afternoon
breeze) and Clifton Webb. Did you ever
try to play tennis in long white gloves and
a train— No? Try it sometimes. Gable broke
his racquet and substituted a broom, but
no one seemed to notice the difference.
Mrs.
Stewart was
bed theby animal
six o'clock.
Hollywood
is allin for
gag. If
you're going away, or having a birthday,
or practically anything, you can be sure
that you will receive some live-stock or a

Remember that lips are sensitive. Does your
lipstick leave your lips rough and dry?
The new Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick never
parches. Coty thought of smoothness as well
as color. So a wonderful new ingredient was
added. It's called "Essence of Theobrom."
It has a special power to keep lips 6oft.
And what warm color the "Sub-Deb" gives
your lips! Color that's ardent and indelible.
Make the "Over-night" Experiment!
Put on a tiny bit of Coty Lipstick before you
go to bed. In the morning notice how soft
your lips feel, how soft they look.
Coty "Sub-Deb" comes in five indelible
colors, 50c. Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, also 50c.
Come to a new world of beauty... with
the new Coty "Air Spun " Face Powder!

little something like an elephant from the
zoo. Sid Grauman once sent a loudly
quacking
duckChief;
to Mary
room
on the
some Pickford's
of her bestdrawing
friends
once sent Pola Negri a basket of reptiles;
and Gloria Swanson, beautiful in orchids
and ermine, found a pig in her drawing
room.
The cutest animal gift was the French
poodle with diamond ear-rings and cute
little bows that Helen Hayes gave to Adrian. Ranking second in popularity is the
swimming
said thatlittle
Tallulah
Bankhead pool
startedgag.the'Tischarming
practice of jumping into the swimming pool
fully clothed in the hour before dawn. It
became quite the rage and all the smart
backyards had tuxedos, tails, shoes, evening gowns, chiffon handkerchiefs and
evening bags
mid-day
sun. hanging out to dry in the
Just when this fad was about to die
down Director Woody Van Dyke revived it
by
pushing
Baer, immaculate
his
tuxedo,
into Maxie
his swimming
pool at a inparty
he gave for the cast of "The Prizefighter
and the Lady." Maxie didn't like it. Ida
Lupino is the latest of the Hollywood hostesses to engage in this guest-pushing-intoswimming pool gag. Let it be said for the
founder of the sport— Miss Bankhead never
pushed, she merely jumped.
Hollywood will never forget the neat
little practical jokes, nor when the last
laugh pops wood—the
up.ClownMad,
childish HollyAmonggay,Cities.

Josef von Sternberg wants to know how he can be expected
to get anything done with a cat stomping about all the time.
Cocktails With Joan
[Continued from page 53]
Bob suspiciously. "Sorry, I'll be out of
town." (Wonder how Bob will feel when
he faces Joan before the cameras in "The
Gorgeous
By the Hussy?")
end of the first day, Joan had
made three hundred calls. Some of the
numbers didn't answer and had to be called
again and again. Some of the people were
working and had to be phoned back at
night. At the rate of fifteen cents per call,
the family budget tottered in the balance.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner were served
to Joan at her post of duty.

On the fourth day Joan began to show
signs of violence. "If one other person kids
back and says hi' ya Joan, this is Shirley
Temple,'
murder
she muttered
under her I'll
breath.
Then him,"
she dialed
Mr. and
Mrs.
George
Murphy.
"Oh,
how-ja-do
Miss
Crawford," cooed Julie Murphy, in mock
elegance. "So ducky of you to call me up
"But this is Joan Crawford, honestly it
for amoaned
chat." Franchot's wife. Julie suddenly
is,"
realized the invitation was on the level.
Thirty minutes later a huge box of flowers
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arrived at Joan's house. "Please forgive me,"
read the card. "I've never heard your voice
over the phone and I never dreamed that
movie stars called up in person." It was
signed Julie Murphy. Not only did Joan
forgive, but she forgot. She was so pleased
she had convinced one more person that
she wasn't pulling a gag, she invited the
Murphys to Franchot's birthday party.
And that's one way that Hollywood friendships are born.
The night before the reception, Franchot
was awakened in his sleep. From the general direction of his wife's room, came the
sound of Joan's voice. "Hello operatoroperator— this is Joan Stokowski— I'm giving a reception for Leopold Crawfordplease connect me with caviar— Operator—
There's fried shrimp on the line— This is
Joan— No— J-O-A-N— Joan Tone— Not Joan
Cohn— Operator— you're giving me too
many cheese sandwiches— Please ring Billie
Burke on toast— Operator— connect Cesare
Romero with a dry martini— Is this James
Fonda— No, I mean Henry Stewart— I mean
Henry James— Operator— This is Joan Reception calling— I'm giving a Crawford Sunday afternoon for Franchot Stokowski—
Hello— Operator— Operator— O-O-h— Operatori"
Came the dawn (as we used to say in
silent pictures) and the day of the reception. Joan, looking as fresh as the proverbial daisy, came down the stairs. "I had
such a good night's rest," she exclaimed.
"Everything is in order. I had a special
hat
designed
wearby today
they're
rushing
it out tohere
specialand
messenger.
It's the only thing that isn't taken care of."
Franchot
at his wifecould
withtake
admiration. How gazed
those Crawfords
it!
Carefully Joan dressed for the reception.
For the occasion she had chosen a navy
blue crepe suit, a large crown-less picture
hat (that hadn't yet arrived) and a corsage
of white hyacinths. She had even managed
to sneak out in the yard and acquire the
beginning of a sun-tan. Everything was
sweetness and light. As soon as her hat
arrived, she could relax until time for her
big moment.
Finally the hat arrived. Joan took one
look at the outside label and flew down
the stairs. Just in time she caught the messenger, as he was driving away. "If you
don't mind," she said, between clenched
teeth, "I'll take my own hat. This one is
addressed
At four toP.Joan
M. Bennett!"
on the dot, Joan and
Franchot received their first guest. The
atmosphere bristled with importance. Graciously, and without a sign of nerves, Joan
bowed and smiled at each new arrival. One
would have thought that huge receptions
were just a passing fancy. For two hours
and a half, Joan and Franchot never
stopped doing their stuff. By actual count,
they had issued two hundred and eleven
invitations. Out of that number, all but
eleven appeared. At most Hollywood
parties, when eleven are actually invited—
two hundred usually show up.
When the white-haired Stokowski arrived, Franchot introduced him with a brief
informal speech. The conductor (drawing
gasps and sighs from the ladies) spoke
glowingly of motion picture possibilities. If
anyone expected things to take an artistic
turn, they were doomed to disappointment.
From a platform a stringed trio broke out
in lilting tune. An endless stream of waiters
glided in and out among the guests. The
air suddenly became heavy with laughter
and conversation. Cinema stars twinkled at
every turn. The party was in full sway.
Hollywood is still talking about the
Crawford-Tone reception for Stokowski.
Given in perfect taste, dignified and yet at
all times enjoyable, this affair was one of
the nicest of the year. Stars who never
venture away from their own fireside put
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in a personal appearance. Irene Dunne was
there with her visiting husband. Fred MacMurray and his fiancee, Lillian Lamont,
deserted that Sunset Boulevard tea room
and came right out in the open to be seen
together. Irene Hervey arrived with Allan
Jones. For hours they sat in a far corner
and kept their heads together in deep conversation. Recently Allan presented Irene
with an engagement ring. Wonder if he
popped the question at Joan's party?
In another part of the room sat "Dr.
Dafoe" and "Diamond Jim Brady."
"Where're all your diamonds, Jim?" kidded
Jean Hersholt. "I gave them all to your
quintuplets,"
Arnold
humorously. Justreplied
then all Edward
necks craned
toward
the door, as Madame Schumann-Heink
made a dramatic entrance.
With both hands outstretched she swept
in and was greeted by Joan Crawford.
"This is a special event for me," beamed
the great Diva. "I never go to parties, so
IRichard
can't beCromwell
responsibleandfor Henry
my behavior."
Fonda,
simultaneously, rushed forward with chairs.
"Thank you very much," said that grand
old lady. "But I'm in the movies now and
I have
to watch
my figure."
Barbara
Stanwyck
(wearing silver nail
polish) sat talking to James Stewart. Adrian,
talking to Billie Burke, thanked her for
marrying
Flo amazed,
Ziegfeld. as"But
Billie, looking
only why?"
she can asked
look
amazed "Because the story of your life
made such a wonderful picture for me to
costume," nesslike
saidtones.Adrian,
in his were
most intimate
unbusiAll around
groups,
talking, having
time. Thelaughing,
Gene Lockharts
talked atogood
the
Gleasons, and the Gleasons talked to Freddy
Which

March. The Frank Forrests talked to Helen
Gahagan (Melvin Douglas had to work),
Jean Dixon brought Judith Anderson (who
had such a good time seeing stars!) Irvin S.
Cobb, Marion Talley, Edward G. Robinson,
the Basil Rathbones, the Norman Fosters,
Rouben Mamoulian, the Paul Kellys, the
Otto Klemperers, the Otto Morandos (Joan
and Franchot's singing teacher) the Dudley
Digges, Charles Ray (he was a star when
Joan
in Weavers,
"Paris")
Dorothyplayed
Arzner,opposite
the JohnhimV. A.
the Samuel Hoffensteins, Dr. Bertrand
Frohman (the noted Psychoanalyst), Dr.
William Branch, Dr. Joel Pressman and
wife (you may call her Claudette Colbert),
Jessie Ralph, Walter Plunkett, Una Merkel,
Madge Evans, Jean Muir, Louis B. Mayer,
Constance Collier, the John Emersons,
Francis Lederer with Mary Loos, The Frank
Tuttles, Duncan Rinaldo (enthusiastically
greeted by all his well-wishers), Ginger
Rogers, Lew Ayres, Joan Blondell, Dick
Powell, the Jimmy Cagneys, the Robert
Montgomerys and so on down the list.
Promptly at six-thirty the guests began
to leave. That in itself is an achievement
in
this time, grin.
Joan'sForsmile
had Hollywood.
frozen into By
a permanent
the
first time she began to show signs of weariwas a great
success.
careerness.asThe aparty
Hollywood
hostess
was Joan's
safely
launched. But just when it seemed she
couldn't take it a moment longer, the door
burst open and in walked columnist Sidney
Skolsky. Being detained at a radio station,
he was putting in a belated appearance.
"Mr. Skolsky, this is Mr. Stokowski," muttered Joan, with her last bit of remaining
strength. And now you know the stuff out
of which movie stars are made.

Star Got The Best Husband?
[Continued from page 57]

best, she tries to get home from work
ahead of him. She runs the house smoothly
for him and— here is a little personal secret
—she always puts make-up on before going
to bed. She says it may not be so awfully
good for the skin, but it is awfully good
for one's looks in the cold hard light of the
morning and very conducive to happy marriage! Yes, Norma appreciates her Irving.
Of course, if I drew Valentine Parera,
the husband of Grace Moore, in a lottery
of husbands, I'd never open my mouth to
complain. Parera, you know, is a high born
Spanish actor, the Ronald Colman of his
own country, and like most Spaniards, is a
gentleman to his finger tips, with all the
old world charm, courtesy, gallantry and
gentleness. I imagine he is brave too, although I know of no specific examples to
prove
that.
Everybody who works with and adores
Grace Moore, loves Parera, too Instead of
dreading to see him come on the set— as
they do some husbands, they look forward
to his arrival. They know if Grace has had
a bad day and gone a bit temperamental—
as opera stars do— Parera will soothe and
calm her, and straighten matters out. I
saw him do an unexpectedly charming thingone day. On the last day of the shooting
of "One Night of Love" it rained unexpectedly and when Grace came out of the
sound recording room, rain was pouring
down. She had on a flimsy chiffon dress, and
like
a flash off
cameher,Parera
which
he bundled
about
while's coat
he himself
walked the length of the lot in his shirt
sleeves and vest.
Grace adores him. She told me: "I have
found myself since I married. Life has
never
so much
before."
Her meant
devotion
to himto ismesweet.
She talks
to him in Spanish and French but often

ends up in her good old Southern drawl,
as she admonishes "Honey, take care of
yourself."
year marriage,
except one,
the
anniversaryEvery
of their
theyon have
gone back to the chateau in Italy where
they spent their honeymoon. This past
year, on the fourth anniversary, both were
in Hollywood and the trip to Italy simply
could not be made, so they traveled 10
Yosemite and rode burros up to Glacier
Point, one of the most beautiful peaks in
America. Here they ate their lunch and
drank
to each others'
bottle ol
old Bordeaux.
It was health
the sortin ofa romantic
thing they love to do together.
Although
Genefrom
Markey
a dyed-in-thewool
American
the ismiddle
western
state of Illinois, he has much of the same
charm, gentleness and romance in his heart.
Some people have called him the husbantl
perfect.
That'sJoan
a pretty
broadloves
statement,
but
I do think
Bennett
him truly
and appreciates his fine traits.
Gene is handsome and attractive— he has
dark hair and dark eyes and carries himself well. He is charmingly witty. He tells
some of the most delightful and amusing
stories I have heard, and in his career as
a brilliant writer he has known practically
everybody famous who was interesting.
But the thing that makes him a husband
to be treasured is his unselfishness and his
thoughtful ness. He always thinks of the
little things— such as always having flowers
on the table, when he invites Joan to lunch
at the studio; always giving her some new
present which, invariably, he will take
pains to have initialed; 'phoning regularly
to see how Joan feels and how her work
is going; sending flowers to her at home
and on the set,— sometimes two or three
rosebuds,
or, aenormous
gardenia boxes
or two,of and
sometimes several
flowers!

Silver
He is forever trying to think of new
ways in which to surprise and please Joan.
One day she misplaced a cigarette case that
she was very fond of and the next day
(from Gene by special messenger to the
studio) came a beautiful new gold one with
a compact to match, with her initials on
it. And he is one husband that never forgets an anniversary!
There is too much Bennett in Joan to
be bossed directly by Gene, but he does a
fine job of managing her without her
knowledge, by seemingly always giving her
her own way but at the same time directing
it to their good as Mr. and Mrs. Markey.
And here's Dr. Francis Griffin, the husband of Irene Dunne, probably just what
the doctor would order for quiet, reserved
Irene Dunne. Doctor Griffin is a man of
about 40 with graying hair and of medium
height, who is quiet, thoughtful, unassuming by temperament and a New York dentist
by profession.
He comes to the Coast to visit Irene
whenever he can spare the time from his
work and she likewise rushes east as soon
as a picture is finished. When here, they go
about quietly together, see only a very few
friends and play a great deal of golf. He
takes a deep, thoughtful and helpful interest in her work. On the evenings of those
important days when she records her songs,
and he is in New York, he phones her long
distance to soothe and reassure her. When
he is in Hollywood, he will go right into
the control room and listen, making suggestions and criticisms.
They must love each other a great deal
to be separated so much of the time and
yet be happy. I imagine their separation
was not worked out without much compromise, for when they were first married he
asked Irene, and she agreed, to give up her
work to be just a wife. Perhaps if I tell
you a little of their romance it will explain
him as a husband.
They met one night at a party. It was
at that period in Irene's career when she
was tremendously ambitious and had resolved to let romance occupy no part of
her time. But she found she could not get
thoughts of the quiet, pleasant doctor out
of her mind. She had thought he liked her,
but he did not telephone. Meanwhile, similar thought processes were going on with
Doctor Griffin. He, too, had resolved not to
think of romance for a long time, but he
could not get Irene out of his mind. Finally,
after three weeks, he telephoned for a date
and Irene accepted promptly— breaking an
appointment for a French lesson and a massage in order to go out with this young
man.
They were married. Irene, when she
found Francis did not like or understand
her work, promised to give it up. And so
she did. They went abroad on a honeymoon. They returned and settled in New
York. Then came a call for Irene for "Show
Boat." Griffin capitulated. He understood
his lovely wife, her hopes and ambitions
better now and he was no longer jealous
of her career. "All right," he told her, "go
ahead.
helpthen
you on.
as much as I can." And
he
has,I'llfrom
There is Harmon (Ham) Nelson, the
orchestra leader whom Bette Davis loves so
much. A swell guy. Young, vigorous, independent, determined his wife shall live
upon what he can make, and yet unselfish
enough to let her go on and have her
career, be a glamorous important star when
he is still just a young struggling punk. It
takes a lot of guts to know your wife is
earning more than you, and is more important than you, and still keep on plugging. Well, Ham has guts. He is neither
jealous of his wife, as some young men
might be, nor has he, on the other hand,
gone the least bit soft. He is determined
he shall take none of her money. And more
power to him.
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Bette thinks she is lucky in having Ham
for a husband. She said to me: "If anyone
had told me when I was 18 and just starting that any man could be as important to
me as my career, I would have laughed in
his face. But now, I am sorry I ever had
a career at all. That's how important marhas become,
I am riagewith
Ham. that's how much in love
"But you can't give up something like
work so easily. You become accustomed to
the tempo of it, to the feverishness and excitement of it. And it is difficult to drop it
right in the middle. So here we are. All
the same, I wish Ham and I were comsettled down
landfortably
farmhouse
and in
hada little
never New
heardEng-of
Little things show the stuff of which Ham
isHollywood."
made. You may have heard the story and
you may not, of the time when he needed
a new car and announced he was going
to buy a second hand flivver. Bette offered
to loan him money enough to get a new
one, but he replied, "Not on your sweet
life. This is my car." And even though he
had to spend hours in dirty overalls tinkering with it to keep it running, a flivver
he bought.
she'swas
known
Ham else
all she
her even
life
andBette
theresaysnever
anybody
considered marrying. When I asked her
what she liked about him she said, "Well,
he was always so thoughtful to my parents,

and I've known him so long and well, you
know, he's Ham." There you are, my readers, he has an affinity for her.
I won't go at length into the qualifications of Johnny Weissmuller as a husband.
Certainly it isn't his intellectual power that
intrigues Lupe. Rather I think it is his
refusal to let her run him, and his penchant for taking those good hard socks I
told you about. Lupe, who is a firebrand,
likes warfare even in the domestic circle.
Joan Crawford has her Franchot Tone,
good looking, young and positive. A young
man with a fine brain, excellent background, and ability. Certainly a charming
husband, and I think Joan is pretty proud
of him.
Sally Eilers has her Harry Joe Brown.
Older than she, to be sure, but an awfully
nice guy. He is wise, tolerant, thoughtful,
responsible, the kind of man a woman can
lean on
feel secure.
he is important andand
successful
in hisAlso,
business.
Binnie Barnes has her Samuel Josephs,
a quiet, dark slender man who collects
antiques and rare books and loves to shower
his pretty English wife with lovely jewels
and frocks. Her vivacity and his quiet charm
make a nice contrast.
And there are other husbands— lots of
them—
Whichwhom
one I ofhaven't
them mentioned.
is the best?
Reader,
I
told
you,
I wouldn't say if I
could.

The Polo Crowd
[Continued from page 27]

LT'S thrilling to use only the softest, finest, imported talc . . . It's exciting to enjoy
the refreshing fragrance of April Showers,
"the perfume of Youth". . . And it's satisfying to get this luxury at so low a price.
No wonder April Showers Talc is the most famous and best loved talcum powder in the world!

in front of his vine-covered cottage at the
end of the field. "Polo isn't too dangerous.
If you
no
more take
apt reasonable
to be hurt precautions
at it than inyou're
your
automobile. It's a disease, a contagious one.
If you begin you will never want to quit.
You must possess the power to think trigck, be intuitive
the other man's
next move. ger-quiGreat
zest asis ato fundamental
requirement. Actors are extraordinarily well
suited to play since they have all of these
desirable traits. They also can afford the
necessary equipment and the stimulating
company
of the
foremostthing
players."
The most
surprising
about Hollywood polo is that it's about five times
cheaper than polo elsewhere! And I'll bet
you'll be astonished at its being more
democratic
here,Hetoo.wants
"Snowy"
deserves
the
credit for this.
amateurs
to have
an opportunity and has done everything
possible to bring polo within reach of many
who've no fortunes to splurge. The stars
are
grateful,
still expensive
enough.
Those
who for
haveit'sstrings
of ponies,
and
you'll use at least four ponies per game,
must pay plenty to keep their mounts in
perfect condition. Ponies must be treated
exactly like race horses and a retinue of
grooms is practically necessary. A pony
worth bragging about costs anywhere from
$800 up, ducky!
Hollywood's number one player is "Big
Boy" Williams. The United States polo association rates him at five goals, which
indicates that he'd cause the fur to fly
wherever he chose to play. He's one of the
longest hitters on record and rides so hard
that he generally has eighteen ponies up
for one game. He owns a string of forty,
plunging almost all of his picture earnings
impetuously into horseflesh. Jack Holt and
Kent Taylor tie for second place, being
rated as two-goal men. Johnny Mack Brown
and Charlie Farrell are third, as one-goal
poloists. Others who wallop it up personally at the Riviera are Paul Kelly,
Jimmy Gleason, Spencer Tracy. Hoot Gibson, and Leslie Howard— when he's in
Hollywood.

Just before he finished Romeoing, Leslie
discoursed on polo for my explicit benefit.
His blue eyes gleamed. It seems he stumbled
upon the excitement when he entered
talkies here, and now he plays in England,
too. In fact, he'll be highlighting his sumLawns.mer vacation there with jaunts to Dunster
"It's the most picturesque polo field in
Britain,"
lies in castle,
a dell
at the foothe ofexplained,
the walls"for
of ait feudal
and glorious elms border the turf which
hasn't been turned since eleven hundred!
You can imagine how velvety it is. Mrs.
Howard and I and our friends make an
Elizabethan inn, three miles away at the
seashore, our headquarters. Then we go
over
Youformaypolonotevery
have afternoon."
expected Leslie to be
isn't
certainly
among theButpolo
brawny.
he players.
has nerveHe and
he proves
that strategy can equal steam. He's usually
He's shortall thehe melee.
casual, even
sighted, andina yarn
relates is of the
occasion when he spectacularly forced one
of his own team-mates out of the combat!
Paul Kelly is one star who laughs at the
idea that you have to be wealthy to enjoy
polo. "They
"I shopcome
for my
informed
me.
downponies,"
to my heprice,
or I
wait
for some
I'm building
farmhouse
out inwhothe will!
San Fernando
Valleya
and already
the oats both
I've my
grown
on and
the
ranch
are supporting
family
my
a practice
field.four
I'll ponies.
continueI'mto putting
dress at inhome
and I
have ordered a new Ford truck to haul
my ponies to and fro from the Riviera
when
WhileI I'm
a picture,
or amI'moutplaying.
of town,
keepon within
my
budget by letting my ponies out to pasSo whereto there's
a willforlikeescaping
Paul's
there's ture."
bound
be a system
extravagance.
There are six chukkers (an Indian
phrase meaning a period, pet!) to a game
and the crowd can perceive how a man's
disposition survives the seven-and-a-half
minute
spellsinstantly
in each your
one. real
The self
sport's
intense that
is cb-so
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vious. Jimmy Gleason is as much of a
comedian during the height of the spirited
riding as he is professionally. Spencer
Tracy's
the most
amiable
player.
hasn't
an unkind
thought
in his
headHeand
he
never loses his temper when rival mallets
are straining to capture the elusive pill.
I had lunch with Spencer at Metro to
uncover his reactions to the pastime of the
month. It appears he took it up because
his mother objected to his flying! He was
sent to San Diego for an opening, via airplane. The trip was so elating that he
became an aviation bug. That frightened
his mother, who begged him to disport
himself in some less dangerous way. So he
went in for polo. The studio won't allow
him out at the Riviera while a production's
before the cameras. But between epics he's
one of "Snowy" Baker's A-i pupils.
"Stop on account of a few recent deaths
incurred in the game?" He was serious for
aabandon
moment,yourandcarthen
grinned.
"You don't
because
of accidents,
do
you?"
And
that
was
that.
Spencer's
wife
plays well herself. They learned together
and often form half a team. (There are
four on each side.)
actress
who's iskeen
enough
getThe
rightoneinto
the field
Heather
Angel.to
You'd never suspect a girl of her fragile
looks of being so spunky. But our Heather
was initiated when she trouped through
the British outposts in India. She was a
whiz on horseback and the handsome Army
colonels couldn't resist teaching her.
It's remarkable how Will Rogers's memory lives on. The Uplifters have leased
Will's own polo field, on his nearby estate,
and they've officially tagged their turf "The
Will Rogers Field." According to "Snowy"
there's no one today with the physical
vigor Will displayed. "He'd be away on a
lecture tour, or travelling. The 'phone
would ring and he'd state that he'd flown
in, and
a game
He'd games
hurry
over
and was
ride there
through
two on?
complete
at top speed. He had splendid energy,
marvelous perception, and he neither
granted nor asked for any quarter. Then
he'd leave us to go home and rope steers
until it was dark!"
The loyal gallery that cheers the dauntless these days doesn't forget to huzzah the
Hal in
Roach
aproducers
familiar who're
figure performing.
on polo fields
manyis
cities, for that matter. And when distinguished players arrive in Hollywood he
entertains lavishly for them. Walter Wanger is fast developing first-class skill with
his mallet, and Darryl Zanuck is as intrepid as ever. There have been those
breathless minutes when Mr. Zanuck has
slid off his pony, and it was a sight to see
him holding on for dear life to a slipping
tail. Only no one dared commit losemajeste by grinning. You don't suppose the
boys
Prince
when inhetheused
to of
takeWales'
thosecrowd
falls, chuckled
do you?
I
said
that
you'd
spot
the
most
stunning
sports apparel in the Riviera grandstand.
Perhaps I should be more definite. Ginger
Rogers typified the smart young number
when she appeared in a suit of shiny sharkskin, cut very tailored, and in a chamois
shade.
Her accessories were Dutch blue, including the flower in her lapel. Ginger eats
up polo, but she remembers to doll up
for the afternoon's frolic.
I'm so relieved that the darlings on the
Cinema Coast are nuts about this genteel
gamboling. In the language of our noble
industry,
colossal
relaxation.
never can polo's
tell when
someone
in the You
fray
is going to get a crack in the dome. And
when you've ditched a stuffy appointment
just to
"stick-and-ball"
practice, onwatch
week them
days, you
feel so teddibly,
teddibly gentlemanly.
At least, I do!
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beauty treatment for
"Riviera"
your figure.
pastels,
brilliant hues,
and white. Catalina's
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uplift ideas, adjustable
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piquant Ethelreda Leopold, Warner Brothers'
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take a Beauty Laxative
If you want to keep the sparkle in your eye
and the peaches and cream in your complexion, get rid of accumulated body waste regularly. If Nature fails to maintain a regular
schedule, take a beauty laxative.
Olive Tablets are just the thing for the
purpose. Gentle and mild, easy to swallow,
non-habit-forming, they assist nature in her
work of house cleaning.
Keep tab on yourself. If more than a day
goes by, take a beauty laxative — Olive Tablets. Three sizes — 15^-30»!-<50(f. All druggists.
_

DR. EDWARDS

Olive

tablets
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WHILE YOU SLEEP
Whether
you have
les or many,
fadea few
themfreckout
quickly and gently while you
sleep. Get a jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory
with Only
36 years'
in thiscounters;
type of
skin treatment.
60c atexperience
drug and toilet
10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dimefortrial
package to NADINOLA, Box 164, Paris, Tenn.
NADINOLA

fAscMcCteam

REMOVES

HAIR

PERFUMED
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CREAM
or POWDER
Simply apply — wash off.
Giant
C /*V;1 s1
never Size
costsTubemoreor Powder
than . . mf\J'
ALL DRUG DEPT. STORES - TEN CENT STORES
10*
EASILY* QUICKLY*

SURELY

Practical jokes are popular in Hollywood, but the best
recent one was the slice of ham shaped like a heart that
Carole Lombard sent to George Raft.
Laugh Champ
[Continued from page 52]
found on the street four days later, but
my association with the firm had termi. definitely." A slow
grin crept
over hisnated . .not-too-handsome
features.
Back home again, for the next several
years the lad pursued his education ... of
sorts ... at such institutions as the New
York City public schools, Dwight Preparatory School, Mt. Vernon High School,
Bloomfield Military Academy, New York
University, Duke University, and finally the _
University of North Carolina. School days,
however, held little appeal for him, and
many of the institutions found him a bit
too exuberant, several suggesting that he
pursue his studies elsewhere.
During these years, he left home intermittently for one job after another, often
alternating between work and school. Of
one thing only is he certain ... he held
none of these jobs more than a month.
"After I played those six parts in my first
show," he recounted, scoring sixty-seven
points to my sixteen (page Willie Hoppe,
the pool champion), "I decided that this
was just about the nuts. I was tired of beof the army of the uneming justployed,one
and even though I might be out of
work, as an actor, still I wouldn't be classed
as a bum. I would be 'at liberty.' Yeah,
that's what they call it when an actor's not
working
'at liberty.'
was
more ...
dignified,
I thought.Besides, acting
Occasionally, when theatrical opportunities seemed scarce, Stander would turn to
newspaper work.
Looking to radio, the thought occurred
to him that he might make a fortune writnewer medium of entering for this
tainment. Thought being father to the
deed . . . when he had completed his first
script he tried to sell it to Fred Allen.
Allen thought the script terrible, but Slander's personality and voice so arresting that
he put him on the air in his own act.
A scout for Radio Pictures saw him in
the radio station one night and signed him
for a part in a future production. Without
considering the proposition very carefully,
Stander signed on the dotted line.
Som: little time later, he met Ben Hecht.

"Why, I remember you," said Hecht, "when
you were just a punk hanging around the
"And joints."
I remember you," retorted Stander,
Village
"away back
in the days before you sold
out ... in the days when you were able to
That'Eric
crack
won him the part of the
Dorn'."
write
haranguing Communist in the Hecht and
MacArthur production of "The Scoundrel,"
his first appearance on the screen in a feature picture. Previously he had played in
seventeen short subjects, making his film
debut with Jack Haley in "Salt Water
"I wasn't anxious to do 'The Scoundrel'
and turned the part down seven distinct
times," he related. "I told Hecht I had a
contract with a studio, anyway, and why
Daffy." I go into his picture.
should
"I finally went through with it, though,
and had the time of my life. I began to
wonder where this racket had been all my
life, and
picture was finished left as
Newsoon
Yorkas fortheHollywood.
"In New York, I had had six years of
dramatic work on the stage, some of the
roles bordering on the tragic Hollywood
immediately
me as acomedian
characterI comedian .. . andcastcharacter
have
'The Scoundrel'
untilproducers
It wasn't that
remained.Hollywood
reached
came to
comedy.
the realization I could do anything else but
"But I like comedy. I don't want to
change, for comedians go on and on and
always are popular. I want that popularity—whatever Imay have— to remain a
long time.
As perfect a dialectician as Hollywood
ever has known— and as good an actor,
too— Lionel Stander today reigns over an
audience that daily is increasing with leaps
and
Milky
Way" figures
revealed
him asbounds.
one of "The
the most
hilarious
on
the screen. "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
starring Gary Cooper, produces further
proof of his amazing versatility and cleverness.
theLionel
season.Stander is one of the "finds" of
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Everything Under
Control But Love!
[Continued from page 31]
temperamental outbursts, occurred while
she was married to Lydell Peck. Perhaps it
is not fair to blame her marriage for her
professional upsets. But it is undoubtedly
true that it is difficult for a sensitive
woman to try to adjust herself to marriage
with a man who does not belong to, and
who can have no interest in her profession.
Once the break with Lydell was accomplished and final, Janet went back to being
the amicable, easy - to - deal - with young
woman she had been before she attempted
domesticity. She was free.
I asked Ann Harding, a few days ago,
"How is it that you look younger, more
animated, more alive than you did five
years ago when I first met you?"
"I have my life in order," she told me,
gravely. "I have come through a difficult
time has
and emerged
I have won
to peace."
Ann
from mytheway
wreck
of her
romance, a rounded, alive, intensely interesting woman and actress. But love and its
struggles very nearly defeated her!
Joan Blondell has emerged from her
marital difficulties somehow blither,
brighter, gayer than she was before. I saw
her in the Brown Derby the other day and
she was one bunch of sparkles, if you know
what I mean. Perhaps she and George
Barnes tried to be too close to one another.
I recall that they used to telephone each
other almost every hour when both were
working. Then she used to dash from the
studio in a breathless state to try to be at
home, if possible, before he arrived. The
notes they used to send by messenger.
The . . . oh, well. Perhaps they enslaved
themselves too closely.
Anyhow, Joan emerged from the shock
of separation, looking younger and brighter.
Sometimes the thing works the other
way around. After Kay Francis separated
from Kenneth MacKenna, both Kay and
her performances become a trifle pallid, a
bit lackadaisical. The emotional interlude
with Maurice Chevalier appeared to stimulate her briefly and then she lapsed into
lethargy again. She lost weight and that
worried her studio because Kay is especially valuable in a role which entails her
wearing lovely clothes.
visited
Warner
StudioYork
a day
or I two
before
Kay Brothers'
left for New
to
visit Dick and Jessie Barthelmess. The studio was in a sort of secret twitter. "It looks
as though Kay were really interested in
that scenario writing chap . . . Delmer
Davies!" about eight people confided to me
in separate
whispers.
New
York,
too, you
know. "He
Now,is going
if thatto turns
out
a romance,
we'll have
here, toallbealive
and interested
againKayfor back
her
next picture. And really beautiful as she
should be. ..."
Well, at this point, I am not prepared
to tell you anything of what happened
while Kay and Mr. Davies were in New
York. But I do know that she has been
casttheforlife
"Angel
of Mercy,"
the storyandbased
on
of Florence
Nightingale,
the
most important assignment that Kay has
had in a couple of years. You may draw
your
I'm ifdrawing
But,own
for conclusions.
the most part,
a womanminel
has
won her way alone, has fought for her own
chance in this fantastic profession, love
seems merely to hamper her, restrain her,
constrict her. Sometimes she learns something valuable from it. But mostly she
does not profit from it until she is free
of those constrictions.
Your triumphant screen artist can conlovel trol almost everything, it seems, except

mtmfoaeitnt
makes your hair like
the Movie Stars'
• That rippling luster of the screen
star's hair — on what magic shelf does
she keep the secret? But there's no longer
any mystery about it. Right in your home,
you can capture the same lovely glints.
The Soapless Oil Treatment! Discovered
by the professional hairdresser, Admiracion Shampoo And
Treatment
naturally
Hollywood.
now that
charm "went"
can be
yours. Inexpensively. Permanently!
Admiracion is a soapless oil treatment.
It cleanses deep in the pores — lubricates
the follicles and adds strength to the hair
itself. Because Admiracion conditions the
hair and scalp, Nature is able to impart
new beauties of color and luster to hair
that was suffering.
And this important beauty treatment is
easier than an old-fashioned shampoo.
Try it. See the stars come out in your hair!
TOILETRY COUNTERS U. S. & CANADA

Helen worried about her hair...
AND THEY SAY THE SCREEN
STARS USE IT TO MAKE THEIR
HAIR SHINE IN CLOSE-UPS

Until she tried ADMIRACION
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you! That's why Dew concerns you too . . .
You can't possibly be your most attractive
self unless you keep your underarms dry and
dainty — absolutely odorless. Dew is sure
protection. Dew's action is gentle, instant and
lasting. When you use Dew, you know your
underarms are sweet and dainty, your dresses
and coat-linings are free from stains, odors
and wrinkles. Using Dew is really economical
- — one small bottle lasts for months ... At any
department, drug or chain store.
HOLLYWOOD
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strate the Flight
beauty demonline of
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Sparkling Viennese
{Continued from page 51]

whom she should be compared, in my
mind, are Katharine Cornell and Helen
Hayes. And Katharine Cornell refuses to
respond to the blandishments of glamorous
Hollywood, while Helen, who has responded, has forsaken it, permanently she
says, for the less glamorous but more exacting New York stage.
As the fascinating Anna Held, Luise puts
her hand to her heart several times and
says "I feel things here, so deep, I cannot
talkAnd,
about
them."sit in the darkened theatre
as you
watching her, amazed at those twin lamps
that glitter so tantalizingly from the depths
of her dark, velvety eyes, you, too, feel
something here, close to your heart, and
are not ashamed to find yourself winking
back a tear or two so profoundly are you
stirred by the character into which she has
sunk her personality.
When next you see Luise on the screen,
it will be as such a direct contrast to Anna
Held that she will again be able to prove
to you her worth as an actress— instead of
a glamour queen. For she has pocketed the
coveted role of the poor Chinese wife, in
Pearl Buck's dramatic and almost primistark novel, "The Good
which tively
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
are Earth,"
having
the courage to film. Again, you see, no
chance to dress her hair in a flattering
aureole of curls, to don form-revealing,
sex-appealing gowns or to clamor for the
her "best proangles so that with
camera
right file"
can be photographed
the most
devastating results. Lucky Luise, say we,
gathering the star-dust of fame and glory
in a nice big heap at her twinkling toes
without such mundane accessories.
With all her unprecedented success,
Luise has remained surprisingly naive and
sincere. When interviewers and critics call
her "great," she smiles deprecatingly. "You
can call Beethoven great," she responds
softly while listening to the strains of his
magnificent Ninth Symphony, "but me,
Perhaps this simplicity is hers because
even though she has but recently scaled

the difficult heights of cinema fame, she
has not been handicapped by an obscure
childhood spent in a remote hamlet unfrequented bythe great or near great. On
the contrary, she was born in Vienna, the
gayest
city in
beforeandthehadwar.a
Her father
was theveryworld
wealthy
passion for travel. Consequently before
Luise and her two sisters were well into
their 'teens, they had travelled extensively
on the Continent and, along with their
native German, they spoke French and
Italian fluently. Luise had also been
trained, but only superficially, in English
and for that she's now truly sorry. For
she hates to study, but now that she's in
Hollywood she's forced to perfect her
English.
With the decline of so many large European fortunes, the Rainer family began to
feel the pinch of necessity gnawing at their
leisurely, well-travelled vitals, and Luise,
searching around for a means of helping
the exchequer, chose the stage. For two
years she played with a small theatre group
and then she had the good fortune to meet
Max Reinhardt, and under his guidance
she found herself growing in importance on
the stage of every large city in Europe.
Luise feels that she owes her Hollywood
contract
Max Reinhardt's
superb
faultless to
training.
She also feels
that and
she
owes some of the success that followed to
the unstinting help of William Powell,
with whom she played in both "Escapade"
and "The Great Ziegfeld."
"He taught me so much," she says, "he
was completely unselfish, advising me to
do certain things even if they proved to
his own disadvantage. He loved to tease
me, too," she laughs. "But I will never,
never forget his kindness and understandAs for us, we shall always be grateful to
Myrna Loy for having the perspicacity of
stepping out of "Escapade" and, by so
doing, providing us with an introduction
to Luise Rainer so appropriate and so
perfect that it will linger in our memory
always like a precious perfume.
ing."

no."
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Aching, sore or swollen feet are quickly
relieved by Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm. This
invigorating, healing, medicated balm drives
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international
Mary Brian returns from abroad and
once more rumors about her engagement
are current. This time it's Cary Grant.
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In Demand!
YOU

MAY

[Continued from page 55]
Spence is a swell actor— but not for Myrna.
It is doubtful if Claudette Colbert would
be playing "Cigarette" in "Under Two
Flags," at this moment, if the leading-man
didn't have
happennever
to benoticeably
Ronald Colman.
The
girls
shied from
playing in a Colman picture. In the past,
there have been occasions of doubt as to a
number of possibilities, and practically
every leading-woman in Hollywood has
been perfectly willing to make tests for the
part. So far as Ronnie is concerned it has
always been an embarrassment of riches, in
the case of leading-women. It narrows down
to the point where he can just about take
his choice.
Bob Taylor is way up in the running,
after a phenomenally short career. Some of
the screen's loveliest ladies are languishing
for Bob in their next picture, since his
"Magnificent
Bob when
makes hea
beautiful girl Obsession."
more beautiful
looks at her. He is in the running to outdistance Gable, so the wise-acres say, and
there will
matches
to seebewhosome
ratespretty
Bobbie,hair-pulling
from now
on. Bob is so good-looking it almost hurts
your husbands and your suitors to figure
the riot inhe's
goingto tosee start.
girls lady
are
flocking
droves
him. The
And any
who happens, also, to be in the picture
with him, is bound to be seen by a goodsized audience.
Do youby think
that hasn't
occurred
to the ladies,
any chance?
Herbert Marshall has been pretty well
handed around— he has covered the territory—Norma Shearer, Ann Harding, Sylvia
Sydney, et al, and the fiery tooth-and-nail
struggle has calmed to a quiet simmer.
Charles Boyer remains a dark horse— he has
been so long away from the local screen,
making pictures in Europe. The battle was
on, after his first startling success in "Private Worlds," and then Katie Hepburn and
Loretta Young rated him for two. His
vogue may be diminished— it may start up
again with renewed vigor, who knows?
A new neck-and-neck race is starting up
all over again for Cary Grant, since the
Hepburn
"SylviatheScarlett."
The out
meanies
say
Cary moved
picture right
from
under
dynamic
stop thetheother
girls. Katie—
They but
knowthattheywon't
are
safer with a leading-man who takes the
picture, than with one who doesn't register
at all. No, you couldn't call it sweetness
and light, exactly. Just good sense. Sure
they're getting it.
Freddie March probably has thirty or
forty leading-women for "Anthony Adby the will
size of
Olivia verse,"
de judging
Haviland
be the
ladybook,
No.but!.
Olivia has started her career most auspiciously, having fallen, literally, into the lap
of
ErrolwhoFlynn,
right included
off the reel.
a lad
is being
in aThere's
lot of
beautiful
producers. You
can
almostlady's
feel,prayers
all overto Hollywood,
the
smouldering intrigue occurring on the
Warner lot between the various leadingwomen. A lot of girls are being very very
good and minding Papa and pulling wires,
subduing temperament and behaving like
angels— with Errol Flynn in mind. He is
a reward worth working for, they figure.
What do you think?
The languishing ladies languish— for a
reason. The reason is that the latest excitement in leading-men can propel them up
to the top of the box-office, can give them
a lift
they'reof slipping—
there
are
notback
half ifenough
him to goandaround!
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Are you smart? Here's a puzzle that will test your wits. The
Scrambled Letters below, when properly re-arranged, will spell
the name of a Famous Movie Star.
Probably you know the names of most of the Famous Movie Stars, but Just to refresh your
memory we mention a few: Greta Garbo, Fredric March, Joan Crawford, Shirley Temple,
Wallace Beery, Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Dick Powell,
Warner Baxter and Kay Francis.

These scrambled letters will spell the name of a Famous
Movie Star when they are properly re-arranged. Start switching
the letters around; see if you can figure it out. If your answer is correct, you will receive at once,
A LARGE SIZE PICTURE OF THIS FAMOUS MOVIE STAR FREE!— beautifully colored,
and suitable for framing — and the opportunity to win a FORD V-8 SEDAN or the cash. It
makes no difference where you live, you can take part.
Be The Big Winner. First Prize Winner gets
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Ford V-8 Sedan; 2nd, $300 in Cash; 3rd, $200 RADIO STATION KGGC
in Cash; 4th, $100 in Cash; and many other
San Francisco, Cal.
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Movie Scramble above. USE THE COUPON.
NameHURRY— Address: Radio Station
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Fits in any small pocket easily. WeighsPOSTPAID
only 4 oz. as
shown. Comes in four beautiful colors: (Black, green, brown,
white.)
No
tubes,
batteries,
or
electrical
connections
Nothing
to wearSeparates
or need andreplacement—
will Inst otforat iona
years—withneeded!
onlybeautione
moving
part!
receives
broadcast
ful
clear
tone.
Range
up
to
50
miles
—
MUCH
GREATER
under
good
conditions—
very
little
static
or
interference!
Can
be
lined
by
ANYONE ANYWHERE! NO CRYSTALS TO ADJUST! Absolutely
with midget
phone
instructions
to uaeplacewhilevou inmaybed,be.hotel*,No
atcomplete
home, autos.
offices,hookups—
eamps.andontakes
bieycles ora second
any
complicated
moony
to connect.
SANDS OForSATISFIED
OWNERS.onlvTHESE
ARE
FACTS!THOUSend
Only
$1.00
andCheck).
pay postman
$1.99 plus
p. .state onORDER
arrival NOW!
or send State
$2.99
(Cash.
M.
O..
Ideal
Gift.
Guaranteed.
color. Fore inn orders 0.V extra.
TINYT0NE RADIO CO , Dept.S-5, KEARNEY, NEBR

CASH
for EASY
HOMEWORK

LADIES— ADDRESS
ENVELOPES—
at home.
Spare time.
$5.00 — $15.00 weekly.
Experience unnecessary.
Dignified work. Send
stamp HAWKINS
for particulars.
Dept. 60
Box 75
Hammond, Indiana

rTALKINC
PICTURES
YJKLTIET
paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet
describes
most
complete song
service
orfered.
writers
willrmuoo,
revise,
compose
musicever
S
G
your 5
lyrics Hit
or lyric,
to your
ar-curoarrange,
U. S. copyright,
bcosdoaal
yourto
N
0
60OK
over the rnrlio.
cnlc* drpnrt
.uImuiI.lortoFRKB
Mu-icBOOKLET.
1'uhl r.l.rri
itod Hollywood
PictureOurStudio.
WR1TKmoi.tTODAY
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE. 604 Meyer Bldf.. Western Avenue and
Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

ASTROLOGY
IOOO WORD
READING ONLY
Yogi Alpha, you
noteda 1000-word
American Philosofor onlypher, offers
15c. This
reading isreading
based
upon your
Zodiac
sun
and dis-to
cusses your inclinations sign
in relation
occupation,
health, vocation,
temperament, partnerships,
partnership,
love
riage
etc.,matters,
as indicated
5c
1 marby
an
interpretation
of
Astrology.
Send 15c in coin or stamps giving
day, month,terestingyear
reading. of birth for this in3 0 0 - word Numerology interpretation
of your sun sign also included free of
extra
charge.
Money refunded if not
satisfied.
Address
Yogi
Alpha,wishes
Boxl4ll,Dept.C-1,San
Diego,
Cal.
// a friend
a reading, sand 30c for two
readings.
PROFESSIONAL COURSES
• SCREEN, STAGE and RADIO TECHNIQUE. Acting, Dramatics, Voice, Speech
and Diction for Announcers, Actors and
Singers. Ballet and Stage Dancing.
AUDITIONS— TESTS. . . One and Four
Year Courses. For information write
ITHACA COLLEGE
S DoWitt Park
Ithaca, N. Y.

Many
Be an ARTIST
M A K E $50 TO $100 A WEEK!
jf money.
our successful
stutlcnlsmethods
arc nowmakenutk-ii
illK
Our simple
Designtohi ^leant
tun
Commercial
Art. Cartooning
ami
tnc at home, to spare time. New low
Million easure
rate. Write
for big today,
Tree hook
"ART
and WASHINGTON
Profit"
state
age.
DIO 176.
SCHOOL
STU 5— I5TH ST.. N.W., WASHINGTON.
for II'lI I
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FAT

10

BRUSH
AWAY

R
Y you canHAI
GRA
tint those streaks of
and safely
w Quickly
or
brown
blonde,
of
shades
lustrous
to
gray
and
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Usedblack.
twenty-four
for overcoloring
approved
vegetable.
purely Guatanteed
agent isyears.
harmless. Active
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray apamazing
rich, beautiful color with
pears. Imparts
a lockat of
to proveE byis tinting
Easy
speed.
and
drug own
all your
only 50c—
hair. BROWNATON
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
Just like Eating Candy!
A Get rid of fat in a hurry I
And
part with
of it
. . . youhere's
can the
now best
reduce
absolute SAFETY... no dinitrophenol . . .no thyroid...
NO DRUGS whatsoever! Not
laxative. Miss Anna Goodrow.
13 Highland Pk., Thompsonville, Conn.,
reduced 17 lbs. inwrites:
4 weeks"Iwith
SLENDRETS. My flesh is firm and solid. I cannot recommend them too highly!" Miss Nolan
(Calif.) writes: "Lost 41 lbs. 1 I look and feel
like a different person." A N. Y. lady writes:
"36
lbs. of fat
gone!fatI by
never
felt principle
better!"
SLENDRETS
remove
a new
which converts fat and food into energy. You
feel better, look years younger. Absolutely SAFE
...even if a child should eat them by mistake it
would not be harmed, because SLENDRETS only
change fat into vitality. Delicious too . . . they
taste just like candy.
REDUCE QUICKLY... OR NO COST!
If you derful
are results
not from
entirely
withpackage
the won-of
the satisfied
very first
SLENDRETS, you get your money back in full.
You can't lose one cent.
ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY!
Don't
give fat
day's start,Food
but Method
be sure
you reduce
the another
safe SLENDRETS
Way.
Don't
use
drugs
I
At
drug
or
dep't
stores,
or act on this OFFER — send $1 for generoussupply package containing 84 SLENDRETS. Or,
$5 for 6 packages, Currency, Money Order, or
Stamps. (Enclose payment. Or send 10c fee on
C.O.D. orders.) Sent in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products Co. Dept. S636
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your Money Back Offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Be sure payment is enclosed)
Name
Address
City ■.
State
UN ARTIST
mJm WE CAN TEACH
YOU
DRAWING in
E home
yourRown
during your
spare
time.
Thirty-five
years of
successful
teaching
Artists receive large proves
salaries.our ability
Write today for Art Year Boole
Dept. 706-A, 10 E.Huron St., Chicago, III
MILUONSUSE
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How

Richard Arlen, his wife, Jobyna, Acme
and the cutest baby in the film
colony set forth for England,
where Dick will make a picture.

Studio News
[Continued from page 19]
they're ratting out on me," getting hysterical, "the way everybody's ratting out on

to Attract and
Hold Your Man
Attract and fascinate the
man of your choice
Any woman
or girlbeautiful
of ordinary intelligence,
or plain, can learn from
"Fascinating Womanhood"
how to trbe
and Itremain
atactive to men.
tells you
how to develop the power
that is in you. Learn the
principles
Charm Most
that
men cannotof resist.
cases of social failure and spinsterhood are due to
lack
of understanding
Married
or single
you cannot man's
affordpsychology.
to be without
this
secret knowledge. Send only 10c for the booklet,
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood," an interesting
outlineWomanhood."
of the secrets
"Fascinating
Mailed revealed
in plaininwrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY
PRESS,
land
Ave., St. Louis,
Mo. Dept. 86-F, 585 Kings-

ECZEMA
TORMENTS

"Eddie, you've got to believe me," she
quickly
pacified
efficient
help ofby
efficie
"Go on— act some more," Sawyer says
protests.
unemotionally to Naish.
"Are goes
you ongone
on this taking
weasel, another
Gait?"
Naish
to Callahan,
A CONCENTRATED OINTMENT
me."
step down. "Never mind, you don't have
to tell me. It sticks out all over your map."
Gratingly: "You did a sweet job for him.
How does he feel about you?"
"I guess that doesn't matter now," she
POEMS
says helplessly, turning away and half sob- SONG
bing. "Oh, I don't want him hurt— and
AT ONCE!=
I don't want you hurt", either."
Mother,WANTED
Home, Love, Patriotic,
Sacred, Comic
"Get out of here," he barks at her vior am' subject RICHARD
Don't delayBROS.
— send Poem today.
ciously. "Get back in that car and beat it."
28 Hyde Park Bank Bldg., Chicago, III.
]
Now there is real devotion for you. He's 1
sending her away— back to the man she
loves. But I shudder to think what's going
to happen to Joe Sawyer. He dished it out
in "The Informer" but can he take it in
TYPISTS
WANTED
"Special
Investigator" is what I want to
Typists
earn
extra
money
home
typingA
know.
authors manuscripts. Good pay.
Earn
Let me say this, though, before leaving:
real opportunity for those who really $50.00 to
want to work. Send 3c stamp for details.
despite my flippancy this is really a gripA Month
ping scene and it was played right up to
TYPISTS BUREAU, Dept. SU,
$100.00
Time
Westfield
Mass.
Spare
the hilt. And now we'll look in at—
Columbia
tly.
MORE luck! Only two pictures shooting
er"
"Blackmail
One isis called
too. also,
here, one,
mystery.
a murder
and this
Eight people are at dinner. The butler is
at home,
following
simpleprevents
directions.
The Mahserving. One of the guests (Alexander
ler Method
positively
the hair
fiom
growing
again.
The ofdelightful
relief
willsuccess.
bring
Cross) requests that the lights be turned
happiness,
freedom
mind
and
greater
Backed
by
35
years
of
successful
use
all
over
the
the
his cat's-eye
they canis aseescream
out
world. tratedSendBooklet,6c''How
in stamps
lor Illusthud.in Mr.
and a ring
dark.so There
to Be TODAY
move Superfluous
Cross is dead with a carving knife in his
D. J. MAHLER CO., Dept. 30G-F, Providence, R. I.
back. Then Inspector Killian (Paul Hurst)
Hair Forever."
arrives with a lieutenant and suspects practically everyone in the room. He's just
into the living room when I ar- flKtfene s-?a TKeaire
coming
rive.
*Aotairo,(42ndlinnYr.)Merkei,
Stase,ZitaTalkie
Loo Tracy.
Fred
Johnnn.Radio.
etc. GRADUATES:
Drama, Dance, Theatre
Muaioal
Comedy,
Personal
"How are you getting along, sergeant," he Teaohmu,
(Appearances).Directing.
For Catalog,
writeDevelopment,
Sec'y LANE,Stook66 W.8S
St.,Training
N. Y.
inquires of George McKay, "got 'em all?"
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KNOW

WHAT

FUTURE
FOR

THE

HOLDS
YOU!
Let Professor
EL-TANAH
cast your
Horoscope
FREE

Professor El-Tanah
DON'T MISS
Exaltedoger Mystic
Astrolwill sendandAmazing
TO-MORROW'S
Forecast ol your Life.
OPPORTUNITIES !
Absolutely Free!
The wheel of fortune turns up new opportunities daily. The Stars reveal them and tell
you how to take advantage of them. Consult
the stars about Business, Love, Courtship,
Marriage ties, travel, speculation, knowing
friends from enemies, lucky and unlucky
periods and other information of untold
value.
Send exact date and place of birth (hour if
known) for a FREE forecast of your future
by Professor El-Tanah. Write your full name
and address plainly. You need send no money
but, if you wish you may enclose 3d. to cover
postal and clerical expenses. The startling
predictions of the Stars often lead to unex'
pected fortune and happiness, which might
otherwise never be obtained. Act now and
post to-day!
Do not enclose coins, put 5c. stamp on your letter.
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George William
answers. Gargan)
"I haven'tor
got"Not
himquite,"
(indicating
her (pointing to Florence Rice)."
"Have you any clews, inspector?" Gargan asks.solution of any crime," Paul Hurst
"The
announces portentously, "is deductive science." He glances at McKay who takes out
a notebook and begins writing. "All menin the head."
With tal,"
thishe resumes,
astounding"allbit up
of information
he
turns to an ornament on the mantel,
against which he's been leaning. "Nice
piece
of marble
you gotsweetly.
here."
"Jade,"
says Gargan
"Yeah," Hurst agrees unperturbed. "ChiMing dynasty.
I've got
tionnese.of these.
At night,
whenquite
I goa collechome
'em alone, chief," McKay advises,
my jades—"
to "Leave
"they'll get you into an awful lot of
"You
get turn
on with
your finger-printing,"
trouble."
it's
Hurst's
to advise.
The humor of this scene lies in Hurst's
appearance and the way he drawls his lines.
In
both W.appearance
unlike
C. Fields. and delivery he's not
I nod to Bill Gargan and get beautifully
snubbed. "You're on my go-to-hell list," he
explains.
"Why?" I ask.
"How long have you been promising to
call up and let me practice tennis on you?"
"I been busy," I begin in an aggrieved
tone.
"Nuts," says Bill, so I saunter over to
Florence with what I fondly hope is a
beguiling
smile.
tively.
"You're on mine, too," she states posi"Why?"

necessary nourish
to propbuild up erly
every
partandof
IKich
red blood,
the
body,
is
especially
promoted where
by thisironnewis
discovery
needed.
which
gets AofLi,your
the
good out
ion
y digest
health
2food A requi
res
an
adein
quate supply
Vitamery
6. This
new of discov
supplies
t. this precious
elemen

elimination to
move poisonoulars
wasteNor
,andebyregu
malther
3
th
growpromoteandhealth
adeqisuatethe Vitacalls minforB. This
third
purpose.
DOCTORS NOW KNOW
THOUSANDS NEEONT BE

"How long have you been promising to
call up and take me to a preview?"
It's plain to be seen I am not the life
of the party on this set so I transfer my
activities to the next one. Here we have a Thousands Gain
little number called "The Mine with the
PROFESSOR
EL-TANAH
Iron Door" which is being made by Prin(Dept. 311) El-Tanah Studios
cipal Productions for Columbia release. It
stars Richard Arlen and is all about the 10 to 25 lbs. QUICK
JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS.
fortune hidden by the monks of the San
Capello Mission, in the seventeenth cen- with new 3-way treatment
tury from the Indians.
AMAZING
in weight
are reported
this gains
new 3-way
discovery.
Even if
Immediately on completion of this pic- you. with
never
could
gain
before,
remember
thouture Dick leaves for eight weeks in Engsands
have
put
on
10
to
25
pounds
of
solid,
land to make a film over there.
naturally attractive flesh this new, easy way
in just a few weeksl
"Excuse me if I seem abrupt today," — And
not only has this new triple-acting
Dickscene
says,like
"butacrobats,
we're jumping
treatment brought normal, good - looking
Men— Women— Children! to
trying tofrom
finishscene
up pounds,
but also naturally clear skin, freeso I can get away by Friday. Come out to
dom from miserable indigestion and constiImprove
pation,
glorious new strength and pep.
BOW-LEGS and KNOCK-KNEES the house Thursday night. We're having a
New
body-building
discovery
few
people
in
for
a
farewell
brawl."
By the time Dick has finished his speech
While working — sleeping — playing
recently discovered that thousands
Morris Limb Straighteners have he's halfway through another scene so I Scientists
are
thin
and
rundown
for
the
single reason
been worn by thousands with
that they do not get enough digestionmarvelous results. Guaranteed con- leave for—
M-G-M
strengthening
B andNowblood-enrichstruction to individual measureing iron in theirVitamin
daily food.
the richest
ments. Send 10c for actual
THERE
are
several
pictures
going
here
known
source
of
body-building
Vitamin theB
photographs
sent
in
plain
is
cultured
ale
yeast.
By
a
new
process
but "Mob Rule," starring Spencer finest imported cultured ale yeast is now
cover. Low cost.
Tracy, has just started and the director is concentrated
Morris Orthopedic Institute,
7 ittimes,
making it 7 times
more
one of these foreign artists (Fritz Lang) powerful.
Thentablets
is combined
3 kinds
Suite 3,Los612Angeles,
Loew's Calif.
State Bldg.,
in little
known as with
Ironized
Yeastof
tablets.
who can't work without a monocle and a iron
If you. too, need these vital elements to build you up.
clear stage, so there are no visitors. "The
get these
new triple-acting
Ironizedflat Yeast
Good Earth" starring Paul Muni is on lo- your
Then towatch
chest tablets
develop from
and
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you
cation. You'll hear about these two next skinnydruggist
limbs today.
round out
natural attractiveness,
skiu
month— maybe.
clear to normal beauty — you're a now person.
But wc have access to "San Francisco"
STAMMER
Money-back guarantee
Send today for beautifully illustrated hook entitled which features Clark Gable, Jeanette Mac- No matter bow skinny and rundown you may bo from
Donald
and
Spencer
Tracy
(yep,
he's
in
"DON'T
STAMMER."
which describes
lack
of sufficient
Vitaminshould
li andbuild
iron,youtheseup new
"-u.iv.1
this one, too).
Unit
Method
for the scientific
correction theof Bogus
stamIronized
Yeast tablets
ru Jusl
mering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
lew delighted
weeks. :i s with
they the
havebenefits
Ihousanils
you are
not
of theof others.
very firstIt' package,
Iiogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901. Endorsed
Clark
is
the
boss
of
San
Francisco's
Barby physicians.
concerningBenjamin
correcbary Coast (in 1905, that is— long after your money will be instantly refunded.
tion of stammeringFullsent information
free. No obligation.
N. Bogue, Dept. 555, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.
Gagney in "Frisco Kid" and Robinson in
Special FREE offer!
building KUKK
up your
right aaway,
"Barbary Coast" have got through boss- To
makestart
thisyonabsolutely
oiler.health
Purchase
packagewo
ing). On New Year's eve a tenement burns Of froni'/ed Yeast tablets nt once, cut out the seal on
and mail it to us with a clipping of tins paradown ter)
leaving
minister's through
daugh- the box graph.
We will semi you :\ fascinating new book on
homeless.Jeanette
She is (a
wandering
health,
"Newthe Facts
About
Your— Body."
Shampoo
and
color
your
hair
at
the
sametir
results
with
very first
package
or money Remember,
refunded.
™E™£
R
HAI
YOUR
the her
streets
COLORwith SHAMPO-KOLOR. Can't fade:
any
sees
and when
drags Gable's
her intogenial
his cafebouncer
for a At nil druggists. Ironized Y'east Co., Inc., Dept. 200,
coioraBhade
roote, leaves hair Boft, natural; permits
Atlanta,
fla.
perm. wave. Free BooK. Monsieur Valllgny, Dpt. 20 A, 254 W. 31 St., N.Y. drink. She meets Clark and he becomes in-
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Why

be FAT

LOST
63

lbs

e"
..WRITES
FinLADY
Feel NEVADA
• If you have tried to d
lose
and failed,
thesefatletters
and read
take '
heart 1 "I tried to re- . ^
duce, yet nothing worked. I
was desperate. Then I tried
RE -DUCE -OLDS and lost
63 lbs.! I look and feel
like
person!"
Mrs. a A.newWood,
101 writes
Burns
Person/
lady's exSt., Reno.perience This
istypicalas ofshown
hundreds of others,
by letters in our files. t
O You can trust a Nurse to
know the safe, easy way to lose fat. Mrs. G. L.
'I lost
writes:I did
Dayton,DS,Ohio,though
Ryerlbs.Res'.
not
RE-DUCE-OI
withNurse,
47
women have acdiet " Thousands of delighted
Millions
way.
proven
this
figures
lovely
quired
of packages sold. Why not start to reduce today?
REDUCED 50 LBS.! Mrs. J. Schafer, 1029 Jacklbs.
lost 50 than
City, Mo.,
son St., Kansas
in better"I health
me writes:
pronounces
My doctor
and I feelas better
for years
report
and Others
80 lbs.,way."
much inas every
of reducing
write
start. For your
right from
feeling better
DS the
absolutely DO NOT
— RE-DUCE-OI
SAFETY
CONTAIN the dangerous drug, dinitrophenol.
They are easy to take . . . tasteless.
FAT GOES... or Money Bock!
Your money back in full if not delighted . . . you
are the judge. No risk, so don't delay, fat is dangerous! At drugor or$5 dep't
send $2to
for 1 package;
for 3 stores.
packagesOr direct
Order, or stamps. (10c fee
MoneyC.O.D.
lis.
mustCurrency,
accompany
orders only.) Plain
wrapper, no embarrassment.
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept. S366
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me
packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS, for
which
Offer. I enclose payment, on your Money-Back
Name
Address
City_
State..
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terested in her and offers her a job. Spence
plays a priest. He and Gable are great
friends and he meets Jeanette through
Clark.
Everything goes well until Gable has
posters made of Jeanette in tights. These
posters are plastered all over her dressing
room. As she and Gable talk the door
bursts open and in comes Spence looking
quite
He outraged.
and Clark have a terrific argument
over the posters, with Spence trying to get
Jeanette away from this sink of iniquity
and Clark trying to hold her. In the midst
of the argument the stage manager calls
in,"Come
"Mary'son,onMary,"
next." Spencer urges, taking
her"Wait
cape from
the wall.Clark
"Comeexpostulates.
with me."
a minute,"
"I'm running this place. You take care of
your suckers— and I'll take care of mine."
"She's not going out there," Spence announces.
"Mary! Mary Blake!" the stage manager
calls.
Spencer moves across the room and
stands in front of the door, blocking it.
"She's not going out there," he repeats
stubbornly.
Gable looks at him for a moment, then
hauls off and hits him square on the jaw.
Blood trickles from Spence's mouth but he
just
there and makes no move to
defendstands
himself.
"They're playing Mary's number," the
stage manager calls.
"Get out there, kid," Clark urges Jeanette.
"I'm not going, Blackie," she says quietly,
taking off her head-dress. "I'm going with
Tather Mullins."
"If you leave now," Clark mutters in a
never coming back!"
"You're
rage,calls
livid
"Cut!"
the director.
"At last I'm a success," Spencer says
gleefully as he comes up to shake hands.
"Playing
in two him
pictures
at once."how long
I congratulate
and wonder
it will be before he starts squawking about
being over-worked, the way everyone else
does. So I get in the rattletrap and head
20th
off forBECAUSE I've
and haven't
and because I've

Century-Fox
been a good boy all day
hated anyone out loud,
taken the slings and ar-

Let Me
Tell You
About your business, travel, changes, matrimony,
love affairs, friends, enemies, lucky days and many
other interesting and important
affairs of your life as indicated by
astrology. Send for your special
Astral Reading. All work strictly
scientific,
individualFOR
and MANY
guaranteed satisfactory.
YEARSICALPRIVATE
ASTROLOGADVISER TO ROYALTY
and the
name, No
address andELITE.
date of Write
birth plainly.
money
required,
but
if
you
like
send
20 cents (stamps; No Coins) to
help defray costs. Address:
PUNDIT TABORE, (Dept. 465-E) ,
Upper Forjett Street, BOMBAY
VII,
India BRITISH
is 5c. INDIA. Postage to ESbS mothmih**
WAKE

UP

YOUR

Without Calomel — AndBILEYou'll Jump Out
LIVER
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing infreely,
your food
doesn'tup digest.
It just
decays
the bowels.
Gas bloats
your stomach.
You getsonedconstipated.
Your sunk
whole and
system
isworld
poiand
you
feel
sour,
the
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause.
It totakes
those two
good,pounds
old Carter's
Little
Liver Pills
get these
of bile flowing
freely
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up."
Harmless,
gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow freely.
Ask forbornlyCarter's
Little Liver
Stubrefuse anything
else. 25cPillsat by
all name.
drug stores.

to Music
PUC
ed
f\ t
r
IVl 5 SetPublish
D KJ
Free Examination — Send Poems to
Bachelor of Music
1582 West 27th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Learn Profitable Profession
in QO
days
at Home proSalaries
and
Women
fofes ion ofMen
Swedish
Massage inrnnthe asfascinating
high as $40 to
S70 perfices.week
bat
many
prefer
to open their ownsanioffrom Doctors,
J tariums, Largrectabsincomes
and private
patients hospitals,
come to those
who qualify
through oarrewards
training.
Reducing aloneists.offers
for specialAnatomy rich
charts and supplies
are
* * A) given
withourCollege
course. offWrite
for details
National
Massage
&
Physio
N. AshlandIIIAvenue*- Therapy,
Dept. A-S2,20 Chicago,
Relieve
Pain In 9

NEURITIS
Minutes
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism,
get the
9 minutes, safe.
Lumbago inAbsolutely
Neuralgia or NURITO.
opiates,
No Doctor's
Prescription
relieve
must
quickly—
work
the
Does
no narcotics.
back at Drugmoney
or
minutes
nine
in
your pain
gist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today.

RESTORES
NEW SHOE WHITENESS
America's Largest Selling White Shoe Cleaner

To convince you that REJUVIA
Lipsticks are as fine as any selling
at 51.00 or more, we will send these
three full trial sizes, each in a different shade, so you can find your
most alluring color. Just send 10^ in
\ stamps for mailing cost. ACT NOW!
Rejuvia
LIPSTICK

lino. ■

INAME

Warner
Baxter and Fredric
March in a tense, gripping scene
in "Zero Hour."
rows of outrageous fortune in good grace,
my virtue is rewarded. "Poor Little Rich
Girl" starring Shirley Temple is closed to
visitors. "Under Two Flags" is on location
in Yuma. "The First Baby" has just finished. So that leaves only—
"Zero Hour," starring Fredric March and
Warner Baxter. This is really a most depressing war story. At the beginning, the
39th regiment is billeted behind the lines
(Warner Baxter is the Captain and Freddie
is the Lieutenant). They move up front
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again and Leonid Kinskey is going nuts
DENTIST'S DISCOVERY f because of a man's groaning, over in noman's land. March comes up.
"Can't you do something?" Kinskey wails.
"Three men were killed last night trySPARKLIN G WHITE TEETH
ing to bring him in," one of the men exSecretly
"Two urges.
men could get him, Lieutenant,"
plains.
NO BRUSHING
May Erickson
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brighten
my teeth?
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before Neverl
stage appearances, I
NO EFFORT
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always
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meaning to be funny.
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e attractive,
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days before a barrage came."
"All right," says Freddie. "Come with
me." He turns and Kinskey and Six follow him to a section of the trench directly
opposite
the wounded
Kinskey
and Six start
over the man's
parapet.cries.
A few
feet
Free For Asthma
away Warner Baxter is watching the scene.
His eyes are expressionless. As the men
crawl forward a light makes them stop and
shows
the wounded man.
and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so ter- I Suddenly a German machine gun rakes
rible you
gasp for
Hay j' the terrain. Kinskey screams. As the maFever
keepschoke
you and
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and breath,
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trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
the trench. Soldiers reach and help as
Frontier Asthma Co. 267-A Frontier Bldg., March follows with Kinskey, the latter
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
whimpering but unwounded.
"God rest him," says Freddie speaking of
Six.
And then Baxter comes in, his eyes on
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Kinskey, who is still whimpering. "Send
Earn Extra Money Home Spare Time $50.00
that man to the rear," he orders and then
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fires several times. The cries of the
wounded man out there stop.
Freddie, slightly sickened, turns with an
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effort at casualness to Killian as Baxter
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regarding thi3 revolutionary course, if you are unable to Baxter watches them go. His eyes pass on
play the music as directed you owe us nothing. THE LANE to other soldiers. They turn away, also tryWILLIAMS
ing to look casual, and move out, leaving
Hollywood, Cal.MUSIC STUDIO, Dept. C-4, Box 2052,
him alone. He looks down at the pistol in
his hand, puts it back into its holster, raises
his head and moves off towards the officers' dugout— alone.
Stories accepted
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revision,selling
copyright
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known. Free Book. Madame Turmel, Depl. 14E, 256 W. 31st St.,N.Y.C. in the raw like that. I start away, slip off
the plank into the mud, up to my ankles,
and a new 15c shoe shine is shot to blazes.
And so, as my friend Eddie Martin says,
ITCHING/^
grumbling over my luck which changes
with every tick of the clock, I hit the trail
STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE
for the homeland. Adios!
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irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless — dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
The dramatic "Beau Geste," a great
success of silent days, is to be remade
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.
in full color, with Gary Cooper in
just the kind of part that suits him.
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Fan's Crosswo:
By Charlotte Herbert

William Powell
BIOGRAPHICAL pictures are gaining
ground. The Pasteur film, Dr. Mndd
("Prisoner
Island"),
Garcia
have led upoftoShark
Ziegfeld,
playedand
brilliantly
by William Powell. This cycle became possible when the producers decided that
truth need not give way for a happy ending. The life of Thomas A. Edison should
be filmed and many others. Florence Nightingale is on the way.
* * #
in the theory of sceinterested
THOSE narios
will check that Ziegfeld lies and
lies and, as the audience knows this, we
have one more instance of the intriguing
quality of a deception practiced not on the
audience but on someone in the picture.
* * *
DID you ever give a thought to the
writers of Hollywood? Here's your
chance.
In Mr.
annual length
report
he
tells that
thereWill
wereHays'
519 feature
pictures produced in 1935. Of this number
,"
nearly
that spot.
is 244—
written half—
on the
Thewere
stage"originals
gave the
screen only 41 plays.
There are 749 writers in Hollywood who
actually write for the screen, not about
it. Half of these writers (391) did only one
picture, and yet so important is each story
that they probably received good pay, even
though they concentrated on but a single
plot. The head man, Charles Brackett,
worked on the scripts of 12 pictures— that
goes to show you!
There are many writers everywhere. This
is to tell them that their stories are wanted
and to suggest to them the way to proceed
if they are ambitious to reach the pinnacle
(and the safe deposit vaults) of writing—
that is, writing for the screen.
Out of 519 scripts, 220 came from writers
of stories, novels and plays, who are not
in Hollywood. Hollywood will read your
story wherever it is printed— they studied
stories last year to find the 220 that
^.358 used.
were
It is all very simple. You write the story,
sell it to a story magazine and Bang!—
the first thing you know you are on the
TWA plane rushing to Hollywood to tell
Garbo or Crawford what you meant.
Bon voyagel
Editor.

ACROSS
1 The architect in "Don't Get Personal"
5 The newspaper man in "Absolute Quiet"
8 She perioddances ofwithtimeEddie Nugent in "Dancing Feet"
12
13 AA large
tub or vessel
15 A favorite dessert
17 Suffix used to denote a follower
18 Metro considers him the next Clark Gable
20 The ex-husband of Barbara Stanwyck
22
in "The Song and Dance Man"
24 She's
Type measure
2 5 Indefinite article 26 The wife of Donald Woods in "A Tale of Two
2~ Master of Science (abbr. )
28 Postscript (abbr.)
29 A charming young star
30 Over (poet.)
31
"Songbird of the South"
33 ATheraised
Cities"platform
35 With Margaret Sullavan in "The Moon's Our
37 A black man, especially of African blood
39 Exclamation
of surprise
40
Parent
41 A runner used in sliding over the snow
43
"Theravage
Singing
Kid" of spoils
44 To
in search
Home"articles
46
Separate
48 To make a mistake
49 Renders calm or quiet
52 Partake of food
54
55 Regard
An islandwithoff care
the English Coast
56 Draw along slowly
58 Finish
■
59 She appears with Fredric March in Anthony
61
collection of facts
62 ABehold
63 Untruthverse"
Ad
64
of Abraham
66 Birthplace
Books
,,
Times
"Modern
in
extraordinary
Engineer
71
75 Before
76 Systematic training
79
80 Trouble
Periods of time
81 He is married to Pat Paterson
82 Senior
DOWN
Country Doctor"
"The
in
nurse
The
21 Persia
34 Negative
One of(L.)
the famous quintuplets
5 And
,
, _
_ ,.
6 A new heart-breaker on the 20th Century-Fox lot
7 Notary Public (abbr.)
8 Stage and screen musical comedy songstress
9 Large running stream (abbr.)

10 Cease from action
11 Arabia
"The Country
14
(abbr.) Doctor" himself
16 Neuter pronoun
20
19 AThedeluge
singing comedienne of "Collegiate"
21
23 Enclosures
Prized mostadjoining
highly houses
29 Mrs. Bruce Cabot (initials)
32 For example (abbr.)
34 A comedian on the Metro lot
35 She is no longer a blonde
godlightly
38
Mexican bandit in "Woman Trap"
Delightful
36 Sun
40
Touch
42 Pronoun (poss.)
44 With Joan Bennett in "13 Hours by Air"
of "Desire"
of the castReport"
An
45 The
48
Evenimportant
(poet.) inmember
47
matron
"The Matron's
50 To furnish with a ceiling
53
.
hero in "Murder by an. Aristocrat"
51 AThecolor
54 The former "big moment in Robert Taylor s lite
57 The
"Smallplaces
Town Girl"
59
Dwelling
62
Girl's
name
(abbr.)
Boat"Dick Powell again in
"Show
Magnoli
60 She
"Colleen"
(initials)
65
wasa inteamed
with
67
68
69
70
71
72

Natural metal
AEditor
meadow
(abbr.)
A substitute (abbr.)
Circle
(abbr.)
Wool (Scot.)

73 Boy
74
77 Suffix
Company (abbr.)
78 Symbol of Tellurium

Answer To Last Month's Puzzle
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Let your lips be
savagely red . . . warmly moist like
dew . . . and tenderly soft ... so soft that to
touch them is to forever surrender all desire for any
lips but yours! Nothing is so tempting1 as the pagan,
junglish reds of Savage Lipstick . . . and nothing" is so sure
to conquer as lips that have the thrilling softness that
only this lipstick can give them. Savage is truly indelthen

let your lips be

savagely
warmly
tenderly

red

moist
soft

ible, too; it clings savagely as long as. you wish your
lips to lure. ..and longer. None other is like Savage!
TANGERINE • FLAME • NATURAL • BLUSH • JUNGLE
AT ALL TEN CENT STORES

5AVA<
The

highly

indelible

lipstick

Miss Rose Winslow,
of New York, Tuxedo Park,
and Netcport,
dining at the Savoy-Plaza,
New York. MissWinslow
is a descendant of Governor Winslow of the
Mayflower Pilgrims.
She made her debut in
Newport in 1932. Miss
Winslow says: "Camels
couldn't be milder. They
never have any unpleasant effect on my
nerves or my throat. I
smoke them constantly
— all through the day,
and find them particularly
welcome at mealtimes."

A

delightful
way

to

aid
DIGESTION

Traffic — irregular meals — the responsibilities ofrunning a home
—no wonder digestion feels the
strain of our speeded-up existence.
That's why people everywhere
welcome the fact that Camel cigarettes aid digestion — normally and
naturally. Scientists explain that
smoking Camel cigarettes increases

the flow of digestive fluids, fostering a sense of well-being and encouraging good digestion. Enjoy
Camel's mildness — with meals —
between meals — whenever and as
often as you choose. Their finer,
costlier tobaccos never get on your
nerves — never tire your taste —
and definitely aid digestion.
COSTLIER

Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Fastidious women turn instinctively to Camel's
costlier tobaccos. Among them are:
Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr., Wilmington
Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago
Mary Byrd, Richmond
Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Chiswell Dabncy Langhorne, Virginia
Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York
J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Byrd Warwick Davenport, Richmond
Mrs. Langdon Post, New York
Mrs. Brookfield Van R msselaer, New York

TOBACCOS

CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS . . . TURKISH AND DOMESTIC . . . THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND.
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|V^/ IRRESISTIBLE

SWIVEL

LIPSTICK!

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME, FACE POWDER, ROUGE, LIP LURE, MASCARA, COLD CREAM, COLOGNE, BRILLIANTINE, TALCUM POWDER
ONLY

10' EACH

AT ALL 5 AND

10' STORES
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SAYS
DENTIST

and MASSAGE)
(But the civilized way to build firm gums is IPANA
vice. Rub a little extra Ipana into your
teeth and gums of the work and exercise
HOSTESS: "Your picture is disgraceful. No
wonder
No
need.
they
tion
stimula
and
gums every time you brush your teeth!
girl with a spark of intelligence or breedFor
Ipana is especially designed to help
wonder
no
tender—
gums grow weak and
ing would ever eat like that!' (But your
dentist disagrees— emphatically.)
your gums as well as clean your teeth.
warning
"pink .tooth brush" is such a common
You'll soon notice an improvement in the
DENTIST: "That picture is a perfect lesson
health of your gums. New circulation
"Pink Tooth Brush" is serious
in the proper exercise of teeth and gums.
lazy tissues. Gums grow stronger.
wakens
more
If
it.
see
I hope millions of people
calls
of "pink" be
tinge
that
of
sign
They
feel
firmer. They look better.
first
The
in
for a visit to your dentist. You may
people chewed as vigorously, there would
more
far
is
he
But
evitrouble.
for serious
So switch to Ipana today. The first ten
be far fewer gum disorders— fewer
of
care
tooth
better
take
'pink
to
you
warning
tell
to
likely
dences ofthat dental
days of Ipana and massage will show an
stimulamore
them
improvement. And thirty days will congums, to give
your tion,
brush'." up on your own menu, and you
more exercise. And he may tell you
Check
vince you that you should ha ve changed
Ipana
to
switch
to
—
does
usually
he
—
sensible health measure
this
to
modern
The
point.
dentist's
the
will see
long ago.modern,
admenu is a soft-food menu. It deprives
his
Tooth Paste and massage. Follow
™

"

Win'1
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de° fcehpmec are
, t massage
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METRO

WINNER/
COLDWYN

Myrna Loy

William Powell

MAYER

We're taking space in this magazine to tell you to keep
your eye on Leo, the M-G-M Lion !
He's had the best year of his career what with grand entertainments like "Mutiny on the Bounty", "China Seas",
"Broadway Melody of '36", "A Night at the Opera",
"Rose Marie" and all the other great M-G-M hits! And
of course there's "The Great Ziegfeld", now playing in
selected cities as a road-show attraction and not to be
shown otherwise this season.
But (pardon bis Southern accent) Leo says: "You ain't
seen nuthin' yet!"... On this page is just part of the
happy M-G-M family of stars. Look them over. You'll find
most of the screen's famed personalities and great talents
on Leo's list. They will appear in the big Metro-GoldwynMayer productions that are now in the making and
planned for months to come.

Ask the Manager of the theatre that plays M-G-M pictures about the marvelous entertainments he is arranging
to show. And when Leo roars, settle back in your seat for
real enjoyment!

Jeanette MacDonald

Jean Harlow

Eleanor Powell

Nelson Eddy

Luise Rainer

Wallace Beery

Freddie Bartholomew

Root Montgomery

Robert Taylor

Die Marx Brothers

ef
sVie She ot
CA0*i0" ne«cill
?a f ia°cisC° \\ Chalies '•""Bhton
Laurel & Hardy
Jackie Cooper
Lionel Barrymore
John Barrymore
Spencer Tracy
tY>\e
• SV17.V
SORRY! WE DIDN'T HAVE SPACE FOR THEIR PHOTOS! MORE M-G-M STARS
too® i«
Franchot Tone, Robert Young, Rosalind Russell, Frank Morgan, Edna May Oliver, Reginald
n<9
Owen, Virginia Bruce, Nat Pendleton, Lewis Stone, Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Hersholt
NW
Ted Healy, Allan Jones, Buddy Ebsen, Joseph Calleia, Maureen O'Sullivan, Una Merkel
Chester Morns, Stuart Erwin, Bruce Cabot, Elizabeth Allan, Brian Aherne, Charles Butter0rr\
feet'tf>°
worth, Madge Evans, Frances Langford, Eric Linden, June Knight, Ann Loring, Robert
RiS
Benchley Jean Parker, May Robson, Mickey Rooney, James Stewart, Ernestine SchumannHeink, Harvey Stephens, etc.
Rod
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Loretta Young
A Letter from Liza
You can think what you please
, buut at)
yway
abcelynt ■wofillmeanto
probde
least it's(ydaourned
tell yo
to
ng
g
yi
s
in
but there' noth
so satisf
to a poor
gal's soul as EscDra
R:ng olf the items on a
TtcOhi
ARpad atI the end of the working
lend
Ear
caD
lir ydo
e Iyou'
ou besacayusif
y.lar,Faitbutac1comnepve
daho
sc
amre noa
scholar, and what's more to the ecpoteind,t, I
it
nevesr accompli. veYes, nejust asne I ofsusp
the things
seem that I ha do no
d now they have
I intended sfdoerinregd today,oman
to t orrow; poor little
to be tran
geyt toalldawy.orn out being transitems, ferthredeyfrom da
But you see, at noon today I went to the
luncheon-shower given by Joan Blondell for
Normanany Foster)
(Mrs. event
Sally Blane
now,
minute who's
a blessed
expecting
and I became so intrigued while prowling
around baby bonnets, and booties, and
rattlers, and teething rings and things that
I completely lost all track of time. Loretta
sister, is so tickled over beYoung, Sally's
coming an auntie that she fairly beams,
and she's hoping that it will be a girl.
"What chance has a boy in this family of
girls?" said Loretta.
inPractically everybody at the partystory.
upon telling me the Quint
sisted
"Don't look now," said the second Quint
to the first, "but I think we're being folAnd now for tomorrow. "Drop in on
Missy Lombard's set for a spot of tea and
of gossip." Well, that won't be hard
ato bit
take— or forget. Carole's making a piclowed."
ture now called "My Man Godfrey" and is
co-starring with none other than her exhusband, Mr. William Powell, and as Bill
is practically as mad as Carole a fine pair
they must make. I hear tell they simply go
into hysterics when Director Gregory La
Cava tells them how to make love to each
other. But alas, screen kisses aren't real,
dear editor, for it's Clark Gable who waits
at the stage door for La Lombard and takes
is done—
workplaces
day'sgoing
thestill
when is
her home
.Hid
Mr. Powell
with
Miss Harlow. However, don't be too disillusioned about screen kisses because Henry
Fonda hasn't let Margaret Sullavan oui of
his sight ever since they made their |>i<
ture together.
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Tips

On

Pictures

Reviews
In Brief.

A new Buck
Jones
that picture
will
recall the
thrillers of
other days.

Change from cake soap
to soapless Admiracion Shampoo
Treatment, and see what this new,
modern method of hair care does !
Admiracion alone gives you these
advantages in just one treatment:
1. Cleans and brightens the hair.
2. Removes dandruff.
3. Conditions the scalp.
4. Strengthens the hair.
5. Gives a real oil treatment.
Featured by leading hairdressers;
used by the beautiful girls of the
screen; more than 1,000,000 bottles
sold last year.
Star-brighten your hair. Right in
your own home. Quick. Easy. No
special after-rinses required. Try this
unique beauty treatment— today!
Toiletry Counters U. S. and Canada

SEND 10c FOR GENEROUS SAMPLE
Admiracion Laboratories. Inc., Harrison, N. J.
Olive Oil for dry hair ( ) Pine Tar for oily hair ( ) Bu(h20c
Name
Street
rCity
:
, ,SS7 )j j
© 1936 Admiracion Laboratories, inc.
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AND SO THEY WERE MARRIED — Good.
An amusing little tale about an attractive widow
and an equally attractive widower (and their respective daughter and son) who meet at a winter
resort and through propinquity overcome their
temporary aversion for one another. (Mary AstorMelvyn Douglas-Edith Fellows).
BIG NOISE, THE— Fair Comedy. Guy Kibbee
cast as the wealthy retired manufacturer whose
enforced leisure is slowly sapping his pep. So he
secretly buys an interest in another business and
joyfully joins the ranks of the workers again.
(Warren Hull, Alma Lloyd, Dick Foran).
BIG BROWN EYES— Good. Joan Bennett becomes acomedienne — and a good one, too — in this
wise-cracking comedy concerning a manicurist who
has a penchant for detective work, and a young
"copper" at(Cary
Grant) who is ready with the
handcuffs
all times.
COUNTRY BEYOND, THE— Fair. If you
revel in tales of the great open spaces of the
Northwest with a stalwart Canadian Mountie for
your hero (Paul Kelly) and a girl as pretty as
Rochelle Hudson for your suffering heroine, then
this is right down your alley.
DRACULA'S DAUGHTER— Good. Although
this may not seem as blood-chilling to you as
its
predecessor,
"Dracula,"
it stillnotmanages
stimulate
the nerves
in a manner
conduciveto
to sound sleep. If you see it late at night we'll
guarantee
you'llGloria
be counting
morning.
(Otto KrugerHolden- sheep
Irvingbefore
Pichel).
GREAT ZIEGFELD, THE— Splendid. If you
want to see a truly sumptuous musical, one that
truly
merits
the adjective
"colossal,"
then don't
miss this
colorful
biographical
film depicting
the
rise to fame of one of our most romantic glorifiers
of the American Girl. In fine cast, Bill Powell,
Myrna Loy, Luise Rainer.
HARVESTER, THE— Good. Another of Gene
Stratton
Porter's
talesfilm
furnishes
able material
for homespun
a wholesome
which suitthe
censors will love. You certainly should recognize
right from wrong after you see it. The fine cast
includes Alice Brady, Russell Hardie. Ann Rutherford, Joyce Compton and Cora Sue Collins.
I MARRIED A DOCTOR— Good. Once upon
a time this story was filmed under its original
title
Street."NowYouit has
remember?
Sinclair
Lewis— "Main
is the author.
been turned
into
a somewhat less important, but still interesting
study of life
in a small town. (Pat O'BrienJosephine
Hutchinson).
LAW IN HER HANDS, THE— Good. In
order to prove to the district attorney, who wants
to make a hausfrau out of her, that she is a truly
capable lawyer, Margaret Lindsay becomes allied
with a number of racketeers and wins some spectacular cases for them. Cast includes Lyle Talbot,
Glenda Farrell and Warren Hull.
MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR, THE—
Only Fair. This is a typical Harold Bell Wright

story with the plot revolving around a romantic
lost mine that is guarded by a half-crazed miser
(Henry Walthall.) The young love interest is
handled by Richard Arlen and Cecilia Parker.
MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN— Excellent.
As keen a satire on the greediness of most humans
when Big Money is in the offing as has been offered
by the screen in many a moon. Gary Cooper gives
a brilliant portrayal of the simple, kindly young
writer of verse who suddenly inherits an enormous
fortune, and Jean Arthur is fine as the sob sister.
MOON'S OUR HOME, THE — Fine. A
sparkling comedy about a spoiled motion picture
star and an equally pampered author who meet
incognito and fall in love. A quarrel separates
them directly following their marriage and they
do _ not meet again until
they've
both Sullavanresumed
their
careers.
(Marg.
Henry temperamental
Fonda).
PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR BACK,
THE — Fine. A genuinely moving film story has
been adapted from the play made famous some
years
Conrad ago
Veidtby isSir
now Johnston
cast withForbes-Robertson.
excellent results
in the role of the benign stranger whose advent
influences the lives of the sordid occupants of a
shabby London boarding-house.
ROAMING LADY— Fair. A romantic action
film boasting the routine formula of the wealthy,
incorrigible heiress who stows away to China in
order to be with the flying instructor she is in
love with. There they become embroiled in various
mercantile and political intrigues from which,
naturally,
thev escape unscathed. (Fay WrayRalph Bellamy).
SPEED — Fair. James Stewart, who made such
a hit ofin this
"Nextaction
Timecomedy
We Love,"
is the
shining
light
revolving
around
an
automobile invention that insures marvellous
speed at the race track. Wendy Barrie is his
sparring partner and in the cast also can be
found Ralph Morgan, Una Merkel, Ted Healy.
TILL WE MEET AGAIN— Fine. The World
War is again the setting for as intensely interesting
a spy year.
dramaGertrude
as you're
likelyandto Herbert
see thisMarshall
or any
other
Michael
provide the romance which, because they are employed in intelligence work for opposing countries,
is fraught with disaster. (Lionel At will).
THINGS TO COME— Interesting. H. G.
Wells experiments with the future in a decidedly
novel fashion. If you are curious to ascertain what
might of
happen
the inhabitants
of this unruly
earth
ours toduring
the next hundred
years,
see this unusual film. (Raymond Massey).
13 HOURS BY AIR— Amusing. Some pretty
wild and melodramatic situations are taken
suavely in their stride in this exciting coast-tocoast
on a passenger
yourselftripenjoying
them inairplane,
spite ofandtheyou'll
lackfindof
Pitts).
plausibility. (Joan Bennett-Fred MaoMurray-ZaSu
WITNESS CHAIR, THE— Interesting. A
highly dramatic courtroom drama with Ann Harding and Walter Abel splendidly cast in the two
leading roles. If you enjoy unravelling a murder
mystery by means of testimony obtained during
a trial, this will prove most intriguing.
Silver

Screen

##

SB

brings you America's beloved comedian, W. C. FIELDS,
PARAMOUNT
as the one and only Professor Eustace McGargle in the musical comedy
"POPPY" with Rochelle Hudson . . . Directed by A. Edward Sutherland
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Your
APPEALED

TO

Beach

JWE

NSTANTLYl
SAID

Are You Prepared For
Your Bathing Suit?

Beauty

EDMUND
LOWE

By Mary

Suave film
star picks
most kissable lips in
unique test
• We presented Edmund lowe picks most apthree girls
filmingcom-of
„,„j
i „„,„to One
r\Ed-„ Bt?liM.lip,s
The wrecker, recently
mund Lowe.
pleted
Gaumont-British picture.
wore ordinary
lipstick... one, no lipstick ... the third, Tangee.
"Her lips look kissable," he said of the Tangee
girl, "they look natural."
Tangee can't make lips look painted— because
Tangeecipleisn't
magicin color-change
printurns itpaint.
from Its
orange
the stick to blush
rose on your lips. Just the shade to suit your
complexion. Try Tangee. In two sizes, 39c and
$1.10. Or, send 10c for the special 4-Piece
Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES . . . when you luy.
Don't talet
some issharp
sales
person switch
you youto anaslcimionly
one for
Tangee.
But when
for
Tangee.ion. . .. there
. te sure
to ask
tangee
natcral.
There
is another shade of Tangee called Tangee Theatrical, but
itandisforintended
only use.
for those who insist on vivid color
professional

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
USE TANGEE CREME ROUGE
WATERPROOF! ITS NATURAL
BLUSH-ROSE COLOR NEVER FADES
OR STREAKS EVEN IN SWIMMING

* 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY SU76
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Po wder. I enclose 10^ ("tomps or coin). 150 in Canada.
Shade □ Flesh □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
N,imr
pi jaso Print
Address
City
State
8

e of Joan
urll
ctde
pion
Bl
bes
ok anatd thi
lo
ST
JU
d
ce
convin
she has
nothing to fear from
ing her pe
ch-time
hav
ap bead by an
beauty sn
unsuspected camera,
's
in ght
wha!tevPreertty pos
cau
Joae n shehas
a bathing girl personality every bit as winning as her dressed-up
parts in some of her
Wa
es.er Brothers' picturrn
Take a lesson from
Joan and be prepared,
when you frivol at the
water's
edge, may
for the
kodak that
be
lurking behind any
sand dune or umbrella
to snap you unawares!
That day at the beach
is beauty's big opportunity, if you'll only
realize it. You're on
display,
than
on the even
dance more
floor.

Lee

can. It's fine for posture, taking off
inches and tightenmuscles
that relaxed
let you
ing up those
crawlin isspots.
especially
sag
The
good, because all
the time you're doing ing
it you're
forward
and
stretching
out.reachAnd
there's nothing

quite asas fine
for the
figure
stretching.
The breast stroke is
good,
can doprovided
it withyoua
straight back and
your face
closeis toa
the water.
Water
grand aid to exercise as it
holds you suspended in a
way that gives free play to
all the muscles. And
there's less of the force of
gravity pulling you down
into slumps that you alSee to it you cut a figways have to combat when
ure youpreserved
won't mind
you're
sitting.
having
for
Heed standing
this or
warning,
future admiration— or
though,
if you Swimming,
run to exJoan Blondell poses
cess poundage.
Haven't
you
nogracefully,
unafraid
of
especially in salt water,
ticed girls who, the
jibes.
makes you ravenously
any camera.
minute they appear in
hungry, and you must
bathing attire, go all
self-conscious? They dash from the bath curb your appetite when you come out. See
it that your Summer diet consists mainly
house into the water as quickly as possible to salads,
fruits and fresh vegetables.
and drape robes around themselves when of Diving
is dandy for posture! If you can
they should be basking in the sunlight. And only remember
the form to which you hold
there are
sorry to Neither
say, whois
flaunt
theirothers,
charms we're
ad nauseum.
yourself when you're poised for the takenecessary, nor likely to make a girl one of
off, and save it for everyday use, you'll be
making much headway toward the graceful
those beach
play-mates
who's
always
in
decarriage that makes people turn around to
mand and the first to be dated up for din- look
at one.
ner and dancing— or something more perThrow the beach ball with your arms
manent.
We've cast an appraising eye over the over your head, or from the shoulders. Keep
girls who seem always to be the center of your chin up and your shoulders back when
doingto it.
And learn
"tuck-under''
congenial
our verdictandon admiring
how they cliques.
do it: And
first ofhere's
all, you're
your hips
minimize
theirto size
and hold
your
"tummy"
in.
The
"tuck-under"
is done
they're
entirely
natural.
They're
gay
and
they let themselves go, whatever sport is the by pulling your hips down and under, as if
order of the day.
you were sitting. It's grand for straightening
Of course, one all-important aid to mag- out the curve in your back and keeping
your "tummy" flat so your bathing suit
netic gaiety and
utterknowledge
freedom from
consciousness
is the
that selfyou won't show unflattering bulges.
A new aid to Summer reducing that's winlook
right.
yourself
a becomingbathing
suit,Assure
smooth
evenlyof tanned
skin
ning enthusiastic praise is called "GymGobs."
Kleinert makes these garments of
(minus
sunburn),
hair sothat's
Na- rich, crepey
rubber in oyster white, nauticalture or by
permanent)
it cancurly
stand(bybeing
mussed up without getting straggly . . . ly trimmed with blue sailor figures. They're
attractive
to
look at . . . but they certainly
and a figure to be proud of.
make the excess inches fly when you wear
If you're facing
beach that
play-time
with theis them lor active sports or exercises! There
embarrassing
thought
your figure
not all it should be, here are some tips on are shorts, smartly cut and snugly fitting,
how to improve it at the same time that to
"tummy"
hips. Theon slacks
do
the reduce
same job
and in and
[Continued
page 64]
you're having fun. Do all the swimming you
Silver Screen

If you
the

want

truth—

— go to a child." And
the old saying is certainly
true, isn't it?
Here was the case of a
young woman who, in
spite of her personal charm
and beauty, never seemed
to hold men friends.
For a long, long time
she searched her mind for
the reason. It was a tragic
puzzle in her life.
Then one day her little
niece told her.
You, yourself, rarely know
when you have halitosis (unpleasant breath). That's the insidious
thing about it. And even your
closest friends won't tell you.
Sometimes, of course, halitosis
comes from some deep-seated organic disorder that requires professional advice. But usually —
and fortunately— halitosis is only
a local condition that yields to
the regular use of Listerine as a
mouth wash and gargle. It is an
interesting thing that this wellknown antiseptic that has been
in use for years for surgical dressings, possesses these unusual
properties as a breath deodorant.
It puts
lite side.you on the safe and poListerine halts food fermentation in the mouth and leaves the
breath sweet, fresh and clean.
The entire mouth feels invigorated.
Get in the habit of using Listerine every morning and night.
And between times before social
and business engagements. It's
the fastidious thing to do. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.
Louis, Missouri.
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Picnic

Delights

Easy-To-Mah Recipes That Will
Add To Your Holiday Joys.

Ruth
Corbm

Coconut Strips have
real food value,
and tasty too.

Glazo

creates

new

polish

far lovelier, far superior

WITH this new-type Glazo formula, even
evaporation has been so reduced that
you can use the polish down to the last
brushful.
The new Glazo provides a richness of
beauty and sheen that has been beyond the
realm of old-type polishes. Be among the
first to wear Suntan, Russet, and Poppy
Red— stunning new "misty" reds, and the
latest additions to Glazo's range of authentic
fashion-approved shades.
This new Glazo wears extra days ... its
brilliant surface unmarred by chipping,
peeling or cracking. So easily does it float
on, without streaking, that there's never a
nail in need of re-doing.
For even a day, don't deny your fingertips the luxury of this new perfected Glazo.
Still only 20 cents each— at toilet goods
counters all over the world.

GLAZO
20 CENTS
(25 cents in Canada)
10

TT IS picnic time again! For the children
I and the boys and girls who refuse to
grow up this is indeed good news. There
are so many grand places to go, so many
to eat that week-end after weekgood endthings
tastes. you can vary both of them to suit your
If your taste turns to something Chinese,
which is equally good for picnics or home
serving, and for any meal of the day, Ann
Loring's Almond Omelet is just the thing.
Incidentally, if you prefer, you can use
shrimp or lobster instead of almonds in the
omelet. If almonds are used, cook them in
oil, preferably olive oil, until they are barely
crisped then remove from the oil. Into the
same oil put the celery and onions sliced
on the bias one-quarter of an inch thick.
Cook until slightly steamed. Drain from the
oil, add the almonds and combine with the
eggs which will bind together the almonds
and vegetables. For this mixture you use:
ALMOND OMELET
2 cups celery
1 cup blanched almonds
2 cups onion
4 eggs well beaten
Soy sauce
When cooking, drop ingredients by tablespoonfuls into the oil slowly until nicely
browned and well set. Serve with soy sauce
and boiled rice.
And here is a brand new recipe which has
been prepared for you by Silver Screen,
which you can make and take along as a
cold dessert on your picnic or camping trip,
or you can serve it at home either hot or
cold. It is different, it is tasty and it has all
the ingredients necessary to health. We call
it Silver Fluff.
SILVER FLUFF
cupful Kellogg 's Rice
eggs
31 cupful
sugar 1 Krispies
1/2 cupful chopped i/2 cupful chopped nuts
dates
i/4 cupful crushed pineapple, drained
to other inand add
yolks
Beat egggredients,
which have
been thoroughly
mixed. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour
into a buttered pan and bake in a moderate
oven (350 F) for about 40 minutes. Crumble
and serve, heaped in sherbet glasses, either
hot or cold, with whipped cream or lemon
sauce. Serves 8.
From. Joan Crawford comes this recipe
which is also adaptable to indoor and outdoor meals. I tried it quite recently on some
guests, and did they rave!

DAINTY CHIPS
1 bag of potato chips American Cheese
Sliced sweet pickle Potted ham
Place a thin layer of cheese on each chip.
Cover this with thin slices of sweet pickle
and a layer of potted ham. Place them in a
hot oven until the cheese is melted. Allow
them to cool until crisp and serve.
The old fashioned sandwich loaf can be
made to do duty for the picnic or the
luncheon table with nice results. I have my
own ideas about sandwich loaves, however,
for it seems to me in making them time is
always an important element of consideration. Instead of taking a loaf of unsliced bread and making it into the usual
sandwich loaf I take the sliced loaf and use
from four to five slices of bread to make
small loaves. In this way I can have 15 to
18 sandwiches and about three different
combinations from one loaf of bread. Here
is one of my favorites.
SURPRISE LOAF
5 slices of trimmed bread
2 or 3 prunes mashed fine
1 egg chopped & mixed with Crosse &
Blackwell's India Relish & Mayonnaise
Crosse & Blackwell's Beef & Liver Pate
with Mayonnaise
Pimentoes mixed with mayonnaise
Cream cheese with chopped olives.
Spread a layer of each mixture on a slice
of bread. Place one on top of another and
cover with cream cheese, just as though you
were icing a cake, thinned to a spreading
consistency with a little cream. Garnish with

Cherry Ice Box Cake
in Fourth
the spirit
of the
of July.
Silver

Screen

sliced, stuffed olives. Place in refrigerator
until firm.
Particularly for your Fourth of July
celebration is a Cherry Ice Box Cake which
is too, too divine. Here it is and it is vouched
for by none other than Lyle Talbot.
CHERRY ICE BOX CAKE
(J Can) EaSle Brand Con"
CUPSMilk
11/3
densed
1/ cup lemon juice
1 cup quartered maraschino cherries
and drained pineapple tidbits
Vanilla wafers.
Blend together the sweetened condensed
milk and lemon juice. Add prepared fruit.
Line narrow oblong pan or spring form cake
pan with waxpaper. Cover with fruit. Add
ng in this way until
layer of wafers, alternati
the fruit mixture is used and finishing with
in refrigerator
a layer of wafers. Let it stand
for six hours or more. To serve, turn out
cover
on a platter, remove waxpaper andcherries
with a butter icing. Garnish with
of flag in
around edge and with designcake.
And it
center. This makes a colorful
is both easy to make and easy to eat.
For the picnic box not only the mothers of
such tiny stars as Jane Withers, Shirley
Temple, Dickie Moore, etc., but all mothers
everywhere find these dainty cookies intrigue
the childish fancy and appetite.
COCONUT STRIPS
Take day old sliced bread and cut in half
inch strips. Dip them well in Eagle Brand
dry cocoCondensed Milk, roll in shredded,
nut and brown either over the fire with a
toasting fork or under a slow blaze in your
nice. By taking
stove. They are crisp and
thicker slices of bread and covering them
in the same way, you have, instead, cake-like
strips tasting much like coconut covered
Angel Food.
CHOCOLATE CRISPIES

1F3

wm
I'M IN LUCK, MEETING YOU !
REMEMBER, YOU'RE MY GIRL
1 FOR THE DANCE !

JOAN! YOUR BROTHER ASKED
ME TO THE DANCE
I HOPE HE LIKES
ME, BUT SO MANY
MEN DROP ME AFTER
THE FIRST DATE.

unsweetened 4 cups
2 squares
chocolate
Corn Kellogg's
Flakes
1 can Eagle Brand
Condensed Milk
Melt chocolate in top of double boiler.
Add Condensed Milk and stir over boiling
water 5 minutes or until mixture thickens
slightly. Remove from fire, cool, add corn
flakes and mix well. Drop by spoonfuls on
buttered baking sheet. Bake in moderate
oven (375 F) lo minutes, or until brown.
Remove from pan at once. Makes about 30.
Be a charmer! . . .
And here is a new five-way cookie that is
a boon to the housekeeper. You can mix up
of
score
a
have
and
a whole batch, separate
different kinds of cookies.
add this alluring all-ove
FIVE-WAY COOKIES
The secret of fascinating French women
1 can Eagle Brand Condensed Milk
— yours! ... Be feminine! Clothe youri/2 cup peanut butter
self in Mavis' garden-scented glamour.
To this add any one of the five ingredients
Men adore its fragrant Spring-like
listed below. Bake in a moderate oven.
freshness — remember how it enhances
(1) 2 cups of raisins
your charm. Mavis does even more ! . . .
Flakes
It absorbs body moisture, lowers skin
Corn
s
Kellogg'
(2) 2 cups
(3) 3 cups coconut, shredded
temperature, helps you keep cool. So
(4) 2 cups Bran Flakes
(5) 1 cup nut meats, chopped.
pure and soothing — Mavis protects
Now get busy on those picnics and campparties ...fororlight
if youluncheons
can't getoraway
try
theseingrecipes
Sunday
night
suppers.
You'll
find
they
save
you
MAVIS
many hours out of a hot kitchen.
Here are some supplies that the housewife
should always put in for the summer
months. Hormel Flavor-Sealed Chicken and Genuine
Chicken a la King. Richardson & Robbins
Chicken Soup. Libby's Veal Loaf. Heinz
canned soups. Crosse & Black well's preserves.
delicious
Borden's
of Kraft or
A variety
cheeses.
Mayonnaise;
canned
fruits. Canned IN THE RED
vegetables;
olives, pickles. Bisquick and
Ci isco.
CONTAINER
Happy vacation to you all.
for July

Before

you

r fragrance

dress

. . . MAVIS

your skin. Never neglect this feminine
witchery every time you bathe, every
time you dress. Mavis' enchanting
fragrance lingers all through the
day — or evening.
Mavis Talcum in 25c, 50c, and $1 sizes at
and department stores — convenient
drug
10c size at 5-and-10c stores. White or flesli.
We invite you to try Mavis — use coupon.
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"You're

Telling

The authors of the
Fifty Best Letters
received this month
will win beautiful,
original photo*
graphs,glass.
framed
under
The
photographs
be inscribed to wilj
the
winners and signed
by the
the coupon.
stars. Use

Phil Recan and
Evaltn Knapp in
Laughing
Eyes,"
a RepublicIrishPicture

SPARKLING
AMtfifc

Me?"
Write About
The Things
You

Like

In

The
And

M ovies.
Why I

Henry Fonda's photo, won by Stewart K. Weir.

EYES

ROMANCE

SPARKLING, laughing eyes . . . eyes that
say more than words can ever express
... are the eyes that fascinate men, that
invite romance.
Now, every girl can have eyes that sparkle
. . . eyes that radiate life and beauty. Just a
touch of Winx Mascara to the lashes and
instantly they appear darker, longer, and
more lustrous. It works wonders — brings
out the natural beauty and charm of your
eyes — enlivens your whole appearance.
Once you try Winx you readily understand
why so many smart, well-groomed women
use Winx regularly for both daytime and
evening make-up. You will like the way its
emollient oils keep your lashes luxuriantly
soft at all times.
Winx Mascara is offered in four colors —
black, brown, blue, and green — and in
three convenient forms — the new Creamy
Winx (which is gaining in popularity
every day), and the old favorites, Cake
Winx and Liquid Winx. All are harmless,
smudge-proof, water-proof, non-smarting,
and easy to apply.
Your local drug and department stores
carry Winx Mascara in the economical
large size. You can also obtain the complete line of Winx Eye Beautifiers in Introductory Sizes at all 10$ stores.

erer's
Francis photo,
Led-

Gene Raymond's photo,
won by Janet
Schaeffer.

won by Virginia Foltz.

handthe Hollyof in
is one
EDDY
somest and best
actors
wood. He's Gable, Tone and
all in one!" writes Mildred Segal of
St.,
for Scran
Mr. ton,
Eddy,Pa.but"That
is it really
enoughisn't
to

NELSON
Taylor
Gibso
enougnh

e?" about your favorite on
winSeea pictur
the story
page
"WE26. WANT more of Ida Lupino. She
is not only a good actress but she is beautiful as well. We liked her in 'Anything
Goes' and are waiting for 'One Rainy
Afternoon,' " writes William Willingham
of N. Julia St., Mobile, Ala.
It's in her blood— she's our pedigreed star.
"I SAW 'Rose Marie' recently and am
still thrilled to the gills," writes Laura H.
Stindt
of Topaz,
Mich. were
"The many
theatrepeople
was
so
packed
that there
standing
in back
one).have
It wasn't
comfortable
but (II was
would
stood very
all
night to hear Nelson Eddy sing 'Indian
Love Call' again."
You belong to the "Nelson Eddy Stankind. dees." It's the largest organization of its
"I WANT

a picture of that paragon of

pixilation, Gary Cooper, to put on my wall
so I can look at it and then close my eyes
and see that lovable lanky come sliding
down the banisters, or hear him boomboomp Marie
on the
tuba ofandS. really
writes
Pelletier
Jeffersonlaugh,"
Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo. "It is pictures like 'Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town' that make me believe moving pictures can be Public Benefactors No.
1— when they really try."
When they're "Deeds" not words'.
"I HAVE never really 'lived' through a
picture until I saw 'Trail of the Lonesome
Pine,' " writes Sophie Petroff of MassachuSt., Gary,not
Ind.one"Toor those
all ofsettsthem,
two. performers,
should be
given great praise and recognition for their
wonderful work in this very true-to-life
drama of the valley and hill folks."
Good pictures are never forgotten.

"GINGER
certainly
ascended to the ROGERS
heights of popularity. has
Ginger
has glamour, charm, personality, beauty
and everything else which tends to make
the screen,"
on Ave.,
personage
greatJudice
her
Lafayof Mudd
writesa Ann
ette, La.
"Never Gonna Dance" is being readied

for you.

This coupon must accompany your letter. Not good after July 6, 193 6
Editor,
"YOU'RE TELLING ME?"
SILVER SCREEN, 45 W. 45 th St., New York, N. Y.
In the event that my letter is selected for a prize, I should be pleased
to have a framed and inscribed photograph of

o
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My name is
Address

City

The fifty
ners of winthe
signed,
frameds
photo
graph
offered in June
have been
notified by mail.

State
Silver

Screen

"I HAVE been trying so hard to get a
picture of Fred MacMurray, but I just
can't seem to win one," writes Frances Haggerty of Southside Ave., Lynn, Mass. "I
have recently seen him in 'Trail of the
Lonesome Pine.' The girls who play opposite him are lucky, and I would sure
like to be one of them."
Miss Haggerty meet Mr. MacMurray!
"MORE than anything I can think of is
the way I want a picture of James Stewart.
Gosh, he's swell!" writes Marian Morris of
Front St., Conway, Ark. "I'll admit he's no
Bob Taylor for looks, but he's a darn good
actor,
a darn
goodStewart
one!!! 'Superb'
the
word for
James
in more isways
than one!"
See Page 51.
"I RECENTLY saw the new romantic
handsome actor, Michael Whalen. That
smile and wavy curly hair of his captures
all movie fans who see him. He is one actor
who will shoot up to the top and stay
there,"
Miss M. Whalen
star Rd.,writes
Pt. Richmond,
S. I. of MorningO. K! Mike's all right.
"I AM hoping to get a nice autographed
photo
of Spencer
Tracy, ofmyLincolnville
favorite,"
writes Herman
D. Wood
Ave., Belfast, Me. "It is hard to think of
Tracy as an actor, merely portraying characters, but more like the real original
character. His acting has the power to fascinate because of sincerity and complete
lack of studied effects."
It's that casual I-don't-give-a-whoop way
of his.

Mutin

y

^Bath

tu

"AT
who is byreally
different and LAST,
who is aso star
recognized
the public
as an actress of superior quality— Olivia de
Havilland," writes Raymond Lajoie of Danielson, Conn. "I look forward with great
interest to her next role opposite that 'one
and only' of screen actors, Fredric March,
in 'Anthony Adverse.' "
preview of "Anthony Adverse"
sheAtwasthea wow!
The fifty prizes are real photographs, not reproductions, and
each is inscribed by the star
with the winner's name and
autographed. The frames are of
wood 8 y2 x 10 '/2 inches.

PICTURE

TITLES

Beech-Nut
■■Km "SI"", ^^"St^^riySrT^fM ■-■W^f'

After Alterations
"Suicide Club" (Rbt. Montgomery)
has been changed to
"Trouble for Two"
"The Witch of Timbuctu" (Lionel
Barrymore) has been changed to
"The Devil Doll"
"Mob Rule" (Spencer Tracy) has
been changed to
"Fury"
"Queer Money" (Chester Morris) has
been changed to "Counterfeit"
"It's a Small World" (Joan Bennett)
has been changed to
"We Found Love"
"Nobody's Fool" (Ed. E. Horton) has
been changed to . . "Unconscious"
"Fer de Lance" (Edward Arnold) has
been changed to
"Meet Nero Wolfe"

for July
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Gum
BEECH-NUT PEPPERMINT GUM
it's theinmost
popular States.
flavor
of... isanyso good
gum sold
the United

BEECHIES . . . another really
fine
candyPepperminr
coaring. Gum
Like —sealed
Gum andin
Candy in one.

SPEARMINT .
especially
for those Quality
who likeproduct.
a "stronger'
taste. A Beech-Nut

ORALGENE
. . . made to do a
"special" job. lis
firmer exercise
texture .gives
needed
. . andmuchits
lehydratcd milk of 13magm sil
helps neutralize mouth acidityEach piece individually wrapped.
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Seeing The
Stars At
Work-With
S. R.
M

OO

PARAMOUNT PICTURES STAR
TO enhance the loveliness of your skin, safeguard its texture in the
Hollywood manner.
Use the finest of powders and the finest of
puffs — for with powder
puffs,thetoofamous
— it's texture!
Use
Screen
Star Puff, endorsed by
famous stars. Its deep
plush pile is extra-long
and super-soft and its
smooth, even texture
dusts on your favorite
powder with the delicate touch of a zephyrlike breeze. Remember,
too — change your puff
frequently. A clean
skin demands a clean
puff — for health, as well
as beauty. Five cents at
all leading chain stores.

YOUB
FAVORITE
SCREEN
STAR

SCREEN

Fred MacMurray,
the orchestra leader,
encounters Carole
Lombard and Alison
Skipworth in
"The
Princess
Comes
Across."

I roll out of
me aswith
INGget tells
ETHand
SOMbed
to work
my new
ed
,
blue-handl
toothbrush preparatory
to a tour of the studios, that this is going
to be a good day. Some studios have
nothing going, but the ones that have are
shooti
looks d.
like Steeli
one ngof
those ng
daysfull'
for blast
your and
Uncleit Richar
myself I start at—
Warner Brothers
FEARS
MY stuck
while. d. I'll be
long founde
for awell
here are
First we have Kay Francis in "Angel of
Mercy." The set is hardly a fitting background for the glamorous Kay. It is nothing
but a hut with bare wood walls, a small
iron stove, a chair and a most uncomfortable looking bed. Kay is lying on the bed
with a knitted shawl around her shoulders
and some kind of dewdad on her head.
She's just recovering from the cholera.
Henry O'Neill comes in, with his overcoat
on. It's winter.
"Time for eleven o'clock milk, Miss
Nightingale," he says, handing her a glass.

STARS

*HITCH yOUA BEAUTy TO A STAR *
Don'tPuffforget
with each Beauty
Screen
Star
is a— Hollywood
Secret.
Save
these
folders.
They're
good for free premium.
14

Halliwell Hobbes, Henry O'Neill
and Kay Francis in the biographical story of Florence Nightingale, "Angel of Mercy."

"Thank you, Tom," Kay smiles as she
takes it. "You're a good little nurse, aren't
"Did Dr. Hunt give you permission to
write letters, Miss?" O'Neill inquires, fearing she's over-exerting
Before
she can answerherself.
there is a knock
at the door. "See who it is, Tom," Kay
says.
"Just a soldier," Halliwell Hobbes smiles
as he steps inside and salutes her.
"How kind of you to come to see me,"
Kay greets him. "You ought to be looking
after
own tohealth."
"I'myour
getting
be an old man," Hobbes
tells her.you?"
"I was at Waterloo, you know.
My"The
days army
of service
over."
won'tareletnearly
you go
just yet,"
Kay comforts him.
"They've had the best of me," Hobbes
goes on. And then he tells her she has been
mentioned in the military despatches and
has been appointed general superintendent
of all the female nurses in the British army.
I do not know the story of Florence
Nightingale, so I can't tell you why every*
one says Kay is not the right type for the
part. I only know if the whole story holds
up to the scene I saw her do it will be the
bestFlorence
performance
she's was
ever thegiven.
Nightingale
woman who
founded the Red Cross and why Kav
couldn't have started it as well as anyone
else I agine
don't
I can't
imanythingknow.
more Personally
delightful than
having
Kay for a nurse when one is ill.
"I hope this is going to be a really big
picture,"
me only
when program
the scenepic-is
over. "MostKayofsays
mineto are
tures but I have great hopes for this one.
And then as soon as this is finished I go
right into another one called 'Sweet
I'd cause
likewe always
to spend
day with
behave thea swell
time Kay
gabbing
Silver
Aloes.' "

Screen

Jews
A

Survey Of The

Busy Sound

Stages.

BY

JANTZEN

% You wear onlyone garment on the beach.
Style, beauty and comfort
but there are other
sets to be covered so
I leave and amble
over to the next
stage where Joe E.
Brown is making
his nextture forto Warner
last picBrothers.
This one is called "Earthworm Tractors."
Joe E. is a blundering salesman. He sells
novelties until his romantic heart, Carol
Hughes, and her father, Olin Howland,
urge him
to sell to"something
when
he decides
hitch his big."
wagonThat's
to a
tractor. There are laugh-provoking blunders galore until, at the end, he finds he
leally loves June Travis. But she's hurt over
his fancied affection for Carol, and disappears. All he can learn is the name of the
city to which she's fled. Joe goes right to

are entirely dependent upon that one garment fitting
perfectly and permanently. You can have no more
positive assurance

than a

figure-control Jantzen.

It

is America's finest fitting
swimming suit. Knitted by
the famous
process

Jantzen-stitch

a Jantzen

the body

molds

in slenderizing

lines of grace and beauty.
IRENE BENNETT, in the Paramount
picture,"The Sky Parade".
"TAKE-OFF MIO" as shown $5.95
With skirt
$8.95
Other Jantzen models $4.50 - $8.95

In "Earthworm Tractors," Joe
E. Brown develops super-salesmanship and comedy.
town and starts 'phoning every Johnson
(which
is June's name in the picture) looking for her.
We find him in a telephone booth in a
for July
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Jantzen Knitting Mills, Dept. 272, Portland, Ore.
Send me style folder in color featuring new
2936 models.
Women's O
Men's D
Nar,
Address
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TOOT •* *

have

beautiful

teeth

CLEANS
TEETH
Replace half way care of your
teeth with a tooth paste that
does a Double job. All the cleansing in the world won't keep
your teeth beautiful if you let
your Gums grow soft and
spongy!
your
teeth andForhan's
protectswhitens
your gums
at the same time.

m
O

large hotel, with his feet propped up
against the door. June is the switchboard
operator at the public phone booths but
Joe has not seen her yet.
"Sorry," says June into the mouthpiece
when he gives her the last number, "the
phone's been disconnected."
"Well," Joe sighs, "I guess I'm through.
That
the last
the Johnsons."
Junewasthinks
she ofrecognizes
his voice and
stands up behind the desk so she can see
into the booth. Then she sits down again
and speaks into her transmitter. "Not the
very last Johnson," she murmurs. "There's
"Who's that?" Joe demands.
left." Johnson," June whispers softly.
one"Mabel
"Mabel! Mabel!" Joe yelps into the
'phone. "Where are you? I'll come to you
I think you
it would
wherever
are." have been much more
romantic if he'd started singing "Alice,
where art thou?" but then I don't write
theWhen
dialogue
Joe'sis pictures.
the for
scene
finished Joe glances
around and sees my guide and me behind
the camera. "Does the scene smell all the
wayI nod
back my
there?"
asks.Joe really does a
head heand
"take-'em." "It smells pretty good," I grin.
Next is "Public Enemy's Wife." This
features Armstrong,
Pat O'Brien,
MargaretBogart
Lindsay,
Robert
Humphrey
and
Dick Foran.

SAVES
GUMS
Forhan's is different from all
other tooth pastes. It brings
you the famous formula of Dr.
Forhan — now used in concentrated form by dentists everywhere to combat gum troubles.
It gives you two-fold protection, yet costs no more than
most ordinary tooth pastes.
Why take chances with half
way dental care? Begin using
Forhan's today.

ui
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Robert Armstrong, Pat O'Brien
and Margaret Lindsay in "Public Enemy's Wife," a new angle
on the gangster films.

s
han'

For

REITIOVE
The dainty, pleasant way to remove
hair from arms, legs and face. Velvet
Mitten, as easy to use as a powder
puff, gently rubs away the unsightly
growth. Harmless . . . odorless ... painless. Does not encourage re-growth.
Leaves skin soft and velvety smooth.
IF your
dealer forhasn't
them,Mittens
send
one dollar
3 Velvet
... a full summer's supply.

-v~ATjjDll£T GOODS COUNT
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Margaret is a wealthy gal who marries
Bogart unaware that he is a criminal. Then
she gets sent up to prison for three years
for complicity in a crime he commits and
with which she really had nothing to do.
Naturally,
like Bogart
Maggie socan't
stay marrieda sensitive
to a mugggirllike
she
tells
him
she's
going
to
divorce
him.
He
asks to see her before she leaves prison and
tells hertweenhe'll
any man
them. Hekillreally
cares. who comes beBut Maggie goes right on through with
her divorce. Pat and Bob Armstrong question
since she's
cent hershe about
can tellclues
thembutnothing.
Then,innoshe
meets Foran, a wealthy playboy, and they
become engaged. Bogart reads of the engagementHeandisoffers
testifytoforNew
the York
government.
beingto taken
when he escapes from the train and makes
his way to Palm Beach where Maggie is.
Pat suggests to Maggie that she and
Foran go through with their wedding to
attract Bogart to the scene. Then Foran is
injured and he's scared by this time, anyhow. So he takes a run-out powder. And
that nobleup O'Brien
thinkbandaged
do
what
He gets you
himself
to look does?
like
Foran
and
he
takes
the
groom's
place
at
the altar!
Mr. Bogart is going to find a pret-ty

warm reception when he crashes this party
The bridesmaids are coming down the
aisle and a tinny piano is thumping out
the wedding march. Pat and Margaret are
supposed
to be the
getting
married
but they're
sitting behind
camera
watching
their
wedding procession. They'll be photographed later. you come to that style show
"Why didn't
demands.
Eloise (his wife) had in her shop?" Pat
"Oh," I murmur, "my black chiffon from
last year is still good and I didn't want to
Pat and Maggie laugh and as Warner
tempted."other company, "Hot Money,"
be
Brothers'
featuring
Ross Alexander, Beverly Roberts,
Joseph Cawthorne and Andrew Toombes is
on location, I shift my activities to—
R-K-O
ONLY one company working here— "Mary
Miss
of Hepburn
Scotland." isn't working today so I am
permitted
on theandset—notif I'll
well in
the background
speakkeep
to anyone.
There isn't a great deal doing in the
way of action, but you never saw such a
set. I'm only standing about ten feet away
from the castle walls and I can't tell that
they're not real stone. The flagstone in the
courtyard is real and not the felt blocks
they usually put down on sets. Mr. DeMille
will probably have a fit but this set is
more massive and more real looking than
those he had for "The Crusades." They
had to put extra girders under the stage
to support the weight of the flagstone.
Some troops are storming the castle and
inside the courtyard troops attired in kilts
are waiting with their spears, bows and
arrows and battle axes poised. Suddenly
someone yells "Enter, flag of truce!" The
massive gates swing open and a couple of
horses and riders dash in.
Fredric March plays the male lead and
his wife, Florence Eldredge, plays Queen
Elizabeth. But Florence isn't working today
and Freddie is talking to Hepburn and is
consequently,
least as far as soI'mI turn
concerned, strictlyat incommunicado
the corner and presto! I am at—
Paramount
THERE are a couple of big pictures going
here this time. The most important is
"The Princess Comes Across," starring
Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray.
Carole is an actress and her friend, Alison
Skipworth, is a broken down burlesque
queen.
They're getting
so Carole
finally manages
to get anowhere
little dough
from
a picture company for doing something or
not doing something.
They buy themselves a flock of glad rags,
announce to a palpitating world that
Carole is a princess and Skippy is a countess
and they're sailing for home. But when
they get aboard ship they find Fred
MacMurray (a lowly orchestra leader) has
already
howdedo. engaged the royal suite. A pretty
Fred refuses to give up his cabin for any
buck-toothed princess but when he turns
around and gets a load of Carole he
changes his mind toot sweet. Carole finally
gets rid of Fred, the purser and assistant
purser (although Fred is not at all anxious
to leave). She leans wearily against the
door. She is, one feels, about to speak when
there is a knock. She steps aside.
"Come!" she orders imperially.
The door
opensplease.
and there's Fred again,
friendly
as you
"Again?" Skippy inquires acidly.
"I forgot my razor," Fred explains apologetically. He strides towards the bathroom.
A little bow to the princess, a little bow to
Lady Gertrude. As he disappears into the
bathroom the two women eye each other.
They do not like this young man. Botii
stiffen as they hear the sound of water
Silvfr

Screen

gushing into the bath tub.
"Good heavens!" Carole exclaims in
anguished tones, "the fellow's going to take
a bath!" She bustles over to the door and
swings it wide. Foot on the edge of the
tub, elbow on his knee, chin cupped in
hand, Mac is watching the water run into
the tub. His air is grave.
"When I was in here awhile back," he
informs her, "it was sort of actin' up. Seelook here!" He directs her attention to the
faucet. "The water runs in here and
(pointing to the waste pipe) it runs out
there on account of you can't stop it." His
diagnosis is solemn. "Trouble is— it runs
out faster than it runs in. You couldn't
raise enough water in that tub to bathe a
goldfish. Now, if the duchess here had a
screw driver "
"Young man," Skippy screams in shrill
indignation, "I do not carry screw drivers
about
person!"
ThenmyCarole
decides to put him in his
place
once
and
she
explodes, lapsing forintoall.the"Young
accent man,"
she wears

Jou

may

when

b/us/i

you

Armhole

with

make

Odor

skame

this

Test

as a princess, "eef you are a ploomber feex
it. If not,
go avay!"
And,shewaving
regal
hand please
towards
the door
returnsa
to the bedroom.
"Hi isya,finished.
toots?" she says to me when the
scene
"Utterly dejected," I complain.
" 's matter?" she sympathizes.
"Well, I had a hard enough time getting
anywhere with you when you were just a
commoner but now that you're a princess
I won't stand a chance,"
"You never did anyhow," says the blunt
Miss Lombard, "so don't take my sudden
rise
in position
to heart.
still you
speaka
to you
and Fieldsie
willButstillI'llgive
rootbeer when you come into our dressing
room."

"Rhythm on the Range" is a
cowboy picture with Frances
Farmer and Bing Crosby attending to the rhythm.

THE more fastidious you are, the more
shocked you may be to realize you
cannot prevent armhole odor unless your
underarm is dry as well as sweet.
Tonight, when you take off your dress,
smell the fabric under the arm. No matter
how carefully you deodorize your underarm, you may find that your dress carries the odor of stale perspiration !
This is bound to happen if you merely
deodorize. Creams and sticks cannot protect completely, because they are not made
to stop perspiration. They do not keep the
underarm dry, so perspiration collects on
the fabric of your dress.
The next time you wear that seemingly
clean dress, the warmth of your body brings
out an unpleasant "armhole odor" which is
imperceptible to you, but embarrassingly
obvious to those around youl
On ly one way to be SURE
Women who care about good grooming know
there is no shortcut to underarm daintiness.
They insist on the complete protection of
Liquid Odorono. It keeps the underarm not

only sweet, but absolutely dry. Not even a
drop of moisture can collect on your dress.
Odorono is entirely safe . . . ask your doctor. It gently closes the pores in that little
hollow of the underarm. Perspiration is
merely diverted to less confined areas where
it may evaporate freely. Women safely use
millions of bottles of Odorono yearly.
Time well spent — Clothes saved
It takes a few seconds longer to use Odorono
but it is well worth your while. There is no
grease to get on your clothes. And expensive
dresses can no longer be stained and ruined
in a single wearing. You need never worry
about your daintiness or your clothes again !
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. Keep both
kinds on hand — for night or morning use.
At all toilet-goods counters.
To know utter security and poise, send for
sample vials of both Odoronos and leaflet on
complete underarm dryness offered below.

Greatly Carole,
cheered I tomurmur
find thatmy a thanks
title hasn't
changed
and
turn my attention to the next stage.
The racing season over, Bing Crosby is
once more turning his attention to pictures.
This
is called
"Rhythm
on star
the Range."
It is aonecowboy
picture,
and the
is quite
done up in dungarees, a blue workshirt,
and what have you. He's riding in a freight
car with a prize Hereford bull that weighs
close to 3,000 pounds and is called "Cudtaking
the bullAlso
by the
horns
to the dles."
fairHe's or
something.
in the
car oris
Frances Farmer, dripping wet.
"And that lets you out," Miss Farmer is
saying.
"It sure does," Bing agrees.
"Well, what do I do now?" she wants
to know, because, after all, it's his car and
his bull, no matter which way he slings it.
"Take off your clothes," he orders.
She stands up at that, taking it on the
for July
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This NEW
and BETTER
eMail

(Polish!

There's
a reason
Clow
is so popular
withwhythe Moon
stars of
the Nail
screenPolish
and
stage. Women everywhere who are particular
about cosmetics use Moon Glow because it
makes their hands more lovely, attractive and
dainty than ever before. Also because its sparkling lustre lasts many days longer. Try one of the
8 smart new Hollywood shades. Only 25^! for the
giant size bottle at drug and department stores,
Generous size bottle for sale at all good 10 cent stores.

MOON
GLOW
Nail Polish
Moon
Glow Calif.
Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Dept. S76,
Hollywood,
Please send generous trial bottle Moon Glow Polish
( ) cream ( ) clear. I enclose 10c (coin or stamps)
for
each
( )(Natural
Roseshade
( Red.
)checked.
Blood Bed
) Sun Tan( )( Medium
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(( )) Tomato
Name
St. & No
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City
.State.
(In Canada, send 16 centB. Moon Glow, 36Caledor a Rd., Toronto.)
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THE GUARANTEED
WHITE SHOE CLEANER
America's Largest Selling White Shoe Cleaner

freckles
Banish those embarrassing
freckles quickly in the privacy
of your room. Your friends will
wonder how you did it. Stillman's Freckle Cream removes
.'them
while skin
you sleep.
_
/Leaves
soft, OUC
smooth, the
and clear. ^ .flr
Booklet on request.
Stillman Co., Aurora, 111., Dept. 21
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And, next on the program, we have a
little number Walter Wanger is producing
for Paramount release called "The Case
Against
Mrs. George
Ames." Brent.
This stars
Carroll and
Miss Madeleine
Carroll is
an English beauty and one of the few foreigners whom I feel adds something to the
American
screen.
glad and
she's byback.
Mr. Brent
is a I'm
lawyer
this time
he has played enough lawyers to enable
him to set up a practice of his own.
Madeleine has been accused of murdering
her husband. As the trial draws to a close,
the district attorney springs a surprise by
turning the prosecution over to George— his

Resists chipping,
cracking and
peeling.

Applies smoothly
— sets lustrously.
Cream or
clear polish.

SUllmans

chin you might say, and the look she gives
him!
But that's like a girl. I guess the wish was
mother
to the thought
she's was
totallyto
misunderstood
him. Allbecause
he wanted
dry her clothes. Knowing Bing as I do, I
can assure her if she thinks he has any
otherselfthought
unduly. in mind, she's flattering her-

FRECKLE

CREAM

Madeleine Carroll and George
Brent making the final scenes in
"The Case Against Mrs. Ames."
assistant. Madeleine is acquitted and George
whirls on the jurors, telling them they've
freed a murderess. He is jailed for contempt of court. While in jail he keeps
telling reporters the case isn't closed yet. As
soon as he gets out he's going to blast the
mystery wide open.
Imagine his surprise on being suddenly
released, through the influence of Madeleine's uncle, and then finding her waiting for him outside the jail— in person. She
takes him to her home and we pick them
up in her bedroom. Madeleine has on a
natty little navy crepe suit, piped in white
with a white vest. She is holding a silverbacked hairbrush in her hand. I don't
know if it's morning or night but there
is a man's suit of clothes thrown over a
chair and that, to a person of my suspicious
temperament, means monkey business.
Heaven only knows what it will mean to
likely. Hays. A nervous breakdown, most
Mr.
I'm not up on what's been said before
this scene starts but Madeleine's lips are
trembling and her hand is shaking as she
takes the cigarette George offers her. In
fact, she is shaking so she cannot hold the
cigarette to the flame he holds out to her.
He notices this, calmly takes the cigarette
from her lips, puts it between his own,
lights it with a steady hand and then puts
the cigarette into her trembling fingers.
She is suddenly furious at his calm assumption she's guilty. In her rage her hand stops
shaking. Her eyes flash fire.
Oh, yes! I forgot to tell you she offered
him $25,000 to prove she's guilty, figuring
that in trying to dig up evidence to convict
her he'd run across other evidence that
reallycallprove
would you
what
logicherin innocent.
reverse orThat's
the
zvoman's anele.

"I'll take my check now," George informs
her quietly.
"Why— you— idiot!" she gasps, plumb astounded at his nerve. "Do you think I'd
offer you $25,000 to prove me guilty— if /
"Why?"
"Certainly," he smiles.
"To keep my mouth shut," he says. "I've
"You're nothing but a common blackmailer," she sputters, almost speechless with
rage.
"Get
out
Suddenly
turns
you
got
and startscold."
out ofofhere!"
the room
but sheGeorgie
was?"
"No, her.
you don't," he hisses. "I knew your
grabs
proposition was a phony but I promised
myself to get you and I did. And if you
think your old fluff of an uncle (Mr. Brent.
Mister Hays! Mr. Wanger!) can keep this
out of the papers, let him try it. Girlie,
your bribe is going to backfire me right
into
district dare
attorney's
office."
"Youthewouldn't
give that
story to the
papers,"
she smiles
screams.again, turning and walk"No?" he
ing over to the phone. He begins to dial.
"Hey!" the assistant director calls to Bill
Seiter, the director. "You'd better say 'Cut'
because
haven't
beyond
here."
"Cut!" wesays
Seiter,rehearsed
and turns
to George
and Madeleine. "I was so interested watching you two I forgot we were taking the
scene." He turns to the camera man. "Print
But Miss Carroll comes up pleadingly
to Bill: "Couldn't we try it again? It didn't
feelLeaving
right toMiss
me." Carroll to her problems
and Mr. Brent to his, I shift to—
20th Century-Fox
HERE it is, folks— another murder mystery. And it's a good one, called "HalfFrances Dee (of all people!) is accused
of murdering
father.
acquit ed of that her
charge
and isShe's
takenfinally
into the
home of an elderly couple (Henry Stephenson and his wife, Helen Westley) who
Angel."her from the public. In the house
shelter
are Stephenson's
(Sara Haden)
it." sister,
Helen's maid (Hilda
Vaughn) and the
chauffeur. Helen devotes her life to helping
the fallen. Hilda is an unwed mother and
the chauffeur is a forger. Sara is a sourpuss whoSuddenly
objects one
to Helen's
wasting heris
money.
night Stephenson
found almost dead and Helen is completely
dead— poisoned!
Everyone suspects Frances again. Brian
Donlevy is the hero— a newspaperman
(hooray!)
who just
knows theFrances
innocent. He tries
to enlist
districtis attorney's aid but meets with little success until
he produces a picture of the D.A. holding
his stenographer on his lap. That alters
things. So we find the whole- gang of them
in the D.A.'s office.
"Was it true," the D.A. puts it up to
Sara, "that you objected to your sister-inlaw's charities, including taking into her
home
certain questionable
people?" fiercely.
"I certainly
did," she responds
"And why my brother continues to keep
sharply.
"Henrietta!" Stephenson breaks in
on is "
them
"And you also objected to what you
termed the deceased's wanton waste of
money?" the D.A. goes on uncomfortably.
Sara clamps her lips together, tosses her
head indignantly and nods.
"Is it true," the D.A. drones on apologetically, "that you registered a protest
with the gardinglate
Hargrave's
attorney
rea new Mrs.
will which,
if signed,
would
have left the greater part of her fortune
to charities, reform schools and other in"Yes, she did," Hilda Vaughn puts in institutions?" dignantly. "I heard her."
Silver Screen

"She was always nagging the poor professor," the chauffeur adds timidly.
"Don't
out of turn," the D.A.
warns themspeak
sharply.
Sara withers them with a look and then
turns back to the D.A. "I'll answer that
question.
Wasn't
that I thought
my brother
and itI natural
were entitled
to the
money instead of letting it go to freak
charities and criminals?" glaring at Frances.
"What were your feelings in the matter,
Prof. Hargraves?" the D.A. asks Stephenson.
"It was Martha's money," he admits
quietly.
I don't like murder mysteries myself but
this one brings the exquisite Frances Dec
back to the screen and it also serves to
introduce Gavin Muir who is one of the
most polished juveniles ever seen on the
New York stage.

1
P#LKA

DOTS

swim

suits

We noiv turn our attention to "White
Fang"
a dog
tried forwhich
weeksis to
find picture.
a white The
policestudio
dog

Right on the dot... with
this Catalina Dot Swim

Slim Summerville, Michael
Whalen, Jean Muir and Jane
Barwell are the important characters in this marriage scene
from "White Fang."
and
when onetheybleached,
couldn't but
find itonewasthey
to have
no tried
use.
So
then they
discovered
Fang"of
referred
to his
fangs andthatnot"White
his coat
hair. "Much ado about nothing," I calls it.
They could just as well have called, it
"Yellow
and let him have a little
tartar onFang"
his teeth.
The set is a store somewhere up in the
wilds of the north and Jean Muir and
Michael Whalen are about to be married,
jean, looking exquisitely beautiful in her
ivory satin wedding gown, descends the

Suit "Styled for the
Stars of Hollywood" by
Orry Kelly. How would
Geraine Greear
ner Brothers'
wearing
CataP
POLKA DOT.

you like to wear a glamorous swim suit styled
by this brilliant designer
for Warner Brothers'
stars? Why not... just
ask for Catalinas.

ORRY KELIX
Designer for
Warner Bros. Stan

Kenneth Howell, Shirley Deane,
Jed Prouty and George Ernest
in "Once Every Year."
stairs followed by the dog Lightning and
Jane Danvell who is holding her train.
Whalen meets her at the foot of the steps
and escorts her to a seat instead of to the
[Continued on page 79]
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If not on sale in your city
send weight, color, and
money order to . . .

PACIFIC

KNITTING

swim

MILLSJNC

suns

• LOS

ANGELES
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'There's a product . . . that LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE . . .
I have never used a dentifrice that made my teeth feel and look so
clean. And in my business that's important!" Ken IVlaynavd

He

could

for

his

afford

tooth

*25

REGULAR SIZE • 25 c
DOUBLE SIZE • 40*

past

o o
he

pays

250

^"\NCE again you find a man accustomed to
every luxury using, by choice, this dentifrice which costs him but 25^.
Once again you find a man whose profession
demands sound and attractive teeth, using Listerine Tooth Paste.
What's the reason? Better results, nothing
more. Millions of people have found that
Listerine Tooth Paste is amazingly superior.
If you haven't tried it, do so now.
See how thoroughly it cleans teeth. See how
it sweeps away ugly discolorations. See the
brilliant lustre and gleam it imparts to the
teeth. Note that wonderful feeling of mouth
freshness and invigoration that follows its use.
Give it a trial now. Your druggist will supply
you. Lambert Pharmacal Company,
St. Louis, Missouri.

Ken Maynard and his fatuous horse,
Palomino, taken at the Maynard ranch in
the San Fernando Valley, California.
20

Few men are as dear to
the hearts of American
children as Ken Maynard, ''the spokesman of
the outdoors." His admirers are legion and
his popularity continues
from year t3 year.

In his sturdy cruising yawl, "Nymph,"
Maynard cruises the Pacific, or takes a
week-end sail to Catalina Island.
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escort at the Stokowski
Philadelphia Symphony
Concert which brought
out all the music lovers
in
like Hollywood.
a romance. It looks
.—^ — ■
y MON
studDyingis
RAY
E estl
GENearn
o and music
the pian
composition these days,
with the hope of writing
with-e
will sever
whic
a song stand
the hmost
musical criticism. Gene's
nt effort, "Wil
rece",
which he just
You?
happened to rap out
percasually between
sonal appearances, has
been selling like hot
cakes and bringing in no
little change for the
. As you
comp,oser
youn
and
radios
wellg know
dance orchestras all over
the country are still
an
Bui
out to"I'm
ng Up
nding
pouldi
Awful Let-down" which
AND speaking of top billing did you know was Fred triAstai
cal
bution to there's
musicon-A. that Claudette Colbert is only a fead last year. Fred is
worl
Clauin "Under
tured whoplayerrates
dette,
way up Two
in theFlags"?
Big Ten in all set to publish a new
tune, "I'll Never Let You
starred
box office popularity, and who has
sidevery nice
A (and,
in every picture she has been in for five Go." line
incidentally,
years. Well, it seems that Ronald Colman
tive)
e
the
for
lucra
quit
him
will never allow anyone to co-star with
boys.
in a picture so Claudette has to be a featured player. Just one big happy family.
„ — ,<§,. — .
the
the O'BRIEN
Missus areandeager
KATHARINE HEPBURN never seems to PAT
fighta battle
fans, down
and atnever
be very fond of her fellow actors, and miss
the
it's quite well known
what she thinks of
the Press, but she has the habit of falling
for her directors. She was crazy about
George Cukor, and now it seems that she
has gone goofy over John Ford who has
d directing her in "Mary of
just finishe
Scotland." Mr. Ford gave an "end of the
picture" party recently, and bless us if little
n didn't jump into a dinner
Miss Hepbur
gown and attend it, and furthermore was
the life of the party. When la Hep goes to Olympic auditorium. They pick the winners,
the bets, and put the winnings into a
a party
it's news.she went golfing with John pool
luxury fund for their young daughter,
In addition,
Mavourneen.
Ford the other day and bet him that she
could beat him. If she could beat him she
BENNETT'S little daughter, Ditty,
was to be allowed to direct "Mary of Scot- «TOAN
had her first taste of fame when Joan
land" all of one day. Katy beat, and she
directed the following day. See if you can took her to the Ken Maynard Circus when
it was in town. Ditty was surrounded by
pick out the day's work.
autograph
hounds and autographed more
Sullavan has di- books than her famous<S>mother.
et
NOW thatvorcedMargar
William Wyler, her director
husband, Willie is running around with
you think
do circus?
u tookwhom
to the
None Clark
other Gable
than
Luise Rainer. He has been taking her to AND
lunch at the Brown Derby on days when Carole Lombard. And it's a well known
Luise doesn't have to endure the famine fact that the hoys always take their best
of "The Good Earth," and he was also her girls to the circus.

with all the girls in town,
WHAT
s, fallparticularly his leadingit ladie
seems that
ing in love with him
or,
the
rt
Tayl
Robe
some
young and hand
nt, has met
flutter of the mome
heartrloo
big
his Wate
at last. Loretta Young, who
er,"
him in "Private Numberin
with
ring
is star
g
-powset the
ford his
just
on the
him over
we aske
Whet n fall
charms.won'
other day if he and Loretta were hitting
it off he replied, "I've done a love scene
with her but I don't know her. Her mind
seemed to be on something else." As a
matter of fact Loretta's mind these days is
very much on Eddie Sutherland, young di"Poppy."
Loretta rector
deniwhoed has
that just
they fini
wereshed
engaged,
but
she wasn't very emph
— atic
— . about it.
ARE quite certain that Robert
WE
Taylor will definitely not be Loretta
Young's favorite leading man when she
te Number."
g on "Privarity
billinional
learnsto the
Due
his sensat
popula
Mr. Tay.
And Loretta
billing
e
top
lor will receiv
she was
since
ever
has received top billing
fifteen. So-o-o-o-o when she finds out that
Bob is billed above her there will be a hoi:
time in the old town tonigh
■ t— zowie.
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Eleanor
Stewart,
ness and FurJean
Betty
Chatburn
fling Old
Glory
to the
Breeze.

t's sfilmin
Bennet
appear
t Connie
when she
interes
that
WILL
to learn
ITfans
hunderon"
Is I slant
"Every
ish'sforth
t-Brit
Gaumon
a new
withthing
come
she will
the newest vogue in coiffures. Connie has
hair-cut <>l
given up her curled, cap-like grown
comg that it has
yesteryear, feelin
her hail
monplace. Instead, she gnowto wears
ers
should
the
t,
hangin
almost straigh
in "Venetian Page" style, and curling up
slightly al the ends.

into
— <|»
■
are— ready
THE
a bathroom tohasmove
house.s Every
new Crosby
their Bing
room ami a radio. It is i umored that there
will he another little Crosby ere the N tiletide.
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wing

Intervie

Bette Davis.
One of the
easiest stars
to talk with.

It Isn't All Undiluted
This Being An
In Hollywood.

Bliss

Interviewer

Sylvia Sidney
different from isother
stars — she's a favorite among the
writers.

OFFER any movie star the choice of giving an interview to a
fan writer and visiting the dentist, and you can be quite
certain that she will take the dentist any time. But when
La
Belle
arrives
dentist's office
you happily
can also ensconced
be quite certain
that she will
findatherthe interviewer
already
in the
chair, for hardly a fan writer breathes but who considers a little
drilling on an exposed nerve a pleasure when compared with forty
minutes
of a Glamour Girl. Why? I don't know why. It's just one
of
those things.
I have never understood, and I suppose I never shall, why
the petted darlings of the cinema do not comprehend and accept
the very obvious fact that without the Press there would be no
publicity, and without publicity they would have no garage full
of brightly shining cars, no swimming pool, no tennis court, no
star sapphire, and certainly no romance with Gilbert Roland.
But the fact remains that no matter how intelligent they are
otherwise, the minute they have a contract neatly tucked away
in a desk drawer the movie queens of Hollywood regard the
Press in general, and fan writers in particular, as something slimy
that has crawled out from under a damp log just to annoy them
with questions about what they laughingly call their private life,
when all the world is so bee-oo-tiful. Ah me, the pity of it all.
I hope I am not shattering any illusions, dear frans, but the
Glamour Girls think that fan writers are morons, chiselers, exhibitionists, liars and colossal dopes. (And very often the Glamour
Girls are right). But on the other hand, fan writers think that
the pampered idols of the screen, both the Glamour Girls and
the Dream Princes, are morons, chiselers, exhibitionists, liars, and
colossal hams. (And very often the fan writers are right.) So
you see, we are just one big happy family. We have so much in
common.
Without having to draw any more diagrams I am sure that
you must have caught on to the fact that interviewing, and being
interviewed, in Hollywood is just another necessary evil that the
inmates have to put up with, like earthquakes, floods, and bad
fish in the commissary. The movie star gives the interview— not
for publicity, no indeed, she wants no publicity— but simply because she can't duck the studio press agent forever. And the
fan writer takes the interview— not for the privilege of being
able to bask for a whole twenty minutes in the sacred presence
22

of a million
dollars worth
of
glamour,
no
indeed,
to hell
—but
simply
with glamour
because it
means dred
a hundollar
times only
check, someseventy-five or
which towith
pay
fifty,

When

Patsy

Kelly gives an
interview
she
leaves a lasting
impression.

the
the grocer,
landlord,the and the sixth installment
on the car.
One of the prize lollipops of the screen
once asked me what I was being paid for
the story I was doing on her. "Seventyfive bucks,'' I replied, and was she horrified!
Not that she thought I deserved more money,
but that she couldn't bear to think that her
thoughts on life and love and things could
be valued so cheaply. I think she refused to give
interviews after that.
Every fan writer has his or her pet story of a
"double cross" by a star. One of my colleagues was
given an exclusive story several years ago by Bing
Crosby, to the effect that at the expiration of his contract he would retire from the screen. But hardly had
the magazine with the story reached the newsstand than
Bing had signed a new contract with Paramount, started
another picture, and completely forgotten all about retiring, thus
making the fan writer a superb liar in the eyes of the editor.
Then there was the blonde who gave out an interview that she
would retire from movies when her baby was born and devote
her life to being a good wife and mother. Well, the baby was
born but the beauteous blonde is still making moving pictures.
And there was the exotic Dietrich episode of not long ago. The
Silver Screen

She changes her mind.
Marlene Dietrich has a
great sense of publicity.
Great One had consented to give a few
select interviews. As a fan writer was
being ushered into the Presence she
was warned by the publicity man that
she must not mention the name of
John Gilbert to Miss Dietrich. And so
the fanbert. writer
didn'tthat
mention
GilBut it seems
that John
was what
Marlene wanted to talk about that day,
and did, for one solid hour. What a scoop,
thought the fan writer. But when the story
was submitted
for she
Marlene's
okay about
she simply
scratched
out all
had said
John
Gilbert, which left nothing else to the story
—and that, my dears, is why fan writers die
young.
die young.
SoButthatI like
is whyliving,
1 tryI todon't
treatwanna
the interviewing
racket as casually as possible. I crashed the
racket simply for the laughs in it, though I am
not averse lo leeching money— no money no
aughs, I always say. I still insist thai there were
other things that I could have done, like selling puis
and pans
in Macy's
basement,thebutmovies
I'm awould
gal whobe
loves
her fun
and I though)
fun. I have been vastly entertained though I must
admit in all frankness that quite often, oh quite. I loo
have
the dentist's
timesa
when Ibeen
had found
rather inhave
a doctor chair.
get onMas,
m\ there
nervesarethan
Glamour Girl. It's far less boring. Hot dog, .1 pun. Of course I
wasn't so vastly
in the
career
may entertained
call it a career
even first
if noyear
one ofelsemy does)
when(I
The human side of
I had given my all. even a poem, to 23a super
Norma Shearer
colossal [-love my-husband story on Nanc) Carroll,
I in ucdon onthepage
57]
on!) to have ii[Con
appear
newsstands
the same
makes copy.
her grand
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Which

Girl

Tnc Typical Hollywood Star
Successful/ Glamorous.
Own Home And Sne Must

Is Ginger Rogers
the type, now
that she has
marital difficulties?

er
dreamyoeud evof
Would you say
HAVlE
ividng the
Ruby Keeler was
?
Holleaydwoo Life
the acme of Holof vanilla
Inst
lywood glamour?
ll
inuyou' ta
e yo
chillake! Havch
home
yearned for that little placewithcalled
butlers to
that has about forty rooms,
the right of you and butlers to the left of
ammed?
you and all the plumbing monogr
In fact do you envy Garbo, or is it Janet
Gaynor? This Hollywood Life, which girl
really lives it? With love and lace and
and a pedilaughter, with her ownownpoolhome,
her own
greed poodle, withof her
all, a flaming, riotous,
fame and, best
pulsating personality.
g, glowing
thrillinm,
H-m-mwe shall, see!
Let us start with Carole Lombard. (Who
wouldn't like to start something with
Carole?) She's young. She's beautiful. She
lines) that gets 'em coming
has a line (and
and going. Women envy her wonderful
wardrobe. She's a marvelous dancer. She's
a grand hostess. Men seek her out because
she's "ay. She's the best company, anywhere,
Clark). Whenever
at any time (Ahdullthere,
moment creeping on,
Carole feels a
she shrieks for the ever-present Fieldsie.
"Get Boulder Dam on the phone and tell
an evening."
it over
them I-mdialstaking
excitedly
Carole
and for
like mad
Fieldsie
last party, by a
her
top
can
she
how
plans
dam site.
right on Hollyyears Carolebut lived
For wood
she never owned her
Boulevard,
own home. Neither did she possess a pool
or her own tennis court. Now Beverly Hills
has got her. Carole is moving out to a new
own taste.
place and furnishing it to her But
Carole
It will have a pool and a court.
ivill still be paying rent. Imagine your
on
favorite glamour girl being awakened,
the first of the month, by the landlord
hammering on the door. Why, that even
24

people. It's sad,
common
to the can't
happens
be our typical HollyCarole
but
wood girl. just
Then there's the screen's favorite peekerouter, Marlene Dietrich . . . (falling in love
again— never wanted to— can't help it) . . .
She's marvelous.
mysterious.
She's She's
She goes
so-o-o divine.
around exuding sex all
over the place. And
Hollywood just pants.
Mar-is
her. car
after shiny
along black,
lene's
the biggest thing in
town. Her jewels are more
dazzling than a Grauman
premiere. Occasionally she
on the
themwhips
parks
mess
up adrainboard and
of strudel.'But at all times
she remains pale and ex-

Be In Love.

Even though she has been very successful, at
is very lonely. She just isn't
Marlene
timestypical
Hollywood girl.
the
Suppose you w ere young and very beauti-^
of the town.'
the talk romance
were music,
ful. Your
and
dancing,
lovedciothes
You
life. Men showered you with compliments
and attention. Every night at eight you had
a dozen different dates. Your frigidaire was
yourYou inowned
with orchids.
crammed
your own
You swam
limousine.
own
your own theatre.
movies
saw the
You over
pool.
nationin envied your figure
Girls all
and tried to copy the way you walk and
talk. Dozens of marriage proposals arrived
you
you think life?
the mail.
daily
typical Hollywood
the Wouldn't
were inleading
Joan
Crawford
used
to
think
so.
And
then she fell in love. She still has her
orchids and all the attentions. She still has
a great popularity. And no one gets more
publicity. But she just happens to love
Franchot Tone enough to content herself
with being with one person. Besides Joan
is serious about her singing and is bent on
having her
a musical
serious
about
acting, career.
because She's
she also
has certain
family obligations that have been hers for
many years. So Joanie doesn't have much
time for playing and she's seldom seen at
the gay spots. She enjoys her home and
everything
that goes
it. But
be
a home-body
and with
qualify.
The you
girl can't
who
leads the typical Hollywood life must be
heart-whole and
fancy-free. Sorry
can't usebutyou.we just
Joanie,

■

Now let's
take
Claudette
Colbert
(with Dr. Joel
sion, of course).
Pressman's
permisCould
Marlene
Dietrich
be
selected?

Does Katharine
Hepburn represent
the Hollywood girl?
The very pretty
Virginia Bruce is
almost baby.
the perfect
type except for her
traordinarily interesting.
Marlene loves her night
clubs. She seldom misses a party— especially Wouldn't you
feath- love to possess
when she can get all dressed up with
ers in the right places. Men sort of swoon her terrific
awed
in
at her feet and her public worships
of husilence. Now wouldn't you think that hers sense
mor? She home
ow'ns
was the typical Hollywood life? But alas, her own
she doesn't even own her own home. Poor and she drives her own car. Once it was almost
wrecked,
when some overly-enthusiastic
dear, she doesn't even have a swimming pool fans came swarming
through the windows.
to exercise her famous limbs. Her husband
Claudette owns a fortune in oil paintings.
is Ear away in Europe. She worries oxer little
Maria, because she was once threatened 1>\ You've seen her in those ravishing evening
kidnappers. Her home is constantly guarded. gowns— to say nothing about those smart taiSilver Screen

Does nette
thebeauty
bru-of

I

loll
ywoo
By

Kay Francis
suggest theposite comgirl?

Jerry
7\sKer
Although she
is happily
married
could Joan
Crawford be
called typical?

lored suits. She owns a play room and she
And there's "Smoky," her pet
runs
poodle.
Frenchmovies.
It all sounds pretty wonderful. But don't
It's
wife. she
doctor's
e is a dates,
because
forget
her to make
for Claudett
difficultthat
is never certain of her time. She seldom goes
to parties because she works so constantly.
She's always arising at the crack of dawn.
Claudette doesn't own a swimming poo!,
so she's not the girl we're looking for.
Then there's Bette Davis. (May there
always be Bette Davis.) Does she have a
home? Yes. Is it her own and is it elegant?
No. Bette rents a comfortable two-storey
She's
house in the older part of Hollywood.
tastily, aand it's very attractive.
furnished
Does sheit drive
car? Yes. But
roadster.
Doesit'sshea
have an extensive
wardrobe? Does she
wear priceless jewels?
No, and a thousand
times no! Bette is a
New England girl
and she has a New
England conscience.
Does she go to Hollywood night clubs?

Do
you think
Miriam
Hopkinsof
when visualizing
a typical star?
she dashes back to
her native England

(Above) Bette
Davis has come to
the front in her
art, but she prefers a quiet private
life. (At left)
Madge Evans. Is she
the perfect representative of the
Hollywood girl?
for July

tract has
obligations
again. She
conthere. And the same
obligations here.
She
can't begal thein
Could Claudette Colbert
best dressed
be used as a model for
town, because her
the beauties of Hollywood?
Hollywood
robe would wardnever
do in England. The
ownership of precious jewels would cost
tes, but Nelson,
Bette's who
husband
Harmon
croonsis
duty. But
She doesn't
have does,
much David
time
for heavy
romance.
when she
and leads a band. She is very her
much in love with him and Nivens is the head man in her life.
is willing to sit and wait until it is time for a Let
us consider
Myrna because
the mysterious.
It's
little
discouraging,
Hollywood
him to go home. She's just what the casting knows so little about Myrna Loy. Yes, she
director ordered— but this time she won't do. has what it takes, but try and find it.
Merle Oberon couldn't lead the typical
Hollywood life, because part of her belongs Myrna is always changing her address. She
across the sea. Merle has her own home and keeps the postman ringing more than twi.ee,
she possesses an exotic charm. There are just
She'sHervery
populai
with trying
those lowholocate
knowher.her.
gowns
and
endless facets to her personality. She's in- litis ate something
to
behold.
That
cns[>,
[Continued
on
page
58]
triguing
and
she's
exciting.
Bui
just
about
the time thai Hollywood gets to know her,
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His Appearance Before Concert
Audiences, His Glorious Voice
On The Air And His Personality
On The Screen Have Awakened
Millions to Romance.

By Helen

Fay Ludlam

was
Nelson Eddy
viewg with
intersprin
to getthisan past
ING
TRYlike
trying to chat with an aeroplane
pilot as he swooped over New York. Now
gone. He
you saw him and then he was
would be in town for several days, I was
told, then I could see him— but that would
not happen for a month. However, those
plans were all changed and I found out
that he wouldn't be in New York at all.
"But he's broadcasting," I wailed. "Yes,
but
not fromor New
York. He's
in Chicago,
or Buffalo
Cincinnati
or some
place
Finally I caught up with him, but not
until the middle of the afternoon of
like
that."of his broadcast did they know
the day
whether he would take it through the
New York studio or from wherever he
happened to be at that time.
When I finally tottered into the National
Broadcasting Studio I had every expectation of being told that Mr. Eddy would,
after all, broadcast from Addis Ababa.
"There he is, girls! Isn't he simply
darling!" I heard a girlish voice exclaim
and with a groan of relief I realized that I
was about to step into the presence of the
world's outstanding baritone, and, incidentally, the romantic idol of a nation.
What irony! That this platinum blond
six feet something or other of physical
perfection, whose only interest in life apparently isto sing good music and to sing
it well, finds himself lifted to the height
of hysterical popularity by the yearning
of millionsdeed—for of
love! girls— for music? No inWhat a break Nelson Eddy is for the
girls. And what a challenge he throws to
the feminine world by his sincere and almost belligerent pronouncement that he
never has been married, and he isn't
Giving
the subject no thought at all,
going
to be!
except to put up a bulwark against it,
engrossed as he is in a terrific working
schedule, how little he dreams that no attitude in the world could more successfully make him a determined target for
potential huntresses. Yalentino and Clark
Gable caused frustration because they
were married. John Gilbert was legitimate
prey between marriages, but all three of
them keptdivorces
the girls
because of
rumored
or a-flutter
infatuations.
Nelson Eddy is still heart whole and
fancy free. No woman
yet
has captured
his
Singer, actor,
imagination
and every
newspaperman
romantic girl can WOland
him to
heart'sa
Nelsonbachelor,
Eddy is ship
content,
andher with
the ideal of
clear conscience,
many a girl. And before Mr. Eddy
Silver Screen
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starts breaking up the furniture over these
statements I want to further suggest that
he isn't in a bad spot at all. To be an Ideal
is rather a beautiful thing, though perhaps
impossible to live up to, and as a matter
of fact Nelson appreciates his position bevery
cause he said to me earnestly: "I'm
feel as they do about
proud that people lly
find
to
me
amazes
me, and it continua
new manifestations of their interest. I do
all that I can to fill the requests they
make, but one person can do just so much.
"When a crowd of people have waited
in the cold for an hour or two in order to
get an autograph, and then see me rush
from the stage door to my car, refusing to
'hello' they are
do more than wave andinsaysome
cases they
good and mad, and
haven't hesitated to show it. I don't blame
them, but I don't see what I can do about
it. What they don't know is that I have
already, inside the theatre, signed as many
autographs as I have time for and that if
I stopped to sign one outside I would, in
fairness,
have forto any
sign ofall."
It is hard
us to see the other
person's point of view, and it is perfectly
natural for all those people to be disappointed because it is impossible for them
to know what a very busy person Nelson is.
He is not just a moving picture actor making a personal appearance tour. He has
three separate and distinct careers— pictures,
radio and concert work— four, if you count
opera, though he is not active in that field
just now. His concert tour requires him to
make one night stands over the country,
which means that he has to meet a train
schedule. Besides that he has a quantity of
business to go over with his
manager, and he must do his
daily stint of practicing to
keep in voice and work up
new songs. He spends a portion of each day dictating
letters to fans, and filling requests for autographs, which
he takes far more seriously
than most stars. And when
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all those little details are attended to,
b'gosh the boy is sleepy and hungry, same
as you and me.
Don't think he is indifferent. He employs
several secretaries and spends about $300 a
week to take care of his fan mail, and no
one who is indifferent to the feelings of
other people will bother to do that.
Long before Nelson Eddy crashed through
to spectacular success on the screen in
"Naughty Marietta" his popularity on the
concert stage, as a radio artist, and an
operatic star had placed his name on the
list in managerial
of thethatsuccessful
top lineSince
offices.
success he has gone over
is Rachcompetitor
the top. Hismaninoff,only
with therealpossible
exception of
Heifetz, from the box-office angle. He was
offered a staggering sum to tour South
America recently, and he is one of the
highest paid concert artists in the world.
Not only his gorgeous voice and
excellent rendition, but his charm ^
of manner drew music lovers to
his concerts in the early days of
VJB
his career. In one instance he
flew to a western city to fill an
engagement for a celebrated
singer taken suddenly ill. The
change was not announced
and there was distinct indignation when a substitute
appeared on the stage. But
it didn't last long. The
audience had never
[Continued on page 62]
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Jean Hersholt Has

Been /\ Fine /Kctov For

years But It Took Five Babies To Star Him.

By L enore

wool disn-the-imed
dyed-i
even
ALL of us, senters
who have
procla
from
L the housetops their aversion to such
frail art as the motion pictures afford us,
are bound to catch up with
Jean Hersholt one of these
days.
it's allwonder
becausechil-of
those And
five little
e
dren, the Dionn quintuplets, of Collander, Ontario!
"I have
future careerlinked
with upfivemylittle
girls with eyes so dark and
large that they fairly hang
out
littlea heads,"
told ofmetheirwith
smile heat
his apartment at the Hotel
Warwick, one day in late
Spring, during his recent
visit to New York.
"Considering your past
record on your own account, that's quiterather
a laugh,"
I remonstrated
sardonical y Imust admit.
But Jean Hersholt puffed
contentedly on his pipe as
he answered: "No, that's
life. I take it as it comes."
The curious thing about
him, so far as we who know
and love our movies from a
technical as well as an entertainment standpoint are
concerned, is that his career
has lasted for thirty years
without a break. During
this time he has given us
so many intrinsically worthwhile screen characterizations that it is difficult for
us to accept with equanimity the situation which has
only recently arisen.
And that is, in spite of his
memorable performances in
such pictures as "Grand
Hotel," "Emma," "The Student Prince," "Stella Dallas," and "The Fountain,"
to mention only a few that come to my
mind off handedly, in the future the name
Jean Hersholt will be synonymous with Dr.
Dafoe, the simple country physician who
brought those five famous children safely
into a gasping world.
This is why I say that even the dissenters will come to know Jean Hersholt.
Tor they will be unable to resist the temptation to visit their neighborhood theatre,
when "The Country Doctor" is booked
there, in order to see the pictorial version
of the birth of the "quints," as well as to
see these remarkable children actually playing about in their own native setting for
the benefit of the camera. And, while
watching
the antics
the to"quints,"
will naturally
not be ofable
overlook they
the
simple country doctor who has done and is
doing so much to maintain their health.
As the doctor is played by Jean Hersholt,
you can readily see that in future, when
you think of the "quints," immediately the
28
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image of Jean Hersholt's kindly face will
crop will
up never
beforebeyour
fact,
you
able mind's
to forgeteye.him.In That
is why Mr. Hersholt, who has been blessed

I was loaned for 'The Country Doctor,'
decided to star me in 'Sins of Man.'
"In that picture I play a typical Emil
Jannings role. Similar to the one he played
in 'Way of All Flesh.' Do
I did andthat?"
Mr. HeryouI said
remember
sholt, whose enthusiasm
for
his role in his first starring
venture was more than he
wished to control, went on.
"I age thirty-five years in
this picture, and that takes
"It took some real makreal acting."
ing-up, too," his wife, who
had just joined us, informed
me. "One day I came to the
studio with Hugh Walpole
to have lunch with Jean.
Flugh looked all around the
lot and then exclaimed:
'But where is he? I thought
you said he was working
"He is," I replied. "You're
Mr. Hersholt
long,
looking
right atdrew
him a now."
deep
puff
from
his
pipe
and
today.'
grinned atme,me.you"Hesee.didn't
recognize
And
Hugh is my best friend in
A representative
tieth Century-Fox, ofwhoTwenhad
Hollywood."
joined
us also, said that her
company was so delighted
with
of "Sins of
Man" thethatpreview
they wanted
to
star Mr. Hersholt in another picture right
away.68]Of
[Continued
on page

with an extraordinarily keen vision, no
doubt remarked: "I have linked my future
with five little girls with coal black eyes."
There was no- irony in his even voice as
he said this. And, although his deep blue
eyes crinkled with amusement, there was
no irony in his smile. To describe him accurately and aptly, he seemed as pleased
as Punch at the queer but pleasant trick
life had played upon him. For here, after
thirty years of conscientious effort, he was
being starred for the first time. Starred because he had with conspicuous success delineated upon the screen a characterization
of a simple, kindly soul whom we all have
come to know and respect.
"It was just a walk-on part," he told
me. "Dr. Dafoe assured me that I was
much more the country doctor than he
was himself. It really didn't require any
acting ability to play Dafoe. I was just
myself. Vet on the strength of that performance Twentieth Century-Fox, to whom

Mr. and Mrs. Hersholt arrive
in New York for a rest, but
it is no use, everyone asks
Jean the same question.
Silver Screen

Myrna

Loy, TKe

Oover, Is Well

Girl On

The

Lovecl By The

Fans /\n J Producers Alike.

A SK anybody who knows her, and he or she will
A\ reply . . . "Myrna Loy? She's one peach of a
She's swell."
\ g'r'1 "Yes,"
you say, "but what do you know about her?
Tell me about her . . . what's she like?"
"Well . . ." The one you're interrogating hesitates.
"She's awfully nice, it's a joy to talk with her, she's
very popular with everyone on the set and . . . and
. . . well, she's a regular."
gentle
readers
. . that's
textAndof there
all youyoucanare,
really
gather
in a .week
or so the
of
mental and conversational excavating. Everyone in
the studio knows Myrna . . . just like that. But,
insofar as actually knowing her . . . that's a different
story. Very few can admit more than a very superficial knowledge of this girl who stands today more
mysterious than Garbo, but who greets everyone she
meets on the set and on the lot with all the friendliness of a pal and is as easy to see as the least of the
extra girls.
"Myrna's an old shoe on the set," W. S. Van Dyke,
the director who has guided her through four pictures, told me, enthusiastically. "She can fit in with
any mood she's expected to meet. If the person she's
conversing
is gay,little,
she Myrna
can be can
gay make
... if him
he's feel
the
silent
sort, with
who says
as Van
though
a kindred
Dykeshe'sseldom
entersspirit."
into the praise of any
actor or actress, but just mention the name of Myrna
Loy and he will wax downright lyrical. His eyes light
up and he becomes a different man, a man far removed from the hard-boiled director who has led
motion picture expeditions into the wilds of a dozen
foreign countries. The curtain drops and he forgets
everything but his favorite subject.
"If you want to discover the real Myrna Loy, let
me
my a prop
boys," hethan
offered.
"Theyof can
tell get
you one
moreof in
few minutes
the rest
the
world
can
give
you
in
a
month."
He
had
his
secretary
call the property department.
"Miss Loy is more like a homebody than an
actress," a quiet, overall-clad individual declared a
few
minutes
later.
neverchair,
suspect,
her as
she sits
in "You'd
her canvas
that toshewatch
was
any different from the script girl or the wardrobe
woman.
"Y'know," he went on, confidentially, "you can
usually tell a star by the way she acts when she
leaves the set, but not Myrna. She does all her acting
in
front
the after
camera.they
A good
many ofwith
'em their
keep
right
on, ofeven
get through
scene."
As he was leaving, he turned. "If this is for publication—and Ihope it is— be sure to say that every
one in the studio, to a man, would do anything in
the world for Myrna Loy. She's tops."
Van grinned. "What'd I tell you?" he demanded.
"That's right off the chest of a man to whom a
glamorous star is just another fellow-worker in the
studio. If Myrna had been upstage or disagreeable,
or in any wise different from what she is, he would
be the first to mention it."
He continued, thoughtfully. "I've been acquainted
with
Myrna hera long
time now. I'veoccasions
had an and
opportunity
to observe
on innumerable
under all conditions.
And
this a. .perfect
. Myrnadisposition.
Loy is the Working
one humanwithbeing
this
earth I'llwhosay has
her onis like
working with yourself, for all the friction you encounter."
Van Dyke is a strict, but always fair, task-master. Along with
Frank Capra and John Ford he sits at the top of the directorial
heap. Consequently, his words carry double weight.
Years ago, on the Famous Players-Lasky lot (now Paramount),
Betty Compson had the reputation of being just about the
grandest person ever to set foot on a studio stage. Carpenters,
painters, directors, stars ... it mattered not a whit who he might
be . . . all were unanimous in their acclaim of the golden-haired
Betty.
Today, Myrna Loy occupies that throne on the Metro-Goldwyn
lot, as well as in every other studio in which she has worked. Fox,
Warner Brothers, Radio, Columbia, Paramount . . . it's the same
for July 1936

A happy girl at the peak of her popularity.
Myrna's success comes because she is so natural
■— just naturally successful. Her secret — and
what a secret! — is to make a wife so extremely attractive that many a bachelor has
decided to marry — if he can have Myrna.
wherever she goes. The memories she leaves are always flattering.
Beloved and popular as she is with all who come in contact
with her, few, as I pointed out in the opening paragraphs, know
Myrnaside theLoy
as a forwoman.
Her part,
acquaintances
and friendships
outstudio,
the most
do not include
picture people.
Her history is a matter of record, oft-repeated in every fan
magazine, so it is of the Myrna Loy today. Myrna Loy the Woman,
that I dwell upon in this feature. Suffice it to say that her career
has been distinguished l>\ a stead) uphill battle that now is winning the fruits ol victor) and personal triumph.
To adjudge the real Myrna Loy is a difficult matter. She will
talk freely about everything except herself. 11 she does touch upon
her own self it invariably is in the abstract, and you leave the
meeting not much the wiser for a very delightful conversation.
But . . . you will remember thai chai for many and many a day.
Upon one point, however, she is quite [Continued on page 56J
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Talent

of

the

World!

Hollywood Is The Modern Artistic
Arena Where Oeniuses Compete.

By Ed

on the doors of \
HOLLYWOOD raps ts,
rings the bells
tiny American hamle
of apartments in crowded American
cities and taps on the doorways of every
country in the world, seeking out the
of every land to aid in the creageniuses
tion and manufacture of its super-super
ced the
specials. For Hollywood has repla
artistic
Broadways of the world as thes new
an of
carav
endles
ms
an
strea
it
arena. To
seas and
talent, crossing mountains andnctio
n. The
oceans to win celluloid disti
es
irts of Los Angele.
colony on the outskon
sheer performanc
dominates the world,
incloser to the true harHollywood comes and
international
ternational mind
mony than Geneva, where gray-bearded
men meet, year after year, in a vain effort
to limit the output of cannon and battle
ships and submarines and poison gases.
d, age-old hatreds are forgotIn Hollywoo
French artist works brilliantly under
ten-a
to produce a film that
director
a German
England will enjoy. The reason is simple
are
enough. The men who meet at Geneva
statesmen; in Hollywood, there is a forum
of artists, who leaven their labors with the
saving grace of humor. But there is no
humor at Geneva, the statesmen bending
to their work with the uncompromising
facial rigidity of a Ned Sparks.
I have said that Hollywood seeks out the
geniuses of every town and country to imfor instance, "The
prove its product.andTake,
analyze the personnel
Great
flicker. Director Robert Z. Leonard
of thatZiegfeld,"
is from Chicago. Luise Rainer is from
Vienna, William Powell comes from Kansas
City, Missouri and Myrna Loy is a product
of Helena, Montana, Virginia Bruce is from
Minneapolis, Hunt Stromberg is from
Louisville, Kentucky. Frank Morgan, Fannie Brice, Joe Cawthorne and Dance Di
rector Seymour Felix were recruited from
New York City. Reginald Owen is from
Art Director Cedric Gibbons is
England.
from Ireland. Cameraman Karl Freund is
Charlie Judels
from Koeniginhoff, Bohemia.
comes from Amsterdam, Holland, and
Marcelle Cordays is from Belgium.
William Anthony McGuire is a
Chicagoan. Nat Pendeltori
comes from Davenport
Iowa. Ray Bolger
is out of Boston,
Mass., and Harriet
Hoctor from the
tiny village of
Hoosick Falls, N. Y.
Ernest Cossart, who
played the part of
valet,m,is
Ziegfeld's
from Cheltenha
England, anc. Jean
Chatburn is a native of Hanover,
Our tiful
beauGarbo,
Michigan.
"The Great Zieg- who has re-turned to
feld" is not an isolated instance of make "CaHollywood's worldmille."
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streets of Glasgow, Scotland, and Dudley
Digges, in the same picture, came from
Dublin,monIreland.
Hollywood
is the comdenominator,
the common
goal,
the uncommon fusion.
Every film that comes out of the cinema
intensive search anew
of thetoworld
for talent.
Hollywood's
capital attests
The Coast does not ask a man his race,
creed or color— asks only his or her
capabilities as a performer. In a world
that today is exploiting prejudice,
Hollywood stands alone for its catholicity of taste, its generosity in opporlunity, appreciation and wages.
No Blue Book or Red Book or Social Register handcuffs Hollywood
in its selection of talent.
a result,
the Asscouts
go
far afield to
Mt. View,kansas,Arfor a
Dick Powell;
unearth an
Ernest Truex
in Red Hill,

The greatest actor oa the
screen today because he
has mastered naturalness.
You supply the name.

Frank Capra, who
directs successes in
the way in which
they should go. He

wide selection of talent, but it is
a timely one. Take, for instance
the three leads in "Mutiny on the
Bounty"— Clark Gable, Charles
Laughton and Franchot Tone.
Gable comes from Cadiz, Ohio;
Laughton is a product of Scarborough,Cornell
England,from
and Tone
attended
Niagara
Falls, N. Y. Director Frank Lloyd
used to sell newspapers on the

^ Deeds
is responsible
forto
Goes"Mr.
Gary Cooper's

Town."

(At right) From many
miles away Wendy Barrie came to fulfill a glofuture. "Speed"
her riouslatest
picture. is
Missouri; a Buddy Ro
ers in Olathe, Kansas
Robert Taylor in Fi
Nebraska. Fort Wayne, Inproduces Oklahoma
a Carole
Lombard,diana, and
City incubates the equally
glamorous
of
Columbus. Kav
Ohio,Francis.
comes Out
a suave
Warner Baxter, and Kankakee.
111., long the butt of vaudeville
jokes, distinguishes itself by rearin
Silver
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(1) Franchot Tone — A New
York State boy. (2) Al Jolson
— Born in Russia. (3) Una
Merkel — A Blue Grass beauty.
Boles — From the open "
(4) John
spaces
of Texas. (5) Fred Astaire — Nebraska born, adopted
by New York. (6) Janet Gaynor — The Quaker City's contribution. (7) Maureen O'Sullivan — Everybody loves the Irish. (8) George
Raft — A vassal of Al Smith.
La Belle
— from
Lily
Pons
Paree.

a popular player like Fred MacMurray.
It is a fascinating picture that this conjures up in your mind. Every country lane,
every Main Street and every thoroughfare in
thouEurope leads to Hollywood, disgorging
sands upon thousands of people into Beverly
Wilshire Boulevard. It is as if the whole
world were lettered with signposts: "This
cases,
and, in ofsome
Way to Hollywood"
the
In the
miles.
run to thousands
distances
case of Greta Garbo, she had to travel 5,000
miles to stardom, but we acFreddie
Bartholocept it as commonplace, almew— second only
though her travels were more
to Anthony Eden in fantastic than those of Gulliver, and her transition from
promoting
foreign
friendships.
shopgirl to international idol
for July

—Marlene
GermanDietrich
born.

Vienna
sends
Luise
Rainer
—
her best.

more exciting than the fable of Cinderella.
Though it is to be doubted thai Garbo could
have worn thai particular-sized slipper.
By ship and plane and train, these thouod's
s pourvesintofor Hollywo
the battle.
gird themsel
andof hopeful
arena sands
particular talent
Each arrives with someis used
as the lever
and it is talent which
to open the doors of the studios. An Eddie
Cantor from New York's east side, aa Jolson
Clara
from a Baltimore orphan asylum,
[Continued on j>tig<' Cm]
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Fighting
and

Men

Love

The Story Of "The Road To Glory/7 A
Romance Of The Days When Life Was In
Jeopardy

And

Love

By Jack

Would

Not

Wait.

Beclidolt

GRAY clad men under sullen gray skies, the ranks passed
gum
eternally, pressing ever forward to where the great
road
rumbled, slogging through mud and drizzle alongthethewound
pouring out her life blood through
France
.
.
.
dory
to
the invader had made ...
It is the ancient law that men must fight and war shall spreadof
muddy trenches, in the hearts
its desolation, far from the
, .„ ,
women.
At the door of the farmhouse where officers were bdleted two
slightof
of farewell.
embrace
a brief
figureswasmerged
hospital
base girl's
at the The
of a nurse
uniform
clad inin the
form
this, her native village; the man was a captain of the line in the
French army.
.
"Goodbye! Goodbye Paul . . . God guard you and bring you
back safe from the trenches."
The door closed and she moved alone through the dark courtyard stirring with soldiers of the Fifth Company preparing to
move back to the line. She went on into streets familiar to her
all her life, her thoughts filled with the man she had just wished
God-speed.
Theirs was not that first, thrilling, romantic love a young girl
dreams of. Monique belonged to the tragic generation that had
been cheated of both girlhood and romance.
Captain Paul Marache bore the reputation of having no heart,
no human sympathy. He was said to live only for devotion to
duty, a soulless war machine. But she knew him as a kind man
and she knew that in his heart was a pitiful hunger for her love.
He had no other ties, no family except a father, an aged
veteran of the
Crimea too old now
to fight. Her heart,
was touched by his
need and she gave
him all that she
June Lang plays
a nurse with
couldal give—
her loydevotion,
her
whom two men
are in love. (At
care for his comfort, the sweet,
right) Fred
March,
who
understanding symwoos
with music.
pathyhearted
of a woman.
greatSo
far as she could
she made his dreary
quarters at billets
a home to which
he might come for
warmth and affection in his brief
rest periods, and
she found her happiness in doing this.

The officer in command
(Warner Baxter) believes
that a woman's love will
protect him from danger.
So might the blind be happy in
a world which they have never
seen, but on this night her eyes
were to open.
While she walked Death sent
his snarling demons over the village. Shrieking, roaring
down in sudden dives the enemy planes came, raining
their bombs.
The siren sounded. Lights vanished. Men dived for the
nearest shelters. Monique huddled against a wall, helpless and terrified.
Just behind her the grilled window of a cellar opened.
A hand caught at her ankle. Peering in she could see by
dim lamp light that a man smiled up at her, a man tall
and handsome with the dreamy dark eyes of the musician. He wore a lieutenant's uniform.
As they stared at each other a bomb fell close, showering debris about her. She saw the grille open, strong
arms caught her and lilted her into the cellar. She was
laid upon a broken couch.
The place was piled with a weird collection of household odds anil ends, among the furniture an old grand
Silver
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Fictioni^ed From TKe 2oth
Century =Fox Production With
Warner Baxter
Fredric March
June
LionelLang
Banymore

music. Notice the romance in it? Notice
how it's getting you."
"No," she said severely, convinced that
it was high
his impudence
was rebuked. But time
it seemed
that Lieutenant
Delaage was impervious to rebuke. He
answered her confidently, "Just wait.
Pretty
you'll
beginThis
to quiver
like
a reed soon
in the
storm.
is Chopin.
I've never had Chopin fail me yet!"
She was bolt upright now, heightened
color in her young cheeks, an angry
sparkle in her eyes. Oh, this was too
much! To be cooped up in a cellar with
a musical lunatic even though he was
an extremely attractive man and his
music had a magic. Then she saw that
escape was possible. Rain had begun,
the raid was over with its coming.
The music ended. He stepped to her
side. His smile was now confident. "You
"Sorry, but I feel . . . nothing."
"Nothing at all! Ah well, to tell the
truth I was afraid of something like
that. If you noticed, the piano's a little
out of tune—" He saw she was ready to
leave. "No, no . . . not yet!" He caught
her close to him. She was too experienced to struggle, but her very yielding
by its indifference told him that still
she was
see?" not moved. He tried to warn
her of the danger of bombs.
"How long have you been at the
front,
Lieutenant?"
"Two
years, haven't
my child.learned
I'm a veteran."
"And
yet that
when theyourain
comes, the planes
go

The
lieutenant
was bending
over ather.the"Are
you hurt?"
She shook
her head,
wondering
brightness
of his smile
and the shining of his eyes. In her heart she felt a strange, immediate liking for this gallant young man who had given her
shelter.
"Permit me, Mademoiselle. I am Pierre Delaage, lieutenant,
assigned tonight to the Fifth Company under Captain Marache.
LetHemewasbring
for war!"
at heryousidean inantidote
a moment,
offering cognac from a battered
old vase. She could not help smiling at his quick resources. After
she had tasted it he obligingly finished her drink: then, as though
it was the natural and expected thing Onder the circumstances he
put his arms about her and drew close to kiss her.
She struggled up. "Don't . . . please!"
He looked at her unabashed. "Too direct, eh?" There was understanding in his voice and comfort in the way he patted her hand.
He went to the old piano, swept the keys and began a romantic
composition that made her stare in amazement.
The man played superbly. In spite of her uneasiness at the
warmth of her reception she felt he was a gentleman— and certainly a master musician! Something whispered that it would be
better to establish their meeting on a less romantic plane.
"Are we safe here?" she asked.
"/ am." He glanced over his shoulder and the smiling, dark eyes
were teasing— and dangerous.
"But . . '."
"Shhhhl! I am establishing a mood." His smile brushed aside
her expostulations. "I'm softening you. It's the only way to do it —
for July 1936

His smile was rueful, "I was hoping
you didn't know! I can't understand it,
but"Perhaps
nothing that's
I do because
seems to I'm
work—"
a veteran,
too,"
she smiled. The victory was hers
away?"
easily, but when, with sudden sincerity,
he added, "It was only that you're veiy
lovely to look at— and I didn't want you
to go away.
A soldier
few does
moments of beauty
that finds
when so one
come along he snatches at it," she knew a qualm of pity.
In his eyes was that hunger for love and beauty— that starved,
passionate desire she read in the eyes of so many who plodded the
dark road to glory. He was young, romantic and admired her— and
soon he must go with Marache's company to that hell of screaming
death, perhaps never to return. It hurt her that she must shake
her head to his pleading.
She went on again through the darkened village streets, back
to the hospital and the never ending work of mercy. She thought
Lieutenant Delaage was out of her life forever.
To her hospital a few weeks later Delaage returned, back from
the front for the rest period. Not knowing even her name laprowled
lookinga sling
into every
face until
he saw
her. Thenthehe place,
improvised
for hiswoman's
arm, though
his arm
was
sound enough. He won his reward when he saw the widening of
her eyes, the angelic sympathy and pain in her glance of horror
at the helpless arm. The splendid moment might have been prolonged had he not made the mistake of snatching her to him
witli the bandaged arm.
She unwrapped the bandage and her look was grim. "As 1
thought! Aren't you ashamed of such a stupid trick?"
"Oh no. You see, this isn't my real wound—"
"So
wound!"
"Yes you
. . . have
here."a He
touched his heart.
She tossed her head. "Heart cases aren't in my department."
Site held t lie door wide and pushed him toward it. "I'm sorry, but
justHe now
veryat busy."
tookI'mhope
that. "You mean . . . [Continued <>n pagt 70]
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Traveling

AT LAST Fay Wray has taken a vacation!
ChamWorld's Picture
undisputed Motion
And the
//\ \ pion
Trans-Atlantic
Star found her first holiday so much to her
liking that she has gone on and developed
the idea in her own charming fashion.
In the past few months, the much traveled
Fay has not only taken her very first, but
her second and even third vacations!
She is the quiet unassuming type, too intel igent to stoop to anything just to be sensational, so I cannot promise to disclose any
startling facts. But I can tell you why she
declared these periods of rest, where she
went and what she did.
There is no one who does not remember
Fay as the terror stricken girl of whom King
Kong was so fond. As this was a most successful picture you might think it did the
name of Wray a lot of good, but, unfortunately, itdid her a world of harm, for she
was then and there stamped the ace heroine
of horror pictures. With the exception of
"Ann Carver's Profession," which was an
outstanding example of her capabilities, her
succeeding roles were all of the horror type
and she resented them.
If Hollywood was satisfied with this arrangement, she wasn't; and if Hollywood
wouldn't do anything about it, she would.
So, with that pretty little nose in the air,
probably thinking that ''absence makes the
heart old
growEngland
fonder,"to Fay
and leaves
for
jolly
make upsa picture,
to lose
the horror complex and to finally, really and
truly take a vacation.
She made several pictures over there and
was several times recalled to Hollywood.
How could a girl as busy as she ever find
time to take a rest and, if she did, what
would she do with these leisure moments?
Being curious to learn the answer to these
questions and, since I knew her to be a most
34

Fay, in Sweden, poses
by
a picturesque
fence
overlooking
the famous
Gota Canal. Below, with
her skis at the popular
Swiss playground.

Fay Wray Works Bin Eng=
y
land .And Hollywood /\nd
Relaxes In Sweden, St. J\Aor=
itz And On Tire BeacK At
N assau, Ban ama

Juli

WaM

generous and
helpful sort of
person, I went to
^
the Pierre to ask
her.We settled the
weather problem
while walking into
the spacious living
room.
"What did you have
in mind to write about
me?" asked Fay as we settled back into the comfortable divan of her temporary apartment.on Suffering
from [Continued
page 74]

The sunny beach at
Nassau, to which Fay flew
to join her husband, John
Monk Saunders.

s econd

Blooming

Jean Arthur Went L,egit
But Now Is Back On The
Screen. And A/larvelous!

someBroadway
on has
SHE played
real screen
her gained
given and
thing that
charm. At left, in her silver lame gown.
At right, above, with William Powell in
"The Ex-Mrs. Bradford" and, below that,
her famous scene in "Mr. Deeds Goes To
Town" with Gary Cooper.

Our

Screen

Sweetheart
Has. The Beauty Of The
Girls Of The Screen
Made It Harder For Less
Favored Girls To Capture
Love?

beauty
g, with
— her with
tandinor
in love
girl fall
herself
unders
her
DO theMEN
spirit and her personality? In real life
a girl conceals her emotions, but on the screen
she blows hot and cold, tears gush and anger
flashes. Would a girl in real life awaken a man
to her charms if she loosened the bonds of her
emotions and laughed, and languished, waxed
temperamental and wept now and then? Joan
Crawford at a party burst into tears over a
nce. us!She lives her
newspa
que. 's
screen per
techniwoman
Well,insole
it got

Ida Lupino, whose
next and best picture
is "One isRainy
Afterso pretty!

The tricky collar delights Loretta Young.
She is now fully recovered from her illness.

Many

Girls Find That They Resemble

Picture Stars — It s Great
Complex.

A peaceful mind it reflected
in a woman's face. Ann
Harding, her troubles at an
end, never looked lovelier.

For

That

LINCHNG

Plots CKurn

Tkemselves

Into D rama And

C om=

plications Bring Suspense
.And Excitement7 Until
"W

Is Safe In "He/'
Arms.

andURES
for about
and ofa half.
ns,
emotioThe
gamut
run anthehour
PICT
photoplay has changed its form very
slightly in recent years, probably because the
plan of a picture was designed to thrill and
amuse, and still is. In real life, and that is
coming more and more frequently to the
screen, few difficulties fade away when lovers
kiss. But anyhow, after the clinch, the proposition isnever quite the same.
Consider the News Weekly. Sometimes
close-ups of common people are shown, the
sweepstakes' winner or the honest taxi driver,
and we find that the average person is terrible to look at and return to our professional
players deeply grateful for their comeliness.

Clark Gable is co-starred
for the first time with Jeanette MacDonald (she does
the singing) in "San Fran-

cisco."

Robert Cummings and
Jane Rhodes ( 14 years
old). They are the juvenile lovers in "Forgotten
Faces," her first picture.

Kent Taylor and Sally Eilers in
"Florida Special." Since that
bus story won such honors, plots
have traveled on airliners, trains
and motors to add to the
action.

Proposition

"Mob Rule" is the picture
and Spencer Tracy's and Sylvia Sidney's
seem romance
to jell. doesn't

Jj
\

Loretta Young puts on a
very curvacious clinch with
Robert Taylor in "Private

Number."

Robert Young, back home
from England, finds Betty
Furness sweeter than ever
— in "Three Wise Guys."

Frances Drake, Randy
Scott and that lovely
moment — in "And Sudden Death."

On

July

Conrad Veidt and Rene Ray in "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back."

Tke Steady .Advance Of
The S creen Is Reflected In
This

M

onth

s 1 ictures.

Tkere's Hardly /V Hokum
One In Tke L,ot.

W. C. Fields and Catherine Doucet in
"Poppy."

producers'
has beenandthe "The
witty dialogue
withHappened
CLEVER
formula comedy
since "It
One Night"
Thin
Man" were so successful. Now we see the results of the
crusade. The clever ones (ah, ha! Morrie Ryskind) have gathered
at the studios and quip and jest have popped up everywhere.
In fact the producers are so sure of this method that some
pictures
haveonce
had that
morehumor
humormust
thanleave
sense.a little
Marie toDressier toldrecently
the writer
the
imagination. "That," she said, "is my secret."

Rosalind Russell and Frank Morgan in
"Suicide Club."

Mary Boland and Charles Ruggles in
"Early To Bed."

Bet+e Davis and
George
Brent Ar-in
"The Golden

AND

DSSOMS

TKc

Magic

Makes

Of

FI owers

Every Girl Look
Prettier.

HEN the early summer days bring out the blossoms,
California comes up to specifications, earthquakes are
forgotten and the picture girls seem to glow with a
very special quality of beauty.
Let the marriage bells ring out and the bridal roses spill
their fragrance— it is the season for love.

'S

HERE

"Cocktail
Now

Hour 7 Has

Been Officially Re-

co3ni^eJ By Hollywood.

g from Papa Will Hays
NT allwarnin
A RECE
advises
directors to go a little easy on
k the merry drinking scenes, for fear the
screen might be attacked again and accused of
nness. The accompanying stills
■ promoting drunke
from current pictures do, perhaps, recall a
pleasant custom, in case you had forgotten.
Certainly "repeal" took a long time to reach
the screen. But seeing drinking while you remain dry as a Massachusetts spinster is not very
habit forming. It recalls our favorite toast—
"Lips that touch liquor shall never touch mine."
What depths of sincerity are reached when,
glass in hand, a good friend is pledged! Yet we
would not champion the juice of the grape too
lustily, or the mash of the rye when it comes to
that. Jack London defended it nobly— and died
too soon. Perhaps the British Navy, with its historic custom of a tot of rum before action, understands the value of befuddling your inferiority
complex. Perhaps dutch courage simply means
you are showing courage to get yourself so in
dutch. Well, down the hatch!

Ambassadors

TO

Soon to be seen in
"Dark
Merle Victory"
Oberon. —

Francis Lederer, a Czech,
and Ida Lupino, English
beauty — in "One Rainy
Afternoon."

US

of:

Goodwill

FROM

US

were called to the colors ot
IFCHARLES BOYER and Francis Ledererordered
to go out and shoot
their different countries, and we were
at them we would resent such orders, and if we had anything to say
about it there would be no shooting. Every time that a picture is shown
for
with one of these visiting actors there is a stronger bond of friendshipidea,
them than before. The exchange of players is a more or less recent
p between
and, as it grows, there will come to be a true feeling ofthefriendshi
great nations.
Certainly, this is not
the least of the good
that can be accomplished by an actor
in the movies.

Richard Arlen is one ambassador who takes a lot of
goodwill with him. (Above,
at right) The British are beginning to think Fay Wray
belongs to them.

In England Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., has turned producer. (Left)
Dolores Del Rio off to Europe
to make friends for her adopted
America.

With such a gorgeous setting for a swimming
pool, and such a gorgeous figure to set off a
swimming suit no wonder Patricia Ellis (at left)
poses for us with such delightful nonchalance.
Her wool zephyr malliot suit is of triple knit fabric and is shadowproof, shrinkproof and stretchproof. Also in its favor is the air cord trimming
which fashions the adjustable
belt. shoulder straps and

(Below) Ethelreda Leopold is equally charming
in her zephyr ribbed suit with the unusual feature
of a brassiere uplift with inner lining insuring
perfect form, as you can see. Novelty buckles
add to the effectiveness
shoulder straps.of the adjustable

in * u i < «
■ tifiwn orfl
'<wim
' a i a ISuits.
in a

anchor motif and novelty
wood trimming.

TlxJLdJL

aJUL

the.

(Sax^luitl

"guinea€'
let them
has N
a misguided woman
fe
€UG
pig" on her hair, only to pay for disillusionment! As in driving your car, there are
safety signals for your guidance in getting a good permanent. One sure way is to
Many

look for the little Eugene Sachets that gently steam your hair into waves, end-curls,
or a combination of both if you prefer. These Sachets are trade-marked for your
protection. They contain a secret Eugene solution that cannot be duplicated.
FREE!
Sample Sachet and Hair-style
Booklet. Send postcard to
EUGENE, Ltd.
521 Fifth Ave., New York
Paris
London Berlin
Barcelona Sydney

Would you like one to identify, to take with you to your hairdresser's when you
get your new permanent? Write for a free sample. Then see that Eugene Sachets
are used and the results will bless you for your trouble.

"THERE

IS

NO

WAVE

LIKE

A

WAVE'
EUGENE C lUOINt
LTD IW3C

Bob Taylor won a lot of friends with
his recent pictures, particularly "The
Magnificent
he
will
support theObsession."
great Garbo. Now
At left,
top, is Henry Fonda. He and James
Stewart keep house.

Every year gets bigger and bigger
for Dick Powell. Next thing you know
he'll get married.

Men

WKo

Mail

And

A re

Tne
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Heart.breakers

By L<!

a

that you're a
suppose—
on andgirl,
come young
suppose—
NOWyoungjustgirl,
a veryaw,pretty
who will graduate
from college come June and your dear Matei and Pater
are soyour
relieved
(they marks
really innever
thought that
you'dformake
it what
with
disgraceful
mathematics)
a graduation
present they are giving you a summer in Hollywood (they'll regret
that). Now being a young girl, and a very pretty young girl, you
will naturally want to know what the "date" possibilities are in
Hollywood, just who are the gay young heart-breakers of the
moment, and what you can expect in the way of romance— I should
say that if you were contemplating a romance with Robert Taylor
you would find Barbara Stanwyck very much in the way.
If your Dream Princes happen to be Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone,
Robert Montgomery and Joel McCrea I advise you to content yourself with an afternoon on their "sets" watching them make moving
pictures, and don't go in for any making yourself because they
all happen
men andon wouldn't
you a
tumble
even toif beyouhappily
looked married
like Cleopatra
a chaise give
longue.
The eligible young heart-breakers of the summer of 1936 are
Robert Taylor, Dick Powell, Henry Fonda, James Stewart and
Michael Whalen— all unmarried (as we go to press) and quite
susceptible. They've all got "girls" of course, but maybe you can
muscle
Auntie
They in.
tellBut
me remember,
that Robertyour
Taylor,
who Liza
has only
gone said
over "Maybe."
this last
year like a house afire, receives more fan mail than any other actor
in Hollywood, with the possible exception of Dick Powell. And I
can well believe it after the demonstration I saw at the gala
premiere
in Hollywood
"Thelittle
Great
When Robert
arrived ofwith
MissZiegfeld."
Stanwyck on his arm it
caused nothing less than a free-for-all riot— hundreds of fans,
who had been standing quite orderly for hours watching the
movie great, who had cheered prettily for Myrna Loy, Norma
Shearer, Gene Raymond, Jeanette MacDonald, and Errol Flynn,
took one look at their favorite heart flutterer
and with
an ecstatic
"ah-a-a-a-a-ah"
proceeded to break
through
the police lines
and fall upon him in one mighty avalanche.
So, my very pretty young college graduate, if you want handsome Bob you'll have
to put up with such minor inconveniences as having your evening gown torn
in shreds, and possibly your eyes
scratched out. But it must be worth
it for Barbara Stanwyck, Janet Gaynor,
Wendy Barrie and all the other girls
go out with Bob every chance they
get.
And now I'll let you in on a
secret.
WithwhileBob the you've
gotta
make hay
sun shines.
Because his every dance will be
taken this fall by none other
than that comely lass, Greta
Garbo. And how do I know?
Psychic?
as plain
the
nose onPoof.
yourIt'sface.
Robertas
Taylor is going to play
Armand to Garbo's Camille
in Dumas' famous
"Camille,"
which
has
been
chosen as
the next
Garbo picture, and as
the whole world knows
Garbo invariably falls
for her leading man
(but only until the
picture is released)
it definitely looks

Michael Whalen, who
was so good in "The
Country Doctor," is
gainingevery
in day.
popularity

James Stewart went to
Princeton, where he took
up accordion playing.
He is the newest heart
throb in Hollywood.
like a Garbo romance for the apple
of your eye. Bob has been such
a social young man-about-town ever
since he started getting the breaks that
I wonder how he'll respond to the Garbo
silences. He'll miss the gay gang at the
Trocadero— but I suppose for a Garbo he
would dine at a drugstore.
A date with Bob is as well regulated as a
symphony concert. Of course you will dress.
And Bob will phone ahead to see what you
are wearing and your corsage will match perfectly, and will undoubtedly be the prettiesl
and most expensive flowers the florist had. He
will call for you on time— and in a closed car,
thank heavens— and the dinner will be perfect
and with just the right wine, the seats at the
theatre will be second row orchestra, and the table
at the Trocadero afterwards will he reserved ahead
and will be a perfect ringside table. And Bob dances
divinely—
they do say that he is the best dancer in
town.
But if you happen to he the type who loves the
haphazard, then you just must meet fames Stewart.
There's a mad young man lor you. You can be quite sure
that Jimmy won't "dress" unless you insist upon it. that
he'll arrive in an open roadster which will make short
work of your wave, and he'll never remember the flowers
until you're on the wa) to the [Continued on page 66]
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Stars

The

Stars Enjoy Their

And

The Freedom

Yachts

Of The

Seas.

Warren William is an enthusiastic yachtsman, even bringing his
hobby ashore with him.

stars at sea! Yachts .-. .
E ers
MOVIcruis
. . . sloops— boats!
d it's
ywoo
In
Holl
the
d. You
rage to be a nautical
nomanow
own your own ship and off you
voyage, blithely getting away from
it all.
Some of the glorified darlings
have expensive gondolas and when
they put out into the ocean currents it's with true millionaire flair.
The private salons are swanky.
Their captain and crew do the
actual work.
However, really very few picture
celebrities go in for such elegance.
As a whole, Hollywood's stellar salts want to pitch in and be
regular sea gypsies. They have enough parading in their everyIt's more
fun to heave
anchor, Male
hoist stars
the revel
sails,
and day
tryroutines.
to master
the mysteries
of thethecompass.
in monkeying with high-powered motors and silken ladies adore
to change into comfortable slack-suits and perch gaily atop the
hatch.
That is, some of the screen women do. It seems there are yacht
widows!
Hollywood hero's wife likes to be billowed up
and downNotandevery
all around.
You might have a hunch these excursions in the briny are wild
parties. But they aren't. Customarily you sail over to Catalina, a
twenty-mile jaunt. There, relaxing in the sun, the simple pleasures
are the vogue. A dive in for an invigorating swim, hours of fishing, visits with friends also idling in the peaceful harbor. In the
evening a cocktail and then ashore for dinner and on to the local
dance or show.
But what happens when your favorites become serious sea-goers?
Ah-ha, most anything! The winds and I he fogs and sudden squalls
are no respecters of fame. When you deliberately court adventure
you're apt to find it. Even stars get lost at sea. They're plunged
into fore
genuine
Why, one lovely lassie's yacht exploded beher very danger.
eyes.
It's only a forty-five-minute spin from Hollywood to the arti-

Iniand waters (Lake Malibu) offer relaxation to
the players. Sir Guy
Standing at the tiller,
Frances Drake, a friend,
and Grace Bradley.

ficially-made Los Angeles harbor
where the stars prefer to park
their water chariots. And any
morning's apropos for a spree. In
Southern California the climate's
invariably mild. At least, when you
start anywhere.
I have been snooping about and it seems that John Barrymore,
Lewis Stone, and Katherine DeMille are the ritziest yachtsmen.
(If you credit papa C. B.'s "Seaward" to Katy.) Now that John is
back among the active actors he's liable to order out his "Infanta,"
and I'll bet it'll be just too divine in Elaine Barrie's estimation.
It's suited to be a regal loveboat.
Lew's "Serena," which was built in Gloucester, Mass., according
to his exact specifications two years ago, has a deck length of a
hundred and five feet. So if you've a tape measure handy you can
compare. He keeps a captain and a crew of seven, and still has in
his possession last year's most coveted West Coast yachting cup.
Racing a stiff twenty-six-mile course against thirty-odd snappy
models, he came in a flying first. Of course, he's waiting for the
forthcoming regattas. He's been crazy about sailing ever since his
New England childhood and this one is the sixth yacht he's had.
Andseawhile
been returning
shipwrecked,
he's hehadwashiscaught
share
of
thrills.Lew's
Last never
summer,
from still
Alaska,

Silver

Screen

for July

in a pea-soup fog all the
way down from Vancouver
and had to stay a hundred
miles off-shore to avoid a
crash. Three days and nights
of relying entirely on scientific instruments was quite
a strain. He was glad to
rusticate on his ranch for
awhile.
Fortunately for that curvacious Katy De Mille, her
director father is a regular
scout. He loans her his ele(Above) Robert Young
gant vessel, equipped with
and his outboard motor
a captain and crew, for
bounce about between
special week-ends. She aspicture assignments.
sembles a flock of select
souls and heads for Avalon.
Originally designed for copra trading in the South Seas,
schooner
also hails
ship-yards. It's
aherwhole
foot longer
thanfrom
the the
StoneGloucester
bark.
- Since Charlie Chaplin is the wealthiest of all performers,
you may suppose his yacht would be ultra-pretentious. If
you do you're forgetting Charlie's thrifty streak. His "Panacea" is nice, but by no means gorgeous. It's a fifty-five foot
cabin
that he's
owned for
for the
threeidea
years.
are
double cruiser
sentimental
memories,
for There
his recent
comedy was evolved aboard, and his romance with his
Paulette blossomed when they pulled up anchor to escape
prying eyes. Which reminds me that he bans all snapshots
of his craft. He entertains only intimates, chiefly business
associates. There are a captain and a mate permanently on
hand, and then the Chaplin cook and a steward appear
with the master. Charlie has no yen to run things himself,
but he does honestly delight in deep-sea fishing. Once he
was awarded a button for a record tuna catch and he'll tell
youPitching
how toinbait
giantthe fish
politely.
and the
doing
workif you'll
yourselflisten
is easier
to dream
about than to do literally, Richard Alien admits this. Sole
commander
of the "Jobyna
R.," aHuston,
big cabin
bought
in partnership
with Walter
Dick cruiser
promptlyhe
fired the hired help when Walter sold his half. After an
hour's
hecticnotpainting,
athletic
Mr. A Alien
suddenly
tired. Why
enjoy thethedarned
tiling?
new crew
was

Hollywood's
favorite Master of Ceremonies, is a
great player
and a sailor at

quickly put on the payroll and today Dick's a skipper bv

Veart.

1936

The "Seaward," owned by Cecil B.
DeMille and often used by his
daughter, Katherine, is an auxiliary but a real Gloucester design.

Leo Carrillo,

fits and starts.
his
abdominal
bendsOccasionally
by swabbinghe'll
theget
decks,
mopping
with once
a vengeance.
He'sat convivial
and
has never
been alone
sea. He
can sleep eight when he sandwiches folks
into the wheelhouse. Wife |oby appreciates
atangy
merryair gang.
and is always ready to pop off with
The Preston Fosters are equally compatible
in this matter of nesting the waxes. Their
"Zoa III" is a splendid express cruiser, fastest
of its type on the whole coast. I he liist thing
Preston did when he purchased it last wintei
was to take it practical!) apart. Yes, he goi
it together without [C.oji tinned on ['age
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Resents

Being

TYPED

Can

Basil Ratnoone

Escape Playing Villains?

is refusing
but very definitely, Basil Rathbonhee has
VERY politely being
turned
a Screen Menace. Already,
to continue
down several roles that meant following this sinister route.
Coming to pictures from an exceptionally brilliant career in the
theatre, in such romantic characters as Romeo, Robert Browning,
Peter Ibbetson, and other magnetic roles, his career took an amazing turn. Perhaps the camera over-emphasized his glowing dark
eyes and his intensity, for he was immediately cast as Murdstone,
he is
becauserealism.
eld."r Then,
"David Copperfi
her ein imbued
step-fat
with bitter
the characte
Rathbon
actor,
athefinecruel
with
player
This threatened to make movie audiences confuse the
thetic
unsympa
d
with
s
continue
villainie
his
y
as
especiall
role,
the
Garbo's "Anna Karenina," "The Tale of Two Cities,"
parts in Greta
Blood," and other pictures.
"Captain
"I had hoped," said Basil, "to escape being typed, which is the
bane of every screen player, and I certainly don't want to make
my fans hate me. When you undertake to create a characterization
you tie it in with a definite mood and your very success may be
your undoing.
"Several years ago I came to pictures after appearing as the gay
'The Command to
and amorous military attache in the stage play,bedroom
farces and
Love,' and producers could see me only in
back to the theatre,
frothy comedies. I was heartbroken, so went
where I created a number of interesting roles in London and New
I return to Hollywood, four years later, beholdwhena villain!
York.
I am aThen,
menace,
"I wouldn't mind occasionally playing a heavy, if this means a
character whose wickedness can be justified because he is consistent
Iago's
can all
reasoning.we Weloathe
his own line
in following
because he aphim,understand
evenof though
in 'Othello,'
motives
peals to the intelligence. By the way, Iago is the only heavy I ever
Of course,
portrayed on the stage and it became a great experience.
Dickens' characters are caricatures or symbolism. For instance, the
aristocrat I played in 'The Tale of Two Cities' was not an
French
individual, instead, he represented the whole class of people who
brought about the revolution; he motivated the whole stirring drama
the usual type of villain."
of events, so that raised him aboveBasil
Rathbone is an exciting perOff the screen, as well as on,
sonality. He is very definitely the romantic figure— handsome, tall,
leashed emotions that pique the imaglithe, and always he suggests
ination. We talked, sitting on the shady terrace of his home close
his five dogs racing over.
we watched
hills, while
Hollywood
to
s.
wn
la
the thevelvet
I had caught him between leaps, as it were, for yesterday he had
studio.
finished the picture, "Private Number," at 20th Century-Fox
This morning he had made the final scene in Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer's "Romeo and Juliet," and tonight he was leaving for location
near Yuma, where the Selznick International studio has erected Al"The
new color
colorful oases
towns and Tomorrow
Anteoni,
Countfilm,
to become
Basilforwastheir
of Allah."
Garden gerian
in the terrific drama of this romance in the desert— with the temperature hovering around 120 degrees!
South Africa, he was taken back to EngBorn in Johannesburg,
land to be educated. His passionate love for music asserted itself
and he spent all his spare time hovering over the piano until his
lest his
father, a practical London civil engineer, became alarmedmusician.
son do the unthinkable thing of becoming a professional
was dragged to his uncle's insurance office and told to
So thetheboybusiness.
learn
He stood it as long as he could, then ran away and joined the
Benson Players, where he spent five wonderful years becoming
drama. He mastered fifty-four roles,
in Shakespearean
steeped how
to wear the picturesque costumes, and how to toss his
learned
velvet cloaks at the right angle. He became an expert in the etiquette of that period, the use of the snuff box, how to handle a
sword. By the way, Rathbone had no double for his many fencing
himself and -* with utdoing them
in "Romeo and Juliet,"
scenes most
l.
skil
At eighteen he was swept to the French front by the World War.
He was wounded several times, decorated twice, and when it was
all over he returned to London, and the theatre. It was Constance
Collier who gave him his real chance; she chose him to create the
title role in "Peter Ibbetson" for the London stage production;
then he invaded New York and won new honors which carried
him to instant fame. Other starring roles followed in "The Jest,"
"Death Takes a Holiday," "He Who Gets Slapped."
"I've been in the theatre too long to ever give it up," he said, "but
I'm
meantime
the with
and inNow,
at the moment
holds little
it
dialogue,
in pictures.
and more interested
moreopportunity
becoming
the whole world of literature is waiting to be filmed. I should love
Bergerac,' and a story of Caesar Borgia; both
to do 'Cyrano
would
be colorfulde drama.
"Everybody associated with the screen is so terrifically ambitious,
detached
and God! how hard they all work. Life in Hollywood is thinking,
from the remainder of the world, with everyone living,
talking pictures. Some may criticise this complete absorption but I
consider it a good thing, for no actor who really loves his work can
ever get away from it, he is steeped in it.
"In the theatre," Basil continued, "a player must depend upon
himself and from the time the curtain goes up he sustains a continuity of emotion that ends only when his final climax is reached
and the curtain goes down. This very [Continued on page 60]
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SHOW BOAT
A Musical Triumph— Universal
"CHOW BOAT," an Edna Ferber novel
J and a Ziegfeld success of not so long
ago, comes to the screen as a thoroughly
delightful musical comedy of the definitely
"Class" type— it is so delightful in fact that
at the Hollywood preview many of the
movie stars declared that they liked it better than "ThehasGreat
Universal
done Ziegfeld."
well by the famous
Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein score, for
which
heaven
praised,
and it's just
worthto
more than
the beprice
of admission
hear Allan Jones and Irene Dunne sing
"Only Make Believe," and Helen Morgan,
the first and best of the torch-singers, sing,
"Can't Help Loving That Man of Mine"
and the never-to-be-forgotten "Bill," and
the one and only Paul Robeson sing "Old
Man River"— which song has never been
sung so beautifully before. Three new song
hits have been added to the score, and
they, too, will please, though not so much
as the old favorites.
Allan Jones and Irene Dunne sing, "The
Room Upstairs," Paul Robeson sings "I
Still Suits Me," and Irene in blackface
sings "Gallavantin' Around." All in all, it's
the best
music
had thishave
yearnever
and
Allan,
Irene,
and we've
Paul Robeson
been in better voice. And of course Helen
Morgan The
in her
sob ballad,
tops
forever.
picture
fails to "Bill,"
get the isflavor
of the Mississippi, which Edna Ferber did
so marvelously in her book, and never once
do you believe that you are on a show boat
on the Mississippi, which is the fault of
the director, but nevertheless it is a most
satisfactory and entertaining picture.
Irene Dunne plays Magnolia and gives
a charming performance— she also proves
that she can "shuffle" and do a "buck and
wing" as well as the next one. Allan Jones
plays Gaylord Ravenal and cuts quite a
dashing figure. Charles Winninger as Captain Andy and Helen Westley as his salty
wife are excellent. Also in the cast, and
scoring mightily, are Hattie McDaniel,
Queenie Smith, Sammy White, Donald
Cook and Sunnie O'Dea. You'll love it.
SINS OF MAN
Triumph for Hersholt— 20th Century-Fox
HERSHOLT
now becomes
_J•JEAN
for the
1936 Academy
Award. eligible
In this
picture he gives one of the most magnificent performances of his career— in fact
there has been nothing like it since the
silent days when Emil Tannings used to
tear your heart out by its very roots. Mr.
Hersholt's deeply moving portrayal of the
simple, comeskindly
sexton, who will
bea victim Tyrolian
of cruel circumstance,
definitely become a part of cinema history.
The story itself is simple and human and
most appealing, and there will be tears, oh
many tears. Thank goodness it has a happy
ending. It's the story of a sexton in a little
village in Tyrol, before the war, who longs
to have a son to ring the beautifully toned
bells for him when he can no longer serve
his Church and God. But one son is a
mechanical genius, and when his father
stubbornly refuses to permit him to continue his studies in aviation he runs away
to America. His other son was born deaf
and dumb.
Twenty years later in New York City,
Hersholt, now a vagrant, is reunited with
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Irene Dunne and Allan Jones singing one of the duets
which have made "Show Boat" an all-time favorite.
his youngest son, whom he thought dead,
and whose hearing has been restored by
the bombardment of the war. The "bells"
bring about the reunion. This brief outline
of the plot naturally does not do it justice
—you must see this picture, and seeing it
you will love it.
Second in performance
importance tois Mr.
triumphant
the Hersholt's
debut of
young Don Ameche, who plays both sons,
and
who ishas
the had
mostfortalented
"discovery"
the screen
some time.
Allen
Jenkins looks after the comedy and does
it well.
THE DANCING PIRATE
Exquisite Color— Pioneer-RKO
HERE'S
technicolor
again,of the
we've
had since
"The Trail
the first
Lonesome
Pine,"
and,
as
you
can
see
for
yourself,
becomes more and more beautiful. Scenesit
of the little Spanish town in the moonlight
and the pirate boat in the harbor brought
lusty cheers of enthusiasm from the preview audience. Yes, we must admit, technicolor is here to stay. And that, confidential y, iswhy all the blonde Glamour Girls
are either becoming browncttes or permitting their hair to grow out naturally—
blondes, alas, are a wash-out in color.
Well, anyway, this picture is the first
musical comedy to be done in technicolor
and,
a musical
it can
get away with
murderas it's
as far
as reality
is concerned.
But
poof dancing
for reality
and
andanyway
Frank when
Morgan.there's music
The story's about a (lancing master who
is shanghaied in Boston in 18 m and forced
to join a hunch of pirates. He escapes from
the pirate boat when it anchors off the
coast of California, and seeks shelter in a
little Spanish town. The Spanish settlers
think him a pirate but when it is discov-

ered that he is a dancing teacher the
women of the town demand that he be
spared from the gallows long enough to
teach them the waltz.
Of course, Steffi Duna, the lovely daughter of Don So-and-So, the richest man in
town (played to the hilt for laughs by
Frank Morgan) falls in love with him, but
the poor man needs must fight it out with
an army of renegades before he can lead
her to the altar. Charles Collins, a new
"find," plays the dancing teacher. If you
liked "La Cucaracha" this is right down
your alley.
THE

EX-MRS.

BRADFORD

Rating: Another "Thin Man"— R-K-O
HERE'S an hilariously amusing, delightfully insane, and pricelessly acted picture that comes as near being another
"Thin Man" as any picture could possibly
be. There is that School of Thought which
insists that it is better than "The Thin
Man." But better or not, it's grand entertainment,
no plays
foolin'a about
William and
Powell
surgeonthat.
who just
can't resist a good old-fashioned murder.
His cx-wife, a mystery story writer, is played
by [can Arthur, and she, too, is a pushover
for a murder mystery, Jean decides to remarry her attractive husband but her cam
paign is interrupted by a most alluring
race track murder. When the two of them
gang
that never
murderlakes
it's anything
sonic fun. seriTheup piconlure
ously, not even itself, and the plot has no
qualms about stopping every few minutes
so that Mr. Powell, Miss Arthur, and Eric
Blore (bulling again) can gel in a rip
snorting wise-crack or a funny gag. Jean
Arthur is going some place, and going East.
We laughs.
heartily recommend this for an evening
of
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SONS O' GUNS
Joe E.'s Best— Warners
THE Joe E. Brown fans will go simply
mad over this, and more than likely
Mr. Brown will pick up some new fans
he never had before. He of the big kisser,
as we quaintly say down by the gas works,
plays an American doughboy in the late
war who finds himself in France under the
stern discipline of his own valet, Eric Blore,
who has become a top-sergeant no less. And
that's has
a good
all by itself, as Mr.
Blore
never laugh
been funnier.
all gay, nonsensical
so don't
be
at It's
all surprised
to find Mr. fun,
Brown
heading
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socialite husband, must immediately undergo a legal wrangle over the right to custody
of her small son.
This makes it imperative that she completely clear her name of all scandal— and
whom do you think she employs to clear her
name? None other than the prosecuting attorney, Mr. George Brent, who has done
everything to have her hanged for murder.
Oh,
very sequences
interesting,of and
besides
there it's
areallwhole
uproarious
laughter.
Beulah Bondi plays the mother-in-law
who hates her daughter-in-law with a fine
and beautiful hate, and Alan Mowbray plays
the stuffy family lawyer. Alan Baxter and
Edward Brophy represent the Press, and
Tune Brewster does all right by a fan and
bubble dancer. Women, particularly, will be
crazy about this picture.

a night patrol over No Man's Land, capturing a machine gun nest single-handed,
and being followed back to his trenches by
half the German army. He breaks every
known army regulation and is constantly
being sentenced to death, but eventually
gets the Croix de Guerre. What is more important he gets three very nifty dames.
Joan Blondell, with a French accent and
very oo-la-la eyes, plays a bewitching little
Frenchtion girl
who Brown.
carries When
on quite
flirta-of
with Mr.
the atwo
them sing and dance "A Buck and a Quarter a Day" you have seen a comedy high
spot—
and it'stwothe girls
best are
thingBeverly
in the Roberts
picture.
The other
and Winifred Shaw, whose chief contribution to the picture is a ballad called, "In
the Arms
an Army
The and
picture
could
do ofwith
more Man."
Blondell
less
Brown— or maybe we are speaking out of
turn. Anyway, it's fun.
THE CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES
Courtroom Drama— W anger-Paramount
ANOTHER plus mark for the movies.
They have taken a rather so-so mystery
book by Arthur Somers Roche, and, with a
bit of fenagling here and there and a custody trial thrown in, have made as entertaining and as absorbing a comedy drama
as Madeleine
you've met Carroll,
with in athecoon's
age. beauty,
English
who did not fare so well in her first American picture is given a break this time and
gives a grand performance as the beautiful
and charming Mrs. Ames, who, acquitted of
the mysterious murder of her millionaire

FLORIDA SPECIAL
Oakie's Off Again— Paramount
CHALK up another grand performance
for Jack Oakie. This time as a wisecracking reporter he supplies the gags for
a farce mystery. Jack and Kent Taylor,
while traveling together on the "Florida
Special," become involved in the eccentricities of an old millionaire, Claude Gillingwater, and two opposing gangs of jewel
thieves bent on robbing the old man.
While the loot passes from one suspect to
another, Jack and Kent play a guessing
game
Thereof "who's-got-the-thimble?"
is much double-crossing, chasing
and shooting before the story snaps into a
trick ending. Sidney Blackmer's blackmailing gives Kent Taylor a chance to drop his
fiancee, Frances Drake, and play hero to
Sally Eilers.
It was at the finish of this picture that
Master Oakie, who has always been Mamma's Boy, took unto himself a wife whom
he playfully calls "Pigeon."
UNDER TWO FLAGS
Romantic Spectacle— 20th Century-Fox
FROM Ouida's romantic novel of the
goings-on of the French Foreign Legion
(and there's really nothing so romantic both
to young and old as the French Foreign
Legion, now is there?) comes to the screen

definite. "Back in Montana," she told me,
"my dadminding
once said
you worksticking
right
along,
your ...
own 'Ifbusiness,
up firmly for your rights but not making
too blamed much fuss about it— sooner or
later things "turn out all right, if you've
really
"
That worked.'
is the philosophy
upon which she
has planned her career and her life. It explains, probably, why she is so soft-voiced,
so quiet and unassuming in manner, so
friendly and kind and the reason for her
easy-going personality.
Unlike the majority of our better actresses, Myrna is not given to emotional
exhibitionism. She is too utterly frank and
honest and unconcerned to be anything
but
In all natural
Hollywood
you'll find no
moreherself.
completely
person.
That she makes no pretense of any kind
may be seen in her refusal to don street
make-up
that covertoherhidefacetheandmyriads
hands ofandfreckles
arms.
Were it not for the studio, I doubt if she
would even apply make-up for the screen.
Her stant
mode
of living
is a source
of conamazement.
She loves
to move,
and
during the past year changed her residence
six different times. Mad about gardening,
she generally takes a house with large
grounds, where she may have her own
floral display. In the Spring particularly
she sees to it that she is living in a place

>Ke's Swell" [Continued from page
where she can plant whatever she likes, and
never is so happy as when puttering about
with a trowel.
Never one to plan ahead, she loves to
wake up and do whatever her mood dictates. Between pictures, she'll pack a bag
at a moment's notice and start out in her
car, alone, for some unknown destination
. . day
. possibly
bed
all
and eatshe'll
dish elect
after to
dishremain
of ice in
cream.
Who can tell how one will feel tomorrow
morning?
Preferring bold colors, she nevertheless
clings to pastels for her street clothes.
About the house she wears flamboyant
pyjamas, but few have glimpsed her thus
attired. If there are to be callers, or she
is to leave the house for any purpose, she
emerges quietly dressed. Good taste in all
things is second nature to her.
Endowed with a rare sense of humor,
she's
onemuch.
of theShelewloveswomen
whoto doesn't
talk too
to listen
others
in discourse and whenever she's in the
midst of a group appears to join in the
conversation. Later, it is recalled that
Myrna scarcely uttered a word. When she
does speak, however, what she has to oiler
is worth listening to, for Myrna thinks
before she speaks. That accounts for her
enjoying solitude.
It is typical of this young woman that
she has no burning, consuming enthusiasms

one of the most glorious spectacle-dramas
we've been treated to since "Beau Geste."
Claudette Colbert, as Cigarette, the little
French girl, not too good and not too bad,
who has become the mascot of the Foreign
Legion,
gives one of the best performances
of
her career.
Ronnie Colman is grand as the w:himsical
young Englishman who is trying to hide
his "past" in Africa. Rosalind Russell plays
the Lady Venitia who meets Ronnie at a
little desert outpost and falls madly in love
with him. And Victor MacLaglen plays the
Commandant who can't even get to first base
with Cigarette after she has met Sergeant
Colman. Children, and adults with a spark
of romance in their souls, will go simply
mad about this.
ONE RAINY AFTERNOON
Delichtful Comedy— Pickford-Lasky
HOLLYWOOD'S
pany, consistingnewest
of Maryproducing
Pickford comand
Jesse Lasky, gets off to a fine start with
this, theirbrilliantly
first picture.
It's a atgay,times,
romantic
comedy,
satirical
and
with a very distinct Continental flavor.
Francis Lederer plays a none too successful young Parisian actor who goes to the
cinema one rainy afternoon to keep a rendezvous with the
another
wife. confused
But in
the darkness
usherman's
becomes
and seats (all Paris theatres have seat numbers—as if you didn't know) him by the
wrong girl. Thrilled by the love-making on
the screen, Francis kisses the girl in an
amorous moment— and she quite surprised
by The
it all,lights
screams.
go on, the girl turns out to
be the daughter of a prominent publisher,
and several busybody members of the purity
league who are present demand poor Mr.
Lederer's29 arrest. He is branded by the Paris
headlines] as a "monster" and his trial is
one
the funniest
Ida ofLupino
is the things
heroineyou've
and ever
givesseen.
her
best performance to date. Hugh Herbert is
elegant as a theatre prompter. Roland
Young, as the wily producer with an eye to
publicity,
Erik and
Rhodes
as Miss
rejected suitor,
Countess
Liev Lupino's
de Maigret as the married woman, are all splendid
It'stake.
light and frothy, and very, very easy
to

. . . life to her is a river flowing through a
level meadow, not a rushing, destroying torrent. She never worries, hurries, rants or
raves, and the great wonder of all lies in
the factteriousthat
to all. she's so normal, yet so mysNo plete
storywithout
of mentioning
Myrna Loy her
wouldeyes.
be They
comare peculiar, yet lovely eyes . . . gray and
green and blue all in one, with gray predominant. What makes them so peculiar,
is the -way they match whatever outfit she
chooses to wear. If her costume is gray,
then her eves turn gray, if it be green, so,
too, is the coloring of her orbs: blue, the
same way. That drooping-lid effect is natural, not assumed.
And, as her outstanding characteristic in
private life is naturalness, so, too. does she
apply this quality to her work. Of this, she
remarks:
"I can't say I have ever made a conscious
effort to insure that any of my characters
should ural.'beTheyespecially
'charming'
'nat-I
are just women,
like and
myself.
try to determine how they think, mentally
adjusting myself in that direction. Beyond
that I try to make my work a matter of
even flow, rather than sudden impassioned
is Iftoday.
you saw
Thin Man,"
you have
a veryMyrna
good inidea"The
of Myrna
as she
effort."
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Interviewing Stars
[Continued from page 23]
day that the tabloids were carrying such
banner lines as "Nancy Carroll divorces
Jack Kirkland." I was a bit miffed. But it
was such fun telling Nancy what I thought
of her when I bumped into her several days
later, and Nancy is a smart girl who knows
her Press and shoved me into Tony's right
away (that was before I made Hollywood)
and I was never one to bear a grudge long
atTony's. Her apology was so quaint. "You
are too good to write for the fan magazines," said Nancy. "You ought to be
ashamed of yourself." I accepted her apologyyou'd But
think no,thatI would
have in
taught
meWell,
a lesson.
got caught
the
Joan Crawford-Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
crisis, and didn't get much of a laugh out
of that. For a while there I had quite a
run of bad luck. All I had to say in a
story was that lambie-pie is happily married, or that cutie-pie isn't married, and
mercy, before the magazine could get out
lambie-pie would get a divorce and cutiepie would get married. I just couldn't pick
'em. And I was getting
sour forabout
the whole thing and sort pretty
of longed
the
quiet and peace amid the pots and pans in
Macy's basement.
But when I failed to get "caught" in the
Blondell-Barnes divorce, and the SidneyCerf divorce, I got so pepped up and
cheeky that now I think my luck has
changed. Though never again do I write a
I-am-happily-married story, even about my
best friends. Burny, Burny.
I may say, in fact I will say, this is my
story and I'll say what I please (that's what
you think), I will say that with the exception of being caught out on these divorces
my experiences in interviewing the Dream
Girls have been most pleasant. Of course
there was the star who threatened to sue
me because I made disparaging remarks
about her birthplace (that was Grace
Moore), and there was the star who started
me out on a grand case of flu due to the
frigidity of her house and reception (that
was
but for the most part
movieKay
starsFrancis)—
have been
kind to me. Better
still they have given me my fun. On account Iam a shy person, and was brought
up not to ask questions, I have reduced interviewing toits lowest common denominator. I never get a good interview, but I
usually have a good time.
Being a little on the cracked side myself
my two favorite people to interview are
Patsy Kelly and W. C. Fields. He always
says, "Ah, my little chickadee, will it be a
martini or an old fashion," and then will
proceed to go through his entire bag of
tricks, even to a little juggling on the
side, while you roll on the floor in hysterics.
What a grand way to have an interview.
Miss Kelly of the Third Avenue Kellys
will
you with, "Huh, I suppose I'll
have greet
to feed you to get a good story—
c'mon," and will take you to a restaurant,
not too chic, and gouge all kinds of goodies
down you, complaining with every bite you
take of the high cost of publicity. And
that's
not all— when Patsy Kelly gives an
interview,
she gives a day.
lunch you
will be driven down to theAfter
Venice Amusemei t Pier to play Keno for hours, until
you ve lost all your money. Or if the
season is on she will rush you out to racing
Santa
Anita and give you five hot tips that
can't miss, on account she got them straight
from a gangster friend. Take my advice
and never bet on Miss Kelly's hot tips. The
last interview I had with Patsy at the track
cost me exactly fifty bucks (Patsy is still
dodging me)-but I must say that I bad
rather spend an afternoon with Patsy and
lose fifty bucks than spend ten minutes

Summer fashions. Mary Burris in a dinner dress consisting of a mousseline redingote over a taffeta slip, Billie Sullivan, in a pink taffeta;
Peggy Parker, white crepe skirt with taffeta blouse; Mildred Hatton
in a chiffon dress; Barbara Farlander
wearing a black and white print
with jabot.

with a certain Frozen Face and get paid
from la Shearer herself— all about herself,
and things I would never dared to have
for it. I'm crazy like that.
But with the exception of Kelly and
written. I have never had a movie star do
that before or since.
Fields and the late Thelma Todd I have
had very little luck with comedians. I
Bette Davis, they tell me, is the frankest,
most volcanic of the stars. Bette does what
spent a most embarrassing half hour with
the Marx Brothers one day, during which
is vulgarly called "shoots off her mouth,"
time no one said anything for posterity,
and consequently is always in hot water
Alexander Woollcott, or Silver Screen.
with her studio publicity department. The
writers love her. She is good copv.
MaybeMaytheyOliver
just threw
weren'tme mad
day.
My rna Loy is considered bad copy. She
Edna
for a that
complete
loss. ZaZu Pitts I adore personally, but she
just won't talk. Pleasant and nice and
begs me never to write anything about her.
doesn't "give."
all that—
polite andalways
There's
an but
(I don't know whether it's because of an
icyshebarrier
between
Myrna and the interviewer,
extreme
inferiority complex on her part,
and Myrna just
sits and smiles on her side of the icebeig
or because she's read my works.)
and leaves you to struggle along as best
For a good straight, business-like interyou can on your side. But I caught Myrna
view, pleasant but not too gay, I heartily
recommend Norma Shearer. Norma is a
off side once, and have had no trouble
with her since. It was while she was makvery intelligent young woman, knows the
value of sane publicity, and makes it her
"Broadway Bill" with Warner Baxter,
business to see that every writer gets a and ing
the company had to go on location
some
awful
place out in the
good story. If possible, and it usually is,
where
the thermometer registered a Valley
she finds out from the studio what the
mere 110.
writer wishes to interview her about, and
When I arrived Myrna was sprawled out
as quickly as she can she launches the emin a chair with as little on as possible and
barrassed writer right into the proper
the perspiration was racing down her face
channel, and all the writer has to do is sit and legs. She looked anything but glamorthere and listen or take notes. Norma takes
ous but was too hot to care. I took the
the trouble (very few other stars do this) other chair next to the canvas wall of her
to find out a little something about the inimprovised dressing room, and in less than
terviewer before she arrives, and greets her
five minutes her red dress hanging bar!,
effusively by her own name with a bit of of me had faded from the heat waves.
personal business thrown in, and naturally
Well, an like
icebeig
in a
situation
that.hasn't
The much
thaw chance
set in with
the writer is most flattered and pleased.
My experiences with Norma Shearer have
a bang and by the time the thermometei
had reached 115 in the shade. Myrna and I
been most pleasant. "Make me a little
mad," was the only request she ever made
were mopping away like mad. killing (lies
of me. She hasn't a long list of taboos like
frantically, ami the' best of pals) walsles. A
Myrna Loy interview never finds me .it the
so many of the stars. And such co-operadentist.
t ion. There was the time, about a year ago,
About the screwiest interv iew I ever had.
when due to a slip-up by her press agent
she found six eager writers all waiting to
I
suppose,
was with |oan Blondell. I hadn't
interview her at practically the same time.
been in Hollywood long and had been told
I had about ten minutes and upon departby Joan's studio and several writers thai
ing sweetly informed her that 1 didn't have
Joan
was a peculiar sou of person. "She
much of a story. The next day, to rm comdoesn't like people." . . . "She takes one
plete surprise, came lour pages of copy
look and decides immediate!) she doesn'l
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like you." So I arrived at Miss Blondell's
hill-side home fully expecting not to be
liked. Well, I hadn't been there long when
look now,in
"Don't married
poppedandupI with,
Joanie
but George
are getting
Phoenix, Arizona, tomorrow and how
would you like to come along? It might be
fun." It certainly was. It was the most fun
I've ever had on any interview. By the way,
maybe I had better frame up an interview
with Joanie again soon, for maybe she will
take me along when she elopes with Dick
Powell. Or maybe she considers me bad
luck now.

"twelve"
years oftheage.typical
So youHollywood
wouldn't envy
her for being
girl.
Maybe we're seeking Virginia Bruce (who
isn't?). Sweet shades of alabaster and pale
moonlight. She's the most beautiful girl in
pictures. She loves parties, night clubs,
clothes and dates. What's more, she's got a
me-e-ellion of 'em. She has her own home,
and
it even
boasts
a pipe
organ. her
But concern
"behind
all her
gaiety,
there
is always
for little Susanne Gilbert. Virginia loves her
baby passionately. She, too, was threatened
by kidnappers. Virginia has so much, and
yet—
just isn't the girl who fits into the
mentalshe picture.
Hepburn is a fugitive from Hollywood
photographers. And so is Margaret Sullavan. The Hollywood life is not for them.

for
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Bill Powell is a swell person to interview,
and you can count on grand laughs. An
interview with Mirian Hopkins, as I told
you once before, is a social season, but still
you
get most
the interview.
George about
Raft
tells don't
you the
exciting stories
himself, but tops it all off with "but you
can't
Cooper
talk,
but isprint
such that."
a nice Gary
guy you
have won't
to forgive
him.
Stars whom I am fond of interviewing,
mainlysider Ime asuppose
theya don't
snake inbecause
the grass,
hellioncon-of
journalism, a murderer and a liar (maybe

Which
freshness to her personality has the male
population pursuing. But producer Arthur
Hornblow is the one who's seen with her
most offreetheoftime.
as yet,
isn't
legally
former(And,
marital
ties.)heMyrna
makes the young men sigh and the old men
cry. But she goes on her mysterious way
alone.
Yes, she's
lovely
only she'd
break down
and alive
the lady.
typicalIf Hollywood
life?
Where, oh where, is our typical girl?
What about Joan Bennett? Yes, she has
this and that and the other. But she also
has the responsibility of running a home
and a career and two children and a husShe's the
personlookwhohercould
manageband.all
this only
and still
full

Screen

they do but I'm not smart enough to catch
on) are Dick Powell, Joan Crawford, Una
Merkel, Franchot Tone, Madge Evans, Joel
McCrea,
Bennett,
William
Claudette Joan
Colbert,
Loretta
Young,Powell,
Joan
Blondell and Myrna Loy. Sylvia Sidney is
also one of my favorites, though an interview with her is always a duel of insults
to the death. "Why do you bother me,"
Sylvia always
me with.
you've
written greets
this story
before "You
seeingknow
me.
But I suppose I'll have to give you lunch
anyway. Why don't you take me to lunch
sometimes?" A nasty person, but I like her.

Girl Typifies Hollywood
[Continued from page 25]

Loretta Young has almost everything. Yet
she must guard her health to prevent a reoc ur ence of her recent breakdown. Director Eddie Sutherland is a constant and
admiring companion. Her colonial home,
her cars, her servants, her beauty are representative ofeverything that is enviable. She
has all this and yet she doesn't typify the
thing
we'reis looking
for. who is young and
There
Jean Muir
blonde and beautiful. She has a nice contract and her fan mail arrives by the hundreds. But the Hollywood life is not for
Jean. She lives in an inexpensive apartment
and cooks her own meals. She owns one
evening gown and hasn't a fur or jewel
to her name. She's only been to one or two
Hollywood night clubs and she neither
drinks nor smokes. Jean is popular with
the boys,thanbuta she'd
receiveShea worfirst
edition
secondrather
invitation.
ships the theatre and owns her own workshop. She's already produced two of her
own plays. Her life is dedicated to work,
so she's out of the Hollywood spotlight.
And so Dunne
our search
goesEvans,
on. Furness
There's
Stanwyck,
and Duna.
and Una. Parker, Patrick and Francis. Del
Rio, Hopkins and Ginger. Blondell, Sidney
and Keeler. We could rave on and on. One
by one our beauitful ladies fail us. Until
we come to— Jean Harlow. It looks like our
own ingJeanie
for. Makeis just
way the
for one
the we've
typicalbeen
girl!lookJean Harlow lives in a great white house,

Sol Lesser remarked: "The new flashing lights of the
Wrigley sign opposite the Hotel Astor keep the guests
awake. Makes them toss and turn."
"You mean it makes them wrigley," said Jack Oakie
with the wit of a young benedict.

?

on
the top of a radio
hill inand
Bell-Aire.
There inis
a combination
phonograph
every
room. Jean's
seven different
shades bedroom
of white. isSheactually
owns
dozens of pastel-shaded pajamas, with her
diamond-shaped monogram on the pocket
of each. She always has breakfast in bed.
Her
Persian cats eat with her. (They're
new two
hair.)
almost
the same brownette shade as Jean's
Jean owns a beautiful black sedan, driven
by a uniformed chauffeur. The lap robe is
monogrammed
initials
Blanche is her with
maid her
at home
and "J.
in H."
the
studio. Jean loves to pose for photographs
ind never refuses to give an autograph. At
iiome she swims, rides and plays tennis. She
has a green and white pool, a barbecue pit
and picnic tables for parties, white iron
garden furniture, her own white gasoline
pump, a hot house where she grows gardenias and a garage with accommodations
for five.
If she wants to be by herself, Jean can
sit on the great bearskin rug in her living
room and gaze into the fireplace. If she
wants to pack a picnic basket, wear slacks
and
hiking
Bill
Powellgo to
help offhertodotheit.desert,
When there's
they want
to get dressed up and go dancing at the
Trocadero, Jean and Bill do it together.
When Bill is in a particularly gay mood,
he arrives at Jean's house carrying a dripping carton of ice cream. The very first
time they went out together, Jean fell fast
asleep. Bill asked if he could drive her up
to Santa Barbara for dinner. Jean had been
working all day and knew that she should
say no. Being a female, she said yes. Comshe sleptAfter
untildinner
they she
arrived pletely
at theirexhausted
destination.
slept all the way home. Bill Powell thanked
her for a lovely evening and the next dav
sent flowers. He always sends a corsage on
the day of the date and more flowers the
day following.
If Bill comes over and they dine alone.
Jean has a table for two, set in front of a
roaring fireplace. Usually he is late and
Jean never lets him forget it. One night she
gave a dinner party. It was long past the
appointed hour, so she decided to teach
him a lesson. Taking her guests into the
dining room, Jean decided not to wait.
There, at the head of the table, sat a
sleepv-eved Bill: "I've been waiting for
hours," said he, "I thought you wanted to
have
Whendinner
Jean ongoestime."
shopping, she buys stockings a dozen pair at a time. Recentlv she
purchased an entirely new wardrobe to go
with her new brownette personality. Wherever she goes, Jean Harlow always is the
center of attention. Her life is overflowing
with beauty, romance, success, adulation,
jewels, cars, clothes— all the things that
make up the Hollywood life. So, actually
there is only one beautiful girl who really
typifies— The Hollywood Life.
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• Casual playtime clothes get the same
professional
Luxables do.care Grace Moore's screen
• Glamorous screen costumes get safe Lux
care at Columbia Studios. This one (right)
was designed by Kalloch for Miss Moore
to wear in "The King Steps Out. "

She
—

adores

insists

on

Luxables
Lux

I^RACE MOORE loves luxury
\JT in clothes — that's the grand
opera in her! Yet she won't run the
slightest risk of having her lovely
things spoiled with careless washing
Linen suits, trim sports clothes, Luxable silks and rayons, frothy cottons,
so ravishing for summer, are easy to
keep superbly fresh her Lux way!

"Lovely colors and fragile fabrics
come out of Lux gloriously new-looking, time after time," she declares.
Luxing is different from ordinary
Hollywood

care
washing — protects^
you from cake- soap
rubbing, soaps containing harmful
alkali that may fade color, weaken
threads. Lux has no harmful alkali.
Safe in water, safe in Lux!
Specified in the big Hollywood
Studios . . . "We use Lux to restore the
freshness of all kinds of things, from elaborate period costumes to slimfitting modern clothes," says
William Bridgehouse, wardrobe supervisor at Columbia. "The camera can't find yjr
the slightest imperfection!"

says: don't trust to luck, trust to
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— too

bad

her

laxative wasn't!
Her swing is a marvel of precision and
. . . Whattiming
a pityis she
knowtiming
that correct
vitaldidn't
in a
laxative, too !
You see, when you take a laxative into
your system, you can't afford to take
chances. Look out for harsh, over-acting
cathartics that might upset you, nauseate
you, cause stomach pains, leave you weak
and dragged down. Such laxatives abuse
you internally. Their after-effects are unpleasant, sometimes dangerous.
DEMAND CORRECT TIMING
Just what is meant by correct timing in a
laxative? Simply this: a correctly timed
laxative takes from 6 to 8 hours to be effective. Its action is gentle and g-r-a-d-u-a-1,
yet completely thorough.
Ex-Lax is just such a laxative. It won't
throw your system out of rhythm. No
stomach pains, no nausea. No unpleasant
after-effects of any sort. Ex-Lax works
so naturally that, except for the relief
you enjoy, you scarcely realize you have
taken a laxative.
PLEASANT TO TAKE
Ex-Lax is not only kind to your system
—it's kind to your taste, too. Its flavor is
just like smooth, delicious chocolate. All
druggists sell Ex-Lax in economical 104
and 25<? sizes. Get a box today !
When

Nature forgets —
remember

EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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Being Typed

independence brings him a delicious, almost
a delirious sense of elation. Now in a picture," and he threw me a gay smile, "even if
you are a star, you are only one of many
cogs in the great wheel that is turning out a
product. You sustain an emotional mood
tor only a few minutes at a time and the effect you secure on the screen is never independently your own for it is built up
through the aid of mechanics, such as photography, lighting, sound. There is little
personal satisfaction for the player because
he never sees the finished results of his work
and it is a trifle depressing to be— just a
After a pause, he went on, "I wish I had
been born thirty
earlier.
The war's
disillusionmentyears
made people
intensely
practical
and the stage is no longer vitally concerned
cog!"ability. Life's tempo is completely
with
changed and it is personality, a salable quality, that the entertainment world demands.
"I once asked Forbes-Robertson if there
were as many outstanding figures on the
stage now as in the former generation and
he replied that there were many more. And
because there are so many really fine actors today, one must possess unusual ability and a stirring personality in order to
stand out from the surrounding cast of capable players. I never see a motion picture
without thinking of this, for even the smallest parts the
are fire
portrayed
with amazing
With
of enthusiasm,
Basilskill."
continued, "If the major studios would each
produce one picture a year without regard
to its commercial value, only its artistic, it
would soon raise the standard to a very high
level. It seems such a little tribute to pay
this great industry that has brought fame
and wealth to its followers; just one picture
every twelve months. I'm sure every actor
would gladly give his services at a very low

Talent

figure for the privilege of creating something that might become a cinema classic
and I'm willing to wager that out of the
five pictures made, at least two or three
would turn into smashing box-office successes. History of both stage and screen
shows that the truly worth while productions usually make money. It would be a
fine gesture
the screen beas done
Art. for,
I'm after
confident this willto eventually
all, producers are dreamers and full of
sentiment.
Too, theyMrs.
are always
gamblers!"
The Rathbones—
Rathbone
is the
brilliant Ouida Bergere— have made over the
one-time Jack Dempsey-Estelle Taylor home
into a very beautiful place, with spacious
gardens and a swimming pool. The gardens
are Basil's hobby and he loves to put on
old clothes and actually work in them. He
excels in many outdoor sports but his favorite is golf. He dislikes going out and so the
usual social life of contract and large parties
never intrudes on the Rathbone calendar.
They prefer riding horseback, or hiking over
the hills with their dogs galloping about
them.
Basil is still passionately fond of music
and has a remarkable collection of phonographphoniesrecords
of the
world's famous symand other
classics.
He is an
idealist,
and has a naive faith in
humanity. He worships children and is excited over plans, already in motion, for
adopting two babies, a girl and a boy.
As a coming screen triumph, there is a very
reliable
rumorwill
thatportray
when "Julius
Caesar" is
filmed, Basil
Mark Antony.
Tests made with the color camera promise much for him, for they definitely emphasize his good looks and his romantic
Qualities. So, perhaps Basil Rathbone will
finally take his rightful place as an intriguing
figure in screen romances.

of the World

Bow from Brooklyn, a Joan Crawford from
San Antonio, Texas (via Kansas City), compete on equal terms with the Parisian
Chevalier, the Londoner, Ronald Colman,
and the Canadians, Norma Shearer, Mary
Pickford or the late Marie Dressier.
The camera, once it achieves focus, does
not recognize nationality. Three generations
of cameras, for instance, proved that Mary
Pickford, Marie Dressier and Norma Shearer
were the first ladies of the screen. They
were American cameras but they honored
three Canadians, for the lens of a camera
tells the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but
lines. the truth, untroubled by boundary
If the stars are elected on the basis of
talent, so also are those who direct them
and
point outcome
the from
short-cuts
stardom.
The directors
all overto the
world
to Hollywood. Frank Capra is from Palermo, Italy; Lubitsch is from Berlin;
Frank Lloyd is from Glasgow, Scotland;
Von Sternberg is from Vienna; Frank Borzage
from Curtiz
Dempsey's
town, Budapest;
Salt Lake
City; hails
Michael
is from
Richard Boleslavsky is from Warsaw, Poland; John Ford,
of "Informer"
fame,whois
from Portland,
Maine;
Mark Sandrich,
directed "Top Hat," is a New Yorker;
Mervyn Le Roy is a San Franciscan; Lloyd
Bacon is from San Jose, California, and
Edmund
Goulding
is "from
England.PennsylGregory Lavania.
Cava
from
Towanda,
Walteris Lang
is
from Memphis,
Tenn. Archie Mayo is a New Yorker. J.
Walter Ruben is a New Yorker. Norman
Taurog is a Chicagoan. King Yidor is from
Budapest. Rouben Matnoulian is from Tif-

[Continued from page 54]

[Continued from page 31]

lis, Caucasus; Clarence Brown from Clinton, Mass.
The torial
cosmopolitan
direcstaff is a fine make-up
influence ofon thepictures,
for the directors encourage the artists of
their own countries and cities and sections
to come to Hollywood. And the directors
generally
talent better
frontoffice.
It wasknow
a Swedish
directorthan
whothebrought
Garbo to Hollywood. It was Director
George Cukor who insisted on RKO signing Katharine Hepburn. It was Director
Clarence Brown who "made" Clark Gable.
The world indeed is Hollywood's oyster.
It isin the
willingness
to go and
far
afield
searchCoast's
of talent,
and directors
cameramen and writers that has spurted
the industry so high, in so short a time.
With the finest minds of the world to draw
upon, Hollywood has achieved a maturity
of intellect that is no less than staggering.
It is a long cry from the cowboy thrillers
of Bill Hart to such a sensitive document
as "These Three"— a far cry from Clara
Bow's obvious "It" to the sophistication of
a Dietrich— a far cry from Hoot Gibson to
the finesse of a Laughton. The movies have
grown luloid
up thebecause
they ofgrafted
to celbackground
older oncountries,
borrowing polish here, sophistication there
and staining its hands with soil.
The lout has become a gentleman with
out forgetting his origin.
That the process has been accomplished
in good cessful
taste,
and has beento eminently
sucwas demonstrated
me not long
ago on a trip to Havana. Now Havana can
be a turbulent community, as menacing
and grim as Mono Castle that stands

ng
precious a snapshot is goi
N you don't realize how
TE
OF
to be. It can bring back the veiy
feel of some day in the past — the
thrill, the joy of some wonderful
moment. Get your snapshots as you
go along — and have them for keeps.
And don't take chances — load your
camera with Kodak Verichrome
Film. This double-coated film gets
the picture where ordinary films fail.
Your snapshots come out clearer,
truer, more lifelike. Any camera is

Accept nothing but the
film in the familiar
yellow box.

a better camera, loaded with Verichrome— use it always . . . Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The snapshots you'll want
you must take Today

Tomorrow —
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threateningly
the shark-infested
harbor,in
but when we inarrived
the citizens were
a Igayasked
and the
chipper
mood. the reason for the
cab-driver
town's gaiety: "Ricito de Oro," he told me
excitedly. "Ricito de Oro." My sketchy
Spanish
translated
"gold," that
and
[ thought
at first"Oro"
that into
he meant
Havana had discovered a gold mine. "No,
Senor," he said, "Curls of Gold." It now
came over me that I was talking to a madman, a veritable lunatic and the speed at
which he drove filled me with grave forebodings. Finally he pulled on his brake
sharply and pointed. We were standing in
front of the Encanto Theatre. Vast placards
covered it: "Ricito de Oro." The street was
filled with people trying to get in at the
box-office. "She is what you call in America, Shirley Temple," the cabbie explained,
gesticulating
with both
hands.
"In Habana,
we call her Ricito
de Oro,
because
she has
When Havana, a turbulent city, forgets
curls." because a new Shirley Temple
golden
its
squabbles
picture has arrived at the Encanto Theatre,
it seems to me that Hollywood has scored

• Ned Wayburn's charming dancing teachers
are careful in choosing a preparation to overcome under-arm moisture.They must keep themselves fresh through a strenuous evening, guard
their frocks against under-arm stains... and yet
use a deodorant that does not irritate their
flawless skin.
They've found that when deodorants are
used half- strength, they give only half-way
results. So they choose Nonspi which can be
used full strength, because:
1. Nonspi has been pronounced entirely
safe by highest medical authority.
2. Nonspi can be used full strength by
women whose delicate skin forces them to
use deodorants half-strength, with only halfway results.
3. Nonspi protection lasts from two to five
days... and you can depend on it.
4. Nonspi' s siphon-top bottle prevents contamination. And there's no dripping or waste
with this patented Nonspi applicator.
To be sure of protection... to be safe from skin
irritation ...insist on genuine Nonspi at all
drug and department stores in the U.S.A. and
Canada. It's 35c and 60c a bottle.

NONSPI

The Romantic Nelson
heard of Nelson Eddy, but it knew that it
was listening to a finished artist, nevertheless, and remained to cheer him. He had a
well built up public before he ever set foot
in Hollywood. He is, first and foremost, a
musician. That he happens, also, to have
that quality of magnetism and sheer joy of
living which draws both men and women
to him is the thing that has placed him
on the top wave of popularity.
For the sake of the Youth of today who
need romance and idealized love as no
other age has needed it, I hope Nelson
Eddy will long remain on his high pedestal,
concentrating on the development of those
talents which keep people looking upward.
"But there is nothing spectacular about
my success," he protested. "I haven't a remarkable memory and I'm rather easy
going,
lazy ina fact."
smiled into
charmingly
as
he folded
sheet He
of paper
a small
aeroplane and later spun it across the room,
watching with interest to see where it
landed. "Success came to me as a result of
grinding work and complete loyalty to it.
Anyone can win who will do it, but many
people
know anhowhourto orwork.
think if don't
they spend
two aThey
day
at a thing that they are then justified in
amusing themselves for the remaining ten.
That makes slow progress and often leads
nowhere. Mastering a thing means hammering five and six and seven hours a day, and
doing for the rest of the day the things
that build toward and not away from the
goal in mind.
"Some people wait until they see an opportunity before they prepare for it, but I
did just the opposite. When I was in
the advertising business in Philadelphia I
studied voice. When I was singing songs
and church music I studied opera, and
that meant learning the languages in which
the operas were written. I always prepared
myself for the thing I wanted or hoped to
do next and I never got a break in any
of them until I was ready for il.
"When I did my first picture over a vcar
ago I had very Utile acting to do, but il was
enough to show me that I didn't know
much about it. For the year before 'Naughty
Marietta' I studied with a dramatic coach
and in that picture I was more at ease before the camera, but I'm still Studying.
"And another tiling. Success did not come
to me through my own efforts alone. There
are about filly people who contributed to
il— nun, and a few women. All of these peo-

a terrific artistic success, and one that cannot readily be overlooked.
The answer is that Hollywood is not
provincial. It draws on the world for its
talent, and out of the melting pot on the
Coast emerges celluloid portraits that can
be hung in the cinema galleries of every
nation, if I may mix my metaphors. It is
magical, I think, that Hollywood can team
a boy from Omaha, Nebraska, and a girl
from Independence, Missouri (Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers), so expertly that theii
film captivates London, Paris, Buenos Aires
and Shanghai.
The Coast settlement, pursuing the
newest and freshest of the fine arts, inviting all of the world to dedicate its enthusiasm, and raising no barriers of color
or creed, comes closer to international harmony than the graybeards of Geneva.
I'll trade all of the statesmen who convene in Switzerland for Daryll Zanuck,
Swiss boss of the Twentieth Century-Fox
Company.
do more
for
peace Zanuck's
than thepictures
Genevawillgraybeards.
Their propaganda is dull. His propaganda
is exciting. That is the difference.

Eddy [Continued from page 27]
pie
to accomplish
the Ithing
had helped
set out me
to do.
Without them
would1
not have accomplished as much as I have,
and as each step was taken my ambition
grew to conquer the next step.
I mentioned the name of a friend of
mine who had been his accompanist about
six years ago, before his growing popularity
took him out of Philadelphia altogether.
Snyder,"
exclaimed.
"What
a "Virginia
fine musician
she is,he and
what a sincere
worker. There's a woman who isn't afraid
of grinding work. She helped me learn several operas
and we've
whackedoften
out many
difficult
number
together,
againsta
time. She would never let me sing a wrong
note or lapse into a wrong tempo, a serious
fault in an accompanist, but an easy one to
make. I always send people to Virginia if
they are to study in Philadelphia.
"When I started on my first concert tour
I had to look about for another accompanist for several reasons. Aside from the
fact that it is preferable for a man to
accompany a man on the concert stage, I
had to have some one free to travel and
able to give me a hand with luggage and
help with a number of things one could
not ask a woman to do.
"I waswhofortunate
finding
Theodore
Paxson
has beeninwith
me ever
since.
We were regular barnstormers in those
days, doing everything ourselves. Now 1
have
to have
manager
and quarters
a secretary."
I had
heard a from
various
that
he has as hard a time to get about now
as Lindbergh, and that he never answered
the door of his hotel suite or the telephone
himself. The Arthur Judson Concert Bureau, the NBC Broadcasting studio and the
offices of Metro Goldwyn Mayer, both here
and in Hollvwood, are besieged with inquiries about him. His concert route is
never given out to anyone except at his
personal request.
"What sort of questions do they ask?" 1
wanted to know.
The cute little girl at the Judson office
turned up her nose.
"Usually
know really
what curly.
color
exes
be hasthey
and want
is histo hair
wonder about that before you
Can"Did
you \ou
imagine!"
saw him?" I teased.
The nose went up as high as it possibly
could.
guessed right, but I didn't
find outMa\bc
from 1her.
Remembering this I asked Nelson how
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WANT

MOTHER

LONG

TO

SEE
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AS
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WJVE

WHY DARLING ^ THOSE
PIMPLES DO SEEM TO BE
GETTING WORSE. I THINK
WE'D BETTER ASK THE
DOCTOR WHAT TO DO
FOR THEM

ISNT THIS DRESS JUST TOO DUCKYPAMD
NO PIMPLY FACE ON ME TO SPOIL IT-THANKS
TO FLElSCHMANs/s YEAST. OH, l'M SO HAPPYNOW I KNOW I'LL HAVE A GOOD TIME AT
AUNT MARYS.'

Don't let Adolescent Pimples
spoil YOUR vacation plans
A BROKEN-OUT
skin tois beno popular
help to and
any
girl or boy who longs
have good times. But unfortunately, many
young people are victims of this trouble.
After the start of adolescence — from about
13 to 25, or even longer — important glands
develop and final growth takes place. This
causes disturbances throughout the entire
body. The skin gets oversensitive. Harmful
waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Thousands have found Fleischmann's
Yeast a great help in getting rid of adolescent pimples. It clears these skin irritants
out of the blood. Then, the pimples go!
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly— one cake about ZA hour before
meals — plain, or in a little water — until your
skin is entirely clear. Start today.
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he managed to get about in the world now
that he was a celebrity. He smiled and
shook his head.
"Usually
I have aI police
escort. isNoa matter what entrance
take there
mob
aiound it. We make a break for the car
and the first thing we do is to lock all the
doors and windows from the inside. The
police ride on the running board. Even
then when we get to the hotel there is
usually a couple of youngsters hanging on
to Itthewasspare
thentire.
time for his broadcast and I
rose to go. In the hall was a young girl
trying to find out which room Nelson Eddy
was going to broadcast from. She had made
a special stopover in New York on her way
south to see his broadcast with her own
eyes and maybe shake his hand, but she
was not at all prepared to meet him face
to face so suddenly and almost fainted with
excitement. Nelson hadn't much time because the air won't wait, but he said a few
pleasant
her
way. words and sent her happily on

he replied in dead seriousness.
"I can't, I tell you."
" 'The billing's out and you've got to,'
he said cheerily and hung up. He was in
a hole and I knew it so there was nothing
left but to pitch in and learn the thing. I
didn't
havewere
eightthree
days,concerts
becauseandwithin
the timeeventhere
two
radio programs to take care of, so that
really I had only four full days to work
on Salome. Two days before the performance I had a stage' rehearsal and expected
to work from the book. Jeritza worked
from memory and I felt like a fool. That
night I went home and plugged in grim
earnest, and I learned the opera. So it can
be done if one is willing to grind."
Nelson may not think he's anything remarkable but if, as they say, genius is composed of one-tenth talent and nine-tenths
perspiration I guess he's a genius all right.
If he didn't perspire plenty over that job
he isn't human, and no one I'm sure will
deny
He the
now talent.
knows thirty-two operas, and I
believe there have been only thirty-six
written. Four or five of these thirty-two he
is so well up on that he could jump in and
sing them tomorrow. If he had a week or
ten days he could be ready with ten more
and, the
givenrest.three weeks, he could be pat
with
He doesn't intend to concentrate on
opera later on, or upon any branch of
music in particular. Even pictures he said
were
"only
to have
expressa
himself
in temporary."
all of them Heandlikesstill
loophole to study something new. What
worries me is, now that he's at the top of
everything he has attempted to do, and
he's only thirty-four, will he be content to
keep "brushing up" on things he already
knows? Will the expression of music, without the stimulating fight for recognition be
sufficient to hold his interest to work alone?
Will he then fight to keep the high position he has won, a task which is often more
difficult to accomplish than the first climb
to the summit; or will he turn curious
eyes to the thing he has awakened in the
hearts of millions of girls— Romance?
Maybe, then, you girls will get your innings, butfrom
here'sPuritan
a word stock,
of warning.
Nelson
Eddy is
and you
can
never tell about a Puritan. There's a touch
of martyrdom in their make-up. What they
have set themselves to do they will do, they
must do, in spite of everything. They are
conquerors and can never be vanquished
except by their own thoughts.

The thing I noticed particularly about
him was a complete lack of tenseness. He
moves rather deliberately and with an easy
grace, yet there is no vagueness in his
manner. He is always clowning in the
broadcasting room, much to the amusement
of his audience which, I was interested to
sun" find on several different occasions, was comeye on the
posed of as many men as women, and of
all ages. His first consideration is to place
his music on his special rack which he
shares with his co-soloist Margaret Speaks,
® Watch Old Sol especially during the and seeing that it is the right height for
her as she is the first one to sing. That
summer days, because he does things to matter
attended to he goes about doing the
your eyes — makes them look pale and social, chucking
the girls, in the Firestone
squinty
whenbeach
you're
in glaringa golf
light,match.
play- trio under the chin and cutting up monkey
ing on the
or winning
generally. You'd never think it,
That's why, if you're smart, you'll outwit shines
you, from the solemnity of his dehim with Kurlash eye make-up and bring would livery
and the dignity of his presence in
out the natural loveliness of your eyes.
First, slip your eyelashes into Kurlash. Rose Marie? In these off-stage moments he
likes fun as much as anyIt's a clever little instrument that curls shows that he soon
as the program starts
your eyelashes in 30 seconds and requires he's fullbody,ofbut as
business.
no heat, cosmetics or practice. Kurlash is
When you realize how difficult it used
really a beauty necessity, for by curling
be to memorize that new piece for your
your lashes your eyes look larger and reveal to
music lesson you will appreciate the
their full beauty. In the sunlight your curled next
following
story.
lashes throw flattering, subtle shadows that
"One day," Nelson said to me, "my manDon't be withglamourous!
eyesBuy
makeoutyour
ager told me that I was to sing Salome with
Kurlash.
one today, at your nearest department or drug store, for only $1. Jeritza at the Metropolitan in eight days'
time.
was crazy,
that and
I didn't
know Ia told
note him
or ahe word
of Salome
the
• Lasfitint, the perfumed liquid mas- whole thing was impossible.
cara, isideal for swimming days be" 'Nonsense. Of course you can sing it,'
e it doesn't
weep
or rub causoff.
Apply crack,
it whilestiffen,
the lashes
are being curled, by touching the
little glass rod to them as they are
Your Beach Beauty [Continued from page 8]
held in the rubber bows of your
Kurlash. In black, brown, green
and blue. ... $1
addition take inches off thighs. The shirt is and boast just as beautiful a coat of tan at
end of the season as your heart desires!
a good-looking affair that takes care of the the
Smooth it evenly over the skin you expect
"spare-tire" and other overweight spots
• Shadetle,
eye
to expose, face included, of course.
above the waistline. You'll feel well-dressed
shadow,
comesthe innon-theatrical
12 daytime and
You can order your own degree of tan,
in Gym-Gobs at the beach or on the tennis
evening colors, including gold
and silver shades that are grand
depending
upon the amount of this sunburn
court.
At
the
same
time,
you'll
know
you're
finishing touches, to be applied
whipping your figure into shape for Summer
alone or over your preferred color.
cream
you
apply.
If you want to get "brown
exposure
as
well
as
for
your
new
Fall
clothes.
Try Shadeite some romantic,
as
a lait
berry,"
use it very
For aOrcafeif
au
or
medium
tan,sparingly.
apply more.
moonlight night. • . . 75c
Don't be a "spoil sport" because you're
you
wish
to
keep
your
lily-white
complexion,
afraid to sunburn. That's so absolutely unnecessary nowadays and its one of the worst
use the cream generously. It forms an excellent make-up base, for you who like to
enemies against, beauty at the beach. You
wear
your
"war paint" while you're having
don't
have
to
hide
your
charm
under
an
fun
at
the
beach.
• Try Twissors — the new tweezers umbrella or go through the stage of looking
with scissor-handles, curved to per- like
a
boiled
lobster,
what
with
the
protective
Speaking
of make-up. there are rich, warm
mit fullefficient,
vision. They're
shades that heighten the beauty of a tanned
and onlymarvelously
25c.
sunburn preparations that let you tan
evenly and gradually without burning. One
skin. Du Barry Tropical Make-up has enchanting brown tones underlying the red.
such to which we're especially devoted is
And Elmo has a new "sunset" shade of
Dorothy
Gray's
Sunburn
Cream.
There's
an
rouge and lipstick that glows with the deepingredient in it that absorbs the burning
toned brilliancy of a late summer afternoon
rays of the sun before they reach your skin.
However, you can use it all summer long horizon.

"Keep

an

Write Jane Heath Jar advice about eye beauty. Give your
coloring
jor personal
plan. Address
SS-7 ,
The Kurlash
Company,beauty
Rochester,
N. Y. TheDept.Kurlash
Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3.

read the arScreen
JN THEticle August
about thoseSilver
glorious
daysbethesurestarsto spend at the
beach. This story is illustrated- by Oscar Hoxeard, the
New York artist visiting Hollyiuood for Silver Screen.
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TGNorance of proper marriage
A hygiene, and the "incompatibility" itbrings, is estim
to be
the cause of more thanated
half the
divorces in America today.
The nervous fears of a wife... her
natural reluctance to be frank about
such a delicate subject ... a husband's
puzzled resentment. These are the
rocks on which thousands of marriages crash.
How stupid— how sad— that this
tragedy should go recklessly on —
when there is one simple method
which has earned the confidence
of millions of women who use it
regularly. . . the "Lysol" method.
There are two important
properties of "Lysol" which
make it valuable in antiseptic
marriage hygiene. (1) It has an
exceptional spreading quality;
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USBAND...WIFE

Back of most marriage failures,
say family doctors, as woman's
fear, born of ignorance and halftruths. "Lysol" would help to prevent many such needless tragedies.

1936

and

it reaches germs where many ordinary methods can't reach. And, (2) it
remains effective in the presence
of organic matter (mucus, serum,
etc.) when many products don't work.
Yet in the proper solution, "Lysol"
is dependable and harmless to sensitive tissue. So dependable and harmless, itis used in the delicate operation of childbirth.

of

all -

FEAR

2. Effectiveness... "Lysol" is a true germicide, which means that it kills germs under
practical conditions. ..even in the presence of
organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum,
etc.). Some other preparations don't work
when they meet with these conditions.
3. Penetration.. ."Lysol" solutions, because
of their low surface tension, spread into hidden folds of the skin, and thus virtually search
out germs.

4. EcoNOMY..."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

The use of "Lysol" gives a reassuring sense of antiseptic cleanliness.
But, far more important, it gives
you peace of mind, free from that
tension of suspense that leads to
so many needless heartaches.

5. Odor.. .The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately after use.
6. Stability.. ."Lysol" keeps its full strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. Safety. .."Lysol" is gentle and reliable. It
contains no harmful free caustic alkali.

New! Lysol Hygienic Soap... for bath, hands,
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn & Fink, Inc., Bloomficld, N. J., Dept. SS7
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant
Pleasefacts
send about
me theFeminine
book called
"LYSOLand vs.other
GERMS",
with
Hygiene
uses of
Lysol
.
Name.
StreetCity.
-State.
C 1936. Lvlin & Fink. Inc.
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Charlie Ruggles was sick in bed with a cold
for a few days. But sister-in-law Arline Judge
says she knew he was getting better when she
caught him trying to blow the foam off his
medicine.

a bottle!
whatstream
KLJj&
lined
C-/
JL,fND
Smart,
and generous — in keeping with
the gorgeous polish it contains
... Make no mistake— Chic is
as fine a polish as money can buy.
The ultra smart shades are the
last word in tone beauty. With
them on your dressing table
there is no mood or costume
that may not be accented with
glamorous fingertips, almost as
quickly as the thought occurs.
Chic applies so easily — so
smoothly and so lustrously, yet
it never peels or cracks. Chic
Polish Remover, or Oily Polish
Remover, a boon to brittle
nails, and Chic Cuticle Remover complete your finger tip
beauty treatment.
Chic Manicure Aids at all
Five and Ten Cent Stores
/0?

[Continued from page 51]
The Eligible Heart-Breakers
theatre, and to
you're
darned
lucky iftickets—
he has
they'rethat
perfectly
remembered
reserve
the theatre
seems
the cookrespectable
is so crazydogs—
aboutonly
themit
that
she
insists
upon
washing
and
brushing
don't be a bit surprised to find yourself sitting in the balcony. But you'll have more
and perfuming
day. "And
she
cooks
them much them
more every
appetizing
food than
laughs,youmore
thancircus.
you'veJimmy
had
since
were good
a childfun,
at the
she does us," Jimmy complains.
And speaking of food, Jimmv is crazv
won't even think to ask you if you want to
dance
(he'sonthea crowded
type who dance
stops
about eating. "The best things in life," he
in the after
midsttheof play
a waltz
says,
"are ahow
goodmany
steak steaks
and Myrna
But
no matter
he eatsLoy."
he never
floor and tells you most enthusiastically
about a model plane he is building) but
gets fat, and no matter how much he pines
Myrna Loy he never gets to first base
he'll rush you out to his ranch house in over
with her.
Brentwood— it's right next door to Jeanette
MacDonald's— where he lives with Henry
Jimmy
the and
least if"actorish"
have
ever ismet,
you haveperson
a BigI
Fonda, and there with Henry's help he'll
Brother whom you like Jimmy will remind
mix up some awful cheese goo which you'll
you of him. He was born in Indiana,
have to wash down with beer, and then he'll
Pennsylvania, went to Princeton, and
entertain you for hours by playing his acstumbled into the theatre while he was visitcordion. He's really very talented on the
ing a friend in the Falmouth Stock Comaccordionthat
andsame
playsaccordion
with gusto.
pany, at Cape Cod one summer. In New
playing
everHe's
sincebeen
he
he lived with Henry Fonda and Ross
was in Princeton, but it's quite typical of York
Alexander,
so it was only natural that he
the guy that only recently did he pay the
last installment on it.
and Henry should start up housekeeping
Or perhaps Jimmy and Henry will be in again in Hollywood. On a windv afternoon
the mood for taking moving pictures that
you can find him out on a Brentwood hilltop flving kites with Ross Alexander, who
night,
and
if
so
you'll
roll
on
the
floor
with
shares
his enthusiasm for kites and planes.
hysterics. The boys bought one of those
"Make Movies at Home" machines and
doesn't
have a steady
but
isHeoften
seen seem
with toMargaret
Sullavan,"girl'"
Wendy
Henry is the producer, supervisor, director,
cameraman and prop boy, while Jimmy is the Barrie and Betty Furness.
cast— which usually consists of five people.
Jimmy's best role so far has been opposite
The love scenes are a little difficult to be
Margaret
"Next outstanding
Time We Love,"
though
heSullavan
has had ingrand
parts
sure, but the boys skip over those hastily in
in
"Rose
Marie"
and
"Wife
Versus Secreorder to get to the murder and death scenes
which they adore. Jimmy likes to be knifed
tary." He was most delighted when Joan
Crawford asked to have him play one of
in the throat and have blood spurting from
his mouth in his final death agony. All of the leading roles in her new picture, "The
one evening they experimented with catsup,
Gorgeous Hussy." "Gee!" said Jimmy.
If Mr. Stewart sounds a little too hapbut the results weren't gruesome enough,
hazard for you, how about Mr. Fonda? Henry
and anyway Jimmy swallowed so much
catsup that he was nearly sick. Beet juice is rather a quiet, introspective sort of chap
until he starts "tutting up" and then you
they have discovered makes the most satisfactory blood.
couldn't find anyone crazier. Just recently
he bought himself a cornet which he learned
While you are splitting your sides over
to play in three lessons (poor, poor Jeanette
their goofy antics you will be licked and
MacDonakn though he has to write his own
pawed by a couple of friendly dogs, Son and
music as he cannot read the music that the
Bud, who will probably smell to high heaven
publishers sell. The bottle and match game
of perfume. But don't get the wrong idea—

Silver

(which you saw Carole Lombard and Preston Foster play in a scene in "Love Before
Breakfast") is Henry's y,favorite game and
he plays it continuousl at home, at the
studio, and while he is lunching. The minute he sits down in a restaurant the waitress
brings him a milk bottle and a box of
matches.
Born in Grand Island, Nebraska, Henry
reached the New York stage via the Omaha
Community Playhouse, and some six years
or so ago married Margaret Sullavan, but it
didn't last very long because Margaret was
Henry wasn't. Mutual
going
friends places
say thatandHenry had a terrible inferiority complex and that Margaret divorced him mainly to cure him of it.
Anyway, one day he received a wire from
Miss Sullavan informing him that he was
a free man, and sure enough some time later
Henry became a big success in New York in
"The Farmer Takes a Wife."
When he first came to Hollywood he and
Shirley Ross would hold hands of an evening, but that sort of chilled while he was
away on location with the "Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" company, and ever since
the first week of production of "The Moon's
Our Home" Henry has been more or less
courting his ex-wife, who got a Mexican
divorce from William Wyler during the
first week of production of "The Moon's
Our Home." It all adds up beautifully.
Another swell guy who has taken Hollywood by storm is the Gaelic Mr. Michael
Whalen whom you have seen in "Professional Soldier," "Song and Dance Man," and
"The
Doctor."
Of course
don't
stand Country
much chance
of making
any you
headway
with Michael right now because Alice Faye,
the last of the Platinum Blondes, has fallen
for him in a big way. Alice has been plenty
popular ever since she came to Hollywood
but a date was just a date with Alice. Now
she has that love-in-bloom look in her eyes
and it's all for Mike. For two years the
studio has been trying to get Alice out of her
bed before noon, they tried every way possible to lure her to the gallery for a portrait
sitting, or to a publicity luncheon, or something, but Alice is a girl who likes her morning's sleep. But now— but now— every day at
twelve o'clock Alice is sitting at a table at
the Assistance League waiting for Mike, who
is working at the Western Avenue studio, to
have lunch with her. The studio people can
hardly believe their eyes. It must be love.
Michael has a charming, likeable manner
and plenty of the good old Irish wit. Born
in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, he tried radio
and the stage in New York before deciding
to seek fame and fortune in Hollywood. But
Hollywood
wasn't
impressed
the
time with
Mr. particularly
Whalen, though
he didat
manage to crash the studios. He got a job
as an ordinary laborer— he had to sweep off
the tops of the sound stages. When he lost
that job he started taking an interest in one
of the little community theatres in Hollywood and was eventually given the lead in
"Common
Flesh." him
The togreat
saw
him, summoned
his Zanuck
office, and
whereas Michael entered the sacred sanctuary with twenty-seven cents in his pocket
he departed with a nice juicy contract. You'll
be Ofseeing
in "White
coursehimif next
you can
strike upFang."
a romance
with
Dick
Powell
you're
pretty
darned
lucky.in
Dick owns a perfectly gorgeous home out
Toluca Lake with a playhouse, an immense
swimming pool, and a garden that, when
the lights are turned on at night, is so beautiful it's breath-taking.
house, but
it seems,
was originally
built for The
a bachelor
right
now merry little men with saws and hammers and things are making it over so that
the master
can has
takematrimony
a wife. It's onquite
ent that Dick
the apparmind.
If you are contemplating a romance with
Dick
(and toI wouldn't
you theat all)
only fair
warn you blame
that in
way it's
of
that romance is Miss Joan Blondell. Dick is
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everybody!
says

he
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Bad
with

Breath
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Begins

Teeth !

IEADING dental authorities are agreed: "Most bad
j breath is caused by improperly cleaned teeth!"
Decaying food deposits, in hidden crevices between the teeth, are by far the most common source
of this social handicap — and of much tooth decay.
Colgate Dental Cream has a special penetrating
foam which thoroughly cleans each hidden crevice;
and a soft grit-free ingredient which safely polishes
the enamel . . . makes smiles sparkle.
1^1
teeth,If you
gums,aretongue
with Colgate's
at So
leastbrush
twiceyour
daily.
not entirely
satisfied,
send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J.
We will refund TWICE what you paid.

neglects
BUT...

y

)
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mad about her. Joan gets her final divorce
decree from George Barnes on September
4th and the betting in Hollywood is that she
and Dick will marry soon afterwards, but
knowing
Joanieon asit. I do I wouldn't risk too
much monev
I do know that she won't duck off to
Mexico or some place and marry before
September, as she got her divorce according
to California law and I am sure she intends
to marry according to California law. So
don't let the radio chatterers upset you. Joan
and Dick aren't married, and you've got from
now until September to work on Mr. Powell.
And, of course,
someone
will haveif toJoan
as hedoesn't
has themarry
house him
all
rebuilt for a wife. You'll like Dick, he's a
grand guy. But I don't have to tell you.
Okay, girls, you're on your own.

[Continued from page 28]
Made by the "Quints!"
course M-G-M, to whom he is under long
term contract, may have something to say
about that. Mr. Hersholt picked up a book
from a table and showed it to me. It was
Agatha
Christie's latest
mysterymaynovel,
A-B-C Murders."
"M-G-M
buy "The
this
for me," he said. "Are you familiar with
the character of the' Frenchman, Hercule

Lilly Dache',
onethis
of America's
foremost daytime
hat designers, creates
utterly charming
hat of soft blue toyo straw — with a perky
oriental yellowbird set on the crown directly off
center. Its striking, swooping, narrow accordian
brim is a sure challenge to adventure. Says
Mme.hat Dache':
"The andshallow
sailorrealcrown
the
off the eyes,
to achieve
chic lifts
it is
important of course to reveal the eyes at their
best — in eye makeup as well as hat design.

MOD€RN

fyjl Thdk-Up

IS AS N€C€SSPRY

TO CkiC RS TH€ SMflRT€ST^to"
CHIC! — elusive, magnetic quality — sweep of long lovely
lashes! This most compelling of all feminine charms can be
yours instantly, easily, with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.
Don't deny your eyes their marvelous powers — darken your
lashes into long luxuriant fringe with Maybelline Mascara —
the modern, non-smarting, tearproof mascara preferred by
more than ten million fastidious women throughout the world.
Try it in either the famous Solid form or the new Cream form —
lightly for the smoothest, most silken effects; or more heavily
for a deep rich appearance. In Black, Brown and Blue.
Encased in a beautiful red and gold vanity, the modern
Solid form Maybelline Mascara is priced at 75c at all leading
toilet goods counters. Generous introductory sizes of all
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids — including the new Cream form
mascara — may be had at leading 10c stores. Try them today!

S FINEST AND LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAOTV AIDS

WORLD'

PENCIL
MASCARA

SHADOW.
£1
Q
tfg.
TONIC
CREAM

^

Being a lover of mystery stories myself, I
said that I was well enough acquainted
with Miss Christie's famous detective to
know
that if Jean Hersholt impersonated
Poirot?"
him
upon the screen it would create a
demand for the character of Hercule Poirot
which would top the demand for Philo
Vance.
But before you meet Mr. Hersholt again,
either
as the as
tragic
"Sins ofofcrimes,
Man"
or, perhaps,
the father
suave ofsolver
I should like you to know the man as he
really is.
The general supposition is that actors
and actresses are glamorous beings sprinkled
with star-dust. Well, that may be true in
a number of instances. Certainly the
Dietrichs and Garbos and Loys and even
the Gables and Taylors manage to carry
away enough
of the
dustintimate
to deceive even some
of precious
their most
friends. And, hard-boiled critic that I am,
I have also come away from the august
presence of some much-tooted glamour
queen deluded for the moment into thinking I had spoken with an immortal!
What a relief, then, what a joyous relief
to be ushered into the presence of a Jean
Hersholt. To be greeted with a welcoming
handshake as if one were an old friend,
not an intruder. To feel oneself caught up
in a leisurely discussion of books and plays
and people, of current events as well as
pictures. And, always, when veering around
to a discussion of the man himself, of anyan interviewer's
approaching
with some
always arrive
(weevenmust
angle thing
sort of an angle, you know) being headed
off in another direction entirely.
You think of the glamour boys and girls
(we have to call them boys and girls, for
they never seem to grow up) as being seen
at the famous night clubs, attending the
races, the fights, the tennis matches, even
the opera— not to see but to be seen. Again,
what a relief to meet a Jean Hersholt who
finds that he need do none of those things
to remain a greatly appreciated actor.
Being a character actor he can afford to
grow a little older as the years pile up on
him— as, unfortunately they have the bad
habit of doing on all of us while our
backs are turned— and he does not hesitate
to admit that he was born in Denmark almost half a century ago. In this respect.
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he's one
up on
glamour
again
because
theythecannot
affordcontingent
to grow
too much older!
His parents were leading players at the
Royal
Theatre
in Copenhagen
Hersholt did
not intend
to follow but
in their
footsteps. Instead he studied at the Art
School with the idea of becoming a portrait painter. But, when he graduated, the
lure of the stage became too much for him
and he immediately enrolled at the Dagmar Theatre, where all students of the
stage were trained in those days. From that
time on portrait painting became simply a
hobby to be pursued in his spare moments.
It was in 1906, in Denmark, that he
played in his first motion picture, which
he describes as one of those "pursuit affairs" so popular
nickelodeons
those bygone
days.atInthe1915
he went of
to
San Francisco to do a Danish play at the
Panama Pacific Exposition, and it was during the run of this play that he was "discovered" byThomas where
Ince who
laterremained
brought
him to Hollywood,
he has
ever since.
Although he enjoys going back to Denmark for a visit every two or three years,
as his work permits, Hollywood spells home
for this quiet, self-contained actor with the
rare sense of humor. Anybody more unlike
the
wouldmelancholy
be hard toDane
find.of Shakespeare's play
"I am always doing something," he told
me. "I cannot sit idle. I am interested in
several Danish charities in California, and
they keep me pretty busy. Then there is
my painting and my collecting. . . ."
"I hear you have a marvelous collection
of
original
and first
editions,"
I said,
hopingmanuscripts
that he would
go into
detail.
But with his unfailing modesty about
things pertaining closely to himself, he
merely nodded and murmured: "Oh, I've
picked
a few interrupted
things in my attime."
Mrs. up
Hersholt
this point.
Trust a woman to let you in on things.
"Why, tionJean
the most Anderson
important manucollecof Hanshas Christian
scripts inthis country. His Dickens' collection
is Ipretty
complete,
too." of possession that
recognized
the glitter
comes
into on.
every true collector's eyes as his
wife went
"Every time Jean has left the hotel since
we arrived, I've known just about where I
could lay
my hands
him in aAvenue
pinch. with
He's
either
traipsing
downon Madison
his eyes glued to every book shop or art
gallery on the way, or he's traipsing up Fifth
Avenue doing the same thing."
stopped murmured
into Jensens'
thisshyly
morning,"
her"I husband
rather
as she
paused.nized me."You
know,
those
clerks
all
Think of that. And they leftrecogtheir
customers flat, too— I wonder how they felt?
—just to come up and shake hands with
me."
Jensens',
you Avenue
forget, which
is thatcarries
marvelous shopunless
on Fifth
such an exquisite display of fine Copenhagen
ceramics that it fairly carries your breath
away.
"Didsholtyou
eagerly.buy anything?" asked Mrs. Her"No," he replied. "You see, they wanted
to know all about the quintuplets."
At which we all laughed. Those quintuplets certainly have the faculty of bobbing up in the most unexpected places.
But, even without his pleasurable hobbies, without the quintuplets, and without
his recent stardom— all acquisitions to be
envied— Jean Hersholt's life is filled to overflowing. For the charming Mrs. Hersholt
is not only a well -beloved wife but a more
than interested helpmate as well as playmate. To listen to them discuss their dailygames of badminton, on their new court
at their Beverly Hills home, you would
think they were honeymooners still.
And then, last, but certainly not least,
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MENbother
avoidwithher.
her.Girls refuse to
"A careless, untidy person who is
unpleasant to be with" — that's the
way they think of the girl who carries
the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.
Too bad. For she misses so many
good times. Her real friends would
like to tell her what the trouble is,
but after all, they feel, the girl of
today should be alert to the danger
of underarm odor in herself.
She should know that the underarms need special daily care. Soap
and water alone are not enough.
And the modern girl knows the
quick,
Mum! easy way to give this care.
Half a minute, when you're dressing, isall you need to use Mum. Or
use it after dressing, any time. For
Mum is harmless to clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too. You
can use it right after shaving the
underarms.
And you should know this — that
Mum prevents every trace of perspiration odor without affecting perspiration itself.
Don't label yourself as "the girl
who needs Mum." Use it regularly
! BristolsafeNewYor
every day
Ave.,
Fifth be
630 you'll
Inc.,and
Myers,
k.

USE MUM ON SANITARY
NAPKINS, TOO and you'll
never have a moment's worry
about this source of unpleasantness.

MUM

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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DIVE IN AND COOL OFF . . . We've managed to add
just enough mild menthol to a blend of great tobaccos so that
every refreshing puff is soothingly cool to hot throats. Get
yourself a pack, save the valuable B & W coupon for attractive,
nationally advertised merchandise (offer good in U. S. A. only).
Forget the heat, dive into KGDLS, come up smiling! Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

there is Allan Hersholt. Allan is the Hersholt son and heir. He is also the Hersholt
pride and joy. If you insist upon knowing,
he is just twenty-two and well on the way
to being a prominent West Coast critic of
motion
besides
being his father's
bestWhen
pal pictures,
and
severest
the time
camecritic.
for my visit to end,
it was with real regret that I left my courteous host and his wife, and as I walked
down the Avenue in the late Spring sunshine I had the thought that Hollywood
loomed upon my horizon, at least, as a
saner,
fore. friendlier place than it had ever beAnd I am sure that you would have
shared my thought if you had had the
luck to be wearing my four and a half B
shoes that May afternoon.

[Continued
from page
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Porker Pen and Pencil Set— Colors: FREE. Write for illustrated 28
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Rotary dial. Guaranteed. 375 coupons
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*No."later
She this
was evening?"
very firm, very hard on him.
"I mean for the duration of the war." He
went out abashed, but when she found lime
for coffee in a canteen later that day, he was
at a table close by, waiting for her. His
optimism was at full tide again. He was absurd, ridiculous! He was very impudent, too.
But far worse than that, for it made him so
dangerous, when he begged for a little of
her companionship, he asked for the very
thing she wished most of all to give.
It was madness to go with him back to
that basement again. Conscience told her
Marache was waiting for her, needing her.
Instinct told her Delaage was far too interesting, too exciting . . . but she went
under compulsion of an emotion greater
than her will.
Without a word he sat down at the battered piano. The melodies of Chopin filled
the cellar and a starry eyed girl, seated 011
the old couch, watched him play and
dreamed fantastic dreams. The tide of
music swept
her farcellar,
from lifting
this war-torn
France,
this ruined
her out
of herself, making of her an instrument on
which Life played according to its ever
changing whims.
Frightened of her weakness she rose to
go. "But we'll come again, won't we?" Delaage urged. "I had such a strange, warm
feeling— when we came in here together—
as though we were coming home, didn't
Her face turned up to his, but she could
not answer. She dared not trust herself with
words: she trembled at his nearness that
seemed to draw her closer, closer . . .
The wail of the air siren broke the moment. A bomb fell and the earth rocked.
She
gripped
him about
with her,
a cryheld
of terror
and
his arms closed
her close.
His lips found hers with hungry kisses and
her own lips answered, giving back kiss for
kiss in trembling ecstasy.
Men called Captain Paul Marache a man
without ayou?"
heart, a military machine as cold
and deadly as the famed Big Bertha. Pierre
Delaage, serving beside him in the trenches,
believed at first as others did, but that night
when he held Monique in his arms and
knew she loved him, something happened
that changed his mind.
Among the replacements sent to fill the
gaps in the Fifth Company came Private
Morain. His hair was jet, glossy black. His
old fashioned imperial and whiskers were
glossy black, too, but anybody could see
that he was an old, old man.
Private Morain delighted his comrades by
his
for modern
"War?
Call contempt
this a war!
Where'rewarfare.
your cavalry
charges? Where're your flags to lead 'em and
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youris bugles
to blow
forward?
you
do
dig holes
in the'em
ground
like All
rabbits!
Soldiers . . . pah! You're a lot of sewer
diggers!"
A peppery old rooster, this Private
Morain whose opinions brought roars of
delighted laughter from the men. Delaage
had to smile.
Marache, reviewing the new men did not
miss the spectacle of that absurd figure
standing stiffly at attention, a battered old
bugle strung over his shoulder.
Not a but
muscle
the captain's
twitched
afterof review
the old cold
man face
got
orders to report to the captain. "Aha," his
comrades jibed, "they're going to make old
Papa
a general,
no less!"when the old man
Delaage
was present
reported, his look frightened. Marache
pointed to the glossy black hair and
whiskers: "Who dyed them for you, Papa?
Old Sancha of the rue Grenoble?"
"Y-yes, my captain."
"You know him sir?" Delaage exclaimed.
Marache's cold face twisted with sudden
emotion. "I know him, Lieutenant Delaage.
It is . . . my father!" Suddenly the ice in
the old
man'smanheart
His arms
hugged
the
close,broke.
he kissed
the withered
cheeks. "Papa! Papa, you old fool. It won't
do.Delaage
You're left
too them
old totogether,
fight." his own heart
touched by that reunion. Captain Marache
did feel; did suffer! He had been kind in
many little ways— thoughtful of the suffering of men about him. And this was the
man he proposed to rob of Monique's love!
He found Monique waiting for him al
billets. She came into his arms and kissed
him, but there was terror in her pale face
and pain in the clear young eyes.
"Pierre . . . we must tell him! We can't
go on like this— loving each other so dearly
—letting him believe that I— that I still love
him! We can't!"
Delaage held her tenderly and his look
reflected the tragedy in her heart. "You're
right, darling. We can't do that. But . . .
Monique, we can't— we dare not tell Marache
theHetruth!"
shuddered as he realized what his
resolution implied. For him it meant the
end of all that had made this miserable
life tolerable, and yet his honor told him
the end must be made.
"It's not just a case of two men and a
girl, Monique," he went on resolutely. "Not
just he and I and you. We've got to consider him. I didn't like him at first. Mavbe
I still don't. But I've lived beside him,
fought beside him through all that hell. I
know him now. I've learned how much you
mean to him—"
She nodded, beginning to understand the
trend of his thoughts.
"Without you, Marache doesn't live! Let
somebody else break up his happiness— not
me!"
There was a long, miserable silence. Shesaid finally, "You're right. Without me he
seems to have nobody . . . nothing. He's not
right, somehow. He's twisted, inside. But
he's not dead, not inside. You couldn't say
that if you knew all he's done for me— for
my family! There's nobody I owe more to.
Nobody who needs my— my devotion— more
than he does!"
They stared at each other, silent in their
misery. They had found their great love,
but duty— the sense of fair play and decency
—told them they must give it up.
Delaage held out his arms to her without
speaking. Their lips met in a farewell that
both knew must be for all time. They had
given their lives to France; now they must
add
their love to the sacrifices laid upon
the altar.
The din of the great offensive was dying,
lapsing back into the never ending sullen
grumble of the great guns, the drab routine
of war. Again France had won back lost
ground and now she was learning at what
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cost. Men were limping, crawling back from
the inferno, and the dressing stations just
behind the line were crowded with the
wounded and the dying.
Among these shambles Monique searched
for word of the two men she loved, pausing
here to give a hand to a harassed surgeon,
there to give comfort to some tortured
devil, asking always for word of Captain
Paul Marache and Lieutenant Pierre Delaage
the Thirty-ninth.
She offound
her lover under the great
stone vaulting of an aged winery. Chance
lifted her eyes from a task and showed him,
farther off, stripped to the waist while a
surgeon
wounded
"Pierre!" dressed
she rana to
him. arm. Screaming
"Oh my sweet, you're hurt— you're hurt!"
curtly.
"It's not bad, dear— please— "
"A flesh wound," said the surgeon major

J\f «erSPlt

She pressed against him, hysterical.
"Blessed
Mary,
I thank happened
you. I'd die.
I'd
want to die,
if anything
to you!
Pierre, I love you. It's no use saying anything else— I love you!"
Delaage, holding her, groaned, "But we
"Let me kiss you, please!" Still he tried
to resist her, then catching her close with
his unhurt arm he pressed his lips to hers.
She clung to him, begging, "And nothing
mustn't!"
else
ever matter,
will beyond
it?"
Shewillfaltered.
Looking
him her
eyes widened, she caught her breath
sharply. Over her came a chill of horror,
caused by the sight of a man who stood
bareheaded, his face streaked with powder,
his uniform shredded. The grim, expressionless face regarded them both like the
mask of some tragic vengeance. Marache
had found them!
Monique
moved out of• mask
her lover's
That
still, expressionless
whose arms.
eyes
never turned from her, beckoned her on.
She moved like one in a trance, her body
rigid with horror. As she came close she
whispered, "Paul . . . don't look at me that
way.
I can'tfollowed
help it. after
I love her
him!"
Delaage
quickly. He
spoke now to his captain, "No, no, you
must listen to me. We've tried to keep away
from each other . . . tried not to hurt you."
His voice grew hard, defiant. "Well, it's
no good. It won't work. We love each other
andSlowly
you might
as well know
it."
the staring,
expressionless
eyes
turned from the girl to Delaage: Monique
cried,
you understand,
Paul?"was even
When"Can
Marache
spoke his voice
and without emotion. "Help me to a chair,
will
you?" Monique
Delaage took
wounded."
cried. his arm. "You're
Pale lips twisted in an ironical, mocking
smile. "Only the tiniest bit. Scarcely enough
went anyone."
on her knees by his side and
to She
interest
her
pleaded
"It isn't
love voice
you less,
Paul. with
But him.
. . . but
I lovethat
himI
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They stopped to listen, their attention
caught bv a voice that had been calling,
"Captain
Marache!
runner came
toward Captain
them andMarache!"
handed hisA
official
more." envelope to him. "From Brigade
Headquarters,
Againsmile.
Marache's
that
ironic
Hesir."torelips
the quirked
envelope, inspread
out the enclosure, then turned to Delaage.
"Read it to me."
Delaage looked at him, not comprehend"Read it to me, please—"
"Read ritable,
it! Read
it, you
Themanircracked voice
of fool!"
an old
ing. "But—"
prompted.
They stared
at Papa
who
had followed
his son
to the Morain
room.
"Read it . . . Can't you see? He's blind.
it was written on his powder stained
blind!"
face,
thatis last
blow of fate. The staring
My son
eyes had failed: the man was helpless. But

Silver
he was not broken. He was Captain Marache of the Thirty-ninth, the inhuman war
machine still. While Monique gasped her
horror he said evenly, "Well Lieutenant, are
me or not?"'
read ittheto message.
going to
youDelaage
scanned
A counter
barrage
was
to
start
at
10
o'clock.
It must
be directed from an advance telephone
post
established in No Man's Land. A volunteer
must be at the post to notify the artillery
of the proper range—
"But that's impossible," Delaage gasped.
"The barrage will fall on the post! It will
wipe out that man—"
"Runner," Marache said evenly.
"Yes, Captain?"
"Tell the brigade that the barrage will
be directed
telephone
as planned."
The
blind from
eyesthat
turned
toward
Delaage.
"Lieutenant, report to the company as
commander—"
"But Captain, I think—"
His voice went sharp. "Have I asked you
what
you think?"
Delaage
saluted. His eyes turned to
Monique but she did not see him. She was
pressed
weeping.
When thebeside
othersMarache's
were gonechair,
his hand
felt
for her. His voice went tender.
"My blessed child, I knew you wouldn't
want to hurt me. Don't cry. You couldn't
help— what
happened."
had that
mo
ment,
her hand
in his, aThey
moment
of assurance of his love and understanding. Monique left him to bring surgical help.
When she was gone Papa Morain returned to lay his hand on his son's shoulder. The blinded man looked up and
smiled. They were oddly alike, this father
and son, alike for all the difference of
years, two men who put duty before all
else.
"I was waiting for you, Papa. Because
I'll need eyes."
"I'll be your eyes, Son."
Behind the lines the French great guns
waited word from the observation post.
Across the bleak desolation of No Man's
Land two figures crawled, a young man
with blind eyes, led by a veteran who
clutched in loving care a battered brass
bugle, relic of the days of Sedan.
Guns on both sides rumbled their neverending threats. Sometimes a shell dropped
near them and warned by its shrieking
flight they flattened in the nearest hole
until the earth had ceased to shudder.
They groped to the hidden telephone.
Marache slipped on the headpiece and reported to the battery. "Fire," he ordered.
Crouched in their hiding they cowered
under the screaming projectiles that raced
from behind them. Papa's head came up
to watch the spreading ruin of their explosions. "Too long, Son." Into the telephone
Marache directed, "Down three."
Again furious death rode the air above
them, its breath closer now.
"Still too far, Son— 200 yards."
"Down two," the unhurried voice dictated to the wires. Papa turned to him.
"The next will be . . . us?"
Marache's smile was grim. "If it's rightit's got to be us."
The old man fumbled for his trumpet.
It waited at his lips and his glance turned
to his son again. "Shall I . . . shall I blow
it, Son?"
The grimness was gone from Marache's
smile. His hand fumbled for his father's,
gave it an understanding, affectionate pat.
"Blow
it, Papa.
it atelephone.
good one . . ."
He
turned
his lipsGive
to the
"Fire!"
Once more the replacements had come
up. Delaage, now captain commanding the
Fifth Company, Second Battalion of the
Thirty-ninth, reviewed the new men. Standing before them as Marache had stood so
long he outlined their duties in the formula Marache never altered.
"I do not expect any man or any platoon
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double mint gum enjoyed daily help_s beautify mouth and facial contours

or even this entire company to add stature
to this record— but I do and will require
that no man in it will detract from that
record.
Dismissed!"
A haggard
man, nerves worn ragged with
the horror of war, doped already with
cognac and aspirin as Marache had done in
order
to keep
going, his
turnedamong
from
the faces
of soldiers.
Theyeyessought
the few onlookers and found the face they
hungered
for— Monique smiling across at
him.
Monique!
She was his food, his drink, his life— as
she
been the
otherthatman's.
Knowing
that had
she waited
for him,
her love
never
faltered, he could carry on. She was the
light that went before, leading his weary
feet along the road to glory.
Traveling

Lady

[Continued from page 34]
a bad case of star-fright, I was having trouble getting the flame of a match to my cigarette, but did finally and rather timidly
murmured something about vacations.
Fay must have noticed my jittery embarrassment for she answered: "Vacations, why
I think
that nois one
perfectly
fine. interviewed
And as a matter of fact,
has ever
me
on this subject before. No one could, because it is only recently that I have taken a
real one. Of course I had the usual weekends and days off, but those leisure moments
were always spent at the beach or at some
My blank
look of astonishment seemed to
nearby
resort."
encourage
her, for she continued.
"Early last year, I went to England to make
'The Clairvoyant,' with Claude Rains. When
this was completed I made preparations for
my first long holiday. A three weeks' trip
At this point a comely wench disguised
through
as a FrenchSweden!"
maid entered and in very broken
English informed Fay that something important was happening. The only word intel igible to me was "telephone." I doubt if
Fay self
understood
either, but
she excused
and in her absence
I breathed
freely herfor
a moment, regaining some of my lost composure. When she returned, I noticed that
Fay looked more beautiful than ever, with
her wealth of brown curls off-setting her
very oval face. The gown she wore was long
and comfortable looking. It had a V neck
and full-length sleeves.
"Does that outfit you're wearing have a
name?"
water. I asked feeling just like a fish out of
yes it adoes,
fancygown
one
too."Why,
It is called
Moth and
Winga very
lounging
and it is of emerald green velvet. Like it?"
ish reply.much, but I thought at first it was
"Very
a lounging pajama," was my somewhat foolThe ruby lips that I have so long admired
broke into a good natured laugh as she re"No, for lounging purposes but not pasee now, I where
yes,
bound jamas.
forLet'sSweden.
took awere
boatwe?andOhupon
my arrival there I went directly, far hack
plied:
intoI was
the working
Lake country."
the fountain pen furiously
in a note-book which rested on my knee
but Fay's beaut) and voice were so enchanting that I found it difficult to take notes
without watching her at the same time. Apparently Imust have watched her most of
the time, because later I found ink marks.
suit, totoo,
gray come
And Ionmustmy have
that
the which
end ofsuggests
a page
and continued writing— right on up my
wasn't
mouth
my Fay
hope
do II
trouser leg.
hanging
open,I too.
it was.
apparently
didn't notice because she went on with the
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storv in her own cool fashion.
"Here I enjoyed two solid weeks of rest
and relaxation among the nicest and simplest
peasants, who were completely happy and
contented with just the barest necessities of
life. They seemed to have nothing and yet
they had everything, living entirely on what
food they could grow. And I must tell you
about the lakes. They were so large that
you couldn't even see across them. The
most beautiful blue water I have ever seen."
I was surprised to hear myself saying,
"The er— color of your eyes, Miss Wray?"
'A much darker blue," she smilingly ansswered. "They
little seas,which
surrounded by lowlooked
rollinglikemountains
were covered with massive fir trees."
She was sitting on one foot, deep in the
corner of the davenport, with her arms
folded. I detected a wistful and far-away look
in her eyes as she recounted the details of
this enchanting land.
"I hated to leave there," she continued,
"and reluctantly boarded a train for Stockholm. This old city I found to be most interesting, but my stay was short and the
next day I sailed down the famous Gota
canal
to Gottenborg."
At last
we were on a subject with which
I was familiar so I lost no time in saying,
"Stockholm is full of cethedrals, is it not,
Miss Wray?"
"No, thenotcanal
manywe atpassed
all, but
as we towns
sailed
down
numerous
and each one boasted a real old medieval
cathedral. Perhaps that is where you
meant?"
"Yes, never
that's having
it," I replied
truth,
heard without
of the much
Gota
canal nor even Gottenborg before.
"Do you sympathize with Miss Garbo for
wanting
live there?"
With atovigorous
nod of her head and a
most pleasant little pout, Fay emphatically
answered:
'I certainly do. Aside from the fact that
she was born and brought up there, it is
a country that no one who has seen it
could possibly help loving."
Thatforsettles
it. I'm
leavingtwoongals
the think
next
boat
Sweden.
If these
it is such a swell place there must be
something to it. I'm going to find what
Sweden's
ain't got.'
Locking gother'that
handswe behind
her head, Fay
leaned against the back of the divan before
she went on. "Playtime was over, so, from
Gottenborg I took a thirty-six hour boat
trip across the North Sea to London where
I started work on 'When Knights Were
Bold,' with Jack Buchanan. When this
was finished, it was just about the Christmas holiday season, so I decided to take
another
She raiseda her
expressive
eyebrows vacation."
as if she expected
challenge
and
smiled a little defiant smile like a child
about to snitch a piece of candy after being told not to.
"Having
lifeChristmas;
in California,
I had neverlived
seenalla my
white
obviously St. Moreitz was the place to go."
"Do true
the reportorial
Swiss say Moreitz?"
with
tactlulness.I butted in
MoreitzMeritz
is the isSwiss
pronunciation
and"Yes,
I believe
the French.
However," she continued fingering a fold in
her
am beautiful
absolutelyscenery
certainin that
theregown,
is no "Imore
the
world than in St. Moreitz, no matter how
you pronounce it." She looked at me with
an impish twinkle in her eyes and that
characteristic little sarcastic smile, which is
always a sign of good natured humor. She
continued her description.
"Towering
mountains
fluff v
snow
everywhere.
As thewith
earlydeep
morning
sunshine strikes their snow-capped peaks,
they appear to be the most exquisite pinkish color."
Pinkish has always suggested cheeks to
me, so quite naturally I said. "About the
color of your cheeks, Miss Wray?"
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One of the more romantic and affectionate young
actors slipped his arm about Lyda Roberti's
waist.
"What is zee excuse plees?"
enced Lyda. asked .the experiShe was swinging a very dainty foot at
an imaginary object on the floor, but as I
made this remark she looked up and asked:
"Have another cigarette?"
I'd
hadI refused,
with the remembering
last one, and the
Fay trouble
proceeded
with the story.
"The unusually high altitude makes the
air so dry and therefore so warm that even
in zero weather I found it more comfortable skiing without a jacket on. I had never
been much of a winter sports enthusiast
and at first I found skiing awfully difficult
to learn, but I practised every day and after
watching a few other beginners, I gained
the necessary confidence and finally became
quite expert. Of course I was down as
much as I was up, but nevertheless I found
it to be an extremely thrilling sport; espemoonlight
Fay cially
needed
no skiing."
prompting at this point
and it was evident that she enjoyed telling
me
rupt.of her recent travels, so I didn't inter"Next I returned to Hollywood to make
a picture which was very appropriately
called,as 'Roaming
Lady.'in After
finishing
it,
and
I had nothing
particular
to do,
I took a third vacation. This time I went
to the Bahama Islands where I spent a
lazyMy week
thirstinforNassau."
geographical knowledge had
heretofore been practically non-existent,
but as I listened spellbound to beautiful
Fay telling of her many travels, I'll be doggoned if I wasn't beginning to think of
some way to get her started on the Encyclopedia Brittanica! I never succeeded, but
Fay continued anyway.
"Surely the natives there are the most
lackadaisical people on earth. The semitiopical climate is so warm that they are
perfectly contented and happy to lie around
and bask in the sun, with an occasional
fishing trip to supply them with food."
I'm willing to wage my latest receipt for
supporting
the Irish
cal talent down
in hospitals,
Nassau hadthata the
lot loof
back basking to catch up on after the week
Fay spent there. Even the most confirmed
"basker" must have had to sit up and open
his weary eyes when she went in for a dip.
Whoever heard of sleeping with your eyes
open?

"I went on a fishing trip in one of those
glass bottom boats which are so typical
of Nassau. The water was so smooth and
clear; much different from the ocean I was
used to in California. As we sailed along
over the shoals, it seemed incredible that
we wouldn't run against them, for apparently we were just skimming over their
tops, but I suppose, actually, they were
many feet below the glass bottom of the
boat. I was watching the marine vegetation when suddenly I realized how the term
"mermaid" must have originated. The dark
brown sea-weed waved and curled about
and looked like beautiful, silky hair.
Again the reporter in me surged forth
and I inquired, "Dark brown, curly hairperhaps
like yours,
Miss Wray?"
She smiled
appreciatively
before continuing. "Our catch consisted mainly of 'yellow-tails,' smallish fish, with gray stripes
down their sides. Of course I caught the
prettiest one." She was ponderously toying
with a tassle do-hicky which she wore
around her neck, when she said very apoloisn't Imuch
to tell
you about getically,
this "Really
trip,there
because
did nothing
but swim and fish and since all vacations
must come to an end, why, here I am in
New York City, on my way back to Holl)wood
and another
Listening
to Fay picture."
sail back and forth
across so many oceans so many times, I was
beginning to get a bit dizzy; desperately I
changed the subject:—
"How do you like New York?"
simplyto love
it," Fay
replied,to "there
so "Imuch
see and
so much
do andis
above all there is the theatre. Undoubtedly
New York is the greatest theatre city in
"Do you feel that the theatre is essential
the motion
world." pictures, Miss Wray?" I asked
to
inquiringly.
Unhesitatingly and with some feeling.
Fay
answered:
"Absolutely.
furnish
us with
innumerable
actors They
and actresses
and countless stories. Why, some motion
picture companies
even just
finance
theatre
productions on Broadway,
so they
will own
the cinema rights. Surely they wouldn't do
that if they didn't think highly of the stage
There was no argument from me as I
productions."
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could see that I was a little beyond my
depth, so I asked:
"Would you
tell meEnglish
something
the
differences
between
and about
American
pictures?"
She thought for a moment and then went
on:
are the
not technicians
as efficient
as we"Inare,England
mainly they
because
of Hollywood were born and brought up
in pictures and know no other language.
Then, too, Americans are more alert and
can adapt themselves to changes faster,
whereas the Englishman is hesitant and
more careful in his progress."
Suddenly I realized that Fay was telling
me important things. I was too busy taking down notes to interrupt her with any
of my blundering questions— thank heaven.
"I do admire the Englishman's literarv
feeling though," she continued. "They have
more natural instinct for historical pictures since they are a much older and more
reserved nation. 'Henry the Eighth' is a
good example."
"That
was of
a good
picture,
cited
instead
keeping
quiet.wasn't it?" I
"Yes," Fay politely acknowledged. "They
are making every effort to perfect themselves and, being intelligent people, will,
I am sure, eventually be making excellent
pictures.
don't ones
meanyet,
thattheytheyhave,
haven't
made anyI good
but
their average on a percentage basis is not as
good as ours. Of course they will never turn
them
out as rapidly,
as wewords
do here."
I thought
over these
of wisdom.
After all, who is there in a better position
to judge than Fay Wray? The girl who has
spent the past year and a half dashing back
and forth between Hollywood and London
making pictures. Which proves that this
worldly knowledge derived from her visits,
voyages and vacations has done her a world
of good, for gone are the days of the horror heroine. She is now in a position to be
a little choosy, because nowadays producers
all over the country, yes, all over the
world, are getting gray about the temples
in their
efforts to get her to make a picture for them.
Fay modestly murmured, "I must say
that I don't around.
believe that
been just
galavanting
ThereI have
are benefits
to
be derived from any form of travel— seeing
things as they really are and in general
broadening your scope of knowledge. I feel
that I have profited by my traveling and
definitely intend to do more of it whenever
possible."
One good description of her might be:
"Round and round she goes and where she
stops, nobody knows." Except that she
never stops long enough to hang up her
hat. Oh, I know it's none of my business,
but I do wish she'd stay put for a while
out there in Hollywood; long enough to
make up a batch of pictures, because I
know that every movie fan is eager to see
her on the screen more often.
After all, what's an Alp? Our excitement
over her return reaches a peak that makes
even Mt. Everest seem of trivial moment!
And, as for me, my life-long pledge to
Frankenstein's daughter has been definitely
shaken!

FOOD

ON

THE

BRAIN

A ND now it scons that Ginger Rogers
is oar Idlest humorist, At the Trocadero the oilier evening Ginger danced
past a table where Betty Furness was
sitting with friends anil did a double
take when she saw Belly's hat— a gay
little thing all covered with carrots, turnips and other vegetables. "I'll order a
steak and be right over," cracked Ginger.
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Col orinse truly glorifies
woman's crowning glory'!
This harmless vegetable
coloring compound magically rinses youth into your
hair and leaves it lovely,
clean, lustrous. Gives to
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home the massage and patting treatment so highly
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Wrinkles disappear, cell activity is stimulated. Your
skin glows with new life and vigor.
PAT WITH ONE SIDE ! MASSAGE WITH THE OTHER !
Use with face lotions and creams. Made of specially
prepared sanitized rubber in beautiful pastel tints.
Send for yours now and watch your skin improve.
Your Money back if not satisfied.
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AT ONCE
PATULATOR COMPANY
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Philadelphia, Pa.
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Div. of Molded Rubber, Inc. Green.... Gold
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THE BEST BEAUTY INVESTMENT YOU EVER MADE!

too many spare pieces! At the age of seven
he was a keen swimmer and as soon as he
clicked on the New York stage he indulged
in an outboard speed boat. It sank under
him as he reached a dock, when a wow of
a storm stirred up Long Island Sound. That
didn't daunt Preston. Nor did last fall's
accident. Coming in from Catalina, the
Fosters experienced terrifying hours after a
propeller blade snapped. The water poured
in through
and 'they
only
saved the
theirweakened
lives by seams
pumping
continuously until they made the Los Angeles
base.
Even our professional cowboys have this
marine urge. Buck Jones rides so much for
the cameras that he definitely wishes to
relax on a boat. So his "Vagabond" is a
sloop that's constantly on tap. There's no
crew, for Buck wants to operate it all himself. When there's repairing he employs a
couple of pals. Mrs. Jones is obligingly enthusiastic.
Hardly as much can be said about Helen
William. Long ago she became reconciled
to Warren's passion for the sea. But she's
no
hypocrite
and, pastime
frankly, even
she's ifnotit given
to this
particular
is all
the rage this month. No Hollywoodite takes
his boating more zestfully than Warren. He
chats with veteran jack-tars around the
wharves. He's introduced a whiff of his
hobby right into his house. In the attic
adjoining
bedroom
chart-room. his
A mast
rises tohe's
the installed
roof in thea
center, and the linoleum floor sports a
compass especially inlaid. The windows are
porthole shape with marine vistas painted
on the glass. A rare collection of model
shiplets vies for space with authentic books
on navigation.
It appears that as a kiddie Warren made
a raft of logs, added a bicycle for locomotive purposes, and set forth upon the Mississippi. Loggers rescued him. During his
first year of married life he perpetually
toted a piece of rope, so he could practice
tying sailor knots. Then, like many a husband, he attempted subtlety. On his wife's
birthday he came home declaring he'd got
her
a
marvelous
twenty-four-foot
whaleboat. Helen present.
was notA overwhelmed.
When the Williams settled down for his
picture asus,"stardom
he investedWarren
in the insists
"Pega slow two-master.
his beloved schooner's too poky to have
been, as legend has it, a rum-runner.
Virginia
William's
apathy.
OnlyValli
whereapplauds
Warren Helen
is actually
fond
of sailing alone, Charlie Farrell invites a
crowd. His "Flying Cloud" is a rakish little
single-master and runs an incredible speed
with elfin grace. Born on Cape Cod,
Charlie's native yen materialized when a
Hollywood income enabled him to select
the exact
always
However, one boat
time he'd
he and
his wanted.
father nearly
drowned when they got stuck on a reef off
the Santa Barbara Islands. On another day
Charlie, by chance soloing, drifted aimlessly for thirty hours in a terrible fog.
Since that approach to catastrophe Virginia
firmly refuses to let him out without comAnd yet I find Ann Dvorak okaying
panions.
Leslie Fenton's love for the great wet
spaces. A season ago this pair acquired the
"Nymph,"
they maneuver
selves. aThey yawl
seek privacy
aboard, themnever
entertaining and declining to be photoOn Ann's
she they
had
some scare.graphed.In
their first
hastyvoyage
get-away
neglected to take a compass or charts.
Then, at sea, they discovered a hole in one
of their sails. They aimed in the general
direction of Catalina. Never having been
there, they missed the harbor and had to
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cast anchor when night engulfed them.
Luckily
next
day. their intuition was correct the
Love often gives a girl brand new notions. Maureen O'Sullivan has become conscious of the sea's attractions, too, and her
mar
fiance, Johnny Farrow, is responsible. Today his neat yacht has a petite trailer,
YOUR BEAUTY
Maureen's twelve-foot dinghy boasting a
little engine, little flag, and, indeed, dupliEmbarrassing
blemishes, birth freckles,
marks,
cations of the master ship in every respect.
scars,
decolorations,
acne,
varicose
veins, etc.,burns,
need no longer
She hitches it alongside his and is vague
cause unhappiness.
Hide
them
completely with BLEMISH CONCEALER.
to the meaning of its name, the "Spag."
BLEMISH
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is science's
BEFORE latest
contribution
to the world,
so that as
She invited a tot to do the christening with
those afflicted
with
permanent
disfigurea
half
bottle of champagne!
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without
fearmatter
of embarrassment
oron detecBette Davis can boast about having the
f
0&ff&
t^^L
tion.
No
if
marks
are
your
V
Vim face, hands, legs or body, BLEMISH
smallest Hollywood boat.
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tires of doing. His "Thetis" was
water
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Send
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Inc.,
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pliment its sleek hull and the powerful
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1 CE ALEE by return mail in plain wrapper.
" over
the chowder Leo will gladly concoct
"Name
|Addres3^ ^„ „ „ „ «\ ^
— — a —± - ■ * w»W»| j in the galley.
Certainly Henry Wilcoxon is our most
daring bachelor yachtsman. He's a descendant of British seafarers, anyway, and the
minute his contract was cinched he laid
Free For Asthma
down the money for his "Wanderlure." He
actually resides aboard when not working
and is carefully penning a log so he'll be
and Hay Fever
adept at it when he ultimately goes exIf you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terploring in the South Seas. Roger Pryor has
rible you choke and gasp for breath, if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
abandoned his "Devilscake." He was busy
acting and unkind fishermen stored part of
your eyes water and nose discharges contheir mackerel catch in the cabin. The
tinuously, don't fail
once oftoa the
Frontier Asthma
Co. to
for send
a freeat trial
re- pungent smell lingered on and on! Jimmy
markable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If Cagney disposed of his boat because he just
couldn't take the waves. He'd longed for
you
have suffered
a life-time
and relief
tried ; his
own ship, and then gave it up when
everything
you couldforlearn
of without
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
he was invariably sea-sick on it.
abandon hope but send today for this free
There's always the alternative of building
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
a nifty number, if you can't afford to
Frontier Asthma Co. 267-A Frontier Bldg.,
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
splurge and know how the trick's done.
Allen Jenkins tarried a few years in the
ship-yards before heading for Hollywood.
Even in most
The gardens at his Brentwood estate are
again flowering, for the twenty-four-foot
^qqravated cases
sloop which is all his handiwork no longer
burninq stops and
rests where grass is supposed to peep up.
"comfort follows the
that'smany
the way
it getsmovie
them. maids
Dat debil
seaButlures
of the
and
soothinq touch of
men. And if I'm going to keep up with
the lowdown in the making I've got to
Resmol
rustle up an invitation to join some star's
Sample free. Resinol, Depf .1 2C, Balto. Md.
sailing
Pardon me
while I party
see whothis
I canweek-end.
rate!
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] altar. Miss Darwell holds up her hand
for silence and, in stentorian tones, anU. S. GOVERNMENT JOBS
nounces: "Ladies and gentlemen! There
will be a little delay in the delivery of
Start $1260 to $2100 year
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wedding
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book,
withWrite
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My attention is directed to the second
in the series of pictures of the Jones family.
The first was "Every Saturday Night" and
UNIONS
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allYear."
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Pedodyne
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Dept. B-223,No Chicago,
III. cream.
Suddenly Mr. Jones (Jed Prouty)
puts down his plate and rises.
"My boy," he begins proudly and imCOLOR YOUR HAIR
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Ernest, who is sitting on the other side
of the room.
"Quiet," Ken growls at him.
"What I mean to say is," Jed goes on,
"you've justified all our hopes— so far," he
adds cautiously, "and I want to present you
with,"this
opening
littleJones
gift
on
happya jeweler's
occasionbox,in "athe
family." He tenders the box to Ken who
jumps up and takes it.
"Say!" Ken sputters in delighted amazement at the wrist watch in the box, "it's
swell, Dad. I don't know what to say."
"Say "thanks'," suggests the practical
George.
That swell actress, Spring Byington, is
the mother, Shirley Deane is the girl friend,
Florence Roberts is the grandmother and
June Carlson is the kid sister.
20th Century-Fox having been disposed
of, we'll now proceed to—
M-G-M
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The next set is for "The Witch of
Timbuctoo." It is nothing more than
a laboratory with a lot of automobile
storage batteries in a glass case and an eery
blue light generating from them like that
you see in the streets when men are working in the manholes and there are signs
about, saving "Don't look at the light."
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and Stone,
others Bill
...
study tap dancing with Alan Christie,
formerly with Ziegfeld and Shubert. . .
Learn to dance as the stars do. Take advantage ofAlan
Christie's Tap—
moderntap—Hollywood
studio methods.
tap
your way to thrilling popularity, vivid
individuality, an alluring figure! Though
you don't dance a step today . . . Alan
Christie's
complete course
starts... you
tapping immediately.
One book
ten
lessons.,
.from
beginner'sfundamentals
to professional tap tricks . . . each step
clearly explained and illustrated. Send
only one dollar today . . . just ten cents
a lesson . . . for complete course.
Dance Today The Hollywood Way
ALAN CHRISTIE, STUDIO I
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing infreely,
your food
doesn'tup digest.
It just
decays
the bowels.
Gas bloats
your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely
you feel
"up and bile
up."flow
Harmless,
gentle, and
yet make
amazing
in making
freely.
Ask forbornlyCarter's
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
Stubrefuse anything else. 25c at all drug stores.
LADIES— ADDRESS
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HOME
Hammond, Indiana
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you
STAMMER
Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T
STAMMER,"
which describes
Unit
Method
for the scientific
correction theof Bogue
stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 556, Circle Tower. Indianapolis, Ind.
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Lionel Barrymore and Henry B. Walthall
are talking. Walthall looks like a crazy inventor to me but the script isn't finished
so I can't tell whether he is or not. No,
I just learned he isn't. He is a scientist
who discovers a means of reducing human
beings to almost miniatures and making
them do exactly as he orders. Only, after
the reduction, they have no mentality. He
is explaining to Barrymore, with whom he
has escaped from prison.
"My friend,"
says, roamed
"millionstheof world
years
ago the creatureshe that
were gigantic— the prontosauras— the mastodons. As they multiplied the earth could
no longer produce enough food. So natural
evolution began reducing the size of all
living things. But, still, all living things
multiplied until today we are back at the
beginning. Millions are starving."
During this speech Walthall has been
working himself up to a frenzy. With the
air of one humoring a madman, Barrymore nods in acknowledgement of Walthall's statements.
"If I succeed," Walthall goes on eagerly,
"in what I am going to do, we can, with
one stroke, bridge the gap in evolution's
ad vance. Think of it! All living creatures
reduced to one sixth their size— to one sixth
their
He physical
dies but needs!"
Barrymore takes his secret
formula and wreaks a horrible vengeance
on the people who sent him to jail.
There being nothing else to see out here,
I trim my sails as we say on the yacht, and
steer for—
Columbia
\X7"E
TURN Edward
our attention
"Meet Nero
»V Wolfe."
Arnold,to in
the title
role,
is
a
professional
criminologist
and his
assistant is Lionel Stander. Prof. Barstow
(Thurston Hall) has recently— and likewise
apparently-died of heart disease while
playing golf with Victor Jory, Walter
Kingsford and Mr. Kingsford's son, whose
name I can't seem to find out.
The first thing you know, Mr. Arnold
is deep in the intricacies of the murder. He
invites everyone who might know anything
about it to his home, including the caddies
—Raymond
Borzage, George Offerman, William Benedict
and William Anderson, as
well as Denny Moore and Lionel Stander.
He stuffs the caddies with such food as
they've never eaten before and then begins
to prod their memories. It's a great scene
but there's too much dialogue to give it
all to you. Suffice it to say
the unravelment
of the mystery is something to look forward
to and the acting in this picture is something to behold.
So now, having said my say, I'll leave
you— and you— and you— and I DO mean
you
on the
month.
Selah!end, you little runt, until next
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pitching
//
TORTURE In One Minute
For quick relief from theitching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete s foot, scales, rashes and other skin
eruptions, apply Dr. Dennis' pure, cooling, antisepD. p. Prescription. Its Senile oflrs
soothetic, liquid
the p.
irritated
skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless—dries fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—
or money back. Ask for D. D. D. Prescription
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Edward Arnold plays the title
role in "Meet Nero Wolfe." In
this scene with Arnold are William Benedict, William Anderson, Raymond Borzage, Lionel
Stander and Denny Moore.
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GUM
The tiny golden tints and reddish tones that
Golden Glint gives to all shades of hair
(blond or dark) is an achievement in loveliness. Golden Glint imparts sparkling fresh- H
ness and natural radiance to dull,UHT
drab, lifeless hair — .quickly and
easily. The price is small —
the effect is priceless.
Send
Free Co.,
Sample.
GoldenforGlint
Inc.
Seattle, U. S. A.
Offer expires Sept. I.
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PACKAGE
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• Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
. Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
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Crossword

By Charlotte

Puzzle

Herbert

Norma Shearer
AT THE circus the raucous-tongued anAV nouncer has gone into the great
■*- -^-silence and in his place there is a
cultured voice, a mike and loud speakers
introducing the acts. Changing times, and
changing ways demand fluid minds. Nothing is unchanging but death and we like
living. A few weeks ago, street cars, with
roar and rattle, banged their ways about
New York. Today a gentler street conveyance—a bus— has supplanted the noisy trolley. You raise your hand and the new car
comes politely over to the curb to get you.
In step with this trend, Silver Screen is
trying out a new type face. Not but what
the old appearance was well received, but
just to show that we keep up with the
times. Do you like it?
There are new color cameras appearing
here and there— a new way of making stills
is being adopted. Now babies come in
groups and this week a judge decided rich
wives must support their pauper husbands.
Scientists, whose business it is to bring
the new theories to earth and put them
to work, have demonstrated a verv ingenious method of giving real depth to
pictures. The third dimension problem is
a fascinating one. This latest form uses
polarized
light.
a "but"
considerable
size,But.
youandhavethisto iswear
glassesof
to see the picture.
Every day there is something new. This
changing atlanticworld!
trans-of
air serviceThe
startsfirst
withregular
a record
481/G hours to Europe.
A curious sort of balance seems to persist, one new thing bringing out another
to nullify it. The radio, which at first hurt
pictures and was very arrogant about it,
now has to pay the picture celebrities thousands of dollars nightly to get the benefit of
their famous names on the air programs.
In this shifting world it is comforting
that Norma Shearer's beauty still remains
supernal— unequalled,
Editor.
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ACROSS
He inherited $20,000,000 in "Mr. Deeds Goes
First name of "the great glorifier"
TheToloyal
wife in "The Prisoner of Shark Island"
Town"
pilot look
in "13 Hours by Air"
AThe
slybrave
sidelong
Period
of time (abbr.)
A Paramount official (initials}
Sensitized photographic filament
To exclude
The "Show Boat" captain
By
birth AA favorite
jacket
comedienne
Encounter
Co-starring
with
Clark Gable in "San Francisco"
tantalum
ASymbol
hand for
to hand
fight
Plain
Parent
To incline
Bilge
"Follow the Fleet" (initials)
Biblicalin pronoun
Feminine name
A color
One of an important Indian race
Yale
Possessive pronoun
Implement for chopping wood
A code signal for help
Permit
Above (poet.)
Weekday (abbr.)
Sweet potato
An
Indian(abbr.)
Mistress
Energy (slang)
Manganese (abbr.)
lohn Woods
in "Two in (abbr.)
Revolt"
Method
of transportation
Unequal conditions or things
AIntolarge mass of rock (abbr.)
A semicircular recess of a church
Point of compass (abbr.)
Organ of hearing
Lair
An Indo-China tribe
Old measurements (abbr.)
One who dreams
Her next picture will be "The Garden of Allah"
DOWN

1
2
43
5

Co-statred with Ronald Colman in "Under Two
'
OneFlags"
of the school teachers in "These
Three"
Printer's measure
Extreme
A popular comedian (initials)
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For whom Bing dared much in "Anything Goes"
AEither
small swift-footed antelope
A suffix denoting in a like manner
Anna Held in "The Great Ziegfeld"
His belatest
To
ablepicture is "Let's Sing Again"
A fragment of cloth
To partake of food
A name shared
several (art)
of the film celebrities
Undraped
humanby figures
First name of a film actress
The fight promoter
Certificate
(abbr.) in "The Milky Way".
To the lee side
With
Dick Powell inin"Brides
"HeartsAreDivided"
The ne'er-do-well
Like That"
Now
in "And So They Were Married" (init.)
Regarding
The motherly
in "Timothy's
Shortened
form spinster
of masculine
first nameQuest"
A New England state (abbr.)
The daring
ace of dancers
young man in "Love on a Bet"
His newest picture is "One Rainy Afternoon"
She returned
st in degtoree the screen in "The Unguarded
igheeagle
HSea
Dj
One of the film producing companies (abbr.)
At sea
She's
in "The
Murder Mystery"
Morning
(abbr. Preview
)
Measure of area (abbr.)
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savagely red
warmly moist
tenderly soft
Whenl ips are a Savage red,
the spirit of jungle adventure prevails . . . and hearts
too easily are caused to skip
a beat! For, the five Savage
reds were purposely created
to be exciting. And they are!
But, it's folly for lips to
tempt unless their caress
proves warm, moist and
tender. So . . . Savage Lipstick also softens lips . . .
makes them softer even than
Nature does; assurance that
Savage lips will always fulfill the promise their Savage
color makes.
And Savage is really indeliblc, too. It cl ings savagely ... as long as lips are
wished to lure. ..and longer.
None other is like oavage :
Select Irom these five shades:
TANCERINE • FLAME • NATURAL
BLUSH • JUNGLE
AT ALL
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~eigh ho and cheerio!
We'll get off when

the tide gets low.

What do we care— we're high and dry
And Chesterfields — They Satisfy.

Chesterfield's /tfMnesd

and ^e^t^s&
give smokers a lot of pleasure

© 1936, Liggett id Myhrs Tobacco Co.
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Listerine

keeps

Tooth

teeth looking
[Below] Carroll Brady

Paste

their

Janice
Jarratt

loveliest

Hear what Miss Janice Jarratt, often termed the most
photographed girl in the world, says:
"Listerine Tooth Paste? It's simply delightful . . .
gives my teeth wonderful brilliance and sheen."
Hear, also, the opinion of Miss Carroll Brady, lovely
newcomer to famous New York studios:
"The camera is merciless ... so a model can't take
chances with the looks of her teeth. I have found that
Listerine Tooth Paste is best for keeping them really
white
gleaming."
Like and
scores
of other New York models, whose bread
and butter depend on their good looks, these two
lovely girls have found by actual experience that this
dentifrice is best and safest for preserving and enhancing the beauty of their teeth.
If you have not tried Listerine Tooth Paste, do so
now. It contains two special polishing and cleansing
ingredients, notable for their safe and gentle action.
And right now there is a special inducement to try this
exceptional dentifrice. (See panel below.)
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.
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Rubber lined

VACATION KIT
Glider lock
Choice of colors

and . . . 25^ LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE
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AT YOUR DRUGGIST'S WHILE THEY LAST
This offer good in U. S. A. only

"Do

IF

YOU
says

this

WANT
Gertru

de

BEAU

TY"
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l

'✓^olor harmony powder, rouge, and lipstick created by
Max Factor solves the problem of knowing which shades
of make-up will give you the most beauty," Gertrude Michael
tells Florence Vondelle, beauty editor, in a recent interview.
Read how you, too, can have new loveliness with this Hollywood make-up secret.
A Famous Star's Powder Secret
Florence Vondelle: "With so many shades of powder available,
how can I know which one will give me the most beauty?"
Gertrude Michael: "You can have youthful loveliness by using
powder in the color harmony shade Max Factor has created for your
type. You will find it dramatizes your skin, enlivens it with the colors
needed to give it youthful beauty. Undoubtedly, you've noticed how
young and satin-smooth the skin of the stars appears on the screen —
the secret is Max Factor's wonderful powder!"
Rouge used by Screen Stars
Florence VoNDELLE:"ShouId I select
rouge the same way as the powder ? "
Gertrude MiCHAEL:"Byallmeans! Rouge
in the color harmony shade for your type
will give you youthful radiance instantly,
whereas an off-shade would make you look
less attractive than you are. Max Factor has
created his amazing color harmony shades
in a creamy-smooth rouge thatblends easily,
evenly,lasts for hours."

FEATURED IN PARAMOUNT S
'THE RETURN OF
SOPHIE

LANG'

Gertrude Michael's Neiv Lip Make-Up
Florence Vondelle: "I've been wondering if my lipstick shade is the right
one for me — what do you think?"
Gertrude Michael: "Try lipstick in your color harmony shade— you will be
amazed at the difference it makes ! The alluring color will dramatize your individual charm,andafteryouapplyitinthemorningyoucanforgetaboutitforthe
rest of the day because Max Factor's lipstick is Super-Indelible and really lasts."
'AGE
uiNCE this interview, Florence Vondelle has recommended Max Factor's
color harmony make-up to thousands of housewives and business women.
"// is amazing, "she says,"how much younger, and more charming the average
woman can look when her make-up is harmonized to her type. "Max Factor's
Powder, one dollar ; Rouge, fifty cents ; Lipstick, one dollar.
l.lHAIR
v iNDI
Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK COMPLEXIONS
IN YOUR £»,,«
COLOR
BYES n HARMONY
«» .MAX
MAX rACIUH.
FACTOR. Max harlors
Kn.mr'.i Makc-U[
Make-Up
Studio,
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d
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Don Ameclie
A Letter from Liza
EAR
BOSS:
D
I suppose that you and your ilk,
England's
New no
rock-bound
coast, and from
Puritans,
doubt,
rugged individualists
are among those who believe that Ramona,
the lovely Indian maiden of a century or
so ago, fornia
is only
legend,
a bit ofyou
earlynotCali-to
folklore,a but
I advise
open your mouth about Ramona in the San
Jacinto Mountains. One scoff out of you
and the good people there will show you
Ramona's birthplace, Ramona's wedding
chapel, Ramona's wishing well— and throw
you in it. Ramona's no legend to Southern
California. And she's no legend to Twentieth Century-Fox, which studio is busy
right now making Ramona live and
breathe in technicolor.
The picture is being filmed one hundred
and fifty miles away from Hollywood, on
an old cattle rancho of thousands of acres
of rolling grassy meadows, high in the
mountains between Hemet and San Diego
—the 3authentic
Ramona country— and if
°
you32 know of anything more beautiful than
green meadows with misty blue mountains
in the background and age old gnarled oaks
and cottonwood trees swaying in the wind
don't tell me for I simply couldn't bear it.
For
my Inext
I'm planning
it how,
shallbreakdown,
go to the and
Ramona
country
and luxuriously loll in romance.
Naturally, when Loretta Young was
chosen to play Ramona, a lot of people said
(and a lot of people bore me, don't they
ha. Isn't that just like
"Ha,to ha,
you?),
Hollywood
cast blonde, blue-eyed Loretta
as an Indian! The usual Hollywood miscasting. Ha, ha,
ha."charming
When they
see will
the
picture those
dear,
people
have to eat their words. Loretta in a wig
c'il
is a and
hair wig
black Indian
straightentirely.
of long person
ferent
The black
the technicolor makeup accentuate her naturally high cheek bones, and even give a
mysterious and emotional quality to her
which seem much darker. Loretta is
eyes,
Ramona.
The graceful, proud Alcssandro is played
by Don Ameche, who made such a sensational-suc es inhis first picture, "The Sins
of Man," and I'm here to tell you that Don
in his buckskins and Indian wig is ic;illv
something to get upset emotionally over,
Kent Taylor
plays thetheloveautocratic
sick Felipe,
and
Pauline
Frederick
Senora
Moreno. Romance rides again!

"•REDUCED9 INCHES- J
• * 'REDUCE . . .
YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
3 INCHES IN 10 DAYS
... or no cost .'
QUICKLY CORRECT THESE FIGURE FAULTS *YoltreTelung
These Are All Prize Wt
innin<
The authors of the Fifty Best Letters
received this month will win beautiful,
originalThe
photographs,
framed
der glass.
photographs
will un-be
inscribed to the winners and signed
by the stars. Use the coupon.

that ul'Small
positivewonderf
1AM
and
is a grand,
Girl' tely
Town absolu
marvelous picture because no picd
ture has as yet affecte me as this one
did. I actually thought
and dreamt
about it for
days inlater.
a dazeI
was
for a whole
week and was
determined
to act exactly
like sweet
little Janet
Gaynor, who,
by the way,
is my favorite
Lillian
writes
now,"of
actress
F. Kraker
Powell's photo,
Q u i n c y St., won Dick
by Marjorie Schwartz.
n,
N.
Brookly
Y . ' ' I also
searched high and low for a gorgeous, fascinating boy friend like Bob Taylor."
The huntress!

Perfolastic

Not

Only

Confines . . it REMOVES
ThousandsUgly
of women Bulges!
today owe their youthful
slim figures to the sure, safe way of reduction
— Perfolastic. "Reduced my hips 9 inches", states
Miss Healy;" Massages like magic", says Miss
Carroll;
43 to 34Vi
writes
Miss
Brian."Reduced
Test the from
Perfolastic
Girdleinches",
and Brassiere
at our expense and prove it will do as much for you!
APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER AT ONCE
■ You do not risk one penny . . . simply try the
gir dl etheforresults
1 0 days...without
You will bewearers
thrilled!
with
as arecost.
all Perfolastic
You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are so
comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments you are
actually reducing . . . and at just the spots where
surplus fat accumulates.
NO DIET, DRUGS OR EXERCISES!
■ You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. You will not
only .educe, but will have more pep and energy. It
-it done simply by the massage-like action of this
wonderful "live" material.
Tiny Pc'fr'ra,ionsWIWpf^PK^&lfftScnd for FREE
allow the skin t "■■fl^fcYaPfVlfl^ a ple °f the
breathe and tbe^^fffX&WFfflJ^^fabric and ilhissoft, silky iiinerWmmm*fHrffiam^mtra/ed booklet.
surface makes '''^BPWTTTfj^^WK'''''' about the
Perfolastic
cor/lmmU^mmmmiiU
experand
comfortable.
IHimmiUmUiMiiitmieiices of others.
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
PERFOLASTIC,
Inc.
Dept. 738, 4i EAST 42nd ST.. New York, N.Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !
Name
Address
City
StateUse Coupon or Send Name and Address on Post Card
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"MY OPPORTUNITY of seeing Nelson
Eddy in those two great performances,
in 'Naughty Marietta' and 'Rose Marie,' and
especially in person, revealed to me his manliness and glamour,"
Nedwicke
of Emerald
Ave., N. E.,writes
Grand Kaye
Rapids,
Mich.
"He is a superb, wonderful and grand singer
andLet's
actor."
vote for him for president.
"STAND BY and let a young man with a
wonderful personality
and great acting ability
pass you," ofwrites
Jeanne
Emmons
Elliott
PL,
East
Orange, N.Of J.course,
"Fred
MacMurray?
who else? His wonderful
performance in '13
Hours thingbyno one
Air' else
was somecould
He's engaged.
"HOLLYWOOD certainly has found a real
star in the handsome
Robert Taylor,"
writesof
Elizabeth
Hadfield
Summerdo." St., Holbrook,

Me?"
etters.

Mass. "His charming personality steals the
show, and he actually lives the parts he plays
and makes his audience feel as though they
were
in the
with him."
You'll
spoilpicture
him. Liz!
"This IS my very first fan letter— and Jean
Arthur is the inspiration! She won me completely with her sincere, sparkling portrayal
of
the
newspaper
womanthe independable
'Mr. Deeds Gary
Goes
to Town.' She and
Cooper form a brilliant duo. Solovely,
here's talto a
ented tress,"acwrites
Ray HeideKan.of
Buhler,
Didn't you
EL
SO
N
like"N
lovelyher
maternal

fense ofGary?
quality in deEDDY . . .
the answer to

James Stewart's photo,
won by Marie Harris.

evertes
y ma
wri
Elid
le-n
Weaveren's pray
of er!"
N.
Bo
Pann
saie
denaSt.,.

has everything a girl could desireli.f.. . "H
good
e
looks, intelligence, personality, Caand,
finally,
the most glorious baritone voice I have ever
The man who has everything.
"I HAVE just seen 'The someTrail
Pine.' Itof isthetheLonefirst
picture
that
I have seen
heard."
which is all in color. I
like color in pictures.
This picture
introduced me toalso
a plaver
called Henry Fonda. I
don't think I have ever
seen a performance given
with such ease and skill.
His love for his aunt was
the most beautiful part
of the story. Fonda makes
it more appealing than
writes
Sakalos
it was Constance
in the book.''
of W. Harrison St., Chi-

Ruby Keeler's photo,
won by Ethel Harding.

Lovecago. 111.of color is Fonda-

This coupon must accompany your letter. Not good after Aug. 6, 1936
Editor,
"YOU'RE
ME?"W. 45th St., New York,
SILVER TELLING
SCREEN, 45
N. Y.
In the event that my letter is selected for a prize, I should be pleased
to have a framed and inscribed photograph of

The fifty
ners of winthe
signed,
framed
p ho t o ginr aJune
phs
offered
have been
notified by mail.

My name is
Address

City

State
Silver

Screen

mental!
"TO SAY that I live, dream and talk
about Ralph Bellamy would not describe
my admiration for that remarkable actor
of the screen" writes Frances Boyko of Oak
don't know what
Conn.
New Britain,
St.,
it takes
to be one
of "I
the lucky few who
for all my attempts seem fuwin pictures
tile. But I keep on hoping that some day
Lady Luck will favor me with an autoidol."
We likegraphed
him photograph
best asofa my
menace.
"HOORAY FOR Bob Taylor! He certainly deserves the highest honors after his
work in 'Small Town Girl' and I'm eagerly
to seeing him in 'Private
looking forward
Number,'
" writes Rosemary Chatain of
Michigan Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. "In 'Small
Town
Gaynor
lovely
but BobGirl,'
stoleJanet
the show
with washis very
fine acting
and good looks, for he surely is attractive."
See page 2-f.

ONE WEEK OF THIS EXPENSIVE VACATION
GONE-ANO NO DATES. IT'S HELEN AND^
GWEN WHO ARE
GETTING THE
BIG RUSH!

"PLEASE LET us have more pictures
like 'Rose Marie,' as it is the best picture I
have ever seen. Such gorgeous scenery and
such a wonderful cast! Nelson Eddy is
his mag'Mountie,'
as a his
simply perfect
nificent voice and
magneticwithpersonality.
Certainly he is far superior to any screen
star we have, and he has everything— charlooks and PL,a voice!"
Son of acter,
Summit
Utica, N.writes
Y. Violet G.
Opinions differ.
"I THINK Nelson Eddy is a grand person. He has a beautiful voice, a charming
personality, and, besides all that, is very
handsome. My only complaint is that he does
not
play ofin enough
writesCity,
Kathryn
French
Linwoodpictures,"
St., Kansas
Mo.
"Because he has given me (and many other
enjoyable hours, I wish him
people) so many
continued
success and all the luck in the
world."
Your good wishes will be sent on and delivered when his photo is secured.

NEW

NAMES
For The

NEW

PICTURES

"Night Wire" (Lew Ayres) has been
changed to
"Shakedown"
"San Francisco Nights" (Ralph Bellamy)
has been changed to
"The Final Hour"
"Mercy Killer" (Gloria Stuart) has
been changed to
"The Crime of Dr. Forbes"

FEMININE ADORABLE YOU! -when you use MAVIS'
all-over fragrance before you dress!
Men sense it, adore it— Mavis' flowergarden freshness lingering about you!
. . . Adopt this secret of French women's charm. A caressing cloud of delicately scented Mavis Talcum all over
— after you bathe, before you dress.
. . . Mavis does more than surround
you with an aura of allure. It absorbs
body moisture, lowers skin temperature, helps you keep cool. And Mavis

"Public Nuisance No. 1" (Jane Withers) has been changed to "Pepper"
"Dimples" (Shirley Temple) has been
changed to "The Bowery Princess"
"Trouble Makers" (Glenda Farrell) has
been changed to
"High Tension"
"To You My Life" (Doug. Fairbanks,
Jr.) has been changed to
"Accused"

MAVIS

IN THE

RED

CONTAINER
for August

1936

actually protects the youthful softness
of your skin. So soothing! . . . Add
fresh new loveliness to your charm —
with Mavis. Its all-over fragrance lasts
and lasts! Try Mavis today!
Mavis Talcum in 25(4, 50j£ and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
10(5 size at 5-and-10(5 stores. White or flesh.
We invite you to try Mavis — use coupon.
V. VIVAUDOU, INC.
6S0 Fifth Avenue, New York Oily.
I enclose 10c. Please send by return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum
(white . . . flesh . . .)— so I can try its
fragrant loveliness.
Name.
Addrcs
City—

Slate-
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REVIEWS
IN
Tips On Tn
New Pictures
Brief

Jane
puttingWithers
the pep
into "Pepper,"
her next picture.

BALLOTShandled
— Fine.it Arates
gangster
filmBULLETS
that is soAND
realistically
aces
high. Ed. G. Robinson is excellent as the detective
who plays along with the gangsters in order to trap
them. Humphrey Bogart and Barton MacLane also
contribute powerful performances and Joan Blondell
is seen for a few brief, romantic moments.
CASE OF THE VELVET CLAWS, THE—
Fair. Perhaps
caught
one ofwith
the Warren
former
"Perry
Mason" you've
detective
comedies,
William cast in the role of the romantic lawyerdetective.
If not,
here's another
series.
(Claire
Dodd-Paula
Stone.) in this sprightly
CHAMPAGNE CHARLIE — Fair. A murder
mystery with Paul Cavanagh in the title role, that
of a bluff gambler who gets into a tight spot and
is forced to submit to the threats of a couple of
top notch racketeers. (Noel Madison- Helen Wood.)
COUNTERFEIT— Good. A well directed and
stirring melodrama of the counterfeiting racket,
with Chester Morris as the secret government agent
who draws the net around the crooks. Margot Graham, Marian Marsh, Lloyd Nolan and Claude Gillingwater comprise the very capable cast.
DANCING PIRATE — Colorful. An entertaining story of a dancing master who is shanghaied
by pirates — way back in 1840 — but who escapes to
a little Spanish town in California where he becomesvellousthe delight
the ladiesDone
because
of his marskill when ofwaltzing.
in technicolor,
this
film
is
a
delight
to
the
eyes.
(Charles
CollinsSteffi Duna.)

MADELEINE CARROLL
PETER LORRE
JOHN G1ELGUD
RODERT YOUNG
From the play by Campbell Dixon
Based on the novel, "Ashenden" ,
by W. Somerset Maugham
DIRECTED BY ALFRED HITCHCOCK
Coming Soon to
Your Favorite Theatre
PRODUCTION

EDUCATING FATHER— Good. A worthy
successor to the small-town tale of every-day family life called "EverytalesSaturday
Night." middle-class
If you like
folksy,
about simple,
people, wholesome
this is your entertainment.
(Jed Prouty,
Shirley Deane, Spring Byington, etc.)
EX-MRS. BRADFORD, THE— Excellent. An
intriguing mystery yarn, with the delightful element of comedy injected with very favorable results by those talented players — Bill Powell and
Jean Arthur. In our estimation it runs a close second to the much-tooted "Thin Man."
FORGOTTEN FACES— Good. A tense drama
not intended for lovers of frothy entertainment.
Herbert Marshall plays a gambler sent to jail for
murder, who, when paroled, again faces tragedy
when Gertrude Michael, the cause of all his trouble,
seeks to blackmail his daughter.
GIRL OF THE OZARKS— Good. A folk story
of the Missouri Mountains that should appeal to
all those who like wholesome stories depicting
rugged
our American
Jane
Weidler phases
almost ofcarries
the tale onscene.
her Little
own small,
son.)
capable shoulders. (Henrietta Crosman-Leif EricIT'S LOVE AGAIN — Entertaining. Tn England Jessie Matthews is the counterpart of our own
Ginger Rogers, and in this British musical she is
sure to charm you with her gay singing and dancing numbers. In the cast are Sonnie Hale, the popular comedian, and Hollywood's Robert Young.

KING Grace
STEPSMoore
OUT, film
THEis— blessed
Entertaining.
This
newest
with Fritz
Kreisler's
haunting
music
and
has
for
background
the
Bing.royal palace of Austria during its most romantic
period — the middle 19th century. The gossamer
plot is most amusing, and Grace is nobly supported
by Franchot Tone, Walter Connolly and Herman
LAST OUTLAW, THE— Fine. A top notch
"horse opera" that will appeal to all but the most
sophisticated audiences. The excellent cast includes
such skilful performers as Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson, Henry B. Walthall, Tom Tyler and Margaret
Callaghan.
LET'S SING AGAIN— Fair. Little Bobby
Breen, whom you have perhaps heard on the Eddie
Cantor radio program, has the lead in this heartwringer about an opera singer whose wife deserts
him because of poverty. Years later he recognizes
their son in an orphanage through the medium of
an old refrain. (Henry Armetta- George Huston.)
LITTLE MISS NOBODY— Good. A genuinely
moving story of a little orphan girl who finds unspeakable happiness in the end when she learns
that she is the long-lost child of . . . well, see it
for yourself. The plot could have been maudlin, but
thanks to Jane Withers and an excellent cast, it is
anything
that. (Ralph Morgan-Jane Darwel!,
Sara Haden,but etc.)
LOVE
Amusing.
comedy has theBEGINS
familiar AT
but 20—
always
good forThisa laugh
"worm
turns"
angle.
Hugh
Herbert
does
a
nice
job
with the part of the henpecked husband who has
one glorious day of excitement thrust upon him.
(Patricia Ellis- Warren Hull.)
LOVE IN EXILE— Fair. Clive Brook plays
the exiled king of one of those romantic European
countries, with attractive Helen Vinson as the
glamorous lady who has caused his downfall from
the seats of the mighty. Made in England, this
comedy breezes along in a pleasant enough fashion
and will make good warm-weather entertainment.
NAVY BORN— Good. When three naval lieu
tenants into
attempt
"father"
an orphan
baby thatis
comes
their tohands,
naturally
the situation
to providetoo,a when
lot of amusement.
a lot
ofbound
excitement,
the baby getsThere's
kidnapped.
In the cast William Gargan, Claire Dodd.
ONE RAINY AFTERNOON— Most Amusing.
A French farce — all about a kiss in the dark and
the consequences
such "folly"
— andIdavery
delightful as played byof Francis
Lederer,
Lupino
and Erik Rhodes. This is the first Pickford- Lasky
release, and a worthy one, too.
POPPY—
Fair.hisW.fullC.bagFields
vis given
tunity to display
of tricks
in thisoppornewest comedy about a carnival grifter who decides to
put
a "big
businessKochelle
deal" inHudson,
a small astown,
with through
his pretty
daughter,
the
bait. It has its amusing moments. In the cast are
Richard Cromwell-Catharine
Doucet-Lynne Overman-Maude Eburne.
Silver

Screen

REVOLT OF THE ZOMBIES — Slightly
goofy. A Zombie, in case you would like to know,
seems to be a weird person thrust into a hypnotic
sleep during which he becomes the unconscious
victim of Satan, or at least that's what happens in
this
film. Stone
Of course,
love story,
too — leads.
with
Dorothy
and there's
Robert aNoland
playing
SHOW BOAT — Splendid. One of the finest musical films to be produced this or any other year.
Taken from Edna Ferber's book and play of the
same name it has plenty of what it takes — fine
dramatic
plot, beautiful
well cast
sungincluding
— colorful backgrounds
and and melodies
a truly fine
Irene
Dunne-Allan
Jones-Charles
Winniger-Helen
Westley.
SINS OF MAN— Excellent. The story of a bellringer in the Tyrol whose life is tragically changed
by his two beloved sons. Jean Hersholt gives a
splendid one,
characterization
in theearns
partapplause
— his firstin
starring
and Don Ameche
his
role
of
the
younger
son.
There's
good
drama
here, and you will like it.
THINGS TO COME — Interesting. H. G.
Wells experiments with the future in a decidedly
novel fashion. If you are curious to ascertain what
might happen to the inhabitants of this unruly
earth of ours during the next hundred years, see
this unusual film. (Raymond Massey.)
TROUBLE FOR TWO — Fair. A costume picture based on Robert Louis Stevenson's famous
story, "Suicide Club." It is destined to please only
a few — however, you may be one of the few, especial y if thoroughly novel story angles appeal to
you, no matter how bizarrely they are worked out.
(Robt. Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Reginald
Owen, Frank Morgan.)
TWO AGAINST THE WORLD— Interesting.
This isferentreally
Star Final"
up in
difclothes, "Five
but it retains
all thedressed
force and
punch
of its predecessor. The plot, if you remember, concerns the menace of yellow jotirnalism and its particularly
devastating effect
on oneBogart,
family Beverly
in particular.
Cast includes
Humphrey
Roberts, Claire Dodd, etc.
YELLOW CARGO— Good. This exciting yarn,
concerning the smuggling of Chinese into this
country, is the first of a series of eight melodramas
to be filmed
Conrad
as a Government uncoverwithman.
In theNagle
cast starred
are Eleanor
Hunt,
Vince Barnett, Jack LaRue.
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out

of

should

girls

make

'Armhole
Tonight, when

10

Odor

this

Tes

you

take off your dress,
smell the fabric at
the armhole — that is
the way you smell
to others!

cannot proTHE most
charmingus ascareyou are, from
tect you, scrupulo
the daily unpleasantness of perspiration
odor if you deodorize only. You can
test it quite easily for yourself tonight.
When you take off your dress, simply
smell the fabric under the arm.
If you have been deodorizing only, the
chances are 9 out of 10 that you'll discover
a musty, stale "armhole odor" in your
dress. That odor is what other people notice when you are near them !
It is easy to explain. Unless you keep
your underarm dry, as well as sweet, it is
inevitable that some perspiration will collect and dry on the armhole of your dress.
This need happen only once, yet every
time you put that dress on, the warmth of
your body will bring out the odor of stale
perspiration. Fastidiously fresh though you
are, that unpleasant "armhole odor" gives
the impression of unforgivable carelessness!
Protect yourself this SURE way
Women who seriously value their charm
willingly spend the few extra moments re-

quired to use Liquid Odorono, because it is
sure. With Odorono, your underarm is not
only odorless, but absolutely dry. Your
dresses will never collect those little drops
of moisture which can undo all the other
measures you take for flawless loveliness.
Doctors say Odorono is entirely safe.
With Odorono, the usual underarm perspiration ismerely diverted, and comes out
on less confined areas of the body, where it
can evaporate freely.
Saves your expensive gowns
Odorono ends forever those shocking perspiration stains which can fade and ruin a
lovely frock or coat lining, in just one wearing. And of course, there is no grease to
make your clothes messy.
You can get Odorono in two strengths —
Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. At all
toilet-goods counters.
Let Odorono keep your underarm dry,
your clothes as sweet and fresh as you are —
and you will be truly exquisite. Send today
for samples of two Odoronos and leaflet on
complete underarm dryness offered below.

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 8 S 6, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 8d for samples of Instant and Regular
Odorono and leaflet on complete underarm dryness.
Doris Nolen, whose stage
reputation attracted Universal scouts, is now in Hollywood to begin her picture
career.
f or August

1936

Name
Address.
City

State-
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^*/9EE WHAT YOUR TIP
.VV/YEAST
^ /ABOUT DIDFLEISCHMANN'S
FOR ME
THERE'S NOT ONE
f*JMPLE LEFT/

GOOD WORK
J -SOTH1S
GOING TO BE
VACATION'S
WORTH
WHILE
AFTEQ

SALLY-*HI,THERE-,
HURRV UP.'
WE 'BE
FOE YOU Jt
WAITlMG

ALL.'

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1536, Standard Brands Incorporated
10

Don't let adolescent pimples keep
YOU from making friends

GOOD TIMES can be sadly hampered by a
pimply skin. Yet many young people have
to fight this trouble after the start of adolescence
—from about 13 to 25, or even longer.
During this period, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. The entire system
is disturbed. The skin, in particular, gets extremely
sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this
sensitive skin and unsightly pimples break out.
But these adolescent pimples can be corrected.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast clears the skin irritants
out of the blood. Then, the pimples go!
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily —
one cake about }4 hour before each meal. Eat it
plain, or dissolved in a little water until your skin
clears. Start today!
Silver

Screen

LVER

TOPICS
FOR
OOSSIPS

sizes of tin fifes, a "sweet potato," comb
and paper, a zobo, jew's-harp, drums and
organ, saxosizes,centa mouth
pans ofphoneassorted
from the ten
store, a xylophone,
and musical water glasses. When Jimmy
isn't wielding the baton he plays the cornet.
Fortunately, there are no close neighbors.

Clark Gable is a
friend of every
she can do with tape
with things
good alldogfriends
and weof WHAT
and gauze
Claudette Colbert should
are
y
certainl
have
been
a
One evening
his, because he is recently she even putdoctor.
her husband, Dr.
that sort of person.
Pressman, to shame. After dinner on Sunday nights Claudette always shows a picture
in her playhouse,- for her projectdion machine is one of her most cherishe possessions. Just as fate would have it, of course,
ant"
"importdown.
she had broke
that
the onetheevening
on machine
guests
e's projecti
Claudett
husband and brother and the
man employed to run the machine and
several of the male guests all tried to remedy the thing, but it just wouldn't go and
it began
to look
as if te
there'd
be no ofpicture
. Claudet
that
evening
got hold
some
adhesive
tape
and
a
pair
of
scissors
and
no time flat had her machine all taped upin
and running merrily along.
MAYBE it isn't sophisticated to like
but Shirley
we justTemple
can't help
the
better kiddies,
we know
the it,more
we like her. And if we ever hear of you
calling
it'll beknow
just
too badherforspoiled
you. or
As conceited
you probably
Shirley has a color book, with a huge picture of herself on the cover, named after
her. The other afternoon she was on her
way to a friend's house where she had a
date to color pictures— Shirley is just crazy
about coloring with crayons. Her mother
heard her stirring around in the pantry
busily looking for a newspaper. "What do
you want a paper for, Shirley?" her mother
inquired. "I want to wrap it around this
picture of me," Shirley said, "I don't want
people on the streets to think I'm conceited."
IT COULD only happen in Hollywood.
Margaret Sullavan and Henry Fonda
were partners on a treasure hunt, one
evening not long ago, and the hunt led
them to the Lakeside Country Club where
they were given a victrola record which had
the next clue recorded on it. They had to
locate a victrola right away to play the
record and, checking over the people she
knew in Toluca Lake, Margaret suggested
that they drop in on a director friend of
hers. They rang his bell, and who should
open the door but William Wyler, who
very kindly showed them the victrola.
Maggie with the greatest unconcern played
the record
looked
on. while her two "ex" husbands

debut
in "Girl's
Dormitory,"
Chatterton
and Herbert
Marshall,with
will Ruth
soon
be the most talked about actress in Hollywood, what with her slightly insane exploits—which are always good for publicity.
We have just heard that Mile. Simone objected to several vacant fields along Sunset
Boulevard, so what does she do but send to
France for poppy seeds, seeds of the famous
red poppies from Flanders Fields. Imagine
the surprise of the natives the other morning when they saw Simone, surrounded by
sacks of seeds, sowing away along traffic
jammed Sunset Boulevard.
#— ■
HANDKERCHIEFS are getting bigger
and bigger in Hollywood. Jean Harlow was seen at a party the other day
carrying a printed linen handkerchief
measuring a yard square. The background
was white and carried a light blue design.
Up until now ZaSu Pitts has always had
the distinction of carrying the biggest handkerchiefs in Hollywood. She never uses
them for colds but they are nice to have
around when she feels like twisting something with her famous fluttering hands.

WHILE Gene Raymond was on location
feanette MacDonald did a bit of night
clubbing with Nelson Eddy.
—'■%» — »
QIMONE
STMON,
that make
bit ofherFrench
temJ perament who will
American

■JAMES STEWART claims that he has the
J world's oddest band. And if you drop in
on him some evening for a quiet little chat
you'll
find outside
yourselfof athepart
the
loudest soon
orchestra
nut ofhouse.
Jimmy's musical instruments include all
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lEAN HARLOW all -of -a -sudden -like
J moved out of her big white palatial
mansion which overlooks Bel-Air (and
which she owns) and has taken a small
Spanish house as much unlike her other as
day is from night. And Hollywood is wondering and wondering. Is it an economic
streak? Is she going to marry Bill Powell
soon? Or what?

cocktail
are saying
l notheir
Herbert
Marshalover
longer
caress
ANDthatthey
about
Swanson and that Gloria is
broken Gloria
up.
■ — <t>— ■
thatd Ginger Rogers has officially
NOWseparate
has be-t
Lew Ayres
est,shesinginges
the swinging
come one of from
girls in town. Like Barbara Stanwyck and
Margaret Sullavan, just as soon as she
separated from her spouse she decided to
do a bit of stepping at the Trocadero.
Separationstars.seems to do that to the HollyThe minute they become free
wood
of the ball-and-chain— those who were the
worst recluses start dancing like mad.
Ginger's escort these nights is young Jimmy
Stewart, and what a rush he has been giving her. Jimmy is the type who hates to
dress up, but it seems that for Ginger he
. He's than
wornhehishastuxedo
will
since
last month
more dothisanything
day.
coming to Hollywood. Ginger gave him a
night of his birthturkey dinner party
— the

if she
when asked
Francis
, sKaymarryi
WELL
ng , Delmar
intend
Daves, instead of closing up like a clam as is her
besaid, "1 honestly don't
wont, actuallycareers.
a family. I don't
Two you canAnd
know."lieve so.Now
take it or leave it,
just as you like. . — ,,<§>.— .
TO KEEP her hair out of her eyes during
her rehearsals for "Never Gonna Dance"
Ginger Rogers tied it up with a couple of
bright ribbons— and thereby started a new
fad with the girls at the studio, ami now
all the girls in Hollywood
._.<§>._. are taking it up.
beenNowvisiting
has care.
BRENT
C.7 EORGE
that
if you
Garbo again,
Greta has been giving interviews to the
Press no one seems to be interested in her.
11

Bread

Upon

It Is Easy To Believe TKat Some Of TKe Oood
Breaks TKat C ome To Hollywood
Due To TKeir Kind And

O'encrous Hearts

By Eel Sulliv

Hollywood Chapel, and the only
^mourner there was himself. "I
thought you ought to know the
young
story," wrote
the
one ofCook,
it isElisha
I think
"because
witnessed
I've dever
grandest
writers know.
Hollywoo
of thethings
None
about it because Joel isn't that kind
I probably
it, but and
stars takere-a
picture shouldn't
moving
of a vealguy,
lot of abuse and it's about time that
somebody pointed out the nice things
Young Elisha Cook is right. The people
of they
Hollywood
do." have a natural reluctance to
broadcasting their charities, but in such an
instance as this, it should be called to
Joel McCrea has a real
everybody's attention that there is a lot of
bread cast upon the waters on the west
understanding of the
coast.
meaning of friendship.
Marion Davies, for instance, has been
subjected to a lot of malicious attacks. But
were it generally known that the Davies
girl is one of the most charitable persons
in the country, these attacks would die
NOT long ago, I received a very inter- a borning. Nobody in the industry does so
Cook,"
Elisha
young was
esting letterstager
from who
to many nice things as Marion Davies. It has
called
Broadway
the cinema lots to make-believe for the been pointed out that she owns a lot of
ners,
young homes on the Coast— but it hasn't been
sound tracts. Like most easter
Cook went to Hollywood prepared to find indicated
that most of these homes are oca curious colony of egomaniacs, self-abcupied by down-and-outers of the screen
lves.
e
heedless
of anyon but themse
sorbed,
industry, who Jive in them rent-free and
To his pleased amazement, his first ex- tax-free. She has these former stars as
perience with Joel McCrea was a revela- "guests." At Christmas time, she resorts to
an unusually gracious way of supplying the
was Arnold
veterantion.ofMcCrea's
the stand-in
silent flickers,
one ofGray,
the other necessities of life for the ensuing year
regiment of those stars of long ago who for these tenants. She invites all of them to
eke out a living at the menial tasks of the her house, and the presents stacked around
industry. Gray, it seems, had married a the giant tree are orders for clothes and
Spanish girl and she had developed lung shirts for the men, and orders for dresses
hats for the women. There is only one
trouble. The story came to McCrea's atten- and
tion, and he pulled Gray aside. "That's dictum which must be obeyed. No presents
to be opened until the recipient returns
right,"
Gray I told
"theArizona
doctorsinsaya are
to his or her home. In that way, nobody
that unless
get him,
her to
knows what the others receive. There is no
hurry
McCrea " went into action quickly. The embarrassment.
next day, a car and a trailer loaded with
Joan Crawford never mentions her charities. But the hospital staffs in Los Angeles
provisions was
Gray's tinyit are familiar
with them. They are free to
apartment.
The delivered
fellow whoat delivered
also delivered a note: "I think it would be call on her at any time for money to defray
a swell idea for you and the Missus to take the hospital bills of the Coast down-anda motor trip to Arizona or some place like outers. Not long ago, an extra was bedded
that. It's high time the both of you had a in Cedars of Lebanon hospital. The doctors
vacation." It was addressed to Gray and decided that a specialist from Johns Hopkins, in Baltimore, should be consulted.
signed by McCrea.
You can imagine the sensations of Gray They called Joan Crawford. The next day,
the eminent medical man from Baltimore
and fall
histhat wife
the windhad when
tumbledtheyoutrealized
of the skies.
You
arrived
airplane,
expense.
can picture their elation as they stowed
IrvingbyBerlin,
one atofJoan's
the newcomers
to
their things aboard and swung southeast on Hollvwood, already has made himself an
the first leg of the trip to Tucson, Arizona. inconspicuous factor in the charitable work
A passing motorist completed the story. On of the film colony. Berlin, for years on
their first night out, while they parked for Broadway, has been accessible to those in
sleep, Gray died at the wheel of a heart- distress. And he has gone about it so
attack, and when his wife learned of it, the quietly that none of his charities have
shock
her from
too. InJoel
Gray's
pocketandtheyso reached the Broadway columns. Just before
found killed
the note
McCrea
the veteran producer, Charles Dillingham,
died, Berlin went to see Nate Blumberg,
they got in touch with him.
It was McCrea who completed their RKO vice-president in charge of theatres.
travels. He buried both of them from "Would
vou be interested in a tabloid
12

Stars Are

an

George Burns and Gracie
Allen have made millions
laugh, and perhaps one
reason why they can touch
your emotions is because
they have adopted some
helpless little ones.
musical comedy for vaudeville?" asked Berlin. "If
you wrote the songs," Blumjokingly.
what bergI said,
meant,"
said "That's
Berlin
quietly. "You see, Charlie
Dillingham is — well, he's
down
on his
luck. from
He won't
take any
money
me,
of course, but what I
wanted to do was to put
out
show and
then every
he'd
get aa certain
income
week.
That
be
charity,
and itwouldn't
would
give
him
something
to occupy
himself with. I'll write the
songs, and pay for the
costumes and everything."
Blumberg was so stunned
at the generosity of the
offer that he could hardly
frame the affirmative answer. They were going
ahead with the idea when
Dillingham died.
Silver

Screen

The

Waters

When the "Sky Chief" crashed just a
year ago this past May, one of the Paramount technicians aboard the big plane
suffered leg injuries that resulted in a
serious operation. The unfortunate victim
was in an agony of shock and the doctors
were fearful that his hysteria would cost
his life. One of the doctors went to the
'phone, got Herbert Marshall on the
'phone. minutes
"I'll be right
said Marshall.
Thirty
later, over,"
the Paramount
star
walked into the electrician's hospital room.
"You know," said Marshall, cheerily, "I got
a bit shot up during the war. But I feel
better now than I ever did."
The man on the hospital cot and Marshall talked for half an hour. When Marshall
left,
temperature
had comgone
down,theforpatient's
his terror
had vanished
pletely. The doctors say that Herbert Marshall, not themselves, saved that man's life.
Recently, because I remembered Mar-

Marion Davies does not advertise her generous and thoughtful acts but there are many
who have benefited by them.
for August
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There has always
been a tremendous
lure to Joan Crawford's screen character. Maybe there
is a connection between her charm
and the fact that
no friend has ever
appealedvain.
to her in

shall's nice act, I went to Laurence Stallings, Fox Movietone exec and famous
author, and asked him for a similar favor.
Producer Anatole Friedland had the same
operation at Mt. Sinai Hospital in New
York. Stallings, who was wounded at Chateau Thierry, went to the hospital with
me to see Anatole. The doctors on the case
said that there was an immediate improvement in the daily charts after Stallings and
Friedland had chatted at the latter's bedside.
Barbara Stanwyck and Frank Fay had
many interests in common that may patch
up their recent discord, but no more compelling interest than their mutual charities.
She acts as fairy godmother for at least ten
families, supplying food and clothing for
the children, finding jobs for the fathers.
Fay, on each of his vaudeville or picture
or radio dates, digs up at least five veterans
of the stage and uses them in supporting
roles in order to let them earn a living.
The charities of these two form one of the
nicer records of the profession. Winnie
Sheehan, when he was at Fox, took care of
aheart
veritable
armyas ofhispensioners.
is as big
position in|oetheSchenck's
movies.
Carl Laemmle, in addition to supporting
an army of relatives at Universal, was always at the beck and call of charity.
In still another field, the movie celebs
have proved their unselfishness. Records of
the famous Chicago foundling home, The
Cradle, bear testimony to the dozens of film
stars who have adopted children within the
past five years, and I know of no grander
gesture than this, for it gives some poor
youngster the Cinderella advantages of

home and parents. The Harry Joe Browns,
the Jack Bennys, Burns and Allen, the
Wallace Beerys, the Al Jolsons and dozens
of
have way.
expressed their niceness in
thisothers
important
Far from being self-centered, inconsiderate and heedless of the responsibilities of
the money they make, the film colonists are
easily touched by appeals to heart and
purse. Loretta Young tells me that she was
actually amazed at the hundreds of offers
of assistance inspired by an erroneous parawas printedsaidwhile
One of graph
thethat columnists
that she
she was
was sick.
not
only ill, but broke. Directors, film magnates
and stars immediately contacted her with
offers of money. Several sent blank checks
and told her to fill in the check with any
amount that she needed. She returned
them, but she says that they did more to
bring her back to health speedily than any
medicine: "I never realized there was so
much yougoodness
in the world,"
she told me,
and
can understand
her meaning.
These, of course, are the celebrated cases
which attract publicity because of the
prominence of the involved parties. But the
extras of Hollywood will attest to the generosity of the biggies. Mac West, George
Raft, George
Carole
Lombard, O'Brien,
KatharineMickey
Hepburn,Neilan,
Kay
Francis— each of these lias paid for operalions, given money for hospital attention
and acted as godfathers or godmothers of
the forgotten people of Hollywood. They
have done it without any ostentation. It
was W. C. fields who insisted that 13in each
[Continued
73]
of his pictures,
five ofonhispage
pensioners
must

Date

Hollywood
Find Out

PERSONALITY

WKicK

Star Would

Like You

Best.

ovvlins

QUESTIONNAIRE

Fill this out. Then compare your answers with the answers
required by the bachelors, in order to find which star would, be
attracted to a girl of your type.

Test

Yes
No

Mark

Dowl

When watching a good movie, do you put yourself in the
central character's place as i£ you were up on the screen?
(2) Have you ever successfully earned your own living?
(3) Can you name two members of Roosevelt's cabinet; two
winners of last year's M. P. Academy prizes?
(4) Is your hair blonde?
(5)
Can modern
you nameAmerican
two characters
of "Merchant
one
composer
of music? of Venice, and
(6) Should a young couple have children on an income of less
than .15,000 a year?
(7) Have you been criticized for changing your appearance
with tinted hair or cosmetics? (Family doesn't count.)
(8) Do you have trouble adding long columns of figures?
(9) Is it hard to resist bringing' home puppies from a pet shop
window?
(10)
(ii)
(12)
(13)
(i4)
(i5)

Have you been married?
Would you tell your fiance of a past, tragic, love affair?
Are men more attracted by personality than beauty?

Do you dislike "jazzed-up" versions of classical music?
Do acquaintances sometimes say you should be a writer?
Would you mind going on camping trips with the man
you love?
Would you change three features of your face or figure
if
4
-(
J* (17) possible?
Are you genuinely popular at dances?
marriage attractive to you principally because you would
(.1.8) Is
have and could manage your own home?
(19) Would you expect to go on seeing other men after your
engagement or marriage?
(20) Do you play the trombone?
(21) Would you be angry if handed a "loaded" cigarette at a
party— or at any other practical joke?

and cultured to win his intert it takes towharest
you inte
HAVE
win the
of a pop
est. Mere by
beauty
wasn't even
mentioned
this distinguished
ular Hollywood bachelor?
singer,
but
you
must,
naturally,
Find out by filling in the
have a developed appreciation
e
e—
no
air
pag
this
onn
on
sti
queating, nowl— and
che
then turn to the end of good music, and be a clever conversaof this article, and see which bachelor you tionalist.
James Stewart, one of the youngest and
ly
t
are mos like to win!
There are no right or wrong answers to most promising of Hollywood's new leading
these questions, for almost any combination men, was the most amusing in his requirements for a feminine companion. The only
of answers will fit one of these handsome
two qualities he really objects to in women,
but surprisingly individual males!
And in addition to learning just which we learned, are (1) an ability to play the
trombone— or almost any musical inbachelor you'd
suitinformation
best, to
there's
unstrument, and (2) an ability to star on
published
be added,
discovered
about the gentlemen themselves.
a girls' baseball team. Almost anything
Each star was personally interviewed, and else is O.K. with young Mr. Stewart.
submitted with good humor to an even You'll have to like dogs, though— all
longer questionnaire than the one 011 this except "small, hairless ones." To these
page— for the purpose of finding out just he objects rather violently.
what type girl each one prefers.
Henry Fonda had an unusual demand. Girls may have been married
Nelson Eddy stressed brains in his rebefore, they may be blondes, brunettes
quirements for a "perfect girl," and warned or
redheads— but tliev must be actresses
that girls must be well-educated, intelligent
14

James Stewart likes a girl who
answers the questions as follows:
3 — Yes, 5 — No, 6 — Yes, 7 — No,
9 — Yes, 13 — No, 14 — Yes, 15 —
Yes, 16 — No, 17 — Yes, 19 — Yes.

Fred MacMurray cannot resist
a girl who answers thus: 1 —
Yes, 3 — Yes, A No, 5 — Yes, 6 —
No, 7 — No, 8 — Yes, 9 — Yes, 12
— No, 13 — Yes, 1-1 Yes, 16 — No.
to win his whole-hearted approval!
Henrv also requests, somewhat wistfully,
that the girls he goes around with "refrain
know
we don't to
throwingor things,"
from whether
not this and
has anything
do
with the fact that Henry was once
married to that lively lady, Margaret
Sullavan!
Barton MacLane, whom you've seen
Warner Brothers,
villains for him
playingthey
where
star material,
took a moreconsider
serious interest
in our
"test" than an\ other bachelor— which
nun mean that Barton is looking for
feminine companionship right now.
Silver

Screen

In addition to
the type of girl indicated in the Barton MacLane answers at the end of
this article, he told
us,' "I prefer
women
rather small
than
large— but I'm not apt to lose my head
over
womenstocking
who (i)
can't keep
of their
straight,
(2) the
are seams
fussy
about riding in an open car because their
hair blows, and (3) who read newsloud!"remarks— very man-ofBartonpapers outalso
the-world, this one— that he wants a
wife who will be willing to retire by
midnight, for "everything that happens after that is apt to be anfi-climatical!"
Paul Cavanagh was one bachelor
who insisted that girls who go around
with him work for their living. "I
don't want a wife who thinks all a man
does is sign checks," said Paul, realistically,
"and I don't believe a woman can really
appreciate the value of money unless she
has earned it."
enough—
that
hisPaul
wifealso
willhopes—
have seriously
been married
before.
(Once is enough!) "Marriage is an education," he remarked, "and I'd much prefer
she learned from another man!"
Oh, yes, we learned things as we carried
our questions from studio to studio, from
one bachelor's house to another's.
George Raft, surprisingly, if you thought
of Georgie as one of our foremost night
club boys, wants a wife of the decidedly
maternal type— who must be "tolerant and
a good sport."
You'llanswers
fill thesecome
requirements
admirably,
if your
out with
the right Yeses and Nos in the George Raft
section at the end.
Dick Foran, now making a name for
himself in western roles but still
a Princeton boy at heart, was
the only bachelor who menlioned the matter of long or
shortfiancee
engagements.
"I'dherexpect
my
to spend all
time
getting things in shape for the
wedding," said Mr. Foran, "for
long engagements are fatal— and
they should last only a couple
of months at the most!"
Dick, incidentally, was also individual in choosing a brunette as
his favorite type of beauty. Most of
the boys don't care what color hair
you have, so long as it's natural.
And although
you don't
have this
to
shine
in the ballroom
to win
handsome six-footer, you must be
prepared to do your part in camp-

ing trips up in the mountains!
Fred MacMurray, who just muttered,
"Oh, for Gosh sakes!" when we asked him
about camping trips, was pretty emphatic
about glamour. You must have it, to charm
that whimsical MacMurray. Brains, poise,
and understanding are also requested by
lad—woman
who doesn't
seem toall know
athis
clever
can simulate
three. that
Randy Scott professed a special disinterest in girls who gossip— in addition to the
qualifications
you'll
the answers
at learn
the endfromof his
the part
article.of
He also mentioned an embarrassment
in the presence of girls who talk
"nothing but clothes," and a positive
hatred of girls who neglect their
mothers. It sounded to this hawk-like
reporter as if Randy, some time in
his career, had come up against the
wrong sort of lady!
Gene Raymond also dislikes "gossip,"
can't expect to be late for
dates andandyou keep
string
this
blond youth on your
With
diness
is out!Gene,
You tarcan
be blonde, brunette, or
redhead, though — and
you must know when to
be quiet and reserved,
lively.
and when to be gay and
Dick Powell stressed
Randolph Scott longs for a girl
who would give these answers:
1 — Yes, 3 — No, 5 — Yes, 6 — Yes,
7 — No, 8 — Yes, 9 — Yes, 12 —
Yes, 13 — Yes,1 8 —14 No.
— No, 15 — No,
be married till September at the earliest,
so you might include him.)
These are just a few of the fascinating
facts we learned about Hollywood bachelors in the course of our interviewing.
Others, necessarily, must be kept confidential. Don't feel too badly if you don't happen to "suit" your favorite male star! The
boys weren't
read the
the questionnaire. (It wasallowed
writtento with
aid of a
noted psychologist.)
For if you come out just one or two
answers
still probably
be able
to charmwrong,
him! you'd
The questions,
in general,
are arranged to reveal just what sort of girl
you really are— and to give you an opportunity to see what bachelor in Hollywood
Otherget Bachelor
Preferences.
you'd
along with
the best! Here's luck!

Nelson Eddy believes a
girl should answer as
follows: 1 — Yes, 5 —
Yes, 7 — No, 8 — No, 9
— Yes, 13 — Yes, 14 —
Yes, 21 — No.

Paul Cavanagh will like you
if your list of answers checks
with this: 1 — No, 2 — Yes, 6
— No, 7— Yes, 8 — No, 10 —
Yes, 11 — No, 12 — Yes, 13 —
Yes, 14 — Yes, 15 — Yes, 17
— Yes, 18 — No, 19 — No.
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Dick Powell's heart
turns to a girl who
agrees with these answers: —1 No, 3 — Yes,
4 Yes, 6 — Yes, 7 — No,
9 — Yes, 14 Yes, 17—
Yes, 21 — No.

that he wants an allaround girl— no "society
type,"
just as but
soona girl
go towho'd
the
movies at night as go to
the Troc, but who could
enjoy the Troc and a
bit of night
sional y, lo . life occa(I hesitated about
putting
sinceJoan
he
is
so tiedhimup inwith
Blondel!, but they can't

Owen Davis, Jr.: 1— Yes, 2— No. 3— No,
5— Yes, 6— Yes, 7— NO, 9— Yes, 10— No, 11 —
Yes, 12— Yes, 13— Yes, 14— Yes, 16— Yes,
17— No, 18— Yes, 19— No, 21— No.
Gene Raymond: 1— Yes, 3— Yes, 5— Yes, 7
—No, 8— No, 12— No, 13— Yes, 14— Yes, 16—
No, 17— Yes, 18— No, 19— No. 21— No.
George Raft: 1— Yes. 5— Yes, 6— Yes. 7—
Yes, 8— Yes, 9— Yes, 13— Yes, 14— Yes, 16— No,
-No.
17-Yes, 18-N0.
Dick Foran: 1— Yes, 3— Yes, 4— No. 5— Yes,
6— Yes, 7— No, 8— Yes, 9— Yes, 13— Yes, 14—
No, 15— No, 18— No, 19— No.
Henry Fonda: 1— Yes, 5— Yes, 7— No, 8—
Yes, 9— Yes, 14— Yes, 17— Yes, 18— No, 21
Barton MacLane: 1— Yes, 5— Yes, 6— Yes, 7
-No.
Yes.
—No, 8— No, 11— No, 14— Yes, 18— Yes, 21 —
Michael Bartlett: 1— No, 4— No, 5— Yes,
6— Yes, 7— No, 9— Yes, 11— No, 12— Yes, 13—
Yes, 14— Yes, 15— Yes, 17— Yes, 18— No, 21
Ray Milland: 1— Yes, 3— No, 5— Yes, 6—
No, 7— Yes, 8— Yes, 9— Yes. 10— No. 11— No,
13— Yes, 14— No, 16— No, 17— Yes, 18— No,
19— No.
15

CLAUDETT
not be denied. As De Lawd's pal, a prim little French doll with long curls
a pretty white dress her mother had
Noah, would say, that kind of a suc- and
made for her, was supposed to stand up
cess "am a complete"
Claudette
first tastedsuccess.
the sweets of before the assembled Sunday School classes,
dramatic triumph, and found them with a lily in her hand, and recite a verse
Easter.
pleasing, on the rostrum of the about
quite
But Claudette took one look at those
first grade of Public School 59, New
York. City, where by popular request, hundreds of strange faces staring at her,
albeit
publicRobin
demand,andshepick
sang,up"Come
here little
some clutched tightly at her lily, completely forbegan
got what
bread"— with a French accent, a lisp, to cry.
In rhymed
keeping with
with "dawn,"
the spiritand
of Easter
and gestures. (Our Claudette lisped we might say that Claudette laid an egg.
until she was seven years old.) She Her grandmother scolded her all the way
doesn't know whether it was the ac- home and it was a long time before Claudette could be persuaded to speak any
cent, the lisp or the gestures that got
more "pieces."
definitely
to become either anSheartist
or a decided
ballet dancer
and never open her mouth in public again.
That was twenty years ago. But Claudette
glamorous, dignified, chic
today, poised, young
woman that she is,
is still as mortally afraid
of "opening her mouth
I;-!,. in was
whenas she
public"
she
was a little
few
French girl

N'T happen one
IT DID
t. And
't
nighry
. No
bossdidn
her she
. mar
indeed, Claudette Colbert, Paramount star,
Academy Award winner,
and Glamour Girl of
Hollywood, played the
career game the hard way
't
Shenaldidnstar
—an
a sensatio
becodme won.
t
nigh
use
she
beca
over
could do a tap dance on the head of a pin, them but the kids went crazy and apor because she held hands with the director
plauded so loudly that the world toppled
after working hours. Claudette had no off the teacher's desk. When she thinks
tricks and no amours and she had rather about it now she can't understand why she
die than stoop to cuteness.
wasn't petrified with fear for she was a
Producers are famous for being push- shy, timid little girl and dreadfully sensitive about that lisp, but she clearly recalls
overs for that girly-girly business of eye
rolling, lash fluttering, lip puckering and loving the applause and singing about little
"poor
but alas, Itcoyness
again— with
not for'ittle
the me"
likestalk,
of Colbert.
made was
her aRobin's
French exploits
accent, over
a lisp,andandover
gestures.
sick at her stomach, and still does. Claudette
At her first personal appearance she was
owes her success on the screen to years of a riot and brought down the house. But
hard work, to determination and persever- her second appearance before her public
ance in the face of poverty and rebuffs, and was in the nature of a flop. It was on
to a decided dramatic talent that would Easter morning and Claudette, looking like
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COLBERT
the Clark Gable of the courts, entered her
box and greeted her with, "Hullo, Toots.
How's
Miss tricks?"
Colbert to say the least, was a bit
taken back. For a time after that a few of
us called her "Toots Colbert" but somehow
or other the gag soon died a natural death.
When I want to tease her occasionally I call
her "Glamour Girl." She doesn't seem to
like that very much. And once her brother,
Charles Wendling, called her "Lead-in-thePants" because she wouldn't run after tennis
balls. That didn't take very well either. For
bestThisresults
just call
"Claudette."
charming
and hergracious
informality
shall enjoy the picture" in the lobby of
of
hers
makes
her
the
pride
and
joy
of
interGrauman's
Chinese
Theatre
will
provide
viewers.
Fan writers
Claudette with her
best breakdown of
know they will
the season.
never be ritzed, forFortunately, oh
gotten, insulted, or
most fortunately,
snubbeddette by
ANNOUNCEMENT
Colbert,Claubut
this mortal terror
whether or not they
of the spoken word
a
is
.does not extend to
OUR Cover Girl each month
get
"story" out
her a depends
uponof
the theatre or the
popular star. We believe that
you want to see paintings of these
their
own
adroitstudio set. It's only
girls in order that you may know
the "impromptu"
the coloring of their hair and eyes
aren't
carefulness. itIf they
is invariaspeech that frightand clothing: in other words, how
ens her. On the lebly
Claudette
who
they actually look in real life.
gitimate stage or a
gets the story. When
the writer leaves
Hollywood studio
To enable you to feel more inshe knows his age,
set she is the most
timately acquainted with these
calm, collected
his religion, his
interesting actresses, I have had
marital status, the
Elizabeth Wilson write a new
young actress you
make of his car, his
may ever hope to
kind of biographical story which
ambitions, and his
see, she very rarely
we call a "Projection." The stars
innermost secrets—
"blows
up"
in
her
will be "projected" into your
lines, is terribly
but the susceptible
mind by
Miss
Wilson's
close
persweet and pleasant
sonal knowledge of the players
young writer about
knows
to everyone, never
nothing
with whom she works, dines and
Claudette except
gets nervous or ratthat she is the most
tled, and has as
parties.
little temperament
Read
"Projections"
each
month
sympathetic
in Silver Screen and you will
as an actress can
star
he has movie
ever
learn the history, mannerisms,
have.
met. In the idiom
likes and dislikes, hopes and
Her sets are never
of Hollywood fan
writers Claudette is
closed to visitors,
plans of the girls who are outstanding and extraordinary in
whether they are
considered "fair
this world of ours.
personal friends or
Eliot Keen, Editor.
copy." That means
visiting firemen.
she won't "give,"
The more the merbut ofyou'll
lot
fun. have a
rier. As long as she
is Cigarette, or Cleoisn't at
allClaudette
name conscious.
patra, or Doctor
Jane Everest, or Ellie Andrews or Mrs. Julia Naturally she gets a big thrill out of seeBarclay every thing is hotsy totsy, but when
ing her name in lights on theatre marshe becomes Claudette Colbert, beware of
quees and naturally she loves to read nice
things
about herself in newspapers and
the impromptu speech. Hell, to Claudette,
is a place where hundreds of fatuous look- magazines,
as who doesn't? But I have never
ing masters-of-ceremony shout continuously, seen her race through a fan magazine or
a gossip column looking for her name as I
"And tonight we have with us "
Claudette is a. very informal young per- have seen dozens of the Dream Children in
son who calls most people by their first Hollywood do. As a matter of fact, Claudette never reads gossip columns and rarely
names after a fairly short acquaintance. She
is friendly, but never palsy walsy. You will reads fan magazines. She is not foolishly
call her by her first name probably the sec- sensitive about her publicity as so many
are, but simply loathes, hates and
ond time you meet her (if you don't she will stars
despises to see herself quoted, especially
ask
you
to)
but
no
matter
how
long
you've
when
the writer has made no effort to do
known her you will never call her by a so accurately.
nickname, and she will never call you by a
nickname. I have known Claudette for a
You never see Claudette with two inch
number of years and have never encountered initials on her hat, or her name done in
but one exception to this rule. It was at the baubles across her chest, or embroidered
Pacific Coast tennis matches in Los Angeles flamboyantly on her pajamas, blouses,
two years ago. One of the tall and handsome panties and gowns (not that it is any of
tennis players, who assumed that he was your business, but Miss Colbert prefers the
with long curls and a pretty white dress.
It's the thing that frightens her most in
life. It keeps her from going to banquets,
and benefits, and premieres, and making
personal appearances. She just lives in
dread of the moment she will have a
"mike" tossed at her mouth and hear those
awful words, "And tonight we have with
us " or "And now we will ask Miss
Claudette Colbert to say a few words "
Claudette
will become
mutter
to "Heaven
herself, help
turn me,"
deathly
pale, and
frightened
A mere
am soI
glad
to be sick
here all
thisover.
evening
and "I
I know
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night gown of the Empire school for the
beddy-by e), all of which may seem slightly
bad taste to you, but you'd lie surprised
how many movie stars go in lor this selfpublicizing.
I suppose that the chief reason that
Claudette isn't name mad, as are the other
inmates of our little colony, is due to a
childhood tragedy. One day when she was
quite young she took a pair of scissors and
scratched out her name on her mother's
names
'Tools'
table.seen
polished
like
faces sewing
are always
in public
highlyfools'
places,"
quolh
Mrs.
Colbert
to
the
littlea
Claudette and that, accompanied by
spanking, [Continued
made a greal
an impression
page 06] on our
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IN THE

Pacific

Ocean
NOT A
PICTURE

Betty Furness fills her blue suit
with the spirit of the beach.

Ginger

Rogers dips into the
.dancing waves.

THE sun is also beaming like mad in Hollywood these days,
but instead of bringing on a severe case of the sweltering
blues it's a gift of the gods to the gorgeous babes in movieland. It's just what they ordered. They have discovered that life's
at its best at the beach, and that now there's nothing more
stimulating than hieing right out into the sunshine by the seashore.
Devastating damsels of the screen are eagerly pouring themselves
into satiny bathing suits. Males of the moment are displaying a
genuine flair for choosing flattering athletic shorts. (Of course,
no actor would be caught dead in an old-fashioned, whole suit!)
When one has the figure divine, one leans towards whites and
yellows— the contrast with your tan is so effective.
The wise beach gals and boys try to scamper onto the gleaming
white sand by ten a.m., because from then to three p.m. it's nicest.
They ordabromp.
on their
in a jiffy,
they'reevery
all set
relax,
And protecting
to dive into oils
the and
beckoning
breakers
hourto
or
so. That
all but
at the
Pacificis,than
feel the
it. confirmed "lollers" who'd rather look
It's a twenty-minute
drive from
magnificent
crescent
that is Santa Monica
Bay.Beverly
Curved Hills
into tothetheWestern
side
of Los Angeles, this bay is bordered by a dazzling white beach
stretching fully thirty miles from Malibu on the north to the
expensive Palos Verdes estates on the south. Houses and private
clubs, interspersed by public beaches, line the entire sweep.
Where the stars go for their fun— to their own beach places,
to their pals', or to a club— there are no Coney Island touches.
No vulgar picnicking. You eat on a veranda, served by James.
You can't build a fire or pur up a tent. (No, not a Hays office
edict!) You dare not produce a baseball bat. Which is a tremendous relief to all who hate being in continual fear of being
knocked in the head when the catcher slips up.
What you can do when you're with Hollywood's elite is to go
to sleep on the blanket you've spread to have something softer
18

than sand
to lieyouon.may
Or read.
if youThe
don'tportable
need tocanopied
catch upchairs
on your
back
slumber,
are
exactly suited for magazine-thumbing. You can throw a medicine
ball, and at the clubs they're strong on volleyball. Then, after all,
there's always the sea. The clubs have rafts to swim out to. If you
can get through the breakers, which are only medium high, it's
smooth
going.
really
out under
yourWhen
arm you're
and ride
in. good
But ifyouyoutake
mustyourfish,surf-board
as Bing
Crosby must when he goes down to the beautiful sea, you stand
at the water's edge and cast into the breakers. You'll catch
Corbinas.
Robert Taylor makes it in seventeen minutes flat from Beveiiv
to his favorite Santa Monica club. Every night at six he checks
with the studio as to whether he's due to hero Garbo on the
morrow. If it's "no" he snoozes extravagantly on until eight a.m..
indulges in a leisurely breakfast, and with a zippy shifting of
gears
awaysayto about
bronzeDixie
the body
(I can'tYetguarantee
that
what isthey
is 100beautiful.
percent true.
I can assure
you that our Bob and our Joel McCfea are authentic Adonises.
And
woman who's
been she
sitting
many dashing
bridge
in
for every
a dip.)
tables
will
practically
die when
sightsaround
Norma tooShearer
I find that Norma has to conceal a wicked desire to chuckle
when people begin to gush over the advantages of living at the
beach. She has been wise to the value of the ever-marvelous air
and regular sun-tonics for the past four years. She stays the year
through, so no wonder she can be a sweet sixteen although the
mother of two kiddies! The last time I was at Norma's we did all
our visiting in her sunny yard— and she doesn't wear a speck of
make-up when she's alter her violet rays. Her James served us
"out
front." Incidentally,
the charmingly
modernistic
Shearer
establishment,
with its continental
exterior, has
a surprising
new
suite. Norma's gone fifteenth century to the extent of having
Metro's Juliet bedroom installed where once all was so stunningly
Silver Screen

The beach house of Merle Oberon
below the tree-margined cliff.

Merle in graceful relaxation.
Sketched for
Silver Screen at
Santa Monica by
Oscar Howard.

current. It kept her in the spirit of Juliet while rehearsing.
In the row of houses below the Santa Monica Palisades the
other movie year-'rounders are Merle Oberon, Cary Grant and
Randolph Scott, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, and the George
Bancrofts. Merle is a particular chum of Norma's. The Oberon
recently tired of a Spanish set-up and has switched to an English
cottage. Cary and Randy are our bachelors de luxe, with health
on their minds. Up every dawning at seven, they pop boldly into
the coffee
briny, and
and park
then—inif the
they're
they have some
of
sun not
untilworking—
noon. Whereupon
they cups
take
their constitutionals on the special hydraulic rowing machine designed by Dick Kline, master of the Paramount gym. The
wind-up, after lunch, is more beach until teatime. Select callers
appreciate how tanned Randy's becoming— it's as difficult for him
to approach
the meanwhile,
fashionable pays
cinnamon
as it'sto aMiss
snapMary
for
Cary.
Mr. Grant,
ardent hue
attention
Brian. It remains to be seen if theirs is to be more than a summer
love.
Ginger Rogers rented a house in this row as soon as she and
Lew Ayres called it a noble experiment. Ginger, like Norma,
adores to do cartwheels! The Harold Lloyds and Marion Davies
are at their homes, also adjoining, about half of the warm season.
On Sundays Marion's beautiful Colonial palace, the finest beach
house in the world, is thronged with the cinema's important folks
and distinguished travelers who've won an invitation there. One
of the most appealing things about Marion is that she isn't a
schemer.
your friend
always
be welcome,
no matter
what yourII she's
Hollywood
stainsyou'll
at the
moment.
Her guests
can
plunge into a marble pool or tennis on splendid courts. They
for August
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can attempt to swim to the two rafts anchored off-shore. Or they
may chat comfortably until the lavish buffet supper is served.
Later bert,
there's
to be a Carole
showingLombard,
of a new Jean
film. Harlow,
Claudette Clark
ColMarlenesure
Dietrich,
Gable, William and Dick Powell— they all frequently spend Sunday
at
Marion's.
The noticeable
Talmadges amidst
are usually
Page's
blonde
loveliness,
even present.
reigning Anita
stars, makes
you wish she'd give acting another whirl.
A quarter
a mile
the landmark
Santa
Monica,of are
two from
of theMarion's,
swankiestwhich
clubs—is The
Beach Clubin
and the Santa Monica Athletic Club. Here many of our sunshine
addicts are gathering. Joel McCrea, Gene Raymond, and Tom
Brown keep their surf-boards in the locker rooms. The way they
ride
breakers
you'd about
think the
they beach
were fresh
one Itheknow
is crazier
than from
Joel. Waikiki.
He met No
his
Frances Dee at his club, too, when both were asked to pose for
beach art one memorable afternoon. Now Frances and the two
tiny McCreas are dutifully acquiring tan along with their palpitating papa. Gene Raymond is still trying to sell Jeanette
MacDonald on the idea. She has a partiality for sitting under
umbrellas.
two gay
who'vetopping
transferred
their datingButto these
the beach,
havefirst-nighters,
so many laughs
each
other's witticisms that I've a hunch Jeanette will be modishly
tinted before she realizes what she's doing.
There are a few, I must admit, who aren't on the band-wagon.
Olivia de Havilland's the ringleader of the rebels. Completely
serene in a silk sports ensemble, she invariably surveys the scene
from a club veranda. "Beach bathing, sun bathing, or any kind
of outdoor activity is taboo," she informs me. "I get too many
Luise Rainer, though, doesn't bother about freckles.
freckles!"
thrills to wind on her face and tossing her hair, and is the
She
spirit of nature reincarnated.
You wouldn't fancy that Bette Davis, who's so slight, would be
surf-swimmer. Bui she is. Indeed, Bette was a ladychampion
alifeguard
back in Massachusetts when she was in high school. The
sun-suits, isn't i lnsuch a vision in her maintain,
buoyant Joan Blondcll,water.
you can't
So, as I alwaysask her to the
lcast interested inwilltherespond
beach!
to until you
tell what a girl
Some of the most alluring honeys likely are faithful to a glitteringly tiled bathroom.
Janet Gaynor, whom you might suppose too dinging vine-ish to
bestir herself, is the most enthusiastic of all our Eeminine sunor
worshippers. She has never bought a home in Holhwood
19 which
Bcverlv. but she owns a hideawa) cottage at Playa del Rey,
is south of Santa Monica proper. For [Continued mi page 76]

Fictionigation Of
'Sing Baby, Sing/
a 2oth Century=Fox
Production With Alice
Faye, Adolphe Menjou;
Ted Healy, Patsy Kelly,
Gregory Ratoff and
Michael Whalen.

Night

Club

Love

Tke
Had

Little Cabaret
A

Heart

Of

Singer
Gold

But Nfotning In Tke Bank
lOAN WARREN, one of the Warrens of
j the New York telephone book, was
lighted up like a Christmas tree, but
she was thriftily saving all her presents for
a man who would come along some day
and
win consisted
her heart.of In
other like
words,
Joan's
business
looking
something
that she wasn't, and she never let business
mix with private life.
Joan was a night club singer. She was
blond and little. The customers liked her
and she had as many chances as any cutie
to open charge accounts at Bergdorf Goodman's and of
Carrier's,
guaranteed
the
check books
tired business
men. by
Instead
of which she lived on her weekly pay
check from Club 41 in the innocent conviction that a really smart girl can dig
gold with her voice. Then, one day, she
lost her job.
Mac, the suave proprietor of Club 41,
hadn't
against
kid and anything
her singing
wentJoan.
over Hebig,liked
but the
he
knew the night club business well enough
to keep a jump ahead of his public. He
had just snapped up a debutante from the
Long Island set, a dear little thing from
the Junior League whose picture was in all
the newspaper rotogravure sections in connection with yachts and polo and fashionable dog shows. The smart young debbies
go into department stores and night clubs,
these days, taking the places of girls like
Joan who work for their ham and eggs;
learning how the other half lives while the
other half starves to death. So Joan, who
still believed in Santa Claus and St. Valentine, was on her way out.
"I'm not blaming you, Mac," she sighed.
"But why don't those dizzy debs stay in
Newport and Palm Beach? They only work
because they think it's cute."
Joan went back to her dressing room,
calculating mentally how long her last pay
check would keep her afloat. What with
room rent and eats and the necessity of
keeping up a front while she looked for
a new job, the prospect wasn't too bright.
Thinking just a little wistfully of eas)
money she had snubbed she opened the
20

door to find her room occupied considerably by a strange young man who filled
her chair and eased his feet on her dressing
table.
"Oh, that's all right," he smiled on seeing Joan. "Come
in."
"Thanks.
Who right
are you?"
Ted Blake was a newspaper reporter.
Working for one of the tabloids of course
he knew all the answers— that is, all the
answers
read Claus
in the ortabloids.
He didn'tor
believe inyouSanta
St. Valentine
anything else— especially the virtue of
blonde torch singers. He was very young.
Ted gave her a look that tried to tell
her all he knew and found it rather hard
to look at Joan in a detached way.
"My particular job is to cover the fourth
biggest industry in the United States," he
began.
"Which is?"
"Gold digging. Breach of promise suits,
matrimonial payoffs. It's a very profitable
business. Do you realize that in this country last year more money was spent on
breach of promise suits than on automo-

chest. "It's something in here that makes
the music go 'round and round and come
out here." She pointed to her lips.
"Are you suggesting that you're going to
chinchilla coat?"
your way into
sing
"That's
Mr. a Blake."
He rose right,
and stared
at her with the deep,
deep disillusion only a young newspaper
man can feel. "Say, have you a picture of
"What for?"
He gave her his final stare from the door.
"I want to send it to Ripley."
Joan slammed the door behind him and
yourself?"it hard. Gold digger! That's all
slammed
the credit a girl earned for being on the up
and
Her jobinsulted
gone and then this— the
final up!
annoyance—
# * # by a reporter.

Joan was packing her suitcase while she
waited her call to go on at Club 41 for the
last time. She had had a tough day. With
her agent, Nicky Alexander, who was worse
broke and more desperate even than Joan,
she had tried to get a contract to go on
the air—
muffedIf she
it. There
other
joband
in sight.
had to wasn't
divide any
her
savings with Nicky and his secretarv. Yiu,
and Fitz's brother, Al, to keep them fad,
maybe insoon
there
wouldn't
any more
"What kind?" Ted scoffed. Was the meals
sight,
either.
As shebe packed
she
woman trying to make him think she couldn't help thinking about Ted and his
about chinchilla coats.
wouldn't
kind!" do the same thing! "I suppose jibes
The door opened and Ted looked in.
you wouldn't like to drape the body beau"Oh, it's you. Sorry, but I'm busy." She
tiful in a chinchilla coat!"
"I'd love to. But not if I have to get it turned her back and went on packing.
that way— in case you were about to make
"Newport or Palm Beach?" he essa\ed
an offer." Joan was not only a little weary, lightly. When she did not answer his manshe was beginning to get sore.
ner became human. "I understand \ou've
"I was not," Ted snapped. "But what's
lost"Are
youryou?
job.Now
I'm isn't
sorry."that big-hearted of
your
a big She
secret?"
"Oh,way?
it's Or
beenis it
done."
pointed to her
Silver Screen
"Very educational, Professor, but "
"Which brings me to Dixie Donahy, a
gal
who used to work here. What do you
biles?"
know about her?"
"Only that she's blonde, and sings," said
Joan wearily.
"Sounds like the description of a canary.
Dixie just sued a sixty-year-old millionaire
for"She
a hundred
of promise
did? I grand.
didn't Breach
think Dixie
was that"

Fictioru^ed \>y

Jack

"I know I talked out of turn the other
night," Ted went on sincerely. "I apoloStill Joan wasn't doing any forgiving. He
gize."
went
on, "You're the only woman I ever
apologized to— except my mother. I once
apologized to her for being born "
"Did she forgive you?"
"Well . . . she said, 'Don't let it happen
again.' " Joan had to smile at that and
Ted, seeing her relenting, held out his
hand. "Peace?"
"Peace," she agreed.
"Whew, that's a load off my mind."
"I hope you didn't lose any sleep over it."
"Couldn't sleep a wink all night. I've
been around 'em so much I'm getting to
think
a goldat digger!"
Theyevery
weregirl's
smiling
each other when
the call boy came to summon Joan to the
stage. She liked Ted Blake when he smiled.
That ished
phoney
of his
then. Heyoung
lookedcynicism
like what
he vanwas,
a nice boy. When he suggested that it
might be a good idea for him to see her
home after her songs were sung, she agreed
with him. Then she scampered out to greet
the spotlight and convince a lot of people
that she was something she wasn't, because
at heart she was a young girl who was falling in love.
While Joan and Ted were smiling at
each other in that delightful state of
awakening love, a satchel-eyed Romeo on
the loose was walking with gentlemanly
unsteadiness into the portals of Club 41.
He was none other than Bruce Farraday
himself— in person, not a picture. There are
people in this modern civilization of ours
who become symbols for various things.
Bruce Farraday was the symbol of romantic
love. He had that something in looks and
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Bcclidoll

ably sober for so long that he felt like a
bath sponge in the middle of Death Valley.
Finally had come a moment when Robert
wasn't looking and Farraday found the
Hollywood cage door wide open. He was
enjoying a glorious, alcoholic freedom,
slightly hampered by a considerable crowd
of autograph hunters and general riffraff,
attracted by his cane, his spats and his
beautiful physiognomy.
"A horse, a horse, my kingdom for a
horse!"
moaned Nicholas
facing his
At this hemoment
K. tormentors.
Alexander,
Joan's agent, thrust his way through the
mob. Fitz, Nicky's hard boiled secretary,
The news pho- tried to hold him back. "You won't do. He
tographers and says he wants a whole horse!"
But Nicky, who was hungry and desperreporters
ate to get close to any thing that looked
ered to meetgaththe
new girl friend like a better break, got to Farraday's side
of the
the tormentors. He maneulover.great and dispersed
vered Farraday into Club 41 and Fitz, and
her brother,
who was
had evicted
been Nicky's
office boy untilAl,Nicky
from his
office, went along. They found themselves
at last eating real food and drinking real
wine while Nicky tactfully suggested to the
uproarious Farraday that he could line up
some excellent singers and dancers for his
next picture.
"Singers? Dancers?" Farraday cried with
dignity.
my once,"
next picture
is Hamlet."
"I saw "Sir,
Hamlet
Nicky persisted.
"A
few hot numbers won't hurt it."
"Why speak of business on a night like
this," the great man went on. "Tonight we
float in gondolas! Tonight we roam the
streets of Verona. Tonight I am Romeo."
He paused
a thoughtful
you
realize and
thisshed
is my
first rest, tear.
my "Do
first
vacation in three years? I've made fifteen
pictures without a breathing spell— worked
day everything
and night—about
and I'm
Ilike
wanta slave
to forget
it. I tired.
want
to
live!
I
want
to
sing
and
shout!"
He
out a screech that shook the chandeliers let
of

Farraday was a great actor and his admirers were
numbered in thousands.
voice that camera and microphone can seize
upon and dish up to lonely hearts all the
way from Manhattan to Madagascar, something that satisfied the feminine world's
longings. It was Bruce Farraday— or his
screen image at least— who made the coloand emotional
Judy O'Grady
alike nel's
in ladytheir
insides.pretty much
Farraday had been working like a dog
for weary years pa"t, often on the set from
dawn to midnight, acting gentlemanly romantic parts and making more money than
even an actor can use. His brother-in-law,
Robert, who had quit driving a laundry
wagon to manage his affairs, had worked
like a dog, too, keeping Fanaday reason-

The press agent's handy
man disguised as a doctor.
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Club 41 until they threatened to break.
At that moment the floor lights were
dimmed and the spots turned on Joan, rising slowly into view upon a decorated little
platform. For the last time she was singing
to Club 41 her biggest number, "Love Will
Farraday listened spellbound, his eyes on
Tell."
the girl. Without ceasing to stare he rose
from his table and started across the dance
floor, arms outstretched. His step was unsteady, but his aim was certain. It was Joan
he headed for. Nicky made a wild grab for
his coat and missed him. The entire audience watched him now while the gloomy
Fitz muttered, "I told you no good would
come of this!"
"Juliet!" cried Farraday in that voice
that had thrilled millions. "It is my lady!
Oh, it is my love!"
He knelt with something of a thud beJoan's him
elevated
glanceforesaw
there,platform.
but she Her
keptwild
on
singing . . . she didn't know what else to
do. "Juliet!" Farraday entreated. "She
speaks,
she says
of that!"
In theyetvoice
and nothing;
with thewhat
gestures
that
made $5.50 orchestra seats seem like a barFarraday thou
went wilt
on, "Dost
thouandloveI
me? Igain,know
say aye
will . . ." With that Bruce Farraday passed
out, falling on his face while Joan kept
on singing. Amidst the uproar he was
borne away by the waiters, and Nicky, w'ho
was still hopeful that something would
come of this, accompanied him to the hospital.
Joan finished her song in spite of the
uproar. She was paid to sing it and she did.
She wasthethat
kind of
of the
girl.saturated
She didn'tRomeo
even
know
identity
who fell at her feet and she cared a whole
lot less because she had a Romeo of her
own waiting for her in her dressing room.
Now she was all washed up with Club 41
and free to scram on the wings of love.
There was something mighty sweet and
understanding about this Ted Blake, once
you got him to forget he was a jaded newspaper man, and by three in the morning
the streets of Manhattan are not so bad
for exchanging thrilling confidences. Sometimes to very young couples just falling in
love they forget to be streets of asphalt and
stone; they seem to fade back into the
meandering cow paths between neat little
Dutch stone houses that they once were,
and, as if sleeping, the grim old girl that
is modern Manhattan remembers her own
youth. So to the clop-clop of the first milk
horses and followed by the sympathetic
grins of cops and cruising taxi drivers Joan
and Ted walked in a happy daze.
The next
telephone
in Joan's
apartment
rang
early
morning,
and Fitz,
who slept
nearest, answered it. Joan had taken Fitz
in for the night because the poor girl had
no other place to go.
"Oh," said Fitz with a start of interest.
"It's you? What jail are you in?"
"Not in jail," Nicky's voice corrected.
"I'm at the hospital."
"Are you hurt? Do you want a lawyer?"
"I don't need a lawyer. I need Joan.
Listen. I want you and Joan to come right
over here . . ."
Nicky had had another brain wave. He
was making their fortunes all over again
and Bruce Farraday was the spade he would
dig gold with.
Farraday had come to after a terrible

night, raving lor a drink and for his Juliet.
Nicky got him the drink, a bottle of bay
rum smuggled by in a hot water bag; now
he was paging Juliet.
"I tell you we couldn't buy publicity like
this," Nicky expounded when the two girls
arrived. "The newspapers will eat it up.
You're made, Joan. All you've got to do is
have your picture taken with him."
The corridor
outsidewith
Farraday's
door and
already was jammed
reporters
photographers who had flocked there to
discover the identity of Farraday's latest
Juliet. Nicky had installed the faithful Al
as
privateEverything
physician, was
just set
arrived
fromRomeo's
Hollywood.
for
enough publicity to get Joan offers of a

was smiling now, a smile that mocked her
and mocked himself for believing in her
innocence. That smile branded her as just
one more of Broadway's chiselers.
"Please boys, Mr. Farraday is waiting,"
Nicky pleaded. "That's right, boys," Ted's
voice echoed loudly. "Mustn't keep the love

"You're sure that's all I have to do— just
have my
picture taken with him?" Joan
asked
doubtfully.
"I
give
you
my word. Now quit worryjob.
ing. Leave it to me and I'll bet my
"Yeh," said Fitz gloomily, "you almost
lostNicky
your had
pantsJoan
yesterday."
by the arm and began
shirt " a path through the press boys
breaking
gathered about the door. They surged
toward her from every side demanding her
name and her business. Nicky craftily
stalled them off, not omitting to mention
w'ho Joan was and to see that they spelled
her name right. Flashlights were flickering
all about her while she huddled close to
her agent. And then, in the crowd, she saw
Ted!
For the moment Ted was overcome with
amazement. Joan here! Joan the latest
Juliet
of Farraday's
longoutcareer
drunkento
escapades!
Joan selling
for aof chance

Farraday sat up at the sight of her. " 'Tis
she!Even
'Tisifmyshelady.
my love.theJuliet!"
was 'Tis
his Juliet
romantic
maniac wasn't Joan's Romeo. Nicky had
dragged
her into
and toJoan
want
to fail Nicky
who this
needed
finddidn't
a contract
for her even more than Joan needed the
contract, but she wasn't playing Juliet to
any soused Romeo, no matter how famous
he was.
"Come closer, Juliet! Let mine eyes be
feasted on thy beauty which did haunt me
doubtfully out of reach and
in She
my moved
sleep!"
wondered
what to do while from the fire
escape at the window Ted and his photographer peeped into the room.
Suddenly Farraday threw back the covers
and climbed from his bed of pain.
"Mr.
Farraday!
"Oh fair
Juliet,Please
do not "fear or fly! Let
me
but
kiss
thy
rosy
fingers!"
He
was on his knees before tipped
her when
from the

grab
Farraday's
His Joan!to
Hersome
eyesofbegged
him millions!
to understand;
suspend judgment until she could explain.
It wasn't any use asking that of Ted. He

thought
trust chin
her
birds
apart."
anySo,more
than Joan,
that! heHercouldn't
firm little
was aggressive; her final glance at him full
of scorn as Nicky jerked her into Farraday's room. membered
Ted the and
photographer
refire his
escape
and darted
through a room on the floor below to post
themselves
heart was outside
bitter. Farraday's window. Ted's

window came the flash of a photographer's
Farraday grabbed at a vase on the table
light.
and hurled[Continued
it after the
fleeing59]newspaper
on page

The little night
club girl awakened
a vision of Juliet in
Farraday's mind.
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At left, Grace Moore, surrounded
by flowers and enthusiasticin
friends, speaks over the radio
London. (Center) The great diva
autographs a few dozen books.
(Above) The smiling bobbies
husand herGarden
MooreCovent
protect bandMiss
after her
success.
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TKe World

Her GI ortous V otce

orotliy

Spcnslcy

June
, lastis word
, dge's
and the
Hotelnight
on isswank
in Lond
Clari
scene
THE
s
Moore
Grace
of
nt
mome
the
1935,
6th,
Covent Garden triumph, the greatest triumph that an American singer has ever had
in London's history.
Still excited from the Puccini music of
"La Boheme," the dozens of floral gifts, the
thunderous applause, the cheering, the
"bravos," Grace Moore enters a private dining room in the hotel, her hand on the arm
and into
of' her husband, Valentinor Parera,
more guests who
the center of a hundred
crowd about her.
There are little gusts of congratulations
"superb!" "a triumph, Grace dear!"
English
clear!", Her
"you
are eddying
American
well as my
as divine,
friends,were
Grace, clad in black
like little pools about short
silver fox wrap.
chiffon, ruffled, and a
the streets, part of
in
hotel,
the
Outside
y movthe London population is restlessl
ing, waiting for a glimpse of the Queen of
Grade!" they yell, then"We want
Song. Gracie
Fields forgotten, for the moown
ment.
them-A
guests seat
the orchestr
ClaridgeA's,small
Inside
a plays.
selves at tables.
bullet bulges with rare foods. Crystal glasses
tinkle, plates are filled, flowers bloom in
corner. A medium-sized, slim man
every
sits at one table, surrounded by friends. At
American
his right is a handsome, e.brunette
woman, from Baltimor Her name, now
famous, is Mrs. "Wally" (Wallis) Simpson.
The slim, light-haired man has had to
life .telling
...
it easy "For
. . takepeople,
sit down
God's
his early
spend sake,
relax!" Everyone whom he has ever met
has always stood at awkward attention in
he tells them
That is, until
presence. The
his "relax."
man is Edward Albert
to
n George Andrew Patrick David,
Christia
Prince of Wales, successor to King George
London is celeV, in whose latter honor
brating a Silver Jubilee, marking the
twenty-fifth year of his reign.
In seven short months and fifteen days
good King George is dead. This slim,
becomes Britain's Eighth
medium-sized man
Edward, King of England. But on this June
night, there is no i bought of empire or
what lies immediately in the future Eoi
throne. The chaithis successor to a great
tnv "nests, sipping their wines, nibbling
royal order
by door,
"relaxed,"
theiris suppers,
greetis at the
informal.areGrace
All
lor her
comes
in" a new guest. A summons
husband. The royal prerogative has been
exercised.
The Prince of Wales has heard that Miss
Moore's husband is Spanish. He lias heard,
further, that he speaks English, wonder
[Continued
on Oxford
{xige 70]accent! I <>r
with an
upon wonders,
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Taylor

Really

Is

Quite Lacking In Oonceit.

He visited New
York for the first
time and was
overwhelmed by
the theatres.

far from adequate looking Waldorf-Astoria easy
chair.
I heaved
a sigh of too.
relief and relaxed,
After all, I had been a
bit keyed up over this
interview. It isn't every
day that
I'm assignedwithto
do
an interview
one of the most romantic leading men of the
hour. Movies come and
movies timesgo,
and somethe leading
men
onlygo with them. Last year
it was Clark Gable. This
year it's Robert Taylor.
Of course, I'm not
saying
Clark
has
lost
out that
entirely.
He still

ROBERT TAYLOR came to town last
week. It was his first visit to New
York and he was properly awed.
indicatme, windows
told the
by all that,"
"Oh,
view hefrom
magnificent
ing the not
of his luxurious apartment at the Waldorf
Towers. "It's the theatre that gets me
down."
"How come?" said I, or words lo that
effect.
"When I think how these Broadway players have studied and struggled to get where
they are . . . whew! . . . and when I compare it to Hollywood, it bowls me clean
over."
24

has
following.
It's
that his
Robert
Taylor has
not only caught up with
Clark but is taking such
ra
pid strides ahead that
pretty
soon, on
without
too
much effort
his ownanypart,
he will have far out-distanced
the remarkable goal achieved
by Ithisis not
predecessor.
an exaggeration to
say that every eight out of
ten fan letters coming to our
editorial desk during the past
six months or so have been
in praise of Robert Taylor.
Young and old the girls
seem to fall for this stunning
new leading man. No wonder
I was in sort of a dither at
the thought of meeting him
in person. ceited—as
Would
conhe had hea beproper
right
to
be
considering
the
fuss
that
was
"You're thinking of your own swift rise
over him? Would he be diffito fame, I suppose," said I understanding!)-. beingcult made
to talk with— considering that all the
"Exactly," replied Mr. Taylor emphatnewspaper and magazine writically, "I could never have accomplished it professional
ers in New York were anxious to have
here. I'd never be any good on the New interviews
with him . . . not to mention all
York
sure."to Hollywood," said I the amateur writers from high school and
"So stage,
you'llI'mstick
eagerly, anxious to reassure all those thou- college periodicals who had been clamoring
sands of Robert Taylor fans throughout on his doorstep ever since his arrival in
this movie-mad nation that their idol had town? Woidd he be . . .
no intentions of deserting them for a theaOh, well, let's get down to cases and stop
trical career on Broadway. At least, not yet! meandering. I know you are dying to learn
just
what this extremely popular and ex"Yep, I'll stick to Hollywood," repeated
fortunate young man is like in
Mr. Taylor as he relaxed his stalwart six tremclv
real
life.
So, here goes.
feet of bone and muscle and brawn in the
Silver

Screen

Gentleman
He is exactly six feet tall, extremely well
proportioned and certainly would not be
overlooked in a crowd— no matter how large
it was. His eyes are a dark, deep blue, his
hair dark brown and naturally wavy and
his complexion a clear olive. So what? So
he's as handsome as one of those Greek
gods you see perpetuated in marble in the
Museum of Art, the prototypes of which
you seldom or never run across in real life.
So much for his outer appearance.
Enough, did I hear you say, to make any
young
conceited?
But wait—
that's definot
all! Themanman
has charm,
too. But,
nitely. Perhaps it is his smile, which is
shy . . . perhaps it is his amazing modesty
. . . perhaps his wriggling embarrassment
when confronted with obvious signs of his
amazing
success on the screen— especially
with
women.
Although it's against all the laws of gravityfessor whatever
I've gotlifeto have
conthat never inyouallcall
my it,
editorial
I met up with a young actor — or an
older one for that matter— who was so completely lacking in conceit. He wasn't even
properly smug. In fact, with one swift steellike gash, heconceived
cutnotions
right
our preof through
what theall successful
young movie hero should be.
"Before I left the office," I told him, "I
read five fan letters all relating to you and
four out of the five of them were of the
opinion that you should receive the AcadAward next
year."
Mr.emyTaylor
squirmed
—yes, there is no other
word for it — in his
tufted chair. "They
mistake popularity for
ability," he assured me.
"Still," said I,
"You've got to admit
that you gave a pretty
good account of yourself in 'Magnificent
"
Obsession.'
His blue eyes flashed
interest at once. "That
was a grand part," he
told me, "and John M.

Stahl is a marvelous director. I
agree with you that that picture
was really the beginning of things
"How about 'Society Doctor?' "
Iforreminded
him. "After that it
me."
seems
to me everybody started to
Taylor
waxed reminiscent.
singMr.your
praises."
"You know," he confided, "somewhere during the making of 'Society Doctor' something happened
to me. I had been playing in a
number of M-G-M pictures before that, but I was still camera
shy, still nervous, held myself so
tautanybody
I thought
in two
if
lookedI'd atcleave
me crooked.
Then, suddenly, one day I said
to myself, 'what's the sense of all
this tension? Where's it getting
you? There's nothing to be afraid
of.' And then— bingo— like a flash
I relaxed. I wasn't afraid of the
camera any more. And when I
saw the rushes I realized that at
last I was getting somewhere. I
looked natural on the screen for
the first time. Not tense. And
after that I started getting my

,9*<

Instead of being over-confident he getting
really by.
worries
about

He has no particular hobby but gets
real enjoyment
from his garden.

first mention in critical
a c k V-in
Fi 1 1 e y , Nebraska, when
the young
star was eatach
every
ingday.
his spinfor August
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"Do 1 hyou
a nd
i n k ever
a bo sit
u I back
Ih e
reviews."
amazing speed with which
you've reached the top?"
I asked him, fully convinced by this time that
this modest young man
would not be offended

thought.
by the expression of this
"Do I?" he murmured. "It
could only happen in Holly: •'' (mix l Inwood.1 1 \|ust |think—
" 1'1'K' there
in the were
Ne|PP pP88
braska town where I was
"Do you ever hear from any
"No-o. Not that I rememborn . . ."
ber," he replied. "I guess
they're not particularly impressed by Hollyof them?"
"How aboul your family?" I queried.
"The) must he impressed. Families are like
He laughed. "Not mine. My father, you
know." months before 1 was disyou three
see,
that, died
wood." covered by M-G-M. That was while I was
at college in Pomona, mar Hollywood. lie
might have been [Continued on [mge 58]
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Day
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To

Day

Tke Sets
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Incidents

j\s Seen By

Mock

believe this or not, my reader,
YOUwhen canI awake
this morning, filled with
depression at the thought of having
to cover all the studios in one day— just
the way a visitor from Dubuque or Wenatchee does— it is raining! And don't let the
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce tell you
different. Well! When things .ome to such
a pass and it rains in Los Angeles in June
—humph! Things have just gone too far.
As I lie here in bed, cursing my luck, I
seem to smell the honeysuckle and magnolias that are blooming in the South about
this time. Before I realize what's happening I'm out of bed and things are flying

In comes Capt. Flynn,
looking like a gay
dog,
his white
flannelinuniform
and
cork helmet, with a
red and gold band
across his breast. He
snaps to attention
and
son. salutes Stephen"We've been exHenry announces
pecting you, Vickers,"as
he returns the salute.
"The War Department has selected you
for a very important
"Splendid,
sir," Errol grins.
mission."
"I think you know

Henry Stephenson, Errol Flynn,
Donald Crisp and Nigel Bruce in
"The Charge of the Light Brigade."
This is Errol's second picture.

Captain
Henry goes Vickers,"
on taking
Flynn by the arm and
leading him over to
Bruce and Crisp.
Bruce mutters
something that
sounds
and giveslikehim" 'ow
whatdo"I
think is a very curt
salute but it may
be my imagination.
Maybe Nigel just
montrative. isn't denaturally
"Geoffrey, my boy!"
Crisp nice
criesseeing
warmly.
"How
you

in all directions, yet lighting in a suitcase,
"Thank you, sir,"
and
sun sets I'm going
to beI onknow
my before
way to the
Memphis.
Errol beams, "and
At Warner Brothers
"Have you seen
here."
THE first studio I visit is Warner's and Elsa (de Havilland)?"
Don goes on eagerly.
things are fair humming out here.
"Not yet," Flynn
We start off with "The Charge of the
answers. "How is
Light
Brigade,"
adapted
from
Tennyson's
immortal poem, with the dashing Errol
"She'll
Flynn in the lead and the winsome Olivia
you."be delighted
de Havilland playing opposite him.
knowassures
you'rehim.
here,"
The story opens in 1850 in the office of to
Crisp
"I can hardly wait
the British Commandant (Henry Stephenson) in Calcutta. He is sitting at his desk to she?"
see her," Errol
while on the other side of the room Nigel admits.
Little do they reck
Bruce and Donald Crisp (swell actors— all
of them) are fooling around a large topo- the trials and tribulations tn store for ill
graphical map, slicking little flags into it.
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Jean Harlow, escorted by Cary
Grant, visits the canteen all
in the Davis
interests
of barman.
"Suzy."
George
is the
Silver

Screen

Many
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A

Star Comes
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Surrounded

Trie Set Unknown
With
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And

Unsung

Glory Of

Genius.

of
'tis,them
too. before Love Conquers All. And pity

important to worry about," Mac announces.
"Carl Homan's kid. Since Carl got his she's
kinda dropped out of sight. So I'm hoppin'
to ILos
make a personal
search."
feelAngeles
sure alltoconcerned
will understand
that inasmuch as I'm trying to get away
myself
findHinsout
whether I hecan't
findswait
her around
and whatto Mr.
Flynn's modesty is refreshing.
dale works out for him. At the moment I'm
The other picture shooting out here is more interested in finding out what's hap"Bengal Killer." It's just starting and no
Universal
one seems to know much what it's about.
I do manage to learn, however, that Barton
pening
at—
MacLane has been an animal trainer in a THE moment I set foot on this lot I see
twenty-four sheet posters all over the
circus, has got mauled up and been in
a hospital for months and the circus has place advertising Irene Dunne and Allan
had to go on without him. He is in the Jones in "Show Boat." Immediately I get an
superintendent's office telling him goodbye "I told you so" complex. I told you it was
and thanking him for his kindness when a
nurse comes in and hands him a telegram.
"Thanks," Mac nods to her. He takes the
envelope, tears it open as she leaves the
room, and barrassed
stands
at turns
it in anto emmanner.looking
Then he
the
wonder
"I
Hart).
superintendent (Gordon
if ," holding the message out to him. "I
don't read so good. Would you?"
"Certainly," Hart agrees, taking the wire
and reading it. "It's from Los Angeles. It
says, 'Congratulations on your recovery stop
Hope you will rejoin us Winter Quarters
stop We open April 2nd stop Will work
something otit for you stop Entire show
joins me in wishing you good luck. Signed
"
In "We Found Love," Joel McCrea
Hinsdale.'
Bill"That's
my boss,"
Bart informs him with
a wry smile. "So he can work something
supports Joan Bennett and is kind
to dumb animals.
out for me," looking down at his mangled
leg ruefully. "Well, I suppose a guy with
one"Oh,
gam I'm
couldsuresweep
out find
cages."
they'll
a better job going to be the greatest musical ever filmed
in myandjudgment
is. I'veit already
it twice
intend it
seeing
at least seen
an
for you than that," Hart encourages him. and
"Well, right now I got somethin' more other half dozen times. Don't miss it!
But on
thatouthas here
nothing
do withwe what's
going
today.to Today
have
another of the lights of my life— Miss
Carole Lombard— playing opposite her late
husband, Weelie Powell, in "My Man God"Please," my guide entreats me on the
way out to the set, "don't ask her how it
feels
to be care
playing
ex." "It's
"I don't
how opposite
it feels,"herI retort.
her 'ex.'in"
he isWaldorf
for meis to
The scene
theknow
lobbythat
of the
enough
frey."York. Carole and Gail Patrick are
New
sisters and Alice Brady is their mother or
aunt, I forget which and anyhow it isn't
important.
what matters.She's in the picture and that's
Somebody is giving a treasure hunt. You
know,ties send
onetheofmembers
those things
fraterniout oncollege
the last
night
of hell week, when they have to bring
back the most impossible things. I remember when I was in college— a jerkwater affair—I was ordered to bring back one of
you hang on to in a streetcar
straps
those
and there was no streetcar closer than
twenty-five miles. But that has nothing to
A scene from do with this treasure hunt.
Heretofore, Gail has always come out on
"My Man Godfrey" in which top of everything with Carole not even
Carole Lombard running her a close second. The hostess
them to bring back a bum. Carole
is playing oppo- orders
goes
down
into the slums and for $5 gets
site her ex-hus- the first bum
sees (none other than
band, William Willie Powell) she
to let her bring him back
Powell. So what?
alive. foreAnd
what'sBut
morealassheandgetsalack!
back Mr.
beGail docs.
Powell seems to be a gent of some culture,
And
luck.friends
his her
on to
clown him
just temporarily
when
Carole exhibits
they insult him. Mr. Powell collects his five,
stands their insults just so long, turns and
strides across the lobby. I've told you often

I chat a few moments with Flynn and
congratulate him on the original story he
and William Ullman have written (based
on
some ofBrothers.
Flynn's experiences) and sold
to Warner
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man," Alice exclaims. "What will people
"I don't care what they say," says Carole.
"Godrrey's going to be our butler."
"Preposterous!" Alice ejaculates. "You
don't know anything about this man. He
hasn't
"The any
last recommendations."
one had recommendations and
stole all the silver," Carole reminds her.
"That
say?" was just a coincidence," Alice
objects.
"People who take in strav cats sav they
make
the best pets, madam," Bill ventures
to suggest.
"1 don't see what cats have to do with
butlers," comes from Alice, who is beginning to be a little confused. "And you
mustn't pay any attention to Irene. She s
This is an hilariously funny scene but
very
they impulsive."
take it over and over and over. First
Carole blows up in her lines and then
Willie does. After waiting an hour to sa\
"hello" to her I bust through the line of
guards and say, to Carole, "Madam, will
you,
try can
to remember
lines for
thisGod's
time sake,
so they
set up for your
the
next shot and we can have some laughs?"
"Mister," says Carole, solemn for once,
"we've been on this scene since noon Yesterday and we're no closer to getting it now
than we were then, so I'm afraid you're
cherishing
a forlorn
hope."
Carole, in
a beaded
white dress that
weighs fifty pounds, looks as beautiful as
I've ever seen her and that's plenty beautiful. Gail, always a luscious eyefui, looks
particularly ravishing in her brown satin
with lavish sable trimmings. And Mr.
Powell, I'm bum.
sure, is Esquire's idea of the
well-dressed
But if they're just going to do this same
scene
over I can't stav here—
laughs over
or noand
laughs.

Another picture shooting on this lot is
"We Found Love," starring Joel McCrea
and Joan Bennett. Al Green, one of Warner Brothers' best directors, somehow found
himself on this lot. Before he realized what
was happening he was directing this picture. The script isn't finished yet, so there's
no
synopsis.
(Where've
I heard
before?)
However
I know
this those
much: words
Joel
is— or was— rich. He bred race-horses but
he's lost them and his money. The only
one left is this one horse (the one which
played
"Broadway
Bill").
no
place toinkeep
him so he
puts He's
him got
in the
wood and coal shed belonging to And)
Clyde. Clyde feeds him but as Joel has no
money to pay for the feed, the horse is in
hock and can't be moved. To make mat
ters worse, it is New Year's Eve. it is snowing and Joel, although all dressed up. has
nowhere to go. He goes to see his horse.
[Continued
page 77]
Clyde hangs
aroundon suspiciously,
afraid

Henry Fonda and Pat Paterson in
"Spendthrift," which, from all reports is very different.

enough there's no one in pictures with a
biggertoheart
Carole and this doesn't
seem
her tothan
be cricket.
"Oh,butGodfrey!"
she says,
after
him,
Powell keeps
rightrunning
on walking
with a set look on his face, and paying
no attention to her.
"I'masterribly
sorry,"up she
in a trots
low
voice
she catches
withgoeshimon and
along behind him.
"Oh, that's all right," he assures her as
he begins descending the steps.
"I'd never
have brought
here if vou
I'd
known
they were
going to you
humiliate
like that," she continues. "I'm terribly
grateful to you. It's the first time I've ever
beaten Cornelia (Gail) at anything— and
me."
helpedmakes
you"That
me a sort of Corneliabeater,
doesn't
it?"
grimly,
pausing at the foot of he
the answers
steps.
"You've done something for me," she
rushes along, paying no attention to his
interjection. "I wish I could do something
for you."
"Why?" inquires Mr. Powell.
"Because you've done something for me,"
she explains patiently. "Don't vou see?"
"No," says the practical Powell, "but I
could use a job if \ou happen to have one
lying around loose."
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Frances Drake and Tom Brown in
a prison sequence in the screen version of "And Sudden Death."
"Do
you buttle?"
she asks breathlessly.
"Buttle?"
he repeats.
"Yes," she reiterates. "We're just fresh
out of butlers. The one we had just left
thisAndmorning."
THEN Miss Brady sweeps across the
lobby in a changeable blue taffeta gown
with puffed sleeves and an ermine wrap.
"Irene!" she shrills in that unmistakable
voice of hers. "Irene," spying them, "they're
calling for you in the Jade Room. Don't
vou"NowantI don't!"
your nice
cup?"snaps, annoyed at
Carole
the interruption. "Tell 'em they can keep
their
"Butoldyoucup."
can't stand lieu- talking 10 that

George Raft with Dolores Costello
in "Yours for the Asking."
Silver Screen

tiful young
As the beaumother of Anthony Adverse.

Beautiful

By

Veteran
A nita

you ever seen a Midsummer
HAVE
WellNight's
/ have!Dream walking?
Not only walking, but talking, laughing
and sneezing— just a little— to prove that a
dream can be human, especially when
cursed with a midsummer cold, which, we
agreed, is nothing short of a nightmare!
At the moment -Anita Louise was on her
way to Europe after a busy two years of
having tossed off fourteen pictures! And if
you don't think that's a lot of tossing you
ought to talk with the two-pictures-a-year
boys and girls who tire out all the horses
while they're "resting" at Caliente, or who
recuperate at Palm Springs between reels.
Santa Anita— pardon me I'm getting off on
the wrong track— Anita Louise had just
completed the role of Maria, mother of
Fredric March in the much-heralded "Anthony Adverse." But if you happen to drop
in on her informally some evening don't
ask if she enjoyed playing with Freddy because she's a bit fed up explaining her role
was that of Freddy's mother when he's
born! ("It's not a large part," she'll tell
you,
a favorite.")
For "but
her fourteen
pictures Anita has what
she chooses to call her "achievement bracelets," each gadget of which stands as a
diminutive
rrulepost
on theherroadmother,
to ulti-a
mate success,
and which
small, attractive blonde, augments with
each role. One, a series of gold discs, bears
on each the title of a picture, and on the
reverse side, the date. Another pictorially
depicts her most recent roles.
There is a replica of Titania herself, with
a diamond in the hair; for "Red Apples,"
a golden ball of red enamel and appended
to the chain is the book "Anthony Adfor August
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L^ouise

ii a s

A/iade Fourteen Pictures
In The Last Two

Helen

Years.

H Larnson

At Palm Springs,
Anita Louise
(always in blue)
enjoys her
estly honearned
days of case.

verse." opening like a locket, all forming
an amusing and interesting collection to
which, when she returns from her Eurohome in
grandparents'
her he
pean jaunt and will
added Mill another
Wissembourg,
lor "Gentleman from Kimberly," the picture she is immediately scheduled to do.
"How," I asked, "did you enjoy your
29
"It towas
New York?"on page 62]
native[Continued
yourline,"
visit

Is

DyiNG
A

For

THING

OF

THE

LOVE
PAST?

ragedy o

Edna May Oliver,
comedienne, goes
Leslie
Howard believes
in thecientbeautiful,
theme of anthe
martyr lovers.

"Love

John Barrymore
defends
bard'sis
fated lovers.
"The thetheme
modern," he says.

without calculation," says Reginald
Denny, "happens only to the
very young."
IS DYING for love outmoded today?
Could Romeo and Juliet live and love
and lose their lives for love in this
push-button-and-get-girl Twentieth Century? Or rather, would they?
Would the young Romeo of 1936 keep
that fatal final assignation in the Tomb of
the Capulets— or would he go on to other
assignations, less fatal and certainly less
final, with other and less sleepy Juliets?
Would the young Juliet of 1936 look
upon the lover lost in death and wield the
blood-red blade or would she dial another
Romeo and wield the blood-red lipstick?
Do we die for love today?
Or do we live— and love— again? And then
again— and yet again?
I asked the starry cast of "Romeo and
Juliet." I asked Norma Shearer, who is
Juliet. I asked Leslie Howard, who is
Romeo. I asked John Barrymore and Basil
Rathbone and Edna May Oliver and most
of that glittery galaxy which, on the MGM
lot, is bringing that immortal love and
those immortal lovers to the silver screen
today.
I said to each and every one of them
separately
and outmoded,
individually:
dying for love
out of"Tell
date me,
today?is
Is the will to die for love as dead as the two
young lovers? Is the tomb— or the cocktail
bar— the final rendezvous of love today?
Did Great Love die in Verona in the tomb
of the Capulets?
I asked Juliet herself. Norma, in the
'broidered robes of the young Juliet, as we
sat on a marble bench directly beneath
that legendary balcony from which wafted
the immortal love words— and there were
pear trees in the Spring all round about us
. . . real pear trees an' it please you . . .
dripping white blossoms upon her lovelyhead— and it seemed, not Norma, but Juliet
herself who spoke to me, her young eyes

prescient of that last long sleep she was to
sleep for love ... it seemed not a set
wherein we sat, but veritably the garden
of the Capulets.
"Yes, oh yes," murmured Norma, her
usually direct, incisive voice hushed by the
burden of beauty, "yes, I do believe that
young people of today love just as desperately as they did in the time of Romeo and
Juliet. Conditions are easier for them now,
that is the one great difference. Situations
of such stress do not so frequently arise
and so the boys and girls of our time are
not so often compelled to summon death
as their sad solution. Parents, not young
hearts, have grown wiser. For I believe that
if parental opposition to young love were
as strong and as prejudiced today as it was
in those days we would read of many more
suicide pacts than we do.
"It isn't," continued Norma softly, "it
isn't that love is weaker today but that
freedom is greater. Freedom to love. There
are no obstacles today other than financial
obstacles or, perhaps, ill-health. And Youth,
given wings, given freedom, is so gloriously
courageous that now, instead of dying for
love, it lives for love.
"No, it isn't great love nor the capacity
for great love which has been removed
from the hearts of men and women, boys
and girls of this our day . . . The change
comes from without, not from within. For
love,
Time,Juliet
never indies
Thuslikespake
the ..."
scented garden
of the Capulets #. . .* #
I sat with Romeo in a motor bus!
I had wandered forth to the back lot of
MGM, there to keep my date with young
Mr. Leslie Howard Montague. The back
lot stretched before me, transformed into a
street scene in Verona. And there, armed
with a tiny camera, taking shots of the
scenes in which he does not appear, was
Leslie Howard Montague, clad in sky-blue
doublet and hose, a pair of horn-rimmed
spectacles atop his classic nose, a crimson
bath robe girt about his middle, his golden
hair curling about the nape of his neck.
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cynical.

He suggested that we find a secluded spot
wherein to hold sweet converse. And we
found a seat in the back of a mammoth bus
parked near the set, in readiness to take
the several hundred extras to and fro.
Romeo in a bus!
Did I— or Shakespeare— ever?
Said Romeo, sensibly "Yes, there is just
one stratum of society left today in which
the catastrophic tragedy of Romeo and
Juliet might happen— namely, among the
I gasped. Romeo lit a cigarette.
"No, but figure it out," quoth Romeo
with sweet reasonableness, "the Veronese
were
a desperate lot, most of them. Feuds
gangsters!"
existed among the Montagues and the
Capulets even as feuds exist among the
gangsters
of today.
no other
of society do such
feudsIn exist
except,classperhaps,
among some remote mountain tribes. Yes,
the Montagues and the Capulets still carry
on among our passionate Public Enemies
from one to one hundred. Mercutios are
slain. Bloody Tybalts still fester in their
shrouds. The sword has been replaced by
the machine gun, the fiery steed by the
armoured car, but the results thereof compare quite favourably. So much for that.
"Then, too, there are no women in any
class of society today who are so secluded,
so jealously guarded, so spied upon, so
puritanically protected as are the
gangsters' 'Molls.' Fancy the Moll
of one gang leader going over to an
opposing
gangbe leader—
suicide
murder would
inevitable.
Yes. itandis
quite conceivable that in the ranks of
the still medieval Underworld a Montague and a Capulet feud might
bloodily arise, a Mercutio and a Tybalt
meet their deaths, a young Romeo and
Juliet die, caught in the tangle of love
and fear and complexitv.
"There are a great many analogies once
you get started. The Veronese of the 14th
Century lived with imminent death for
their daily bread. They never knew, in
the morning, whether they would be
among the Quick or the Dead by night.
Ditto, certainly, our gangsters.
"Yes. yes," continued Leslie, amused with
his
gangsters
the amazing
Capulets similies,
and the "among
Montaguesthe live
again.
And, even as these old Veronese lived.
Silver

Screen

Read

The

/\nd Varied
Of

The

Interesting
Opinions

Artists Cast

In This Picture-

Basil Rathbone
advances the
idea that love
in a self-sacrificing degree
comes only to
older lovers

richly caparisoned and housed, armed with
dark vendettas and secret cabals and mysterious intermediaries, so do our underworld brethren live today. In the dank
tomb of the Capulets young Romeo and
Juliet fled a life too sinister, too complex,
too arrayed with dark forces, dark politics
and passions for them to cope with. In the
dank cellar of gangsterdom today, it is conceivable that young lovers might also flee
a life too sinister, too complex in iis politics and passions for them to cope with.
for August
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"It's a novel thought, at any rate," smiled
Leslie,
bemused,
"and social
I really
thinktoday
it's
true that
in no other
sphere
would such a desperate love be liable
to exist. There'd be no reason for ii in
any other sphere. There are many Don
Juans today but few, very few Romeos.
"Modern times and casual circumstances
make it difficult, really, for young men to
follow lover.
in theItfootsteps
of theto world's
poetic
is very hard
imagine most
any
modern young man loitering beneath mi-

The most beautiful love story
in the world is screened.
Norma Shearer and Leslie
as "Romeo"
Howard, find
"Juliet,"
that all andof
happiness and all of grief
lie within the circle of their

making a plea for his behub's balcort)
loved's undying love when, no doubt, a
telephone is jangling to right of her, a
radio blaring swing music to left of her and
a cacophony of motor horns in the street
is adding punctuation to his appeal.
' Some men
still dieonforpage
love,64]of course,"
[Continued

No

Luck

in

Specialties

/\ Special Talent Is
Sometimes j\ Oreat
/Viisfortune.

man
OW calmeled the
SHwho
this the
age for specialists—
w e.you anl sho
and I'lother
Chic Sal
Actuthere
ally, is no luck in
specialties. (Well, maybe just a bit.) Now
I know exactly what
you're thinking. Those
names up in lights —
their salaries just about
the biggest thing since
"Ben Hur"— the boxoffice moaning and
groaning when their
Ruby Keeler is alpictures (not Mr.
tap.expected to
ways
Deeds) come to town.
And / have the unmitigated brass to say there
is no luck in specializing? All right, so I'm tetched
in the haid. It's my story and I'm stuck with it.
But I still insist— there is no luck in specialties.
(And now try and make something out of it.)
Virginia Kalherine McMath will never play Juliet.
Now wipe that dazed look off your face (kisser to my
friends and relations) and I'll make myself clear. I know
you don't
know doVirginia
Katherine,
stop your
pouting. But you
know her
by theso name
of Ginger
Rogers, who once answered to the name of Mrs. Edward
Jackson Culpepper and is soon to relinquish
her legal married name of Mrs. Lew Ayres. But
she still will never play Juliet!
Do I mean that Ginger Rogers couldn't? Do
I mean that Ginger wouldn't? Do I mean that
she couldn't if she would— or she wouldn't if
she could? Or something. (Get thee behind me
Gertie Stein.) I most certainly do not. Ginger
might play a Juliet to end all Juliets. But do
you think the RKO big-wigs would allow her
to climb up on a balcony? Why, Ginger practically has to bring a note from home to get
permission to go shopping on the mezzanine
floor of the May Company.
When everyone but George Arliss was mentioned for the role of Elizabeth in "Mary of
Scotland," it was our own little Ginger who yearned for the part.
The fact that it was a Hepburn starring picture never entered
her pretty head. Here was a chance to prove that she could do
something else, besides putting all her eggs in one basket. (With
or without
Ginger hasn't
a great
success
as a Fred
dancerAstaire.)
and a Not
light that
comedienne.
But bymade
establishing
herself as a specialist, -*he has never been allowed to show what
she might do with a real dramatic part.
Hopefully, Ginger sought out designer Walter Plunkett, and
make-up artist, Mel Burns. Between the two of them, she emerged
every inch a Queen. Next Ginger called in Katharine Hepburn
(that water-on-the-fur-coat episode was just a silly publicity feud)
and director John Ford. Hepburn was delighted and entered right
into the plot. When Ginger arrived on the set, Ford introduced
her to Hepburn as a titled actress from Europe. Speaking with a
foreign accent. Ginger feebly tried to express her appreciation at
meeting the great star. Hepburn appeared to be touched beyond
words.
As they were making some silent wardrobe tests, Ford insisted
that Ginger step before the camera. The next afternoon executive
Pandro Berman was sitting in the projection room. Ginger, as
Queen Elizabeth, came on the screen. Berman took one look at
her and sent for John Ford. Who was this exciting new actress?
Why behadn't
they Was
takenshea available
sound track
voice? Where could
she
reached?
lor oftheherrole?
Do you think Ginger got the part? Her reputation as a dancer
was far too important to risk in such a haphazard manner.
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(Besides, who would be continental and kiss
while
Her They
fans wanted
would tonever
accept they're
her in adancing?)
serious role.
see
her slim, young body. They wanted her to sing
and look pretty, as only Ginger can. Let the
Silver

Screen

more seasoned actresses disguise themselves as Elizabeth. Florence
Eidredge got the part and played it beautifully. And there was
nothing for Ginger to do but go back to face the music and dance.
Several years ago New York audiences witnessed a musical procalled "The
Band Wagon."
Aside
it being
one of
the most duction
artistic
and entertaining
shows
on from
Broadway,
it featured
adramatic
novelty scene
number
calledcheers
"The from
Beggar's
Waltz." This
brought
the audience.
It wasspecial
done
entirely in pantomime and proved the histrionic ability of the
dancing star. Broadway was convinced, but fate stepped in and
changed the course of his life.
In Hollywood the star became a greater star. He introduced
a sophisticated brand of comedy dancing, heretofore unknown.
His pictures were delightful, refreshing and entertaining. He
created a standard
"kepthishim
top his own performances. Needlessthat
to say,
namestruggling
is Fred to
Astaire.
Recently Fred was on the outs with his studio. He claimed it
was impossible to make so many pictures each year and live up to
the precedent
he had
There the
weren't
enough
ideas
and routines
in theestablished.
world to supply
demand
and steps,
keep
improving.
Fortunately for Fred he won his point. He is now going
two pictures each year and keep a higher standto make
ard on each. Everyone knows that dancing is the hardest
work in the world. Besides the actual execution, Fred has
the responsibility of staging and creating the numbers. In
comedian who
pictures he's the best tongue-in-the-cheek
ever tipped a top hat. But has he ever had a chance to
give his dancing feet a rest? Would they allow him to
make a straight comedy and park his Carioca in the
dressing room? Would his audiences accept him in a dramatic
role that was minus a cheek-to-cheek?
If they would, the studio isn't taking any chances of finding
out. Fred has proven a sensational success in his established specialty. He himself isn't complaining. But if it were possible for
him to apply his sensitivity, his sincerity, together with his natural
flair for vitalizing a situation to the drama— it would prove what
world has lost. (As far as I'm concerned
star bethetops.)
ahisgreat
will always
taps dramatic
Eleanor Powell presents an interesting problem in our world
of Hollywood specialists. For years Eleanor worked in vaudeville,
musicals, and road shows. No one got terribly excited until she was
of people
Dozens agent
in "The Broadway
her bigforchance
given credit
took
her discovery.
But it wasMelody."
a Hollywood
who
had the foresight to sign Eleanor to
a personal
before she madecontract.
her hit.That
When wasMGM

When
made
dancer
path
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Eleanor Powell
her hit as a
she barred the
to any other
future.

wanted her for their exclusive property, they had the agent to
deal with. The arguments that went back and forth are not for these
pages. But eventually he was persuaded to settle all personal claims
on°Eleanor. He turned her over to the company, who will realize
millions from her specialty— tap dancing.
In this particular case, was Eleanor lucky to be a specialist? While
she is young and attractive, she has never had an .opportunity to
train herself for dramatic acting. Would [Continued on page 74]

She can never hope to play Juliet.
Ginger Rogers must forever tread a
measure.
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Party

Gau!

But Sylvia Sidney Has
Party Ideas And

Very

Oood

Too.

Ones,

By
ane

Ella

" T SUPPOSE," said your Inquiring Reporter who is forever
asking the silliest questions, "that you'll be attending the
King's garden party?"
And London-bound Sylvia Sidney, sublet by all America to
Gaumont-British to star in a big special with Robert Donat,
replied:
"No."
She sounded pretty final. And things began to look as though
ye scribe was off on the wrong foot again. But one who raved
in print about Happy Hollywood Marriages, citing Doug 'n'
Mary, Joan and Junior, Lew 'n' Ginger, Clark and Rea, among
the shining examples of fire-side felicity isn't easily fazed. The
snappy come-back was:
"Why?"
"First," said Sylvia, "I won't be invited. Second, I don't go
to parties."
"What! You, Sylvia Sidney, glamour girl of Hollywood, mean
to stand there on the floor— or deck— of this sea-going gondola
and tell me you don't go to parties— Hollywood parties! Fie
you!" she said, quite unperturbed, "is the
upon
"That,"
fact."
"Oh, I see. You're always too busy giving
parties, in being hostess, to ever attend one as
guest."
a And
I laughed and laughed, like Little Audrey.
There was a smile on the curvaceous Sidney lips, but the blue
eyes were glacial, the tiny tootsies
tapped a warning.
"You may give the item to
Ripley, if you like, but I
neither toss parties nor atyou're social
looking fortenda them.
storyIf about
soirees,
I'm boat.
afraid And
you'veI
missed the
don't mean the one
we're on."
"Well," I stammered, "if you were
going to give a
party, what would
momentit?"I
youFordoa about
thought that Sylvia
would call: "Help!
Help! There's a lunatic
loose!" Then, maybe because
she's a slightly screwy kid
herself, that crinkly-eyed Sidney smile came dazzling as a
rainbow. She relaxed.
"Not an uninteresting specshe sparkled,as "and
at least,as ulation,"
informative
airy
romancings regarding my
non-existent 'art,' a highly
fictitious 'love-life,' or similar
mental meanderings which
are printed on paper made
from stately trees."
It those aren't the exact
words, that was the general
idea. Sylvia settled down.
"Yes, one—
I have
sort of party
I'd nuiribei
give— if
I gave
and thoughts
I think itabout
would what
be successful,
too. Mv
'right
the
invite
lo
never
be
would
one rule, most certainly,
A
asked.'
be
'must
really
who
those
mean
I
that
By
people.'
party should be for fun. and the moment you invite guests
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from a sense of com1
pulsion — good-bye
gaiety. Not only are
you
miserable,
the guests
are, but
too,
and yourteriorlittle
motive ulis
thwarted because the
really itors
unwelcome
vishave a perfectly
. . . well, un-lovely
It sounded sensible.
Out came the notebook, and surreptitiously Sylvia's partyphilosophies
were en
route to immortality.
Well, more or less!
Now"I'd
she never
fairly rattled
time."
be a
on.
worry
s. Oned
fluttehostes
who ing
rs aroun
and somehow manages to impart an
neratmosphere
vousness whichofmakes
perfectly good and
docile guests thorat ease.
oughly il ing
shoulAlld
the frett
be done days before
hand, then, with plans perfected, the hostess should be
able to have just as good a time
as her company.
"Sometimes bores are simply
unavoidable, and if such a
dilemma faced me I'd obviate
it
gatheringandall sequestering
my bores in
oneby basket
them. table,
I meanfor I'dinstance,
put 'em orall seeat
one
to it that they were together.
The result? Each would believe
himself the one brilliant memthe and
party—
they'd flatall
have ber offun
be sosubtly
As one who hates tinsel hats
tered besides."
and tin
horns, I approached
Sylvia upon a matter very near
to my heart.
"Would you," I asked anxiously, "give
a costume
And she
said,
yes, she parts?"
would.
I felt pretty badly about that.
But she explained.
"You see, costumes spell
'escape' for most persons. After
all, if you dig down a little,
you'll agree that the entire
psychology
party-giving
for people of
to get
away fromis
themselves. Dress-up nonsense
helps.
They
shedonstreet
their
inhibitions
with their
[Continued
page clothes,
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film storylifeofofFlorence
Nightingale,
whichwhois ever
titled lived.
"The Kay
WhiteFrancis
Angel,"
paysfamous
tributenurse.
to the beautiful
one of the
finest women
as the

Face

$i

Value

In China They Have
The Beauties Of

No

Actresses— Backward

Hollywood

THE pretty girls of the screen help to accomplish a great
deal of the world's work. Where is there a great bridge
to be built or a great tunnel to be dug that the engineer
doesn't draw his inspiration from one of the Hollywood lovely
ones? Climb up to the control shack of some tremendous
engineering feat and whose picture do you find tacked to
the wall? Garbo or Ginger Rogers without a doubt. And
every man Jack on the job knows her and probably has a
photo of her or of another screen cutie fastened above his
that isn't why it is called the
pillow in the bunk house.ofBut
the Lenses, you are the inspirabunk house. No, Ladies
s
tion and daily companion of he-men everywhere, and if you
were given one-half the honors you so richly deserve you
would at least have your names on the bronze tablets on a
thousand bridges and work projects.
In addition to this important
the girls are a
employment,
A revealing title is
constant reminder to all men, be
"Ladies in Love,"
financiers in Wall
they prominent
Street,
farmers or fishermen, that
Janet
picture.Gaynor's
Love is new
the
mata
love—
for
theme
song
of their
principally
is
life
ter which so often is almost forexistence.
gotten.

Jessie Matthews, the
English beauty, is our
Ginger's
dancing
rival in only
the world.

n is blue and white playlime outfit suits Olivia de
Havilland's lovely slimness. In "The Charge of
the dressed
Light Brigade"
differently.she's

Loretta Young will
be the Indian girl in
"Ramona." Your
grandmother liked
this story a lot.

.OOO/OOO

Country

Inspire The World.

Books

Or
creen Most

THERE is prestige about a famous book that
seems to vitalize its adaptation to the screen.
In the near future we will see a number of
movies based on great books and, as the stills
on these pages show, there is assurance and
certainty in the characterizations. This is probably due to the fact that the actor has read the
book and has learned direct from the author
what the character is supposed to feel. But plays
are all talk and little action and there is no
character analysis given in the script. A book

Plays
Effectively?

also views the action through the omnipresent
eyes of a creative genius, but a play is always
seen from "the front."
Both plays and books, however, have an advantage over original scripts which tell the
adventures of characters unknown and as yet
unloved. That's where the biographical original
has merit over the original idea film story. We
are interested to know more about a person who
has already achieved the goal of having his name
become a household word.

"My Man Godwas originallyfrey"a novel
by
Eric Hatch. William Powell and
Alice Brady both
are gifted with a
flair for delicacy
in humor.

(At Allah,"
right) "The
Garden
of
famous
and
picturesque
love story,
with Marlene Dietrich in
a role which should establish her superiority in
sophisticated, alluring
characterizations.

(At right)
De
Lawd
and Noah
in "The Green
Pastures" — a
able feeling.
play of remark-

(At left) Pearl
Buck wrote "The
Good
Earth,"Rainer
and
now Luise
and Paul Muni will
re-create these lowly Chinese people.
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It s y\n Old British Custom — "Tk*
o olong Hou/ — /\nd Hollywood
'Orange
/
/
s
Pekoe"T
/\nd En=
lisK Breakfast 7 Every /Siternoon.
WE

HARDLY
realized how the English actors have
gradually established the British habit of tea drinking
until We secured pictures of "four o'clock at the M-G-M
Studio."
tea! The Near East, with its coffee habit,
has neverEverything
made any isheadway.
In English studios everyone has tea, grips and all, absolutely,
my
dear York,
fellow.butAndnowduring
"Tea"androoms
in New
they prohibition
are all Cocktail
Snackflourished
Rooms,
and a very sinister fact it is, say we.

Francisco,
Spencer Tracy,
d, and"
MacDonal
Jeanettein "San
supports
so does Clark Gable. They talk it
over with a drop vanoftea.Russian Cara-

Cary Grant, a drop of Chinese tea,
and Jean Harlow relaxing for a
moment
shotsfrom
of '"Suiy."
Cary is anbetween
Englishman
a long
line of tea drinkers.

Doing it right. Maureen
O'Sullivan and Frank Lawton at the Green TeaFormosa ceremony. They are
makingthey
"ThecanDevil
when
spareDoll"
the
time between cups.

Wlien

Tea Time

Comes

The Vit=

lains Cease From
Trout>lin3 y\nd
The Social Ora*=
ces./\re In Favor.

Janet Gaynor,
Robert Taylor and Binnie
Barnes.thePerhapt
telling
them about
jasmineBinnie's
and orange
that
included
blossoms
flower tea with the
they sip in Hong Kong.

E very
fluences

yviovie

In,
Somebody s

/Mind — Is Trie Screen
A4akmS

Girls M ore

Flirtatious?

SOME actors feel that a succession of
parts in which they "never-get-thegirl" is bad for their reputation
for charm. This is particularly true of
those men who have, on occasion,
played the hero. Some, however, have
come through the years as girl getters
and now are quite happy as the charstead. acters who get the press notices inAdolphe Menjou in "Sing, Baby,
Sing" will get his share of the compliments anyway.
If, as our professors say, the girls
who go to the movies are influenced
by the behavior of the screen sweeties,
each one probably will consider gathering two or more males for the sake
of those lovely situations. Let us warn
them. The hardest job a director has
is to make a girl love two men and
still retain the audience sympathy.
They usually keep the girl moral by
having her kiss only one, and he has
to be the one who wins out.

"One

Man

To

G

Stills

Frank Lawton,
Maureen
O'Sullivan
and
Lionel Barrymore in "The
Devil Dog."

From

Comin

an<
Get It"
willscenes
be on from
the screen
about the"Come
time tha
Edna Ferber's
snowy
THE
"The Texas Rangers," which King Vidor is direct
ing, is released. That is the great thing about a picturo
house— it out-classes the Hippodrome today and to
morrow it out-sophisticates the Empire Theatre.
However, many pictures that are all finished wil
not be released until "next year's schedule." The mo
tion picture year begins about September ist.

Fred MacMurray in the midst of a
battle between the Indians and
"The Texas Rangers."

In "Come and Get It,"
George Breakston,
14year-old
actor, plays
Barney, as a boy, in the
lumber camp. Edward Arnold and Virginia Bruce
are featured.

Ruth Chattei-ton and
Herbert Marshall in
"Girls' Dormitory" —
one of those
titles. innocenr

with
J
Harlow
and
a pi
Franchot
Making"]
flivve

The

of

Touch

Genius

DoesTkat
Otner

!

First Contact With

PI ayers

Inspire Or

Disturb /\n /\ctor?

is
ONE of the oldest and most popular fan magazine stories
"Are Screen Kisses Real?" Or sometimes it is called "What
Is the Effect of Those Love Scenes?" It is most intriguing
for a living.
do not go around kissing quantities
to ordinary people who onto
of
a set and see the
we could steal
if
But
who
"juicers"
the dozen or so "grips" and
make-up
a coldandandnotesteady gaze upon the lovers, everyone of us, we
keep
are sure, would he convinced that screen kisses are far from the
sweet delirium of love. The moment when two comparative
.
strangers touch is, however, 'full of excitement
Some girls respond to a great actor and out-class themselvesit.
in intimate scenes, while others feel "dominated," as they call
Fredric March and Katharine Hepburn in "Mary of
Scotland."

I

Herbert DolU
"Girls'
shall
and
mone Simoi
school gir^ w(
Simone inpla»
tory,"

Robert Montgomery as
Prince Fiorizel and
Rosalind Russell as
Princess Brenda in
"Trouble for Two."

Why the suspense? Ray Milland and Gertrude
Michael in another "Sophie Lang" story. The
first "Sophie Lang" picture was a success and
GerLang" shouldkissmake
of Sophiehappy.
'The ReturnMichael
is a part
This
very
trude
of the picture — and a quite inviting part.
Are The Pla/ers7 Wken
Love

To, Able

To

They Are

Keep

A/lade

Completely

In

Character?
(Below) Douglass Montgomery
and Constance Bennett in "EvGauerything isThunder,"
mont-British
picture.a

Sylvia Sidney and Spenwhich ceris Tracy
making
such a
in "Fury,"
success.

(At left)
LarryHunt,
Crabbein
and
Marsha
"The Arizona Raider,"
take to love-making with
smiles that suggest true
artistic enthusiasm.
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Are

AH

Pkotograpners In
Summer

/\ny=

way/ But Tke
Best Ones f\re
In

Hollywood.

Virginia Bruce in
her new woodBrentHome.

The

Fun

Of

Photography

IN A picture with masses of gray the lightest white will attract the
: eye. The white fur had too great an area so the clever photog: rapher, Mr. Ted Allan, put a light behind Virginia Bruce to
make her blonde hair the "lightest white." The Betty Grable picMadge Evans porture is spoiled by the shadow of the nose. Themodeling
of the face.
trait has strong light and dark and beautiful
Lighting is the secret of portrait photography.

(At left) Betty
Grable.

Wallace Beery tries I
hand as cameraman

Madge Evans, be<
fully photographei
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Don

t

Look

Now,

Coming?"
Ex-Cy cle
Tke Players In Hollywood Always
SKop And

Here Is Wnat

TKey Talk About

By L^c

sort of midsummer madness
WHAT
husband and wife couldn't live
are the lotus eaters of Hollywood
peacefully together it would be
too much to expect them to
up to now? If you think they are
all lolling on the beaches done up in one
work peacefully together, and
e
piece bathing suits, with brassier tops of that the temperamental costs
on the picture would be ters, Big
aren't s greatly
you Busines
chintze
splashy taken.
However,
goes onmis-as
rific. But Wanger put "The
usual in the market places— Paramount has
Moon's Our Home" into production with Margaret SullaJean
Crosby
BingMetro
swapped and
Normaa'sShearer
soldColumbi
has for
Arthur,
van and Henry Fonda, who had
once
been
Mr. and Mrs., and
e
s
to Warner Brother in exchang for their
Leslie Howard— yes, Trade is as good as after the first few days of chill
and storm clouds and feigned
ever. But I suppose that you, snob and
socialite that you are, were never one to indifference, Maggie and Hank
be interested in anything so vulgar as simply fell into each others
Trade. You crave gossip, locker room gos- arms, and they have been practically inseparable ever since.
sip, about our fine-feathered friends, and I Miss Sullavan
started divorce
don't have to have cards, and a crystal, and
proceedings,
a la Mexico,
(I'veofnever
know that.
dirty
tood nails
the against William Wyler, whom
ladies
why tomedium
undersfinger
she married while he was dimystic realms had to go in for real estate
on the side.) Well, I was never one to tell
recting her in "The Good
—much. But there's a little
Fairy," and
of
course
all of
pique number down in my
Hollywood
is
favorite shop that I can't
speculating as to
, so I'llof talk.
liveThewithout
excitement
the
whethermer the
formoment seems to center
Mr. and
Mrs.
Fonda
will
around the new cycle in
remarry as soon
pictures— the Ex-Cycle we
call it, to differentiate it
as the divorce is
from the G-Man Cycle,
complete. Anythe Costume Cycle, and
way, Universal is
the It Happened One
so impressed
with Maggie and
Night Cycle. Walter WanHank as the
ger, that astute producer,
latest sensation
hit upon the smart idea
that it would be a lot of
in a romantic
team that the
fun (and box office) to
studio
plans to
team romantically an exWhat does James
co-star them in
husband and an ex-wife.
Stewart
intend
doing
Hollywood pooh poohed
another picture
about Ginger Rogers?
as quickly as
the idea saying that if a
possible. In they
the
meantime
have celebrated their birthdays
together at two different parties, and are cavorting all over
the place like a couple of crazy
kids.
Following immediately upon
the success of "The Moon's Our
Home,'' Universal signed William Powell and Carole Lombard, who will celebrate the
fourth year of their Reno divorce this coming August, to
co-star in "My Man Godfrey."
As we go to press there has
been no
preview
of This is not
the picture
but, judg- Arline Judge's
ing from latest photoadvanced
graph but it is a
rumors, it very attractive
will be one. "Valiant Is
Greta Garbo, on her return to
n o t h i n g the Word for
America, gave an interview. The
<i e v / page | Carrie" is her
breaking of the great silence
next picture.
[Com . on
was a world-shaking event.
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Henry Fonda, who is keeping
the gossips all a-twitter.
short of a complete knock-out, with Carole
and Bill at their maddest and best. Will history repeat? Will Carole and Bill fall in love
again? For awhile there Hollywood was all
a-twitter with speculations. But alas for the
cycle of remarriages. Carole and Bill, unlike
Margaret and Henry, did not fall in love
again— all on account of that guy, Clark
Gable. Clark officially separated from Mrs.
Gable last winter and after being on the loose
for several months finally started going with
Carole. Well, after that the best directing
in the world from Mr. Gregory La Cava
couldn't make Carole's and Bill's screen
kisses real. But at least the ex-husband and
ex-wife remained most friendly throughout
the picture and on the evening of the last
day of work, they threw a party to celebrate
the end-of-the-picture-and-the-continuationof-our-beautiful-friendship, and invited the
cast and crew and their friends. Alice Brady
was
the the
life of
arriving
a lei
around
neckthe ofparty,
her dog,
said -with
lei being
discovered later around the neck of diiector
La Cava.
The latest ex-husband and ex-wife picture to go into production is "Valiant Is
t he Word for Carrie." Last winter cute little Arline Judge and her director husband,
Wesley Ruggles, (Charlie's brother), officially separated and Arline has been rumored in love with this young man and
that young man. Arline is playing the role
of the young girl now in "Valiant Is the
Word for Carrie" and Wesley Ruggles is
directing her, and Hollywood is all agog.
Will they fall in love again? It was when
Ruggles was directing her in one of her
first pictures in Hollywood, "Are These
Our Children," that the director and the
little ingenue first fell in love and soon
afterwards were married. They have a little
three-year-old boy, who can boast of having
Irene Dunne for a godmother, and all
their friends are hoping that this picture
will bring them together again.
What can make the wives of the men
stars shiver? Running your finger nail over
a file, mice, a chill wind from the Pacific,
Dracula's Daughter? Wrong, all wrong.
What really makes the Mrs. Robert Montgomerys, the Mis. Jimmy Cagneys, the Mrs.
Robert
Youngs,
the Mrs.
the
Mrs. Freddie
Marches
and Pat
the O'Briens,
Mrs. Charles
Boycrs of this industry have cold shivers
rushing up and down their spines fs nothing
i in ne awful than a pretty little film star
who gels a divorce. You can just imagine
with what honor "the little woman" leads
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in the morning paper that beautiful Miss
So-and-So has separated from her spouse
and is on the loose again. Naturally that
petted darling of the celluloids, the devastating Miss So-and-So, must have herself
another man as quickly as possible to flaunt
around the night clubs, and there's just no
telling whom she might fancy. It's a safe
bet she isn't interested in the forgotten man,
or the obscure man, no, she'll definitely
want some one with a "name." And what
chance has a drab little wife versus a vivacious Glamour Queen?
I am quite certain that at least fifty wives
of the film colony turned pale, and shivered, the morning they read that Ginger
Rogers and Lew Ayres had separated. Who
will Ginger choose next? Ah me, life on
the edge of an erupting volcano is peaceful
compared with the life of fears and suspicions that wives of men stars lead. Personal y, don't
I
think they have to worry over
Ginger much as she seems to be rather interested, perhaps as an escort only, in James
Stewart, who has been beauing her here
and there ever since the separation was
announced. One of her New York boy
friends, Johnny Green, the young composer
and orchestra leader who has been on Jack
Benny's
hour allrecently
winter, and
has perhaps,
taken a
house inradio
Hollywood
little wives of men stars, it will be Johnny
that Ginger turns to now.

When Bob Taylor made his
first hit, he identified Irene
Herveyallaschanged
his girl. now.
But that's
Andlief all my,
my, what
deep Barbara
breath ofStanrethe wives
took awhen
wyck started going with Robert Taylor
after her separation from Frank Fay. Of
course, Barbara sort of muscled in on Janet
Gaynor and Irene Hervey, but at least he
wasn't married so the field was open. By the
way, I wonder how Barbara felt the other
day when she listened in on the Rudy Vallee
hour and heard both Robert Taylor and
Frank Fay on the same program? Must have
been sort of a peculiar sensation. Well, anyway, don't let me ever catch you envying a
movie star's wife. You may be poor but
at least you can read about the divorces in
the morning paper without having cold
shivers. (And while we're on the subject I
might add that there will be a lot of wives
who'll feel much belter if Lorctta Young
will only marry Eddie Sutherland when he
returns from Europe. Lorctta is one of
their best shivers.)
And speaking of Robert Taylor, Hollywood is doing a lot of speculating about
man. His popularity
young
that
less than sensational,
what withis nothingwomen
lime he ' apswooning every
screaming and screen.
But I here are those
pears on the
pessimists who say that even with all his
popularity he will not be pleasing to Miss

Garbo when he plays Armand to her Camille,
it wouldn't
in
the and
leastthat
if she
demandedsurprise
that hethembe
replaced
by
Freddie
March
or
George
Brent.in
On the other hand, Greta may join
with the fifty million women who can't
be wrong. Now what's going to happen
when,
they know,
do "Camille"
Garbo, asasand
youif well
usually together?
manages
to fall in love with her leading man for
the duration of the picture, and so, will
Bob succumb to her charms or will he remain true to Barbara? Bob is typically a
night club boy, friendly and sociable, with
none of that mystery chichi about him, so
somehow
or other
see him pancakes
touring
Arizona with
GretaI don't
or making
with her in a secret hideaway, but of course
one never knows, does one? Bob flitted from
Irene to Janet to Barbara, so why not
Garbo? Bob will next co-star with Barbara
Stanwyck in "His Brother's Wife." Good
old
Metro,
you indidn't
thinkStanwyck-Taylor
they'd miss a
chance
to cash
on the
romance, now did you?
After "Small Town Girl" they tell me
that Janet Gaynor, who had been too long
among the whimsies and was obviously
slipping, can write her own ticket again.
The studio is about to re-make "Seventh
Heaven," the picture that made Janet the
great box-office star she is, and this time it
will be Simone Simon, the French actress,
who will play Diane. When the studio was
talking
of reviving
"SeventhlikeHeaven"
was asked
if she would
to playJanet
her
"I couldn't
part itagain.
play
again,"No,"
becausesaidnowJanet,
I know
there is
no I Seventh
must sayHeaven."
that Hollywood, as a whole,
has been rather phlegmatic over Greta
Garbo's return to the scene of her triumphs,
despite the fact that she gave interviews to
the terpress
pictures. As
matof fact and
mostposed
of theforcomments
havea been
about those pictures. "Where, oh where, did
she get that frizzy permanent?" shrieked
the perfectly
coifredbigfilm
"I never
before realized what
legsstars.
she has,
and very
bad ankles," said others, when the picture
of her meeting the New Y'ork press on the
boat was re-printed in the Los Angeles
Times. "Doesn't she know not to wear light
stockings
with black
for her
photographs?"
others screamed.
Andshoes
as for
interviews
— well, I think my own little secretary,
Emily, sort of voiced the general feeling in
Hollywood
towards
Garbo's
inter-as
views. "Well,"
said Emily
withpress
disgust
she finished reading the Garbo interview,
"Garbo talked but she didn't say much."
Take my advice, Greta, and stick to your
silences and seclusions.

The gossips are wondering
about Bill Powell's
along. marriage
— if, just
as, iskeeps
and on
whenrolling
— but
Bill
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you can be sure. But, alas, also on this big
transatlantic steamship are five renowned
detectives on their way to a conference in
New York, a brazen blackmailer, and a
famous French criminal who has escaped
prison on the eve of his execution. When
the blackmailer is found dead in Carole's
stateroom the excitement begins, and between concertina concerts it is Fred who
solves the mystery with no help from the
five bungling renowned detectives.
George Barbier is excellent as the captain, and so is Alison Skipworth as the
Lady in Waiting to the phony Princess.
You'll
Carole,
her Swedish
accent, be
andcrazy
her about
beautiful
clothes.
FURY
Signifying Considerable— M-G-M
AND here, my friends, is honest drama. No
/vmovie tricks, no box-office folderol are
allowed to cheapen this picture. It will
make you suffer, it will make you think, it
will keep you glued to your seat tense and
strained, but it will leave you with an emotional satisfaction that only honest drama
can cause.
It's a picture that you cannot
afford
to miss.

Fredric March, as Anthony Adverse, holds his beautiful Angela, played by Olivia de Havilland. Director Mervyn LeRoy has covered himself with glory.
ANTHONY ADVERSE
Masterful Entertainment— Warner
Drolliers
HERVEY
ALLEN'S
famous and
widelyread novel
of a glamorous
past century
comes to the screen as a deeply moving,
pictorially brilliant, and compellingly interesting picture. And after all those cracks
which have been made about the length of
the novel you will be glad to know that
the film has been cut to 78 minutes— you
won't have to spend the week-end in the
theatre. Great praise should go to the director, Mervyn LeRoy, and to Sheridan
Gibney, the writer who made the screenplay of the novel, for they have retained all
the vivid life-likeness of the original and all
its emotional beauty.
Starting with a dramatic prologue, which
shows the manner of Anthony's coming
into the world, the plot piles one exciting
episode upon another until we find
Anthony, now a middle-aged man, on his
way to the mysterious Americas.
Fredric March, as Anthony Adverse, is
really something to write home about: he
gives the most outstanding performance of
his entire career. And second in importance
is Olivia
Havilland's
vinces us de
beyond
a doubt Angela.
that sheShehas confar

more to give the screen than a pair of the
most beautiful eyes in Hollywood.
Every character has been chosen with
great care, and each and every one gives a
superb performance. Notable are Claude
Rains as the Spanish Don Luis, Anita
Louise as his lovely, fragile wife and the
ill-fated mother of Anthony Adverse, Edmund Gwenn as Mr. Bonnyfeather, Donald
Woods asas the
Anthony's
Gale Sondergaard
menacingfriend,
housekeeper,
Steffi
Duna as t he exotic African maiden, and
Louis Hay ward as a romantic young ad\ enturer.
THE PRINCESS COMES ACROSS
Murder on the High Seas— Paramount
AVERY entertaining murder mystery
that could have been another hilarious "Thin Man" if the authors had taken
a little more trouble with it. Carole Lombard, looking too breathlessly beautiful,
plays a phony Swedish Princess, with an
accent delightfully reminiscent of the Great
Garbo, who is on her way to America to
crash Hollywood. Also on the boat are Fred
MacMurray, famous concertina player and
orchestra leader, and his pal and press
agent, William Frawley. Fred loses no time
in going "on the make" for Princess Olga

"Fury" (which started out in life as "Mob
Rule") dramatically and honestly tells the
story of a law-abiding American citizen, a
good sort of guy, who manages to make
enough money out of his gas station to go
out West to marry his girl. Driving along, in
his rattling car, he is stopped in a middlewestern town by a deputy sheriff who is
looking for kidnappers, and just because
he has a five dollar ransom note in his pocket
and no alibi for where he spent the previous
night (he slept in his car) he is jailed on
suspicion pending an investigation.
And then the Mob— the Great American
Mob . . . They storm the jail, set fire to
the building
guy's face
girl pressed
arrives
just
in time toandseethehis poor
agonized
against the bars, the flames licking all
around him. But by a miracle the boy escapes—and now, with revenge in his heart
he plots to have his torturers suffer a slow
legal death— for his murder. This is only a
slight outline of the story. It is too powerful,
too dramatic to put on paper.
Spencer Tracy plays the guy who becomes
the victim of mob rule and gives the greatest
performance of his career, of anybody's
career for that matter. Sylvia Sidney is excellent as his girl friend and her horror when
she sees her sweetheart burning to death
will long be remembered by you and me.
Striking
givtnAlbertson.
h\ \\ liter Abel,characterizations
Bruce Cabot and areFrank
FATAL LADY
No Lurking—./ Waller Wanger Production
what story
a relief
to have
/TVferent.
LAST, And
a mystery
that'snotreally
difany linking butlers, ominous shadows,
thick-headed sleuths, and loose ends of plot
dangling all over the place. Even the most
fastidious among us will like this one.
Mary Ellis, she who sings— but divinely—
and manages to look quite lush besides, plays
a young prima donna whose band is sought
in marriage
by three men.
[Continued
on next page]
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Thev all die, most mysteriously, and then
a fourth man, Walter Pidgeon, woos her for
the purpose of capturing the killer. He, too,
falls in love with the sweet-singing lady, but
succeeds in escaping with his life while you
break out in a cold sweat. The killer, which
is most unusual in movie mysteries, had perfectly logical motives for his conduct. Imagine that. Naturally the operatic background
gives Miss Ellis an opportunity to sing arias
from several operas, and, a delightful little
Vous Adore."
French
In theditty,
cast entitled,
are John "Je
Halliday,
Guy Bates
Post, Alan Mowbray and Norman Foster.
Edgar Kennedy and Ruth Donnelly look
after the comedy. Your evening at the theatre won't be wasted.
BUNKER BEAN
It s in AcAix—R-K-O-Radio
er
RY LEON WILSON'S "Bunk
HARBean'"
now makes its third appearance
on the screen, an old friend, tried and true.
This time Owen Davis, Jr., plays the meek
his invoung stenographer who ghrises above
feriority complex throu his belief that
he is the reincarnation of an Egyptian
King. With his new found courage he does
Big Business with his slave-driving Boss,
gets himself made vice-president of the
company, and marries the Boss's daughter.
It's all good clean fun and very pleasant.
Owen Davis, Jr., and Louise Latimer, the
"new generation"
at RKO, Robert
are welcome
and
attractive
newcomers.
McWade
makes a grand grouchy Boss and Jessie Ralph
is fine as the grandmother. The best scene
in the picture is where Berton Churchill
and Sybil Harris, as a couple of phony mediums, provide Bunker with an Ancestor.
PRIVATE NUMBER
It's a Blank— Twentieth Century-Fox
t ORETTA YOUNG and Robert Taylor,
L- both gorgeous in looks, are teamed for
the first time in this picture and make a
mighty pretty pair. Loretta plays a servant
girl in a wealthy family, and of course the.
college son of the house falls in love with
her, and there is a baby and parental objections. Bless my soul, if it isn't good old
"Common Clay" again.
There are a couple of new touches, to wit,
Basil Rathbone playing a lecherous butler
on the make for Loretta, and Patsy Kelly
playing another servant girl who befriends
Loretta. The picture has been given a lavish
production, Loretta has never appeared
more beautifully appealing, the Taylor lad
will simply have the women folks swooning
in the aisles, and Patsy Kelly has never been
funnier, but no matter how you look at
it it is still "Common Clay."
HEARTS DIVIDED
History in the Making— Warner Brothers
MARION DAVIES and Dick Powell are
teamed in this romance revolving
around America's purchase of Louisiana
from the great Napoleon Bonaparte. Napoleon, excellently played by Claude Rains,
sends his young, irresponsible brother
Jerome (this ish history,, ymy dear) sto America to establis friendl relation and to
represent France in the important sale.
Dick Powell plays the happy-go-lucky
Jerome, who is quite bored with the affairs
of state and has himself a good time disguised as a nobody at the race tracks.
Marion, of course, is the aristocratic Betsy,
daughter of a Baltimore statesman, who is
negotiating the purchase of Louisiana, and
naturally Marion meets Dick at the races
and a romance begins. Dick becomes a tutor
in her home, and there is much idyllic
romance, until Dick is forced to appear as
the young Bonaparte at a governmental
party to celebrate the purchase.
Napoleon does his best to break up the

"Fury" is a remarkable picture of mob psychology,
and Spencer Tracy gives
one career.
of the finest performances of his
engagement, but true love finds a way (and
that is history too, my dear). Charles Ruggles, Edward Everett Horton and Arthur
Treacher are Marion's suitors and are quite
comic. Henry Stephenson plays her father
and Clara Blandick her aunt. But acting
honors all go to Claude Rains. His Napoleon is really something.
GREEN PASTURES
Gangway for a Great Picture— Warner
Brothers
may relax and draw an easy breath.
YOU
Hollywood has not ruined Marc Connelly's "Green Pastures." There is nothing
super colossal
about
not even
spec-of
a single
tacular technical
effect,it,not
a trace
that lavishness for which the cinema is famous. Not one bit of the delightful charm
and intimacy of the stage play has been lost
in its transition— it's still the quaint and
simple
story
His ehillun
ed ofby "De
visualiz
as
humble and
people
colored
the Lawd"
of the South.
Just as in the play the picture opens with
Mr. Dashee relating Bible stories to his
Sunday School class of little pickaninnies.
Then the scene changes to Heaven where
the clouds open (nice cotton clouds, nothLawd" and His
fancy) andandwe allseeHis"Deehillun
angeling"Gabe"
with their
wings on indulging in a fish fry. Then
"De Lawd" creates the world out of a mess
of firmament, and discovers to His distress
that one miracle calls for another. Mankind
gives Him a powerful lot of trouble and
often He wishes he'd never started it in the
first place.
The visit of "De Lawd" to Noah's and
the subsequent Ark episode are the high
spots in the picture. The cast is entirely
colored of course and each and every one
gives a skilful performance.
Lawd"
only "De
" and
butRexalsoIngram
"Adam''playsandnot"Hezdrel
too

much cannot be said in praise of his
superb
who lovescharacterizations.
ten cent seegars His
and "De
custardLawd,"
with
plenty of firmament, is a worthy successor
to the late Richard Harrison, the beloved
"De Lawd" of the New York stage. Also
particularly noteworthy are Oscar Polk as
"Gabe," Frank Wilson as "Moses," and Eddie Anderson as "Noah." Many people at
the preview proclaimed this the best picture they had ever seen.
THE POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL
She Runs Away With the Picture—
Twentieth Century-Fox
DEFINITELY one of the best Shirley
"butanddefinitely."
ShirleyTemple
enters thepictures,
radio field
my, my, what
a lot of entertainment. Shirley plays a little
rich wanders
girl whoaway
doesn't
much fun,
she
from have
her wealthy
fatherso
one
day
and
follows
an
organ
grinder
home.
The next morning she joins up with a
couple of down-and-out vaudevillians and
helps them put their act over for a radio
audition. They win a contract for time on
the air and of course their sponsor (a soap
manufacturer) is a keen competitor of
Shirley's father. In time the father recognizes Shirley's voice over the ether waves
ami she has to go home and be a nice little
girl again. But what fun while it lasted.
Shirleylittle
provesactress,
again and
that teamed
she is a upsincere,
natural
with
Alice Faye and Jack Haley she puts over
some songs and dances that are knock-outs.
Don't miss hearing Shirley sing "But Definitely," "You've Got to Eat Your Spinach,
Baby," and "I Like a Military Man." Next
to Shirley the honors go to Alice Faye, who
has never been better. Also in the cast are
Gloria Stuart. Michael Whalen, Henry Armetta, and Sara Haden.
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Tkere Is M armalade

in

The H ouse.
By Rutk Coroin

A delicious surprise cake with orange marmalade
filling — so easy and so certain.
Just good old waffles,
but the dash of orangepineapple marmalade
brings a new thrill.
TN FLORIDA, Texas and California where
J is
citrus
morefruits
of anabound,
art thanmarmalade
elsewhere making
in our
United States, for the fruit, which is allowed to ripen on the trees, is an entirely
diffeient product from that which is picked
green and shipped around the world. It is
sweeter and, in the case of the grapefruit,
less bitter. There are many ways of preparing orange marmalade but the following is
as good as any I have found and much
easier in preparation than most of them,
if we consider the time element.
ORANGE MARMALADE
Select sour, smooth-skinned oranges.
Weigh oranges and allow 3/4 their weight in
sugar. Remove peel from oranges in quarters. Cook until soft in enough water to
cover. Drain, remove white part from peel
by scraping with a spoon. Cut thin yellow
rind in strips, using a pair of scissors. This
is more quickly accomplished by cutting
through 2 or 3 pieces at a time. Divide
oranges in sections, remove seeds and tough
part of skin. Put into a preserving kettle
and heat to boiling point. Add sugar gradually and cook slowly one hour; add rind
and cook one hour longer. Turn into
glasses.
AMBER MARMALADE
l orange i lemon 1 grapefruit
Slice fruit very thin, rejecting only seeds
and core of grapefruit. Measure fruit, and
add to it 3 times the quantity of water. Let
it stand in an earthen dish overnight and
next morning boil for 10 minutes only.
Leave until next day, then boil 2 hours.
Measure, add an equal amount of sugar and
boil, stirring occasionally that it may not
scorch, about an hour. Pour into sterilized
glasses; let stand covered with cheesecloth
until cold, then cover with melted hot
Parawax.
GRAPEFRUIT MARMALADE
1 grapefruit 1 lemon, juice only
Follow same general instructions for
Amber Marmalade except that grapefruit
is allowed to stand in water for about an

hour, then boiled in the lemon juice for
10 minutes. Proceed the following day in
the same manner as for the Amber. This
makes a very bitter marmalade for those
who like this type.
Orange-Pineapple Marmalade was given
me by a friend of the lovely young wife of
the golden-voiced James Melton. This lady
assured me that it was a particular favorite
of the whole Melton family and that Mrs.
Melton prepared it with as little effort as
the average person used for an omelet. A
nice compliment.
ORANGE-PINEAPPLE MARMALADE
2 or 3 oranges 1 quart shredded
1 lemon
pineapple (pulp
3 cups sugar
and juice)
First peel and slice the pineapples and
steam until tender. Peel oranges and lemon,
if used. Remove every bit of the white and
slice the rind fine. Add the sugar, rind, and
sliced pulp of the citrus fruit (membranes
removed) to the steamed pineapple. Cook
rapidly to the jelly stage.
Here are two altogether new marmalades which I have just developed. One of
the nicest things about them, next to their
perfectly grand taste, is the ease with which
they are made. In testing and originating
all these marmalade recipes for your use
1 have tried to bear in mind that the majority of the homemakers of today live on
something of a merry-go-round and that
while they feel the urge to putter around
in the kitchen, speed becomes increasingly
more necessary in meal preparation.
RHUBARB-PINEAPPLE MARMALADE
U/2 cups red rhubarb,
1 cup sugar
cut in small pieces i/2 lemon, juice and
1/2 cup pineapple, cut rind
in pieces
Combine all ingredients; cook slowly
until mixture is thick and clear. Put in
sterilized glasses, cover with cheesecloth and
seal when cold.
LEMON MARMALADE
3 pounds lemons 2 oranges
2 quarts (8 cups) water Sugar
Wipe the lemons and oranges carefully.
Pare the skin very thinly from the lemons
and oranges and cut them up into slender
chips, using scissors for this process. Put
the chips on to boil in a saucepan, with 3
cupfuls of the water; allow to cook 40 min-

utes. Now take all the white part from the
lemons and the oranges and cut up all the
pulp
roughly; ofputthethis
the cook
stove slowly
with
the remainder
wateron and
for one hour and fifteen minutes. Stir it
frequently; then strain it through a hot
jelly bag without pressure. Add the chips
and liquid in which they were cooked to
the strained juice. Now measure this liquid,
and for each cupful allow one pound of
sugar. Return to fire and boil slowly for
30 minutes. Put into jars, cover with
cheesecloth and seal when cool.
I didn't know
to doas with
this
marmalade
after just
I hadwhatit but
we were
having fish for dinner I decided to try it
since I had often served lemon butter with
fish. Frankly I was skeptical about a sweet
with fish. The results delighted me.
Making marmalade is not generally a
short job. The best marmalade is made
over a period of hours or days but the
advantage lies in the ability to line your
shelves with tempting jars not supplied by
the standard manufacturers, such as most
of the above recipes show. Marmalade, as
purchased from your grocer, is far from
inexpensive and here again the housewife
scores by making her own, particularly
when she knows even a few of the tricks
of combining marmalade to set off her
table when unexpected guests arrive.
For a quick lunch after bridge or when
you return from a movie try combining
orange marmalade with peanut butter or
cream cheese for a tasty and not too heavy
Sandwich. Kraft's Velvetta cheese combined
with either orange or lemon marmalade
and toasted on a very hot grill makes
another nice sandwich.
Also, for either a late luncheon or breakfast, waffles served with hot marmalade,
I suggest the Orange-Pineapple, with stiips
of crisp bacon, is fit lor a king— or a queen
cither lor that matter. Lately I have found
thai when I was in a hurry I could turn
out the swellest, golden brown waffles with
Aunt
in less time
than itJemima's
lakes me Pancake
to wiite Flour
this paragraph.
A breakfast treat is marmalade biscuits.
You can stir up llull\ biscuits with the well
known Bisquick. Roll the dough to a thickness of about 1/3 inch and cut with a large
cutter. Place your orange marmalade on
this
over inin athemoderate
shape of oven
a pocketbookandroll.foldBake
and
serve hot with butter.
[Continued on next [xige]
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Quick and
unhurried attitude which, in the final
For a meat course ham baked with either
prepared
two Monte
shakes ispears,
Pear drain;
Whip. Take
a can of inDel
whip
analysis is the most important requisite o.
orange or lemon marmalade is truly new
some
cream
and
stir
into
it
a
small
amount
and unusual and a dish you will be proud
the
good
hostess.
to serve.
of orange marmalade. Heap this in the
If you will always keep on hand a packcenter of the pear and serve. Naturally all
Here's a taste sensation for you that was
age
of
Kellogg's
Rice
Krispies
or
Corn
Flakes, you can make a pastry shell while
recently served to me by a young southern
ingredients must be chilled for best results.
Glancing back over the above you could
your filling is cooking. 1 cup of either the
bride in a tiny two-room kitchenette apartflakes
or
krispies
(rolled
very
fine),
14
cup
prepare in this , manner, with the aid of
ment.
This
girl's
husband
was
a
professor
marmalade, the following menu in about
and she had found that it was not always
of butter, 14 cup of suger mixed well, and
easy to be smart on the small salary a pressed firmly around the sides and bottom
forty minutes.
of a 9-inch pan, forms a pastry shell which
young professor makes. She was eternally
takes just a matter of minutes to make. This
Fruit Cup (10 minutes)
putting things together to see what would
shell can be filled with a cream filling and
happen. This was one of them.
Lettuce and tomato salad
Place in a casserole slices of boiled sweet
covered with a thin layer of your favorite
Sweet Potatoes baked (30 minutes)
to make a delicious pie.
Baked Ham (20 to 30 minutes)
potatoes, covering the bottom of the dish; marmalade
Or a rich white cake, the layers filled
next cover this with orange marmalade.
Pie
(crust, 6 min., filling 15 min.)
Continue in this manner until dish is full. with orange or lemon marmalade, and the
whole
covered
with
a
marshmallow
icing
Pour over this a thick syrup of sugar and
water and bake 30 minutes in a moderate
While the potatoes are boiling the salad
thickly sprinkled with grated cocoanut
oven.
and fruit cup can be prepared; then when
makes the finest dessert (with rich full bodied coffee and cream) that you could desire.
ham and potatoes are baking in the oven
This young wife told me that she had
found the addition of various kinds of
the pie can be made. Or you can omit the
Raspberry
Jello
with
marmalade
is
anmarmalade to her table or her food helped
other delightful combination that is new
pie and serve the already made Marmalade
her to turn out attractive and slightly
enough to make your guests play the great
Cake.
different meals— either on short notice or
So you see, that any woman with the aid
"what is it" guessing game. Jello is prean hour or so before the arrival of guests
pared according to the directions on the
of a few delicious previously made marma—dishes which did not suffer by standing
package and put aside in a cool place.
lades, corn flakes, and other simple, wholeWhen it begins to set stir in either orange
and then being run hurriedly into the
some, easily prepared food can always
or
lemon
marmalade.
Serve
plain
or
with
stove for reheating. This allowed her the
qualify
as a perfect
what
the
occasion
or how hostess
little no
timematter
is allowed
maximum amount of time with her guests
whipped
cream.
Another
nice
dessert
and
one
that
is
and she was able to preserve a charming,
her.

N'O Party Gal

and go gay in new personalities assumed
with the party dresses. Mr. Milquetoast
he's always
intoin the
may
wantedturn
to be,
a DonLothario
Juan costume,
and
Mr. Bigbusiness may quit hiding behind
that false front and emerge a pretty nice
kind o' feller if he's dressed as Little Lord
Fauntleroy or Simple Simon.
"Another thing is that costumes, properly
selected, are flattering to both men and
girls. The boys can get into things a little
more colorful than the dreadfully funereal
formal dress which they tolerate, poor
things. And the girls can select the clothes
of any age, from Eve on, which are most
becoming to them. Everyone looks his best,
and a gala spirit pervades the group to
begin with. We're not so awfully grown-up
at heart, you know. We're still pretty much
the kids who so love to get dressed-up.
"The biggest night on this boat will be
that of the Captain's dinner, which means
there'll be horns and bells and noisemakers and confetti— all that Mardi Gras
sort of thing. We'll love it. Thaton one
all
whoopee night is standard practice
the liners. And the steamship men are no
chumps. They know what pleases their
public. It's the old carnival spirit. You
know,
raise
he—, I let's-get-away-from-it-all
mean, have fun. If I gaveanda party,
that would be the idea."
I pondered this, and began to wish I was
sailing with Sylvia, just to blow horns with
her
the night
the with
Skipper's
hoop-la.
And onmaybe
flirt a oflittle
the handsome
officers, who must be able to dance like seagoing Astaires in order to hold their goldlace jobs. Sylvia, enthused now over her
was going on
hypothetical
and
on. I was entertainment,
recalled.
"Theto problem
of mixing
seem
lie anything
of the groups
sort to doesn't
me. I
don't see why all manner of intelligent percan't mingle
pleasurably,
I'd too,
ask
folk sons
from
every walk
of life.and
This,
would be in line with the 'escape' psychology. Put all actors together, and it's a

[Continued from page 34]

certainty the talk would be about the
theatre. Bankers would confine themselves
to— well,
Roosevelt,
ever it ispossibly
bankersMr.talk
about. or
Andwhatthe
shoemakers would invariably stick to their
lasts.
But putof 'em
all together
find topics
mutual
interest, and
not they'll
solely
concerned with their own small spheres.
"As a matter of fact, I think that actors
are quite probably the most interesting and
entertaining
persons,
I'm afraid
be
inclined
to put
the and
so-called
societyI'dfolk
at
opposite
end ofbe.thePerhaps
scale. because
I don't
knowthe why
this should
it is the actor's metier to be entertaining,
amusing, while the society people grow dull
tillating.
in
relying on others to do the social scin"I'd really like to go to parties. But
with
reservations
provisos.
I'd
hate certain
to be bored.
And Ianddislike
shoving
crowds. Surely, though, it's fun to attend
an amusing gathering of a few clever
friends. Again, party-going is an insidious
habit, like golf. I never knew a golfer who
didn't neglect more important things to
improve his game. And the party-going
virus is equally infectious. Once a golfer,
always one. You can't
or
takea itparty-hound—
or leave it alone.
"There are very few parties that evidence
any thought or care upon the part of the
hostess. Either the parties or the guests are
stiff. I mean the parties are stodgy and
cerThere's
stiff. And
get way.
the guests
or no artistry
stuffy, tainly
either
I think
a perfect hostess is an artist of the first
water. The host? Well, he hasn't much to
do with it except to remain reasonably
sober, which usually spoils the evening for
him. Men are such martyrs— in their own
minds.
"I don't think there'll be much time for
and I imagine my amaparties in England,
teur standing as both hostess and guest will
remain intact. I expect to be out at Shepherd's Bush, where the Gaumont-British
studios are located, from early in the morn-

ing until those long, lovely English twilights set in. They last until ten o'clock,
you know. I'm pretty much of a working
girl, and the fact that the job is acting
doesn't alter the necessity of being at the
time-clock when the whistle blows.
"Yes, I've been abroad before, and I like
London. I like any city. I was born in a
city. I'm a city girl. London, to me, is very
liveable— if you
Cosmopolitan, too.getA what
worldI mean.
capitalIt'swhich
draws a colorful throng from the Continent
and the Colonies. I like New York, too. It's
alive. There's something to do. Hollywood
is a workshop. There's no life aside from
the studios. And that is all right, too, beis like 'thehadoffice.'
cause snappy
Hollywood stewards
Swank,
begun" beattocwarwhen
Chinesetime
ingsins.gongs
It wasthatthatrang
sad,like
exciting
"all's ashore that's going ashore." But
Sylvia was back on her party.
"Now when— I mean— if I were to give
"I'm not sailing," I said, "and here you
haven't
. . ." me a line to write about.
a party given
Quick, what's your new picture?"
"Pardon, we're taking in the gangway,''
interrupted a courteous officer.
Sylvia leaned upon the rail. I was halfway down the plank. She called through
cupped
hands:
storydirects
. . . Robert
. ."Joseph
. Alfred Conrad
Hitchcock
. . . theDonat
title
is 'The Hidden Power' . . . looks like Gaumont-British have given me a swell set-up
.three
. . good-bye
. . I'llif beI go
seeing
you ingarden
two.
months . ...
to that
party . . . I'll give your regards to the
K . . . to . . . you know who . . ."
The homeward
big ship sighed,
on its
weary
miles. and
The started
band played.
The people ashore waved to those aboard.
There was confetti. The lucky ones were
embarking
a bighard
party—
get-away-be
from-it-all. Ionwished
thattoI might
sailing, too. Oh to be in England now that
July is here— and Sylvia Sidney there!
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Beauty

Compacts

Cosy Cosmetic

/\nd

Cases.

By A/lary
Jane Hamilton comes ashore from the
S. S. Santa Paula secure in the knowledge that her make-up is not travel worn.

have a light. It's all so simple we
grudge
the time and
we'vewaiting
wastedpolitelv
looking for matches
forEntirely
somebody
else's
lighter
to
light.
aside from its convenience

TRAVELING weather — vacation time —
rinding
to beaway
you're ofaptmiles
and
your
fromyourself
hundreds
friendly dressing table! Learn a lesson from
vivacious Jane Hamilton, who looks as if
an
She's but
bandbox. light,
she justin stepped
the nobleoutartofofa traveling
adept
you can be sure her essential beauty aids
travel with her.
Speaking of traveling light, did you know
that airplane hostesses have to keep their
weight down to a definite limit, even as low
as 98 pounds? We know one who came
back from a long vacation with 16 extra
pounds and only two weeks to take it off.
She simply had to lose that weight— and she
did, thanks to the Bergonie Machine that
provides reducing exercise automatically.
You simply recline in a comfortable chair
and
have sandbags
(actually
you can piled
stand ona your
weight"tummy"
of 200
pounds or more without discomfort). Then
an electric current is turned on which
makes your muscles exercise— perfectly painlessly and far more effectively than if you
did
your
dailyyoudozen
the inches
hour. It's
only weight
lose,bybut
off not
the
most
New
about

needed spots. We've had this treatment at the Face and Figure Institute in
York
and we're most enthusiastic
it.

Even if you're not sailing for Europe
aboard the sky ship Hindenburg or having
bon voyage said to you at the airport, you
should keep your beauty baggage to a
minimum for your own comfort. Save your
time for fun and your suitcase space for
clothes.
clutter
up better
with a left
lot of
jars andDon't
bottles
that itare
at
home. Most of the cosmetic manufacturers
make fitted travel cases that are wonderfully convenient. Everything you need for
beauty is in one small case, ready to be
picked up and carried to the airplane or
pullman dressing room. These cases usually
have mirror tops that provide a portable
dressing table to be set up whenever you
need it. Then there are the trial sets of
cosmetics in small sizes which are grand
space-savers.
We ready
shouldn't
if you've
aldiscoveredbethesurprised
little Glida
cosmetic
bag that slips into your purse. It holds your
powder compact, rouge, eye make-up, comb
and everything else you need for quick repairs in one easily grabbed container. It's
closed with an air-tio;ht Glida slide fas-

tener, soyour
yourpurse
powder
won'tcigarette
scatter
through
nor stray
tobacco get mixed up with your make-up.
You can now get a Glida fitted travel
pouch, too. It's silken soft, gaily or soberly
colored,
as youcontrast.
prefer, Itandhasrubber-lined
an
attractive
a flat bottomin
for convenience and a slide fastener closing
to insure against spilling or leaking. One
roomy compartment holds a wash cloth
and another is left for whatever beauty aids
you want to put in it. Snugly fitted into
pockets are two empty jars and a bottle,
to be filled up with your own favorite
creams and lotion.
Personally, we dedicated our bottle to
eau de Cologne— a refreshing travel accessory no woman should be without. Have
you
tried
"4711"?
love itfragrance
. . . either
the fresh true
eau You'll
de Cologne
or
one of their delightful floral scents.
We feel we can't be too strong in advocating beauty care en route. One is always
meeting new people and first impressions
are so important. However, we're perfectly
willing
admit considering
it's a difficultthejobdifficulties
to keep
fresh andto clean
of travel. A grand new aid to Summer
freshness is Odorono Ice, and we're all for
itl Patted over the under-arm areas, it is
absorbed into the skin and gives protection
lasting from one to two days. It's so cooling
and soothing it makes you feel as if you'd
just had a plunge in the ocean the minute
youOneapply
smallit! bit of travel convenience we've
resolved never to leave behind is a cigarette
lighter called "Glolite." It's a cunning
gadget.
The purse
one that's
a permanent
in our own
is slightly
smaller fixture
than a
lipstick and looks just like one. It lights a
cigarette
flamethisto
be blown inouttwobypuffs.
the There's
wind . .no. and
lighter always works! You simply remove
the swivel top, insert your cigarette into it
gently without pressing so it crushes. Raise
it to your lips, pull twice— and presto, you

and dependability, we're addicted to
Glolite for purely beauty reasons. It's
the first real insurance we've found
against yellow stains on fingers. You
see, the principle is that sulphur
fumes from matches and not the cigarette itself, cause the stains. Re^
member the old theory that if you
■
light your cigarette first and then
put it in your mouth, it won't
stain
fingers?
truth inyourit, but
try theThere's
trick
for yourself and see how many
matches \ou waste before you
\ get a light that stays lit. Much
m better to simply add a Glolite
¥ to your travel equipment, in
m
and out of town!
Lovely Kay Francis, with her
\
reputation for flawless groom \ J* an
ing enthusiastic
wherever she
may bybe,air.is
traveler
One of her secrets of traveling light, and
still
make-up
is a lipstick
with keeping
a little her
chrome
mirrorintact,
concealed
in its
case. When she opens the top, the mirror
pops out, jack-knife fashion ... all
ready to give her a clear view of her
shapely lips while she touches them up,
when and where needed. Corday is the
maker of this space and time-saving
Wherever you go, your favorite perfumes should travel right along with you.
Banish that fear of a broken bottle or leak
gadget.
saturating your suitcase contents with an
overpowering scent! There are non-leakable
containers that make perfume a perfect
traveling companion. One-dram purse sizes
may be obtained at almost any perfume
counter in a wide choice of fragrances. And
now along comes Molinelle with a twodram travel size, both leak-proof and disproof. A long metal cap fits securely over
the top of the flat little bottle.
Giro's diminutive Peti Pat holds concentrated essences in lovely scents. The perfume is released one drop at a time (and
a single drop goes a long, long way), when
you remove the cap. (inn your Peti Pat
over, and lap it on the bottom.
Many seasoned travelers have learned the
trick of using dry perfume, or sachet. Roger
and Gallet provide seven of their most popular perfumes in sachet form. This dry
perfume lends ;i del i^lu fully sulluscd and
lasting fragrance when it is applied directly
to the skin. It 111. i\ be sprinkled into gloves,
mixed with dusting powder or put in satin
bags to be slipped between clothes or even
strategic
spot.one's costume, pinned into a
worn with
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Dots are more and more in favor, and Marsha
Hunt selects a cool, brown sheer dotted in white
and worn over a crisp slip of brown taffeta. The
dress is trimmed in white pique. A cluster of
burnt orange berries worn at the throat add an
interesting note.

This dinner gown of white lawn and red dots
that Frances Drake is wearing has a long, full
skirt and full elbow-length sleeves that are
bloused gracefully. A sash of bright red grosgrain
ribbon embraces the waistline and falls nearly to
the floor in front.

[continued
A Very Modest Gentleman
impressed. I have a feeling that it would
with the Wife."
set-up"M-G-M
for his certainly
next film,
have pleased him. But not my mother.
Brother's
gives"His
me
She's not a movie fan."
the breaks," he told me with sincere appre"But she does go to see your pictures,
ciation in his voice. "I'm to play opposite
doesn't she?"
Barbara Stanwyck . . ."
"Is that why the publicity hounds have
"Ohto yes.
she lotkeeps
me I'll
have
do aBut
whole
bettertelling
if I want
to
been linking your name with Miss Stanin this business."
going
keep
wyck's from a romantic point of view?" I
"Wise
mother," I said under my breath.
interrupted with pointed naivete.
Although
I
realized
that
this
young
"screen
"On
the contrary," laughed Mr. Taylor.
find" was far too sensible on his own ac"I guess they decided to cast us together
count to be flattered by even a doting
because of the fact that we've been
just with
mother's praise.
seen
one another so much lately."
"Did you ever play on the stage?" I asked
"Well, it evens itself up whichever way
him.
care to put it," I smiled.
"Just in college. I was doing a part in you"You
know, it's funny, but if you're seen
"Journey's End," and pretty badly, too,
with
a girl more than once in Hollywood
when the M-G-M scout signed me up.
they start announcing your engagement.
Heaven only knows why."
I've grown
to it.
I don't
argue
"Was it your good looks" (Mr. Taylor
about
it anyused
more.
There
was even
one gossip
looked positively pained with embarrasscommentator who claimed that I was goment) "or now
your that
hidden
talents?"
ing 'too, too social' just because he saw me
facetiously,
we had
come toI asked
know
one another better.
dancing with a girl at the Trocadero once.
But
I didn't tell you about my next picWe both laughed, with Mr. Taylor exture. Think of being lined up with Irving
hibiting the even white teeth required of Thalberg
as producer, with Van Dyke, as
know,"
director, and with either John Barrymore
every handsome movie star. "You
he informed me seriously, "that guy still
called me the 'Pomona Mugger' even after
or Jean Hersholt in the cast!"
I had been training under the M-G-M
I looked properly impressed. "And Garbo
comes
next," I twitted him.
banner
for
over
a
year.
He
doesn't
work
there any more, or he might be calling me
"I once played the role of Armand when
something worse now. He once told me that
we did 'Camille' at college," he informed
I was just a mug with big lips and heavy
me.
goshl her
I'll performance,
have to step Isome
time "But,
to match
can this
tell
eyebrows."
Well, when the nation's most glamorous
male star starts talking about himself in
As Mr. expression
Taylor's eyes
on a somewhat
worried
at thetookthought
of things
such a way it's time to change the subject,
to
come,
I
changed
the
subject
very kindly
n 'est ce pas?
so as not to spoil bis vacation by even the
Mr. Taylor was particularly delighted
you."

from page 25]
slightest shadow of a doubt that his ArCamille.mand might not match up with Garbo's
"Outside of the theatre, how does New
York strike you?" I asked.
"You have to dress up too much," he
head.to "You're
a shake of his like
withparade.
replied
always
slouch
around on
in old slacksNowandI sweaters
and 1
hate to shave except when I have to ... .
what chance has a fellow to do that in
"None," said I. "None at all," and noticfor the first time that Mr. Taylor was
New ing York?"
wearing with amazing sang froid the traditional Hollywood outfit of white slacks,
white sweater and softly folded foulard
scarf right heredorf-Astoria,
in situated
Newdirectly
York's onswanky
Park WalAvenue. However, the slacks and the sweater
and the white shoes weren't decorated with
the slightest signs of wear and tear and
smudges that Mr. Taylor professed himself
in favor of. A concession to New York, no
doubt.
"People fuss too much about clothes and
how they look," said he frowning in disapproval. "Especially girls. Why they have
to use so much make-up, I don't know.
They'd
muchI think
better that
just the
natural.
Even on look
the so
screen
girls
would
be blow
more about
interesting
let
their hair
a little if
andthey'd
not look
so Iperfect
agreed all
withthehimtime."
heartily at this point—
although I disagreed with him as to the
non-shaving idea and the slouching around
in messy slacks and sweaters. But then, what
man and woman ever did see alike on this
business of non-shaving and non-dressing
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Smartness!

Marie Wilson selects an outfit in the colors of
the desert. The skirt and cape are of desert tan
crepe and her chiffon blouse is the vibrant color
of the desert verbena. With this distinctive street
costume, Marie wears a small-brimmed hat carrying out the color of her blouse.

Ann Sothern wears this white organdie gown embroidered with tiny red stars and dots. The bodice is gathered into a halter-like band at the neck.
Gores are in each side of the skirt to give it fullness. A big red moire ribbon bow is worn at the
waistline in the back.
up? Women, generally, would
found dead than not looking
correct for whatever happens
whether
they're
in
or
traipsing
downvacationing
Fifth Avenue.

rather be
absolutely
to occur,
the
And desert
men

simply do not care. That's why they live
longer
I suspect. They don't worry
so muchthanoverwe, trifles.
Now, if I've disappointed some of you
fans who've fallen in love with the polished, sophisticated Robert Taylor of the
screen, let me try to fix it all up with you.
Mr. Taylor will shave and he will dress
when the occasion demands it, and I've
heard tell that he's one of the most gallant
swains in Hollywood and will treat you
like the Duchess of Towers if you happen
to rate a date with him.
Besides which Mr. Taylor is exceptionally fond
of dancing.
he's very
modest
about
his own Although
prowess, admitting
frankly that when once the girl of his
choice dances with his friend, Cesar Ro-

Night
men, but the picture was taken. His raving
at Newspaper
the press didn't
any good Joan
now. and
men do cornered
Nicky. They had tried to make the elevator, but, like most elevators, it wasn't there
when they needed it most. Nicky got Joan
close against the shaft door while the questions rained on her: "How long have you
known Farraday? . . . Are you going to
marry him? . . . Was it love at first sight?
...Joan
Is hewas
yourbeginning
ideal lover?"
to wonder if she
could hold out much longer. She had had

mero, he sits out all the dances for the rest
of the evening. In fact, dancing has got him
down. He wishes that it was his long suit,
butWhat
apparently
it isn't.
is his long
suit? He's pretty good at
but still, but
not nothing
good enough
. . home
. he's
atennis,
fair musician,
to write
about
.
.
.
he's
a
good
swimmer,
but
not
first rate. Riding . . . well, yes. If only they
used the western saddle in Hollywood and
a man could wear high heeled boots as he
did could
back ride
home with
in Nebraska
he
the best ofthen
them.he'd feel
you'reof matrimonially
like
to Ifthink
Mr. Taylor as inclined,
the lover and
of your
dreams, I can recommend him as a most
desirable choice, for he possesses one attribute every candidate for marriage should
have— a dislike of being alone.
"If I'm left to myself for more than fifteen minutes at a time I get fidgety and
start
goingwhatplaces,"
confessed.
Asked
kind he
of places
he preferred

Club

Love

most, and he straight-forwardly admitted
that he likes to hunt out dance halls in
out-of-the-way sections of the city.
"And then what?"
"Oh, I just sit and listen to the music.
You can't possibly dance in those places.
But the music is marvelous!"
So, if you have visions of yourself trailing gorgeously from one swanky night spot
to another with Bob Taylor, movie hero, extraordinary, getthat idea out of your mind
pronto. But you could rely upon "going
places and doing things" as a general run,
because Bob avowed that he's not keen on
moping at home with a good book, although he said that he was ashamed of
himself on this one point.
Furthermore, the future Mrs. Robert
Taylor need have no qualms about removthe war
at bedtime
Bob ingwill
likepaint
her much
bettereach
whennight.
her
face has been treated to a generous dose of
soap and water.

[co»*,w fr0m page M]

enough
and enough
schemes. ofAllFarraday
she wanted
was to of
getNicky's
away.
The car came up the shaft; the door slid
back just behind her. A strong arm reached
out and whisked Joan in and the door
slammed again. Joan was alone in the elevator, alone that is except for Ted and his
photographer.
"I just wanted to have a little talk with
you," Ted grinned with savage sarcasm.
"Of course I know you're not a gold digger. Perish
the understand,"
thought!"
"You
don't
Joan moaned.

"OhNo Ted—
why won'tto you
me — "
use appealing
Ted listen
at thisto moment.
He had seen the gill he loved (basing alter
Bruce Farradav. deliberately getting hersell
involved with a ham Romeo, notorious tor
his exploits with women. Injured pride
added to Ted's Out) and his voice was n.isi\
as he broke in: "1 understand enough. m\
dear. I've got to hand it to you, though.
YouI edsuretook
had upme pad
fooled
night."
and last
pencil.
"Now, let's get down to business. When
did you first meet this ham?''

Silver
Joan was speechless with rage. He had
lier kidnapped in the elevator, held prisoner between floors, at the mercy of a
photographer who kept snapping more
angles o£ her indignant face. "Pretty smart,
aren't you?" she sputtered.
"Not' to
as smart
as you,andlittle
one. Why,
expect
see sables
ermine
aroundI
that"You
pretty
any I'dday,likenow."
knowneckwhat
to see around
your
Ted neck!"
grinned. "Take my advice, baby, dig
while
the little
diggingpadis good.
And I'llwhen
be there
with my
and pencil
you
cross your legs for the jury."
Under the glaring headlines— Romeo
Finds His Juliet— Ted wrote his version of
the affair, wrote it out of the bitterness in
his heart:
We understand it was a case of love
at first sight and xvhy shouldn't it be?
income is said to exceed half
aFarraday's
million dollars.
Joan read it through tears of anger.
She looked at the full page halftone,
Bruce Farraday in his nightgown
kneeling at the feet of his Juliet . . .
herself! She hated Ted . . . she hated
herself . . . she hated everybody connected with the affair.
Nicky was in an ecstasy over the
business.
Joan's through
name andedition
Joan's after
picture running
edition. Publicity! It would be the
making of Joan. He had visions of fat
radio contracts, visions of the prosperity that would follow for him, as
Joan's agent and manager.
"Look at those headlines," he cried,
waving the newspapers. "You're a sensation! You're famous!" He paused
and looked solemnly at Joan and Fitz.
"Girls, we have come to the end of
the rainbow! We have caught the
bluebird!"
Fitz lifted a questioning eyebrow.
"Well,
look out
out ofshethedon't
an egg,"of
she
warned
deeplaywisdom
one who knew that Nicky's fortunes
were
a one-way street, going from bad
to worse.
moment
fortuneshotel
led
to Atthethe very
swankNicky's
apartment
where Farraday lived. Nicky secured a
suite for them all just across the hall from
Romeo's and
negotiating
advertisers
for began
a contract
for Joan. with
The big
big
advertisers liked the idea, but they didn't
want Joan unless accompanied by Farraday and, unfortunately radio was one word
that threw the actor into a screaming frenzy.
Nicky stood about as good a chance of getting Farraday to sign a radio contract as he
would have floating the Queen Mary in his
bath tub. But Nicky never quit trying.
To the hotel suite Ted followed Joan. Of
course he told himself it was his job to follow Farraday's newest Juliet so long as the
story was hot. And of course Joan wasn't any
more to him now than the Cellophane wrapper on a pack of cigarettes. Yet, somehow,
he was always following her around. Maybe
it was because she made him so mad!
"And then you met Mr. Farraday?" Ted
questioned
her in his best journalistic manner.
Joandetermined
icily. She towasthink
furious
at "Yes,"
him. Ifsaid
he was
her
ahimgoldreason
digger,to letthink
him so!think so . . . she'd give
"And he fell in love with you?"
"What do you think?"
"The
would immediately
never print it,fellmyin dear!
And you,paper
of course,
love
with him?"
"Completely,"
Joan agreed bitterly.
"Why?"
"Why? Well,
whatgallant.
girl wouldn't?
He's
handsome,
romanlic,
The first time
I saw him it was as though he had just
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walked out of a dream "
"You mean staggered, don't you?"
"I worship him," Joan screamed. "I adore
him. He's the one man I've waited for all
The apartment door opened at that moment. Farraday came in, stopped, held the
my life!"like the actor that he wras. "My
picture
"My Romeo!" Joan answered, falling into
his arms.
"My hat!" shouted Ted and jammed it
on his head in a #fury.# #
Juliet!"
Hand it to Nicky, he had accomplished
the impossible!
Nicky join
had Farraday's
promise that he would
Joan in an
air
To get Farraday into that frame of mind
program.
Nicky had convinced him it was a splendid
opportunity
his brother-in-law,
Robert, that toheprove
was to
capable
of managing
his own affairs. For the moment, at least,
it looked as if Nicky had sprinkled salt

\Y/HO
is the most popular player in
y * Hollywood?
Last year you voted Shirley Temple the
winner of Silver Screen's Gold Medal. Will
she win again? Or have you a new favorite?
Our September issue will enable you to cast
a ballot for your favorite star.
Bette Davis will be our Cover Girl next
month and Elizabeth Wilson is preparing a
"Projection" that ivill intimately acquaint
you with the thrilling story of this star,
who was voted the greatest screen actress
of i935.
And if you like our "Hollywood Date
Test"
find star
another
to
test you
whichwillscreen
wouldquestionnaire
prove your
most amiable companion.
These and many other features ivill appear in our September issue, on sale at all
newsstands Friday, August yth.
The Editor

on the tail of the bluebird.
But out in California Farraday's brotherin-lawradio
hadn't
deaf. Or
The
andgone
the stone
newspapers
keptblind.
him
informed of Romeo's latest escapade and
Robert hopped the first eastbound plane.
Bruce Farraday was shaving when he saw,
in his mirror, the one face he dreaded
most, Robert's. Many a day he had regretted that he ever took Robert off the
laundry wagon to become his manager, but
never more than this one when, thanks to
the machinations of Nicky he had found
freedom and a new Juliet.
One look at Robert's face told the story.
Back to Hollywood for Farraday, back to
the everlasting grind of celluloid romance
.a . time!
. and Before
he'd been
such aissued
hell ofa
he having
left, Robert
statement in Farraday's name, calling Joan
a gold digger.
The news fell on Nicky and if it had been
have
he couldn't
building
State The
the Empire
been
any flatter.
advertising
manager,
who thought so highly of Joan Warren so
long as Joan was going to appear with Bruce
Farraday, called up promptly to tell Nicky
no decent woman in the country would care
to listen to Joan. Nicky's trembling hand
mopped a bedewed brow while he looked
dumbly at Joan.
"Don't tell me what he said," Joan sighed.
"I can imagine. My goose is cooked— for
"No, it's not," Nicky shouted. "Farraday
isn't going to get away with this! Well sue
good."

him for slander. No, for breach of promise!
He asked you to marry him, didn't he? We've
got witnesses! We'll sue him for half a mil"We'll do no such thing," Joan cried in
tones that rang. Ted, on hand as usual,
stared
at her
mouth. Joan's
were red
and with
her open
eyes sparkling
with cheeks
indignation. She turned to him.
"That's what you'd like to have me do,
isn'tlion."
it, Mr. Blake? Sorry to disappoint you,
but I wouldn't take a cent of Farraday's
money
if I were
She door
walkedbehind
into
her bedroom
and starving!"
slammed the
her.
"Say
. . . staring
she really
means
Ted was
at the
doorit!"goggle-eyed.
Joan was on the level! She wasn't a gold
digger!
He had been
a fool!
Fitz confronted
him and
her eyes darted
flame, her rattlers rattled. "Certainly she
means it, you big lunk! A fine mess you
have made out of that poor kid's life! They
ought to give you reporters machine guns
Ted was
doing some fast thinking.
instead
of typewriters."
His little Joan was on the level and nobody was going to call her what Farraday's last statement implied.
"Listen to me, Nicky," he said.
"You've got to go after Farraday and
make him retract that statement."
"Go after him?" Nicky wailed. "Go
after him with what!" It was like askingget.Nicky
to balancehe the
national bud"I'm broke,"
gurgled.
"We'll fly after him!" Ted cried,
seeing the solution to everything. "My
paper will finance a trip to the moon
camelikeoutthat."
of her bedroom just
forJoan
a story
then, carrying a packed bag. She was
going home to her own modest flat
where her credit was still good. She
was furious when she heard the new
idea. "He's doing it so he can keep his
columns
filled with
more hisslush!"
Ted blocked
her way,
voice firm.
"Think of yourself and forget about
"That's just what I want to doforget you, Farraday, the radio, everyTed Ted
asideleftandit
slammed body."outShe pushed
of the room.
to Nicky to bring her back; he had his
hands full getting hold of a plane.
Bruce Farraday was speeding west, locked
in a drawing "room aboard The Chief.
me taking any chances with
Robert wasn't
his prisoner, and, deprived of liquor, Farraday was coming back to normal. It
wasn't a happy trip for the actor. He was
genuinely sorry for the mess he got Joan into
and if there was one thing he hated worse
than the radioefficiency.
it was the
sight was
of Robert's
tight-lipped
Robert
always
right—
and
he
didn't
keep
it
a
secret.
In the wake of the speeding train flew
the plane that bore Joan and Nicky and
Fitz and Al and Ted, all concentrated now
on getting the retraction that would set
Joan right with the world. They got to
Kansas City ahead of the train, in time
to lay their plans to foil Robert.
Robert was notified that a telegram
waited for him on the platform and took
a chance of leaving Farraday, for a brief
period, after locking the door and pocketing the key. While he was looking for the
telegram he was loudly claimed by a weeping lady with a handful of squalling brats
who
him joyously
"Daddy!"
The
more hailed
the dignified
Robert astried
to explain,
the larger grew the crowd of onlookers and
the crowd sympathized openly with the
weeping
the
loyal lady,
Fitz. who was hone other than
Meantime, aboard the train, Ted and
Nickv, with the aid of a porter they had
bought over, got in to Farraday. Ted gave
the actor the lowdown, and Farraday, mellowed bv a drink, asreed that he owed
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Now everyone can afford the safest, most
effective tooth paste known . . . Super-Soft
HIGH -POLISH PEPSODENT I Try it today.
See why millions are switching to this newday discovery!

HURRY!

GET

Super-Soft High-Polish Pepsodent Tooth Paste
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In keeping with the 1936 trend to give more
value for less money, we announce the lowest
prices in Pepsodent's history !
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Joan the retraction. He even agreed to go
on the air right there in Kansas City and
make his apologies and explanations public
to millions. Everything seemed to be set
for a triumph at last, a broadcast contract
for Joan and Farraday, a handsome apology
to Juliet from her Romeo, love and kisses
all around.
But wiley Robert still had an ace up his
sleeve. When he learned how he was
tricked, Robert jumped the train and
hastened back to Kansas City. He kidnaped
his brother-in-law just before the broadcast and no power and no persuasion would
move Robert to release him.
There was panic in the broadcasting
studio. The program had begun without
Farraday and everything hinged on his appearance. Joan had sung herself hoarse,
all the local talent had been employed to
fill in, while, locked in a hotel room,
Romeo argued in vain with Robert.

Beautiful
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The job of retrieving Romeo had been
left to Ted and Ted was pretty nearly at
his wits end. Finally, in desperation, he
built a small fire in his hat and wafted the
smoke under the crack in the door. Robert
could stand a lot, but incineration, even in
the line of what he thought his duty to
his brother-in-law, was asking too much.
He
burst out of the door and Ted captured
Farraday.
In farm house and village lunch wagon,
in Park Avenue pent houses and Bowery
flop houses loud speakers had tuned into
the coast to coast hook up. A breathless
nation waited until there came, at last,
Bruce Farraday's million dollar voice:
"My main purpose in coming here tonight is to right a terrible injustice that
has been done to a certain charming and
delightful young lady, Miss Joan Warren,
who is completely innocent of the malicious
and unwarranted reflections on her charac-

ter. Ihope we shall always be good friends
and I wish her the great success and happiness which
deserves
in her came
career."
From
theshestudio
audience
a burst
of applause. Farraday who despised the radio, brightened at that. Bowing gracious
acknowledgement
he and
went admirers
on, "And listening
now for
my millions of fans
in, I shall do a few scenes from my next picAt that
precise
the period ended. A
ture, Hamlet
. . second,
."
switch was thrown, Farraday was off the air.
Joan tween
hadthemnestled
Ted's arms
beall was into
forgiven.
The and
faithful
Fitz and Al rejoiced with Nicky that at last
they had one singer to manage who had a
contract that paid real money. Robert, the
cause of so much woe, sat in a locked hotel
bedroom, hating the world.
And in the broadcasting room, before a
dumb mike, Farraday was happy, reciting
Shakespeare.

Veteran

[Continued from page 29]
she laughed, "in spots . . . and a relief
to finally get started at all. Mother and I
both have a mania for getting things out
of
successfully
of the
our way—
trainandandvery
steamer
tickets disposed
in the
incinerator, and were we burned up! From
the moment we learned of our predicament
there wasn't a dull moment, but we succeeded in getting duplicates in time to meet
the worst storm they've ever had in New
York!"
Anita, it's my guess, could meet a sandstorm—and alot of other things— without
turning a hair on her pretty golden head
or shifting the calm gaze of her serene blue
eyes.
Anyway I decided to find out. (All rascals aren't screen stars!)
"What,"
I inquired Marx
in the would
off-handaskmanner that Groucho
for
Garbo
as
his
leading
lady,
"what
about
this romance with Tommy Beck? And love
—what about love?"
"No fair!" she cried. "Why I hardly ever
have time to step out, though the minute
I do go dancing at the Troc, or occasionally
at the Cocoanut Grove, it seems that everyone has me engaged or in love and no one
will believe I'm not!"
"Now don't go telling an ol' debbil
Cupid like me, with just a slight touch of
the roue, that you're going to dedicate your
last few declining years to teaching Ethiopians the gentle art of badminton!" (Badminton is Anita's
She has
a fine court
at herspecial
home delight.
where Elizabeth
Ryan, herformer
gives
lessons.)woman's tennis champion,
"I won't," she assured me, "because I
fully expect to marry when the 'right time'
comes—
I hope
—well atbutleast
two— that
I've sowon't
muchbe Ifor
wantyearsto
accomplish. Nevertheless I won't say I'm
not going to marry because if I met someone
me offtomorrow,
my feet I'd
ably dowho'd
thatsweep
very thing
and probthen
I'dSmart
have to
spend
years
making
alibis!"
girl.
"Precisely what are the awfully importhings you
want for
to accomplish?"
"I'dtantlike
to stand
the sort of thing
in Hollywood that Katherine Cornell docs
on Such
the New
goingsYork
on! stage!"
"At the moment each picture I do is only
a step in the direction of achievement—
but," she insisted, "it isn't really accomplishment!"
"I'd like most to do Juliet," she said, in

Joan Bennett with her husband, Gene Markey,
and their two children, Diana, eight, and
Melinda, two, arriving in New York by plane
en route to England on the Queen Mary.
a burst of confidence, "I've wanted to do
the role long before Norma Shearer ever
thought of doing it, but I'd like that opportunity now, when I'm just the age!"
And I do hope for Anita's sake that some
studio gets around to making "Romeo and
Juliet"
again
before
Shirley Temple becomes
the
pride
of the
Capulets.
For a girl who works as hard as Anita
one would think she'd find relaxation on
the scenic railway at Venice (California)
or chuting-the-chutes at Coney Island— anything mildly insane. (As for me I'd collect
star-sapphires like Carole Lombard, I'm
that looney!) But Anita? Well, this'll give
youFivean years
idea: ago, when she was given her
first big contract, her mother told her she
might have anything she wanted . . . well,
anything within reason, as long as you
bring that up. It could be a car, a new and
beautiful wardrobe, jewelry ... Do you
think Anita reached across and picked the
Eiffei Tower or the Warner Freres or even
Robert Young (ah, there, that's a thought!)
No, ma'am, she picked a harp! I said a
HARP!
"Is that all you want, darling?" her
mother asked in a voice which, to my sensitive ear, carried a note of alarm. Anita
solemnly insisted a harp would make life
complete.
And she's done right well by it! Just before Christmas she gave a concert at the
Pacific Institute and that, I'll have you

know, is the cultural
equivalent of living in
the Garden of Allah
apartments, having Leslie Howard's horse kick
Award!
you, plus an Academy
But don't go over in a
corner and mope, because there's nothing pedantic about little Miss
Louise. She has a book
and she likes interpretive
dancing— but she likes,
Fun, too, I'm happy tc
Her crowd includes
report.
such regular youngsters
as Patricia Ellis, Paula
Stone, daughter of the
famous my"Fred,
"JimLloyd. and
However,
now that she's growing

"older"
thesilly,
likesas
crowd
insists
they're
up she too—
every
bit
and
implying such senile
playboys and
girls as
Jeanette
MacDonald,
Gene Raymond, Johnny Mack Brown and
his wife and Pat and Eloise O'Brien!
Just before sailing Anita took a test for
color
results,"
before pictures,
long, allwith
her "gratifying
lovely coloring
will so,
be
right there before you on the prismatic
screen!
"Right now I'm going to have the grandest time," she told me, "my first real holiday in nine years! I shall forget all about
"
—
picturesandandinterviews."
studios
"And interviews," she laughed in agreement.
"But What would happen if Sir Elstree
were to draft you for a picture?"
There was just a second's hesitation.
"I'd love to do a picture in England,'
she admitted, realizing, as she smiled, that
she'll never forget pictures or studios o\
interviews.
"Please." I cautioned her as I left, "be
sure to come home. Of course we simply
couldn't part with Merle Oberon, but that
doesn't mean we intend to trade you down
"You forget my contract and 'The Man
from
Kimberly.'
be there'll
back!" be serious
theAndriver!"
when sheI'lldoes
competition for the Claudette Colberts, the
Bette Davises and the Janet Gaynors, because Anita, you may have discovered, is
more than the stuff of which dreams are
made.
She's isa the
realist,
real reality
very and
top! for her the only
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"Lysol" is so gentle to sensitive tissues that it is commonly used in
the delicate operation of childbirth.

"If I'd known about "Lysol" sooner,
our happiness might have
been saved"
"TT7hen my divorce was granted
* * my friends pitied me, and
blamed my husband, as people so
often do. But I know now that I was
really the one at fault. I had become
irritable, cold, unresponsive. ..actually afraid to be happy. Fear and
worries had preyed on my nerves
till I was a different woman from
the bride my husband loved. I wish
I'd learned about "Lysol" sooner."
How stupid that we should let
blind, reckless ignorance like this go
on wrecking countless marriages!
Millions of women know that the
simplest and best method of antiseptic feminine hygiene is the
"Lysol" method. For nearly 50
years "Lysol" has had the worldwide endorsement of leading doctors andhospitals.Used asdirected,
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The 6 Special Features of
1. Safety. .."Lysol" is gentle and reliable. It
contains no harmful free caustic alkali.

"Lysol" in antiseptic marriage
hygiene has special effectiveness. It
has a spreading quality which enables itto search out hidden spots
where other antiseptics fail to reach.

2. Effectiveness. .."Lysol" is a true germicide, which means that it kills germs under
practical conditions. ..even in the presence of
organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum,
etc.). Some other preparations don't work
when they meet with these conditions.

And "Lysol" destroys germs even in
the presence of organic matter (such
as mucus, serum, etc.) . . . when

3. Penetration. .."Lysol" solutions, because
of their low surface tension, spread into hidden folds of the skin, and thus virtually search
out germs.

many other preparations don't work.
To every wife who has been the
victim of needless worry — accurate,
authentic information about antiseptic marriage hygiene is now
offered, in a free brochure called
"Lysol vs. Germs". It tells howto use
"Lysol"forthis and many other germicidal needs. Just send the coupon.

4. Economy. .."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor. ..The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately after use.
6. Stability. .."Lysol" keeps its full strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.
New ! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Bloomticld, N. J.
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant
Dept. SSS
Please
send about
me theFeminine
book called
"LYSOLand vs.other
GERMS",
with facts
Hygiene
uses of
"Lysol".
Na me
Street
City
State_
O 19J6, Lohn & Fink. Inc.
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may

not

come

True!

ON your vacation you want to be at the
top of your stride. You want to be at
the peak of your form.
But it isn't always easy. For, as you
know, a vacation means a change of diet,
changefindofthat
water,
. . and you'll
often
you travel
need a .laxative.
Now, just remember this one thing —
don't let a harsh, over-acting cathartic spoil
things for you. Strong purgatives are apt
to throw your whole system out of rhythm
. . . upsetting your digestion, causing stomach pains— even nausea.
WHY A CORRECTLY TIMED
LAXATIVE IS PREFERABLE
"When you choose Ex-Lax you are choosing a laxative that works g-r-a-d-u-a-l-l-y
. . . that takes 6 to 8 hours to be effective.
In other words, a laxative that's correctly
timed. Its action is thorough. Yet Ex-Lax
is so mild and so gentle that it won't cause
you
a moment's
be noevenshock
to your uneasiness.
system, no There'll
pain or
disturbance of any kind.
DELICIOUS CHOCOLATE FLAVOR
And here's another nice thing about Ex-Lax
... it tastes just like delicious, creamy
chocolate. Buy Ex-Lax at any drug store.
Tuck it in your traveling bag. There's a 10c
size, and a still more economical size at 25c.
When Nature forgets — remember
EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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For Love A Thing Of The
[Continued from page 31]

Past?

able to life— alone. After the close-together
said Leslie, more gravely now, "but I think
years, after the marriage of habit, which is
they die living deaths. I mean, I think they
the
only
true and tested marriage, only
go about much as they always did, living
then would it be unendurable for one to
\o all outward appearances, but with death
face life without the other. Then and only
in their hearts, where life and love once
then, I think, could dying for love be conreigned, disillusionment in their souls,
which once harbored dreams ... a living
ceivable—or probable.
"If either of the lovers could live today,
mental and spiritual death rather than the
it would be Juliet. There are, possibly, girls
final and perhaps more dignified death of who
would be Juliets if they were given
"And
I do believe this— that when we see
any encouragement. It is Romeo who is
the
body."
dead . . . When I was playing Romeo to
Romeo and Juliet on the screen, we are
Katharine Cornell's Juliet, for instance, a
going, for the first time, to understand
crowd of young college boys came back
them fully; we are going to understand the stage
to see me one night. They wanted
really complex and ingenious plot of the
to
talk
to me about Romeo. They said 'But
underto
able
been
never of the limitations
have because
play asstandwe
it before
wasn't he sort of sappy?' And I said to
of the stage. We will understand fully and
them 'My lads, the age of the he-man is
gone! In Verona, in those days, the men
in detail just why they died ... for they
were painted and powdered and exquisite
were in a very complex situation. Not only
—true. But they were walking with death
was parental law against them but civic and
every hour of
day, what
with doswords
unlaw as well. Romeo had murdered
military
sheathed—to kthe
il . Today
we have?
a man. He had that to face. He never got
The
football
hero,
helmeted,
protected,
the
the message which was to tell him that
victim of a few broken bones, perhaps. No
Juliet was but feigning sleep. That whole
. . . Romeo is dead and for want of him
business— the plague-infected area which
Juliet,
too, has perished from the earth
involved
whole
the
message—
the
trapped
. . . not until the middle years can such
and intensely thrilling plot will be made
flower and die for its own sake."
before."in the love
been clear
as it never
clear
Mercutio,
Tybalt waved his sword and withdrew
exact hasmoment
At which
. . . and Ralph Forbes, playing the illdramatic person of John Barrymore, rose
from the dead and came toward me . . . starred Paris, carried on with the lemons
. . . Paris was in tweeds. For Ralph was
way for his friend. John joined
Lesliein made
me
the motor bus. And when I put my
not working that day. And after the black
silk tights, the black locks, the gleaming
question to him he said, his voice rich and
sword and flashing teeth of Tybalt I felt
sardonic, the Barrymore eyebrow elevated:
an appreciable relief at sight of tweeds and
"If anyone has any doubt that the Romeo
a cigarette package . . . Said Ralph:
and Juliet situation exists today, let him
"Definitely yes. Romeo and Juliet do live
but glance at almost any daily paper. And
and love and die today—// they are young
find a case of suicide
almost any day he willvery
killing
a
often
over a love affair,
enough.
one has
braved
one'sofearly
twenties After
hardening
of the
arteries
the
thrown in for good measure.
"I'm not criticizing the good sense of heart sets in, I should say. Philosophy dethrones passion. The vulnerable age is
themselves for love," said
who kill the
thoseBarrymore,
Mr.
eyebrow riding higher
The age when love is allpassed.
safely
devouring and— unbalanced. I believe that
than the hair-line, "but we are not talking
the rapid-fire machine age intensifies desof good sense. It may be that in most cases,
peratethatloveRomeo
rather than
it. Ihave
bein any century, young people who die for
lieve
and moderates
Juliet would
are dramatizing themselves— a basic
love
died
even
sooner
than
they
did
had
they
human instinct. They might, if they had
lived in the torrential Twentieth Century.
waited, done quite otherwise. But the fact
frantic—
is that they do die for love . . . and protodayAndis frenzied
Everything
and
so is love.
the only and
thing
more
ceed to give the Receiving Hospital, the
frenzied and more frantic is death . . .
relaand their
Coroner's
police,tives the
and friends
a lot Office
of trouble
and grief.
Propinquity is easy today, of course, but
"Possibly the best cure for such a thing
the emotion
lessenSwains
propinquity
love.
On thedoesn't
contrary.
still moonof
would be a good dose of counter irritation.
If a young swain thwarted, in love or a for the campus belle— and die for her, too.
And, only if they live long enough are they
young maiden whose romance is blasted
diversion for safe! For, with maturity comes other interwould step out and seek otherinevitable.
But
ests and other richnesses and other alternaa time, a cure would be
tives. Love becomes a part of the varithe hu-as
thattoday
provesame
the newspapers
anyway,man animal
is about the
coloured pattern, not all of it. There is too
much
to live for to make death for one
ever it was, same heart, lungs, liver and gizemotion desirable or even possible. If Rozard as in the days of Romeo. That's why
Shakespeare is modern today-and he can
the twenties,"
had survived
Juliet "they
smiledmeo andRalph,
would have lived to
headlines!"
the
by
it
reprove
gone,
was
Barrymore
And then John
May"age."
Oliver,when
playing
Nurse,
ripea old
a Edna
. . Mercutio
placed by"Bloody
gave
vast
snort
I putJuliet's
my question
view as he. was vanished
from my Tybalt"
vanishing
from the view of the Veronese when he
go-between,
lover's
the
Edna May,between two such sighing
to her.
the
intermediary
encountered Tybalt . . .
hearts, said: "Oooooh, my dear, love rolls
Basil Rathbone, a tall, dark, sinister Ty.
the motor
back
duck'sYes,
from ofa love?
as water
off meshould
bolt, suggested that we abandona fruit
what
/ know
what. .do
stand
bus and take up our stand by
I
know
of
love?
Let
me
see
.
.
.
there
are
facing the Veronese street. He leaned
three ages of love . . . Young Love. Midjuggled golden lemagainst the stand andagainst
no.
the rich sombre
Love—today
ons, vivid sun spots
it would dle-aged
not Love.dieOldof Love.
its ownYoung
malady
and
ebony of his attire ashe said: "Romeo
.
.
.
there
are
too
many
pages
to
the
book.
today only after
Juliet could 'happen'
would not die for loveYouth is gone. Great love comes now with
Middle Aged Love
there are too many interests in the middle
years and not with hours or days. Romeo
and Juliet today would be people in their
com"Too
many other
'consuming
passions,'
middle years. For only after years ofstruck
such
as Contract
and horse
racing and
radio
panionship, only after roots had
the
With
Up
Keeping
and
programmes
jointly and deep would death be preferyears.

Silver
Joneses and window shopping and gossip
and Women's Clubs and such. Dear me,
no, there wouldn't be time to die for love.
1 hen comes Old Love, and only then, I
think, does one die for the other. But Nature, not Man, takes care of that. Nature,
not love potions nor yet the desperate
sword . . . one simply and quite naturally
follows the other into death as one has
quite simply and naturally followed the
other from room to room in the house of
Life, for lo, these many years! Romeo and
Juliet at eighty-five and ninety— yes. For
all the other Ages and Stages of Man— no,
no, nonsense, my dear!" said Nurse Edna
May Oliver.
Conway Tearle, lordly and imposing as
the Prince of Verona, spoke to me from his
horse's back whereon he was presiding over
the frantic Veronese. He said, this descendant of famed Shakespearean actors, this
veteran
of manyanda Shakespearean
role: "No
. . . Romeo
Juliet are impossibilities
today. Love has become a question of common sense. The boy of eighteen in our
time is equal in wisdom and capability to
the man of forty in the days of Romeo. He
knows how to handle situations, the modern lad. He would not throw the world
away for love because he knows very well
that to do so would be a stupid and an
adolescent gesture— and quite unnecessary.
Romeo couldn't live and love today because
Romeo has grown up."
Reginald Denny, seated beside me on a
marble street bench under the horse's head,
took up the theme song. He said, wearing
impressively the habiliments of Malvolio:
"I don't agree with the prince. Romeo and
Juliet could live and love today— if they
were very young. And by very young I
mean, not eighteen and twenty, but girls
and boys of fifteen, sixteen and seventeen.
Boys and girls still half-children, and so,
stunned and inept if faced with adult emotions and problems. But it would have to
happen to the very young ... it would
have to be the work of a desperate hour
or half hour. And even then— is it love?
Was it love, real love, with Romeo and
Juliet? Did it endure long enough to sur\ive the test of time? The party at the
Capulets strikes me as singularly like a
college prom . . . young Romeo entering,
masked, a fraternity house where, let us
say, he has no right to be. He has come
for a glimpse of one damsel. He espies
another and it is, on the instant, off with
the old love and on with the new. Then
comes the fraught and tragic moment, the
two half-children caught in a web of circumstance with which they could not cope
—and the deadly, desperate deed is done.
There is not much difference, I think, between the Then and the Now, given the
same intense drama and two youngsters of
the same ages. They were modern enough
in their emotions. Juliet knew what she
wanted and went right after it. Even as
the Juliets of today know what they want
—and get it. Juliet may have been talking
to herself in the famous balcony scene, but
I've knew
alwaysRomeo
felt awas
strong
probability
she
lurking
there in that
the
moon shadows all of the time. If one is
young
sighed
"then
time andenough"
nationality
makeMalvolio,
no difference
And C. Aubrey Smith, every considerable
inch
Capulet,
"Simply
bloodedLord
youth
. . . said:
what has
time hot
or
place to do with it? It is the same, down
through the centuries . . . it is timeless
and eternal . . . , "
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Bad Breath Begins
with the Teeth!

WHY let bad breath interfere with happiness?
It's easy to be safe when you realize the most
common cause . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid deposits,
in hidden crevices between teeth, are the source of
most unpleasant mouth odors — of dull dingy teeth
—and of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes these odor-breeding deposits
that ordinary cleaning methods fail to reachwhile a soft, safe polishing agent cleans and
brightens enamel. So brush teeth, gums, and tongue
with Colgate's at least twice daily. Get a tube today!
No.«'-H0 BM>

And so, do we die for love today? What
do you think? Do you agree with Juliet,
with Romeo, with Tybalt, with Mcrcutio?
. . . ? For they all disagree— and of such
stuff is drama, and argument, made.
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Did you listen to Marlene Dietrich and Clark
Gable on the air in the little play, "The Legionnaire and the Lady"? Here is how they
looked when broadcasting.

What makes lips look kissable? Ardent color.
And even more important ... a smooth, silky
texture that suggests youth, romance . . .
Never use a lipstick that dries, parches, ages.
Get protection, along with deliciously warm
color, by using the new Coty "Sub-Deb"
This wonder lipstick actually smooths and
softens! It gives your lips a soft, moist lustre.
A new ingredient, "Essence of Theobrom"
makes this possible.
Make the "Over-night" Experiment!
Put on a tiny bit of Coty Lipstick before you
go to bed. In the morning notice how soft
your lips feel, how soft they look.
Coty "Sub-Deb" comes in five indelible
colors, 50c. Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, also 50c.

PrOl'eCtlOnS
[Continued from page 17]
considerably chastened heroine.
about the most anti-social of the stars.
She considers it no great crime if you Even more so than Garbo. However, once
she gets there she usually manages to have
misspell
name you
and call
it's itof Co\bair
the least
importanceherwhether
or
Co/bert. Of course Claudette would make a a very gOod time. When she first came to
she refused nearly all party inlie out of that fine old English bromide Hollywood vitations
chiefly because of her great inthough by having her name appear, ten
feriority complex, but she has outgrown
years after the incident reported above, that in the last few years and now can
across the marquee of the Paramount usually be found at parties given by the
Theatre, at Broadway and 43rd Street— the Sam Goldwyns, Marion Davies, the Countess
Crossroads of the World, my dear, and di Frasso, and Connie Bennett. Claudette
made her debut into the social swirl in
quite public.
New York City at the age of thirteen, and
If you
are
planning
to
invite
Miss
Colbert to dinner some evening there are a it ended rather disastrously. Her brother
couple of little items about which I had Charles became very sentimental oyer his
little sister one night so he invited
better tip you off. In the first place Clau- pretty
dette is a point killer. She absolutely, posi- her to dine and dance with him at old
tively, refuses to listen to a joke more than Sherry's. Claudette was thrilled to tears, a
twice. "I've heard that one," she will an- handsome brother and a night club, and
nounce just as you are launching enthu- she could stay up until eleven. It was all
too good to be true. It was. Hardly had
siastically into your pet story. "It's the one Claudette
finished her jellied consomme
isn't it? Yes, I've when a young
eggs,
salmon
the
about
man, somewhat inebriated,
heard that one." I've often wondered why
anow.
hostess hasn't murdered her long before danced past her table, noticed her big shining eyes and her long curls, and muttered,
Naturally she is going to be from one to "They are sure picking them young this
two hours late, so beware of the souffle. And year." Charles bristled. He waited until the
beware of spinach, too, because no matter
man staggered to the men's room.
how disarming it looks in a cute little young
He followed
in. The
come
out forhimquite
someyoung
time,man
and didn't
long
gelatinetatoesroll
with
little
rosebuds
of
poscattered here and there, it is still before he did, Charles was escorting little
Miss Colbert home to her parents.
spinach to Colbert.
Claudette was born on the Rue Armand
And how to amuse your favorite cinema
star after dinner? Don't bring out the Carrel, Paris, France, early in the morning
bridge tables. Claudette won't play. But of September 13, the second child of
if you can possibly manage to have two Monsieur and Madame Chauchoin, and it
men get into a skin of some kind your was the last time in her life she wasn't
As is the French custom a baby's birth
a success as far as Colbert is con- late.
party is cerned.
She is the worst push-over for two and name must be registered at once at the
men
in
a
skin.
She
doesn't
care
whether
local
So Claudette's
father,
who
it is a horse skin, or a bull skin, or a lion looked mairie.
exactly like
Ronald Colman,
stopped
skin, and she doesn't care whether the men by for two tradesmen, the two witnesses the
skate or dance or just cavort— she dies law required, and at the City Hall proudly
wrote "Lily Chauchoin" on the registration
laughing,
the world. to her it's the funniest thing in blank handed him. "Mais non, mais non,"
She's also a sucker for fortune tellers. shouted the little French mayor very exNot that she will ever go to one, but if
citedly. "Lily, it is forbidden. Lily is not a
they are a part of the entertainment she
Now name."
wouldn't
you There
just know
that days
Francein
will go mad over them. She believes every- saint's
would
be
like that.
are 365
"good"
gets
always
(she
her
tell
thing
they
fortunes) and is always positive that the the year and 365 saints' names and little
fortune teller is ignorant of her identity. Christian babies must have a saint's name,
"Can you imagine," Claudette will say, and Lily it seems was a bit of Old World
"that woman told me that I was in pic- heresy.
Chauchoin
was quite
set. HePoor
had Mr.
definite
instructions
from uphis
tures. That I would be famous and sign a
wile and family to name the baby Lily,
marvelperfectly
new contract.
ous." Of courseWhy
evenshe's
the most brilliant of and here was France objecting to Lily. And
us have to have one loose screw I suppose, 1 he two nice tradesmen who had so gallantly accompanied him to the mairie had
tsh, tsh.
Claudette isn't exactly what you might jobs
to
go to, and he just couldn't ask them
call a party girl. The very idea of parties to wait while he rushed home for a family
conference.
So rather than delay the tradesin general does not appeal to her. She is

Silver
men, Mr. Chauchoin who was a thoughtful,
considerate man, took matters into his own
hands pleased
and" wrote
"Emily"
on saints,
the book,
which
France
and the
and
the mayor, and the tradesmen, but which
definitely
please
choin.did
Whethernot
France
likedMadame
it or notChauthe
baby was called "Lily."
And how did Lily Chauchoin get to be
Claudette Colbert? It's practically the story
of Claudette's life up until the time she
went on the stage. The little Lily took a
decided dislike to her name when she was
a little girl on Lexington Avenue and had
to walk through a bunch of American kids
on her way to the Park with her mother
every afternoon. "There goes Lily Shoestring," they would shout. Lily would have
liked to have forgotten for the moment
that she was a little lady and given them
a kick on the shins but her mother was
always there to remind her. When Charles
went away to school he changed his name
to Wendling for practically the same reason
(except that Charles kicked plenty of shins
first) but Lily did nothing about it until
she was fourteen and ready to enter Washington Irving High School.
At that time she was very interested in
art and all the pupils signed their drawings
with their names boxed in down in a corner of the paper. Lily Chauchoin just
wouldn't
boxchild
no matter
how several
you looked
at
it. So the
fretted for
weeks
and then took her troubles to her mother.
"Lily won't box," she complained. "Why
can't I have a name with nine letters in it
so it will box beautifully in the corner."
So Madame Chauchoin thought and
thought and finally suggested Claudette.
Lily was delighted, and immediately adopted
the name for her own. So Lily Chauchoin
became Claudette Chauchoin because it
boxed beautifully. When Claudette was
seventeen and decided to be an actress she
also decided that something must be done
about Chauchoin as somehow or other she
couldn't exactly see it on a marquee, and
besides no two American people pronounced it the same way. Again she went
into a name huddle with her mother and
the result of that was that Claudette
adopted the name of her great-grandmother
which was Colbert. And so— Claudette Colbert. She has no intention of making any
more changes.
But it seemed for quite some time there
that Claudette Colbert didn't have much
chance of making a marquee even if it was
a. carefully chosen name. After graduating
from high school, and trying with no success to sell her drawings, Claudette became
a French teacher to naughty, spoiled, Park
Avenue brats who weren't the least interested in parlez-vous— but, the minute their
papas glimpsed the little French teacher
they became interested in parlez-vous— in
fact, too interested. Every time Claudette
met a papa she lost a pupil. But about
then Fate stepped in in the shape of Anne
Morrison who gave Claudette a small part
in
WildFrazee
Westcotts."
opened in week
New
York"Theat the
TheatreIt Christmas
of 1924. Claudette was an actress.
But no name in lights, no star dressing
room, no boxes of orchids— heavens no; our
Glamour Girl was nothing more nor less
than a curtain raiser. She came on the first
few minutes of the first act, she wore a red
dress, and she said in rapid succession,
"Isn't it lovely?" . . . "It's a beautiful
party"
. . "Oh,toI'm
. . . and
went
off the . stage,
be hungry"
heard from
no more
until the next evening. As Clarence
Wyckoff, famous first nighter, told her
later, "My indear,
see you.
got
something
my eyeI didn't
for a second
and Iwhen
I opened it you were gone."
"Weren't your family awfully proud of
you?" an interviewer once asked Claudette.
"No, not especially," said Claudette. "I
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invitathe knows
gets who
THE girltions iswho
the girl
how to please the men!
She takes great pains to learn their
likes and their dislikes.
One of the first things she learns is
that nothing so quickly prejudices a man
against a girl as the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her clothing and
her person.
And so she runs no risk of this danger.
For
she Mum!
knows how easy it is to avoid
— with
Just half a minute is all you need to
use this dainty deodorant cream. Then
you're safe for the whole day!Another thing you'll like — use Mum
any time, even after you're dressed. For
it's harmless to clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too — so
soothing you can use it right after
shaving your underarms.

Mum, you know, doesn't prevent
natural perspiration. But it does prevent every trace of perspiration odor.
And how important that is! Use Mum
daily and you'll never be uninvited
because of personal unpleasantness.
Bristol-Myers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue,
New York.
ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
is on sanitary napkins. Use

MUM

it for to
thisworry
and you'll
er
have
about nevthis
cause of unpleasantness.
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think they were mostly just amazed that I
could make fifty dollars for doing so little."
Those fifty dollars were few and far between. Claudette did plenty of pavement
pounding and coffee grabbing in automats
before she became an established Broadway
star. It was "The Kiss in the Taxi" that
cinched her as a New York actress— and
how near she came not to getting that
cherished role she did not know until several years later she met Jeanne Eagels, the
of Broadway, at a party. "I
petted darling
saw your dress rehearsal, Claudette Colbert,"
Miss
Eagels
invited me. He told told
me her.
that "Al
he Woods
was going

PARAMOUNT PICTURES STARS
IF you would be certain or smooth,
evenly-spread face powder, then
use the famous Screen Star Powder
Puffs — the choice of famous screen
stars. Zephyr-light, soft as down,
they're carefully made under the
most sanitary conditions. Their deep
pile, consistently fine, evenly-textured surface is composed of thousands of tiny silky-soft plush fibres.
Screen Star Puffs hold your powder
on top — where it belongs — and dust
your powder on with the delicate
touch of a summer's breeze — the
way it should be done. Use Screen
Star Puffs for a satin-smooth powder
finish. And change your puff frequently for health as well as
beauty. A clean skin demands a
clean puff. Five cents at all leading
chain.stores.

he wasn't
night.
that way
you the
to fire with
pleased
you That
were acting
the
part. I said, 'Al, don't be a fool. That girl
has talent. She'll be a hit.' I was right,
wasn't
I, Claudette
Claudette
became Colbert?"
a Broadway star with
her name in lights in 1926. It was while
next
Barker" the
in "The
she was
year
thatplaying
she met
and married
Norman
Foster, the good looking juvenile of the
play. It was also while she was playing
in "The Barker" that she made her first
moving picture, "For the Love of Mike,"
"discovShe wasn't
with Ben
ered" on Lyon.
the screen
until really
the following
with
Lies" Jean
made of "The
when she cast
year celebrated
the
WalterLadyHuston,
Dixon, Charlie Ruggles and Tom Brown.
She has been on Paramount contract ever
since. She gave up the stage in 1929 with
Elmersince
Rice's
Die" first
and
ever
has "See
been Naples
making and
pictures,
at Astoria, and then in Hollywood. And
as you well know she won the Academy
Award in 1935 for her performance in "It
Much has One
beenNight."
written about the Colbert
Happened
sense of humor, and hardly written, I may
add, for I, who am usually the most tol-

erant person in the world, invariably find
myself muttering after reading a Colbert
"humor" story— "Well, if that's funny I'll
eat my hat."
It is humor
very difficult,
I haveunless
discovered, to report
successfully
of course one is an Alexander Woollcott, an
Edna Ferber, or a Robert Benchley, which
of course one isn't. So much depends upon
the time, the place, and the situation. So it
is with fear and trepidation that I now
endeavor to give an example of Miss Colbert's sense of humor.
We
were wanted
driving tooneseeday
Claudette
whatin Bel-Air—
her new
house in Holmby Hills looked like from a
distance— when we came face to face with
"Whose
estate. "That
Hormel asked.
the
home magnificent
is that?" Claudette
is
Mr.
Hormel's
I answered,
Hormel
hams. home,"
See what
ham can "of
do the
for
you?"
nothing,"
with
a wave "That's
of her hand
to hersaidownClaudette
estate across
the canyon, "See what ham has done for
me." (What, you don't think it's funny?
anBut just show
right.
you're
Maybe other
movie star
in Hollywood
who mewould
laugh at herself like that. My dear, you
have no
ideatake
howtheir
seriously
wood Cuties
Art.) those HollyClaudette admits (which is something
for a movie star to do) that she has faultstwo of them being very bad faults. Her
lateness and her coma. She has never been
on time for a social engagement in her life.
She doesn't mean to be rude or indifferent,
she just
gage she
time.
she doesn't
know
you can't
very well
willIfprobably
not
than an hour, and
longer
waiting
you
keep
she will arrive breathlessly beautiful and
so utterly charming and contrite that you
will immediately forgive her for everything
and mentally curse yourself for thinking an
unkind thought of her. But— if you're a
friend of long standing it's entirely dif-
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*HITCH yOUP, B E A UT y TO A STAR *
Don'l
with each Beauty
Screen
Star Puffforget
is a— Hollywood
Secret.
Save
these
folders.
They're
good for free premium.

Margaret Lindsay wears a silver fish net
gown
"Publicfrom
Enemy's
dress isin slashed
neck wife."
to waistThein
the back and tied with silver cord bows.

Silver
ferent.
She'll
from one
hourkeep
on you
and waiting
when sheanywhere
arrives
and you are all set to explode with, "And
where the hell have you been?" she will
beat you to the punch every time. You
can't
yourthat
mouth
she has
startedeven
on open
a tirade
leavesbefore
you gasping
in amazement. Somehow or other, I have
never figured it out, she convinces you that
it was all your fault that she was late.
Even in the throes of romance Claudette
just couldn't be on time. But poor Doctor
Jack
Pressman
didn'therknow
date he
made with
was that.
to takeTheherfirst
to
lunch, and he waited for her exactly an
hour and a quarter. By then it was nearly
time for him to keep his appointments at
his clinic so he had to take her to the
nearest drive-in stand— and the poor doctor
Jiad had visions all week of a quiet secluded
table at the Town House. Claudette ordered
a hamburger with a sliced tomato, and the
tomato squashed right out when she took
awhite
bite pants
and spread
doctor's
which allhe over
had the
bought
for new
the
occasion. The luncheon was not all it
should have been. It speaks awfully well
for the doctor's love and devotion that he
made a second date, and later married her.
Just sometime, for the pure devilment of
it, keep Claudette waiting five minutes.
Have you ever seen Vesuvius erupt?
Claudette's
second
major faultWhile
is notyouso
bad,
but a little
disconcerting.
are talking to her she will go off into a
complete coma. There will be a prop smile
on her face but you know darned well that
she isn't listening to a word you are saying. (Lately she re-arranges the furniture
in the house while you are telling her
about the preview you saw the night before.) The best way to get even with Miss
Colbert when she goes vague on you is to
stop suddenly and say, "Don't you think
so, Claudette?" And fiendishly watch her
struggle to recall the conversation.
And now that we've had such a fiesta
with
Claudette's
just as
well give
her the faults
benefitweof might
a few virtues,
don't
you think?
I wasandalways
one
to belittle
virtuesThough
in print
worship
them in real life. Claudette is the most
loyal person you may expect to meet in
this world. As a matter of fact I think she
overdoes
that'sthere
not isforabsolutely
the likes
of me to loyalty—
say. And,but too,
no jealousy or envy in her entire make-up.
Often, oh quite often, another star will be
given a picture that Claudette was crazy to
do, but she's never the least bit bitter
about it, and always goes to the preview
prepared
rival's performance.
And that tois admire
rare in her
Hollywood.
She abhors all phony sentiment and is
never taken in by it. She's quite a sentimental person, really, but she'd die before
she'd
let of
you you
guessbutit. itYes,willClaudette
may
be fond
take several
years before you catch on. Claudette often
worries because she has no hobbies— she
just can't get interested in hobbies no matter how hard she tries. "I have a positive
genius for wasting time," she says. "I can
justWell,
sit and
for days."
afterdoall,nothing
if you can
get through the
immigration authorities, and the New York
public schools, and become a Broadway
star, and a number one Hollywood Glamour
Girl all in the course of twenty years I
think we might be pretty safe in saying
that Claudette has done all right. Yes, we're
pretty safe in calling that the gamut.
TO AN CRAWFORD, who would
O never wear her hair in curls as a
child, is thrilled because she has curls
in "The Gorgeous Hussy." Joan hated
curls so when she' ivas a kid that she
well remembers the day she took the
scissors arid cut off all her locks that her
mother had carefidly curled. She got a
good spanking.
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See PATRICIA ELLIS in Warner Bros,
picture: "Love Begins at Twenty"

Star Bright

Hair

International
In Hollywood, a worthy charity organization sponsored a skating party. From left to right, Toby
Wing, Tom Brown, Shirley Ross, Cesar Romero,
Cora Sue Collins, Mary Carlisle and Henry Fonda.
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Everybody Loves a Singer
[Continued from page 23]

for beautiful hair this summer

"e"
a long
withonal
"been"
says the
instance,otheusing
instead
conventi
clipped
American "bin." His Highness would like
husband.
Miss Moore's
withValentin
speaktold
to "He
that he,
too, spoke
Spanish," Miss Moore retold the incident
to me, for she joined her husband in talkwhen he spoke
"And
guest. it,
the royal
that
we discovered
to prove
a fewing towords
he did not speak the dialect that is regarded as official, and that of royal origin,
but one of the variations that is heard in
South America.
"Val told him that his Spanish sounded
very much like it had been learned on the
pampas, and he confessed, with a laugh,
that the Argentine was just where he had
learned to speak it. But no matter about
his Spanish accent, he has an excellent
knowledge of politics and policies in the
Latin countries. My husband talked at certain length with him on these subjects and
was impressed with his understanding of
intimate phases of Latin problems. I found
him witty, charming and intelligent, and
apparently well equipped for the duties of
to him."
so soon
state
Thiswhich
meeting
with fell
the man who became
England's King was one highlight of Grace
Moore's London fortnight. Another ecstatic
moment was when Queen Mary arose,
paused, instead of immediatelv leaving her
scarlet and gold royal box, and stood applauding the golden notes of this American
gwes the^
M imi.
SEND 10c FOR GENEROUS
out andSAMPLE
a
There were other exciting moments . . .
Admiracion Laboratories, Inc., Harrison, N. J.
Olive Oill^^-^^.for dry hair ( ) Pine Tar for oily hair ( ) Both20c but perhaps you would like to follow all
of Glamorous Grace's exciting London adName
.
:
1
ventures, day by day, thrill by thrill, just
as she told them to me, and which 1 wrote
Street
City PLEASE
SS8 down in diary-like form. After writing
PRINT-.
PLAINLY
them, I sent them to her to read and cor<E) 1936 Admiracion Laboratories, Inc.
rect, and this _s the message she wrote to
me, in her own characteristic, decisive
• Treat your scalp as you do your
skin when the burning sun's rays
beat down upon it . . . protect it
with oil! Admiracion is a real oil
treatment to soften, nourish and
condition your scalp and to add a
starry beauty to your hair. Change
from soap to Admiracion this summer and make your hair a frame
of beauty around your features.
Admiracion alone offers you these
five advantages:
1. Gives a real oil treatment
2. Latherless, takes 10 minutes
3. Protects against sunburned hair
4. Removes dandruff
5. Cleans, brightens the hair
Your hair can be as lustrous as any
screen star's if you will give it the
same care. This soapless oil treatment keeps the scalp from drying

script: "... a lump came into my throat,
for you made me remember how lonely my
first London season really was!" But here is
Grace Moore's London diary starting with—
May 30: The white cliffs of Dover this
rest'
we can find ofa "little
morning.thePerhaps
before
first performance
"La Boheme" on June 6th. Val says in London people will not recognize us. He said the same
thing about Paris when we docked at
Havre, but I have never seen such seething
mobs. We tried to go incognito to our favorite restaurants— some of the little places
where we ate when we honeymooned four
years ago. Sentimentally, we crossed this
time on our Romance Ship, the He de
France. It was on this boat that we first
met.Paris
There
a little
out-of-the-way
cafe
in
whereis the
bouillabaisse
is delicious.
That is, if you like fish soup!
At the cafe there was no time to eat the
soup. Autograph hunters discovered us.
They were polite about asking for signatures; the French are always polite about
everything, that is why I adore them. Even
in murder (I am sure it would be a crime
of passion!) a Frenchman would probably
say: "Pardon, Madame, may I insert the
knife, neatly— so!— over the heart, and
I love the crowds for wanting to talk to
plunge it in? Merci!"
me, but I am so tired from making "Love
Me Forever" and from the radio series.
"We
mustwill
go know
to London,"
said shall
Val. "There
no one
you. We
have a
rest before the Covent Garden performances." St. Lazare, the Paris train terminal,
was packed with people bidding us goodbye. Dover, too, was packed, greeting us. At
the London station the ruddy-faced English
"Val,"
us. said
for you
cleared "Itraffic
policemen
said
reproachfully,
thought
they1
wouldn't know us."
June 2: Sundav, and I haven't left our suite

In/
ver
for three days. There are crowds below in
the street, calling "We want Gracie! We
want Gracie!" London is beautiful this
season. Tinsel wreaths are everywhere, and
flags and bunting. Whole houses are decked
like
palaces.
Poles arearewrapped
with maharajah's
twisted colors.
Scaffoldings
hidden
with velvets, silver-fringed.
A charwoman who has just come in for
an autograph tells me that Mr. Selfridge,
the London merchant, has spent ten thousand pounds for decorations, and has erected
in Oxford street a great gilded statue that
exactly one million people have come to
see. Tomorrow is the Trooping of the
Colors in the Horse Guards' Parade in front
of Whitehall. And in the evening is the
Derby Ball at Grosvenor House, and here
I am marooned in a hotel suite with three
secretaries answering the 'phones. The first
day in London I gave thirty-four interviews.
Yal
cut ...
the I'phone
have just
peace.
hope. wires. Now we shall
June 5: Vocal exercises most of the time.
We managed to use the service stairs successfully last night and found a picturesque
old
"pub"
told us
about it whento dine
last wein;sawNoelhim Coward
in Hollywood.
But the crowds discovered our ruse, and
now all three entrances, including the servants', are besieged. Tomorrow night is the
night, andI sing
I'm better
nervous,
to be
nervous.
whenbut I Iamlikenervous.
I put forth my best efforts.
It doesn't seem that Noel will be in London in time for the first performance. He
has been in the Orient and sent word, by
radiogram, that he was taking all the fast
ships, trains, and planes, that he could to
reach London in time. Val will be in the
audience, and will be the one familiar face
in the vast theatre. I am the second American singer to appear in the grand old
place, full of the ghosts of Dame Melba,
Forbes-Robertson, Sir Beerbohm Tree. Rosa
Ponselle was first, some years ago.
My husband came in with exciting news.
Mr. Geoffrey Toye, the Covent Garden impresario, told him that for thirty-two hours
before tickets for the Grace Moore appearance were put on sale, a line of people
formed. Hour after hour the line grew,
until scalpers came along with wooden
boxes which they rented as seats. When the
box-office attraction
did open which
for the was
sale scheduled
of tickets to
another
to
appear earlier at the Garden, Mr. Toye said
his ticket seller opened the wicket, thrust
out his head and asked the people to step
up
and for
make
waiting
the their
Grace reservations.
Moore tickets"We're
to go
on sale," the crowd answered, almost to a
person. I'm
thrilled.
I don't
disappoint allsothose
dear,I hope
friendly
people.
Supposing my voice should fail! as it did
early in my career. Perish the very thought!
June 6:premeIjoy of
can't
begin For
to ten
tell minutes
you the that
sutonight.
beloved, appreciative audience of Britishers
steadily applauded my Mimi. Fifteen curtain calls at the end of "La Boheme." And
the English
audiences.
Six
curtain
calls are
aftercalled
each "cold"
act. First
there was
the overture with Puccini's lovely music.
My cue came and I stepped onto the stage
with my heart in my mouth, truthfully.
Val, sitting front row, center, said he waited
for my first notes, while the house was
silent, too, with an attitude that was
friendly—
yes— but
questioning.
the first note,
and Val
said he satThen
back came
with
confidence. He knew I was safe.
The audience was thrilling. Princess
Alice, Countess of Athlone, was in Mr.
Peter Cazalet's box. Princesses Marie Louise
and Helena Victoria were in the stalls. The
dancer,cis,Tilly
Hollywood's
FranPrincessLosch,
Hohenlohe,
Lord KayRichard
Nevill, C. B. Cochran, the producer, Lady
Jowitt, Lady Jean Rankin, Lady Ludlow
(I sang at one of her great parties later),
Countess Howe, Lady Gifford Fox, and
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VALLE

description
of hat below*

MAYBE

Marion Valle

L LINE

*Quillsdelights
are smart
— write itwith
down!herMarion
who
all America
brilliantValle,
hat
creations, pierces this adorable coral pink felt
crown with a striking jade green quill. Says
Miss forValle:
is smart
for both
fall,
dress,"Itsuit,
and coat
styles,summer
and it and
has
an off-the-face brim which does not cast a
shadow over the eyes — this is very important,
for it allows the all-important eyes full power
to display their magnetic charm."

MOD€RN fyjlThak-Up IS QS N€C€SSQRY
to Ckarun as th€ smartsst/t^
Every woman's chance for romance depends principally on
charm. The eyes can express this vital quality more than any
other feature. Popular women know this rule by heart. Charm
is within the reach of every woman and girl instantly, easily,
surely — with the famous Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!
Don't take our word for it— prove it for yourself. Go to your
favorite toilet goods counter today and purchase Maybelline
Mascara in the solid form or the New cream form. See how
easily you can apply it. Instantly your lashes look twice as
long. Notice how smoothly and evenly it darkens your lashes —
how daringly beautiful it makes them! Best of all, they will
appear naturally dark and luxuriant.
Scientists show there is no more waterproof mascara than
Maybelline. Tearproof. Absolutely harmless. No stinging. Not
lumpy or beady on the lashes — keeps them soft and silky.
Ten million modern, fastidious women have proved Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids to be the finest that money can buy. The
Solid form Maybelline Mascara is obtainable at drug and department stores, in a beautiful red and gold metal vanity —
only 75c complete with specially designed brush. Refills 35c.
Generous 10c introductory sizes of Maybelline Solid and
Cream form Mascaras, (including bru sh), Eyebrow Pencil, Eye
Shadow, Eyelash Tonic Cream, and special Eyebrow Brush
may be had at all leading 10c stores. Try them TODAY! You
will be more than delighted — you will want to tell all your
friends about this breath-taking easy way to lovely charm!

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

SOLID FORM MASCARA
and CREAM MASCABA
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SKIN

DOCTORS

DO

• Take a tip from your physician. Did you ever see
a doctor use anything except a liquid, to clean the
skin? Then why not follow his lead! Use a liquid
yourself — use DRESKIN, Campana's anti-alkali
cleanser and freshener. Dreskin is your protection
against blackheads and dry, "faded" skin — because
this new-type cleanser NEUTRALIZES ALKALI,
the skin-drying element that is present in practically
all water and in solutions of soap and water. Dreskin
does the kind of pore-deep cleansing that removes all
trace of stale make-up and dried gland secretions —
letting your skin breathe naturally, as it must do, to
be healthy. Send today for FREE TRAVEL SIZE
BOTTLE. Use the coupon.
Gcmtfumcu
Dreskin
by the makers of Campana's Italian Balm
BBIBIBIISIEESBGSI
CAMP AN A SALES COMPANY
218 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.
Two sizes —
I enclose 3 cent Stamp for
FREE the
send meof DRESKIN.
postage. Please
50c and $1.00 TRAVEL
SIZE bottle
Name
=
City_
In Canada— Campana, S-8 Caledo. i Road, Toronto
BIHII9BBB

9 Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color
withtle amazing
speed.tint
Easyto toa prove
applying
litof this famous
lock ofby your
own ahair.
BROWNATONE is only 50e— at all drug and toilet
counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
REMOVES

HAIR

PERFUMED

CREAM
or POWDER
Simply
apply
—
wash
off.
Giant Size Tube or Powder
never costs more than . .
ALL DRUG DEPT. STORES — TEN CENT STORES
50^ ssrlO*'
EASILY* QUICKLY - SURELY

Al Jolson has just purchased a new telescope for
his hill-top home. Al claims the telescope is so
powerful that anything less than ten miles away
looks like it's behind you.
countless others were present. Afterwards,
the Claridge supper for a hundred or more.
Everyone was so good, kind, thoughtful.
There were flowers wired from New York,
Hollywood, Jellicoe, the little Tennessee
town where I was born. The London Daily
Mail counted one hundred and forty
baskets of flowers. I very nearly wept at
the thought of the blessed good wishes that
prompted those offerings.
June 7: I was able to see a bit of the Jubilee city today. It looks like a scene from
some fantastically beautiful opera, with
people surging through the streets. Some
of them are in donkey carts, having come
from the remote provinces. They have come
by bus, on foot, by motor, to the events.
Cars with the royal crown, bearing the
marks of the diplomatic corps, minor
royalties, cars with men on the boxes in
bright-colored family liveries, trams, buses,
all mixed together and surging through the
narrow streets over which suspend balconies that look like hanging gardens.
June
8:
My second
at the stage
door toperformance.
hold back the"Bobbies"
crowds.
The house completely sold out. As we made
our entrance into the theatre a little old
lady stopped me. "Miss Moore," she said,
"I simply must hear you sing tonight, and
they tell me there isn't a seat in the
house." She pushed several bundles of cancelled theatre stubs into my hands. "Look,"
she said, "I have been to see 'One Night of
Love' sixty-four times. Here are the seat
checks
prove
it. Don'tyouyoumight
thinkgetthere
is some toway
in which
me
into the theatre?" Of course I did! Mr.
Toye arranged to have an extra seat thrown
up for her, and that little old lady heard
me sing Mimi.
We were taken, after the performance,
to the Royal Box and presented to the
Duke and Duchess of York. She is lovely,
charming and simple and he discussed brilliantly the progress made by the films and
the unlimited possibilities as yet untouched
by them. Simplicity is always a sign of
really great people. You can count on that.

June 12: My last performance. The Queen
was there. And Noel was able to hear me.
He arrived in town at 7:30 P.M.! Fortunately, Val was able to secure a seat (by
some magic means!); and bathed, shaved
and faultlessly dressed for the evening, Noel
was in that seat at precisely 8:15, exactly
forty-five minutes after he had arrived in
London. You know the song—". . . mad
TheandQueen
was there on that last night,
dogs
Englishmen!"
too. Regal, impressive, yet utterly human,
she sat in the Royal Box, two tiers up from
the parquet; a beautiful, vivid bouquet of
pink and red carnations on the rail before
her. As I took my bows at the final curtain, Imade a deep, formal curtsy to Her
Majesty, and— at the moment when my bow
was
sittingat
next deepest—
to Val inmytheeyes
frontfound
row. Noel
I smiled
him, delighted, surprised, at his presence,
and, impulsively, blew him a kiss, then
continued the stately curtsy to her MaI think
she may
smiled.
I don't
know.
I wouldn't
say have
that she
did. But
my
jesty.
impulsive gesture, in the presence of one
of the most revered persons in the British
Empire, brought a quick flash of memory
of the impetuous girl who ran away from
a Washington, D. C, school to conquer
worlds. She might have ruined the effect
of her bow to a great queen by blowing
kisses to a friend in the stalls! Until the
day I die, I know I shall never forget my
nervousness at that moment.
But it was soon over. Once again came
a bow before the cheering audience, and
as my eyes went to the Royal Box I saw
Her Majesty,
Queen
Mary,stood
delaying
her de-to
parture while
she too
standing
applaud me, a charming smile lighting up
her face. I knew I stood in the presence of a
great Queen and a still greater woman, for
her graciousness gave me a memory that I
can remember in the days when I have
stepped from the higher places of the artistic
world to the peace and tranquility of being
the wife of Valentin Parera.
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Upon

the Waters
[Continued from page 13]
be placed on the payroll. Jimmy Durante's
pay
depleted
that,
finally,wasthesostudio
insistedby on"touches"
banking most
of it for him. Otherwise, he would have
left the Coast with less money than when
he arrived.
Jimmy
Pat O'Brien
and
Dick
Powell
are Cagney,
three prime
favorites,
simply because of their charities on the
Coast.
It long has been my belief that when
you cast your bread upon the waters, inevitably itdoes return a hundred-fold. In
the first place, the immediate reaction is
cleansing. The spiritual "lift" which your
character experiences, upon the performance of a swell deed, is worth the sacrifice
of time or money. In the long run, these
good deeds always return to you in some
form or other, for you can't convince me
that they do not become wordless prayers
for the individual who performs them.
When Countess Barbara Hutton Von
Reventlow was seriously ill, after the birth
of her child, and the doctors were issuing
those dreaded hourly bulletins, I sent her
a cable to Dorchester House, London:
"Dear Barbara," it read, "thousands of
New
pooryour
who generosity
enjoyed are
Christmas
dinnersYork's
through
filling
the air with prayers for your speedy recovery stop You will recover just wait and
see."
On the two preceding Christmas holidays, Barbara had sent me a check for
$5,000 for Christmas baskets. Each year,
close to 2500 baskets had been made available to the poor through these checks. I
knew that the poor would not forget her
in her moment of desperate illness. When
I cabled her my assurance that she'd recover, Iwas banking on their prayers to
pull her through. Doctors perhaps will
scoff at such
a naive view, but you'll never
convince
me otherwise.
Not long ago, one of the big passenger
planes crashed a short while out from
Newark. One of the survivors was the wife
of Mayor Meyer Ellenstein, of Newark,
N. J. Annually, Mayor Ellenstein gives a
big benefit performance for New Jersey's
orphans. The accumulated prayers of those
youngsters were in his wife's corner when
that plane crashed. I told that to him:
"That's what I think, too, Ed," was his
sober response.
It stands to reason that if there is an
equivalent debit mark for all the miserable
things that are done to each other by
humans, there is correspondingly a credit
mark for each charitable action or thought.
The celebs of Hollywood have piled up a
great number of these credit notations. It
is interesting to note, is it not, that the
stars who shine brightest in the Hollywood
constellation are noted for their largesse of
heart and purse. Perhaps this coincidence is
accidental— but I don't think so, and on
second thought, neither will you.
"The quality of mercy is not strained; it
droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven."
You might imprint that on every foot of
celluloid that comes out of Hollywood, for
these Coasters are pretty nice people.
ELSON EDDY, u<lio recently returned to Hollywood after a concert tour, says that after his concerts
the girls would gather around and he
would think "My, my, how they appreciate my singing," but before he could
beam upon them they ivould say, "Mr.
Eddy, please tell us about Bob Taylor."

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

Luncheon Set — Pure linen; hand em- FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page Penthouse Table — Beautifully finished
broidered. 3 colors . . . 225 coupons B & W premium booklet. No. 11 walnut and mahogany 375 coupons
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES. ..ALSO CARRY B&W COUPONS
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WIND^fWAVCS
'NVITH
Superset
to rule
need not fear
the wind.
For your
Outerswaves
et is you
the
ideal waving lotion. It dries Quickly, leaves
absolutely no flaky deposit and produces
lasting, natural, lustrous waves. Superset sets
Lair as it sliould be set —
and keef^s it that way. With
Superset, your hair is always
under control — sleek, burnished, well-groomed. Now
in two formulas — Regular
and No. a (Faster Drying).

tallins
cent
10castores
the new combdip bottle.

Richard Arlen, who is making a picture in
London, takes his son, Ricky, out walking with the penguins in the London Zoo.

OTHER NESTLE HAIR AIDS
Colorinse • Henna Shampoo and
Gulden Shampoo • Liquid Shampoo
■ Oil Treatment and Shampoo.
No

SUPERSET
LDTION
cJ VjZMi&ytMm
The NESTLE- LeMUft COMPANY M V,

FLIGHT
You -pay forFlight
the contents,
not the
container.
safe cosmetics
are unconcHticmaJly guaranteed to
be of highest quality . . . yet their
price is less than you
would pay for ordinary cosmetics.
35C EVERYWHERE

WESTCRAFT
LOS
ANGELES

LABORATORIES
• CALIFORNIA

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
• SCREEN, STAGE and RADIO TECHActing, Announcers,
Dramatics, Voice,
and DictionNIQUE. for
ActorsSpeech
and
Singers. Ballet and Stage Dancing.
AUDITIONS — TESTS. . . One and Four
Year Courses. For information write
ITHACA COLLEGE
5 DcWitt Park
Ithaca. N. Y.
Shampoo
and color
your h.nr.it
the sametlr fr^ench
COLOR
YOUR
HAIR
any
shade
with
SHAMPO-KOLOR.
Can'tpermits'
fade;, WAY
colorB
roots,
leaves
hair
soft,
natural;
perm. wave. Free Book. Monsieur ValKgny , Dpl20A, 254 W.31St.,N.Y.

Luck In Specialties
[Continued from page 33]

the talent scouts have sought her out anyway, if dancing musicals hadn't suddenly
become the rage? It's problematical. Eleanor
admitted on the set of "Broadway Melody"
her experience was limited in reading lines.
Her friendship with Una Merkel started
when Una kindly coached her on the side,
when the two girls rehearsed their scenes
together. Director Del Ruth was tireless in
his efforts to give Eleanor the best breaks
possible. Some of her scenes were taken again
and again, until she had done her best.
In "Broadway
sonated KatharineMelody"
Hepburn.Eleanor
If this imperis any
proof, there is a dramatic talent yet to be
discovered. But Eleanor established herself
as a dancing specialist. It was this specialty
that brought her to the attention of those
who gave her the chance that made her
famous. If she is given a second dramatic
chance, will she be just as lucky again?
Your answer is as good as mine.
At Franchot Tone's birthday party, I met
George Murphy. This dancing Irishman is
a close friend of Fred Astaire and, together
with his wife, Julie Murphy, comprised one
of the famous dancing teams around New
York.
they after
packedninethelong
Park-Casino
to the Nightly
doors. But
years at
the steady grind, the Murphys became
a little restless. They found themselves
arguing about imaginative hurts. Both were
so exhausted it took very little to disturb
their unsettled lives.
Because they are two nice people and
very much in love, Julie decided to quit her
career and become the little housewife.
But the problem that faced them was finding another partner for George. Hollywood
took care of that. (It would.) George was
offered a contract to come west and dance
for the movies. The Murphys arrived in
less time than it takes to say Metro Goldwyn Mayer or Twentieth Century-Fox.
Outside of one dancing job with Eddie

Cantor, George Murphy has practically
kept his tap shoes packed away in moth
balls. He was under contract to Columbia
but only danced an occasional step. Paramount wanted a leading man for "Mantrap." They tookhisonegood
looknatured
at George's
broad shoulders,
smile
and his nonchalant manner. He was signed
theNow
next George
day. But
he didn't
dance.to MGM.
is under
contract
As yetdramatic
they haven't
good
role for been
him! able
Did Itosayfind
therea
is no luck in specialties? (It must have
been that little man behind me.) George
is one of the best specialists in his line. But
he's beginning to wonder if he shouldn't go
out and buy himself a cape and let his hair
Who do you think gets the most fan
mail at the Warner studios? Almost automatically your thoughts should turn to
Bette Davis, the young lady who specializes
grow.
in vital performances that win academy
awards. But the gal who keeps the postman ringing twice, is none other than Al
Jolson's Ruby. It was Ruby Keeler who
tapped
way one
for other
Powell,feminine
Astaire charmer
and all
the
rest. the
Name
who has the face, figure, the sweetness, the
beauty of Ruby Keeler. The fans adore her
pouting
with Dick the
Powell.
Her shy
ner in speaking,
charming
waymanshe
is
today.believe have placed her where she
makes
The from
knowledge
of all
doesn't toprevent
Ruby
pleading
forthis
a chance
really
act.
look why
at itshould
from the
executive's
pointIf ofyouview,
Ruby
forsake
her tapping for real honest to gosh trouping? They are paying her a fine salary. Her
popularity is terrific. The exhibitors clean
up on every one of her pictures. Besides,
just who could dance, sing and emote opposite Dick Powell and do it so appealingly? There is only one Ruby and the

ver
executives know a gem when they see one.
Whether Ruby would ever develop into a
great actress will never be known until she
is put to the test. But tests are awfully hard
to gettryat and
studios.
(If youa don't
just
convince
castingbelieve
directorit,
that you're another Shirley Temple.)
The specialists in Hollywood are thicker
than a group of DeMille assistants. There's
Clifton Webb, who is so special they've
never been able to find a story worthy of
his talents. For almost a year Clifton was
on the MGM payroll and never worked a
single day. Perhaps if he hadn't been such
a unique specialist, they might have found
a suitable spot for him. Will the talent
that has been his fortune turn out to be
his misfortune in Hollywood?
Alice Brady is another unlucky sister of
the cinema. Fresh from her dramatic triumphs of "Mourning Becomes Electra,"
Alice descended on Hollywood. She established herself as a lady who wouldn't be
safe around squirrels. True, Alice played
those delightfully-mad moderns with an
abandon that really was true art. But her
movie public loved her so, they refused to
accept her for a serious moment. The result
was a burst of laughter every time Alice
came on the screen. Recently Alice appeared to a disadvantage in an Independent
production of "The Harvester." She is
worthy of better roles. Audiences are being
robbed of the really great emotion she is
capable of giving them.
Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi and Peter
Lorre have devoted their lives to scaring
little children. It's been lots of fun being
haunted by them. But— will Boris ever be
cast as Casanova? Would Bela be convincing
as Armand to Garbo's Camille? Could
Peter play the title role of Barrie's "Little
Minister" without changing it to "Little
Sinister"?
maybe—
they could
the
castingWell—
director
intoif giving
them scare
the
chance.
Remember dear Polly Moran? (Now
there was a cheery girl.) For years Polly
dedicated her buck teeth and her pigeon
posture to the sacred cause of slapstick.
Polly was a riot. She never felt quite at
home unless there was a bit of lemon
meringue nestling in an ear. Then one day
Polly decided to give up her specialty of
being funny. She went on a diet. She
bought some new teeth. She had an operation on her nose. Her clothes were designed
by the most expensive modiste in town.
And what happened to our own dear Poll?
She became so beautiful there was no place
for her on the screen. Today she is doing
all right for herself with personal appearances. But wouldn't it be nice to see the
old Moran take a custard pie— as only the
Morans can take 'em?
Fred Keating and his famous disappearing bird cage were expected to take Hollywood by storm. At benefit performances, on
vaudeville programs, Fred was a riot. But
when it came to making love, his bird cage
got in the way. No self-respecting man
would make a bird cage disappear right
in the middle of a kiss. It just isn't being
done— not even in Hollywood. So Fred,
who trained under the most famous magicians, temporarily abandoned his specialty. Now he's in demand by every studio
in Hollywood.
Speaking of specialists, let's not forget
the tired
business man.
IHollywood's
mean Mae gift
West.to Good
old down-to-earth
sex has been her specialty— and a pretty
specialty it is, too. Has Mae limited herself
by trying to give the boys a helping hand?
If she has, she's had an awfully good time
while it lasted. With the special build-up
she's given herself, you'll admit that they'll
never
play "Little
But I
imaginecastif her
Mae tocould
answer Eva."
this herself,
she'd say, "What does it mattah whut I
play ho-oney, just as long as it's play."
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from a Linit enthusiast will

interest every fastidious girl and woman

in America:

'Frequently I am faced with the problem of going out
to evening social functions with little time to rest
beforehand. However, I usually allow myself an hour
in which to bathe and dress and so I decide to indulge
in a little rejuvenating beauty treatment, in which
Linit plays a dual role. First, I make a thin paste of
Linit, mixed with orange water. This is generously
spread over the face, neck and shoulders. Meanwhile,
the bath water is running and to this I add a half
package or more of Linit. While I lie in the soothing
bath of milky Linit water, I feel the beauty masque of
Linit slowly lift the tired facial muscles. Then, a
cool shower removes the masque easily and I step out of
the tub refreshed and eager to face the long evening. 11

Linit package... recommending Linit
for starching.Linit makes even ordinary
cotton fabrics look and feel like linen.
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There's some justification in comparing abowl of Kellogg's Corn
Flakes to a lullaby. For these
crisp, delicious flakes are an excellent sleep-inducer these warm
evenings. They're satisfying and
easily digested. Result — you sleep
sweetly and arise cheerfully.
Try a bowl of Kellogg's after
that late party. They're sold every
place where you can buy food.
Nothing takes the place of

CORN

Ted Healy was examining the mental caliber
of a stooge, particularly in reference to history. "What," said he, "happened in 177 6?"
"What street?" questioned the stooge.

FLAKES

LOSING
HAIR?
Glover's Helps Your Hair to SAVE ITSELF
By nourishing
starved
hair roots,
Glover's
helps
prevent
excessive
Falling
Hair and
Dandruff.
Start
today
using
Glover's
Mange Medicine (the
medicine with the clean
pine tar odor) and follow
with Glover's Medicated
Soap for the Shampoo.
Sold by all Druggists. Or
get Glover's Treatment at
your
FREEHairdresser's.
BOOKLET For
on
proper care of the Hair
and Scalp, write Glover's
462FourthAve.,N.Y.City.
MANGE
MEDICINE
GLOVER'S
HAVE YOU A SONG IN YOUR HEART?
You may have the very song which would fit in with some
Talking Picture or which Music Publishers may buy. Our
32 pageities in song
booklet,
sent you
free,instructs
tells youyouof inthese
writing.
It also
lyricopportunwriting,
rhythm
and
meter
and
explains
how
this
organization
assists
you
by
introducing
your
song
over
the
Radio
and
submitting
to Picture Producers and Music Publishers.
Don't
submittheyourmostsongcomplete
to anyoneanduntil
you readservice
this book
describing
practical
ever
offered
the
song
writer.
Send
for
it
today.
Costs
nothing.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 650 Meyer Bldg.
Western and Sierra Vista, Hollywood, Calif.
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All Star Cast

in the Pacific Ocean

[Continued from page 19]
some odd reason Janet's purchased in the
oil-well region! It certainly isn't an exclusive spot,isbutmusic
perhaps
chuggingthe derricks
to hertheears.
Margaretof
Lindsay receives the most invitations to
Malibu, legendary hang-out for the stars,
is losing popularity. "When it was all built
upJanet's.
thetoofickle
the housesto
were
close "renters"
together. decided
It was annoying
have the next-door gang listening to your
intimate conversation, even if they were fellow players. More and more, Malibu is
turning into the resort for the picture
executives, directors, and scenarists. However, the rents haven't fallen noticeably. If
you sign a lease for these five summer
months you can have an average place
there for .IS300 a month! The Warner BaxGeorge O'Briens,
John Boles',
ters, theBennett
sisters,thepioneers and homeand the
owners, remain loyal.
But those who suddenly are determined
to get further away from it all are now
heading for Laguna. This is a two-hour
Fredric March has
spin to the southwest.
had an attractive frame cottage on a bluff
in this artists' colony for several years. Now
others who enjoy a few trees, and a Carmel
to
commute his
needn't
who day
andsame
atmosphere,
are following
and fro in the
lead. Balboa, with its bottle-necked bay, is
five miles nearer, on the Laguna road.
Those who want to frolic with sail-boats
and yachts between swims are making it
Foster is Hollytheir headquarters. Preston in
l his locale.
wood's chief representative
In chasing the stars, as is my quaint
habit, I've come across novel gadgets lot-

toting beach accessories. The floppy cretonne hats that Fay Wray uses as a bag are
exceptional. She has one to match each of
her bathing ensembles. They hold her
make-up and olive oil, each hat being lined
inside with little rubber compartments so
nothing will spill and be messy. Then you
just fold the chapeau and carry it nonchalantly! Another original development is
the cretonne bag which you can make over
the frame of your passe tennis racket. The
trick isn't complicated, as explained to me
by Madge Evans. Remove the scraggly
remnants of strings, fit the covering, and
then have the mater seam some flowered
material up neatly. Sling the new gadget
convenithere, so compact,
and slippers,
your
over ent,
will beshoulder
your suit,
oil, and cigarettes. If you change at home
and motor to and from the beach in your
bathing attire, as many do in Hollywood,
Kenneth Howell suggests that you save your
car by resurrecting your raincoat for the
trip back.
all sorts of "sure-fire" tan reThere are
cipes floating about. Janet Gaynor swears
by olive oil mixed with vinegar. (When
she shakes them up you first dream that
Dolores Del
you're going to get a Martini!)
er. own
Wray seFay garden
Rio preaches
in
tan in her
cures her basiccocoa-butt
town. When she is stepping onto the beach
herself with pure olive
anoints
she
Ravishing!
The result?
oil. carefully
Here's a hint that's not such a strain on
the pocket book— try salad oil. And thank
Anne Shirley for this cue. IE you wish to
rea!Iv express your appreciation, drop her
mother a note' saying you're all for Anne

SIL
getting a membership in a beach club. Now
the gal has to rely on invitations from pals
who
But I'm straying.
There's
excusebelong.
for sunburning
at all if you
take noit
sensibly when you seek a movie star shade.
Begin with very gradual exposure, smooth
on plenty of protecting oil, and you, too,
will have S.A.! If Joan Crawford can find
time to tan, why not you?
If Cary Grant, busy boy, can— why not
me?
an these
hour
more I'm
on running
my torso.outTo now
keep toupgetwith
stars I've got to be an old bronzie!

Studio

News

[Continued from page 28]
Joel is going to try to sneak him out. He
doesn't
animal. even want to let Joel see the
"Jonesy," Joel exclaims sarcastically, "postively,
of gold!"
Clyde you've
snorts gotanda heart
Joel goes
over to the
horse. The horse whinnies a little and
nudges Joel with his muzzle.
"He loves umphanme,
Jonesy," Joel exclaims tritly to Clyde.
"It would take a horse to be that foolish," Clyde jeers.
"Good old Jonesy," says Joel. "A heart of
gold? A heart of platinum." He turns back
to the horse and strokes his nose gently.
"I brought you your supper, old boy. Bon
Ijons,"
a bunch
of carrots
fromit
lehind bringing
his back. He
takes one
and holds
jp to the horse. "Caviar a la Russe. Tasty,
what?"
Need I tell you that later, as Joel is
sauntering down the avenue, a rich spendthrift, entertaining high up in a penthouse,
is giving each of his lady guests a thousand
dollar bill? Must I draw you a diagram to
let you know that one of them, defending
her virtue, tears hers in half and throws
it out the window? Would you believe that
Joel finds half and the girl in the picture
the other half? Can you guess that Joel
and the girl meet, put their halves together,
get the horse out of hock, enter him in
a race,hasthat
he winsconnected
the race with
and it?
all's well
lhat
a horse
"Money from Heaven" is on location,
thank heaven; also "Crash Donovan," another Jack Holt picture. So that finishes me
here and I beat it toParamount
AT PARAMOUNT, my friends, I run into
a whole mess of productions. The biggest is "Poppy," starring W. C. Fields in
his first picture in months. He played in
this on the legitimate stage and so did
Madge Kennedy. But Madge has grown up
now and is no longer in pictures, so Rpchelle Hudson is playing that part. It's been
so long since I saw the play I've forgotten
what it's about and Paramount has no
svnopsis. Mr. Fields, who gave me the most
enjoyable interview I have ever had (it
lasted five hours and two bottles of Scotch)
is not working today but all the other
principals are.
As I look at Rochelle in her white antebellum dress, with the wide skirt and pulled
sleevelets, every other girl I know is forgotten and I can only think of a couplet from
a song in the first "Broadway Melody." It
went—

"The angels must have sent you
And they meant you— just— for— me."
But Rochelle evidently thinks differently.
"Hello, Dick," she says matter-of-factly.
Little does she dream of the tumult raging
in my breast as I make an heroic effort to
keep my voice steady as I answer, "Hi
ya, toots?"

Sudden temperature changes, dust from
the air, the germs which cause blemishes ... all are at work to mar your complexion. Yet you can keep your skin moist
and clear with Woodbury's Cold Cream.
Contains Exclusive
Germ-destroying Element
Why, you
mayitsask,
does task
Woodbury's
Cold
Cream
fulfill
beauty
more quickly,
more surely than others? First, because
an exclusive ingredient keeps it free from
germs to the very bottom of the jar !
Germs, a common cause of blemishes,
are banished. The last fingertipful of
Woodbury's Cold Cream is as free from
germ-growth as the first!
And how much more this delicate beauty
cream has to offer! Down deep into the
pores it goes to clear away the dust and

waxy secretions that make the skin dull
and sallow. And Woodbury's Cold Cream
helps to defeat aging lines, to keep the skin
moist. Element 576, a second important
ingredient, aids in combatingskin dryness.
You'll need Woodbury's Germ-free Facial Cream, too, to protect your skin from
wind and dust. It's a fluffy foundation
cream that makes your rouge and powder
look ever so natural ! Each of these lovely
creams only 50c, 25c, 10c in jars; 25c,
10c in tubes. Do try them !
MAIL NOW. ..FOR COMPLEXION KIT!
Brings you generous trial tubes of 2 Woodbury Beauty Creams;
6 similes of Woodbury's Facial Powder; also guest-size cake
of Woodbury's
clement.
EncloseFacial
10c toSoap,
covercontaining
packing and"Filtered
postage.Sunshine"
Mail to: John II. Woodbury, Inc., 6368 Alfred St.. Cincinnati,
Na
Ohio.
(Inme
Canada) John II. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.'
Addrest^—^
© 11136. John H. Woodbury. Inc.
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IS LIKE A TACK IN YOUR
TOE
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A CORN

Remove it Root* and All
MILLIONS who used tocutandparetheir corns
only temporary
— are safely
now
using —a giving
new scientific
method thatrelief
quickly,
gets rid of entire corn ROOT* AND ALL. BlueJay, the new scientifically medicated plaster, stops
the
corn pain
lifts instantly
out root —andandall.in three days the whole
Blue-Jay is tiny, invisible, easy to use. Made
with
Get aWet-Pruf
box today.adhesive.
252 for Can't
packagestickof to6. stockings.
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BLUE*A plug
dead ascells
in form
and development
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localroot-like
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renewed

The dainty, pleasant way to remove
hair from arms, legs and face. Velvet
Mitten, as easy to use as a powder
puff, gently rubs oway the unsightly
growth. Harm less... odorless... painess. Does not encourage re-growth.
Leaves skin soft and velvety smooth.
!f your
dealer forhasn't
them,Mittens
send
one dollar
3 Velvet
... a full summer's supply.
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Then the director has to go spoil this
spring idyl by calling everyone on to the
set.
It's the living room of an old colonial
mansion.
Maude Eburne (my favorite character
actress except for Helen Westley and Alison
Skipworth) tucks Rochelle's arm in hers
and starts out. "I'm taking her home with
me," she informs them loftily.
"Are you going to shelter a criminal
under your own roof?" Granville Bates inquires incredulously.
"Criminal!" Miss Eburne sniffs scornfully.
"Of course, if you people had listened to
me " Catherine Doucet (that delightful
aunt in "These Three") begins.
"Do you want me to slap you in that
giggling
mouth
of her.
yours?" Maude bursts
out,
rushing
up to
Miss Doucet looks at her in amazement
for a moment, then, "Ho, ho, ho," she titters softly. There is a pause and then one
last"You
littlecan't
"ho."
harbor this girl," Lynne Overman puts in. "She's under the jurisdiction
the court."
of "Bah!"
Maudie squelches him.
Suddenly Richard Cromwell steps out of
line. "I'm going with her," he says.
"William," Mr. Bates wheezes, "you stay
"Listen, Billy," Rosalind Keith (another
beaut) puts her oar in, "why bother? She's
probably
quite used to this sort of thing."
here."
"You keep out of this," Rochelle flares.
"What do you know about it." Then suddenly she turns on the gaping crowd. "All
of you. What do any of you know about
anything? A lot of self-satisfied, stupid hicks
who never did anything in your lives but
sit on your own silly little front porches
and decide how other people should live!
Maybe I am just a little carnival girlmaybe I don't know what place cards are
—maybe I am a criminal, like you said—
but I'd rather be me than the whole smug
lot of you! My pop (that's Fields) and I
are rough-necks, I guess, but we never did
a mean thing in our lives. You're mean—
that's what you are!" All at once she breaks
down and turns to Maude. "Take me away
from here. Take me anywhere you likeonly
take looks
me away
from here!"at the Mayor.
Maude
questioningly
He nods his consent. "Come on, baby," she
says tenderly as she slips her arm around
Rochelle in a comforting, motherly gesture.
Didn't I tell you Maude was swell? And
don't
thinkAllRochelle
give out in
this scene.
of them doesn't
do.
Nothing's going right on this lot today.
Here's Rochelle, one of my two favorite
ingenues (Anne Shirley is the other) in a
pickle and right on the next stage I find
my favorite
other one. juvenile (Tom Brown) in an-
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This picture is called "And Sudden
Death." When I arrive on the set I find it's
the visitors' room in a prison— and there's
no I mistaking
as
breeze in. that. "Who's in stir?" I ask
"I am," Frances Drake informs me.
Frances is still another beaut. She has the
most enormous limpid brown eyes. But she
has a complex. She wants to hide her
beauty under a bushel and play in horror
pictures with Karloff and Lugosi and Paul
Muni— if she can get him to act in one.
Charles Barton, who is fast becoming one
of Paramount's better directors, is wielding
the megaphone (as we say in the press) on
this. Whenever Charlie's on a picture
there's fun on the set. But he's sort of
glum today. There's nothing funny about a
prison picture— except that one Spencer
Tracy made for Fox once, called "Up the
This is really a grim plot. It's about people who are killed in automobile accidents
River."
—but it isn't propaganda. There's a plausi-
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Silver
ble story running all through the picture.
A lot happens before, but to make a long
story short, Tom Brown is driving while
chunk and crashes into a bus full of school
children. His sister, Frances Drake, who is
sober, pushes him aside and gets behind
the driver's
wheel
before
the copsonar-a
rive. She takes
the just
blame,
is indicted
charge of manslaughter and sent to prison.
Tom is sitting on one of the benches when
the barred gate swings open and she walks
dazedly in.
"Don't feel badly about it, Jack," she
whispers.
"Gee, sis," he chokes up, "I never thought
it would turn out like this or you wouldn't
be here."
"Don't say that," she says in a low voice.
"In a way I feel as if I were as responsible
as you."
"Aw, no you weren't," he protests. "I've
got
yellow
streakI ashould
mile wide
goinga to
do what
have and
done I'm
in
the first place."
"What do you mean?" she breathes.
"Well, you know that stuff I told you
about Knox— how he was going to fix everything?"
"Yes."
"Well, it was a lie— all of it."
"Jackie!" she sobs.
"I never went near him," he bursts out.
"I tried to— but didn't have the nerve. I
figured
he'd he
probably
how because
was in do
love something
with you. anyBut
he gave all that evidence against you on
the witness stand.
"I'm glad you told me, Jackie," Frances
smiles.
then," bring
he goesin on,
"I kept hoping
the"Even
jury would
an acquittal.
Now,
I'm going to Knox (Randolph Scott) and
get it all off my chest."
"Now, listen, Jackie," she protests, "we've
gone this far. Don't you see we've got to
stick to it?"
"Don't worry about that, sis," he cornforts her. "You've done enough."
"Your time is up," the matron says to
Frances.
"I'll tell Knox," Tom promises her in
parting.
"No," she protests once more. "I'd rather
tell him myself sometime."
that after
a I'm
scenesure
like you
thatcanno appreciate
one feels much
like
kidding so I just bid them a very pleasant
good day and go to the next stage to see
"The Texas Rangers." But "The Texas
Rangers,"
it seems,
includingMr. Mr.Lloyd
Fred Nolan
MacMurray, Mr.
Jack Oakie,
and Miss Jean Parker, have gone to Gallup,
New Mexico, on location. And "The Arizona Raiders" are also off on location. But
George Raft and Dolores Costello are on
the lot.
The picture, "Yours for the Asking," is
practically just starting and the scene is
the entrance hall to a very elaborate mansion.
"You've
beenopens
very kind,"
Dolores
murs as she
the door
from murthe
garden and they come in.
"Whew!" George whistles, taking it all
in at a glance. "Quite a place you have
here."
"I'm
glad you like it," she smiles, looking at him.
"Mind if I look around?" he asks, still
gaping.
She gives him a surprised look. "Why
not?"
smiles too,
again.is a beaut. It seems
Miss sheCostello,
to be a day of beautiful wimming.
The last picture at Paramount is one
being made by my favorite producer,
Walter Wanger, and it is called "Spendthrift."
There's no sense going into the plot be-

Screen for August IS
cause this scene tells all. The set is the
living room of Greenhill Manor. Assembled
in theants,
room
are Buel
all of (Halliwell
Henry Fonda's
serv-a
including
Hobbes)
very, very, stern-faced English butler; Rico
(Jerry Mandy) the Italian cook; Hilda
(Greta Meyer) the German maid; Miki
Morita, the Japanese valet, and a flock of
bill collectors and creditors. They are
grouped in a semicircle. The most prominent is Robert Strange. They're waiting,
when the door opens and Fonda comes in
in his riding boots and the same camel's
hair overcoat he wore in "The Moon's Our
Home"
(and him
worth twenty
in
the picture),
accompanied
by hismillions!—
pal and
former bootlegger, Edward Brophy.
"Ahhh!" the creditors breathe in unison.
•■-J
EXPERIENCED
Mothersmustknow
that summer teething
not
"What is this— a minstrel show?" Fonda
be
trifled
with
—
that
summer upsets
demands.
due to teething may seriously inter"No, young man," Strange snaps, "this is
fere with Baby's progress.
not a minstrel show. Gentlemen," to the
Relieve
your Baby's teething pains
creditors, "be seated." The hell it isn't a
this summerLotion.
by rubbingon
Hand's
minstrel show, say I. They all sit, except
Teething
It is the Dr.
actual
preInterlocutor Strange, who remains standing
scription ofa famous Baby specialist,
—naturally— if he doesn't sit.
contains no narcotics, and has been
"Young man," Mr. Strange goes on to
used and recommended by millions
Fonda, "I don't know whether you reof Mothers. Your druggist has it,
member me or Bank.
not. I'm
the
Third National
You president
know the of
Third
"I found Dr. Hand's such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to
National Bank— or should. We've got a
worry
day"*
surplus of a hundred million dollars."
—Mrt.on Wm.the H.hottest
Kempf, summer
Williatntport,
Pa.
"Got it with you?" Mr. Brophy demands.
"That isn't funny, young man," Strange
squelches him. "Is that meant for jocularMr. Strange is pedantic. He calls everyTeething Lotion
body "young man" and Mr. Brophy isn't
DR.HAND'S
"young man." He's bald— balder than I
am, which is very, very bald indeed.
"Middleton," Strange goes on to Fonda,
making
ity?" me out a liar because, for once, he
doesn't
"young
"you've
come to call
the him
end of
your man,"
rope. You
are
about to lose Greenhill Manor and it's
your own fault. You've dissipated a fortune
of twenty million dollars. I don't know
what you've done with it, but a man like
you doesn't deserve to have any money.
You owe me three hundred and forty
thousand dollars and I'm quite sure you'll WHILE YOU SLEEP
Here freckles
s a special
gently
fades
never
havecries
it." Raoul Walsh, the director. out
while new-type
you sleep.cream
Simplythatapply
Nadinola
"Cut!"
Freckle Cream over face and arms at night. Usually
And Mr. Fonda, after a bawling out like in
5 to 10 days you see marvelous improvement.
that, starts "Truckin' " of all things! I Freckles disappear, your skin is cleared, freshened,
becomes
satin-smooth. Nadinola Freckle Cream is
don't know Mr. Fonda as well as his pal,
James Stewart, but he shows every evidence experience
guaranteed byin askin
famoustreatment.
laboratory Only
with 60c
over at
36 years'
toilet
of being just as nutty.
counters; lOcsize at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send 10c for
Just to show you how trying studios trial package to Box 161, NADINOLA, Paris, Tenn.
can be, Mr. Wanger's publicity man, one
Dan Thomas— instead of sending me the NADINOLA fkcMeCteam
still
I'm supposed
get, sends
Pat Paterson
(the to
feminine
lead)onejustwithto
get her in print and she's not even in this
scene. Lest you think me fickle or wishywashy, I will not say that Miss Paterson
is also a beaut but I will say that if I ever MiLUONS
USE *
HUSH
cover the sets on a day when Blondell,
Lombard, Rochelle and Barbara Stanwyck
are not working, Miss Paterson has great
/*-BODY
ODORS
MarySheBrian
playswanted
the "heavy"
Those who are fastidious and imin vamp.
this picture.
always
to be
apossibilities.
maculate of their person welcome
HUSH for its effective qualities to
Having disposed of Paramount, we now
overcome excessive perturn our attention to—
spiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
20th Century-Fox
the underarms fresh and
FOR once, there is neither a Shirley
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily.,
Temple picture nor a Charlie Chun
opus in production here. In fact, the only
thing in production at this studio is one
called "The Crime of Dr. Forbes."
4 Kinds
RoberthasKent
Beyond"),
seems,
gone ("Country
through college
on ita
scholarship furnished by Edward Bromberg.
Upon graduation he goes to work as assistant to Dr. Bromberg. They're looking
for a cure for spondylitis (a disease of the
spine). After six months Bob thinks he has
found it but something goes wrong. Bromberg tells him not to be discouraged— that
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for ten years he's thought he's found it.
But each failure— through the process of
elimination— brings him nearer to his goal.
He also
tellshimhimuphe's
too hard
and
invites
to working
dinner, where
we
pick them up. Dinner is over, they're in
the
living(Gloria
room of
Bromberg's
homecoffee.
and
his wife
Stuart)
is pouring
She hands a cup to Bob, smiling, "Don't
yellBobor takes
I'll drop
it." and saucer, looking a
the cup
little guilty.
"You're in or it," Bromberg chuckles.
"Might as well make the best of it. No
woman likes to have every dinner invitation declined."perhaps," Gloria smiles, "but
"Declined

Stop throbbing
Shoe Pressure—
the Bulge!
Sore,
bunions areHide
instantly
relieved
and shoe pressure on the swollen joint entirely
removed by Dr. Scboll's Bunion Reducer. It reduces by the natural process of absorption.
Worn invisibly. Hides the bulge, preserves
"I didn't realize," Kent apologizes sinshapeliness of stylish shoes. Made of pure, not ignored."
cerely, "but I have been rude."
soft para rubber. 50 ji each.
"No, you haven't," she says with quick
For wear outside the stocking Dr.Scboll's Bunion Protector. reassurance.
"Eric has told me how hard
Made shoe
of leather
'with and
soft preserve
felt padding
from
pressure
shapeto ofprotect
shoes. joint
7 5^
each. Sold at all drag, dept. and shoe stores. Write for
"He's been over-doing it," Bromberg
FREE
BOOKLET,"The
Bunion'111.' to Dr. Scholl's, Inc.. states.work."
447 West
Shiller St., Chicago,
you "This afternoon's outburst is a result of strain— over-work."
Gloria expression
catches a glimpse
of Kent's
stunned
and laughs
out rather
loud.
DrScholls
"Oh, no, Eric! You can't blame that on
nerves. You didn't see those women."
FOOT COMFORT APPLIANCES
"Well, anyway," Bromberg insists, "he
AND REMEDIES FOR ALL FOOT TROUBLES
works too hard. Then suddenly he remembers. "That reminds me," rather
doubtfully
to
Kent, "do you enjoy opera?"
"Yes," Bob admits.
WAKE

UP

I WANT
YOU
Work for "Uncle Sam"
Start $1260 to $2100 a year
MEN tion
— WOMEN.
Common
usually sufficient.
Short Educahours.
I will coach
2
5
free.
Write
immed
i
a
t
e
l
y
f
o
r
free
3
2-page
book,
with
list of positions and full particulars.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. L272 Rochester, N. Y.

to Music
SetPublish
C
C k AD
D /"\ lVl
ed
rUt
Free Examination — Send Poems to
Bachelor of Music
1582 West 27th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

tory
pilacontains
deRemover
The new ZiP Facial Hair
Kless
no sulphides, no offensive odors. Instantly eliminates every trace of hair. Face,
arms and legs. Ask your dealer or write
Madame Berthe, 562 Fifth Ave., NewYork
[

For Asthma

and Hay Fever
If youriblesuffer
of Asthma
teryou chokewithandattacks
gasp for
breath, ifso Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fail to send
once oftoa the
Frontier Asthma
a freeat
trial
remarkable method.Co.No formatter
where
you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you
have suffered forlearn
a life-time
and relief
tried
everything
of without
even if youyouarecould
utterly discouraged,
do not;
abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 267-A Frontier Bldg.,
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Freckles
Banish those embarrassing
freckles quickly in the privacy
of your room. Your friends will
wonder Freckle
how youCream
did it.
Stillman's
removes
Leaves
the skin
soft, 50 C
them while
you sleep.
smooth,
Bookletandon clear.
request.
a jar22
Stillman Co.. Aurora, III.. Dept.
Still/nan's FRECKLE CREAM
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you

YOUR

BILELIVER
Without
Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing
your food
doesn'tup digest.
It just
decays infreely,
the bowels.
Gas bloats
your stomach.
You getsonedconstipated.
Your
whole
system
poiand you feel sour, sunk and the isworld
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause.
those two
good,pounds
old Carter's
Little
Liver PillsIt totakes
get these
of bile flowing
freely
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up."
Harmless,
gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow freely.
Ask forbornlyCarter's
Little else.
Liver 25cPillsat by
Stubrefuse anything
all name.
drug stores.

Free

STAMMER
Send
todaySTAMMER,"
for beautifullywhich
illustrated
"DON'T
describesbooktheentitled
Bogue
Unit Method
for
the
scientific
stam-at
mering and stuttering. Method correction
successfullyofused
Bogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians.
concerningBenjamin
correction of stammeringFullsent information
free. No obligation.
N. Bogue, Dept. 557, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

Gloria Stuart, J. Edward Bromberg
and Robert Kent in "The Crime of
Dr. Forbes," another thriller.
Bromberg looks relieved and glances
amusedly at his wife. "Good! I have tickets
for Wednesday night but since I won't be
here
and Ellen
go?"
"I'danyway,
like to—whyif don't
" heyoubegins
hesitantly.
"Of course," Gloria announces.
"And now, my dear," her husband says,
"if you'll excuse us, I have some notes I
want
show and
Michael."
Theyto leave
Miss Stuart leans back in
the divan as though this were the last
straw— the thing she is always fighting.
And when her husband practically flings
her at another man— well what can you
expect?
And that's all there is at 20th CenturyFox today. But we have—
R-K-O
shooting over here is
THE
"The only
Last picture
Outlaw." It's another of those
all-star westerns, this time with Harry
Carey in the lead, and Hoot Gibson, Ruslahan.sell Hopton, Tom Tyler and Margaret CalIt's a street scene and just as I arrive on
the set, Hopton is drawing a gun and covering Carey. "Dean Payton!" he ejaculates.
"I knew it was only a question of time."
"He was trying to hop that car," l he
cop explains.
"They've got my— they've got Sally Mason
in that car," Carey explains in cold fury.
"Lock him up!" Hopton orders the cop.
"Let him go!" Hoot Gibson whirls fun-

DON'T SUFFER
WOMEN
NEEDLESSLY
Try This Treatment FREE
If you are sick and tired of suffering from that most
embarrassing itching and severe pain brought on by
piles,
by allThousands
means try
the Page
Combination
Pile
Treatment.
and a blessing.
Write offor women
a free have
samplefound
today.it a boon
E. B. Page Co., Dept. 520-A3, Marshall, Mich.
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at
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ou can now
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jrature
sent have
to anyone
underyou 17want.
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E. LakeINSTITUTE,
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byPERFECT
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Itching
<tf Insect
Bites
rat
^Sc
Even the most stubborn itching of insect bites,
athlete's foot, hives, scales, eczema, and many other
skin tic,afflictions
yields to cooling,
antisepliquid D. D.quickly
D. PRESCRIPTION.
Its gentle
oils
soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaselessand stainles —dries fast. Stops the most intense itching inat drug
proves it —
or moneystantly. A35c
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Silver
ously explain
on Hopton
indicates
"I
can
what as hehe was
doing Carey.
in that
bank!"
The cop is hustling Carey out of the
scene, a police car has skidded to a stop at
the edge of the scene and Hopton is snapping officiously at Hoot. "If you want to
horn in, make yourself helpful," nodding
towards the car. "I can use another
deputy."
Hoot leaps into the car beside the
driver, Hopton and one of his deputies
leap into the back seat, the car speeds off
in the direction the bandits have taken and
I speed in the direction of—
Columbia
ONLY the new Frank Capra picture is
going here and that's closed to visitors
today so I'll have to tell you about that one
next month. And for dessert, we'll have—
M-G-M
JUST one picture going here but that's
JeanisHarIt's "Suzy"
enough.
the
The scene
Grant. starring
low and Cary
bar of the Cafe de la Lune. It is late.
The bar is practically deserted. Jean Harlow is in a filmy white chiffon gown-

Russell Hopton, Hoot Gibson,
Frank Jenks and Harry Carey in
"The Last Outlaw," a western
with a punch by a cast with a
wallop.
mode of 1914— at the outbreak of the war.
Suddenly she rushes in, clambers up on
a stool, exposing one of the famous Harlow
shafts (from the knee down). Cary Grant
comes in, grinning, and stands beside her.
"Give Davis,
me a drink—
anything," she orders
George
the bartender.
"For you, m'sieu?" he asks Cary.
"I'll announces.
have whatever the lady is drinking,"
Cary
"What is ma'mselle having?" Davis inquires and gets only a dirty look in reply.
"Oh, yes," he remembers, "anisette."
"I loathe anisette," Cary proclaims, "but
I'll drink it. Do you realize, barman, that
the Americans have no sense of humor?"
"Yes, m'sieu," Davis agrees absently.
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"Give me another drink," Jean orders
hotly, throwing her glass behind the bar.
"Yes, ma'mselle," Davis agrees.
"Anything— excejDt anisette!" she instructs
him.
"^??ything, ma'mselle?" he inquires.
"Cointreau," she decides, not knowing
what he'll offer her.
"I'll have a Cointreau," Cary decides.
"Yes, m'sieu," Davis agrees, pouring a
couple.
"Do you realize, barman," Jean tells him,
"the French are utterly lacking in inge"Yes, ma'mselle," Davis agrees.
"Do along
you know
something, barman?" she
rattles
angrily.
nuity?"
"No,
ma'mselle,"
he gives the right answer.
"Frenchmen are not the romantic fellows
I thought they were," she confides.
"No, ma'mselle," Davis agrees.
"I'm told," Harlow
or
out whether"they
find scornfully,
have to toss a coin to says

AMATEUR
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5,000

CASH
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girl. They
dance
not they'll
own
their can't
thata with
likewith
things
decide
"Yes, ma'mselle," Davis agrees.
"Barman," it is Cary's turn to ask a quesheads."
tion, "do you know that in America when
you want a sandwich or a slice of bologney
or a baby, you go down to a store and drop
a nickel in a slot machine?"
"Yes, m'sieu," Davis starts to agree and
then gets the significance of Cary's remark
and bursts into a giggle. "Did you hear
what the gentleman said, ma'mselle?"
"Barman," Jean sniffs, "you're having
hallucinations. There isn't a gentleman in
"No, ma'mselle," Davis agrees.
Suddenly there is a terrific screaming of
sirens
sight." outside and frantic cries of "Air
Raid."looks
Jeanabout
jumpsheroff helplessly.
her stool inThen
a panic
and
she
grabs Cary around the neck.
Cary looks at George. "Barman," he
grins, "isn't it a shame there are no gentlemen here
to look says
afterGeorge.
a lady?"
"Yes,
m'sieu,"
Miss Harlow is also a beaut. In addition,
she and Cary are two of the grandest people in pictures. No matter how long the
scene, how hot the day or how trying
they're have
always time
in a togood
and chat.
they
always
comehumor
up and
Unfortunately for me, the sun is sinking
and I must be on my way.
Later. I have made Yuma, Arizona. Mr.
Basil Rathbone and Miss Marlene Dietrich
are in the dining room of the hotel, back
from a clay's work with the "Garden of
Allah" company. But they're on location
so I don't have to cover their set. I drink
my glass of milk and go up to bed. Tonight I can smell only sagebrush but "Bethe blueto horizon"
Jeanette MacDonaldyond used
sing, are ashoneysuckle
and
masniolias.
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9 Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother;
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
IS a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Bringa
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep,
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
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fHIRLEY TEMPLE can play "Oh, Suz%J
anna" on the piano with two fingers.
Can you?
ONE of our best columnists describes a
Hollywood triangle as a girl who is in
lox'c with an actor who is in love with
himself. True, too true.

"~T"HE Marx Brothers have gone back to
i ivork again. This time the name of their
opus will be "A Night at the Horse Opera."
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By Charlotte Herbert
1

J
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18

12

46]

17
23

22
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28
35
45
44
53
56
60

m

66
12. 61
71
Jessie Matthews
n PasCONNELLY'S "Gree
MARCtures" is so
easy to understand, its
emotions so certain and direct that
we accept it without reservation and here
and now advise you to see it. It tells of
"de Lawd" and the angels, as the Southern
darky thinks of thern. Here we have a new
kind of picture— a belief of certain crude
folks set forth so that we all enjoy it.
Perhaps this treatment can be carried out
with other beliefs. We would like to see Art
a little
eyes.in Wethe know
throughsucha painter's
about
matters and
creation
and
execution of a large mural, for example,
there is tremendous drama that only a
painter feels.
Take who
the have
people
who talk line
"shop,"
rather,
a specialized
of workor
to talk about and let us see their world
through their eyes. The engineer who feels
the strain of ten thousand tons as the bridge
span is raised to its place. Do you suppose
there is no drama in his very special world?
We are sure that if we could be made to
feel
an author's
and around
him asshadowy
he writes company
a novel webeside
also
would thrill to the ecstasy of creation. Perhaps Charles Morgan will give us this last
when "Sparkenbroke"
# *is filmed.
*
We do not like costumes that are stiff. We
have seen Robert Montgomery practically
petrified in "Trouble for Two," and Franchot
"The King
StepsThese
Out" good
was
forced Tone
to be ina ramrod
of a man.
actors were not helped by being made stiff
and unbending. If we must have pompous
people make Berton
play them.
# #Churchill
*
Jessie Matthews has been conquering
New York and adjacent villages in "It's Love
Again." And because she is so beautiful in
figure and spritely in face, and, more particularly, because of her dancing, we have wondered if they have tried to get Fred Astaire
for her partner. Now we know. It seems Jessie is a tall girl and Fred is shorter. And that
you know is fatal.
MR.

Editor
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1

ACROSS
1 The sun god
Dafoe's treasures
112 ADr.preposition
13
She portrayed
14 Single
unit "Gentle Julia"
15
small particle
17 AA mountain
nymph
19 To stand firm
21 Not at any time
23
prefix
24 ABehold
2 5 Most essential
26 Measure
"Captain ofBlood"
27
weight (initials)
(abbr.)
28 A slave
30
ALoiter
hero in "Westerns"
31
33 To
blend by melting
Deeds Goes To Town"
a warship
Soldiers
38
agent inon "Mr.
The
35
40 Ever pressserving
41
His latest picture is "And Sudden Death
43
44 Exists
Ready money
47 He went to Princeton
50 He owns a racing stable
53 Different from the one specified
54 A hard variety of corundum
55
Pertainingoffice
to the
sun
56 Branch
(abbr.)
59 For example (abbr.)
60 Brevet (abbr.)
62 Lazily
The new dancing sensation in
64
66 Feminine first name
Dancing Pirate'
68 Crown
Highest ofnote
69
the ofheadGuido's scale
71 Practitioners of law
74 Lawless seafaring men
77 High priest (Bib.)
78
Mercutio in
and Juliet"
81
of "Romeo
time
82 AEyesperiod
(Scot.)
83
84 An
Not old
evenfilm favorite (initials)
85 Every (abbr.)
86 A communist
DOWN
1 Walter Huston's latest film
23 The
bewildered father in "The Country Doctor
To unfasten
4 A pronoun
65 AShesingle
thing in "The Petrified Forest"
appeared
7 A foot lever
8 Type measure
9 With Loretta Young in "The Unguarded Hour'
10
The girl
in "Dancing
12
married
to(abbr.)
HeatherPirate"
Angel
13 He's
His excellency
16 Hal Mohr's wife (abbr.)

18
19
20
22
29
30
32
36
34
37
39
41
42
44
45
46
48
49

Cease from action
Affirm positively
An ancient kingdom (Bib.)
Otherwise
The instrument
crook in "Special
Investigator"
An
for operating
a lock
The manner of walking
Period of time (abbr.)
ATillrecent bridegroom
Cary Grant is his pal (initials)
The little star of "Captain January"
Rosalie in "These Three"
Old Man"
A"Everybody's
suffix
She was recently betrothed to Allan Jones
Symbol
A mode forof tellurium
transportation (abbr.)

51
50
52
57
58

Metalcaused
fastener
She
much sorrow in "These Three"
AColor
beetle
To attain
He
appeared
"Absolute
Star
of "Theor inrestrain
Milky
Way" Quiet"
To
Mrs.hinder
Ben Lyon
Any open space
Beverage
Arnold's pal in "Sutter's Gold"
Edward(abbr.)
Elder
River in Italy
Before
Mournful
James (abbr.
Felton ) in "Petticoat Fever" (initials)
ASir degree

61
63
65
67
70
72
71
73
74
75
76
79
80
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Star of Columbia's
'The King Steps Out'
Follow

glamorous
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complexion

with Lux Toilet Soap. It

keeps my skin flawless," says this famous star.
"Why does she trust her priceless complexion to
such a simple care? Because Lux Toilet Soap
guards against Cosmetic Skin.
Do you begin to see the tiny blemishes — dullness— enlarged pores — that mean Cosmetic Skin?

beauty

advice.

. . •

Start using this soap with ACTIVE lather that
goes deep into the pores, removes every trace
of dust, dirt, stale rouge and powder.
Use cosmetics all you wish! But remove them
thoroughly with Lux Toilet Soap — before you
renew your make-up, ALWAYS before you go to
bed. The girls men like are girls with lovely skin!

... AN

D

GOOD

DIGESTION

TOO!

Miss Lucy Saunders,
OF NEW YORK AND NEWPORT.
SHE LIKES:
Smart sports clothes. ..Palm Beach...
the young crowd at theVirginia hunts
...badminton...the new dances, including the 5ora...the strenuous New York
season. ..Bailey's Beach. ..lunching on
Filet
Mignon,
Bouquetiere,
Pierre's
...Camels..
.dashing
off to lateat parties...
Lobster Thermidor... and always...
Camels. "Camels are delightful when
dining," she says. "They make food
taste better.. .bring a cheering 'lift.'
And they're so nice and mild."
Among the many distinguished
women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST du PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE,
Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MRS. BROOKF.'ELD VAN RENSSELAER,
New York
MISS ROSE WINSLOW, New York

An experience: diner de luxe at the Pierre. Feuille
Norvegienne, perhaps. Then Borsch Polonaise, followed, ifyour Russian mood continues, by Supreme
of Halibut a la Russe. Then Braised Lettuce, String
Beans au Gratin. Then a Camel, a crisp salad, a
Camel again... and an ice with demi-tasse and —
Camels. "Camels are by far the most popular cigarette here," says M. Bonaudi, banquet manager.
The delicate flavor of Camels is a natural complement to fine foods. For it is a matter of scientific
proof and common experience that smoking Camels
promotes good digestion. Enjoy Camels with meals
and between meals — for their mildness and flavor
— their comforting "lift" — their aid to digestion.
Camels set you right! And no matter how steadily
you smoke — Camels never jangle ynur nerves.
FOR

...Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
— Turkish and Domestic —
than any other popular brand
DIGESTION'S

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS

ANOTHER

I

VOTE
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"DATE
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STAR

If

you

want

the

truth,

LATELY, Jepson had felt himself slipping as a sales_J man. He couldn't seem to land the big orders; and
he was too proud to go after the little ones. He was discouraged and mystified.
Finally, one evening, he got the real truth from his
little boy. You can always depend on a child to be outspoken on subjects that older people avoid.
* * *
You, yourself, rarely know when you have halitosis
(unpleasant breath). That's the insidious thing about it.
And even your closest friends won't tell you.
Sometimes, of course, halitosis comes from some deepseated organic disorder that requires professional advice.

go

to

a

child

But usually — and fortunately — halitosis is only a local
condition that yields to the regular use of Listerine as
a mouth wash and gargle. It is an interesting thing that
this well-known antiseptic that has been in use for years
for surgical dressings, possesses these unusual properties as a breath deodorant. It puts you on the safe and
polite
side. halts food fermentation in the mouth and
Listerine
leaves the breath sweet, fresh and clean. The entire
mouth feels invigorated.
Get in the habit of using Listerine every morning and
night. And between times before social and business
engagements.
fastidious
thing to do. Lambert
Pharmacal
Co.,It's
St. the
Louis,
il/o.

She evades a

close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy
It's immensely and
her cnQ rm . . . She ignored "PINK TOOTH B
vitally important —
time
you gums
brush every
your
into your
RUSH"
that first impression .. .when boy meets
teeth, and the reason is soon evident.
"pink!' It may be a symptom of a serious
gum trouble. But it is far more likely to
girl— when man meets woman.
For those lazy gums waken. CirculaAnd the first smile she gives him
be a simple warning of gums that need
more exercise, more stimulation— gums
should be a quick flash of sheer beautynoticetionaincreases.
firmer Gums
feeling,feela stronger.
healthier You'll
look.
white teeth in a healthy mouth.
that will quickly respond to the healthful
They're less "touchy" and more resistant.
stimulation of Ipana and massage.
But if she's been careless, heedless— her
Ipana is especially designed to benefit
smile may be just an unpleasant glimpse
Modern dental teaching emphasizes
the gums as well as the teeth. So when
of dingy teeth, of tender gums . . . and
you use Ipana in addition to massage,
this fact— today's soft foods are largely
responsible for tender, ailing gums. They
that "moment of magic"— that "instant
you antare
dentist's
need far more work and exercise than
in theusing
homethecare
of teethablest
and assistgums.
of glamour" is lost forever.
You are giving the really serious gum
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
they get to keep them firm and healthy.
troubles far fewer chances. And you are
For the sake of your own good looks
And that is why Ipana Tooth Paste and
adding,
every day, to your own beauty
and good health— go directly to your
massage is so widely recommended— so
dentist whenever you see that tinge of
and your own power of attraction.
widely practiced. Rub a little extra Ipana
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No Man Who Kisses You Once
Will Ever Be Content . . ."

M-G-M

TOPS

ITS

BIGGEST

Six Headline Stars in the New
Spectacular Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Joan'sions romantic
(in addition companto Bob
Taylor)
are
M-G-M's
latest
discovery, James Stewart...
handsome Melvyn Douglas
(both below)... and— on the
screen together for the first
time since their marriage
— Franchot Tone (above).

a
4

Drama

Robert Taylor meets Joan Crawford-in the sizzling story ^
of an outrageous flirt who couldn't make her heart behave.
She defied conventions and slanderous tongues to live her
romantic life to the hilt! Three men are tangled in the
web of her enchantment in Samuel Hopkins Adams' story,
and what a whale of a picture M-G-M has made of it!

Directed by

Produced

4

CLARENCE BROWN
by JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
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James Stewart
A Letter from Liza
Well, you and Al Vanderbilt and
other horse-lovers may have your own ideas
: t," but to me "dead heat"
BOddSShea
thu"d
oua AR
ab
re
ndea
isDE
in the shade, and no shade,
and no breeze, and all my friends muttering in their beards, "earthquake weather"
. . . though really I haven't any friends with
beards; Von Sternberg has one but he isn't
my friend. And it has been "dead heat"
't
s anmud chday
ldnlly
herame e formedaytoo
soldyouyoucourea
, snono
w w cou
bl
(Lines to be read with a bit of feminine
wile) if I ducked the office the other day to
go swimming with the boys down at Joan
Crawford's old swimmin' hole? Of course
immin' hole happens to be
Joan's stold sw
the mo beautiful pool in Hollywood, and
equipped like an Abercrombie & Fitch
dream. Harold Lloyd's has more lights but
Joan's water ponies have more savoir faire.
Now I don't suppose I could expect you,
the rock-bound coast of Maine, to be
jealous, but just think of all the hundreds
of thousands of sweet young things who
graduated in fine arts this summer who
would have given their diplomas to have
been in my shoes, and not very large either,
the afternoon I went dipping with Gary
Cooper, Bob Taylor, Henry Fonda, Jimmy
Stewart, Franchot Tone and Francis Lederer.
Lucky me? Oh, not so lucky. Mrs. Cooper
and Barbara Stanwyck were there, Henry
Fonda I discovered is the American Boy
type. With Rodeo methods he conquered
and rode water ponies that had never been
ridden before. No dawdling for Henry, he
was all over the pool trying everything. His
side-kick and house-sharer, Jimmy Stewart,
is more the relaxing type for he seemed of
a mind to sit on the side of the pool and
talk about embarrassing moments in the
iheatre, doors that don't open, phones that
don't
pianos
that alldon't
it was ring,
because
he was
tiredplay.
out Maybe
on account he is doing so much dancing with
Eleanor Powell now, both at the studio and
at the Trocadero. Franchot Tone is definitely noi an out-door man. One quick
clash across the pool and Franchot seemed
only loo glad to get back into his clothes
and retire to the quiet of the library to
discuss World Problems with Francis
Lederer. Gary I should say is the cautious
type.
my. did
he look
handsome
irunks.)(My.Before
taking
an) wild
plungesin his
on
receding platoons Gary wauled to know t he
results,
conservatives can't blame him
for
that.andBobwe Taylor
couldn't be persuaded
to Icj\ e Barbara Stanwyck long enough to
get himself
must
he lerve. wet. It
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S. R. Mod

upon us and even
dog osdays
THE
wilting under the heat.
are are
the studi
Of them all, only M-G-M and Paramount are really active. In fact, M-G-M is
so active that the department this month
will be little else.

At M-G-M
"The Good Earth" which
is
there
FIRST,
's
Tennyson
on,
and
on
goes
is the
set. It brook.
massive
Today they are on alike
d of the rich woman's home— the
courtyar
woman who gave Luise Rainer her freedom
so she could marry Paul Muni. When they
were married the rich woman told her to
bring her first born to see her. It is the
Chinese New Year and Luise is bringing
the baby to call. When Muni came to this
house to fetch Luise as a bride, all the
other servants jeered. But they have prospered and today as she walks down the
courtyard of the house where she was fora
are many ohs and
ahs. merly servant, there
The keeper of the gate, who admits her,
is Charles Law, a portly Chinese gentleman
from San Francisco, who was brought down
to play this role. There is a vast difference
between the Rainer who played the glamAnna Held
in "The Chinese
Great Ziegfeld"
and the ourous
drab,
unattractive
girl she
plays in this picture. But she has charm
and it is a tribute to her artistry that she
can play
different characters andtwo
make such
themwidely
both convincing.
There is no dialogue in this scene. The
Elizabeth Patterson
gate opens, Mr. Law sees who it is, admits
her and she follows him down the walk to
Beery gorge himself
"Old Hutch." These
the big house carrying the baby in her
a swell
arms. On the short walk the baby falls
asleep— actually.
I take one last look at the massive walls
or Dan Webster's constitution," Douglas
about this place and saunter over to the son
smiles, sinking into a chair by the firestage where Joan Crawford and Melvyn
place. "Let's talk about how much we love
Douglas are acting in "The Gorgeous
each
"Butother."
I can't turn my back on everything
Hussy."
This is a story of Peggy O'Neal— famous I have ever believed in," Joan protests,
during
Jackson's
administration.
"on
her knees
on best
She has President
loved Douglas
all her
life but he what
dropping
I think
for thebeside
countryhim,I have
is much older than she and for a long time
loved you."
I've Melvyn
longer sothan
even waited
loved
"We've
long,"
pleads.
he
doesn't regard
her her,
seriously.
Suddenly
he discovers
he loves
too. They
plan "We've misunderstood so much about each
to be married. But Douglas stands for other. Be in love with me, Margaret. Forget
States' Rights and President Jackson be- about mobilization, secession, state rights."
lieves authority should be vested in a cen"I couldn't forget them any more than
tral government. He tells Joan it will likely I could forget my love for you," she replies
cause a civil war if she marries Douglas- quietly, rising and walking to the window
she is that important.
where she stands looking out, the late eve"I thought," Joan tells Douglas, "Uncle halations
her hair and makingning sunoncatching
it.
Andy was bluffing when he told me he
needed me— when he asked me to— to—
"And now and then we could play huschoose between you and my country. But
band and wife, couldn't we?" Douglas sughe wasn't. Calhoun made that clear to me
gests, a new note creeping into his voice,
"when we weren't occupied playing polthis afternoon."
"Let's not talk about Calhoun or Jackitical opponents."
8

!

watches Wallace
on watermelon in
two ought to make
team.
"How much simpler," Joan sighs, "if we
were
"Butpolitical
you've allies."
just said you couldn't desert
Jackson," he reminds her.
"I don't intend to," she answers, "but,
oh, John, perhaps you could give up a
little state for a great country. Perhaps you
could learn to prefer twenty-four United
"In other words," he sneers, "an exchange. In other words, everything I valued
for— for you. Is that Jackson's idea of a
States."
has nothing to do with it,"
she"Jackson
cries.
"But
you
can't ask me to make that
bargain?"he protests,
choice,"
"my convictions, my
beliefs. They're a man's reason for being.
"So are
are his
mine,"
she says simply.
They
birthright."
"But you're a woman— and in love. Or
aren't you? Maybe this is what you really
mean: that[Continued
you don't onlovepage
me?"10]
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. . told on a scieen athrill with pageantry
and conflict I. . .Two nations tremble as
two women clash — and a fighting son
of Scotland goes to war ! ... in the sweeping human drama of the virgin queen
whose passion was her greed for power
v. . and of the fiery queen who threw
away her throne for love!
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HEPBURN
*
MARCH
in RKO-RADIO'S glorious piclurization
/
of MAXWELL ANDERSON'S outstanding stage success
. . . with
FLORENCE ELDRIDGE
* DOUGLAS WALTON
★ JOHN CARRADINE
and a tremendous cast of famous stars
Directed by
JOHN
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PICTURE
Produced by Pandro S. Berman
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"No," she smiles sadly, "that isn't what I
WORKED
FOR

0 "^'o^'',
'\f->}\
iai*0 t,Z'r''&\

WONDERS

HER SKIN!
This advertisement is
based on an actual expef ence reported in an unsolicited letter. Subscribed
^nd sworn to before me.
NOTARY PUBLIC

"We seem to have reached an impasse
again, haven't we?" Douglas says quietly.
"Something's
got to give way. Either our
mean."
love or our convictions. I'm afraid the
choice is still with you, Margaret."
"I've tried to choose you, John," she
whispers, "but I can't— if it means giving
the"I'm
othersorry,"
up." Melvyn rejoins curtly, "but,
you see, in my way, I'm loyal, too. I have
noJoan
otherseeschoice."
there is no point in discussing
the matter further. "May I have a glass of
sherry, John?" she asks suddenly.
"Of course," he says in a surprised tone
as he pours it for her.
She takes a sip. "Haven't you changed
"Why?" he parries.
your
"It brand?"
just seemed different," she explains.
meaningly.
"Perhaps, a little bitter?" he suggests

In "The Good Earth," Luise
Rainer brings her first born
back to her old home.

new reader who doesn't know. He used to
be the best musical comedy juvenile in New
York and now he's one of the best direcin Hollywood—
contract
R-K-Otorsand
on loan under
to M-G-M
for thisto
picture. When a studio borrows a director,
a class reunion. From the
youThis
knowis about
he's good.
looks of things it has been many years since
any of them went to college. The reunion
class is putting on a play— Othello— and
Una Merkel (all done up in a gold metal
cloth gown with red velvet puff sleeves is
sitting at a make-up table fixing her lips.
Frank Sully in black-face (but without his
wig), who evidently plays the title role, is
standing is bytalking.
as Walter Abel, in evening
clothes,
"Now, when I played Othello," Walt begins, grabbing Sully's sword out of the
scabbard and flourishing it around, "I used
to do it this way: Nature would not have
endowed— invested herself, I mean— in such
shadowy passions without some instructions.
It is not words that shake me thus. Pish!"
with a particularly vicious swipe at the air.
"Ooh!" Una gives a little scream and
Speculating on this pleasant possibility, I then goes on with her make-up.
barge on to the next set and there is Joe
"Noses, eyes, lips!" Mr. Abel hisses, going
on with his oration. "Is it possible? Oh,
Santley directing "We Went to College." heavily.
I've told you about Joe often enough, God devil!" He leans against a table, gasping
knows, but I'm always afraid I'll catch a
"Oh, no," bravely, "it's— it's very nice."
It's a long
scene but they go through it
without
a break.
Joan is a perfect picture in her lovely
dress. I understand she has had this gown
copied for use in her personal wardrobe,
and I don't blame her. She has never worn
anything more becoming.
What a difference her marriage has made
in her. Joan has always been friendly to
people but she seems warmer and more
human now. All those inner torments that
used to characterize her and show in her
face have disappeared.
Douglas is married to Helen Gahagan.
We chat for a few moments about her recent appearance on the coast in the title
role of "The Merry Widow."
"We may put it on in New York this
fall," he observes. If you do, Mr. Douglas,
you may be sure of selling at least one
ticket if I have to make the trip to New
York for no other purpose than seeing it.

Lre you missing good times
- — suffering needless embarrassment — because of a pimply, blemished^ skin? Then
this true story from real life is meant for
you! It's an actual experience, not an advertising claim — just one of thousands of letters from grateful users of pleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets.
Let Yeast Foam Tablets help you as they
have helped thousands of others. This pasteurized yeast is rich in precious natural
elements which stimulate sluggish digestive
organs — restore natural elimination — and
rid the body of the poisons which are the real
cause
of so— many
look better
and feelunsightly
better. skins. You'll
A sk your druggist forY east Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
substitutes.
<~7 / <?C »/ NOWMailforCoupon
**-&jl£Z>
Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Without obligation, please send free trial
sample of Yeast Foam Tablets. SC 9-36
Name
Address.
City
.State.
10

John Eldredge, Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck in a scene from "His Brother's Wife."
Silver

Screen

"Don't
you think that's a trifle hammy?"
Sully
suggests.
"Yes!" Mr. Abel agrees promptly and
then realizes
whathastily.
Sully has said. "No!" he
corrects
himself
Then Una turns around— towards the
camera. "Johnny," she addresses Mr. Sully,
"at the end when I die it isn't necessary
for you to fall on me so hard. I'm black
and blue from rehearsals."
"It isn't my fault you never die twice
in the same place," he defends himself,
"but who does?"
Una decides to abandon that subject.
"Johnny," she begs sweetly, "be a dear and
get my wig for me, will you?"
"All right," he agrees. "I hope they've
curled that awful thing," he hopes as he
goes out the door. "It looked like an old,
tired mop yesterday."
"These
amateurs," Una sniffs, going on
with
her lips.

—

w$wvi

site liGhA\£&

—

Melvyn Douglas and Joan
Crawford in "The Gorgeous
Hussy," a story of Andrew
Jackson's time.
Abel hastily crosses and closes the door
and then sits on the edge of her make-up
table. All at once he spies a stick of makeup. "Ah," gleefully smearing his face with
it, "grease-paint!"
SECRET! Always remember it. ..the allure
Of course, this is a travesty and hilari- A CHARM
ously funny. Mr. Abel is such a good actor
he can play a ham without being one and
of MAVIS' all-over fragrance
Una is always great. Originally the travesty
Straight from Paris — comes this deit actually protects your skin — prewas on "Romeo and Juliet" but with over
vents dryness . . . Remember this
lightful first-aid to feminine charm.
a million dollars invested in la Shearer's
Mavis gives you a feeling of constant
idea
of
"Romeo
and
Juliet"
they
didn't
before-you-dress
beauty rite. You'll
want to take any chances of having that
enjoy it! And so will those around you!
freshness — a tantalizing fragrance men
picture laughed at. So they're re-making
Try Mavis today.
can't resist . . . Always — after you
this part and burlesquing "Othello."
bathe, before you dress — safeguard
folks?" I ask Santley when
the"How're
scene isthe
finished.
Mavis Talcum in 25 C% 50£ and $1 sizes at
your daintiness with delightful Mavis
"Joe, Jr. is in England," he boasts.
all over. It keeps you fresh all day — or
drug and department stores- — convenient
"Who'd he go with?" I ask.
10c size at 5-and-10«! stores. White or flesh.
evening . . . Mavis brings you Spring"By himself," Joe snaps. "He's eighteen."
time
enchantment
at
any
season.
And
We
invite you to try Mavis — use coupon.
"Eighteen!" I repeat incredulously and
glance around. It seems everyone on the
set is watching. "It seems only yesterday," I
V. VIVAUDOTJ, INC.
proclaim,
that Iscooter
my sixth
birthday "I'd
and got
when
came forhome
my
680 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I enclose 10c. Please semi by return mail
mother told me you were a proud father." MAVIS
the convenient size «-f Mavis Talcum
"You never had any scooter, your
(white . . . flesh . . .) —so 1 can try its
mother
didn'tever
knowsix anything
about itin and
fragmnl loveliness.
if you were
when anybody
my
family was born it was when / came into
the world," he squelches me. "I'll show you
up,I you
juvenile."
glancewould-be
miserably
at Una but she, the cJaLcuMt
dear that she is, ignores Joe's vicious thrusts IN THE RED
and smiles. "Call me up," she invites.
Naturally,
by this on
timepage
I'm 78]too utterly CONTAINER
[Continued
for September
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"You'reThe authors
Te
of ll
the Fifty in
Best Letters
g
received this month will win beautiful,
original
photographs,
framed
under glass. The photographs will be
inscribed to the winners and signed
by the stars. Use the coupon.

Nearly everything worn or used must
first be designed. Color and style
influence their sale. Industry knows
the importance of good looks in its
products. In addition, magazines,
newspapers, publishers and advertisers spend millions yearly for
illustrations. The artist has become
an important factor in industry.
Do you like to draw? If so, train
your talent to serve industry. Drawing may be your surest road to
success.
The Federal Schools, affiliated with
a large art, engraving and printing
organization, has trained many
young women and men now capable
of earning $1,000 to $5,000 yearly
as designers and illustrators. Its
Home Study courses in Commercial
Art, Illustrating and Cartooning,
contain exclusive illustrated lessons
by many famous artists. Practical
instruction by experienced men is
the reason for its many years of outstanding success. Courses sold on
easy monthly payments.
Send today for Free Book, outlining
opportunities in Art, describing the
training and showing reproductions
of students' work. Just fill out and
mail the coupon below.
fedeMschools, liia
9946 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send me your free book explaining Federal
School Art Training.
Name
Address
Age

Occupation .

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET revealing SECRETS
OF SUCCESSFUL SONG WRITING, including
free copy offormatiovaluable
Dictionary and
inn on current Rhyming
market requirements.
If you
write
poems or compose melodies, SEND FOR
OUR OFFER.
M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept. SU2
Studio Bldg.
Portland, Ore.
Make this your
life-time career
Wonderful,
money-making
opportuniwomen. Growing
field. ;
Becometies.a Men,Commercial
Photographer
a News, Advertising, Portrait or
Motion sonal
Picture
PerAttendancePhotographer.
or Home Study
training. 2Gth year. Free Booklet.
SULCI fD >^ I New York Institute of Photography
PHOTOGRAPHY 10 West 33 Street (Dept. 64) New York
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" a FTER seeing James
r\ Stewart for the first
*■ * time (but not the
last) I have definitely decided he is my favorite. He
is so completely lovable.
He is the tops
where
I'm
concerned,"
writes
Pauline
Maret of Naval
Avenue,
Bremerton, Wash. "There
is nothing I want more than
a personally autographed
picture of James Stewart. In
my estimation he is— well,
he is simply swell. There is
lots more I could say but
please, isn't this enough for
Any more might be
a picture?"
superfluous!
"YOU CAN have your
Taylors, Eddys, Tones, and
MacMurrays,mutineer,
I'll take Clark
that
handsome
Gable,"
writes 83rd
Shirley
ter of West
St.,TousNew

GingertilityRogers!
is amazing.HerSheversacan
act, dance, and sing better
than anyone else on the
screen. Her beauty of face
is 'utterly devastating,' and
her lovely figure (it is not
too thin!) inspires envy and
admiration everywhere.
She's the top."
And she doesn't have to
diet either.
"I WANT to write about
Jeanette
because she MacDonald
has been a real
trouper throughout her
whole ence
career,"
FlorWitte ofwrites
Tholozan

won by
Margaret
Sullavan's photo,

Ave.,
St. she
Louis,
"Fivein
years ago
was Mo.
playing
the worst pictures that they
could pick for her, but she
didn't togive
She
went
Parisupforacting.
a concert
tour and returned to be a
grand success, as her recent
pictures
have waiting
proven. for her
"Now I'm
to reach the Metropolitan
Grand Opera, because I
think that is her ambition
and I know that she has the
ability to succeed. Good

Jean Young.

York, N. Y. "Besides having
a technique with the ladies
that makes my heart go flipflop, Clark is a No. 1 actor,
witness the nomination for
the Academy Award for two
consecutive years. Three
cheers for Gable! Long may
Don't worry— loyalty like
yours
will keep him right on
he act!"
lop of the heap.
"I WISH Jeanette MacDonald were quintuplets so
that I could see and hear
her five
times Fornaroli
as often,"of
writes
Blanche
Seminole Ave., Detroit,
Mich. "This universal favorite has everything— beauty
of face and figure, a glorious
voice, talent, personality
and style.
"It's grand to see that
Miss MacDonald is finally
being cast in the splendid
pictures that she so justly

She's
practicing
her high
luck
to you,
C's right
now!Jeanette."
"FOR DAYS I have been
trying my utmost to tone up
a musical enough description of my very especial
favorite, Franchot Tone, to

photo,
Patsy won
Kelly'sby
Martye McKaskile.

win
pictureSpirito-Sanof him,"
writes a Kathlyn
to, of Elizabeth St., Houtzdale, Pa. I have not been
very successful because what
Iflowery
have toorsayelaborate
about him
isn't
or even
brilliant.
. It'smysimply
Franchot,. . to
waythatof
thinking, can hold his own
with any actor in the world
of glitter and glamour.
"Even if this letter doesn't
win a photo for me I would
like very much to have
Franchot Tone read it, because it has been written in
all sincerity. Some time ago
I wrote to him asking for a
picture but I've received no

The Quints would get updeserves."
could appreciatestagetheif they
comparison.
JOAN St.,
LAMPEL
of North
Vidal
Sornia,
Ont.,
Canada writes: "Hats off to

Met

Ronald
photo, Colman's
won by
Bernice Hand.

This coupon must accompany your letter. Not good after Sept. 8, 1936
Editor,
"YOU'RE TELLING ME?"
SILVER SCREEN, 45 W. 45 th St., New York, N. Y.
In the event that my letter is selected for a prize, I should be pleased
to have a framed and inscribed photograph of

The fifty
ners of winthe
signed,
offered
inframed
July
ph o to graphs
have been
notified by mail.

My name if
Address

City

State .
Silver

Screen

answer, so I presume I addressed it wrong
or else I'm not very good at writing convincing letters."
Wot d'ye mean, convincing? You get the
picture!
"WHEN men cheer and women clap for
an
actor—
he isGable
really thanks
good! This
the case
when
Clark
God isafter
the
earthquake
the film
have seen theinpicture
three'San
timesFrancisco.'
and I stillI
think Gable heads the list of male stars,"
writes Ena Cornwell of Ventura Ave., Ventura, Calif. "I could go on forever about
Gable but isn't this satisfactory to win his
picture? I've tried twice already!"
You won't have to try a third!
"I HAVE
picture
Franchot
Tone
for somewanted
time anow,
ever ofsince
I saw
him in that great picture, 'The World
Moves On,' " writes Beverly Goldstein of N.
St.
Chicago, 111. In"He's
got words
what
youLouis
call Ave.,
real personality.
other
he's colossal. Give us lots more of this popular star."
So he's colossal! Where did we hear that
word before?
PEARL HOLLINGS WORTH of Madison
Ave., Lakewood, Ohio, writes: "You may
think tures
I'mwith alotsbitoftom-boyish
for liking
speed to them
insteadpicof
liking love pictures, like girls should, but
I'm here to say I just can't help it. For years
I've
been a around
boy. Why?
Because
then wished
I could Igohadspeeding
a dangerous
swerve in a race track in a car like the Falcon
in 'Speed.'
In thatJames
picture
I hadNow,
my howfirst
real
view of rowdy
Stewart.
ever, James is my favorite actor and I have
seen 'Speed' four times. Now, again, I suppose you ask why? Well, here's the lowdown.
I like him because he's rowdy and just plumb
full of fun. There's something about him so
swell that I can't describe my feelings toward
him."
You win by a lap!

"SO FAR as I'm concerned Ginger Rogers
is the top. She has feminine appeal and 'it,'
and yet she is certainly no vampire. She has
that certain something which men like and
which might be termed 'a regular fellow,' "
writes Fred Slack, Jr. of Capon Springs, W.
Va. "In all of her pictures Ginger appears
as a happy young girl, full of the fun of life,
and not at all sophisticated and bored, which
I, for one, am certainly getting tired of seeing.
"In closing I
like to put which
along with the would
many thousand
are
s my plea,
probably coming in, for Ginger not to break
with Fred Astaire, and to keep on making
such hits as 'Top Hat' and 'Follow the
Fleet' forever."
"Swingin Time,"
soaring
the air. their next, will have you
"I MUST confess an instant devotion to
James Stewart on first seeing him in pictures," writes Avis Martin of W. Monroe
St., Herrin, 111. "He is so very long, lean
and lanky— someone to look up to, physically and mentally. That protruding lower
lip and the mischief lurking in his eyes
must awake unheard-of little devils of mischief in all he contacts. I can imagine crazy
ideas springing to life and never a dull
moment in his presence. I like his voice
too, it has depth and warmth. His acting
must be second nature to him for there's
no stiltedness nor superficiality.
"1 admire him because I feel that he will
never grow old and stagnate, but will enjoy life to its fullest extent, come what
may. Those nearest him must bask in the
rays of a full and scintillating existence.
isn't just an ordinary
knowa that
And,
friend."
true he
friend,I but

You're not alone in your admiration!
We're following right along.
for September 1936

No

girl can

daintiness

be

too

to

Armhole

sure

make

Odor

of her
this

Test

If the slightest dampness
collects on the armhole
of your dress, it will cling
to the fabric, and the warmth
of your body will bring out
an embarrassing "armhole
odor" each time you wear
the dress , . „
IF you have been taking your daintiness for granted, because you deodorize regularly, you will be wise to make
this simple "armhole odor" test. You
may be unpleasantly surprised!
When you take off your dress tonight,
smell it at the armhole. If you have ever
perspired in that dress, even slightly, you
will find that the fabric at the armhole
bears an unmistakable and unlovely odor
... in spite of your careful deodorizing!
The way that dress smells to you — is the
way you smell to others! And the warmth
of your body brings out the offending
"armhole odor" each time you put on
the dress !
Complete protection only
in underarm dryness
It is not enough to keep your underarm
sweer. Only a dry underarm can keep
you and your clothes safe from perspiration. When there is any moisture at all,
it is bound to dry on the armhole of your
dress and rob you of that perfect exquisiteness that is your goal.
Thousands of users discover with relief and delight that Liquid Odorono

gives complete protection from "armhole odor," because it definitely keeps the
underarm not only sweet
but perfectly dry.
Your doctor will tell you that Odorono
works safely and gently. It merely closes
the pores of the small underarm area, so
that perspiration is diverted to other less
confined parts of the body where it may
evaporate freely without giving offense.
Saves expensive frocks
Odorono is safe for your pretty frocks, too —
no grease to make them sticky and messy.
It will save you too-frequent cleaner's bills
and the often permanent stains that follow
underarm perspiration.
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. On sale
at all toilet-goods counters.
Send today for sample vials of both types
of Odorono and descriptive leaflet.
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Una Merkel is
one Hollywood
lovely who
actually does
wield the biscuit
cutter.

The

Summer

Hostess
CURTAIN
An actor, when he gets his greasepaint off, next attends to his hunger. And, usually, his meal is a
hig bowl of Kellogg's Corn Flakes
and cream.

V/hen Her Husband
Brinss Home LIn=
expected Guests, She
Need Not Get

They're delicious, satisfying,
nourishing and full of energy. And
because they digest easily, they let
you sleep soundly.

Flustered.

Kellogg's are served by restaurants, hotels and dining-cars
everywhere.

Rutk Oortin

Nothing takes the place of

CORN

FLAKES

s
a Queer
Way
Here' .
to Leant
Music/
No teacher — no confusing details. Just a simple, easy,
home-study method. Takes only a few minutes — averages
only a few cents — a day. Every step is clear as A-B-C
throughout.
You'll you
be surprised
at yourreal
own tunes
rapid by
progress.
From the start
are learning
note.
to play
any spare
"jazz" time.
or classical
selections
—Quickly
right learn
at home
in your
All instruments.
CppE
Send forexplain
Free Booklet
and demonstration
i £\I_iLi
These
wonderful
home study Lesson,
method
fully.
Mention
instrumentourpreferred.
U. S. School of Music, 1199 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
PLEASANT SMOKE VAPOR
gives quick relief to
ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS Send for FREE
TRIAL package of 6 cigarettes — prove at our
expense
Dr. Guild's
GreenandMountain
AsthmatichowCompound
soothes
relieves
Asthmatic
paroxysms.
Standard
remedy25( atanddruggists. Cigarettes, 50( for 24. Powder,
$1.
The J. H. Guild Co., Dept. WW8, Rupert, Vt.
GREEN MOUNTAIN grJVSIKS

Sek^r
EMS — Send
POExamination
Free
Poems to
McMEIL
Bachelor of Music
1582 West 27th St.
Los Ang«lei. Calif.
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TT SEEMS particularly desirable at this
time to talk about warm weather menus.
In the first place, summer got off to a
late start this year. Then, too, most housekeepers have about exhausted their ideas of
what to serve by the time August rolls
around and the thermometer still stands at
90 degrees or more. From then until the
season changes, to make variety, ease of
preparation synonymous with thriftiness
taxes their ingenuity to the utmost. Everyday family meals that have nutritional value
pleasing to both eye and palate don't
and arehappen."
"just
They require careful planning. Ido not mean that you should take
pencil and paper and lay out your menus
a week at a time. I'm definitely against that.
Except in rare instances I never plan more
than three days ahead and my own experience proves that day-to-day planning is
much more apt to bring to mind many
grand recipes that would otherwise be overlooked.
Canned meats and soups are excellent aids
to warm weather cooking. First, the meat is
already prepared and only waits to be served
in your favorite way. And most canned meats
are inexpensive. Both gelatine and jello are
pracand others
out attractive
to round
necessary
tical meals.
Serve some
dishes hot,
cold; some foods soft and others crisp and
be sure to have contrasting but not clashing
colors in your dishes. All this lends variety
to the table and tempts the most jaded

appetites.
awkward moment when your husIn that
band calls that he is on his way home with
a friend for dinner, as most husbands do
call after all your marketing is done, what
will youair?plan in order to give your table a
festive
First turn out the refrigerator and see
what it yields . . . cauliflower, fresh tomatoes,
chopped meat you had already planned for
supper; pickles, radishes, celery, etc. Your
pantry yields a few other necessary canned
hot
odds and ends. It's a trick to make a you
weather menu appear inviting when
haven't much time to spend on it. But it can
be done and here's how. From the above

assortment a grand meal can be turned out
with the minimum of time. Most of the
dinner can be served on a plank in the following fashion:
Take whole tomatoes, stick a fork in them
one at a time, hold over a gas blaze until
small scorched or brown spots begin to apthe
and Cut
watereasily.
in cold and
peel,offdipquickly
on thecome
skins pearwill
a small slice from top of tomatoes. Scoop
out some of the pulp, being careful nottaketo
break the tomatoes. For, say 6 tomatoes,
3 tablespoons melted butter and add ii/2
cups bread crumbs, tomato pulp, salt and
Sprinkle the
the cavities.
fill crumbs.
pepper,
tops withand
bread
If you prefer you
for the
Flakes
Corn
Kelloggs
substitute
can
bread but it will require slightly more of
the flakes. Place the tomatoes in center of
in hot oven about 10 minutes.
plank,
Season bake
the chopped beef with salt, pepper,
and a little grated onion if desired. Form
into large circular patties. Fry in a small
amount of Crisco until brown on both sides.
Put a spoonful of mashed potatoes on each
patty. Forced through a pastry tube they
have a more attractive appearance. Brush
tops with beaten egg diluted with a little
milk. Remove plank from oven and arrange
patties around the edge. Fill spaces around
with hot cauliflower,
tomatoes
andbeen
patties has
brushed with melted butter.
which
Return plank to oven for about 15 minutes
or until potatoes are a rich brown.
The method of preparation for this meal
and cauliput potatoes
and Next
is to prepare
flower on to boil.
prepare stuffed tomatoes. Patties can be fixed while tomatoes
are cooking in stove. While patties are frying, mash potatoes. When the completed
your fruit cockthe stove prepare
planktail foris anin appetizer
and put in refrigerator
to cool. If possible add to canned fruit any
fresh berries or fruit you have on hand and
color with grenadine. The radishes, celery,
cucumbers, etc., can be neatly arranged on
a rrcompartment dish and also put in icebox.
For dessert serve hot coffee and cherry
pie, made with canned cherries, or serve a
Silver Screen

By

variety of cheese. This whole meal takes
a little more than an hour to prepare. In
most cases the housewife will have the dessert and appetizers prepared in the morning.
If, however, making the pie is a last minute
event, make your pastry of either graham
crackers or vanilla wafers, blended with a
little butter (14 of a pound and 15 large
wafers to an 8 inch baking dish) and water
into a smooth paste. If you do this add a
little flour or corn starch to your cherries
to keep them from being too watery. Serve
this meal to your husband's friend, and
you'll have him considering matrimony with
some nice girl who can duplicate your feat.
Another menu that is grand for this season
of the year and that also takes little time
to prepare and very little money is:
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Frogs Legs
Fresh asparagus
Small new potatoes with parsley butter
Combination green salad
Fruit jello Coffee, iced or hot
Frogs legs are at their best now and the
entire cooking of a pair should not exceed
five minutes. You can always cook several
pairs at a time in a large skillet. The main
thing to consider is to have them dry before
putting them into the hot butter. They must
be sprinkled with salt and pepper and rolled
in cracker crumbs.
Rice is one of our cheapest foods and most
of us do not realize its tremendous food
value or its adaptability. Here— with the addition of half a cantaloupe filled with watermelon balls, a salad of uncooked fresh
spinach and sliced hard boiled eggs, and a
dessert of fruit ice cream— is a simple, wholesome meal any hostess can be proud of:
DEVILED CORNED BEEF SLICES
WITH SAVORY RICE.
1 can corned beef (Heinz)
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
14 cup sifted bread crumbs
1 tablespoon dry mustard
34 cup rice
2 tablespoons cooking oil or other fat
1 onion, chopped fine
14 cup diced, green pepper
1 #2 can of tomatoes
1 can condensed consomme
34 tablespoon salt
Cut corn beef into slices about 14 inch
thick, spread with prepared mustard. Dip
meat slices in crumb mixture and allow to
dry. Wash rice in 2 or 3 waters, drain, brown
lightly in hot skillet. Reduce heat, add onion,
3 minutes. Add toCook and2 orseasonings,
green pepper.
matoes, consomme
cover and
cook at low heat until rice is tender and
liquid is absorbed, stirring occasionally.
Brown meat on both sides in fat. Arrange
overlapping slices of meat on hot platter,
pour rice around the meat. The entire cost
of this meal will not exceed 75c and it requires about 45 minutes to prepare. The
salad should be served with this dressing.
1 can
1 cup vinegar
Soup Tomato
14 cup sugar
2 teaspoons Lee
cup oilcu in
3/1^ on
& Pcrnns Sauce
ion t
2
cloves
quarters
1 teaspoon salt
garlic
Blend, put in refrigerator
until ready to
serve, remove onion and garlic and pour
over salad. Right here let me say that to
get the best out of any salad the ingredients
should never be salted, and the dressing
should not be added until the moment of
serving. Otherwise the salt in dressing will
extract the appetizing, zestful juices and
they will shortly be found reposing in a quiet
pool at the bottom of the salad plate. This
rule does not apply to jellied, frozen or
[Continued on page 75]
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SHOP

MINT g*t>H>L- ...

Hands

That
Because

Tell

it's Creamy

PINAUD'S
SIX-TWELVE
is the only Mascara
that gives eyelashes
Natural-Looking Beauty
This creamy mascara does
away with the artificial
look given by old-fashioned
cake mascaras. Colors:
black,hrown, blue and green._
Choose one to match
^ ~
eyes; others to match (
costumes. ..It'sFrench. VUU A

A

Story

They Will FigKt All
Your Battles=Figur=
atively, Of Course=
^)v/hen Beautifully
Groomed.

By Mary

L ee

a car
holding
been in
HANDS
to the that
road,have
digging
the garden
or managing the main sheet of a sail
boat— you've had your share of fun but
you've got to go lady-like soon! Summer's
AMATEUR WRITERS-AUTHORS
on the wane and it won't be long now
until you're trigged out in smart gloves
ng your share to your owner's
contributi
Fall ensemble.
$1 3 5,000
So, fair lady, give a hand to beauty— two
hands, in fact. Tanned they probably are,
CASH
PRIZES
especially if the only covering you've given
has been those airy hand-crocheted
TP you've ever had ambitions to write — or have written them
gloves
that were such a smart blessing in
xhowshort
stories,
plays,
nonfiction,
etc.
—
and
didn't
know
to market
your work,
here'spurposely
just whatforyounewneed.writers
The hot %veather.
"Writers'
Bulletin"!
Created
and authors.
Gives Tells
authoritative
timely market
While your hands are still burnished
Clear
and concise.
what newandLiterary
Contests data.
and
Periodical Prizes are being offered. Lists all conditions, bronze or mild cafe au lait, you should get
names,
inspecifications,
cash prizes editors'
this month
alone etc.
1 Over $135,000 offered acquainted with the grand new shades of
For a limited time you can get a Free copy nail polish that lend allure to darkened
FREE! your
of "Writers'
Bulletin"
by merely
sendingno skin. Decidedly, sun-tanned hands should
name and
address.
Absolutely
tipped off with fingernail polish that has
obligation,
Write today. and it doesn't cost a penny. Don't wait. be
a brown or yellowish cast. Peggy Sage, dean
U.
S.
SCHOOL
OF
WRITING,
Dept.
J
-4
20 W. 60th St.
New York, N. Y. of fingernail stylists, advises bisque, shrimp
rust or flower-pot red shades to set off the
beauty of tanned hands.
Of course, when you do an end-of-theWIPE AWAY
Summer fade-out where hands are concerned, you should change your nail polish
accordingly. Pale hands look their loveliest
FRECKLES
when they're tipped off with rosy or red
polishes that have a bluish cast. Such are
dusty rose, cyclamen, tulip and burgundy.
Here's
a
special
new-type
cream that gently fades out
You can lighten your hands with a
freckles while you sleep. Simply
bleaching cream if you so desire. Personally,
apply
Nadinola
Freckle
Cream
over
face and arms at night. Usually in 5 to 10 days you we favor letting Nature take its course unsee marvelous improvement. Freckles disappear, your
less you're hastening the bleaching out
skin
is cleared,
becomes satin-smooth.
Nadinola
Freckle freshened,
Cream is guaranteed
by a famous process on the rest of your visible skin
surfaces,
too. If you are, give your hands
laboratory
years'counters;
experience10c insizeskinat
treatment. with
Only over
60c at36"toilet
Five and Ten Cent Stores. • Or send 10c for trial pack- exactly the same treatment you give your
face. Actually, tanned skin, hands included,
age to Box 162, NADINOLA. Paris, Tenn.
will fade out to normal in two or three
NADINOLA fiiseMeCtsam weeks of its own accord.
Restoring softness and smoothness to
For RADIO,
weather-harshened hands is an entirely
Movies, Records, different matter, and much to be urged.
Sheet Music, etc. Regular use of a good hand cream at the
SONGS
Earn Enormous Royalties Yearly end of Summer play-time is an essential
Send for
FREEaspiring
BOOKLET
explaining
our complete
rite. A very excellent re-conditionservice
to the
songwriter.
A hit writer
of vast beauty
ing and instantly beautifying hand cream
experience will revise, arrange, compose music to your
lyrics or write
to your advice
melody, ofsecure
S. copy- is made by Helena Rubinstein. It's a pleasand give lyrics
vital U.importance.
semi-liquid in a cunning
Write righttoday.
. professional
. . STANDARD
SONG
SERVICE, dimpled bottleantly-scented
that actually provides a
Suite I4I2-B, Great Northern Bldg., Chicago.
"hand shampoo." You pour a little of it
into the palm of one hand, spread it evenly
over both hands and wrists— then massage.
Shampoo
and colorYOU
yourhalrat
the IR
sometime ™™™
At one stage your hands will look just as
R HA
OR
COL
any
ehade
with
SHAMPO-KOLOR.
Can't
fade
if you were wearing white gloves. Then,
colors roots, leaves hair soft, natural; permitf
perm. wave. Free Book. Monsieur Valllgny, DpUO- A, 254 W.31 St, NX with a little more rubbing, the cream dis16

Marguerite
hands
are soChurchill's
expressive,
she lets them
her. talk for
appears entirely into the skin, leaving your
hands soft, smooth and instantly whitened.
There's no trace of after-greasiness.
Always massage your fingers from the
base to the tips. This stimulates the circulation to your nails and contributes
much to their health.
An over-night lubricating cream is grand
for eliminating roughness and providing
that soft, smooth, lovely-to-touch texture.
You'll get double action from this type of
you wear cotton-knit
gloves at night.
acream
soft, ifwashable
glove There's
that is
perfectly comfortable to wear and that
keeps
rightlong.
where it will
do the your
most hand
good cream
all night
A marvelous little gadget for hand
beauty
is Pro-phy-lac-tic's
turtle
hand
and nail
brush. It hasnewfirm,
resilient
bristles, and the back, shaped like a
turtle's shell, allows a firm grip for scrubbinga perfect
duty. The nail
smooth
pointed
provides
cleanser.
Just tail
dig your
nails into a cake of soap, scrub them well,
then run the turtle's tail under each one.
Every vestige of dirt will disappear and
you run no risk of tearing the delicate
tinder-nail tissue, as cleaning with a dry
steel
to do.in The
"lucky turtle"
comes file
withis apt
his back
the smartest
bathroom shades— red, jade, yellow, amber and
blue. Incidentally, a good scrubbing with
such a brush puts your hands in the pink
of condition to receive the most benefit
from a softening cream applied thereafter.
Now for a tip or two on manicures!
Even if you have a weekly nail-do at a
beauty dressed
shop, it's
rare tonowadays
smartly
woman
wear the for
samea
polish dress.
long, any more than she'd wear the
same
You should be adept at changing polish
yourself. And you can do it as often as the
occasion demands with no harm to your
nails— thanks to the oily polish removers!
Bright, shiny red polish for daytime is
fading out of the fashion picture— for which
will give
three for
rousing
cheers! There's
amengrowing
demand
the opaque,
creamy
type of polish in suntan or conservative
pale shades. This creamy type of polish is
most effective applied over the entire nail.
Take just the tiniest bit off the tip of
each nail if you have busy hands and want
to avoid having the polish chipped off at
finger-nail ends.
Covering the entire nail gives the illusion
of long, slender fingers. If you've always
Silver Screen

prided yourself on your moons— save them
for evening when rich, red shades of polish
are still in vogue. When you're showing
your moons, try this trick to give them a
clear, even outline: bring the first stroke
of the brush crosswise surrounding the
moon. Then take two or three strokes upward to the tips. Remove enough polish at
the tip of each nail to give a clean white
border. And be sure you keep this border
clean. One of those little nail-white pencils,
run under the nails, is a big help.
What to do about cuticle is one of hand
beauty's
problems.
we're
all
againstgreat
cutting
cuticle,Personally,
or even letting
the best manicurist do it for you. Cutting
causes that border of skin around the nails
to become coarsened and hardened.
Use of a good cuticle oil is an excellent
aid in keeping the cuticle soft and smooth,
so you can press it down with an orange
stick and leave the nails in condition to
take a good manicure.
If you need more than a cuticle oil,
there's
a grandCuticle
new product
Cutex
called Oily
Remover.madeYouby simply
wrap a piece of cotton around the end of
an orange stick and moisten it in this fluid.
Then work it gently around the sides and
base of each nail. This softens and loosens
the dead cuticle around the nail, preventing ugly, painful hangnails. Then wash
your hands in warm water, wiping away
the loosened particles with a towel, and
your nails will be ready to do justice to
the lovely new shades of polish, whether
you're covering them from base to tip or
making the most of your "moons."
Incidentally, fingernails covered to the
tip are easier to keep neat than if you leave
a white border. Even if you do acquire dirt
under tothem,
stay hiddenstick.
until you get
home
yourit'll
orangewood

She

has

what

it

She's pretty ...»
She's lively ....
She's a snappy dresser ....
She has plenty of what it takes . . .
And yet the men "side-step" her. The
other girls
reason
in theignore
world!her. For the best
A girl can have everything else it
takes to be a favorite, but if perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to be
with, she cannot hope for popularity.
It's unpardonable, these days, for
any girl to carry the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and
her clothing. For it's so easy to prevent!
It takes just half a minute to make
your underarms fresh, free from odor
all day long. With Mum.
That's the nice thing about Mum.
It's so quick and easy to use, and you
can use it any time — before dressing
clothing.
or afterwards. For it's harmless to

There's
a very important
rule to
follow
in choosing
your nailprimary
polish shades.
Match the accessory notes in your costume,
not the dominant color. Count among the
accessory notes the shade of your lipstick.
Fingernails to match lipsticks give a pleasing impression. And a ring or other costume jewelry in the same shade completes
a perfect triumvirate.

NEW
That

PICTURES
Have

tak

Been

RE-TITLED

And it's soothing to the skin. You
can shave
your underarms and use
Mum
at once.

"I Won't Dance" (Rogers & Astaire)
has been changed to "Swing Time"

Another thing about Mum — it
doesn't prevent natural perspiration.
It prevents only the disagreeable part

"The Gay Desperado" (Francis Lederer) has been changed to
"The World Is Mine"

of Don
perspiration
— thethis
odor.
t risk letting
fault shut you
out of popularity. Get the daily Mum
habit, then you'll always be safe ! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

"There Goes the Bride" (Chester
Morris) has been changed to ... .
"They Met in a Taxi"

ON SANITARY NAPKINS.
This is another way Mum
can keep you from offending. Rely on its help for
to worry.
this and you'll never need

"Sweet Aloes" (Kay Francis) has been
changed to
"I Gave My Heart"

"Blood Lines" (Patricia Ellis) has been
"Down the Stretch'
changed to
"This Marriage Business" (Gertrude
Michael) has been changed to
"Second Wife"
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MUM

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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these

who

should

know

better than

beautiful

models

what

tooth paste keeps

and

teeth looking

loveliest?

Anita Counihan, voted New York's most popular
model, says:
"I find that Listerine Tooth Paste is the best dentifrice that I have ever used. It leaves the teeth so bright
luminous."
andWhat
says piquant Sally Bynum, a charming newcomer to the ranks of beautiful women in New York
studios?
"The first thing a model has to learn is what dentifrice
is best for her teeth— that is why I use Listerine Tooth
Paste. It is so safe, so pleasant."
How does dark-eyed Annette Downes keep her teeth
looking their best? "With Listerine Tooth Paste," she says.
What finer praise could a dentifrice have than the approval of these young women, much of whose success
depends on their teeth staying attractive!
Now there's a wonderful special bargain offer of Listerine Tooth Paste that no woman will want to miss. (See
panel below.) Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
SALLY BYNUM
charming newcomer to
New York and Hollywood studios

VACATION KIT
Glider lock Choice of colors
AND
25* USTERINI TOOTH PASTE
AND

MOIRE
Rubber lined

DENTAL SPECIAL TOOTH BRUSH
Choice of tufted or oval type

ALL

3

ro« 49'

ANNETTE DOWNES
of California and New York
18
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IITTLE Miss Gretchen Foster, the brand
new infant daughter of Sally Blane and
^Norman Foster, almost made her debut
into this world at the Beverly Hills Brown
Derby, due to the fact that she was a few
weeks ahead of schedule. (If little Gretchen
turns out to be a movie star, and I don't
see how she can help but be one in that
family, it will probably be the only time
in her life she was ahead of time.)
Sally wanted a girl with big blue eyes,
and Norman wanted a boy, so they got a
girl, who looks exactly like Norman. They
named the baby Gretchen after Auntie
Loretta Young whose real name is Gretchen,
and Loretta is so pleased that you would
think she was responsible for the baby, not
Sally. It's
the first
in the Young
hold (famous
forbaby
its beautiful
girls)houseand
probably due for a terrific spoiling.
NORMA SHEARER is one of the few
actresses in Hollywood who never went
in for slacks. But this summer she adopted
culottes as her favorite type of sports apparel. Another star keen on culottes is
Myrna Loy. Myrna has culottes in varying
shades of soft leather and claims that they
are far more comfortable for tennis than
any fabric costume she has ever worn.
DON'T miss seeing Barbara Stanwyck and
Gene Raymond doing "The Gandy,"
"The Shuffle," and "The Frisco" in their
new
Out." boat
Not
even picture,
on the "The
Coney Bride
IslandWalks
excursion
did you ever see anything better than that.
<$>
TEAN HARLOW has legalized the name
" of Jean Harlow in the Los Angeles
courts. Jean explained that her name was
Harlean Carpenter Rosson but that her
professional name of Jean Harlow was the
one by which everybody knows her and she
thought it good business
—
. to make it legal.
WHEN an actor very seriously speaks
fhe line, "I'm very much in love with
you,"
it generally
not exception.
bring laughter,
but Franchot
Tonedoes
is the
In a
romantic atmosphere, and alone with a
beautiful girl— not counting fifty electricians, grips and a director— Tone made
that speech to Joan Crawford and brought
down laughs from the onlookers. It was
being done for a scene for "The Gorgeous
Hussy," and Director Brown was forced to
order a re-take. "Let's get used to the idea
of a husband and wife loving each other
and do the scene,"„_„<§>_„
said Mr. Brown.
THOSE smartly tailored gabardine suits
are all the rage in Hollywood this summer, with all the glamour girls going in
for them in a big way. If you haven't a
white gabardine suit, why really, my dear,
you simply don't belong. Looking awfully
for September 1936

Joel McCrea takes
a minute off between scenes of
his latest picture
to brush up on
"what's
happened
to whom!"

smart in them these hotish days are Joan
Crawford, Carole Lombard, Barbara Stanwyck, Merle Oberon, and Madge Evans— according to Mr. O. O. Mclntyre Madge wears
a suit better than any actress in Hollywood.
JOAN BLONDELL^in a big picture hat
** and flowing chiffons, was recently the
matron of honor at the church wedding of
her brother Ed Blondell to Constance Ray,
an
escortPowell,
to the and
wedding
was
noneactress.
other Joan's
than Dick
of course
this started all Hollywood wondering if perhaps Joan and Dick were sort of rehearsing
for their own wedding. Joan's divorce from
George Barnes will be final the early part
of September and if Dick Powell has anything to do with it he and Joan will marry
an hour after the decree is final. Friends
of Joan's are pretty certain that there will
be a wedding, but it won't be a church
wedding.
plans
things; she Joan
acts onisn't
the the
spur type
of thewhomoment,
so it looks like an elopement.

left for Honolulu on their honeymoon. Sentimental Hollywood is awfully pleased!
—
SPEAKING
process
serversstoryRosalind
Russell tellsofa very
amusing
of the
first summons she was served with in Hollywood. It seems she was having a first date
with a very proper and meticulous young
Easterner and was trying awfully hard to
impress him with her chic and her charm.
As she was getting out of the car with him
at one of the night clubs a man ran up to
her and asked, "Are you Miss Rosalind
Russell?" Thinking he was a fan Rosalind,
simply radiating glamour, said, "Yes, my
young man," and reached for the paper he
was holding to autograph it. Imagine her
surprise when she discovered it was a summons to appear in court. Rosalind spent
the rest of the evening explaining to her
young man that subpoenas in Hollywood
are practically a part of the daily routine.

BILL
^ vows he
has never
taughtROBINSON
Shirley Temple
a dance
yet
she
didn't
improve
on
in
some
way.
EVERYBODY in Hollywood is awfully which
He explains her dancing genius by the faci
1 pleased
about Lamont.
Fred MacMurray's
riage to Lillian
Lillian has marbeen that she "dances with her mind.'' Bill
creates many a step without tapping his
Fred's girl since the days when she was a
once, and according to her mother
model and he had a tiny part in the New foot
little Shirley rehearses all her dances at
York production of "Roberta." Came Hol- home in bed, lying on her back and wiglywood, and came success, but Fred never
for one moment forgot Lillian. When he toes. gling her toes. She's got rhythm in her
first started on his Paramount contract the
„HEPBURN
— — »
"front office" gave him strict orders to be
has a shiny
seen in night clubs with glamorous women KATHARINE
new
roadster
in
of her old station
of the screen. Why, they even went so far wagon. And Garbo, place
after ten years of drivas to arrange a few "big name" dates for
ing back and forth to the studio in a halhim.
tered, faded black sedan, which was one of
But Fred ran out on them, and stub- the famous Hollywood antiques, suddenly
bornly informed Paramount that he had a
appeared for
of "Camillc"
girl already and that they might just as spanking
new rehearsals
seven-passenger
car within aa
well call off their glamour queens. Then chauffeur in
livery. Prosperity must be here
the "front office," with an eye on the box- at last.
office, informed their popular leading man
.— „<§>„ — .
that the fans liked their heroes unmarried
ANNE SHIRLEY lias been making her
own living in this old world ever since
and so— but Fred wasn't listening. The very she was
fourteen months old. At that age
first minute Lillian would say "Yes," and it
she posed for commercial artists in baby
took
a
lot
of
coaxing
on
Fred's
part,
"the
two of them were married in Yuma and clothes ads.
19

Eric Linden
showing off for
Cecilia Parker.
They why.
call this
game
dart. —Youdart
tell the
us

Playing
Wonder what Dick Powell is stirring up for his midnight
guests? You can't see them here because they're dunking
themselves in his pool — just to the rear of the table.
After
TIFE now begins with a triumphant bang
| in Hollywood after sundown. At the
* wind-up of the long, hot marathon on
the sound stages, where the regiments of
blazing lights have kept the thermometers
whoopsing, the smoothies of the nation give
a sigh of relief. They recall that time is
flying and what good is their super-S.A., if
they don't try it out once in a while? So the
dash is directly for ye moderne new homestead. ("Just a little hideaway I've taken
in Beverly, dear!") And when they emerge
from their superbly tiled showers, and from
beneath the greasepaint which has been
such
a darned
go places.
Even pesky
as youmask,
and they're
I, baby.raring to
The magic mood of a summer night in
movieland is something that's almost too
grand to be true. A blanket of glamour
seems to drop over the city with the dusk.
It becomes exhilaratingly cool, yet stays
warm enough to be outdoors without
wraps. Definitely the country club atmosphere sways everyone, including Garbo. Her
butler is regularly announcing, "Madam,
that man's here again." Well, practically.
For the vital Mr. George Brent is striding
into her parlor like clockwork since she
tank she come back to us. When the Hollywood moon is full even Greta prefers a
husky, with a divine sense of humor, to
solitude. To heck with reading a book!
There are all sorts of things to do when
a film pet dates you up these ecstatic eve20

nings. Whatever you fancy,
you
find. I suppose
what's
chieflycantroubling
you, however,
is curiosity as to whether Barbara Stanwyck is still the lucky
Sundown
girl. Yes, she is— Suppressed
Desire Taylor won't give anyone else a tumble. Robert isn't
romantic with Barbara — at
least, that's their story, and
wouldn't it be dreadful if it were true? Then she'll sit at a table all alone, done
up fit to kill. But a vision of glumness.)
They are simply pals. All I can say is that The
Cocoanut Grove is the other ranking
it's swell to be chummy with a star.
dine-and-dance palace. In downtown Los
Many a great one has all the fixings for Angeles
there is the Biltmore Bowl, and
fun at home and hates to budge. But Bob
winding Sunset Boulevard is dotted with
Taylor hasn't reached that settling-down fashionable clubs. Breeze into the Casanova,
stage.HeTonever
him entertains
the night's
a call
step
out.
at his
own tohouse.
the Bali, or the LaMaze and you'll bump
Arline Judge and the rest of those who
He's taught Barbara to enjoy the Troc and into
adore hotcha floor entertainers.
our other smart cafes. Meanwhile, she's
Joan Bennett deserves to be Exhibit A
shown him that ping-pong isn't to be
expose because she is either a marsneezed at. But I didn't start out to dish in this velous
planning a party far ahead,
cues to the Taylor idiosyncrasies. You can or she ishostess,
delightfully, deliriously nutty.
discover them yourself when you ease into
When Joan determines to throw a party
the Stanwyck shoes.
If your idea of heaven is to go to a she not only provides exquisite trimmings,
but she brightens up the elegance with
dance, you'd swoon with enthusiasm at the gags.
The memorable occasion when Gene
array of sophisticated spots we have on tap
here. Marlene Dietrich always goes where Markey was supposed to go abroad was a
ball. She secured photos of all the
the gang goes, and the Trocadero hangs passport
invitees, and attached the proper one to
onto
its
number
one
rating.
It's
expensive,
but the food and the music are superior. each passport used as a place-card. And
personally answered all the quescreature of then she
is "acontinuously.
incidentally,
(Marlayna,
tions asked in the formal questionnaire.
whims."
Often
she fox-trots
Silver
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AVIS
naturally the producers would cast her in
sweet, gentle, ingenue parts where the most
she had to do was shake her pretty curls
and smile. "Isn't she sweet?" she could hear
the middle-aged ladies, who cluttered up
the Wednesday matinees, gurgle to each
other. "Isn't she just too sweet!"
the stage
be Iflooking
Bettemanager
would didn't
forget happen
her prettyto
curls, her smile, and her fifty dollars a week
just for a moment and walk right up the
foot-lights
and later
glare in
at her
them.dressing
"Sweet?"room,
she
would
scream

"Nice? Pretty? Bah? I'm not sweet, I'm not
nice, I'm not pretty! I'll show those dreadful old women!" She did. Bette's famous
character portrayal of Mildred in "Of Human Bondage"
very definite
answer
to those
dreadfulwas oldher women
who had
the
nerve to call her sweet!
The best temper Bette has been able to
run up this last year was completely ruined
by her husband who, quite innocently,
and quite unbeknownst to him, is a scene
stealer. "Ham" is the calm, collected type
who wouldn't even get rattled if he won
the Irish Sweepstakes, and, you can well
imagine, not very satisfactory to have
around thestarhouse
Hollywood's great
dramatic
wants when
to fight.
It was the occasion of the big Academy
Banquet at the Biltmore Bowl, the night
that Bette was to receive the little gold
statuette signifying she was the Best, and
naturally she wanted to look a bit chic for
the occasion, for Bette and you and I, yes
all of us, know how Hollywood talks. Well,
it seems that Bette had a new maid who
had heard about this wrinkle phobia of
her mistress, and, in her zest to please
Madame,
all of Madame's evening
clothes to had
the sent
dry cleaners.
Bette dashed in from the studio after a
hard day's work to find nothing, but nothing, to wear. Now a situation like that
could bring on a temper even among the
mildest of us, so just think what it did to
Bette. The maid had gone home so there
was no one but "Ham" to take it out on.
For fully fifteen minutes she did a magnificent portrayal of an evil Borgia plotting
the murder of a maid in cold blood, then
she switched to a poor woman severely put
upon by life, the tears were unloosed in
stillup"Ham"
floods,notbutlook
did
from
the sporting page of the
evening paper. "The
Academy Award dinshe shrieked, staring
"with
all of ner,"Hollywood
at me. The night I have
waited for for yearsyes, for years and years

I have worked and slaved for this night.
This night that should be the happiest
night
of mySaycareer.
And I damn
haven't you,
a thing
to wear.
something,
say
something!" Mr. Nelson languidly turned
aremarked.
page. "Is Itourcompletely
Bess in a pet?"
casually
broke heBette
up.
She laughed.
Our Bess was born Ruth Elizabeth Davis
in Boston, Mass., April 5, 1908, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Davis, and up
to the advent of Ruth Elizabeth there had
been no temperament in the Davis family.
When they noticed that little Ruth Elizabeth refused to put her hands in dirt—
when they took her to the beach she would
never play in the sand with her hands but
would use her elbows instead— and when
they became aware of the fact that a
wrinkle to their little offspring was far
more terrifying than a charging lion, they
didn't know quite what to make of it all.
They suspected the Puritans. But then
when they heard those shrieks of temper
and that awful language coming from
childish lips they were more in a quandary
than ever. They did not suspect the
Puritans.
Ruth Elizabeth was educated in the public schools of Boston, graduating in the due
course of time from Newton High School,
and then for several years studied at dishing Academy. While she was in high school
she became very interested in interpretative
dancing and for a long time her ambition
was to become a world famous dancer. It
was then she decided to change her nameRuth Elizabeth not sounding very exotic.
Bette she picked out of Balzac, which she
happened [Continued
to be reading
at the
on page
63] time, but

(At left) In one of the spiteful
roles that made her famous. (At
top) With her husband, Harmon
Nelson, just after she received the
Academy Award formafor
nce of thetheyear.best per23
for September
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Between

Rounds

"Cain And Mabel/7 A Warner Brothers7
Film Co=Starring Clark Gable And A4arion
Davies, Concerns The Hectic Romance Of
A Potential Heavy= Weight Champion
A Broadway Hoofer.

Two thatof
feet. mice
had little
RE timid
O'DAtwo
L Not
MABEthem.
stole in and out beneath the hem
of her skirt like Grandma had, but two
dependable dogs that served her
sturdy,
faithfully.
There was nothing blunt or shockingly
common sense about Mabel's feet, either.
They had a good streamline design, wide
cruising range and gave plenty of miles to
the gallon. Sturdy feet, lively feet; feminine,
fascinating feet!
Feet deserve to be mentioned first of all
of Mabel's charms— before her radiant
health and Irish beauty and blarneying
tongue— before even the solid worth of her
heart which had not gone off the gold
standard. Feet come first in the saga of
Mabel because Mabel was a waitress and
you
can'tdancer
be a either—
crackerjack
waitress—
headline
without
feet. or a
"Listen," growled an irate patron of
Beek's Popular Restaurant one hectic noon,
"I've been here twenty minutes!"
"Don't expect sympathy from me," Mabel
smiled. "I've been here two years." So she
had, two years of the hardest kind of
hustling that earned the money to support
Mimi, her aunt, who had been a showgirl
back in the days when all you had to do
was fit the tights.
At the noon hour the revolving door of
Beek's kept up a rapid phut-phut-phut like
a Florida speed boat regatta; the clang of
clashing china drowned out the rhythmic
crunch of myriad jaws; the soughing of the
soup and coffee consumers made many a
wandering Yankee remember the breeze
among his native pines.
Into Beek's, one day, the revolving doors
catapulted a newspaper man named Reilly
who was so gifted with imagination he had
been fired from every paper in town. He
was too down in his luck to mind even
when he spilled the salt.
"What'll it be?" said Mabel.
"Coffee."
"Coffee and . . .?"
Reilly watched a tray of pastry pass with
longing in his eyes. Then he felt of his
lone nickel. "No, coffee . . . just," he sighed.
24

And

Roscoe Karns and
David
can'tis
control Carlyle
Gable, who
objecting strenuously
to his publicity-planned
love affair with Marion
Davies.

His hard luck story touched
Mabel's too-tender heart. She
brought him the ham and eggs
that had been served to another
patron
that's
how
she by
lost mistake
her job and
and found
Reilly.
"If she could only sing, or
dance, or juggle, or something I
could get her a job like that,"
Reilly said to Mabel's horrified
aunt. "Jake Sherman is putting on a show."
"Do you know Jake Sherman?" Mimi
"I couldn't be any closer to him if I was
gasped.
his Siamese brother!"
Mimi beamed. "Then she works! Mabel
can dance. I've been teaching her steps ever
since she was a little nipper."
Reilly, who had been four-flushing,
looked as if he hadn't quite managed to
swallow
stand pat.the gas range. But he resolved to
"Sister," he said to Mabel with quavering heartiness, "with Aloysius K. Reilly behind you, the
of Mabel
be written
in name
the stars.
Your O'Dare
dances will
make Pavlowa's Dying Swan look like a
cooked goose. Get your hat and coat, you're
on "Yeah,"
your waysaidto Mabel.
fame!" "But do you suppose they might need a girl at the AcropRestaurant?"
In olis
spite
of her doubts, Mabel found herself with Reilly in the waiting room of
Jake Sherman, the theatrical producer.
Mimi and Reilly between them had wafted
her into
it. Theand door
of Sherman's
office
opened
a handsome
youngprivate
man
came out. Reilly sprang at him. "Jake, old
boy, swell to see you . . . you remember me?
Reilly, of the Clarion?''

It wasn't Jake Sherman, but Ronny
Cauldwell,
comedy remember.
star who
had a voiceJake's
that musical
made women
He had just been signing his contract for
the new show. Reilly's brass nerve struck
him as funny and Mabel's winsome Irish
beauty appealed mightily to the eye. Ronny
let
Reilly go on thinking he was Jake
Sherman.
"In the chorus— for her?" he cried when
Reilly
plea. "Ashefriend
of yours
in
the made
chorus!his Listen,
can have
the
lead."
Ronny
went
about
his
business
with
a broad wink at the office girl.
"There you are," said Reilly. "I tell you
I could sell Camera to Singer for a midget.
Say what's the matter with you, Mabel?
You don't look very excited about it."
Mabel wasn't. It was too good to be true.
"There's
she mused. something rotten in Denmark,"
"Well, don't look at me. I've never been
there," said Reilly.
Strange are the ways of show businessstrange and beyond the understanding of
common man. In the ash can today; in the
lights tomorrow— that's the only thing you
can count on in that topsy-turvy world.
Mabel O'Dare, who had never been nearer
the stage than Beek's restaurant, backed by
an agent who didn't know Jake Sherman
Silver Screen

ictioru^e■A
a tDy
F,
Jack BecKdoIt

elegant hotel room where the midnight
session promised to stretch to a matinee.
She glared at Aunt Mimi who, wise old
hoofer that she was, had kicked off her
shoes;toatdo Archie
the but
pianist,
whowith
didn't
have
anything
hit keys
his
fingers; at Reilly, who lolled with his knees
over a chair arm; finally at little Milo.
"My arches are broken down so far that
instead of getting taps I'm getting suction!"
"Well, you go on tomorrow night, with
or without arches," Milo twittered. "And
you'retogoing
to doyouthis
if I
have
rehearse
fromroutine
now toright
curtain
"Great!" said Archie. "I've played my
fingers down to the second joint now!"
"Your fingers?" Milo screeched. "How
about my head? Reilly, give me another
aspirin!"
handed
time!"
so
full of Reilly
them now
you him
rattleone.
like "You're
a crap
There was time out for an exchange of
glares all around. Then they began again.
On the floor below, in the room just
under Mabel's, three men were bedding
down for the night— in a one-bed room.
Old Pop Walters and his trainer, Dodo,
knew they had the world by the tail
when they signed for the management
ofgame."
Larry Cain. Larry was a husky young
mug whose brow was permanently
wrinkled by the effort to keep up with

Marion is being congratulated
by Ruth Donnelly and Roscoe
Karns on her success on the
stage. A long step from her
ham and egg-slinging days.
from his Old Testament ancestor crashed
Jake
showbutand
got lead!
her
chance—Sherman's
not in thenew
chorus,
in the
To be lady
sure, the
Jake's Itsnooty
leading
did defection
a lot toof help.
gave
Mabel a chance to step up to the piano
and show what her feet could do. And
those feet of Mabel's, waiting table nother a break. withstanding, were smart enough to give
Mabel's training began, an intensive
course that was superintended by a flouncfor September
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ing little man named Milo who
handled Sherman's dance business.
Reilly and Aunt Mimi helped— with
encouragement and advice. Milo raged
like an
canary.work
But and
Mabel's
dogs
did
the angry
real hard
by midnight before the opening they were so
swollen and sore each one felt the size
of the new Queen Mary.
Sore feet or no sore feet, the show
must go on!
Mabel glared wearily about the
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I
nimbler minds. He was a good automobile
"If I ever lay eyes on that girl they'll be after winning a title, couldn't book some
mechanic and hadn't a wish in the world playing a benefit *for *her # the next day!"
good fat fights.
beyond owning a string of service stations
"Maybe I haven't lure or something,"
and maybe a nice young wile and some
Larry
mourned, wrinkling his brows.
Jake
Sherman's
show
wasn't
doing
so
kids. Pop discovered Larry packed a punch well. Ronny Cauldwell got all the fat no"What he ain't got is glamour," said
and assured him that under his direction
tices, nobody seemed much interested in Reilly, muscling into the conference.
they had everything to make a ring champ Mabel O'Dare. Accordingly the matinees
"No," said Larry disgustedly, "and I
—everything that is except the necessary for women were sell outs, but nights the don't wear a beret, either!"
bank roll. Larry had been signed for an ushers began to complain about being left
Reilly got Pop convinced that all his boy
needed to go over big was to fall in love
important fight at Madison Square Garden alone in the dreary, dark house.
and the three of them traveled to New
Reilly, the demon press agent, and Milo, with the world's greatest dancer. That
would grab the front pages and establish
York in a box car, nursing their last nickels the canary, talked it over with Jake.
with the fans. And Reilly knew just
to buy Larry a nice hotel room where he
"What she needs," said Reilly, "is some- him
could get a deep, refreshing sleep before
thing people will follow from day to day— how to fix the thing up. Doubtfully Pop
the big night of their bid for fistic glory. a present, not a past! Something that will left it to him to fix.
"But we gotta do it on the
Now they were staring in disgust at the ceiling from which
came a roar of sound like the
Q.T. If him
he ever
out with
I'm
ribbing
to fallfinds
in love
passing of an endless elevated
a dancer, I'll figure prominently
train with flat wheels.
in All
a murder
dancers case,
were asa the
paincorpse."
in the
The hotel manager was sorry
neck
to
Larry.
One
in
particular
when Pop phoned him, but Miss
he was never going to forget as
O'Dare had to practice for the
opening of her show tomorrow
long
as hekeptlived—
cluck who
him the
awakedumb
the
night and there were no more
rooms available.
night before his first fight and
cost him the title. It took the
"J just got to get some sleep,
combined efforts of old Pop,
Pop,"
Larry
groaned,
"f
couldn't
get any here if the sandman was
. Reilly and Dodo to tow him
along to the night club where
carrying bricks. Let's move to
he was to meet and fall in love
another hotel "
with Mabel O'Dare. It was like
"We can't, t spent all my
towing the Normandie with a
dough for this room!"
14 foot canoe and Larry was as
Larry rose in his old fashioned nightgown. He threw on.
happy
a bear
Then,as all
smiles,withcamea boil.
Mabel.
his overcoat and strode upstairs
Somebody
named
Larry Cain
to the room above. "Listen,
had sent her flowers that night
lady," he explained to Mabel, "I
and she was looking forward,
can't sleep."
starry
"What am I supposed to do,
admirer. eyed, to meeting her
make you Ovaltine?" Mabel
Reilly introduced his friends
wasn't in any gentle mood,
either.
with dramatic effect, "Miss
"But I got a fight tomorrow,"
O Dare may I present Mr. "W altLarry explained, still willing to
Mr. Mulling
A
act the gentleman.
deep ers, breath
and and
plenty" of
"You won't have to wait until
punch, "—none other than Mr.
tomorrow if you don't stop disMabel turned, thrilled by the
turbing me," said Mabel grimly.
"Disturbing you!" Larry
big
admirer—. . the
Larrymoment.
one
whoCain!"
sent Her
her flowers
.!
glared, forgetting all about that
He stood silent, eyeing her
gentleman stuff. This dame had
a nerve that called for a good
with sour contemplation, a fapoke in the puss. "Listen, Thundressedmiliarinfigurean
fashioned
evenoldif he
wasn't
Foot, you're
making
room dersound
like a pool
hall my
on
nightgown
and
overcoat.
For a
moment the Irish in her nearly
Saturday night!"
won.
If
somebody
had
slipped
Her smile was sweet. "That
her a brickbat it would have
ought to make you feel at
won. Then the actress trihome."
Her smile
back
Larry's teeth gritted. He was
Clark just grinned when M-G-M and Warner
and it wasumphed. the
kindcame
of smile
a pug, but only professionally.
Brothers argued about his mustache. On or off? —
When he thought of dames they
that goes with a dose of rat
that was the question! But it's not visible in "Cain
were either cuddly, clinging,
and Mabel," so Warner's evidently won the battle.
wistful little things or white
"How do you do, Mr. Cain!
haired old porcelain pieces like .
There's something about you
Whistler's mother. This strapthat's very familiar. I remember
poison.
ping Irish wrench roused a fury that prop"
nation
a
of
erly employed, would have led him to get"So,
to the
for dinner."
tripe
whatheart
gets to the heart of a na- ...SaidI had
between
"Your feet
are veryLarry
familiar,
too. Ihiswasteeth,
out rowing
this
tion?" Jake fumed.
knock out Dempsey. "When I came up
here,"
he
began
with
rare
restraint,
"the
"Love,"
said
the
genius.
"All
the
world
thing I wanted most in the world was loves a lover. Right? Certainly. If Mabel
Mabel's pretty hand flashed. There was
sleep. Now it's to poke you in the nose." O'Dare falls in love what happens? Imme- aMabel
afternoon."
loud report
as it metandLarry's
cheek.
Even
was startled
a little
contrite.
"Well,"
said
Mabel,
equally
affable,
"I'm
diately
she
becomes
news.
Right?
Absoso tired from dancing my knees are sprung,
Her hand went to her mouth, she stared
lutely. And when she's news, she's boxbut I wouldn't stop now if I had to do it office. Right?
Perfectly. The whole thing's at her victim wide eyed. "Oh dear . . . oh,
on
a
picket
fence!"
Then
she
slammed
the
door. The door caught Larry over the eye
. . . what
"Uh-huh. Except she ain't in love and oh Larry's
handa smack!"
reached for the nearest
and cut a bloody gash there. He went back
water
pitcher
and poised it over her head.
in" love someplace
with her in " this town is "Yeah," said he,
solved
to his horror-stricken companions and nobody's
"wet smack!" He poured
"Somewhere,
spent the rest of the night writhing sleep- a man O'Dare can love," Reilly orated, the ice water over her.
less while large flakes of plaster rained pounding the table. His first chanced to
look.
Reilly ifa sour
from the ceiling.
Pop gaveCupid,
pound a portrait of a husky young prize
this is romance, the
"Well,
The following evening Mabel O'Dare fighter under headlines that told how Larry Marquis of Queensberry wrote advice to
Cain had just made his second try for the
opened
in Jake
new his
musical
# * #
comedy and
LarrySherman's
Cain yawned
way title and was victorious.
through a few rounds at Madison Square
!" the ways of show business,
lovelornare
Reillv's fare lighted with the fires of in- theStrange
that ended in his perfect flop.
spiration. "Gentlemen, the man O'Dare is but stranger still the wiles of publicity. The
Larry, the defeated, with a bandage on
next morning, aided by Aloysius K.
lovet<> . Reilly!
. . LarryHisCain!"
his eye and an ice pack on his head, laid going
Leaveto it
next move was papers
Reilly, carried front page stories: CAIN
himself down to sleep and his last thoughts to call on Pop. who was moping around KNOCKS
OUT MASHER AND SAVES
were of Mabel:
an athletic club wondering why his boy,
[Continued on page 68]
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Throw=Backs
Does /\n y\ctors /\rt Depend
Upon

His Ancestors?

By Li^a

There must have been an
old meanie among Charles
Laughton's forebears.
feel an overwhelming desire occasionally to
drop a bit of strychnine in your boy
friend's coca-cola? Alas, my little one, you
can be sure that somehow or other in the
muddled ages Mad Lucretia of the nasty
Borgias nested in your family tree, and
nothing good ever came of Lucretia. Have
you never felt two natures struggling within
you, one yes, the other no? (I bet you
have. Nice old Sex, pat, pat.) Now we're
getting some place.
Let's consider the poor movie star who
also had eighty-four ancestors along about
the time Grant took Richmond, though we
of the deep South never mention that. And
am I deep? Of course a lot of their progenitors, just like ours, were plain simple
people,
oafs
But indoesn't
stand to reasonandthatwhatnots.
somewhere
the pastit
there was an outstanding forebear, grave or
gay, who contributes to the present day
Sylvia Sidney, perhaps, is
descended from Madame La
Farge, who knitted while
heads dropped, during the
French Revolution.
And John Barrymore is a
prototype of Mercutio, whom
he impersonates so well in
"Romeo and Juliet."

Considering the naturalness of his
souse scenes, Charlie Ruggles must
be an off-shoot of the Haig and
Haig family.

CAN it be that each character that an
actor portrays is a throw-back to a
powerful personality of yesteryear?
Can
be that Iafter
all the
timesatavism
we've
had ittogether
must
now gayforce
down your throat? You stood by me, gentle
reader (and I don't think you're so gentle
as
cracked
up to be—
I meanliterature
held up,
to you're
be), when
I romped
through
art, and
the ofsocial
swirl, so now how's
about
a shot
the scientific.
Yes, it is high time I dashed into science.
Science has never been so chic as it is
today, why even the man on the street is
discussing changing his blood stream, just
as casually as he used to speak of changing
his tires. Biology is really my forte. Yes,
I do believe I've got something there.
Riology, you've made me what I am today,
but I'm parents,
notand they
satisfied.
had four,
four making
grandeach I had
twenty definitely individual human beings.
In turn they each had four making eightyfour, you know how these things spread,
andThose
here poor
I'm only
Civil(mercy,
War.
dears back
each tohadthefour
for September
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how they slack up) and that makes a lotal
of three hundred and forty emotional, temperamental human beings who have each
contributed fury or foolishness, sense or insanity, to influence my daily life. Just think
of it and be astounded! In the nexl world
it I ever meet that ancestor o£ mine who
was too lazy to get out of bed in the mornings and who stuffed herself with angel
food cake I personally shall hang one on
her jaw. What she did to me!
You may well marvel at the mingling
forces in your own blood stream. Do you
27

Hollywood actor the character which he
brings to life. And while he is playing this
role that portion of his heart, blood, soul
and body, which came from his long forgotten ancestor, surges to the front, takes
control, and again walks the earth to live,
to suffer, and to bring honor upon his
descendant. Right now I feel Socrates
stomping through every vein.
Takeknow,
the case
GaryDeeds
Cooper's
Deedsto
(you
theof Mr.
who Mr.went
town.) He inscrutably listens to the attacks
upon him in that famous court room scene
and refuses to make a statement, until you
almostdefend
go crazy
fearingWith
he won't
up
and
himself.
such speak
stoicism,
such poise, who can doubt but that the
same vital spark which gave Sitting Bull
his phlegmatic Indian temperament, back
in the days of the Covered Wagon, is now
sluggishly reproduced in the arteries of
Gary Cooper. Who can doubt?
And who can doubt but what there was
a dastardly old meanie among Charles
Laughton's
how could
he
play so well ancestors—
the cruel,else
despicable
Captain

French Revolution (recently played by
Blanche Yurka in "The Tale of Two
Cities
who had and
herself
a front
seat
at
the ")Guillotine
never
once row
dropped
a stitch while the aristocrats of France
dropped
right.in
Murder, their
arson,heads.
mob That's
violenceSylvia
and alllove
bloom all happen right there on the set
in front of her but Sylvia never looks up,
just
knits inonherandfinger
on. tips.
She's And
got ofMadame
La Farge
course
this makes Sylvia and Blanche Yurka sort
of
or something—
remindto methisto some
give
twocousins
more minutes
of research
day.

By the
though is I'm
not
quite
sure same
what reasoning,
that reasoning
as yet,
Joan Blondell and Alan Hale are cousins,
whether they like it or not. (They call me
Liza-the-Maker-of-Cousins.) Joan is a descendant of David Blondell, the wandering
minstrel, who was played by Alan Hale in
C. B. DeMille's "The Crusades." Because
of his unique ability to sing and dance and
cavort David Blondell found favor with
Richard the Lion-Hearted, who loved a
good laugh at nights after a day spent with
Bligh of "Mutiny on the Bounty," who so the
sourpuss Christians. (Richard was most
heartlessly flogged a corpse while the officers and men of the British Navy were likely a forebear of the Warner Brothers.)
forced to look on. (I suspect Peter the When Joan sings and dances and cuts up
Great, Charlie.) This scene stands out in "Sons O' Guns" you can be quite cervividly as one of the never to be forgotten
tain that she's got David in her blood
scenes of the screen. Laugh ton played it stream.
with such blood-curdling horror that I am
Charlie Ruggles is definitely an off-shoot
quite sure he was influenced by the same of the family tree that produced Haig and
forgotten great-great-great-grandfather who Haig, a fine old family of tiplers. As the
is the malign influence in other present twig is bent so grows the tree says Charlie
day lives. For instance, there is the guy weaving onto the set for another of his
who blows his horn behind you when you inimitable souse scenes. Possibly Carole
are up against a red light and delights in Lombard's squabbling in "Love Before
your acute mental suffering. And the mean,
unregenerate character who turns the page
of his newspaper in the subway before you
can find out who won the fourth race at
Saratoga. Just dirty throw-backs, if geneology is what they said it was.
I have never seen Sylvia Sidney knit in
a picture, though possibly she has, but on
the set our little Sylvia (and wasn't she
magnificent
in "Fury"?)
so
continuously,
that for knits
years continuously,
I have been
trying to figure out who wears all the
sweaters that Sylvia knits. In my best scientific manner I have figured it out (after at
least two minutes of research) that this
frantic knitting is caused by Madame La
Farge. Remember the dramatic lady of the

Breakfast'' is but a modern version of her
progenitors who undoubtedly numbered
Marie Antoinette among their ilk. Poor
Marie Antoinette gabbed so much in public
that she finally talked her head right off.
And that dear lady must have been the
great-great-great-grandmother of those three
women who sat directly behind me at the
movies the other night. Gab, gab, gab. The
dirty throw-backs.
In "Dangerous" we have Bette Davis
driving a car furiously. Her husband,
whom she hates, is beside her. She resolves
upon death for both of them since he will
not give way to her wishes. She sights a
tree and drives recklessly to certain death.
All of which is dramatic, and right down
Bette's alley. But, kiddies, on scientific
analysis (I think I used test tubes) I find
it is a cherry tree, and as I trace back the
blood stream I find that obviously Bette
is a descendant from the same stem as the
father of this country, whose dramatic feeling hold
lor cherry
word. trees has come to be a houseOr take the case of John Barrymore,
whose marvelous sword play and carryingson
in "Romeo
the astalkMercutio
of the town.
With allanddueJuliet"
respectsis
to Miss Shearer and Mr. Howard, whose
Juliet and Romeo are not to be sneezed
at, it is the slightly mad Mr. Barrymore
who walks away with the picture. Mercutio
was a hot-blooded, merry gentleman, quite
pleasantly
on occasions,
who simply
often
broke intoinsane
a bawdy
song and
couldn't resist a good street brawl— one of
them eventually led to his undoing. Well,
another shot of science and a little research
and I have discovered that the reason
John Barrymore can play Mercutio so
startlingly well is because he is descended
from a great-great-grandfather who had
quite famous
a number
eccentricdayprogeny—
the
most
of theof present
ones being
Representative Zioncheck. Does that make
Barrymore and Zioncheck cousins? Well,
after all I wouldn't go so far as to say
that, we scientists must keep some of our
secrets, and besides I don't like suits, I
simply
don'tFrancisco"
look wellweinhave
them.Clark Gable
In "San
(Blackie Norton) in one scene trying to
drag a lovely and good woman down to
his low level— and, tut tut, his level was the
Barbary Coast— by forcing her to appear
[Continued on page 7F"

I

Joan Blondell
reflects the characteristics of an eccentric singer of
the Crusades period; Jimmy Cagney claims kinship
with the lowly Ass
of "Midsummer
Night's
while
Gary Dream,"
Cooper
possesses the phlegmatic temperament
of Sitting Bull.
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Silver

Screen

HE'S

The

Boss!

When A Picture Is In The Making It's The
Director/ Not TKe Star, Who Is A4ost Important
By A/lauJe Cheatham

Richard Boleslawski directing Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer in a desert
scene from one of the season's most interesting pictures, "The Garden of
Allah," which was produced entirely in Technicolor.

BRIGHT lights may spell the names of
our favorite players over cinema theatres
real star of every motion picthe director!
but
ture is the

American—
Midplayers, who are usually the least of a di- stone,dle aWest,dyed-in-the-wool
to be exact, whose
brilliant
rector's worries, there are scores of assistants directorial talents
add
luster
to
Hollywood
and assistants' assistants, covering the angles
of story, dialogue, camera, sound, and what films.
I found Boleslawski at the David Selznick
not, each thoroughly convinced that his deHe doesn't
receive athenice
plaudits
nor the
orchids
but (beside
fat salary)
he
partment is of paramount importance. International studio, about to direct an imderives a tremendous satisfaction in weavportant scene in the new Technicolor proto help make the film a "coing his drama into the huge canvas of the While eager
lossal" success, they often prove stumblingduction, "The
Garden
of Allah.''
A
milling
crowd
of people
thronged the
screen, and I've yet to find one who would blocks. Jealousies, discussions, differences of
change his job with any other in the whole opinion develop, and it is up to the direc- huge stage and at first sight it seemed a
world.
tor to bring peace and harmony to all bedlam of confusion, but, after a moment,
warring
elements, and, at the same time, I could see it was all swinging into a defthe making
of aare
picture
it isn't
theDuring
glamorous
stars who
of the
first be cheer leader for his players. All this
inite pattern for everybody knew exactly
importance— not at all— it is the director. builds into a gigantic task. Verily, directing what they were doing. A lew last touches
He is master of the ship, the undisputed a motion picture is not for the weaker were being given to the interior of a picboss! Not only must he be an artist in the brothersl
turesque Algerian cafe, where the scene was
technique of acting, of camera angles, of
Being, an ardent film fan I get a big soon to be shot: light men. high above t he
tonal qualities, and all the rest of it, but kick out of watching any phase of picture set, were picking up details from even
camera and sound experts were
he must be a real diplomat and have an
and I'm sure other fans would like angle:
making final tests of their machines, and
unquenchable sense of humor. Otherwise making
to
get
a
glimpse
of
a
studio
when
the
stars
he could never survive the ordeal of the
calling back and forth about focuses and
director's
Also, uptotwogetof the
close association with the hundred or more angle.
are atSo,work.
I hunted
my favorites, distances; the two hundred Arab extras
persons required to make a film.
noisily as the)
took Go]their
Richard Boleslawski. with his European chattered [Continued
on page
29 places
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Another

Find Out
Girl

WhicK

Would

Gl amour
Like

y ou

Best.

Hollywood

all times." She also wants a chap who can
tend bar, if necessary, but he must not like
premieres, he better not ask her to see all
the iffootball
and on
he'sthesure
to lose
out
he talksgames,
for hours
telephone.
Jeanette MacDonald, much more serious
than you might imagine, is definitely
she's the
heavy
againstgirl
only
who drinking.
thought Intofact
mention
it.
answered almost smugly, "Handsome in Gambling is out, too— and so are members
of what Jeanette, with all the fervor of a
mind is more important."
None
of
the
girls
care
much
if
you've
been married before, but Olivia de Havil- girl who works for her living, calls "the
land, outlining her requirements very
Naturally, an appreciation of good music
especially
earnestly, said, "He must be trustworthy, isidle
rich." important to this lovely singer,
discreet, and understanding." Unselfishly and you must like dogs. Otherwise you
be ahappy
with la MacDonenough,responsibility
she hopes that
feel a couldn't
ald, who possibly
always has
few sheepdogs
parked
strong
toward"hehiswill
profession
or business, and perhaps put that first in around the house.
Marie Wilson, one of our own favorite
Olivia
can't make up her mind about girls, expects any prospective beau to be a
his
life."independent
being
after marriage. When
conversationalist. "I can never think
asked if she intends to give up her career good
enough to say myself," she admits calmly.
for domesticity, she gasped (very prettily, ofUnbaggy
pants are another requirement
too), "Heaven knows!" She does insist that with Marie, and if you want to step right
the lucky man be as important in his own up and make decisions for her after ensphere as she is in pictures— and remember
gagement or marriage it's O.K. "It will save
she started right in as a full-fledged star! a lot of wear
and tear on me, don't you
A sense of humor is most important to think?" says Marie.
Jean Harlow, who seeks, in a beau, the
Suddenly going serious, she added that he
same steadfast qualities she would demand should have gentleness and strength of
in
a friend.
it's generally
conceded
that In
Mr. Hollywood
William Powell
fills the character, and be as much as possible "as
George Brent appears on the screen. He'd
bill.
Pat Ellis, heartfree at the moment, never embarrass a girl even if she didn't
likedidn't
Kay Francis!"ask Miss Francis the
wouldn't look twice at a lad who couldn't look(Weof
lad she even
likes, since Delmar Daves,
dance. "He must be taller than I," she adds sort
the handsome scenario writer, is admitted
definitely, "and his shoes must be shined at entries.)
to have the inside track against all other

firmly, meaning just as much as the word
can. "Men should be strong willed. Men
should
not old-fashioned
be stupid, affected,
or dogmatic."
Decidedly
in her
tastes was
the little Rainer, despite the fact that
Hollywood considers her a very modern
member of the Bohemian set. Maybe that's
why
we askedsheif
her she
idealhasn't
man married!
must beWhen
handsome,

Jeanette MacDonald answers very
definitely: 1 — Yes, 2 — Yes, 4
Yes, 6 — Yes, 7 — No, 8 — Yes, 10
— Yes, 16 — Yes, 17 — No, 18 —
Yes, 21 — Yes.
men's turn!
it's the
now you
AND Have
the qualities one of the
■ glamorous single girls of Hollywood
is seeking in the man she'll marry?
Learn the answer by filling in the question aire on opposite page— read answers at
end
suit, ofif the
any! article and see which girl you'd
All the way from little Marie Wilson, she
of the amazingly long eyelashes, to stars like
Carole Lombard, Luise Rainer, and Jeanette
MacDonald, the feminine beauties of Hollywood are demanding, particular, and very
decided in their tastes.
Olivia de HavilJust as with the girls' questionnaire we land will like
published last month (and we hope every- you if your list
body drew a bachelor successfully!), there checks with
are no right or wrong answers to this test. this: 2 — Yes, 4
Almost any combinations of Yes and No — Yes, 15 — Yes,
will match one of the stars.
1 7 — No, 20 —
We'll warn you right now, however, to
Yes, 22 — Yes.
rush
up dancing
if youalldon't
shine out
in and
the lake
ballroom.
Practically
the
girls are looking for beaux who can do
them justice at the Troc or the Cocoanut
Grove.
Luise Rainer was an exception; with her
it's a let
love those
of nature
important,
and
who that's
wouldmost
rather
dance,
dance. "Men should be honest," Luise says
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Marian girls
Marsh,bothoneonofand
Hollywood's
most
beautiful
off the screen,
hedged a little on all our questions. Handsome? "If I liked him," Marion smiled,
"he'd be handsome to me." Well-dressed?
"But not a band-box effect!" Well-informed?
"So long as he's not a walking encyclopedia
wants a fellow who is a little
on Marion
any onealsosubject!"
jealous.
"It's
such
she admitted. And ahesubtle
must form
be a of
goodflattery,"
mixer
Marian Marsh's heart would
go pit-a-pat if you answered
this way: 2 — Yes, A Yes,
6 — Yes, 7 — No, 8 — Yes, 10
— Yes, 17 — No, 20 — Yes.

Patricia Ellis' ideal man
would answer thus: 2 —
Yes, 4 — Yes, 6 — Yes, 7 —
No, 9 — No, 13 — Yes, 15 —
No, 17 — No, 19 — No, 21
— Yes, 2 2 — Yes.
Silver

Screen

//
//

By

—not out of place anywhere. Do any of you
men think you might qualify?
These are just a few of the fascinating
bachfacts we learned about Hollywood's
elor girls as we plied them with questions
about their "dream men.''
Remember, the girls weren't allowed to
read the questionnaire that accompanies
this article. (It was written with the aid of
a noted psychologist.) And if you come out
one or two answers wrong with your favorite feminine star, you might still win
her. Hollywood has never before boasted
so many beautiful and glamorous unmarried ladies, and they're all waiting for the
right man!
Where Player Fails To Answer Certain
Questions, It Indicates She Takes No
Definite Stand on Them
Marion Marsh: 2-Yes, 4-Yes, 6-Yes,
7-N0, 8— Yes, 10— Yes, 17— No, 20— Yes.
Luise Rainer: l-Yes, 3-Yes, 4-Yes, 8—
Yes, 15— Yes, 16— Yes, 17— No.
Patricia Ellis: 2-Yes, 4-Yes, 6-Yes, 715-N0, 17— No, 19— No,
9-N0,22—13-Yes,
No,
21— Yes,
Yes.
Gail Patrick: l-Yes, 3-Yes, 4-Yes, 6Yes, 7-N0, 8-Yes, 9-N0, 10— Yes, 14-Yes,
16— Yes, 17-N0, 19-N0, 20-Yes, 22-Yes.
Gertrude Michael: l-Yes, 2-Yes, 3-Yes,
164-Yes, 7— No, 8-Yes, 12-N0, 13-Yes, Yes,
20— Yes, 21—
Yes,
22— Yes.17— No, 19-N0,
Frances Drake: i-Yes, 4-Yes, 6-Yes, 7—
No, 10-Yes, 12-Yes, 14-Yes, 15-Yes, 16
-Yes, 18- Yes, 19-N0, 2i-Yes, 22-Yes.
Ann Sothern: i-Yes, 3-Yes, 4-Yes, 6Yes, 7-N0, 8-Yes, 9-N0, 11-Yes, 13-Yes,
15-Yes, 16- Yes, 18— Yes, 19-N0, 20— Yes.
Olivia de Havilland: 2-Yes, 4-Yes, 15Yes, 17— No, 20— Yes, 22— Yes.
Isabel Jewell: i-Yes, 2-Yes, 4-Yes, 6-
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Dowlmg

Test

Date

Jean Harlow could admire a
whose answers agree with hers:
Yes, 3 — Yes, 4 Yes, 6 — Yes,
No, 10 — Yes, 13 — Yes, 15 —
17 — No, 22 — Yes.

Mark

man
2—
7—
Yes,

Yes, 8— Yes, 9— Yes, 13— Yes, 15— Yes, 17— No,
19— No.
Anne Shirley: 2— Yes, 3— Yes, 6— Yes, 17—
No, 19— No, 20— Yes, 22— Yes.
Marie Wilson: 3— Yes, 4— Yes, 6— Yes, 7—
No, 13— Yes, 14— Yes, 15— Yes, 16— Yes, 17
—No, 18— Yes, 19— No.
Carole Lombard: 1— Yes, 3— No, 4— Yes,
6— Yes, 7— No, 9— No, 11— Yes, 13— Yes, 15Yes, 17— No, 18— Yes, 21— Yes, 22— Yes.
Jean Harlow: 2— Yes, 3— Yes, 4— Yes, 6—
Yes, 7— No, 10— Yes, 13— Yes, 15— Yes, 17—
No, 22— Yes.
Paula Stone: 1— Yes, 3— Yes, 4— Yes, 9— No,
12— No, 13— Yes, 14— Yes, 15— Yes, 16— Yes,
17— No, 18— Yes, 19— No, 21— Yes, 22— Yes.
Jeanette MacDonald: 1— Yes, 2— Yes, 4—
Yes, 6— Yes, 7— No, 8— Yes, 10— Yes, 16— Yes,
17— No, 18— Yes, 21— Yes.
Anita Louise: 1— Yes, 3— Yes, 4— Yes, 7—
No, 8— Yes, 13— Yes, 14— Yes, 15— Yes, 16—
Yes,
21— Yes.17— No, 18— Yes, 19— No, 20— Yes,
Maureen O'Sullivan: 1— Yes, 4— Yes, 7—
No, 10— Yes, 11— Yes, 12— Yes, 18— Yes,
19— No.

PERSONALITY

Luise Rainer favors a man with
staid qualities: 1 — Yes, 3 — Yes, 4
— Yes, 8 — Yes,17 —15 No.
— Yes, 16 — Yes,

QUESTIONNAIRE

(Note) Answer the questions that interest you, either Yes or No,
refer to list of answers to see which Hollywood girl would
thenattracted
be
to a bachelor of your type.

Yes

No

s who have influenced mod(1) Can you name twoonephilosopher
modern American composer of music?
ern thought, and
health resort
vorite name
located?
where President Roosevelt's fathe isstate
(2) Can you
couple have children on an income of less
a young
Should$5,000
(3) than
a year?
(4) Do you make friends with stray dogs?
(5) Ever been married?
(6) Do you dance well?
(7) Would you wear a white tie with a mess jacket?
(8) Do you dislike "jazzed-up" versions of classical music?
a man forbid his fiancee or wife to go out with
Shouldmen?
(9) other
(10) Can you beat two or more friends at any popular sport?
say you look like one of Hollywood's
ever men?
Do friendsleading
(11) romantic
(12) Answer Yes if light-complexioned, No if dark-complexioned.
(13) Do you know the difference between pate de foies gras and
crepes suzette?
(14) Were you a letter man at school or college, and have you
a chest expansion of 3 inches or more?
(15) At parties, can you lead the conversation into whatever
channels you wish?
(16) Do you ever think about an "ideal" girl?
"loaded" cigarette at a
if handed
angrypractical
Would oryouanybeother
(17) party—
joke?a
(18) Would it bother you if a girl wore satin slippers with
sports clothes?
(19) Would you forbid your fiancee or wife having a career?
(20) Can you name the birth dates of your father and mother?
(21) Would vou allow vour wife a separate bank account or
regular allowance if she had no money of her own?
(22) Are you an officer of your school, class or club, a captain
of any team, or an executive of the company \ou work for?
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Spencer

Tracy s Brilliant

,/\ctin3 Excites Our /\utnor
To A Propnecy Tkat Snould
Thrill Tnis /\.ctor On To
Even Oreater
ror Tne

HAS a cousin from Milwaukee. In
fact, he has dozens of them out there,
because the city records will attest
that Spencer Tracy was born April 5, 1900,
in that Wisconsin capital. Milwaukee seems
to was
be aouthappy
incubato
for stage
eer that
it
of Milwauk
AlfredtalentLunt
strode to a stage and marital partnership
with Lynn Fontanne. It was from that same
town that Lenore Ulric paraded to the
David Belasco empire of make-believe, and
in a softer voice, it may be added that
ed the
Gilda Gray
originatee
within
the Milwauk
city "shimmy
limits. " dance
But it is not of Lunt or Ulric or Gilda
that I wish to sing in these lines. I would,
rather, twang a lyrical roundelay to Spencer
Tracy, wood
whohorizonnowas looms
along
the cinema
Hollythe bestup bet
of the
year, as the result of two smashing performances in "Fury" and "San Francisco."
A year ago, it was Victor McLaglen who
won the Academy award for the year's outperformance
This year,standing
Tracy
will in
be "The
in theInformer."
forefront
of the select group who will fight it out for
the premiere award of the celluloid
pundits.
He has been on his way to flicker fame
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since October, 1930. That was the year that
Hollywood reached across the continent to
the Broadway stage on which Tracy was
playing the part of Killer Mears in "The
Last Mile" and signed him to a contract.
Perhaps you remember that particular part,
the convicts shaking and banging at the
bars of their cells as the electric lights went
on and off— indicating that the electric
chair had collected a promissory note due
to the State. The part of Killer Mears did
not reflect too much glory on Tracy. It was
actor-proof. Curiously enough, both Gable
and
"San Francisco,"
won
theirTracy,
screenteamed
jobs inthrough
Killer Mears.
Gable was playing the part in a road comof "TheonlyLastto Mile"
whenloose
Warner's
snared panyhim,
turn him
later.
From 1930 to 1936, Tracy appeared in
perhaps eighteen pictures. The pictures
ranged from bad to good, but though the
flickers lacked consistency, his performances
always were excellent. Of those early pictures, Iliked best his work in "The ShowSilver

Screen

The

Best

i
Off" filmed in 1934. In fact I was so
impressed Iby suggested
it that in that
the following
column,
he was day's
the
brightest possibility among the younger
Coast actors. He was, I said, in the vanguard of the youngsters upon whom the
movies must rely to replace the aging veterans. But the movies, with fine indifference to this critical accolade, continued to
drop him into pictures that failed to capitalize on the Milwaukee performer's complete capabilities.
And then came "Fury" from the pen of
Norman Krasna. There was plenty of raw
meat in this one, meat enough for a Killer
Mears to sink his teeth in, and sufficient
shading to establish the contrast of restraint and furious bitterness. Tracy was
magnificent in the part, bringing to it a
broad understanding of the character and
a sensitive interpretation that made movie
fans sit up in their chairs, tense with
horror.
But "Fury" was not quite enough. It was
reminiscent, you see, of Killer Mears. Tracy
was on the way but he needed something
completely different, a part completely removed from blood-and-

for September

Bet

Of

The

thunder. And he found that as the priest
in "San Francisco," for when he donned the
clergyman's collar, it was Hollywood's
benediction.
There have been many priests brought
to the stage and the screen. None, however,
that matches the priest which Spencer
Tracy brings to warm, human existence on
the Barbary Coast of San Francisco. His
"Father Tim" will be recognized in every
Catholic parish in America, and perhaps
the original walked the streets of Milwaukee when Spencer Tracy was going to the
public schools there. It was the integrity of
the priestly portrait that Tracy paints
which lifted him high among the Hollywood performers. Here is no raucous individual, nor one seeking your sympathy
with obvious hokum— here is no compromise—"Father Tim" is as great a feat
of make-believe as Laughton's "Captain
Bligh," or the Rothschild who was born in
the genius of George Arliss, or the Juliet
of Norma Shearer. This is magnificent
work, on a high plane.
In the scene in the mission, when Tracy,
as the priest, is boiling a cup of coffee for
Mary Blake (Jeanette MacDonald), there is

Year

one brilliant line that you will never forget.
"Father Tim" is chatting about his boyhood with Blackie Norton (Clark Gable),
and chuckles as he recalls that they didn't
go to church every Sunday: "That reminds
me— that little Tim Rooney wasn't at Mass
this morning," Tracy says suddenly and jots
it down on his memo pad. If the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences were
to give a separate trophy for one blinding
flash
of perfect
"timing," Itthey
to select
this moment.
waswould
what have
the
stage
would and
call apulpit
terrifichave
"bitcombined
of business."
So prison
this
year to hang Tracy's picture in the Hall
of Fame— the prison in "Fury," the pulpit
in "San Francisco." Of the two, I prefer
the latterof although
"Fury"
estimate
his versatility
and gives
range.you an
Broadway
not startled
Tracy's
liance. TheisStem
knew, asat far
backbril-as
"Baby Cyclone" that here was a youngster
destined to go places and do things. That
was a George M. Cohan show and it was
the Milwaukee lad's first big click. As I
recall, it played at the Henry Miller
Theatre in[Continued
the fall of on1927.
pageTracy
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Some

Wait

For

Fame

Ane

about the way his food is served,
head waiters have nervous indiges- particular
tion—particularly those who work in but he orders a meal beautifully. At the
same moment this fastidious gentleman who
Hollywood.
But
that's
natural.
By
the
time
you
take
haspartial
his teatoevery
afternoon sardines
at three and
o'clock,
an order for a rare steak without any is
our American
rye
seasoning and a glass of grapefruit juice, for bread for luncheon or a late snack.
Suzie Blotz, one for raw vegetable salad
Temple is my sweetheart! Isn't
with non-fattening mineral oil dressing for sheShirley
She adores mocha cake and
Sadie Glutz, rush through a couple of her everybody's?
mother won't let her eat it! On St.
lobsters for Gary Cooper, and get Papa and Valentine's Day, I took a cake that we had
Mama Tourist satisfied with a 40-cent plate baked especially for her in the Fox-20th
of
scrambled
you don't
care much
about
eating. eggs,
You have
indigestion
from
trying
to
keep
other
people's
digestions
working well.
People are always asking me what movie
stars
likelike
to eat.
Why, Ielse
don't
are just
everybody
withknow.
their They
food
preferences. Some like cold, some hot food.
Jean Harlow likes sour cream and cottage
cheese salads and always a glass of claret
wine with a meal. James Cagney likes sea
The Brown
food salads, while Pat O'Brien enjoys
Derby
Restaulene Dietrich has an appetite like a
rant, with its
man. She eats hearty things such as
veal cutlets, pot roasts and the like.
unique ture,architecis one of
Herbert Marshall is not only most
the show places
of Hollywood.

ALL

Nick Janios,
a diplomat
among temperamental stars.

Stu Erwin and his beautiful wife, June Collyer, are
always recognized by the
visitors.
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Century kitchens, to her in her
dressing
refused toroom,
let herbuteather
it. mother
"Could I just stick my finger
in the cake?" Shirley whispered to
me. I said, "Of course." So I stood
with my back to Mrs. Temple so
she
see, and
Shirley
took
her couldn't
little finger,
plunged
it deep
into the cake and licked it off.
She was as happy and probably
happier inside her tummy, than
if she'd eaten as much as she
wanted.
With most
suggestions
waiter,
people from
can the
makeheadup
their minds what they want to eat
within a very few minutes. But
two who used to take their time were
Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairwhen they
married.banks,TheyJr., would
talk were
sweet first
nothings
to each other for a half to a whole hour
before they even looked at the menu.
That was at the Brown Derby.
Later, I waited on Miss Crawford and
Mr. Franchot Tone. While these, too, were
romantic luncheons, there was no such
delay about ordering, and one day I witnes ed a very amusing battle between the
two of them over food. Joan, as many other
famous women I could name, always likes
to give something from her plate to her
companion. She never seems to have enjoyed her luncheon until she has done this.
But one day, Mr. Tone rebelled strenuously
against tasting her proverbial lamb chop
and green salad, and Joan was very hurt.
He was sweet but firm about it, and right
there I decided to bet on Mr. Tone as
being
guy that would wear the pants
in
that the
family!
Silver

Screen
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Wait

On

Tables
As

"Nick/' Formerly Headwaiter
The

Brown

Derby,

At

told to

A/luricl

BaLcock

Recalls His

Experiences Serving The

Stars.
Carole Lombard

I never hurry anybody away from
their eating. Sometimes in the Vine
Street Derby, I used to go crazy.
Sightseers would come in early,
order twenty-five or fifty cents
worth of food, and spend four
hours at a table just gaping at
movie stars although I needed
their space for important, work
ing picture people who were
standing in line at the door.
But I never hurried them. I
don't think it is a good idea
to rush anybody out of a
restaurant or to make them
feel, no matter what the
circumstances, that they
are being rushed. A person should take plenty
of time to eat his food
and to digest it.
Janet Gaynor eats very
sensibly. For lunch she enjoys ,
a green salad best of all. I always
fix her a special one of green vegetables,
chopped up while meat of chicken, chopped
eggs, and a mixed dressing. It is delicious really.ofSheourdoesn't
for desserts.
Yes, some
womencarestars,
despite
the stories you hear of lamb chop and
pineapple starvation diets, love their desserts. Sally Blane is one. She has a passion
for cheese cake. At any time, at any meal,
she can be persuaded to eat a generous
piece.
You would never know Constance and
Joan Bennett were sisters from the way
they eat. Connie likes cold cuts and hearty
steaks and is also partial to chopped up
tenderloin made-to-order in stew fashion
with fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, and
a Sherry wine sauce. Joan Bennett likes
for September

Allan Jones and
Irene Hervey at
the Brown Derby. Since "Show
Boat,"
has
becomeAllanvery

Brown Derby photos
by Bruce Bailey
delicate sea food, salads and tea!
Wally Beery, for a big man, is very fussy
about his food. His favorite luncheon dish
is a green salad with a sour French dressing. With this he takes about lour cups of
coffee. Tom Mix, on the other hand, likes
corn beef and cabbage and drinks only
beer. The Countess dj I rasso usually eats
lamb chops and mushrooms. Kay Francis
and Carole Lombard are loud of pineapple
salads. Charlie Chaplin likes cherry-stone
clams. I'll never forget how annoyed Mr.
Chaplin was on one occasion when he had

Madeleine Carroll, beautiful
English actress,Odets
and Clifford
are
caught
by
the
candid camera.

popular.
to eat caviar because we didn't have enough
cherry-stone clams. Most people would have
been thrilled at the idea of caviar, but not
Charlie!
Contrary to what many people think,
waiters would rather serve someone who is
fussy about their food than someone who
doesn't care what is set before them. They
appreciate a knowledge of good, wellcooked food, and ihcv appreciate discrimination in ordering. They really don't mind
people who are on special diets for they
know those people will be thoughtful in
ordering and appreciate what is set before
i hem.
Speaking of diets, if you are working
Under high pressure and have trouble digesting your food, I would suggest that \ou
slav away from rich dressings and bread
and butter. You [Continued on jingc 7^]
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Frankly

Twenty-Six

Joan Bennett Has Oladly Relinquished TKe Naivete
Of

TKe Jeunne
Of A

Fille In Favor Of

SopKisticated Youn3

«ve) When she
playing sweet
in in19 things
ucus
romances,
(at right) as she
looks today.

>ECAUSE of her delicate beauty and youthful
) appearance, Joan Bennett has had the roles of
insipid ingenues thrust under her pretty nose for
f, these many years. Even after her marriage to Gene
jiarkey, the screen writer, and the advent of a second
Slighter, Melinda, (her first, Diana, is about seven
pw) producers still refused to listen to her pleas for
role with some genuine "guts" to it.
IThen "Private Worlds" came along and convinced
jroducers and fans alike that Joan Bennett could
rally act. Since then she has been given a succession
|f meaty roles that have definitely typed her as a
jnart, up-to-the-minute young woman who is rapidly
etoming a competitor for the halo surrounding some
E the most assured young stars in Hollywood.

A scene with Joel McCrea from her latest
film, "Two in a Crowd." and (at right) enter-in
recent arrival
taining the press upon
London.her

TKe Glamour

Vv'oman.

A

Brief

Trie New

Season

Promises A

Rick

Crop

Trie

For

Avid

Glimpse

M ovie=

Ooer.

(Above)
Reiner
and Luise
Paul
Muni haggle with
the peach vendor
during one of the
lighter
in "Themoments
Good

Earth."
A scene from "The Last of
the
Mohicans"
with Henry
Wilcoxon,
Randolph
Scott,
Binnie Barnes and Robert
Barrat.

Loretta Young, Pedro de Cordoba
and Kent Taylor in "Ramona."

lOLLYWOOD has never before offered such a varied and
[J colorful assortment of pictures. No matter what your
individual taste may be, there is bound to be something
» please you in the Fall line-up of the important studios.
|rittle, modern romance is represented, as well as romance
tnctured with the exotic fragrance and mystery of foreign
limes. There is plenty of realistic drama for those who wish
!> remain close to earth, and an abundance of action and ex
Itement for lovers of melodrama. Costume stories of a bybne day, having either an historical or purely romantic backIround, are also much in favor. And it won't be long now
efore you see Charles Laughton as Rembrandt, Ronald Colin "JuliusWalewska,
Caesar," and
larbolin asasMark
the Anthony
famous Countess
friendtheofglamourous
Napoleon.

That

Between

Pleasan

Pictures

Players Have

Time

The
To

Screen
InJul

Themselves j\ Little.

THE members of the film colony relish the brief period between
pictures because it is then that they can pursue their favorite
hobbies. Once upon a time it was polo that captured the attention of the male element, but the producers soon put a stop to that,
what with one star after another being laid up "during production"
with sore spots on various sections of their precious anatomies.
So now they are forced to seek relaxation of a less destructive
nature. And, judging by their happy smiles, they seem to be having
a fine time in their own quiet way.

Warren William has perfected the art of whipcracking. He can flick the
ashes from your cigarette
at twenty feetl Not bad.
James Stewart snaps your
pictureJeanif Harlow—
you're willing,
while
of all
things —embroidering.
gets a kick out of

But Olivia de Havilland
goes arty on us in a big
way— she messes around
with clay and turns out
some really beautiful
pieces of can
sculpture,
see. as you

•

See

-To

Her

To

Is
Love

7

Every Pang That

Ren ds Trie Heart Bids
Expectation

Rise.

Her

George Brent has
almost convinced
Kay Francis that
love conquers all,
in "Give Me Your
Heart."

Errol Hynn and Olivia de Havilland
have no doubts left — at least not
during this moment of rapture in
"The Charge of the Light Brigade."
In "My Powell
Man Godfrey,"
William
seems to
have Carole Lombard com-

ALL for love and the world well lost has
been the motto of Hollywood. And, no
k wonder. When you see these exquisite
girls in the arms of the handsome young men
of the film colony, your heart is bound to skip
a beat— or two. Considering the turmoil of our
work-a-day world, and the domestic problems
that perhaps harass us when we reach home,
takes
d know
will come
all one
theatrewhen
movie that
darkeneto
seat itina adelight
aisn't
right in the end? No matter what difficulties
beset our heroine, you may rest assured that
when the finale is reached she will be safe in
the arms of her adored one. At least, that's the
case in nine pictures out of ten. And we can
skip the tenth. What do you say?

(Above) Margo and John Howard are
very serious about it all, as befits the
atmosphere of "Lost Horizon" — but (at
right) Loretta Young whispers something
that must be as amusing as it is sweet
to Don Ameche, in "Ramona."

When

Joan Perry wears
a black papertaffeta gown, with
lacquer applique
the form of
bouquets,mal for
wear. for-

Autumn

A

1 review Of Trie New

Fashions

Tnat Will Capture Tne Heart Of
Women

Everywhere.

(Below) Here June Travis wears
the very newest thing in street
ensembles. Short brown satin
sleeves accent the tile speckled
wool frock, and the short doublebreasted jacket is trimmed with
brown caracul buttons and pockets.

For informal evenings at
home, Claire Trevor dons
these svelte Chinese blue
velvet hostess pajamas.

Clever accessories make a sport costume
distinguished. June Travis wears a light
capeskin tarn, with gauntlet gloves and
mailpouch bag suspended from a shoulder strap, all three with lacings of the
same leather.

Come

Around

THERE'S
nothing
the sun—
under the
moon more
and interesting
stars for under
that matter—
thanor
clothes. At least to a woman. Men have their failings
in that direction, too. But we'll attend to them later.
Right now it's the women who have the limelight, for
with yon
the first
cool blast
of autumn
they're scurrying
hitherto
and
in search
of that
new wardrobe
guaranteed
disconcert the flintiest male and to cause a spurt of envy
in the heart of every female acquaintance. And what
more than that could any true daughter of Eve ask?

Maureen O'Sullivan
says goodbye
to summer in this delicate
pink chiffon frock
with its youthful net
jecket
embroidered
with silk
braid.

(At right)
Glend
Farrell
effective
contrasts a black
sheer wool frock with
a collar of white silk
braid frogs.
For an overnight
transcontinental trip
Patricia Ellis takes off
in this unusual kneelength coat of rich
brown corduroy with
deep, cream colored tuxedo reveres.

These shoes ought
to see you through
the best of days —
and nights! London
tan sabots for the
morning,
black
suede pumps
trimmedent leather
with patfor
afternoons, and
metallic kid appliqued
on formal
satin
sandals for

Men

Like

To

Dress

Henry Wilcoxon, in "The
and off
Scottcarry
(Above)
Last
of theRandolph
Mohicans,"
the picturesque garb
of pre-Revolutionary days with considerable aplomb.
(At left) Fred Stone, quite pleased with himself in
"My American Wife," and (at right) Francis
Lederer in the same picture, looking oh, so debonair.

The
The

NJew

Pictures j\re Oiving

Handsome

Screen Heroes

Plenty Of Opportunity To Show
How Fascinating They /\re In
Uniforms Or Period Oostumes.

Up,

Tooi

Banishing

The

Care

Ann Sothern sends a
fast one over the net.

Screen

Players
Their

Dull

Have
Fun —

Even As
And

^/ou
I

listens to tall tales of
colonyY gather
the film
whos
YB
EVER
n that they
sioOD
impres
the
talknty"sh
andl twe
eat, sle
ur
-foop"
theep ful
for
hours of the day and
night, including time out
for parties, of course. But
e wro
ng.y The
they'r
ude,s
r pla
e thei
interlstar
hav
too, during which they
indulge their keen lover
for indoor and outdoo
Well— see for yourself!
sports.

(Above) Ginger
Rogers is as adept a
bicycler as she is
a dancer — and that's
saying somethin.

(At billiards
left) The utterly
game
of
fascinates Madeleine
Carroll — see how she
concentrates on
tricky shot.

Headin7

TKe
To
0*
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South

T exas Rangers
High

Round-Lip

Are

Riding

Spot In Paramount
For

The

tc

Year.

s

he

Rio

Grande!

It looks as if Fred MacMurray, Bennie
Bartlett and Jack Oakie are really up
against it here.

(At come
right) They
seemit
to
out of
long enough for a
brief laugh with Jean
Parker,
but (below)
they're at it again
and this time Fred
and Jack seem to be
at cross-purposes.

The old Indian squaw is telling
Jean
becauseherthefortune.
dark manIt's ofembarrassing
her dreams
happens
to
be
listening
in — But
it's
Fred MacMurray, of course.
Jack Oakie is interested too.

FOR a while interest in the open plains was
shelved in favor of the glamour and excitement
of the teeming cities.
But now, when Paramount casts Fred MacMurray, their most romantic young player, in the role
of a Texas Ranger in this colorful epic picture of
the Southwest, you may rest assured they are confident that today Texas has regained all the glory
of a past that will not soon be forgotten.

Cooper
Franchot Tone
Howard
John

Joel
McCrea
Jeanette
MacDonald

Eddy
Nelson
Henry

Fonda

Ginger
Rogers

Vote For Your Favorite Player. You
Have The Privilege Of Voting For
Any Player You Desire — Man Or
Woman — Whether His Or Her Picture Is Represented On This Page Or
Not Don'tMiss This Opportunity Of
Helping The One You L,ike Best To
Win This Beautiful Medal
Shirley Temple,
who won the Gold Medal last year
Fill Out This Ballot. The Player
Receiving The Most Votes Will
Be Awarded The Medal.
Mail this ballot before Sept. 8, 1936
SILVER SCREEN GOLD MEDAL CONTEST, \9ii
I vote for
Voter
Address
City
State
Send to Silver Screen Gold Medal Editor, 4 5 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y

Claudette
Colbert

this magazine, by their
voteYs, year
awardthe the
Silverof
readers
ER
EV
Screen Gold Medal to the
Most Popular Player on the
screen. By voting yourself,
and securing votes from your
friends, you can in some
measure repay your favorite
player for the pleasure you
have received from his or her
performances, and you may
be very sure that the player
who wins the medal will be
very prou
andrtia
happ
l yprootof receive thisd impa
of
his or her popularity. Send
in your ballots before September 8, 1936 as the polls
close at midnight on that
.
date In the event of a tie,
medals of equal value will be
g
rded
awa
testant. to each tyin con-

Fredric
March

Norma
Shearer

53
THE
film "Lost
Horizon" marks the finding of her own horizon
for Isabel
Jewell.
Coincident with her being selected for one of the important
roles in this unusual screen story, Isabel found within herself the
peace and fulfillment of purpose she eternally seeks in the picture.
As though Fate itself, following four long bitter years of disappointment and struggle, elected to lend a guiding hand, she finally
is achieving the realization of her dreams.
Life has not been easy for the little actress who trekked out to
Hollywood four years ago from the Broadway stage, to enact in
the screen version of "Blessed Event" the part she created on the
stage in its original form. She has had to undergo setbacks such
as few Hollywood actresses are called upon to endure, and still
emerge with their heads erect and a smile on their lips. Hollywood
has treated her shabbily, no mistaking that, but never once has
she been tempted to quit and give up the screen as a bad job.
Isabel's not that kind, she's not the "quitter" type. She knew
exactly what she wanted, and was willing to make sacrifices to
gain her end.
When she arrived in the film capital, she realized she had a
hard road to travel. Hollywood fairly teemed with beautiful girls,
and Isabel had never considered herself any more than passably
pretty. To compete with such loveliness meant buckling down
to the most laborious back-breaking toil, but Isabel possessed the
courage of youth and the enthusiasm of a born artist.
Circumstances, however, played against her from the first. Summoned from the east to step into her showgirl part in "Blessed
Event," the studio did not even accord her a screen test. She
knew nothing about film make-up. The make-up
department, never having seen her before,
merely slapped greasepaint on her face as they
would any extra girl, and Isabel walked onto the
set without the vaguest knowledge of anything
pertaining
even remotely
screen-craft.
The outcome,
of course,to was
disastrous. The
beauty that naturally is hers was hidden as
though behind a mask. Few of her friends recognized her as she trouped with Lee Tracy in
the latter sequences of that film. That she displayed an unmistakable talent for dramatic acting was entirely beside the point. She did not
photograph well— how could she, when she did
not understand make-up technique and the
studio had evinced no inclination of remedying
this unfortunate situation? And that made her
undesirable screen timber.
The picture ended in May and Isabel did not
work again until February. Hollywood seemed
to have forgotten her.
"Nobody would believe I had the ghost of a
chance," Isabel now says, looking back on those
gloomy days, "and producers were afraid to cast
me in a picture. They remembered how I appeared in my first film and judged me accordingly. Talk as I would, I couldn't convince
anybody that the reason I hadn't looked well
wasEven
because
I hadn't
made Isabel
up."
in those
monthsbeenof properly
cheerlessness,
was scanning the far horizon, beyond which lay
fame and success. Through discouragement and
disillusionment she kept her eyes ever on her
objective,ahead
ever ofonward,
until today . . . But I'm
getting
my story.
Since the screen would have none of her,
Isabel turned again to the stage . . . but in
Hollywood. Otto Kruger was to star in "Counsellor-At-Law" at the El Capitan Theatre, and
the actress won the part of the fast-talking telephone operator.
Immediately, Hollywood sat up and took notice of her work. Even John Barrymore nodded
his head sagely, in approval of this petite
actress, and when he made the screen version of
"Counsellor-At-Law" he insisted that Isabel enact her role in the picture.
"Now . . ." thought Jewell, "here's where I
finally
go toin town."
She did,
the film. She stood out in gemlike
clarity. And, for a time, the future beckoned
with alluring promise.
She played the leading feminine role opposite
Otto Kruger in that actor's initial starring picture, "The Women in His Life," and appeared
prominently in several more productions. MetroGoldwyn placed her under contract. Instead of
continuing to cast her in sizable roles, she was
relegated— with one exception, that of the girl
in
"Evelyn did
Prentice"—
to unimportant
parts Once
that
decidedly
not further
her career.
more, she appeared to be forgotten. Whenever
any small part would be up for casting in a
film , the executives [Continued on page 76]
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twinkling in the cinema heavens. Friendship in Hollywood hit a new low.
Today, most of the stars can boast ci
friendships that are everything the word
implies. To be a friend of the stars, one
must be able to fit oneselves into their
scheme of things. The excruciating demands of talking pictures leave little time
for play. Last minute invitations must be
accepted without offense as stars are never
sure when they will work. Last minute cancellations must also be accepted without
offense, as stars are never sure when they
will be called back for added scenes.
Timestions.have
and inso the
haveprogress
condiThe starschanged
are wiser
they have made. The friends surrounding
them are those who like them for themselves and respect them as artists. Because
the stars lead such emotional lives in their
average working day, allowances are made
by the understanding ones. They offer a
certain loyalty, because it is given them in
return. They try to be available when they
are needed. They try to keep away when
they are not. The rules of friendship (if
any) with a movie star are quite contrary
to anything that has gone before. But it's

Franchot Tone relaxing in his garden. His music
teacher is responsible for his absolute peace of
mind.

REMEMBER the good old days when
Hollywood was a babe in arms and C.
B. DeMille was glorifying the American
bath tub? "We" of the talkies refer to that
period as the silent era. Theda Bara, fresh
of Blood,"
Rose with
"TheRoyce,
from her antriumphs
great
Rolls
orchid in
sported
Russian wolf hounds at her feet. Mae Murray pouted her bee-stung lips and merrily
clicked her French heels along "Peacock
Alley."
All the blondes were pink and white In
those days. And wore long black veils,
draped around and caught up under their
chins to give that nun-like appearance. D.
\V. Griffith, the megaphone master, boomed
off pistols in the shell-like ears of the sisters
Gish. This was his little way of creating the
mood. (Imagine what Von Sternberg would
create today, were he to go sneaking up on
Dietrich and fire off a big bertha!)
Life in the silent cinema was scintillating.
Nightly the stars gathered their little group
of
admirers
them for
stooges
they
existed
today)(we'd
and call
headed
the ifbright
spots. There was the Sunset Inn (at Santa
Monica),
Levy'sand
CafeVernon
(on Spring
StreetClubin
Los
Angeles),
Country
(not in the country). Merrily they rolled
along. Gaiety, dancing, music and excitement reigned supreme.
At all limes the star was the center of

attraction. Every
move made and
every word said,
were greeted with
nods of approval.
Attempts
humor were at
signals
for
the "friends"
to knock
themselves out with
laughter. It was
all a perfect setting for
one riding on the crest
of the wave. Of course
the star always footed the
bill. But no one would
dare dream of reaching
for the check. Such
thoughtlessness would be
unforgivable. It was understood that the
party was on the star. Far be it from the
devoted "friends" to take advantage of such
charming
hospitality. They just couldn't
be that rude!
Came the talkies and adolescent Hollywood grew up over night. Gone was the
gay abandon and all the magnificent hooey,
And gone were those stars of yesterday, who
lived in a world of glorified make-believe,
When their careers went to smash, none of
their "friends" showed up to pick up the
pieces. In the meantime, new stars began

Carole Lombard
and FredAstaire
both have
friends who
gladly take care
of aH the irritating details,
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Stars

Always

Ready To Lend A
Helping Hand.

been proven on many an occasion just how
genuine it can be.
When Fred Astaire arrived in Hollywood,
he was a pretty bewildered young man.
After years of great success on the stage,
he suddenly found himself in a strange
land, among strange people. In spite of the
fact that he was under contract at a large
salary, the studio loomed up as some unconquered enemy. It seems incongruous, yet
Fred used to approach the gateman with
sinking
heart. and
He have
was difficulty
afraid he inwouldn't
be
recognized
gaining
admittance.
The first day on the lot Fred met a
young man from the publicity department.
The young man in question was the
brother of an actor and used to being
around sensitive people. Gratefully Fred
allowed himself to be taken in tow. Every
morning until he became acquainted around
the lot, Fred called the publicity man from
home. By the time Fred arrived at the
studio, the young man was waiting to meet
him at the gate.
Fred has been in Hollywood almost four
years and the story of his success is screen
history. The publicity man is still his best
friend around the studio. Early each mornhe drops
by joke.
Fred's Fred,
dressing
and
tells inghim
a new
who room
is prone
to worry and fret even when everything is
going good, is put in a good mood for the
day. Recently Fred took a trip to New
York. The publicity man, who has a family
in
East,when
went Fred
alongis asked
in Fred's
party.
Manythe times
to endorse
phony products or pose for undignified pictures, the publicity man will get him out
of it gracefully. Fred, in turn, appreciates
that consideration and will come to the
studio on a Sunday morning to pose for
some special publicity photographs.
As a rule, a star and her director confine their interests to the sound stage. But
such is not the case with Carole Lombard.
A director on a recent picture is one of
Carole's
closest
friends. At about
times hertheyparthavein
long serious
conversations
a picture. Even if the director has nothing
to do with its production, his friendship
for Carole inspires him to offer advice and
make suggestions where they will do the
most good.
Strangely enough,
even though they
are two young people, romance has

never entered into their friendship. Carole
loves to laugh and is always planning some
gag. The director has the reputation for
knowing his comedy and gives Carole stiff
competition. The mountain cabin he owns
at Lake Arrowhead is a constant source of
amusement. Whenever Carole wants to get
away from it all, he turns the cabin over
to her for the weekend. The papers come
out with the news that Carole Lombard is
away
cabin."
When resting
he wantsin to"her
go upmountain
for a weekend,
the director calls Carole up and asks "if
this director was first a
sheIncidentally,
minds."
friend of Bill Powell's. He met Carole
while she was married to Bill. The friendship has continued ever since. Once when
Carole went to New York the director was
making a picture there. Carole arrived at
six in the morning. The director had been
shooting all night.- He left the set just in
time to meet Carole. She pretended that
she was bored to death at seeing him. He
pretended he had come down to meet his
Aunt from Patagonia. Then they fell into
each other's arms.
Franchot Tone spends most of his spare
time in the modest home of his singing
teacher. Franchot is bent on an operatic
career and, to all evidences, he is to be rewarded. Aside from the fact that his teacher
is one of the finest in the country, Franchot
honors him as a man and friend. Being
much older than Franchot, this teacher
offers a wealth of wisdom in the philosophy
of life and living. Franchot gets very discouraged at times, because people insist on
showering him with flattery.
In his music teacher Franchot has found
an honest friend. The fact that he is
Franchot Tone, the star, does not in any
way impress. When he isn't working, Franchot arrives at his teacher's house in the
morning.
After an hour's lesson he stops for
lunch. Across
the table they
discuss music,
the old world
masters and the
operas. Instead
of
how telling
great him'
his

Anne Shirley
This is the way Katharine Hepburn,
Francis Lederer and John Beal worried before they transferred their
problems to the willing shoulders of
sincere friends.

enjoys
the cornpa
n ion ship
and
encouragement of
a girl her own age.

er
By Jerry Ask
voice is, the teacher tells Franchot how
hard he must work to make it great. After
lunch Franchot takes another lesson. When
Joan Crawford doesn't have to work at the
studio, the singing teacher comes out and
teaches both of them at their house. They
used to send for him in a car. Last Christmas morning they presented him with a
beautiful sedan. Now he can enjoy motoring, even when he doesn't drive out to
give them a lesson.
Before she ever came to Hollywood,
Katharine Hepburn cemented a sincere
friendship. In the east she met a woman
who spent a great deal of time traveling
around the country. When Hepburn arrived to do pictures, she had practically no
friends. Now this friend spends part of
every year in Hollywood and a great deal
of that time on the sets with Katie.
Having no career of her own (and not
wanting one) she interested herself in movpictures.
Oningathe
set sheeye.watches
with
critical
In the Hepburn's
projection scenes
room
she sees the rushes and offers frank opinions
when asked for them. Occasionally she
comes on the set, her arms loaded down
with fashion magazines. Together with
Hepburn, they go over sketches and discuss
the clothes on a forthcoming production.
Sometimes, for a laugh, she drives Hepburn's station wagon to the studio, the
back filled up with all the Hepburn dogs.
At all times she is a frank and honest
friend. Naturally she'd have to be that way
—because Hepburn is that kind of person
herself.
John Beal's
best friend
[Continued
on pageproved
66] himself
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MY MAN GODFREY
A "Spot" of Park Avenue— Universal
I— TERE S an utterly mad comedy riot that
1 * doesn't make sense, no matter how you
look at it, and you'll probably look at it
while
in only
the aisle.
It's deliciously
insane, rolling
and the
complaint
you can
make is that the audience laughs so loud
that you miss half the lines. Carole Lombard and ex-husband William Powell are
co-starred in this bit of goofy nonsense and
both of them give the top-notch farce performances of their career. When Miss Lombard and Mr. Powell choose to go mad, no
one can go madder, and when they are
assisted by such expert farceurs as Alice
Brady, Eugene Pallette, Franklin Pangborn,
and Jean Dixon, well you can just imagine
the absurd results.
The picture opens at the swanky Waldorf
in New York where the Park Avenue
Crowd are throwing a scavenger hunt.
Carole, about the dizziest debutante Park
Avenue ever sponsored, must find a Forgotten Man, so she dashes out to a city
dump on the East River and picks up a
hobo whom she takes to the party. Powell
is of course Godfrey, the hobo. Carole gets
him a job as butler in her harum-scarum
home and the fun continues.
Alice Brady gives a gorgeous performance
as Carole's silly, nit-wit mother who goes in
for proteges— Mischa Auer being her latest.
Gail Patrick is her older sister and Eugene
Pallette is her father. Jean Dixon is brilliant
as the hard-boiled maid who knows all the
family
secrets.
a conventional
of course—
the There's
hobo turns
out to be a ending
Boston
socialite— but the laughs are so many and so
grand that you can't object to a few conventions.
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SPENDTHRIFT
Pleasant Entertainment— Walter Wanger
A\ FROTHY little unpretentious comedy
of the Grade B. variety. Henry Fonda,
charming and ingratiating, plays a wealthy
youngman sportswho suddenly finds to
him-a
self heir
racing stable
and a flock of
bad debts. How
he becomes a
worthy citizen
and wins the
right girl is the
ture. of the picplot
The right girl
is Pat Patterson,
the stableman's
daughter,
pretIrish. Mary
ty, pert, and
Brian plays a
scheming little
Southern minx
who on
goes
to
work
Henry
with great big

"M'Liss," from the pen of Bret Harte, that romantic writer
of pioneer yarns, has been brought to the screen with Guy
Kibbee and Anne Shirley in two of the principle roles.

eyes and a thick
accent.
Brewster June
plays

1936

a wise-cracking Broadway belle with a
sugar-daddy in tow. Richard Carle, J.
M. Kerrigan, and Edward Brophy give
splendid performances but it is George Barbier, a hypochondriac with thirty millions
and a bad temper who walks off with the
acting honors.
THE

RETURN
LANG OF SOPHIE

The Missing Jewels Again— Paramount
A GRAND mystery story, about jewel
* * thievery instead of murder, thank
goodness, and with Gertrude Michael once
more giving her suave and distinctive portrayal of the notorious Sophie Lang. In England they thought Sophie had been dead for
five years, why there was even a grave with
a marker in a little English churchyard to
prove it, but in reality Sophie was only trying to bury her past.
One man, the ace jewel thief of England,
Sir
Guy Standing,
and
he expected
to makeknewthe Sophie's
most of secret,
it. Sophie,
now a companion to a wealthy woman,
Elizabeth Patterson, accompanies the kindly
old lady to America— along with the famous
Kruger diamond.
On the boat is a good-looking whimsical
young reporter, Rav Milland, who is very
much in love with the subdued Sophie. And
also on the boat is none other than Sir Guy,

Silver

An off-stage
shot taken
during the
filming of
"My Man
Godfrey."
That's
Carole
Lombard, Bill
Powell, Gail
Patrick,
Mischa Auer,
Alice Brady,
Eugene Pallette and Director Gregory La Cava,

all set to steal
the diamond
and plant the
blame on Somuch phie.
exciteThere's
ment, plot
and counterall of
which isplot,most
interesting.
After
a series of rather
so-so pictures
Gertrude
Michael has
a chance in
this one to
act to advantage—she isperfect as Sophie Lang. Why not
more Sophie Lang stories, and fewer mercy
killings?
THREE CHEERS FOR LOVE
A Pleasant Blend of Music and Dancing
and Pretty Girls— Paramount
IT'S
good
Paramount, andoldtimesummertime,
for a mentalsays
vacation.

Screen
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of the troupe, Grace Bradley, as a high hat
chorus girl who occasionally goes native,
Elizabeth Patterson, as the school's prim
principal, and Roscoe Karns as a dumb
electrician,
deliver the laughs. It's all very
light
and gay.
THE BRIDE WALKS OUT
A Triangle That Doesn't Get Serious—
R-K-0
AND here's a merry, romantic farce,
* * which doesn't make much sense, but
who cares so long as it is entertaining— and
entertaining it most certainly is. Barbara
Stanwyck (out of the marshes with that
message to Garcia at last) plays her first
light, frothy role in this picture, and one
look mad
at herondoing
Shuffle
and excursion
Truckin'
like
the the
Coney
Island
boat and immediately you request, albeit
you demand, more farce comedies for
Barbara.
She plays a working girl who makes fifty
dollars a week, and when she falls in love
with a chap, who only makes thirty-five
and who has definite ideas about his wife
not working, she agrees to live on his
salary at first. But, finding herself in continual arguments with the butcher, the
landlord, and the furniture man she decides to start working again— but secretly.
Her husband learns of her deception, they
quarrel and separate, and she becomes ento a young
millionaire—
but there's
a mad gagedriotous
ending
that throws
them
back into each other's arms, and into jail.
plot doesn'tfulldo ofjustice
picture.
It The
is crammed
insaneto the
scenes
that
will have you in stitches. Gene Raymond
plays the young husband with strong ideals.
Robert Young, as a delicious drunk who is
always barging in at inopportune times,

1936

gives the best performance of his career.
And for a comedy team we have Helen
Broderick and Ned Sparks with some of the
funniest dialogue we've had on the screen
in a month of Sundays. You'll like it.
"THE DEVIL DOLL"
A Bizarre Idea— M-G-M
■FANTASTICALLY novel and refreshingly
different, this picture boasts of a craftsmanship that stamps it with distinction.
Actually, the novelty of the plot is much
more important than the drama and histrionic ability of the players.
Lionel Barrymore, disguised as an old
woman, is the proprietress of a doll shop.
For seventeen years he has suffered in
prison and now his life is dedicated to
seeking revenge on those who are responsible for his sorrows. He is master (or
mistress) of a strange power that reduces
human beings to Lilliputian size. Once
under his control, they must obey his command. In this manner he avenges the
wrong that has also been brought upon
his daughter.
Audiences will be fascinated by tiny dolls
coming to life, yet remaining in miniature
proportions. The photographic effects are
easily the best part of the picture. Maureen
O Sullivan is seen briefly as the young
daughter. Frank Lawton is her young lover.
As an assistant to the "old woman," Rafaela
Ottiano proves once again that she should
be seen oftener. Juanita Quigley, Grace
M'LISS
Ford, Robert Greig,
and the late Henry B.
Walthall all contribute nicely.
Wholesome Comedy— R-K-O
DRET
HARTE'S
sentimental story of
frontier days makes an amiable, easy-

So here's a little musical, unprepossessing
to be sure, but with plenty of delightful
music, gay comedy, pretty girls, and expert
tap dancing to keep your spirits up these
warmish evenings. A show troupe moves in
on an old-fashioned school for young
ladies and
(My, proceeds
my, it'sto the
Schoola
again)
jazzCharm
it up with
hi de ho.
A daughter of a famous Hollywood producer is one of the pupils in the school
and the idea, of course, is to put on such a
show that papa will hand them all contracts. He docs.
Young Eleanore Whitney, playing her
first lead, looks after most of the dancing,
and looks after it well. But she is aided by
a new
"discovery,"when
Louisit Da
Pron,to who
is
reallytapsomething
comes
the
rhythmic
and we'llCummings
be seeing plays
him
again no control—
doubt. Robert
Eleanore's boy friend and sings beautifully,
"Learn to Be Lovely," and "Where Is My
Heart?" William Frawley, as the manager

Pat Patterson, Mary Brian and Henry Fonda say
"Pouf!" to all that money in this scene from
"Spendthrift."
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young school teacher who loves her. Guy
Kibbee gives a grand performance as the
drunken father, and so do Douglass Dumbrille and Frank M. Thomas as the guardians. It's by far one of the best of the
family pictures.
WHITE

Jean Muir and Thomas Beck in "White Fang," in which Lightning, the wonder dog, has the title role. A cool picture for
these warm days.

going photoplay which wanders along
placidly and charmingly and is bound to
be just what the doctor ordered for the
family. M'Liss, as you may remember, is a
western
pioneer girl whose kindly but
drunken father dies and leaves her in the
care of the town's barber and the town's
leading poker player.
These two men have the responsibility
of bringing up M'Liss and assisting in

smoothing out her romance with the young
male school teacher. With a dance hall
queen as their adviser they manage to
bring up M'Liss as a naive, innocent girl
despite all the coarseness of the frontier
town.
Eighteen-year-old Anne Shirley plays the
adolescent M'Liss with definite charm— no
one in Hollywood could have played it as
well. John Beal is excellent as the quiet

The

Best Bet of The

FANG

The Great Open Spaces— Twentieth
Century-Fox
HERE'S
vigorouswhich
melodrama
of theto
Alaskana frontier
will appeal
men and all of you gals who went mad
over "The Call of the Wild." Plenty of
adventure, lusty comedy, man-woman-anddog romance, and a blizzard that will make
you shiver in your seats even in all this
heat. The story's about a young sourdough
(Michael Whalen) who is accused of killing
a man to get possession of his mine.
Poor Mike is just about to be hanged for
a murder he didn't commit when his pals
rally around him and extricate him from
one exciting menace after another. His pals
are: Jean Muir, his sweetheart; Slim Summerville, a loyal comrade; Charles Winninger, a tippling frontier doctor; Jane
Darwell, a gun-toting motherly soul, AND
Lightning, the wonder dog. And, oh how
you
will goFang,
for Lightning.
scenedog-lovers
where White
the wolf One
dog
(played
by
Lightning,
of
course),
goes
attack Whalen in a blinding blizzard, butto
remains to protect him, is so beautifully
played
by aLightning
likely
drool like
baby for that
love you'll
of him.veryRemind
us to tell you sometimes how actors hate
to play with dogs and babies— they always
steal the scenes.

Year

[Continued from page 33]
own with such accomplished stagers as
Grant Mitchell and Nan Sunderland (now
Mrs. Walter Huston). But not all was beer
and skittles from that point on. Good parts
were few and far between. He thought he
had found another one when Sam H. Harris cast him in an Owen Davis play,
"Dread." It didn't even reach Broadway,
the veteran Harris closing it in Brooklyn.
But this play is important for its chronological value. In 1929, when he appeared
in it, Tracy rated $400 a week, and that is
atheatre.
huge salary for an actor in the legitimate
"The Last Mile," of course, was his
greatest personal triumph. So realistic was
in Sing Sing's "C.C." section
this story laidcells—
—condemned
that people became violently sick in the audiences.
With a fine disregard for the superstitions of the theatre, Producer Herman
Shumlin opened "The Last Mile" on the
night of February 13, 1930. Broadway insisted that Shumlin was flying in the face
of the gods for even the numerals in the
year— 1930— totalled thirteen. But disregarding the calamity croakers, Shumlin opened
his play on schedule at the Sam H. Harris
Theatre and
the morning
reviewers pronounced it a smash
hit.
Shumlin's
that completely
notebeen
It is interesting
selection
of his castto has
vindicated in the passage of years. John
Meats was played by Spencer Tracy, who
has spurted starward. Another in the allmale cast was Joseph Spurin-Calleia, disregarded bythe movies until he scored in
"Small Miracle"; a third was Bruce MacFar-

lane, who later was to emerge as the heman hero of "Sailor Beware," and a fourth
was James Bell, one of the three great
Jeeter Lesters in "Tobacco Road." Shumlin's casting of the show was almost uncanny in the light of later developments.
So when Hollywood signed Tracy to a
contract, the Milwaukee youngster initiated
his flicker career against a sound technical
background. His experience had run the
gamut from farce to melodrama, and he
had learned pace and timing from expert
actors and clever directors. Most important,
his stage schooling had taught him the
things not to do, the "corney" gestures and
actions that are labelled "ham." When he
arrived in Hollywood, he was a veteran in
seasoning. His first picture, luckily, was
Director John Ford's "Up the River." I say
luckily because Ford is one of the grander
Coast directors, as witness "The Informer."
Schooled in the public grades of Milwaukee, into
Spencer Tracy
passed fromAcademy
grammar school
the Marquette
and then into Northwestern Military Academy. Thus equipped, he entered Ripon
College where his collegiate career was interrupted by a short hitch in the World
War. From the campus at Ripon, he went
immediately to New York stock, graduating
from stock into Cohan's "Baby Cyclone,"
which hopped him to the big-time circuit.
Overnight, he became a personage at the
Lambs' Club; there were newspaper interviews, preferred tables at the Broadway
night clubs— New York is an old hand at
greeting a new sensation of the stage, and
even more expert in snubbing him if he is

only a flash in the pan. But Tracy was not
an overnight sensation. The Wisconsin
youngster definitely had something on the
ball, and courage to support talent.
On Broadway, Tracy had been lucky in
getting
big parts,
roles for
thatnoshowed
olf
to excellent
advantage,
actor ishim
better
than his lines. On the Coast, however, his
lucky streak seemed to have deserted him.
Whatever they gave him he played well,
but he didn't get big parts in big pictures.
What he needed was a spectacular opportunity—and then he hit a double-jackpot
in "Fury" and "San Francisco." You are
familiar with the rest of it— not all of it,
however, as you can consider that he has
just started. Comparatively, he is just a
youngster as dramatic actors are estimated
and the forecast of his career might well
be borrowed from the racetrack: "Weather
Clear,
Fast." deliberate belief that
It isTrack
this writer's
Spencer
Tracy
the Edward
G.
Robinsons and will
the surpass
Paul Munis
before he
closes out the book. Both of these are fine
performers but each is handicapped by
temperament. Both of these are addicted to
over-acting, both are addicted to close-upitis, a virulent movie plague. Tracy, at 36,
has avoided these weaknesses. He is a
younger edition of Walter Huston, and I
know of no higher praise than that.
Milwaukee, the stronghold of brewers,
brewed one of its best concoctions in
brewbrewin
aSpencer
GermanTracy,
town. anIt Irish-American
followed that the
had to have a terrible wallop.
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IF THE ail-American girl is a dash of sugar and spice and
everything nice— including the Scandinavian— Ann Sothern
is it. To give you a rough idea, she reminded me of Garbo
one minute— Patsy Kelly the next! What's more I had the courage to tell her so! As soon as I closed my mouth I realized my
foot was in it— but then it was too late to do anything as far as
Iments.
was concerned. I simply sat very quietly and awaited developI have seen actresses in a pretty pet. I can remember when the
lunging Lupe did some very adroit manoeuvering. It occurred
to me that Ann could hurl the vase of flowers at her elbow and
mess up her nice room at the Sherry-Netherlands and send a
lady-of-the-press into at least temporary retirement. But, instead,
she merely opened her blue-grey eyes very wide, smiled and asked
the maid to bring her lipstick and mirror. She then proceeded
to
a cupid's
bow that
need any
repairing,
to repair
emphasize
the funny
and didn't
enchanting
dimple
at the buttip served
of it.

Reed
loves beautiful clothes and jewels and pastries— the latter she has
to the
forego
because
its course
and the pastry
all-seeing
"eye
of
camera
will Nature
just as takes
soon pick
up a French
as leave
it alone. What can a girl do? And she just loves to spend money
on pretties— which is pretty normal too, once you have the money
to spend on them. To prevent herself from getting rid of her
salary as fast as she earns it she decided to take out an annuity
last
talk year.
with The
her. insurance company said they'd have a man up to
Sure enough next night a small, unobtrusive man showed up
and Ann was looking very calm and unscathed, as though she'd
just graduated from the Dionne nursery.
The little man whipped out a notebook.
"On such-and-such a date," he informed her like her other
self, "you were burned." Before she could recover he reeled off:
"On thus-and-so you were knocked unconscious by a ton of water
in an artificial rainstorm. At this-and-that time you were grazed

I've seen
a lot
misplaced
in my
may
say so,
but ofnone
quite sodimples
effective.
Yet time,
that if I
"I decided
by a faulty
boom."he was a crystal gazer," Ann laughed,
was the very first time I had come smack up
"that is until he assured me that all picture
against an air of such cool detachment,
people are filed by insurance companies,
who remember minor casualties long
(probably a heritage from her Danish
after the players themselves forget
mother) which serves very nicely
when an interviewer says the wrong
them.
she added,
"I'm
glad Nevertheless,"
to say he found
me a good
thing at the right time!
risk."
Ann
is
a
good
risk—
not
ThereAnn.
wereThe
two first
"new"
to the insurance company, onlbutv
about
was things
her
to her new company too. In
hair, back to its natural
brown shade. The other was
fact I'd say she's a surety!
Imagine, if you will, an
a spanking new RKO conactress who says she likes
tract which, Ann is counting on, will give her
work,
doesn't gowns
mind
posing who
in evening
plenty
tude. of dramatic latiin January and furs in
"I'm tired of having
June—
who even likes interviewers!
to walk through pic"But what about love?
tures," she told me with
Do you like being in
deep concern, "where
"It's fun to be in
I'm a damsel in distress
or an heiress who foringly.
love," she confided musever is on the verge of
being rescued. I want to
love too?"
But wouldn't you just
do something really imknow when I had a very
own."
my
portant
on
That seemed fair enough.
pointed question poised for
"What's your first picture
phone wouldthatjangle
my
quarry
the and
telefor Radio to be?" I asked
Cupid would be left dangling
innocently.
in mid-air while the prosaic
"Count Pete," she said and
business (!) of being a star was
smiled. ... I guess the adverb
talked over? I made a mental
called for here is "inscrutably."
note to take that little matter up
I smiled back— broadly.
later as Unfinished Business.
. . . "But," she added, "I don't
Ann, or Hariette Lake, as she was
mind what the story is if I have a real
born, is no run-of-the-studio find. Hariette,
chance to act."
or Ann, is so good she was discovered not once
"Can you choose your stories?"
or twice, but three times! First Ivan Kahn, who
"No-o-o. But," with a smile, "I can kick up a
She was born in
got her a job at Metro, was a Columbus, in a small
terrible fuss if I don't like a thing!"
the bu
way; later Paul Bern doubled him and finally Florenz
"I knew with
you couldn't
a real trouper
I breathed
relief. be as calm as you seem,'
Ziegfeld,
greatAnn—
glorifier,
"Surprise,
siness —
and
therethewas
again!said
Ziegfeld
wiredsurprise!"
her to
She laughed. "I can be absolutely seething inside
come East for a role in "Smiles," starring the late
and yet seem perfectly calm." (That's what I was
Marilyn Miller. Since Ann already had a movie contract, but no
afraid of). "No one thinks I've any nerves myself— that's why I'm
so good for nervous people. It's all the training of my dramatic
part, she got a release, and followed her triumph in "Smiles"
with "America's Sweetheart,'' "Everybody's Welcome" and "Ot
coach. You know," she said, "Katherine Hepburn and I had the
same teacher and we used to pass each other in the ante-room
About Sing."
this time Columbia Pictures were looking for a beautiful
to take our lessons— and now I'm going to be on the same lot Thee'I
blonde of Scandinavian descent, so Hariette dyed her hair, took
with her!"
The dramatic
I thought,
doneI kept
muchquiet.
of a job the first syllabic of her mother's name— Anctte— for a first name
calming
Katie, butteacher,
this time,
believe hadn't
it or not,
and E. H. Sot hern 's for a last and proceeded to become a star in
Outside of her brooding calm, which is as impenetrable as a "Let's Fall in Love" opposite Edmund Lowe.
fjord and, take my word for it, a thousand times more interest"It's funny
the transitions
we make
"MyI
mother
and father
were separated
whenin Ilife,"
was Ann
very mused.
small and
ing, she's— as I've said before— the typical all-American girl who
received
a
fine
musical
education
from
[Continued
on
page
64]
goes in for all the things that a normal American girl does. She
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[Continued from page 29]
in the cafe, and all the time the assistant
director was shouting his instructions.
At one side was Marlene Dietrich, glamorous heroine of this great desert love
drama, apparently wholly unconcerned with
the babble around her as her maid leisurely
adjusted a stray lock of her hair. Charles
Boyer, who portrays Boris, the run-away
monk, was already in his place on the set
and he, too, was oblivious to the noise and
confusion as he concentrated on his characterization. Just behind him was Tilly
Losch, as the native dancing girl, doing
some backward whirls while two wardrobe
women noted the hang of her full skirt.
Joseph Schildkraut, colorful in his costume
of thefore a small
guide, mirror
Batauche,
was struggling
beto balance
his crimson
beret at the right angle, and the man at
the drums, who plays the tom-tom for
Tilly's
was softly
goingto over
routine. dance,
Each person
seemed
be inhisa
world of his own; it is amazing how
everybody in this business learns to
separateences andthemselves
from outside influconcentrate!
Through all the excitement of preparation, Boleslawski sat beside me
calmly smoking his pipe, but nothing
escaped his humorous blue eyes. Everybody calls this six-footer Boley, and he
loves it. He never gets excited, never
raises his voice, never ruthlessly criticizes, but he demands— and gets enthuand co-operation from everybody
on thesiasmset.
He's been an actor, dancer, author,
soldier, and during the BolshevikPolish War in 1918-1920, served as
cameraman. All this trained him to
visualize every detail before a scene
is made.
Nodding to the swathed figures of
the Arabs crowding into the cafe,
Boleslawski said to an assistant, "Keep
them far enough apart so that each
face will be seen, and look out for the
wrist watches, don't let them show!"
Turning to me, he went on, " 'The
Garden of Allah' is a tremendous love
story and we are trying to make it so
convincing that the modern generation
will forgive the heroine for sending
her husband back to the monastery. I
sympathize with Marlene and Boyer acting
in a foreign language, I know what it
means, so I always give them time to find
the right mood before starting a scene. Acting is not what is said and done, it is the
thought back of it that counts.
"Working in Technicolor we explore an
unknown realm each day, but with David
Selznick, who is the perfect collaborator,
back of me, it has been a thrilling adventure. Often very difficult, but never discouraging.
"Color," he said, with a twinkle in his
eyes,
whencolors,
we don't
use it."isWemore
are wonderful
diffusing our
with
only a few bright spots for contrast and
this gives
scenesthethebrilliance
quality ofof a an
woodcut ratherthethan
oil
painting.
"We've had our problems. For instance,
we had a terrible struggle photographing
Miss Dietrich's hair because for some
mysterious reason it took on a greenish hue
during the high lighting and we had to
stop and experiment, with everybody offering a different idea, until I was frantic over
the delays. It was a very trying ordeal for
Marlene but she was a grand sport and we
finally found a way of licking it by using
a counter light.

"We where
had troubles,
too, exteriors.
in the burning
desert
we made our
But we
had one grand break. With every available
wind machine on hand for the spectacular
storm sequence, Nature suddenly stepped in
and stirred up a sand storm such as the
desert hadn't witnessed in years. It was
glorious. A million machines could never
have reared that glowering, ominous wall
of sand into which Boyer and Marlene rode
with their caravan following the wedding.
We ruined two cameras and were all
blinded,
but welater
secured
A moment
and magnificent
Boleslawski shots!"
is on
the set, giving final instructions to everybody. A few quiet words to his stars, then
he raises his hand and the noise quiets
down. He explains to the extras that he
wants enthusiasm and animation when the
dance begins, and to keep it going for a
big climax at the finish. He gives the signal
and the scene starts. Tilly Losch, lithe and

VE youaccording
a sense of
humor?
Test
^~l~fA
*- yourself
to the
standards
of the Screen's Great . . . Liza reports
that the glamour girls do not go in for
S. A. any longer— now it is I. C. . . .
Thousands of our readers have won autographed photographs, suitably framed,
of their favorite stars. Have you? Why
not try your luck and write a "You're
Telling
letter.Gable take your arm
WouldMe"Clark
-when escorting you? Would Gary Cooper? Grace Kingsley has interviewed the
famous men and women of Hollywood
on the rules of etiquette.
These and many other features will
appear in our October issue, on sale
September 8th, which will have as its
Cover Girl, Joan Crawford. Another of
Miss
Elizabeth
will give
you art Wilson's
intimate "Projections"
appraisal of
Joan Crawford.

The Editor

lovely, sweeps across the floor in a swirling,
maddening dance, speeded by the tom-tom,
its hypnotic repetitions timed with the
heart-beat of the dancer, and increasing its
tempo as the excitement rises. The Arabs
shout their approval; Boris shrinks from
Tilly's
luring advances;
Marlene, across with
the
cafe, watches
his embarrassment
amused and curious interest; the excitement rises to a frenzy. Then, suddenly, it
is all over; it was a perfect take! The tension is broken, everybody relaxes and the
hub-bub begins again.
Like a lot of children, the Arabs are
given permission to go out for a drink of
water, while Marlene and Boyer talk over
the next scene. In this, Tilly stabs her
lover, and Boyer rescues Marlene from the
screaming crowd. It is all very exciting.
Having watched Boleslawski and his company at work, I went over to the Universal
studio
see John
Blystone in action.
He's
anotherto quiet,
un-temperamental
director;
a gentleman, if ever there was one.
He's a screen pioneer, having been signed
by Fox Films in 1918 as a director, and he
could, but doesn't, boast that his films always click at the box-office. After sixtyfirst excurhe's making
eight sionpictures,
from his home
studio tohisdirect
Victor

McLaglen inwas
"A high.
Fool For Blondes," and his
enthusiasm
This is an abrupt change in stars for he
recently directed Jane Withers in "Gentle
Julia" foreand
bethat, "Little
piloted Miss
WillNobody,"
Rogers and,
through
some of his most popular films.
"Every new production is a crucial adventure," said Blystone, "for it is a test of
one's ability to gather up the varying
strands and weave them into a realistic
drama that will appeal to a world audience.
That is the reason no one could possibly be
a director without unbounded enthusiasm
and an optimism that no amount of disBut," heworking
added,
"it isn't hardcouragementtocan destroy.
be enthusiastic
with McLaglen. We have a great story in
'A Fool For Blondes,' just the meaty kind
for this virile star and I sincerely believe he
will top all his other fine performances in
this characterization."
After the crowds and hub-bub of
"The Garden of Allah" set, watching
a scene in "A Fool For Blondes" was
like going to a country Sunday School
after
a Boy
Scouts'to picnic.
The setattending
showed the
entrance
a steel
mill— Vic is a steel worker, and he and
a couple of cronies were making a
scene going through the big gates. But
there will be crowds and noise later
on, for McLaglen loses his boasted
hero rating in a fistic round with a
prizefighter, then becomes a real hero
in a spectacular mill accident. Even
though the scene today didn't require
much action, Vic's own enormous vitality was giving it a punch and he
was getting a lot of fun out of it,
clowning
every minute
he wasn't
before the cameras.
And what
a comedian he is!
I was conscious of unusual teamwork
between the entire technical crew and
players,
and everybody
Blystone explained
that
was
because
knew exactly
what to do.
try to keep away
arguments,
delays
and
all"Idiscussions
from the
players
so as not to distract them, for no one
can do their best work in a discordant
atmosphere. Actors are sensitive, with
flexible emotions, and this makes them
a prey to every subtle influence that comes
Blystone makes it a point to become acnear them."quainted with every member of his company, crewsoandlearns
players,
a picture
starts and
how before
to handle
each
one. He hates to hurt or embarrass anybody
so he always makes his criticisms quietly
andDirecting
never destroys
the person's
Will Rogers
stands confidence.
out as a
particularly
happy
experience,
even though
it sometimes became a bit difficult.
"Will would never even look at his
dialogue
purposely
him ininto
discussion soas we'd
to what
should get
be said
sucha
a situation, and it was amazing how, invariably, he had an apt line that fitted in
exactly. While he talked we had his comments taken down in short hand, then,
later, we would give them to him. Grinhe'd recognize
own words
and
deliver ning,
them
in his ownhisinimitable
manner.
This was our way, and his way, of getting
himAs towe write
walkedhis toownhis dialogue."
bungalow office, after
the day's final scene was finished, Blystone
said, "This is a hard, grinding business,
sometimes almost heartbreaking. Yet we all,
from stars, to technical crew, to extras, love
it because every day brings a new thrilll"

OF MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLINGS WORTH,
OF DEL MONTE AND PALM SPRINGS

JR.

...the swimming at Pebble
Beach. ..Los Angeles for late parties... tailored clothes... s wing music... Santa Anita
for the races. ..the contemporary American
themes in painting . . . lapis lazuli . . . Parma
violets. ..dining at Victor Hugo's — a Camel
between the entree and the salad .. .coupe
au marrons... Camels again. ..and to top off
— amusing savouries, in the English manner. "How natural it is to smoke Camels
between courses and after dining," says
Mrs. Hollingsworth. "They are so delicate in flavor, so delightfully mild. Camels
stimulate my taste, really aid digestion."

Mrs. William I. Hollingsworth, Jr. — popular Californian who adds a vivid note to the
social life of Washington, New York, London.
She was educated abroad, and made her debut
when presented at the Court of St. James.

Among the many
distinguished women of society who
appreciate Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston,
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST nv PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MISS LUCY SAUNDERS, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
MISS ROSE WINSLOW, New York
1936. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem. N. C.

" OUR GUESTS KNOW FINE TOBACCOS AS WELL AS FINE FOODS AND PROPER SERVICE'
Iii Victor Hugo's Charming Garden Room, Camels Are
"The Outstanding Favorite!"
Victor Hugo's is Paris in Los Angeles! Here
says. "They have made Camels the outHugo himself, managing owner, personally
standing favorite here." Camels help to give
one that delightful sense of having dined
welcomes the world of society and of Hollywood to the delights of good eating and good
well. Try Camels. Enjoy their delicate
fragrance and mellow taste. Camels open
digestion. When diners pause to smoke their
up a new world of pleasure, where mildness
Camels, Hugo himself gives the nod of apand rare flavor reign supreme. They set
proval. "Our guests know fine tobaccos as
you right — and never get on your nerves!
well as fine foods and proper service," he
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Don't be sticky, wilted, and unattractive!
Use Irresistible TALC to give you cool
allure on hottest days. Easily, quickly, you
can dust body odor away with this dainty
perfumed deodorant talcum or dusting
powder. Apply it generously all over
your body.
When you haven't time for a bath, heat and
weariness are banished by a quick rub with
Irresistible COLOGNE on your entire body.
It's a tingling, refreshing treat. Finish with
Irresistible TALC or DUSTING POWDER for
daintiness and flower-like fragrance, the fragrance of IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Your whole
body will then feel invigorated,young, glorified!
Try all the Irresistible Beauty
Aids. Each has some specia
feature that gives you glorious
new loveliness. Certified pure.
Laboratory tested and approved.

PERFUME, FACE POWDER,

ROUGE, UP LURE, COLD CREAM, BRILLIANTINE
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Projections— Bette Davis
[Continued from page 23]
she compromised as usual with her Puritan
ancestry by calling it Betty.
While in high school she played the lead
in her class productions of "Seventeen" and
"The Charm School" and as a result landed
in a stock company in Rochester, New
York, where none other than Hollywood's
ace director, George Cukor, was directing
at the time. Then came "little theatres,"
and other stock companies, and eventually
—Broadway.
But for several years after graduating
Bette wasn't at all decided that she wanted
to be an actress. First it was a dancer, and
then a nurse, and then a missionary— but
on the night in Boston when she attended
a performance of "The Wild Duck" she
definitely made up her mind. Above everything else in the world she wanted most
of all to play the role of Hedvig in the
Ibsen play. It was Peg Entwistle who gave
the sensitive performance of Hedvig that
night in Boston which so thrilled Bette and
inspired her to become an actress— the illfated Peg Entwistle who several years later
cut short her own career one night by
jumping from the huge sign blazing forth
the word HOLLYWOOD, far up in the
Hollywood Hills.
Peg Entwistle was too easily discouraged.
But, fortunately, there is no way of dis-'
couraging Bette Davis. When lack of funds
threatened to make it necessary for her
mother to take her out of Cushing Academy, Bette waited on tables there and made
enough money to pay her tuition. And
when her first professional engagement with
a stock company at the Cape Cod Playhouse, in Massachusetts, terminated at the
end of the first week she went to work in
the same theatre as an usher. No, there's
no discouraging a girl like that. Almost one
year from the night that she wept over
Hedvig in Boston, Bette Davis was playing
the role in a New York company of "The
Wild Duck" which starred Blanche Yurka.
From the first rehearsal of Hedvig she
knew her destiny was in the theatre.
She#appeared in a number of New York
plays culminating with a season opposite
Richard Bennett in "The Solid South." A
talent scout for Universal saw her in that
play and signed her for Hollywood and
pictures, but Carl Laemmle Sr. took one
look at his newest Broadway importation
and shook his head. "No sex appeal," said
Mr. Laemmle, and you can be quite sure
that Miss Davis had a few things to say,
none too complimentary about Mr. Laemmle, which put him right in his place
with those "dreadful old women." Then
Warner Brothers offered her a role with
George Arliss in "The Man Who Played
God" and so enthusiastic was Mr. Arliss
about his new leading lady that the
Warner Brothers sat up and took notice,
and taking notice signed Bette on a long
term contract. No one seemed to perceive,
except Mr. Laemmle Sr., that she didn't
have sex appeal, and after "Of Human
Bondage" even Mr. Laemmle agreed that
he might have been wrong. Her portrayal
of the cockney girl, Mildred, in R-K-O's
production of "Of Human Bondage" put
Bette right up on top in Hollywood and
established her definitely as a dramatic
actress. The best pictures she has had since
then are "Bordcrtown," "Petrified Forest"
and "Dangerous"— she received the Academy Award of 1936 for her performance in
the last.
The greatest disappointment she has had
in Hollywood was when her studio would
not loan her to R-K-O to play the part of
Queen Elizabeth in "Mary of Scotland."

The fact that Katharine Hepburn was the
star least—
of the
botherincluding
her in
the
therepicture
could didn't
be six stars,
Garbo, in the picture for all she cared, she
simply wanted to play Elizabeth no matter
how minor the part. She knew she could
make it effective. Unless you want to bring
on
evena "pet"
now. don't mention this to Miss Davis
She would like to play the Helen
Mencken role in "Congai" some day, and
the Miriam Hopkins role in "Jezebel," and

to Broadway,
interested. Shebut
had Broadway
very littlewasn't
moneyverythen,
so when she was "between plays," as she
very often was, she would climb to the second balcony on Wednesday and Saturday
matinees
and hours
for fifty-five
cents she
wouldof
live for two
in a dream
world
her own.
"I always insist that Hollywood hasn't
changed me— but it has changed me a
little," Bette admitted to me. "I used to be
quite happy in the second balconv and

Wide World
Attending the Actors' Fund Benefit in Hollywood: In front,
Norma Shearer, Irving Thalberg, Doug Fairbanks and his
wife (the former Lady Ashley), Constance Bennett, and just
behind her, Gilbert Roland. In the background are Margaret
Sullavan and Walter Huston. See if you can pick them out.
the Florence Reed role of Madame Goddam
in "Shanghai Gesture"— although she is
quite certain that if, by any fluke, this
stage play ever reached the screen she
would be called Madame Goodness Gracious. In other words our little Bette craves
something with guts, and wishes to leave
the sweets to the sweet.
Bette has recently realized one of her
youthful ambitions and is so pleased by it
that she fairly beams. She has made the
orchestra! Every year in New York the
actors
theirand,
Actors'
Benefitonforthisa
worthy give
charity,
of course,
occasion they all give their services free, no
matter whether they are taking part in
the play or selling tickets. Every year, but
invariably, they would ask Bette to usher,
and every year, but invariably, they would
stick her up in the second balcony. 'They
would always give Francine Larrimore, or
Jeanne Eagels, or Violet Heming the orchestra," said Bette, "but they always assigned me the second balcony— and 1
couldn't sec any of the celebrities from up
there."
this year and
the Bette
Actors'Davis
Benefit
was
held Well,
in Hollvwood
was
asked to drag Mildred oul of (he archives
and do several scenes from "Of Human
Bondage." But Bette wisely refused. "I d
ratherwhat
usher,"
she think!
said sonTheyof gave
wistfully.
And
do you
her
the orchestra! Now Bette knows she is a
success.
Yes, that second balcony and Bette gol
very used to seeing each other around in
the old days when Bette was giving her all

could hear perfectly. But now when I go to
New York, the cinema star from Hollywood,
I insist upon sitting in the first two rows
of
in oneI
of the
thoseorchestra,
rows I and
make if aI can't
terribleget scene.
pretend
that I can't
other lie,
place
in the theatre,
whichhear
is ananyawful
of
course. And the subway— I wouldn't think
of going near that crowded place now— I,
who spent half of my life on it. Oh, no.
now that I'm a movie star I have to ride
Well, we can hardly say that Bette has
"gone
in
taxies."Hollywood" simply because she
ritzes the second balcony and the subway.
Who more
wouldn't,
chance?
She
has
respect given
for thehalf
Newa York
theatre
than any of them, and is the only celebrity
from Hollywood I have ever seen who consistently arrives at a theatre ten minutes
before the curtain goes up. She goes to
New York twice a year if possible to see
plays—somehow
she always
go totheHonolulu,
but
or plans
other towhen
vacation
actually arrives she finds herself in New
York. I he thing thai amused her most during her last trip there, which was in April,
was when a taxi driver turned around in
the midst of the Fifth Wenue traffic and
said, "You don't look so mean. Miss
to say
that isHollywood's
number
oneI regrel
dramatic
actress
given to practical
jokes. She has never had one plaved on
her, she doesn'l think she'd like chat much,
but she adores playing them on other people. "Ham" is most often the victim, and
Davis."
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her favorite joke was the time she planted
her girl friend in his bedroom and pretended to be very angry when she found
them together. That was months ago but
the very thought of it still sends her iiuo
screams of joy.
I've never seen anyone get more laughter
out of a practical joke than Bette. One
night she was invited to a party where
she knew a famous columnist would be one
of the guests. So our Bess fixes up a pillow
inside of her dress and gets herself introduced to the
expert
"blessed
When she
thinks
of hison face
as he events."
noticed
her "condition" she rolls on the floor in
hysterics. She's simply crazy about calling
her friends
up over
and giving
them
amazing
bits the
of 'phone
information
in a
Cockney, Irish, Chinese or Southern dialect
k— and she's so good at it that they never
suspect her until she begins to laugh. You
just
can'tvery
mistake
laugh. It'sthatveryit
startling,
loud, Bette's
and so thorough
turns her neck and face a crimson red.
enjoylikegames
A She
lot doesn't
of us are
that unless
except she
thatwins.
we
put up a pretense, but not Bette. "I'll play
Monopoly with you," Bette will say, "but
if I don't win I'll be awfully mad." She
plays a good game of bridge if she has the
cards, but if she has a run of bad luck
she immediately loses interest and begins
to pout, or just throws down her hand and
won't play at all. After a certain little episode of a year ago "Ham" has definitely
refused to play bridge with her any more.
Next to his music "Ham" loves golf so
Bette has recently decided to take up golf
so she can be with her husband more— 'tis
only a rumor but they do say that the
divot situation at the club is something
awful. Bette regrets being a poor sport, she
wishes she wasn't, but there just seems to
be nothing she can do about it. But you
have to admire her for being honest
about it.
Another thing she is honest about, and
she wishes she wasn't, is meeting people.
If she doesn't like you she simply can't
disguise
She'llYoube always
coolly polite
and
then hershe feelings.
will freeze.
know
exactly where you stand with Bette Davis.
None of this "darling" stuff as she sticks
a knife in your back.
In Hollywood Bette lives, not as a movie
star with a four-figure salary, but as Mrs.
Harmon O. Nelson, wife of a composer and
orchestra leader. The Nelsons have a small
home "on the wrong side of the tracks"

Alice Faye gives us an eyeful
of the "body beautiful" before
going into her dive. She has been
so good in her last few pictures
that you will be seeing more and
more of her in the future. Her
next is "Sing Baby Sing," in
which she plays opposite Adolphe
Menjou and Michael Whalen.
with a white picket fence around it and a
border of rose bushes leading up to the
door. There is room for only one car in the
small
so "Ham's"
sits
in thegarage
driveway.
There iscarno usually
swimming
pool, no tennis court, no ping pong table.
The side
tourists
don't believe
eyes. M.P.,
Outof the Nelsons,
Cedrictheir
Woggs,
and Tabitha (a sealyham and a scottie)

"It's Fun

To
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live in the little house with the picket
fence.
Bette did what a lot of us intended to
do,
but never
did—she
she was
married
sweetheart.
When
fifteenherandfirsta
student in the Newton High School, she
and a long, gangling youth, whom she
nicknamed "Ham" (and he called her
"Spuds" because she ate so many potatoes)
used to walk home from school together
every
Bette day,
wouldandtellwhile
him heherdangled
theoriesheronbooks
life.
"Ham" didn't talk much then, and talks
even less now, and was the ideal mate for
Bette from the very start. When Bette came
to Hollvwood it was understood that they
would have a long distance engagement and
that just as soon as he made enough money
they would get married.
"Ham" got himself a good orchestra job
and came immediately to Hollywood to
take Bette back East with him, but when
he
arrivedvery
he important,
found that that
his "Spuds"
become
she washada
success, and, far worse, that she was a movie
star. "Ham" quietly packed his bags and
was on his way back to New York when
Bette demanded a showdown.
"It was my impression," she remarked
one
quitethatapropos
of nothing,
"that asit
was day
agreed
we would
get married
soon as vou got a job. Well, you've got a
job, haven't you?" The next day they were
married in Yuma, Arizona, Hollywood's
Gretna Green. After a year in a San Francisco night club, Ham now sings and
plays his compositions nightly in Hollywood's famous Cinegrill. Bette very rarely
goes there. "The girls like it better if I
don't pop in," she says.
While "Ham" was singing in San Francisco he lived in an auto camp to be near
the night club, which was on the outskirts
of the city, and here, every week-end, Miss
Bette Davis of Hollywood arrived, swept
the rugs, mopped the floor and did a comjob of tidying
(That's
another
Bette'spletefaults,
by theup.way,
she can
sniff ofa
speck of dirt a mile away.) The tourists,
here today and gone tomorrow, never suspected the identity of that quiet Mr. Nelson's wife and Bette had the time of her
life being the efficient housewife. When her
career is
"Ham"
travel
allover
overshetheandworld
on expect
a trampto
steamer and live in auto camps. But I
wouldn't
be too sure— remember how she
subway.
turned on the second balcony and the

Be In Love!"

\Continued from page 59]
my mother, who was a concert singer, and
with whom I travelled all over the Middle
West. Mother naturally supposed I would be
a musician, especially when I won first prize
for three successive years for the best original piano
She herbecame
dancing
girl composition."
when she visited
mother,a
who was in Hollywood teaching players
how to talk before the mike— and subsequently was three times discovered!
She's
had
interesting
young life
playing in shows anaround
the country,
growing
up in the business and loving it as much
during those first lean years, when a dollar
had to stretch from Kansas City to Denver,
as today when a silver fox cape is just a
little throw-around.
"I'll never forget the old days," Ann said,
her voice animated in recollection. "I was
with a travelling show that used to pay off
in cash. It was something of a worry for us

girls toting our great big salary on sleeper
jumps. We used to sit up half the night
thinking up new places to bunk it.
"One night I said to myself, 'I'll sleep
on it like a wedding cake— maybe I'll dream
of my good fortune. Next morning I
awakened just before we got to our stop
and I had to rush dressing. And then, when
I was all dressed and we were pulling in I
thought of inmy themoney—
but I where
just couldn't
remember
excitement
I had
put it. I cried 'I've been robbed!' They
kept the clothes
train
at thein station
and thetheplainmen came
and turned
car
upside-down. Then one of the detectives
said disgustedly, 'Maybe you just dreamed
you"That
had made
that money!'
me think of the dream I'd
had. I'd been a famous star with a huge
car and my name in lights, and the ap-

plause that was still ringing in my ears
when
I
awokerecalled
proved about
to be sleeping
the train'son bell.
I suddenly
my
money like the wedding cake— and there it
was, right where I had put it, my whole
enormous
R-K-O issalary!"
preparing to make her a "famous star" with all that goes with it. And
she won't have to be discovered again—
she's
she didn't
any dress,
more
than arrived.
a child But
in her
demurelookblack
with violets at her throat, and a certain
languid innocence that passes for any adjective you have handy. Ann may be done
over,
the awayblonde
from beauty
John Ford
Lubitsch,allfrom
to a todusky
darling, from Garbo to Kelly, which is beside the portant
point.
that's really
imis that The
Ann—thing
whichever
way you
like her— is with us to stay. To paraphrase
Hollywood, she'll be "just the type!"
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beauty

bath

daintiness

skin

siveer

LOVELY screen star — a famous and beautiful
woman — Carole Lombard tells you a simple
beauty secret you'll find easy and delightful to follow.
You'll be amazed at the way a luxurious Lux Toilet
Soap bath peps you up. The ACTIVE lather of this fine
soap sinks deep into the pores, carries away stale perspiration, every trace of dust and dirt, leaves skin really
clean — smooth — delicately fragrant.
CAROLE LOMBARD
Famous Paramount Star

"A swell way to protect daintiness!" popular girls
say. Why don't you use this fine complexion soap for
your daily beauty bath, too? It's the soap 9 out of 10
screen stars use to keep skin flawless.
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Friends of the Stars
[Continued from page 55]

et's see
tlie doctor

what
says

by actually giving John his name. In college the two boys talked over their dreams
of becoming actors. In those days John was
using his legal name of J. Alexander Bliedung. When his friend finally decided
against a career, he suggested that John
take his name and enhance it with his own
talent.
John took
friend's
and
became Sofamous.
Andhisthe
friendname
became
John's
Todaysecretary.
John is married to Helen Craig,
an actress, and is now in Hollywood. His
friend came out with them and is indis-

New York he met his manager (who wasn't
his
then).
hadn't seen
othermanager
for years,
so They
the friendship
was each
resumed. When Francis came to Hollywood,
his friend (now his manager) came along.
Because he is charming and friendly,
Francis is an easy mark for conniving persons. It isn't in his make-up to suspicion
everyone who approaches him. He has great
faith in humanity in general. Fortunately
for
Francis, his
manager
doesn't
share first
his
enthusiasm.
People
selling
antiques,
editions and rare paintings, approach

As sympathetic as your doctor is with his
- patients, he is strictly a scientist in his attitude towards health. He has, for instance,
certain definite standards which he demands
of a laxative before giving it his approval.
These requirements are listed below. Read
them carefully for your own good.
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A GOOD LAXATIVE
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by the test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate or upset digestion.
EX-LAX MEETS THIS TEST AT EVERY POINT
Next time you need a laxative remember this:
Ex-Lax fulfills the doctor's requirements at
every point. Doctors everywhere use Ex-Lax in
their own families." Mothers have given it to
their children with perfect trust for over 30
years. Since Ex-Lax was first introduced, it
has steadily risen in public confidence. Today
more people use Ex-Lax than any other laxative in the world.

Frank Morgan finds a willing listener in Shirley Temple
in this scene from "The Bowery Princess." But just wait
until Shirley hasall athefewtalking
more necessary!
birthdays. Then she'll do

pensable to their careers. When John has
an early call, his friend accompanies his
wife, if she must go out for the evening.
At heart John is really a sentimentalist and
one who likes to remember all occasions.
But he gets so wrapped up in his work,
things sometime slip his mind. His friend
keeps a record of all dates. He knows exactly what John would want him to do, so
he goes ahead and does it. Ofttimes when
flowers or telegrams,
Johnhasforheard
people
it
is thethank
first he
of it.
PROVE THE DOCTOR'S POINTS YOURSELF
Recently John's friend came on the set
Try Ex-Lax. See how mild and gentle it is —
"M'liss." As he
do a scenehe for
to watch
how thorough. Find out for yourself how easy stood
therehimwatching,
noticed that John
it works. No upset stomach. No pain. No changed his tempo from the longshot to the
nausea. Ex-Lax is intended only to help Nature
He called it to John's attention
closeup.
— and to do it without shock or violence.
night at home. John was not aware of
that
it, but the next day he watched for the
If you have been taking nasty, druggy-tasting scene in the projection room. Immediately
laxatives, you'll be delighted to find how pleas- he saw that his friend was right and asked
ant Ex-Lax is. For Ex-Lax tastes just like permission to do the scene again. Often
delicious chocolate. Children enjoy taking it. John will bring home still pictures and
And it is just as good for them as for adults. offer them up for criticism. His friend will
pick out the ones he likes. Even though
At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. Or
picked
hasn't to
he sticks
becausestill
gets upset
a
favorite—
the friend
his
write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept. S 96, John
Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y. choice.
The friendship of Francis Lederer and
his manager can be traced back to early
days in Prague. Francis came from a poor
When Nature forgets - remember
family and struggled through many hardfamily lived
ships as a boy. His manager's
happier circummuchgrew
closeby and
stances. Thewere
two inboys
up together.
EX-LAX
Eventually Francis came to America, after
The original chocolated laxative
achieving a great success in London. In

Francis daily. Letters requesting help, people asking for donations, pour in by the
hundreds. Francis is a charitable person,
but it would be impossible to take care of
them all.
When he is working he is so intense, he
sometimes goes without his meals. He
doesn't realize it until he almost drops
from exhaustion. His manager sometimes
resorts to little white lies, as an inducement
to get Francis to eat. He will bring him an
imaginary doctor's warning or report that
it's beginning to show in his photographs.
Regardless of where Francis may work, he
always takes his friend and manager along.
Francis can only be at his best when he
is surrounded by those who have proven
themselves to him. Because he invites and
appreciates the friendliest of feelings, he
even insists that his colored valet call him
by his first name.
childhood
of Dawn and
O'Day
was
a The
struggle
to get life
somewhere
support
herself and mother. As Anne Shirley, fame
has at last beckoned. Today, Anne has a
beautiful little house of her own and, along
with her mother, her dearest friend shares
it with her. Anne was never blessed with
a sister and, always having to work, she had
little time for children's play. Naturally
she grew up quite serious for her years.
After signing her R-K-O contract, Anne
celebrated by going to a party given by
the Hollywood younger set. There she met
a girl, just her own age.
This girl (who is a cousin of a famous
star) came to Hollywood to make her way

The

snapshots

you

must

you'll want

Tomorrow-

take Today
<

4

SNAPSHOTS remember things you've let yourself for1 get. They keep, safe and true, the feeling of some
special time, the thrill of some wonderful moment. Make
those snapshots now that are going to mean so much to
you later. And don't take chances — load your camera
with Kodak Verichrome Film. This double-coated film
gets the picture where ordinaiy films fail. Your snapshots
come out clearer, truer, more lifelike. Any camera is a
better camera, loaded with Verichrome — use it always
. . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

6?o
Accept
nothing
but
film in the familiar the
yellow box.
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in pictures. Because she wanted to be independent and on her own, she asked if
Anne would allow her to come and board
with them. Anne was delighted and her
mother became responsible for two daughters. Anne's friend is playing small parts
and
hopes
career as fine
some day. toIn have
the ameantime
she asis Anne's
proud
of Anne and does everything to further
her in her ambitions. Because Anne is quiet
and serious, her friend always tries to appear cheerful and gay. At nights she listens
while Anne reads her lines. The two girls
often trade clothes and go out on double
dates. It might be supposed that jealousy
would enter into a situation such as this.
But herAnn,
friend
is only
of Anne's
success.
in turn,
knowsproud
her friend
will
soon have her day, too.
Robert Taylor struck up an acquaintanceship with a young chap, one day, in a
voice coach's office. The two boys were in
Hollywood for the same purpose, so their
friendship started off on a mutual basis.
Thinking it might help their problem and
cut down expenses, they took a small place
together. But fate and the great God Public
stepped in. Bob Taylor became a star. His
friend didn't enjoy such good luck. Bob did
what he could to help. His friend became
Love

1936
his stand-in. Since Bob has moved into his
new home the boys are living in separate
quarters. But their friendship is still
The minute he finishes a scene, Bob calls
his
goingfriend
on. to the side and asks him how
it looks. Every day they eat lunch together
in the studio commissary. At times Taylor
is talkative and likes to have company.
When he does, he always calls on his friend.
Other times Taylor likes to be alone. His
friend has the uncanny knack of disappearing at the right time. Because there
are
so
many
Bob's
and
services, it is demands
impossibleon for
him time
to take
care of all the things he has to do. His
friend
to itit that
Bob's
gets to generally
the garage,seeswhen
is time
for car
an
oil and grease job. When Bob has stories
to read or photographs to do, his friend
helps him manage to find time for them all.
With the world at his feet, it is imperative that Robert Taylor have someone who
has alreadyself—and proven
he likes
him for himnot for what
has suddenly
happened to him. In return Taylor tries to
show his appreciation.
It does not take long to learn that even
stardom sometimes comes easier than finding a tried and true friend in Hollywood.

Between

Rounds

[Continued from page 26]
BROADWAY STAR . . . ROMANCE
STARTS . . . MABEL O'DARE AND
LARRY
SUCCUMB TO CUPID'S
DART . CAIN
..
That same afternoon Larry got two offers
of big box-office fights and a contract from
Lovies. Lovies, as Dodo explained to him,
are breath killers. "If you been eating
onions,
you gotta
pop one
n your allclapper
and do
youis blow
out oflike'ema
That same night business had so picked
up
at Jake
violet."
began
to feelSherman's
crowded. show that the ushers
Larry Cain blamed it all onto the dumb
cluck. Of course she was mad for publicity.
She'd do anything to get her picture in the
papers. He raged and threw things and
wished he could meet her just once more
in order to really bawl her out.
Mabel was in a fury. It was all the fault
of that ham-and-egg fighter. Publicity mad,
of course! Anything for a headline! God
help him if she ever got near him again!
Jake reasoned and pleaded with her. She
had to go on with it, the show depended
on it. Well, if she didn't care about the
show, how about her own job? Well then,
how about himself! He'd been a good
friend to her, hadn't he? He didn't want
to go through bankruptcy again, did he?
She didn't want to see him back selling
cloaks and suits, a poor, busted old man.
did she? Well then, why couldn't she play
the game? She could hate Larry all she
liked, if only she'd love him in the newsLarry sweated and fumed and broke furniture, but old Pop talked to him much as
papers!talked to Mabel. Larry thought it
Jake
over. Oh well, if it would save Pop and
Dodo from starvation, somehow he could
manage to be seen with the girl in public,
but it made him gag to think about it.
CAIN IN BOX EVERY NIGHT
TO SEE MABEL
Champ Takes Lease on Seat for Run
of Show
Broadivay and Sporting World Groggy
over Nation's Sweetest Romance

'em in at Jake SherMabelman's was
theater.packing
Larry between fights and his

radio broadcast for Lovies had brought
back prosperity
to Pop
Dodo.world
All was
the
world
loves a lover
and and
all the
saying it with coin. Out of sight of their
dear public they were as happy together as
a vegetarian at a barbecue.
Then came a night when Mabel had to
stop at her apartment before going on with
Larry to a night club. Both had fought so
long they were a little punch drunk.
Larry wrinkled his mournful brow at
her.
groaned.
I'd
like "Night
to eat clubs,"
just onehe meal
where"Boy,
people
hadn't counted the peas on my fork beinto my
mouth!"
"Mefore I got
too,"'emMabel
sighed.
"Maybe I can
fix you something."

Between classes in "Girls' Dormitory," her first American
picture,
Simone
relaxesto
beside this
lavishSimon
successor
th? eld swiirmin' hole.
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TO DO_ EAT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST, r
HONESTLY, IT'S DEATH ON PIMPLES. J
I OUGHT TO KNOW- IT
CLEARED UP MINE!
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BABS IUST LOOK
AT ME.' NO MORE PIMPLES.1]
I CAN MODEL THAT
HEAVENLY EVENING
DRESS AFTER ALL.'

didn't I
TELL YOU
fleischmann's
yeast
would
DO THE TRICK .' r-

Don't let adolescent pimples keep
YOU from being admired
UNSIGHTLY skin blemishes are a big trial
to many young people during the years
that follow the beginning of adolescence — from
about 13 to 25, or even longer.
Important glands develop at this time, and
final growth takes place. Disturbances occur
throughout the entire system. The skin, especially, gets very sensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin, and it breaks
out in pimples.
But even severe cases of adolescent pimples
can be corrected. Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
clears these skin irritants out of the blood.
Then, the pimples disappear.

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly
each day, before meals. Eat it plain, or dissolved
in
a little
water until your skin is entirely clear.
Start
today.
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International
Fred MacMurray and his bride, the former Lillian Lamont. Lillian
is a fashion model and extremely easy to look upon, which makes
this elopement a bitter dose for the MacMurray fanlets to take.
"I can imagine what your cooking would

is

an

enemy
mance
"Sweet lips!" What makes men say those
words, so thrilling to any girl?
Men admire warm color. Even more, they
respond to smooth, soft lips.
So remember that your lipstick should
keep your lips silken-soft, as well as add
ardent color. It will, if you wisely select the
new Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick.
This new Lipstick contains "Essence of
Theobrom"— a special softening ingredient.
Make the "Over-night" Experiment!
Put on a tiny bit of Coty Lipstick before you
go to bed. In the morning notice how soft
your lips feel, how soft they look.
Coty "Sub-Deb" comes in five indelible
colors, 50c. Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, also 50c.

SUB-DEB

like." Sourpuss. There's nothing wrong
be"Listen,
with my cooking. And I don't do it with a
canLarry
opener,
either.
would
haveWhat'll
corn you
beef have?"
hash, raw
onions in vinegar, a slab of apple pie and
a cup of coffee. "Review of reviews," Mabel
repeated. "Gardenias in a pucker, an Eve
wedge
rob theonmouse
trap. zephyr,
Okay." love
And and
so, wafted
an onion
tiptoed into the lives of a dancer and a
pug. Love! The very thing all the papers
had been accusing them of for weeks!
All Mabel wished for in life was to get
out of show business, marry a nice man and
raise some kids. All Larry wanted was
Mabel and a string of crackerjack service
stations. Two souls held the single thought;
two hearts beat as one . . . and Reilly
opened the front door of the flat quietly,
discovering the lovers embraced.
Reilly eavesdropped on their plans. Larry
was going to quit after his next fight a few
days off; Mabel was going to walk out on
the show. Marriage, garages, kids! And
what happened to Jake Sherman and Pop
and Dodo . . . yes— and Reilly!
A press
some
states agent
a pressisn't
agenthuman.
can voteMaybe
or evenin
sit on a jury, but there's nothing but
printer's ink in his veins. He has no more
use for real love than the income tax collector.
Reilly hustled around to warn all parties
who depended on the box-office success of
Cain and Mabel. Then he cooked up another bright idea. What did both hate
worst of ail? Publicity! All right, the papers
would carry the story of the proposed
elopement. Mabel would flare up and
blame Larry for tipping it off; Larry would
grind his teeth and blame Mabel. Then
they wouldn't get married and everything
would be fine— except for Larry and Mabel.
Larry saw the story in the papers and it
worked on him as Reilly figured it. In a
fury he started off to Philadelphia to train
for his last fight. Mabel read the story,
listened to Aunt Mimi's suggestion and
blamed Larry. She went out and got engaged to Ronny Cauldwell.
Not for anything would Mabel show the
world how hurt she was. Larry was just a
pug who had dirtied up the one
cheap beautiful
real,
thing in her life. Lied to
her about love and kids and service stations, just to grab off a couple of columns
more. All right, she could take it in silence!
It waswasAunt
MimiAunt
who Mimi
saw that
girl's
heart
broken.
had thea heart
of her own and a lively memory of what a

girl Mabel had been to her all this
time. Just
Mabel's
broke
downbefore
and told
the big
girl entrance
the truth.she
The stage was waiting for Mabel, the
orchestra vamping her cue. Reilly and
Sherman
up. said
"Hey,Mabel.
you go on!"
"Oh no rushed
I don't,"
"She knows about that piece in the
paper," Aunt Mimi explained.
"Don't argue now," Jake panted. "Afterward . . . afterward!"
"This is afterwards," said Mabel. "It's all
over. I'm through with you, the show and
the"Mabel!"
whole phoney
Jake wasbusiness!"
frantic. "You can't do
this.
Ain't
you
got out
a heart?
What
about the people
front?Forget
Be a us.trouper.
The"Why?"
show must
on!" and they couldn't
said go
Mabel
answer. Mabel could answer though— and
did.
"It doesn't have to go on. And it never
did. And it never will. The only thing that
has got to go on is people— and you were
willing to let Larry and me go on being
miserable to satisfy your phoney egos and
cheap
greed.andWell,
aren'tmay
goinggo onon,being
miserable
yourwe show
but
it'll do it without me. Because I've time to
fly to Philadelphia before the fight ends
andIn that's
what I'mLarry
goingCain
to do!"
Philadelphia
was fighting
as he never had before. Reed was taking
an
few awful
roundslicking.
off. Larry's victory was but a
Down the aisle of the crowded arena
Mabel raced, towing Reilly behind her. She
rushed to the ropes and waved to Larry.
did pointed
it, Larry.to He
it. man.
Honest!"
Her"Hefinger
the did
guilty
"What?" gasped Larry and battled his
man closer to hear what she said.
"I just found out where that story came
from. It was Reilly!"
Larry ducked Reed's swing mechanically.
"Honest?"
Reilly nodded.
"I
Larry's face.
eclipsed
g like
he said.
somethin
it waswasgrin
knew
for
he said
thingthat,"
the last
that
AndA happy
quite a while. Larry's eyes, shining with
Mabel's
were a onvicious
happiness
him
put Reed
rightfaceandwhen
whipped , over
to sleep. They counted Larry out and the
was inover.
bigButfighteven
defeat there was happiness
for them both. And some good luck, too.
Mabel had been so mad at Larry she bet
all her savings against him and cleaned up
enough
coldandcashherself
to start
in a service station
in aLarry
bungalow
that
had room for a nursery.
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Only Touch Tuning* can
achieve perfection of touch !
Typists and typing habits differ. Even the different typing fingers of the same hand vary in
the pressure they exert upon the keys.
That's why the Underwood offers Touch
Tuning .. .the ability to adjust each and every
to the individual "touch"
the keyboard
on finger
keythe
of
that strikes it.
Touch Tuning assures that quality of eager
responsiveness that all operators praise on the
Underwood.

FINGERTIPS"

• Scientific Cushioning
makes it quieter...
TOUCH TUNING provides easier and better
typing . . . Close grouping of operating parts
increases speed, saves
effort. Every Underwood Typewriter is
backed by nation-wide,
company- owned service facilities.

Decreasing key resistance in-

creases typing ease. There's no typing-weariness at the end of a busy day.
For speed, accuracy, durability, simplicity
— for easier, better and quieter typing —
choose the Underwood. On no other machine
will you find the famous Champion Keyboard.
Ask the nearest Branch for a free demonstration on your own work and in your own office.
Typewriter Division
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT EISHER COMPANY
Typewriters . . . Accounting Machines. . . Adding Machines
Carbon Paper, Ribbons and other Supplies
One Park Avenue. New York, N. Y. • Sale9 and Service Everywhere
* Individual Key Adjustment
THE

Und

Underwood Elliott Fisher Speeds the World's Business

NEW

erwood
STANDARD
TYPEWRITER
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You've never seen a polish
so lovely, so perfect to use
GLORIOUS news for lovely hands! A
new Glazo, so amazingly enhanced in
beauty, so perfected in every manicuring
virtue, that you must change your whole
idea of what a fine nail polish should be.
This new Glazo formula dries to a satiny
surface that doesn't chip or peel, that wears
for several extra days. Here is a polish that
disdains streaking, that flows on with perfect ease and evenness. And so completely
has evaporation been eliminated that the
polish is usable to the last brushful.
For the newest, smartest note in fingertip
charm, ask for Glazo Suntan, Russet and
Poppy Red. They're exclusive "misty-red"
colors, and the latest additions to Glazo's
wide range of authentic, fashion-approved
shades. Glazo manicure preparations are
now only 20 cents each.

should eat raw vegetable salads, boiled
chicken, boiled vegetables, even boiled potatoes. You might eat a saddle of lamb once
a week or a steak, but keep your meat
intake light.
Everywhere you go in Hollywood now,
they have a non-fattening mineral oil dressing, and very good it is for anybody who
wants to retain the girlish figure. Who do
you suppose
figured
out? Louella
Parsons, the famous
moviethatcolumnist.
She used
to bring me the oil in a bottle to the
Derby, and then I would mix a dressing
for her especially. Other people saw her
having it and began to ask for it, and so
we named it the Louella Parsons non-fattening salad dressing, and if you'd like to
use itmixon it:your
own mineral
salads, here's
you
Lemon,
oil, a the
dashwayof
Worcestershire, salt and pepper, and a little
dry English mustard. You can put in a
little catsup, if you wish.
Men stars, on the whole, eat more substantially than the women. I suppose this
is because they don't have to— or at any
rate most of them won't— worry about their
figures.
Irvin Cobb likes stews, almost any kind,
and is very fond of Irish bacon. Will Rogers
was never fussy about his food. He always
liked what he called a Henry King cocktail,
half tomato juice and half clam juice, and
then he would take anything else on the
menu I recommended.
Warner Baxter likes chili, and how he
can cook it himself! John Boles likes roast
beef and our chef's salad of lettuce, tomato,
lobster, shrimp, and chopped egg. Eddie
Cantor likes corn beef and cabbage and
Freddie March is very fond of pigs
knuckles.
Norma Shearer eats out rarely, but on
her return from Europe with Irving Thalberg, the two of them ate their first meal
with me at the Beverly Brown Derby. I
thought to myself, "They've been away from
home and eating very rich food. I will sugsomething
simple."and Soa Igreen
suggested
steaks,gestbaked
potatoes,
salad,
and they said that was fine, and what is
more, ate everything set before them.
I remember the famous day when Miss
Marlene Dietrich appeared at the Derby
wearing prised,a in fact,
gray completely
man's suit. knocked
I was veryoff surmy
feet, but a good headwaiter never shows
what he feels so I just bowed and said,
"Come right in, Miss Dietrich." I gave her
the very first table, one that I had always
reserved for David Burton, the director.
When he came in, I said, "You will excuse
me, Mr. Burton, I've given your table to
someone else. See— I thought it was you!"
We used to enforce a "you-can't-come-inwithout-your-coat" rule at the Derby. I
kept two or three coats around for men
who came in in their shirt sleeves, that is,
men I knew. Anybody else, I would just
say, "I am sorry, we do not serve gentlenot anddressed."
Oncemen who
Al are
Jolson
Harry Cohn came in,
both in their shirt sleeves, and when I tried
to offer them coats, they got very mad and
walked out. On the other hand, Lyle Talbot almost walked out IN the coat I loaned
him. He said he wanted to keep it as a
souvenir. Wally Beery used to come in, coat
on his arm, see me, and like a naughty
small boy about to be reprimanded, say,
"All right, all right, Nick, I'll put it on!"
In a job like mine, you have to be a master diplomat. In Hollywood, people want
to be placed, not where they can see, but
where they can be seen. They not only
want to be seen but to see each other and
to be able to holler back and forth to one

another. I've always prided myself in putting my people where they belong. When
I was head waiter at the Brown Derby, I
was adamant in placing stars on one side
of the room and executives on the other,
and agents away from both groups!
The saddest I have felt was the day Mary
Pickford confided to Louella Parsons, over
the luncheon table at the Derby, that she
was going to divorce Douglas Fairbanks.
Miss Pickford was in tears and so was Miss
Parsons. As I realized what was going on,
I let no one wait on them but myself.
What did they eat? Salads, if I remember
rightly, Miss Pickford had a sour cream and
cottage
cheeseoilsalad
with Miss
Parsons'
special mineral
dressing,
and Miss
Parsons
had a cold slaw salad. I wouldn't say these
were
the right
things
woe begone
women
theyeither
were! for' the two
The late Lilyan Tashman was one of the
most particular guests, yet Miss Tashman
was one of our best customers. She and
Eddie Lowe loved caviar and thought nothing of sitting down and eating $25 worth
before starting out on their real meal.
Gary Cooper has a passion for lobster.
He once ate four at a sitting. Douglas Fairsausages.banks' favorite dish is little pancakes and
Are the tips good m Hollywood? About
five years ago when I just went to the
Derby I used to average four or five hundred dollars in tips every month, but I
don't
think much
any Hollywood
has
seen that
in a long headwaiter
time. I guess
maybe people could again afford to tip
generously, but it is the spirit of the times
to givealways
less. do.
SomeDouglas
people Fairbanks
don't tip used
at all.
Some
to
Mix always
give me $10 $5.
every now and then, and Tom
One day five years ago, I found a one
hundred dollar bill in my back pocket. I
knew it was a tip, but I knew it was far
too much. Somebody had made a mistake.
I thought carefully. I remembered all the
people who had given me money that day.
You see, I never looked at the bills as they
were handed to me. I just put them in my
pocket. There were two twos, two fives, one
ten, and then this $100 tucked away in the
pocketEvalyn
this day.
I had
a sudden'
hunch.
Mrs.
Walsh
McLean,
the famous
Washington newspaper publisher who recently wrote "Father Struck It Rich," had
been a guest, and it was highly possible

Arthur Hornblow, producer,
Myrna
Loy ago.
to sayAnd"I now
do,"
agotfew
weeks
the
screen's
"perfect
wife"
has become a bride in real
earnest.
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she had been the unwitting donor of the
large sum. So the late Wilson Mizner, who
was one of my bosses, called her up.
"Did you lose $100 today?" he asked. She
said, "Yes." He said, "Nick at the Derby
hasSheit was
for you."
a very rich lady. When I gave
it back to her, she said, "No, we will split.
I must say you are the most honest restaurant man I have ever seen. You take .I50."
Two nights later, she came in again and
tipped me the other $50, to my great
astonishment!
Many sad and many important things
have happened in my restaurant booths.
We cannot help but know about them because we cannot help but hear conversations. Naturally, discreetness is our watchword, and I have forgotten more things
than I remember.

Playing After Sundown
[Continued from page 21]
On these nights there are games sponsored
by various commercial companies. So I run
into Mr. Raft cheering for the so-and-so
bakers. To be ornery, I huzzah for someone's hardware hounds.
Mae West continues to appreciate the
fights. She's as impassive a spectator as
Lupe Velez
is vociferous.
as to
which
is bedecked
with theIt's
mosta tie
diamond
bracelets. Their ornaments slay the ringsiders.
The Hollywood Bowl is the mecca for
every admirer of fine music. The symphonies under the institution.
stars-of-nature
become a renowned
The have
concerts
begin at 8:15 and you can relax there in
the dark, holding your weakness's hand.
That's
Nelson
be
shot at what
sunrise
if I Eddy
betray does—
who but
his I'll
pretty
whosis is! Nelse would rather climb away
up to the top rows with the common people. But everyone recognizes him and to
have any peace he has to head for the
stellar boxes.
We have our bridge bugs in Hollywood,
too. Among the foremost are Norma
Shearer, the Bob Montgomery's , and Merle
Oberon and David Niven. I've never seen
Norma's dander rise. But I've a hunch
that's because I've taken the trouble to
recollect what suit's been led. Famous last
phrase at the Thalberg manse would be:
"What's
trumps?"
After the final
rubber,
Norma has
the refreshments
ushered
in.
But to add that ultra touch she has James
push the button that prestos a screen. As
you nibble your chocolate ice cream and
chocolate layer cake you gaze at the newest
epic M-G-M has run up.
Trail around with me a speck longer and
you'll
get evenings.
more suggestions
for do
improving
your own
If they can
it, why
can't
Paula Stone,
the
title ofI? leading
hostess who's
of the captured
younger set,
did it with her originality. Never give them
what they anticipate is her canny motto.
Tom Brown, Richard Cromwell, Anita
Louise, Olivia de Havilland and Johnny
Downs are among her constant current
guests. Her latest is to put them all to
roasting popcorn like mad in her backprepared rates
a special
roasting doodadyard.andShe'severyone
a personal
pan.
When the corn is a fluffy temptation she
tells you not to spare the melted butter.
If you like
can a hie
to a bake,
nearbyaccompanied
beach there's
nothing
wienie
by
ukulele strumming and— until you turn
sentimental— gosh-awful ghost tales. Mary
Carlisle can make your waves stand on end
with her collection of witches' experiences.
Not that Mary's ever had any truck with a
genuine witch. She's merely listened to
master saga-spinners and memorized their
jewels.

2 MONTHS LATER-w bad breath
BEHIND HIS SPARKLING SMILE !
Most

Bad

Breath

Begins

WHY let bad breath interfere with
romance — with success? It's so easy
to be safe when you realize that by far
the most common cause of bad breath is
. . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors— of dull, dingy teeth— and
of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special

with

the

Teeth!

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!

COLGATE

[ribbon

dental

crbam
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MAYBELLINE

Rose
famous
hat
stylist,Saphire,
designs New
this York's
gorgeous
Romanstriped velvet turban — perfect with furs,
and
from noon
Here proper
is a fashion
hint till
frommidnight.
Mme.
Saphire:
"Turbans
are
famous
for flattery to the eyes — and your eyes
are
Rose Sapkire
your most important beauty feature.
Therefore,
since beauty
orders be'Eyes
to the with
front',utmost
your
eye
naturally
selected
care. make-up
Women must
of discrimination
choose
Maybelline
as
the finest which money can buy."

MOD€RN

Jhah-Up

Maybelline
Cream
Mascara,
complete
in
smart
zipper bag
—et separate
pockfor
brush.
Black, Brown
and Blue — 75c.

IS OS N€C€SSQRY

FOR l?eautif PS TH€ SMPRT€ST/t^"
And really, how many smart and lovely women know this
by heart! They study their eyes in the mirror, they discuss
make-up with friends. And more than 10,000,000 modern,
fastidious women now prefer the simple, instantly satisfying Maybelline way to lovelier, darker lashes! Let your
eyes express the particular beauty that is YOU — with eye
make-up in good tastel A few deft strokes of Maybelline
and your lashes instantly appear twice as long and twice as
luxuriant. You'll discover an entirely new beauty about
your eyes, which adds thrillingly to the whole expression
of the face.
There is no mascara more water-proof than either the
famous Maybelline Solid form Mascara or the marvelous
new Maybelline Cream form Mascara (which is breaking
all sales records for new-found popularity.) Both are perfectly harmless and approved by highest authorities. Neither
is beady, waxy or gummy on the lashes. The new Cream
form, complete with case and brush, and the Solid form in
the metal vanity, may each be obtained for only 75c at
your favorite toilet goods counter. Generous introductory
sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are on sale at
leading 10c stores. Today — try this easy, certain way to
lovelier, more enchanting beauty!

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

Maybelline
famous SolidBlack,
Form
Mascara.
Brown and Blue,
vanity.
in gold metal

Maybelline Eye
Shadow.
Creamy, Smooth,
in
G r a y
Brown,
Blue, BlueGreen
and Violet.

Pencil,
Maybelline
smoothEyebrow
marking.
Black,
and
Blue. Brown
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Miss Shirley
abode in
Brentwood
lacks Temple's
the eveningnewarrangements
you find in the exclusive cottages of other
stars. It seems that, successful as she is, Miss
Temple receives only a bedtime yarn and
then she's shuffled off to sleep. At eight
o'clock! How can a girl get in any deviltry
with a schedule like that?
When you come right down to sheer ritziness, the nicest of all summer night divertis ements is inviting your friends in to
your own home. (Sorry to be so emphatic,
Bob Taylor— you'll come to this eventually,
too!) Dinner is served in the patio at the
Jeanette MacDonald, William Powell, and
Irene Dunne residences. Pat O'Brien has all
meals in his beautiful protected courtyard.
The playrooms of the wealthier lads and
lassies open into gardens carpeted with lush
green lawn and ever-blooming flowers. Bill
Powell has everything but a kitchen sink
in his hey-hey headquarters. When you tire
of pool, ping-pong, cards, and the slot machine, you can
perhapsa talkie!
you'd
rather look
at a dance.
picture?OrHorace,
Since the hottest sirens are invariably
sweet gals when
at heart,
you you
won'tthatbe Jean
too
astonished
I inform
Harlow hankers for naive games. The kind
that require pencil and paper and fifteen
minutes to fill in the squares are her meat.
She canof get
most when
hilarious
frame
mindyouwithinto
her the
answers
she
has to concentrate on strange names of
cities, and motor cars. "Amateur
rivers,
Poets" is her newest invention. I'm still
hazy as to what it's all about— so just mail
her a fan letter for the laugh-provoking deI?"
"Who Am You
whiz asat Coffeepot.
alsotoa play
Jean iseasy
This tails.
is as
assume that you're Queen Victoria, for example. Then you must truthfully reply to
all the crowd's queries until someone stumbles upon your identity. To go to town
with Coffeepot, which is Ginger Rogers'
hobby when she isn't wound up with
Monopoly, you think of any verb. The enyou
coffeepotsemble
last?questions
. . . you,
Does i.e.:
your "Who
motherdidobject
This
to your coffeepotting so frequently?'' who's
fellow gather
whichcanthereadily
is the
It
has one
the game
laughs.in You
what quaint insinuations can be innocently
made!
Tone pos-of
and Franchot
Joan
of any members
loveliest garden
sess the Crawford
our Exciting Set. A gorgeous pool stretches
a Colonial
invitingly
lounging
White bath-house
little theatre.
their between
and
alongparasols
green
chairs, parked under
side gay coffee tables, are adroitly lighted
lights. There is a badminton
by hidden
and a convenient ping-pong outfit
court
flood-lighted towards the rear. Altogether
this is a private paradise, a midsummer
night's dream Hollywood version. After
you've tired of swimming and chatting,
and
tummy with a cocktail
Joan fillips yourthen
satisfies your dramatic
canapes. And
urge by ordering a film unreeled in her
theatre.
At Glenda Farrell's you encounter a garden "furnished" as carefully as the inside
of her house. Colored lights peep out of
the grass. A tiny white piano is always
tinkling. If you select one of the white love
benches you're in the most comfortable
seat. But we can't tarry at Glenda's very
late. Some merry gossip, a snack, and ta-ta.
For Glenda is an early-to-bedder. She
relishes ten hours sleep even on summer
nights
strong-willed to
see thatandsheshe's
getssufficiently
it!
A leisurely dinner, cooked by a splendid
chef and enlivened by brilliant conversaSidney's
at Sylviaand
theShe program
tion isment.
has a Capthart
alwaysapartsets
it with the sort of music which particularly
appeals to her honored guest. She secretly
inquires— that's how she learns your preferThen you'reConsiderate?
in for a steady flow of
soothingences!melodv.

Silver
Anna Sten lives right at the beach and
she drags out her guitar to inspire you. A
Russian repast and then Anna is softly
humming to the emotional strains she picks
out. The trick is one that clicks— soon we're
all harmonizing.
I mustn't
omitGene
Hollywood's
night
barbecues.
Raymondsummer
is so
snazzy that he has his barbecue pit outlined in an indirect lighting color which
matches his adjoining swimming pool. His
Sunday evenings are so popular that he has
to alternate invitations. Taste his barbecued
ham and comprehend why! Dick Powell,
who has a similar pit-and-pool set-up, personally cooks for you— when he's fond of
your company. Of course, I never can depend upon what the feed will be. I hope
you can drop
in when Ifhe's
scrambled
eggs Mexican.
your turning
partner out
for
the event eats the red hot peppers and
garlic you may let yourself go.
Virginia Bruce will have you pinning on
the
donkey's
tail (honest!)
if youBrian
join will
her
circle.
Cary Grant
and Mary
seriously advise you to take dreamy drives,
and
wouldn't
be surprised
if they've
hit
upon I the
best method
to pass
the hours
when mundane matters cease to be important. Gracie Allen believes in gathering
the gang around the piano for a repertoire
of Auld-Lang-Syne tunes. Errol Flynn is
cuckoo about Red Dog, a card game in
which he can take terrific chances. Basil
Rathbone, the always urbane, recommends
Chess the
and former
Russian Lillian
Bank. Fred
MacMurray's
wife,
Lamont,
cooks a
supper
Freddie
maintains
can't they
be beat
by any that
woman
alive.
Afterwards
do
the dishes— and sometimes, when your allin-all is applying the dish-towel, this is an
ideal summer night recipe. But as for me?
I feel like a feather in the breeze at the
moment— so I am scooting over to a certain
star's badminton court. We may end up on
Hollywood's old ox road— I mean, atop
Lookout Mountain. That's where Dick
Powell and Joan Blondell go to gaze at the
Neon splendor which spreads so breathtakingly below.
The

Summer

Hostess
[Continued from page 15]
molded salads, which add desirable eyeappeal.
I am a great believer in using your
kitchen for buffet suppers. It not only simplifies the serving problem but adds the
much desired air of informality which is
the secret of all successful buffet suppers.
A combination I have found popular is
made up of a variety of thinly sliced, cold
meats; small individual, handled pots of
baked beans— always a favorite with menserved hot or cold, though I prefer them
straight from the oven. It makes the "hot
spot"
mentioned
earlier
for bread
the buffet
supper.I With
this serve
brown
and
celery stuffed with a tangy cheese. I usually
wash and separate a stalk of celery and
stuff each stalk with cheese, pressing one
into the other until the original stalk is
recreated. Tie this together, place in refrigerator until well chilled and then cut
with a very sharp knife into slices i/2 inch
thick.
Andstuffed
don't olives
neglectoftheall olives
. . lots
of
them,
kinds,. Queen
olives, ripe olives . . . and several kinds of
pickles. There must be a variety of cheese
and sliced breads to enable the guests to
make up sandwiches of their own choosing.
A fruit salad of all the fresh, seasonable
fruits served with a fluffy whipped cream
dressing will serve the double purpose of
salad and dessert.
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Treat

Taste.
to \ our

e moderns
IS
DENTISTS SAY, "CHEW DENTYNE"! w«
kill our teeth with kindness — we eat soft foods — give teeth p
and gums too little healthful exercise. Dentyne is a big aid to
mouth health because its special,y? rraer consistency encourages
more vigorous chewing — stimulates circulation in gums and
mouth tissues and wakens the salivary glands, promoting
natural self-cleansing. It keeps teeth white and those telltale
little chin muscles young and firm.
YOU ENJOY THE FLAVOR FROM

THE FIRST TASTE.

The moment you open the Dentyne package, you get that delicious, spicy aroma. It's a superior chewing gum in every way!
You'll appreciate too, its smart flat shape that fits so neatly
into pocket or handbag — an exclusive feature with Dentyne

Keeps teeth white —
mouth healthy

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS

CHEWING

GUM
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Hair
in 9

Beauty
minutes

as natural as a child's.
For Admiracion Soapless Shampoo is a soluble oil — not a soap. It
dissolves the film that makes blond
hair cloudy, brunette hair dull and
lusterless. It washes away in clear
water — requires no lemon or vinegar
after-rinses. Because it's a real oil
treatment, Admiracion goes deep. It
wakes up your sluggish scalp, leaves
it clean, healthy. It checks falling
hair, washes dandruff away.
Unmask the hidden beauty of your
hair in a 9 minute treatment. Change
from cake soap to Admiracion and
you'll see why more than 1,000,000
bottles were sold last year, why movie
stars use it to brighten their hair and
give it that glorious "halo" effect you
see on the screen. Buy Admiracion
today at toiletry counters U. S. and
Canada. Or send 10^' for generous
trial size — Olive Oil or Pine Tar.

SEND 10c FOR GENEROUS SAMPLE
Admiracion Laboratories. Inc., Harrison, N. J.
Olive Oil for dry hair ( ) Pine Tar for oily hair ( )Boih20c
Name
Street
■.
s;°
:PLAINLY
city
PLEASE PRINT
© 10.TG Admiracion LaboiatoiU-a. inc.
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WHIPPED CREAM DRESSING
mustard, 1 tsp. salt, i/2 tsP- pepper, i/s tsp.
thyme. Brown in about 3 tablespoons butter,
i4 cup pineapple juice
cover and allow to cook slowly for about 40
1421 eggs
cup
sugar
minutes. Bread sauce is made by taking 4
tablespoon lemon juice
slices bread, i/2 inch thick, 3 small sliced
14 cup whipped cream
onions, 2 cups milk, 1 cup water, i/z tsp.
peppercorns, 1 tsp. salt, i/4 tsp. thyme and
Beat eggs well, add sugar, pineapple and
lemon juice. Cook in double boiler until
simmer
until onion
to a2 pu'.p.
Rub
mixture
throughis areduced
sieve, add
tbsp.
thick. Cool. Whip cream and fold in just
before serving.
cream and 3 tbsp. butter, cook until thick
and serve over chicken.
No buffet supper is complete without
She serves shredded raw carrots with a
stuffed eggs. Aside from the usual well
known deviled egg type try removing the mayonnaise flavored with orange juice instead of vinegar or lemon; cold asparagus
yolks and mixing with a heavy cream sauce.
tips with a dressing made of 3 cups of
Season with fresh grated horseradish root
and fill eggs. Over tops place strips of vinegar, chopped parsley, 1 chopped hardpimento, trellis fashion, garnish with a bit boiled egg, dash of paprika, 1 tsp. onicn
of cress. Also, blend yolk with an olive juice. And
alwaysdessert
there standby,
must be Syllabub,
that famous Southern
mince. Add vinegar and salt to taste and
which
is
nothing
more
than
Sweetened
fill eggs. These two recipes are from the
Lionel Barrymore kitchen and he vouches
Whipped
creamwine
flavored
withwhiskey.
a combination of sherry
and rye
This
for their excellence.
Una Merkel likes her buffet southern
may be served in frappe glasses or, if beaten
very stiff, in meringue shells, bought from
style. She starts with a brandied fruit cockany bakery. Coffee is served with dessert.
tail, prepared by soaking fruit in brandy
And there, my dears, you have enough
about half an hour before serving. Next
comes fried chicken and hot biscuits or ideas to last you throughout the remaining
and
worst of the hot season. Much of this
Saute Chicken with Bread Sauce. The biscuits can be made with prepared flour in can be carried over into other seasons and
about 10 minutes. For saute chicken dip cut
used by the busy housewife or the career
up frying chicken into a slightly beaten egg woman to whom time, economy and graand then into a mixture made of cups
ciousness are important to make her a successful hostess.
flour, 1 tsp. curry powder, 14 tsp. dry

[Continued from page 53]
Only A "Bit" Girl
ablest eye specialists worked to avert this
would say, "Give it to Jewell . . . she always
tragedy in a family that once had been so
turns in a good performance." All of which
got her nowhere.
gay and carefree. Months of mental suffering left their mark temporarily on this
To recall that unhappy period pains her
youthful actress, who had so much to offer
even today. "I was up tor more parts durbut whom Hollywood was passing by.
ing my year with Metro than any other
There came the day that Metro anactress on the lot," she says, "but something
nounced it would film "Tale of Two
always interfered with my being cast. Life
Cities." The story of how Isabel got the
then was just one disappointment after anrole
of
the
little dressmaker in the picture
other. Isuffered so many disappointments
serves admirably to illustrate the courage
and slaps in the face that I almost became
and tenacity that has finally won this girl
accustomed
to them."
Not because
of any lack of ability did
her place in the Hollywood sun.
After camping on the office step of David
Isabel fail to win good roles. Sometimes her
Selznick daily for weeks, Isabel finally consize— she's only five feet tall, you know, and
vinced the producer that he should give her
weighs considerably under one hundred
a test for the part. The test accordingly
pounds— prevented her fi!:ing a part. Other
was made and apparently she qualified.
elements out of her control, too, were responsible. The studio knew she was a With that off her mind, the harassed Miss
decided she would hop to New York for a
splendid actress, knew the great potentialibrief holiday before starting work.
ties
that
lay
in
the
pa'.m
of
their
hand.
Isabel was doomed, as have been other fine
Scarcely had she arrived in the east, however, than trade papers announced that
actresses before her, for one reason— the
another girl would play the seamstress.
studio paid no heed to her.
This practice, through which so many
Isabel's blue eyes popped. She reached for
talented players have fallen by the wayside,
a telephone and in a few moments was
is attributable to no one factor. It is merely
talking to Producer Selznick over long
a condition that exists in Hollywood. It distance.
"What's this about another girl going to
cannot be explained, other than downright
heedlessness on the part of studio executives. More times than one have capable
asked.
"Well,
Isabel,"sheexplained
Selznick. "we
part?"
my the
play
actors and actresses suffered through its changed
character slightly. Sorry. Better
prevalence.
they occasions
are found their
before it is tooSometimes
late; on other
"Wait
minute!" shot back the Jewell.
luck
next a time."
careers vanish into thin air, while less tal"What makes you think I can't do it with
ented players forge ahead.
"Well . . ." began Selznick, but he got
Fortunately for Isabel, the studio did not
the further.
changes?"
exercise its second option on her services
no
"I'm taking the next plane for Hollyand she -was thus enabled to regain the
wood," Isabel told him. And she did, leavidentity that seemingly had been lost in the
studio shuffle. But during this period a
ing her hotel within an hour. Once more
inHolIywood she persuaded the studio to
tragedy was to enter her young life.
Her beloved father, ever so close to her
give her another test, and won the role!
Peering again into the far horizon, Isabel,
heart,
lost hisdoctors,
eyesight.
of Wyoming's
most famous
he One
had waged
a losing
to her delight, discovered it lay not so far
fight for years against failing eyesight, and
away. Gradually, and steadily, she was apwhen Isabel took him to her home in
proaching the line that once seemed so far
distant.
Hollywood he could not see even the gold
"Ceiling Zero" offered her an opportunity
of For
his months
daughter's
on hair.
end, then. Isabel tended
of which she took full advantage. It was
during the filming of this picture that she
her father faithfully, while Los Angeles'

SlL ver
read
James Hilton's
"Lost with
Horizon,"
immediately
was consumed
a desireandto
appear in the production should it ever
reach the screen.
Then . . . wonder of wonders, Frank
Capra sent for her, to test her for one of
the important parts in the picturization of
the book. Almost concurrently with this
action, her father began to regain his eyesight. Moreover, out of a clear sky the
owner of the house she had been eating
her heart out to occupy, since first she had
entered it two years previously, decided to
go to Europe and offered the picturesque
little bungalow to Isabel. And . . . Capra,
for whom she would give years off her life
in "Lost Horizon"!
part horizon!
her the
act, gave
to Lost
horizon?
Found
Peculiarly, a strange parallel is to be
drawn between Isabel Jewell, the actress,
and Isabel Jewell, as Gloria Stone, in the
production of "Lost Horizon." Both have
been searching for peace of soul and attainment of ambition, and simultaneously both
find these qualities. All the more wonderful
is the fact that Isabel Jewell, the woman,
arrived at her goal, as she was enacting the
part of the girl in the picture, with a
similar object in mind.
As you undoubtedly know, "Lost Horilists
bookscreen
all best-sellin
zon" has topped
ontog the
Its translation
for months.
is a worthy, but daring, feat.
Telling a deeply-moving story of a group
of persons who have found real peace, most
of the action of the picture unfolds high
up in inner Tibet, in Shangri-La, whither
Isabel Jewell, Ronald Colman, star of the
picture, John Howard, Edward Everett
Horton and Thomas Mitchell have been
borne via airplane . . . kidnapped as they
were evacuating Baskul, a settlement somewhere on ' the Chinese frontier, before an
approaching horde of ravishing native
demons.
Ruled by a High Lama, who is said to
be three hundred years old, Shangri-La is
a garden of contentment, a spot free from
the greed and fears of a world gone mad
with avarice, where life goes on forever.
Into this idyllic state the little group is
transplanted. Colman, a famous explorer
held high in the esteem of the British Empire, learns that he has been abducted at
the suggestion of Jane Wyatt, a girl who
has read his books and gleaned from them
that he was a man searching for peace . . .
one who needed Shangri-La.
"The purpose of Shangri-La," Colman is
told
by theof High
Lama,The"is time
to preserve
the
treasures
beauty.
will come
when brutality and lust for power must
perish by its own sword. It is against that
time that you were brought here. You cannot leave."
This rather formidable and philosophical
but intensely fascinating premise has been
taken by Director Capra and Robert Riskin, his scenarist, and woven into a script
proclaimed by all who have read it as one
of the most complete works ever to be fashioned into a picture. Certainly Frank Capra
is exerting every force at his very facile
command and from all indications the finished film will be one of the great pictures
of the season.
"The mystic spell of the book seemed to
extend even to the players," Isabel, who
plays the best role of her career, observes,
in touching upon the merits of the production. "I have never worked with a cast,
either on the stage or screen, so imbued
with an established mood. We were swayed
by the book, but under Frank Capra's direction ... we were inspired."
"Lost Horizon" is a fitting climax to the
directorial career thus far of the Academywinning Frank Capra. But, more particularly, itstrikes its shaft straight home in
the life of Isabel Jewell. Isabel has found
her own Shangri-La!
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For years, countless women

have

depended on "Lysol" as a means
of antiseptic feminine hygiene . . .
Doctors, clinics, nurses, know
"Lysol"as a dependable germicide
IF young wives would only turn a deaf
ear to "bridge table advice" which is
usually more friendly than informed —
and talk to reputable authorities, they
would have the advantage of facts and
knowledge. . .They would know that the
"Lysol" method of antiseptic feminine
hygiene is one recommended by many
leading experts.
It is important to follow a method of
feminine hygiene which you can use
with
confidence.of "Lysol"
earned
the confidence
countless has
women...
probably no other preparation is so
widely used for this purpose.

"Lysol" disinfectant is a dependable germicide. Itis used by doctors, hospitals,
clinics and nurses, the world over, because of its reliable, concentrated germkilling power. "Lysol" has 6 qualities that
make it valuable for feminine hygiene: —

"Lysol''
of proper
Features
6 Special Lysol"
The
1. Non-caustic..."
in the
dilutions isgentle and reliable. It contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness. .."Lysol" is a true germicide, active under practical conditions ... in
the presence of organic matter (such as dirt,
mucus, serum, etc.). Some other preparations
don't work under these conditions.
3.because
Penetration.
.."Lysol"
of their low
surface solutions
tension, andspread
thus
virtually search out germs.
4. Economy.. ."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor... The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately alter use.
6. Stability.. ."Lysol" keeps its/«//strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
otten it is uncorked.
New I Lysol Hygienic Soap tor hath, hands
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
FACTS ALL WOMEN
SHOULD KNOW
Lehn
&
Fink
Products
Corp.,
Dept.
SS9
Bloomficld, N. J.
Please
send about
me the feminine
book called
" LYSOL
GERMS",
Willi facts
hygiene
and v«.other
uses of
C.<y_
Street
Name .
.Sidle _
© IAS6, Lphn & Kink I'ro.lu, u Corp.
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Throw-Backs
AGE

10

H
TEET
LOOK

HALF WAY tootk JbOdte
Don't waste another day on half waydental care. Superficial cleansing may
keep your teeth white — for a while!
But when your neglected gums grow
soft and tender, all the half way
measures in the world won't preserve
your teeth.
Now — while your teeth are still firm
and sound — replace half way care
with the tooth paste that does both
jobs. Forhan's whitens your teeth and
fights the menace of
spongy gums at the
same time.
Why quit half way
in caring for your teeth
when Forhan's gives
two-fold protection at
the price of most ordinary tooth pastes?
Be safe. Get Forhan's
™" today !

DOES
han's
or
F
BOTH
JOBS /cleans teeth
\saves gums
MILLIONS *
USE HUSH
/*-BODY
ODORS
Those who are fastidious
and immaculate of their person welcome
HUSH for its effective qualities to
overcome excessive perspiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
the underarms fresh and
free from every trace
of odor. Use it dailyv
4 Kinds
10c size at
10c stores

[Continued from page 28]
on the Paradise dance floor in very revealing tights, while a few sequences later we
find him on his knees thanking God that
he has found her again and that she has
been saved in the terrible earthquake. In
Blackie Norton's veins there is a definite
intermingling of two blood streams, good
and evil, and when I approached Clark
Gable with my spectacles on and asked for
a scientific explanation he assured me that
he played Blackie so convincingly because
he was descended from both nasty King
John
who beautiful
just didn'twomen,
care what
he didof toEngland,
good and
and
also from Galahad the Pure, the knight
in shining armor who started the gallantry
gag— and that is what we might call a terrific intermingling. It must be awful to
have two natures, good and evil, struggling

Studio

in you.with
Personally
I've never been bothered
much
Sir Galahad.
W: C. Fields is naturally a descendant of
the old Martini family, the branch which
preferred onions to olives. After seeing
Marlene
in "Desire"
that she isDietrich
descended
from noneI amotherpositive
than
the breath-takingly beautiful Galatea. And
don't tell me that Galatea was a statue.
I knew it all the time.
And when I approached Jimmy Cagney
in regard to the ancestor who had helped
him to portray one of his famous characters, he merely remarked that his most
famous characterization, and the one that
came most natural to him, was as the Ass
in "Midsummer Night's Dream." Jimmy
left me to draw my own conclusions, and
now I shall leave you to draw yours.

News

[Continued from page 11]
crushed to remain longer around here. The
next thing I know Joe will be telling them
that / was in the class that's having the
reunion.
Even though I am working like the devil,
for the most part everything is going so
swell today
Especially when Ionjustthecan't
nextstaysetcrushed.
I run smack
bang
BarbararoomStanwyck.
sitting
in herinto
dressing
on the She's
set reading
and what a picture! Barbara may not be
the foremost beauty on the screen but she's
and class
taste— my
for my
got
alongplenty
with ofit.looks
She has
on what
guide
describes as a modish black crepe suit and
a black hat.
She glances up as I stand in the doorsake,
for Pete's
"Well,exclaims
at her. she
gawking back!"
look waywhat's
holding
out her hand. "Park it. Did you have a
Thetrip?"
next few minutes conversation
nice
wouldn't interest you readers because it was
purely personal— or, at least, I like to kid
myself his
it was.
the door
assistant
sticks
headThen"
in the
anddirector
spoils
everything.
"We're
ready,"
he
announces.
So Barbara goes on to the set and I
settle
backthan
to watch.
In the
she's
no
better
she should
be. picture
Bob Taylor,
who plays opposite her, is hooked up with
some
who's
looking type
for the
cause
and a doctor
cure for
a certain
of jungle
fever. Bob knows he's probably never coming backtime
so he's
ten for
lastthedaysjungle.
in a
riotous
beforehaving
leaving
He meets Barbara, they fall desperately in
love and marry. His family raises quite a
fuss about it on account of Bab's past. You
can well understand, she doesn't want him
to go after they're married. He takes her
home and she's waiting in the library of
the family's house. She's standing there
looking at a picture of his mother (and
she's
quitesound
a picture
herself)
when she
hears the
of footsteps
descending
the
stairs. She hastily replaces the picture and
turns as Bob and his brother (John Eldredge) enter. "This is my brother," Bob
announces.
"How do you do?" John greets her coldly.
"You'll excuse the— •— " indicating his dressing gown which he has hastily thrown on
over his pajamas.
"Of course," Barbara agrees. The situa-

tion is tense
and she's
on her
"I'm—
er— sorry
to have
keptguard.
you waiting," Bob mutters, more ill at ease than
ever.
"How
about announces.
a— er— cup "Iof guess
coffee?"I can
"No,"
Barbara
take it on an empty stomach. You're
"Yes," Bob admits guiltily.
"That's all I wanted to hear," she
answers, turning and starting out the door.
"I had to know."
"Not so fast," Bob exclaims grabbing her
by "I
thedon't
arm. think you realize," Eldredge begoing?"
gins.
may affect
whole shoots
life." at
"What "Thisabout
mine?"Bob'sBarbara
him.
knowon blamed
well asthisit did
won'twhen
get over
as Iwell
the screen
they
shot it. I wish you could all (both of you)
have been with me on the set. I've been
going to the theatre now for— well, you
practically heard Santley say I was antedeluvian— and I've never heard or felt more
drama— more tenseness put into a few
words
than Barbara
into that on
"What
about mine?"
Even thegottechnicians
the
set were spell-bound.
You'd think by this time we'd be through
with M-G-M. wouldn't you? But, no! Far
from it.Beery.
ThereThis
is "Old
Wallace
one wasHutch"
written starring
by my

Una Merkel, Frank Sully and
Walter Abel acting up for
"We
Went
To College."
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Although the title is "Sworn
Enemy," Robert Young and
Florence Rice find time to go
into a clinch.
friend (or am I too presuming?) George
as America's foreis recognized
Kelly who
most playwright,
having authored such
plays as "The Show-Off," "Craig's Wife,"
"Daisy
the Magnificent"
(which Mayme,"
featured "Maggie,
Joan Blondell
and James
Cagney on the stage), "Behold the Bridegroom," "Philip
Goesenviable
Forth,"position
etc. Mr.of
Kelly is now
in the
being able to say to producers, "I'm really
notdown.
interested
in that
that hestory"
turningin
it
The fact
was and
interested
doing this story for Beery speaks volumes
for the story.
This one is just starting, too. It seems to
be the kitchen of a shack where Beery and
his wife (I hope) Elizabeth Patterson live.
Miss P. is sweeping like mad and Mr. B.
is sitting at the table gorging himself on
watermelon and something else that I cannot determine. His dog is sitting right beside him, tongue drooling at every mouthful Wally takes.
"Oh, May," Miss Patterson exclaims in
disgust as she rounds the corner of the
table where the dog is sitting, "you're always in the way. You've had your breakfast."
The dog tucks tail and moves before the
onslaught of the broom.
"Aw,protests
why don't
let her alone?"
Beery
betweenyoumouthfuls.
I want flourishing
to sweep!" the
Missbroom.
P. snaps
as "Because
she continues
"Here, May," Wally calls, deciding to
drop the whole thing.
Mr. Beery and I have never been
chummy since he got fussed up one day
on the set of "The Big House" and Miss
Patterson never remembers that she's met
me at least a dozen times so there's no use
lingering. But, with all respect to the departed, Miss Patterson is a darned sight
better actress than Marie Dressier was, so
they ought to make a swell team.
We finally reach the last set on the
M-G-M
It is called
Enemy" Rice.
and
features lot.
Robert
Young "Sworn
and Florence
Well, Florence is one of my very favorite
people
a soft
spot working
in my
heart forandBobI'veeverhadsince
he was
on his first picture and took time out to
tell me that he thought love scenes were
supremely silly.
And imagine! In this picture Joseph Calleia is a gangster who puts his dough in a
vault behind his bathroom and Bob (a
secret service man) sets fire to the place
knowing Calleia will rush to the place
where the money is hidden. The scene I see
is a clinch in the vault between Bob and
Florence. They really put emotion into

See if the Shade

You

Are

Using

Is Really

the

Right One for You !
through all five and observe the
You're pretty sure about the shade of
By ^/ocIm Qlt&ZK. effects in your mirror in each case.
face
powder
you
use,
aren't
you?
You're
You don't have to be any seer to
quite
the right
you. to find out it
Whatcertain
wouldit's you
say ifshade
you forwere
recognize instantly that one of these five shades
is
more
suited
you than any other. You will
was the wrong shade entirely for you? Don't be see immediately tothat
one shade, more than any
so sure that this isn't the case. As any artist or
make-up expert will tell you, many women use the other, makes you look your youngest and most
wrong shade of face powder entirely. The result is, attractive. What that shade is, neither I nor anythey look years older than they really are.
body else, can tell you. You must see for yourself.
The reason so many women use the wrong shade
of face powder is that they select their shades on
A Surprise May Be in Store for You I
Maybe the very shade you think least suited to
the
wrong
basis
altogether.
It's
a
mistake
to
select your shade of face powder according to you, the very one you would never think of using
is actually your most becoming shade. Thousands
your
are an so-called
individual."type." You are not a "type." You of
thiswomen
test. have been amazed with the results of
One Way and Only Onel
Decide today that you are not going to be in the
There is only one way to tell your most becoming dark any longer as to the shade of face powder
shade of face powder and that is to try on all five you should use. Decide today that you are going to
basic shades. Any other method is only theory know once and for all which is your most becomand guess-work.
ing shade. Mail the coupon today and play the
To make it simple and conclusive for you to
game that tells— my game of "face powderFREE
shades."
ascertain your right shade of face powder,
I have invented a game called: "Find Your
(
You
ran
paste
this
an
a
jMnny
poaUard.)
i'Xt)
Lady Esther. 20(52 Kiilgc Ave., Evanston, 111.
Right Shade of Face Powder." It's as enlightPlease send me by return mail u liberal supply of nil five
is fascinating.
Here's and
all youaddress
need
do: Justening as itsend
me your name
Bhades of Lady Esther Face Powder: also a 7-days' supply of
your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Kuce Cream.
and
return
mail Esther
I'll sendFace
you Powder,
all five
shadesby of
my Lady
free of charge. Take the five shades and sit
down before your mirror. Start with the
shade you think least suited to you and try
that on. But don't stop at any one shade.
\lfvou livain Canada, write l*tdv Enthrr , Ltd. , Taranta. (>nt.\
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There ore many flattering ways to PATENTS,
arrange your hair with Hollywood 2,000, B93.
Rapid Dry Curlers. Will you have 2.000,594
tight little curls that fit close to your
head... or soft loose ones to form
a halo? Will you have many curls
...or just a few? Whatever style of
cur! you select can be yours easily,
quickly, right at home... with the
"Curler used by the Stars."
HOLLYWOOD CURLER
Box 31B, Hollywood, Cal.
Please send FREE Hollywood Curler arvd_
booklet of smart Hollywood Hair Styles.
AddressCity
3 for 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES - NOTION COUNTERS
Free

For Asthma

and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fail
once oftoa the
Frontier Asthma
Co. to
for send
a freeat trial
remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free- trial. If
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief ;
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier
Co. 267-A
462 NiagaraAsthma
St., Buffalo,
N. Y. Frontier Bldg.,

Our old favorite, Walter Huston, returns to us
in "Dodsworth," with
his Ruth
wife. Chatterton playing
their
work and(who
justiswhen
I'm beautiful
thinking
that Florence
not only
but too smart and too sweet) is lost to me
forever and that Bob has completely forgotten his wife and baby, Bob looks up
from the kiss and says to the director, "Am
I covering Florence's face?" And Florence
says to the director, "Maybe if I swing my
body a little more towards you we can
both get
muggs in the camera." Romance in our
the movies!
It's the first time I've seen Bob since
he returned from England. "I made one
picture over there," he tells me, "and was
all
to come
back. We'd
the baby
at
homeset and
naturally
were left
anxious
to get
back to her. We had our stuff all packed
and our tickets bought. I was called to the
studio and they told me they had made
arrangements with M-G-M for me to stay
over and do another picture with Jessie
Matthews. It wasn't an easy thing to go
home and tell my wife we weren't leaving
but there wasn't much I could do about it.
We had a swell time over there, but four
months is a little too long to be away from
the baby. She had grown two inches and
learned to talk while we were gone. As
soon as we finish this picture I'm going
out"You
of town
for ten
days."
mean,"
I ejaculated,
"they have
nothing lined up for you when this finishes," because Bob works more constantly
than almost anyone on that lot, going from
picture
tween. to picture with hardly a day be"Not for a couple of weeks," he grins.
"I think in some way my name must have
got off the list of contract players for a
few days and they forgot about me. It's
dollars to doughnuts, though, I'll be called
back
for re-takes." with him over the unCommiserating
certainty of actors' vacations, I shake
hands, tell Florence goodbye and head for—
United Artists

Quickly Relieved and Refreshed
One application
of Dr.
Scholl's Foot
Balm and
your
feet will feel
wonderfully
soothed
and
refreshed. Relieves the pain and soreness.
Healing, penetrating; soothes irritated nerves,
sore muscles and painful joints; reduces inv / fbmmation and swelling; dispels foot
**** odor; louses
quietsandpainful
corns,
calbunions.
At your
drug, shoe or dept. store, 35^.
,. f For free booklet on Foot Care,
i^J\> wn'tetoday
to Dr.Scholl's.Inc,
462 West Schiller
St., Chicago. TWO pictures going over here. One is
"The World Is Mine," being made by
the Pickford-Lasky Company. This features
Nino Martini and James Blakeley.
DrScholls
SSK
The picture is a nonsensical affair about

a Mexican bandit chief (Leo Carrillo) who
sees an American gangster film and decides
to inject American underworld methods
into his business. He kidnaps Ida Lupino
and her fiancee, Blakeley (weakling son of
a multi-millionaire). Carrillo thinks they
are married, turns his quarters over to
themcome
and in.locks them inside. That's where
we
Lupy thinks the whole thing is a gay
adventure and she is resolved to make the
best of it, posturing in front of a mirror
in a big ten gallon sombrero and a serape.
Mr. Blakeley is gazing out the window, eyeing the murderous looking guards. "Not a
chance of escaping," he opines. "A fine
mess
us into."
"I?"you've
Lupy got
repeats
in astonishment, posing in front of a mirror.
"Yes, you," he snaps. "Getting fresh with
that gun play on the road. I'm in a spot,
"But not such a bad spot, after all," she
comforts him." "We're all right so far
I tell you
and"—
as though in a final appeal to her
former ideal of him— "Bill, we're both in
we aren't
aren't,"we?"
he whines, failing her
it "No,
together,
again. "I'm the one they want. He said
he'd cut my ear off." He starts towards the
window again but turns from it, the last
shred
of his
snap.that"They'd
shoot me
downnerve
like about
a dog.toAnd
Chivo
chap (Martini) at the door with a rifle.
If "My
you only
him."blazes, befault hadn't
again, insulted
eh?" Lupy
ginning to be fed up with him.
"Be reasonable, can't you?" Jim begs.
"Reasonable?" she repeats scornfully.
"Look here, Jane," he begins. "Chivo
isn't a bad sort. He's different from these
other toughs. He might help us out— if
you'd
only be bedecent
"I couldn't
decentto tohim."
him," Lupy announces, "if they kept me here for life."
the which
pictureonlyis
overButsheshe's
falls wrong.
in love Before
with him,
goes tothing,show
anyhow. you— show you— well, someSerene in the knowledge that Love Will
Find A Way, 1 saunter over to another

Silver
stage where Samuel Goldwyn is producing
"Dodsworth" with Walter Huston and
Ruth icanChatterton.
a rich
Amer-to
business man It's
who about
sells his
business
take his wife abroad. She wants a fling at
life. We pick them up in the library of
their home.
"I won't be put on the shelf by my
daughter," Chatterton announces airily,
"when I can still dance longer and better
than she can. I've got brains and thank
heavens I still have looks. Why, nobody,"
she goes on hopefully, "takes me for more
than thirty-two. Thirty, even," she ventures
when Huston doesn't laugh in her face.
"Oh, Sam," coming towards him and putting her arm around his neck, "I'm begging
for life. No," smiling, "I'm demanding it!"
"I see how you feel," Huston agrees. "All
right. I'll enjoy life if it kills me— and it
probably will."
When they rehearse the scene Miss Chatterton says, "I'm demonding it" but when
they take it she manages to get out an "a"
you can
I'm to
sureher,it
gave
her recognize,
indigestion.although
In justice
though, with her make-up on she really
doesn't look over thirty-two— or thirty, even.
Huston is one of the really intelligent
people in this business. We chat for a few
minutes about the plays he appeared in
before he entered pictures. One of them,
"Mr. Pitt," I remember vividly and suggest
it would make a good picture.
"I know darned well it would," he
agrees.
we but
did now
it on Zona
the stage
last act "When
was wrong
Gale, the
the
author, writes me that after twelve years
she has found the right ending."
There'sgotten, irony
you! remembered
The book isbyfor-a
the play for
is only
few people and now she finds the right
ending!
Life is not all happy endings— or even
"right" endings, dear readers. If it were,
I'd be through for the month. Instead, I
drag my weary carcass toParamount
FIRST over here, we have "The General
Died At Dawn." I can't see where the

A scene from "The World Is
Mine," with Ida Lupino and
James Blakeley.
great advantage is in having him killed at
dawn any more than at dusk, but who am
I to appear captious?
The story has something to do with a
Chinese revolution. This scene I see is not
a terribly important one. Gary Cooper and
Madeline Carroll enter the diner. The
steward at the far end holds up two fingers
and Gary, taking Miss C's arm. walks her
forward, glancing at the people right and
left as he passes them. He sees someone of
interest and calls her attention to it by
squeezing her arm. She looks in the direc-
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When castles in Spain
Come crashing down,
There's one way to soften
Fortune's FrownBuy Beech-Nut Gum
At stand or store . . .
The flavor makes dreaming
Worthwhile once more!
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tion he indicates and sees a Chinese mandarin. He is eating gravely and slowly,
looking like a chewing goat.
"Looka' him," Gary urges. "He's just
giving
see if hegentleman
likes it." They
pass onlifeanda trial
see to
a British
in a
linen suit who looks disapprovingly at
Gary. "He's playing hookey from a padded
cell," Gary cracks.
"You're smiles.
just full of jokes, aren't you?"
Madeleine
"Why not?" he retorts. "I don't meet a
good girl in ten years and now you expect
me to betheir
dumb."
they've
reached
table By
and this
Garytimehelps
her
into her chair. "So eat your cabbage," he
admonishes her, "and don't stick pins in
poppa!" To the waiter as he sits downGary, I mean, not the waiter, "Dinner— and
hurry
it up."
That's
about all there is to the scene.
The space inside the diner is so cramped
I can't get in so I just send Gary the
cigarette he always mooches from me and
start to leave. On the way out I run into
Porter Hall, who plays Gary's father.
"Having fun?" I ask brightly, knowing it
is ninety in the shade outside and about
no degrees inside under the lights.
Mr. Hall gives me a withering look. "I
can't see," he grumbles, "why I had to get
up and come to work this morning when
I just
killedsay,last"that's
night." the movies for
As Igotoften

O POPULAR
PACKAGES
inse
yjnctmpoo
25* One Shampoo and one
Two "tiny-tint" /ooodH^ta^taiY
rinses ^iL^^^^^ " "tiny-tint" rinse'BRIGHTENS EVERY SHADE OF HAIR"
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Next we have "A Son Comes Home."
This story really has a swell plot and a
fine cast— Mary Boland, Julie Haydon,
Wallyyou."
(Slim) Ford, Donald Woods, Anthony Nace and others.
Mary, with her adopted daughter (Julie)
runs a inchowder
house onSheFishermen's
Wharf
San Francisco.
is called
"Angel of the Wharves" because of her
many kindnesses. Her son (Nace) has disappeared from home years before and she
has never heard from him since, although
she has never given up hoping he will re-

1936
turn. One night in a driving rain, Woods
(a hitch-hiker) bums a ride from Nace. On
the way to Frisco they drive into a filling
station where Nace holds up the attendant
and then shoots him. Woods manages to
kick the gun out of Nace's hand. A car is
heard approaching and Nace beats it, leaving Woods to face the music.
Woods reads the story of Mary's life in
the paper and decides to pose as her son.
Then the police pick him up for the
hold-up of the gas station. Naturally, if the
filling station attendant dies before he can
identify Don as the man who was only with
his attacker, the police will think Don did
it, as he was found by the fallen man. A
detective and lawyer are taking Don, Mary,
Julie and Wally Ford to the hospital to
see the wounded man. In the corridor outside the door they pause. The seriousness
of the moment comes over them. "Come
on, son," Roger Imhoff (the lawyer) urges.
"It shouldn't take long."
Woods turns appealingly to Mary. She
grasps his arm tightly. "We'll wait for you
outImhoff
here," knocks
she promises.
at the"Good
door luck,
and son."
it is
opened by the doctor. His manner is grave
as he steps out. "This is my client, doctor,"
Imhoff
announces.
we go
in?" disThe doctor
gives"May
the boy
a quick,
dainful glance and then, bowing slightly,
makes way for them to enter. Don goes in
and stops still in his tracks, his whole body
becoming rigid as he sees the man is dead!
There's nothing funny about death to me
so
don't stop
gab.sheIt'sentered
Miss Boland's
firstI serious
role tosince
pictures
and I know she'll be good in it. Julie Haydon is always good and so is Wally, who
has recaptured that "high school figure."
Now we come to "Lady Be Careful"
which
is adapted
from "Sailor
Once this
was supposed
to be a Beware."
musical
starring Bing Crosby, the idea being he
could get any girl he wanted just by singing to her, but Bing no likee. So now
they've left it somewhat as it was and Lew

WITH
Mercolized
Wax
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younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
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stimulating skin tonic.
Smooths aoutrefreshing,
wrinkles and
age
lines.
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pores,
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flesh, complete
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The Chinese revolution does not seem to bother
Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll while they
order their lunch in this scene from "The General Died At Dawn."
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A dramatic moment in "A
Son Comes Home," with
Donald Woods, Roger Imhoif,
Mary Boland, Wallace Ford
and Julie Haydon.
Ayres plays the irresistible Lothario. Just
at this point a group of gobs are gathered
below deck on a battleship. Buster Crabbe,
in a marine's uniform, is telling them how
it's done.
"Of that
course,"
off, to
"any
of you
boys
want he
to isspouts
welcome
watch
my
technique—
andjust
any come
littleright
pointupthat
clear
to you,
and ain't
ast
me. But the main thing is to watch my
work, then practice in your spare time.
You'll be surprised what an improvement
one week will show." He stalks majestically
out of the place followed by all the gobs
except Lew and Benny Baker.
Benny gazes resentfully after Buster.
"You know," he remarks, "sometimes I
think I don't like that guy— and other
times I'm sure of it." He turns to Lew.
"Coming with me? I'll wait."
"You go ahead," Lew says. "I'm going
to
rent a a box
boat and
and starts
do a winding
little fishing."
He
opens
up some
line.
"No use going ashore alone, Dud," Benny
says plaintively. "The dames don't give me
a tumble."
"Well, you never see 'em lined up waiting for me, do ya?" Lew retorts. "I don't
click, either."
"Gee," Benny says wistfully, "I wish I
could rub a lamp and get handsome."
"A lamp!" Lew cracks. "Boy, you'd have
to When
rub a the
lighthouse."
scene is finished I congratulate
Lew on the picture he directed recently,
"Hearts in Bondage." It turned out to be a
fine picture and he has had a number of directorial offers since then. In the meantime
this part came up and any of you who saw
the show know what a great part it is. If
they've
doneit ought
a good tojobputof Lew
adapting
the screen
right it
backto
where he was a few years ago.
The last one on this lot is "The Texas
Rangers"
MacMuiray,
Jack
Oakie, Jean with
ParkerFred
and Lloyd
Nolan. None
of them are working this scene.
This scene has to do with Jed Prouty as
a timid prosecutor who is addressing the
jury.
Higgins,"
quavers,
"is
guilty,"IfheMr.should
be Prouty
punished.
On the
other hand, defendant says he killed in self
defense. No one but Ira Johnson saw the
shooting. He, sad to state, turned out to
be
poor witness.
Therefore
wanta very
to hang
an innocent
man weor don't
send
him to jail. So you must weigh the evidence very carefully."
Now, that is what / would call a very
forceful summing up of the case. The high
spot of the scene, however, is Richard Carle
who used to star in some musical comedies
called "The Tenderfoot" and "Jumping
Jupiter." In this scene he doesn't say a
word but it is a scream watching the expres ions of his face.

Sales of KGDLS tell a story. Unknown
three years ago — now up among the
leaders. The reason? Try a pack. Enjoy the agreeable coolness of the mild
menthol. Taste the rich flavor of the
better tobacco blend. Notice the easyon-the-lips touch of cork tips. And

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

Playing Cards — Initial or fancy bock.
Best quality, 60 coupons. 2 decks — 100

in every pack comes a B & W coupon good for nationally advertised
merchandise (offer good in U. S. A.
only) . . . Smoke up, cool down with
KGDLS.
They're Tobacco
better for Corporation,
you! Brown
& Williamson
P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Kentucky.

HANDSOME

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-pogo
JJ & W premium booklet No. 11

NEW

PREMIUMS

Silvrrwnre — Oneida Community Par
Plate, 2b pieces, for 6 . . . 900 coupons

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.. .ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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CHOKE/*

GASP/

Found Way to Get
Relief From Attacks
Aug. 14,
am getting
along for
fine over
and
have
not 1933
had —an"I attack
of asthma
sixteen months. I cannot tell you how thankful
I am for your Nacor and its help to me in the
fight
against
terrible
Yerkes,
11320thisHale
Ave.,disease."
Chicago,— Mrs.
111. Bessie
Do asthma attacks make you feel weak and
miserable? Are you tortured by a bronchial
cough? In thousands of cases Nacor has brought
soothing relief and comfort. Contains no habitforming drugs. Nacor may be the one medicine
that can help you. FREE. Write for helpful
booklet and letters from happy users. No cost
or obligation. Nacor Medicine Co., 333 State
Life Bldg., -Indianapolis, Ind.

SMOOTH
out the youwrinkles
andAbsolutely
crow's feetharmless
that roar
your
— simple
and beauty
easy —to while
use — a toiletsleep.
necessity.
Eradicators
> P and
£Wrinkle
Frowners
R
Made
in
two
styles
—
Erarlicators
for
linesandin$1.00
the boxes
face,
Frowners for between the eyes. Sold in 65c
st most drug and department stores. Trial pa-kage, 35c.
for the golfer
tennispostpaid,
player. Ifonyour
dealer's
stock
isFineexhausted,
sent ordirect,
receipt
of price.
THE B & P Co., (Two Women)
P. O. Box 2632
Lakewood, O.
HAIR
GONE
Remove hair permanently with electric needle from face or
parts
regrowth.
safe,
does notof body,
injure noskin.
No moreImprove
painfulyour
thanbeauty.
pluckingIs hair.
Complete
instrument
with
instructions
only
$2.00
postpaid,
or sent C.O.D. plus postage. Guaranteed to remove hair or
money returned. C. D. Electric Co., Dept. S2, Ruxton, Md.
YOUR

FflK chatiIId
regular They
features'
can be Charmyours,o1
Stottereauly!
(grad. of University
. .anna)mousreconstructs
faceB
by faVienna
Polyclinic
methods.
Unshapely
Protruding
Large areLips,all Noses,
Wrinkles,
Signs of Ears,
Age,
etc..
quickly
corrected.
Low
cost.
Write
or
call
for
Free Booklet
"Facial
Reconstruction."
(mailed
inDr.plain
wrapper).
Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,
Dept. 41-T, New York
. Government Jobs
Start $1260 to $2109 a Year
MEN — WOMEN. Common Education usuallymediatelysufficient.
Write book,
imfor free 32-page
with ablelistand particulars
of many positions
obtaintelling how to
get them.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. M269 Rochester, N. Y.

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK!
makini j J I
Many ■ <of our successful students are now
now making
big
aoney.
Our simple
methods make
it fun to/1j -• [
learn money,
Comme
Commercial
Art,
Cartooning
and
Designing
;it home in spare time. New low tuition rate. Write
for STUDIO
bin trco Book179,"ARTWASHINGTON
lor Ploimire Mid SCHOOL
Profit," lodav.
OF St.oti
ART
1115— I5TH ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.
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"Youto know,"
I confide
to my Lee
guide,
used
run around
with Dixie
before"I
she ever met Bing Crosby and we were
getting along swell until one night I sang
her a song called 'I picked a lemon in the
garden of love.' It was one of Mr. Carle's
not interested in Mr. Carle's old
old"I'm
songs."
songs or your old romances," my guide
freezes me, "and don't brag too much about
going out with Dixie. Whatever her taste
in Here
fellowsI am
was squelched
in the past,
she'sQuite,
reformed."
again.
quite
dejected, I leave Paramount for—
R-K-O
THERE are only two pictures shooting
here. Wheeler
One of them
is "Mummy's
starring
and Woolsey.
That Boys,"
one is
on
location.
The
other
is
"Swing
Time,"
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
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Men— Women— Children!
BOW-LEGS Improve
and KNOCK-KNEES
While working — sleeping — playing
Morris Limb Straighteners have
been worn by thousands with
marvelous results. Guaranteed conruction 10c
to individual
ments. stSend
for actualmeasurephotographs
sent
cover. Low cost. in plain
Morris Orthopedic Institute,
Suite 4, 612 Loew's State Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif.

WAKE

UP

YOUR

BILELIVER
Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
the pour
Morning
The
liver in
should
out two Rarin'
pounds toof Go
liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing
your food
doesn'tup digest.
It just
decays infreely,
the bowels.
Gas bloats
your stomach.
You getsonedconstipated.
Your
whole
system
poiand you feel sour, sunk and the isworld
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause.
Little freely
Liver
Pills toItgettakes
thesethose
two good,
poundsold ofCarter's
bile flowing
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up."
Harmless,
gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow freely.
Ask forbornlyCarter's
Little Liver
Stubrefuse anything
else. 25cPillsat byall name.
drug stores.
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you

Out in the snow! Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire
pause between taps in "Swing
Fred is a bashful youth, engaged to one
girl and in love Time."
with Ginger. She senses
his feeling for her but doesn't know he's
already engaged and he can't get up nerve
to tell her. One night, in the dead of winter, he, Ginger, Helen Broderick and Victor
Moore decide to motor up to an hotel
called "The New Amsterdam" in the
Adirondacks for dinner. But when they
reach there they find the New Amsterdam
has fallen into decay and has been given
over to the spiders these many years. There
are fir trees and pines and cedars all
about— all of them covered with snow.
Helen and Vic wander off somewhere and
here are Fred and Ginger in a little summer house, practically freezing to death.
The movies again for you. Snow on the
ground and a temperature of no. Fred
doesn't want to be left alone with Ginger
on
of the predicament
he'sinto
in. the
He
triesaccount
to discourage
her from going
summer house.
"I'll bet it's drafty," he hazards.
"Oh, let's sit down here," Ginger suggests, seating herself.
"All right— if you won't be too cold," he
agrees reluctantly, seating himself beside
her.
Ginger looks at him curiously and
up.him. "I am a little cold," she ensnuggles courages
"Flap your arms," Fred suggests, jumping
up. "That'll restore circulation." He grabs
her arms and flaps them vigorously. "Makes
me"I feel
warmer
already."cracks.
doubt
it," Ginger

STAMMER
Send
todaySTAMMER,"
for beautifullywhich
illustrated
"DON'T
describesbooktheentitled
Bogue
Unit Method
for
the
scientific
stam-at
mering and stuttering. Method correction
successfullyofused
Bogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians.
concerningBenjamin
correction of stammeringFullsent information
free. No obligation.
N. Bogue, Dept. 558, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

EARN MONEYS
HOME
Address envelopes, list names, sew,
• you.
do other
of work.
We showto
Send kinds
3tf stamp
for details
WOMEN'S SERVICE LEAGUE
17 Roxbury St., Dept S9
Keene, N. H.

Relieve
Pain
In 9
NEURITIS
Minutes
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia or NURITO.
Lumbago inAbsolutely
9 minutes, safe.
get the
Prescription
No Doctor's
opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly — must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURiTO today.

eckles
Banish those embarrassing
freckles quickly in the privacy
of your room. Your friends will
wonder Freckle
how youCream
did it.
StillIman's
removes
.Ithem
while skin
you sleep.
j Leaves
soft, 50
smooth, the
and clear.
a C
Booklet on request.
Stillman Co., Aurora, 111., Dept. 23
mans

FRECKLE

CREAM

Silver
"Come on," Fred urges. "Stamp up and
down." and
Vigorously
grabs
by the
elbow
helps herheinto
the her
movements.
She slips and he grabs her with both arms
so that she is nestling quite close to him.
They both sigh in relief. After all, they
can't help
it if she slipped. Anybody's allowed one slip.
"You know," Ginger whispers through
closed eyes, "if some people saw us like
this, they might think there was something
between us."
"Oh," Fred gasps in alarm, "I wouldn't
want them to think that!"
"You wouldn't?" Ginger gasps in turn.
"Oh, no!" Fred stammers without realizing what he is saying. "That'd be
terrible!"
It's hot
here, despite
getting
late,inGinger
and Fredthearesnow,
way it's
up
on top of a hill in the summer house and
I can't get to them. So I just wave and
hurry around to—
2 0th Century-Fox
SHIRLEY TEMPLE is working here in
something or other but the set is closed.
Nobody of importance is working in "Sing,
Baby, Sing" so I'll tell you about that one
next month. We have left, "The Holy Lie,"
the title of which will probably be changed.
Jane Darwell is the star of the picture. She
is blind and lives in Austria, I believe. Her
three children are in America and send her
money to come over there in hopes something can be done to cure her.
One of them is Claire Trevor, whom
Jane thinks is a musical comedy star. Claire
is only a chorus girl. When her mother
arrives, rather than disillusion her, Claire's
pals, Arline Judge and Joyce Compton, kidnap the star and Claire plays the lead for
one performance.
But Miss
I'm getting
of my instory.
now,
Darwell ahead
is sitting
her Right
living
room, just before she leaves for America.
Torbin Meyers, the saddle master, and
his wife, Annette Lake, come in carrying
packages.
"I brought you some cherry preserves to
eat on the boat," Annette announces, placing a jar in Jane's hands.
Mother,otic,Home,
Love, orPatriWrite
A
Sacred, Comic
any
subject. Send poem today
and
get
our
wonderful
propSONG
osition. Song Hits Pay!
Richard Bros., 28 Hyde Park Bank Bldg., Chicago.
EARN MONEY AT HOME
MEN OR WOMEN
No experience necessary. We
teach fiedyouMotionquickly
our Simpli-and
Pictureby method,
start
you
earning.
Write
for
lull particulars and Free to-day
Illustrated
^%a/S«k*■ W—
Booklet.
JOHNSTONE m HOWELL Company, ^^**US
Limited, 1205-LBay Stroet. Toronto, Canada

10O% Improvement Guaranteed
We with
build, strengthen
the
organs —
not
lessons—correct
but vocal
bysilentfundamentally
sound andsvnqvng
scientifically
exercises, .
and
absolutely
fjuaruntrn
to
improve
any
sinxinKfor
orwonderful
speaking voice
voice book
at IfaHt
.Learn
. Write
—voice
sent100%
freo..want.
WHY
you
can enow
have
the
you
rature sent to anyone under 17 unless NosignedlitbyPERFECT
parent. VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 1316
64 E. Lake St., Chicago
ITCHING
TORTURE STOPPED in tnte tttinute!
For quick relief from the itching of pimplea, blotches,
eczema, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin eruptions,
apply
Dr. Dennis'Itscooling,
D. D.
Prescription.
gentle antiseptic,
oils sootheliquid
the D.irritated
skin. Clear, greaselesB and stainless — dries fast. Stops
the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial bottle,
at drug stores, proves it — or money back. Ask for —
D.D.D. AteSc^otcW
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"Thank
you, Elsa,"
one has brought
me soJane
manysmiles.
lovely "Everythings
to eat I'll have to watch my diet. My
daughters write me that in America it is
fashionable to be thin."
"I like them fat, myself," Torbin quips,
gallantly kissing his wife's cheek. "Frau
Lind," he continues, "we wondered if you
would be good enough to take this package
to our son in America?"

Corns

Katherine Sheldon, Jane Darwell, Torbin Meyers and
Annette Lake in "The Holy
"It's only
halfindozen
Annette
chimes
eagerly.shirts and a pipe,"
"He lives near New
Lie." York in a place
called North Carolina," Torbin goes on.
"The address is on it."
"I'll be glad to take it," Jane agrees.
"Give it to Gretchen (Katherine Sheldon)."
"There's no room in the trunk," Kate
snaps. "It's full of presents now, with everybody in town sending something to their
"Now, Gretchen," Miss Darwell coaxes,
relatives."
"I'm sure such a magician as you can find
room
for a little dimples
package and
like smiles
this." at the
So Gretchen
praise and I dimple and smile at Arline
and Claire who are practicing a dance routine in another corner. But the dance director isdriving them and there's no chance
to talk. Consequently, I leave for—
Warner Brothers
THERE

COME

BACK

BIGGER AND UGLIER
unless removed Root* and all
ACORN
goesmerely
deep. When
you cut or pare
it at
home,imbedded
you
root
remains
in thetrimtoe.theSoonsurface.
the cornThecomes
back bigger— more painful— than ever.
But when you Blue-Jay a corn, it's gone for good.
In 3 short days the corn lifts out — root and all.
Blue-Jay is a tiny, modern, medicated plaster.
Easy to use. Held snugly in place by Wet-Pruf adCannot stick tobanish
stockings.
Blue-Jay
today andhesive.completely
corns,Getroot
and all.
2 5(! for package of 6 at all druggists.
FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one BlueJay absolutely free to anyone who has a corn, to
prove that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn
completely. Just send your name and address to
Bauer
Black, Dept.B-30,2500
Street, &Chicago,
111. Act quickly South
before Dearborn
this trial
offer expires. Write today.
*A plug
deadascells
in form
position. If
left
may ofserve
focalroot-like
point for
renewedand development.
looky&ors
APPROVED
WAY TO
TINT
GRAY
HAIR
O Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades
of blonde,
brownit. Used
or black.
BROWNATONE
and a small
brush does
and
approved
for
over
twenty-four
years.
Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

areductionaherenumber
of pictures
probut nothing
I can inreport.
ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
"China Clipper" with Pat O'Brien, Ross Size 8 x IOif inches
desired,
Alexander and Marie Wilson is shooting in orSamesmaller
forgroups,
full length
front of the studio. A taxi rolls up, Ross orscapes,
bust price
form,
land
pet
animals,
and Marie step out and Ross dashes into or enlargements of etc.an;
part of group
picture. photo
Safi_ 47
return
of original
_
the studio. Can you make any sense out guaranteed.
TOtT $1.00
SEND NO MONE3 Yf^S
of that?
t
(any
size)
and
within
a
week
you
will receive
I go on the set of "Stagestruck" where your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed
Joan Blondell and Dick Powell are sup- with less.
Pay postman
postage -or
sendfade49c
order
and we47csent
payplusC.postage.
O. P. 7fVBigTake
plus16x20pontposed to be working. I wait there an hour inch age enlargement
o
r
send
80c
and
we
pay
postage.
photos today. Specif vodvan
size wanted.
and we have a grand time gabbing but offer now. Send your
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
nothing
I can't spend the day 104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 486-L
here so Ihappens.
leave.
"Charge of the Light Brigade" I've told
Make Money E very Week Selling
you"Way
about.for a Pirate" with Sybil Jason and
STAMPED GOODS
Guy Kibbee is on location. So is "Polo Joe"
with
Brown MacLane
and "Cave-in"
New 21 piiRO catalo;ue FREE . . . pu,3 you in
Muir Joe
andE. Barton
(basedwithon jean
the
money making business. Get stampcil eno-l- direcent mine disaster in which those three
.,-11pillow
.,. lull";,
pmlil.
l Iverre, t from
100brirlne
newiiianui.utiircritems—towels,
scarves,
men were trapped).
cloths,
sets,
aprons,
etc..cases,
importtableeil
The other one— "Three in Eden"— with
ciiilm.itlciy lire. Ifs «<>•. J list wiile:
Margaret Lindsay is on the process stage Mortibco Art Embroidery
Co., 22 W. 21, t. Dept. 1S8, N. t. C.
where no one is admitted. But next month,
PEEL PASTE $5
my friends, I'll give you a dose of Warner WONDER
Give your fnro the expression of youth. What is moro
Brothers you won't soon forget.
beautiful
a clour
clear complexion!
Ono
utlful
than
complexion
I hotfoot it to Columbia but "Lost
Ileal ion only — complete
-1 days. t
Horizon" is on location and there is nothTlcmove Neck Wrinkles
ing else shooting. I wend my weary way to
applic and Double Chin Willi Uur m "J
SPONGECONTOUR
RUBBERMOLDFACE-LIFT
1
Universal and there is not one compan)
$1.
SPOt
Work.q while you sleep. Also prevents Snorlnc
going.
There being nowhere else lo go I totter
\IU:i.K MM, I, \U
home— and so to bed.
$1. Francisco
i)»-i><. 38, 177 r«>N» St., sun
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Crossword

Puzzle

By Ckarlotte Herbert

SS:

THE was
annual
Fund Benefit,
*/\T
* which
held Actors'
in Hollywood
for the
first time this year, due to the fact that a. J
the actors are now in Hollywood, William S.
Hart and Claudette Colbert received the
most applause. "Bill" recited one of his
famous poems about the last round-up, and
Claudette and Clark Gable acted the hitchscene fromCapra
"It Happened
DirectorhikingFrank
played theOneAlanNight."
Hale
part— remember, he was the guy who finally
picked the hitch-hikers up— and was so exin front
of aandbig had
audi-to
encecitedthatoverhe"acting"
stalled the
Ford car
be pushed off the stage. Among the people
who whizzed past, refusing to give Miss
Colbert and Mr. Gable a lift, was none other
than Bob Montgomery in his fancy European
car. As Bob passed, the Gable fingers ceased
to make a hitch-hiking gesture, but instead
made a gesture that connected with the nose.
D UT the biggest laugh at the Actors' Fund
^ Benefit occurred when Joan Blondell and
Francis Lederer, astride a white horse, appeared on the stage to do a bit of Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew." As far as
Mr. Lederer was concerned the "act" was
to be outquite
serious— but
had figured
Miss Blondell.
Thehe horse,
unusedwith-to
slippery stages, started sliding and balking
nil
the anyway,
place andwaspoorfrightened
Joan, whoto doesn't
likeover
horses
death.
While Francis was blithely reciting Shakeher To
breath,
ret me speare
offJoanofmuttered
the horseunder
quick.
hell "Say,
with
the play." Quite unsuspecting, she happened
to mutter
right next
"mike"—
the
entire
audience,
even totoa the
dollarandseats,
' new exactly how Miss Blondell felt about
horses and Shakespeare.
Freddie Bartholomew licked the
pants off of one of the kids in "The Devil
Is A toSissy"
a sissy.
But he
had
take who
him called
behind him
an old
abandoned
set toturedohad itissued
because
the
director
of
the
strict orders for no onepicto
fight with Freddie because it might mess
his face up for the camera. But Freddie came
through without a scratch and the director
was
the wise.
The when
pay-off,the however,
came none
that same
afternoon
director
selected the same kid to kick Freddie in one
of the scenes.

ACROSS
1 The bewitching French girl in "Sons o' Guns"
7 Now working with Robert Taylor in "His
14 A Brother's
small boy Wife"
15 AMother
of "Peer
17
feminine
name Gynt"
18 The first woman
19 Myrna
20
Garbo's Loy's
next fiance
picture in "Petticoat Fever"
21 She is Carole Lombard's sister in "My Man God22 Possessed
23
25 ADeedsuffix used to form the plural of some words
27 A small drinking vessel
28 Eccentric
29 His Royal Highness (abbr.)
30 Near
y" titanium
31 Symbolfrefor
33 Mrs. Joel McCrea
34
Edward
35 With
In a like
mannerArnold in "Sutter's Gold"
36
Ravenal
in
"Show Boat"
38 Sped
40
She hails from Helena, Montana
43
44 Upon
Perform
45 Chief magistrate of a city
47 A minced form of the word God
48 Physician (abbr.)
49 Observe
51 A gaseous element found in the air
53
one ofof Warner's
55 She
First isname
a western lovely
hero players
56 Denial
60
Greatbig(abbr.)
58 The
shot in "Bullets or Ballots"
61 Coal
The frightened
64
scuttle guardian in "13 Hours by Air"
65
"Theamusing
Passingcomedian
of the Third Floor Back"
67 In
A very
68 With
Bing Crosby
69
At a distant
place in "Rhythm on the Range"
70 Whirls rapidly
72 Possessive pronoun
73 Our continent (abbr.)
75 Shortened form of masculine name
77 A person of an ancient race
79 Type measure
80
His next with
picture
be "Maytime"
81 Boast
Teamed
MarywillBoland
in "Early to Bed"
82
DOWN
'The Ex-Mrs.
The butler
Statute
Lyric
poems
Twenty-four
To flee from hours (abbr.) Bradford"
Take precedence
played inon"Crime
and Punishment'
98 She
A newcomer
the screen
10 America's greatest city (abbr.)

11 Period of time
12 One hundred and six (Roman)
13 The Canadian mounty in "The Countrv Beyond"
16 With
The "Public
Enemy's
22
W. C.motion
Fields in Wife"
"Poppy"
24 Quivering
26
Robert
Taylor's
father
in
TownCaseGirl"
30 The hateful mother-in-law"Small
in "The
Against
35
32 Elder
Within (abbr.)
36
"I Married
Ames"
37 In
A Mrs.
suffix
denotingA Doctor"
past tense
38 Cattle farm
39 Measure
Wanderer of length (abbr.)
41
42
Gene Ferguson in "Public Enemy's Wife"
45
46 Extinct
To move birdswiftly
50 Entrance
54
(abbr.)
52 That
Type ismeasure
55 Adorns
57 The
Last seen
in "Dracula's
59
aristocratic
beauty Daughter"
in "Robin Hood of El
60
Abbreviated
form
of feminine name
62 Western state (abbr.)
63
65 Ballad
Ostentatious
66 Prefix denoting from
70 French coin
71
74 Pronoun
Paid publicity
76
of hesitancy
78 Speech
Our beloved
rado"' country (abbr.)
79 Every Do(abbr.)
Answer To Last Month's Puzzle
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OLIVIA

DE

Watch

HAVILLAND

the Luxables

in "ANTHONY

says:

she wears

ADVERSE

WARNER BROTHERS insist that nothing
but Lux ever touch any of the lovely
costumes that are safe in water alone.
They look enchanting throughout the
entire picture, even though scenes were
taken days, even months apart!
"At home I'm just as insistent that Lux be
used
my personal things," declares
Oliviaforde all
Havilland.
YOUR washables, too, can keep their dramatic freshness and"brand-new" look,if you
insist on Lux. Cake-soap rubbing and soaps
that contain harmful alkali tend to fade
colors, weaken fabrics. Lux has no harmful alkali — keeps things lovely longer!

• (Above) Olivia's lovely peasant
Luxables
in "Anthony
Adverse"
looked fresh
ncu after
scores of
• (Above) In Olivia's private
life Lux plays a major role —
protecting her lovely things.

Specified in the big Hollywood
Studios
."Using a Lux
in thesaving,
wardrobe room. . means
sizable

• (Right) anTheopera
gorgeous
becomes
star, Angela"
while
the real Olivia rockets to fame
in costume parts.

says IN'Was Mckenzie, wardrobe director athow
Warner
be
takes."
surprised
manyliros.
of theYou'd
glamorous costumes seen on the screen are
actually Luxable. They come out
per fectly.
trust to

Hollywood

says: "Don't

trust to luck
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